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Editorial
WHEN I was asked by the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 2005 to read Roger Penhallurick’s manuscript 
(originally entitled ‘Ancient and Roman Coins in Cornwall and Scilly’), it was soon clear to me that the 
vast body of carefully accumulated material contained in its pages should be published at the fi rst possible 
opportunity.
Unlike other European countries, Britain has no tradition of publishing regional numismatic corpora 
according to prescribed national standards and, to date, only Roman coins from North-West England 
(Lancashire and Cumbria) and Wales have been published in detail (Shotter 1990, 1995 and 2000, Guest 
and Wells 2007). While this is undoubtedly a lamentable situation, which one hopes will be remedied in the 
future, it does make the appearance of a regional numismatic study from Britain a special event worthy of 
celebration. This is particularly the case for Cornwall and Scilly because the publication is the result of one 
man’s enthusiasm and commitment to the subject. The author of this volume, Roger Penhallurick, was a 
man of diverse interests and many talents, and we are fortunate that he was keenly aware of the importance 
of coin fi nds to the archaeology and history of Cornwall and south-western Britain in the Iron Age, Roman 
and early Medieval periods. 
Roger Penhallurick had been working on his coin corpus for many years and had completed it in 
2000. Since his untimely death in 2004, staff and trustees had been gathering updated information for the 
intervening years by the time I received it in the summer of 2005. Transforming the original manuscript 
into this publication was, as usual, both a simple and complicated task. The simple part involved updating 
the corpus and several local and national organisations were approached for information relating to recent 
coin fi nds from Cornwall and Scilly. Details of additional fi nds were sent by the Portable Antiquities 
Scheme, the British Museum’s Department of Coins and Medals, the Isles of Scilly Museum, and Penlee 
House Gallery & Museum, while Henrietta Quinnell kindly checked and up-dated the important entries for 
Trethurgy and Trevelgue Head.
Roger Penhallurick’s original corpus was organised along chronological lines (‘Greek’, ‘Republican 
Coins’, ‘Imperial Coins’, etc.), which had the unfortunate effect of separating coins from the same 
assemblage into different parts of the corpus. It was agreed at an early stage in the publication process 
that the corpus and accompanying text should be rearranged so that assemblages would be presented 
together in their entirety to make the publication more useful to its intended audiences. The work of 
reorganising the manuscript was undertaken by Nick Wells, who had recently completed the publication 
and database of Iron Age & Roman Coins from Wales project (Guest and Wells 2007). This task proved to 
be rather more complicated than initially envisaged, though we feel that the end result is worth the effort. 
Roger Penhallurick’s discussion of the coins from Cornwall and Scilly has been brought together into the 
Introduction chapter, while the corpora of coin fi nds from Cornwall and Scilly are arranged alphabetically 
by fi nd name. Nick also produced the four Indexes that present the coin fi nd-spots in different arrangements 
and which make searching the corpus for specifi c fi nds or coins rather easier than would otherwise have 
been the case. The distribution maps at the end of the volume were produced using geo-referenced base 
maps supplied by Bryn Tapper (Senior Archaeologist in Cornwall County Council’s Historic Environment 
Service) to whom we are also grateful.
A work of this scale and ambition would not have been possible without the assistance of many people 
in Cornwall and we would like to thank Professor Charles Thomas and Christine Edwards of the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall for their support. Dr Oliver Padel and Chris Bond, also of the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall, were generous with their time, and without their help and attention to detail the distinctiveness 
of Cornish place and parish names would almost certainly have defeated us. Jane Marley, Curator of 
Archaeology and World Cultures at the Royal Cornwall Museum and editor of this corpus, co-ordinated the 
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project in a most exemplary way and the fact that the volume is published so promptly is testament to her 
energy and good judgment. Finally, Nick and I would like to thank Pat Penhallurick for entrusting us with 
the task of bringing her husband’s great numismatic work to the attention of an admiring and appreciative 
wider world.
Peter Guest
Cardiff University, December 2007.
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INTRODUCTION 1
Introduction
Greek Coins
(Locations in bold refer to the Gazetteer entries, followed by their number in parentheses.)
THE occurrence of ancient Greek coins in Britain constitutes a problem which has vexed archaeologists 
for many years. The Greeks never established trading colonies in this country, even though it was once 
fashionable to speculate that as early as the Bronze Age the Mycenaeans may have done so to account 
for such fi nds as the gold cup from Rillaton in Cornwall and faience beads from a number of localities 
(including Knackyboy entrance grave on St Martin’s, Scilly) which closely resemble beads from the eastern 
Mediterranean. After the founding of the Greek colony of Massalia (Marseilles) about 600 BC, there was 
a trade link between Cornwall and her tin supplies and the Mediterranean.
The subject of the tin trade has been discussed by Penhallurick (1986) and needs only brief mention 
here. Of early trade there is historical evidence in the famous passage by Diodorus of Sicily (probably 
written about 55 BC) in which he describes how tin was transported from Ictis, an island at high tide 
only and unquestionably St Michael’s Mount, across the English Channel and thence by packhorse to the 
mouth of the Rhône. An earlier and much shorter account by another Sicilian, Timaeus (c.345-c.250 BC), 
also refers to ‘white-lead’ (tin) from Ictis, or ‘Mictis’ as it appears in Timaeus’ account in Pliny’s Natural
History (Book IV, Chapter XVI). Such trade was through the intermediate Celtic tribes of Gaul. There is no 
more proof that the Greeks ever sailed into Mount’s Bay, or other convenient estuary, to trade for tin than 
there is to support the still current myth that the Phoenicians had done the same.
Greek coins have been found in some numbers in Britain, mainly in southern England with a diminishing 
scatter almost as far as the Scottish border (Laing 1968, Fig. 4). The native Celtic coinage of Britain, as 
elsewhere, was inspired by Greek prototypes, most notably the gold staters fi rst struck by Philip II of 
Macedon (358-336 BC) which became so popular that the Romans called the gold coins of their Emperors 
philippi. That Greek coinage was widely appreciated does not imply that autonomous Greek coins reached 
Britain in the fi rst and second centuries BC.
J. G. Milne (1948), in particular, championed the claim that some Greek coins must have reached our 
shores in the years before the Roman invasion. In the south-west, Milne suggested that the unusually 
large number from Exeter and a good scattering of them in Dorset fall into this category. The Exeter coins 
were fi rst discussed by W. T. P. Shortt in the Gentleman’s Magazine (1837) and later in his Sylva Antiqua 
Iscana (1841); his own notes expressed doubt about only some of them. Coins were found on a number 
of occasions, fi rst in 1810 during excavations for a sewer in Fore Street when about 110 Greek coins and 
1,000 Roman coins were recovered from depths down to about 20 feet. Subsequent discoveries at intervals 
down to the 1930s were supposed to be genuine if they were not “the work of several generations of 
hoaxers operating with a single-mindedness and persistence rare in Devon” (Todd 1987, p. 215).
Unfortunately, a number of the coins listed by Milne had been found in Roman contexts which he 
discussed with Goodchild in a paper in 1937, but ignored in 1948. The Exeter coins included some 
recovered from the ruins of a Roman building, while those found in 1810 were dismissed by Haverfi eld 
and Macdonald (1907, pp. 156-7) because they contained two nineteenth century forgeries. Milne and 
Goodchild (1937) suggested the forgeries became associated with the genuine coins at a later date.
This is not the place to detail the Exeter coins. Suffi ce it to say that most of the assemblage survives and 
was examined by the late George Boon, both a fi rst-class archaeologist and numismatist. He concluded 
that “the Exeter material in no case exhibits the appearance of a coin which has lain for many centuries 
in the soil of Exeter. None has the deep layer of corrosion-products to be expected of authentic fi nds .... 
Furthermore, several exhibit substantial traces of a thin, buff coating which is the hallmark of fi nds from 
the Levant and quite unmistakeable .... typical of coins brought back from the eastern Mediterranean” 
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(Boon 1991, p. 40). He stressed that British commitments in the eastern Mediterranean since Napoleonic 
times, plus the commercial links since the establishment of the Levant Company in 1597, “opened many 
opportunities for the acquisition of exotic coins on the spot, where in some cases at least they still served 
as small change and in all cases were available by the handful” (ibid.). Boon also refers to a quotation by 
W. H. J. King in 1903, “regarding a currency of mixed small copper, silver and even Roman coins rated 
at seven to the French sou .... at El-Wad oasis” (ibid., p. 41, n. 8), and the recovery from H.M.S. Pomone
(wrecked on The Needles in 1811) of coins ranging in date from autonomous Greek of the second century 
BC and late Roman Alexandrian tetradrachms to others from the seventeenth to early nineteenth centuries 
(ibid., p. 40).
Two Greek silver coins in very good condition were discovered in 1941 or 1942 during cultivation of a 
fi eld at Holne Chase, Dartmoor, which Aileen Fox (1950) considered to be genuine ancient imports: one 
was a tetradrachm of Alexander III, minted in Alexandria “not before 326 BC”, and the other a tetradrachm 
of the Roman province of Macedonia in northern Greece struck by Aesillas, quaestor in 93-92 BC. These 
were found about two miles south-south-west of the Iron Age hillfort close to which iron currency bars 
had been found. Nevertheless, their “very good condition” only inspires confi dence that they were modern 
losses.
Few Greek coins have been found in Cornwall and none in a sealed, datable context. The Numidian coin 
of Micipsa from Carn Brea (29) has been assumed to be an ancient loss because of its fi nd-spot in roughly 
the same general area as the hoard of Celtic coins. Others are known from elsewhere, including one from 
Thorverton, Devon, of the same type as from Carn Brea, found in the 1930s (pers com - letter from John 
Uglow, 3 September 1994). Current Archaeology (1994, no. 140, p. 326) published a letter from Ron 
Morley of Lakenheath, Suffolk, who described how, during fi eld-walking in the 1960s-70s in that area, 
Celtic coins of the Iceni were recovered from a fenland fi eld together with early Roman denarii. Among 
them was a silver unit of the Icenian King Prasutagus (c. AD 50-60), to which “was stuck” a silver coin of 
King Juba of Numidia (60-46 BC).
Haverfi eld (1924) noted that Shortt, the Exeter antiquarian, referred to a “massy [massive] silver coin 
of Syracuse”, Sicily, dug up in a mine at Malpas, between Truro and Falmouth. Malpas is incorrect, being 
devoid of mines. The fi nd-spot, if it really was found in a “mine” is likely to have been the tin streamworks 
in the Carnon Valley where late Roman coins were recovered (see Carnon Valley (33) in the gazetteer), 
but nothing more is known of the supposed coin of Syracuse. The well- documented hoard from Malpas
Passage (119) is late Roman and detailed in the gazetteer.
One Greek coin from Cornwall is a deliberate fraud: a Parthian coin which cannot have reached Britain 
in antiquity. A silver drachm of Orodes II (c.57-38 BC), minted at Rhagae, modern Tehran (Sellwood 1980, 
type 48.11), was supposedly found in a rock crevice on Carnmenellis in about March 1996 by an American 
team called Global Research. Other ‘fi nds’ made at the same time included a handful of late Roman imperial 
coins of eastern mints placed in a Byzantine pottery lamp of several centuries later, pieces of bronze typical 
of central Europe, and modern pieces of the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries. Rumour has it that Global 
Research planted the fi nds so that innocent American members of the group would not leave Cornwall 
without signifi cant fi nds to make the cost of their trip appear worthwhile. Had the perpetrators been better 
informed of typical British fi nds they might have got away with it. Signifi cantly, nothing was put in writing 
by the fi nders and the hoax only came to light because the lady living on the property insisted that the fi nds 
should come to the museum in Truro for closer inspection. The lady was herself suspicious because the 
lamp had been found in a well which she knew had been cleared of debris not long before. 
Modern copies of Greek coins which look authentic to the non-expert have turned up in Cornwall, a few 
of which are worthy of note here. A tetradrachm of Athens typical of the fourth century BC was dug up in 
a garden at Rock (201) in 1980. The same garden had also produced in about 1979 a fi ne Roman bronze 
sestertius of Caracalla (AD 198-217) minted in Antioch. The latter fi nd would be unusual in Britain and 
the later discovery of a modern Greek copy makes it more than likely that the Roman coin had come from a 
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discarded collection. The same applies to a bronze coin of Athens (22 mm), brought to me in 1978 by Mrs 
H. A. Wheeler, which was dug up in a garden at Portloe (190) by her late mother. The obverse shows the 
head of Athena wearing a Corinthian helmet, and the reverse Athena holding in her outstretched right hand 
a fi gure of Nike, while resting her left hand on a shield and a spear, with legend [A]4+1>$,:1@.
At present, the best one can say is that all Greek coins found so far in Cornwall must be regarded with 
suspicion because not one can be accepted as an ancient loss without reservation, not even the Paul (155)
hoard which has long been regarded as confi rming pre-Roman trading links in Cornish tin. Clearly, no 
Greeks to beware of came to Cornwall bearing gifts.
Celtic Coins
THE Dumnonii of Cornwall and Devon did not mint their own coins, and evidence that they may have used 
a more primitive type of currency, rather than barter, is dubious.
Supposed ‘Ring Money’
C. S. Gilbert (1817, p. 187) noted that in the seventeenth century a vast quantity of iron rings was found 
“in the west of Cornwall”, which Moyle was persuaded was old British money. He procured one of them 
for Lord Pembroke and considered them to be the ‘annulis ferris’ (other readings say ‘taleis ferreis’ [see 
Currency Bars below] spoken of by Caesar in his Commentaries). The eighth Lord Pembroke, Henry 
Herbert (1656-1733), President of The Royal Society 1689-90, was a noted collector of “statues, dirty 
goods, and coins” (Dictionary of National Biography).
The fi nd was recorded by Edward Lhuyd in a letter from Falmouth, dated 29 November 1700, to Thomas 
Tonkin concerning iron plates “of that form & size whereof several horse-loads were found about six years 
since [1694]”. The drawing of two of the plates cannot now be found. William Borlase (1736, pp. 90, 
116) quoted the story, adding on page 90 that “some plates [were] found in Boconnoc in 1739”. Borlase’s 
writing here is very small and diffi cult to read, but Boconnoc appears to be the best interpretation.  
Unless iron rings had been recovered from a burial in sand, it is unlikely they were of any great antiquity. 
In any case, the story cannot now be substantiated. Although rings of various metals have been thought of 
as a means of exchange, most ring money is of gold, and the dividing line between ornament and money is 
a hazy one in cultures where barter predominated.
Barter
Cattle in particular have long formed a standard of exchange from Ireland to India; Irish texts refer to “units 
of value in terms of six heifers, or three milch cows” (T. G. E. Powell, 1958, p. 102). Even in the most 
Romanised parts of Britain in the fourth century AD, barter “replaced money and wide areas returned to a 
subsistence economy” (Birley 1964, p. 134). 
Whatever trade goods were imported into Iron Age Cornwall, tin must have been the principal export. 
The well known passage by Diodorus Siculus (late fi rst century BC) states that the inhabitants of Belerium 
(the Land’s End area but applicable to the whole county) “are especially hospitable to strangers and have 
adopted a civilized manner of life because of their intercourse with merchants and other peoples”. Much of 
this trade was via the Veneti of southern Brittany, the dominant traders in the Western Approaches until the 
greater part of their fl eet was destroyed by Julius Caesar in 56 BC. There is little to suggest that the means 
of exchange was normally anything other than barter. 
Currency Bars
Well attested in the British Iron Age from the second century BC is the use of sword-shaped currency 
bars of iron, particularly in the Severn-Cotswold area using iron ore from the Forest of Dean. Caesar (De
Bello Gallico, V., 12, 4.) referred to the use of taleis ferreis in Britain. Such things are rare further south-
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west, even in Devon where a hoard of twelve was found at Holne Chase, each about 24 ins long and 2 
ins wide, of which only a few fragments now survive. These were found in 1870 by Sir Bouchier Wrey’s 
gamekeeper while digging out a rabbit between the settlement and the river (Amery 1873). The report from 
the Museum of Practical Geology stated that “There is no evidence to prove that the iron ... is of any great 
antiquity”. Nevertheless, they are still considered to be currency bars. The lack of such fi nds elsewhere in 
Devon and in Cornwall does not prove that none was ever used west of the Tamar, only that the acid soil 
does not allow their preservation. Ancient iron of any sort is almost unknown in Cornwall.
Celtic Coins
The Celtic tribes of south-east England began minting their own coins about 100 BC. Their inspiration, 
and those of continental counterparts, was the gold stater of Philip II of Macedon (359-336 BC) with the 
head of Apollo on the obverse, and a charioteer in a two-horse chariot or biga on the reverse. Similar types 
were issued by his successors, Alexander III (the Great, 336-323), Philip III (323-316) and Cassander 
(316-297), all of whom employed Celtic mercenaries in large numbers (de Jersey, 1996, p. 6). It is also 
known that staters captured in wars in Macedonia and Syria in the second century were used as currency 
in Rome. Livy asserted that 140,000 were carried in the triumph of Scipio Asiaticus after the victory at 
Magnesia in 188 BC, and 693,000 in the triumph of Aemilius Paullus after the battle of Pydna in 167 
BC. (Brooke 1933, p. 268). It is assumed that many of these coins would have been introduced to Gaul 
when Domitius Ahenobarbus and Fabius Maximus conquered the Arverni (of modern Auvergne) and the 
Allobroges (of modern Dauphiné and Savoy) in 121 BC following a plea for help from the inhabitants 
of Massalia (Marseilles), a Greek ally threatened by Gaulish tribes. Whatever the signifi cance of these 
campaigns, Celtic copies were introduced into south-east England through trade by the Belgic tribes of 
northern Gaul around 125 BC. The old idea that coins were introduced through invasion by Belgic tribes 
has long been discredited. 
It was also about this time that coins from Carthage in Zeugitana (north Africa) fi ltered through to 
Britain. Two from neighbouring Numidia found in Cornwall are noted under Greek Coins and are not so 
extraordinary when it is realized that third or fourth century coins of Carthage have turned up in south-east 
England, notably in Kent: cf. de Jersey 1996, p. 15 and Plate 10. The inhabitants of Cornwall remained 
impervious to such coins as a useful means of commerce. Finds of Celtic coins have, therefore, been rare 
in the county. However, the scatter of Ambiani coins from the Somme region of north-west France, found 
in the coastal counties of Dorset, Devon and Cornwall, probably indicate cross-Channel trade (Van Arsdell 
1989, p. 4).
Roman  Republican  Coins
REPUBLICAN denarii were minted in good quality silver. Because of their purity, such coins commonly 
remained in circulation until the early second century AD. Tacitus is silent about the use of money in 
Britain, but in his Germania written in 97-98, he noted that the Germans of the interior “truer to the plain 
old ways”, employ barter, while those closer to the Roman frontier preferred “money that is old and 
familiar, denarii with a notched edge and the type of the two-horse chariot” (Mattingly 1948, pp. 104-105). 
The latter is the bigatus referred to below under Sithney. A modern analogy is the continued use of Maria 
Theresa ‘dollars’ (thalers) dated 1780, still with an 86 per cent silver content, from the Austrian mint for 
circulation in the Levant and the hinterland of the Red Sea.
A remarkable example of the late use of Republican coins in Britain comes from Somerset: the country’s 
largest hoard of silver denarii, 9,310 pieces, was found in August 1998 in a fi eld of barley stubble at 
Northbrook Farm, Shapwick (Western Morning News, 10 November 1999). The earliest coins were worn 
examples of the legionary issues of Mark Antony in 32-31 BC before his defeat at the battle of Actium, 
while the latest belonged to the reign of Severus Alexander (AD 222-235).
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All the Republican coins found in Cornwall could have reached the county in imperial times, as did those 
from the Roman camp at Nanstallon (141). With isolated, unstratifi ed fi nds it may be impossible to know 
if they are early or modern losses. Thus, a denarius, not a Cornish fi nd, brought to me for identifi cation by 
a young lady in 1987 had been found by her father “many years before” jammed in a one-armed bandit! 
Caius Valerius Flaccus would be amused to know his bigatus did not fulfi ll its function properly in the 
twentieth century.
Roman Imperial Coins
BRITAIN was on the edge of the known world.  Its remoteness meant it played little part in the important 
affairs of the Roman Empire, even though “at times tying down more than a tenth of the entire Roman 
army” (Rivet and Smith 1979, p. 38). Within Britain, the Isles of Scilly would have been well known to 
seamen, yet was remote enough to be a place of exile to which Sulpicius Severus (c. AD 360-420) said that 
Instantius and Tiberianus were deported. Britain had its own mint at London from the time of the usurpers 
Carausius and Allectus (AD 287-296) and under the House of Constantine until about AD 326. A mint 
was also established, probably at Colchester, for a time under Carausius (Askew 1951). For the most part, 
however, coins minted in Rome, or elsewhere in Europe in the later empire, notably at Trier, circulated in 
Britain.
Although Cornwall was part of Roman Britain, it was remote even within the province having no large 
towns comparable to Gloucester, Cirencester or Exeter.  Plymouth may well have been a Devon trading port 
of some signifi cance throughout the Roman period. Coins from much of the period have been recovered 
there. We may never know what now lies buried beneath the modern City, but the lack of substantial 
Roman fi nds implies a far less imposing settlement than Exeter, the cantonal capital Isca Dumnoniorum.
After the abandonment of the short-lived Roman camp at Nanstallon (141) about AD 75 (Fox and 
Ravenhill 1972), the Cornish appear to have been left very much to themselves. Roman Cornwall was 
essentially prehistoric beneath a thin veneer of Roman imports such as pottery, coins, fi bulae and other 
trinkets. Coins became more important from the mid-third century, judging from the deposition dates of coin 
hoards. The distribution of these hoards is substantially the same as those of earlier deposition, only their 
density increased, mainly around south-coast estuaries associated with tin streaming and sensible places 
for its export. This increase coincided with the decline of mining in Spain in the third century, perhaps 
related to “the brief but startling” Frankish raids in the tin-bearing north-west region of Gallaecia (modern 
Galicia) in the 260s which stimulated new circuit walls at towns such as Lucus Augusti, modern Lugo, and 
Bracara-Augusta, modern Braga in Portugal (Richardson 1996, p. 273). Richardson (p. 280) notes that 
after this massive decline in the third century Spanish mines “never regained their former level of output”. 
Nevertheless, alluvial production of tin and gold in Galicia and Lusitania did continue, tin being extracted 
“in this general region in the fourth century, since in this period a Roman military garrison reoccupied an 
abandoned Iron Age hill-fort at Las Merchanas (Lumbrales, Salamanca, close to the Portuguese border) 
and engaged in the smelting of tin, until the site was abandoned at the start of the fi fth century during the 
Germanic invasions” (Edmondson 1989, p. 91).
The greatest impact on Cornish tin production was the growth of the British pewter industry. Pewter was 
known to the Romans at an early date. Three ingots in pristine condition, bearing stamps of the Emperor 
Vespasian (69-79), were recovered from Regis House, near London Bridge, close to a quay built c. AD 63-
64 (Brigham and Watson 1998). From the fourth or fi fth century are eight ingots (six surviving in the British 
Museum) from the Thames between Battersea and Wandsworth bearing the name SYAGRIVS and the chi-
rho monogram surrounded with the words SPES IN  DEO, ‘Hope in God’ (Marsden 1980, pp. 146-7).
Pewter for use as tableware was a British development in the third century based on Cornish tin and lead 
derived in part from the Mendips. Such pewter vessels as are known from the Continent are regarded as 
exports from Britain “where evidence for manufacture and examples of vessels are widespread” (Brown 
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1976, p. 26). The industry developed, either by design or chance, at a time when imports of pottery also 
declined (samian ware virtually ceased to be imported after the end of the second century).
How far Roman authority controlled the trade in Cornish tin is not known. It may well be that the 
production and smelting of tin was left largely in the hands of the natives who had been adept at it for 
over two thousand years, but there is some evidence to show that Roman offi cials had  some control 
over production. The late tin ingot from near Carnanton (32), stamped with indistinct Roman imperial 
marks, bears witness to that. Nor should it be forgotten that fi ve inscribed stone way-markers, the so-called 
milestones, survive in Cornwall, all of late Roman date (Collingwood and Wright 1995, pp. 694-7). In 
chronological order they are at Menheer farm, Gwennap (Gordian, 238-244); Trethevey near Tintagel 
(Gallus and Volusian, 251-253); in Breage church (Postumus, 258-268); St Hilary church (Constantine I as 
Caesar, 306-spring 307), and in Tintagel church (Licinius, 308-324).
Perhaps under-valued is the evidence from Bosence (13), a small enclosure about 150 by 135 feet 
internally, which could well be a station of about the late third century set up in an area streamed for tin 
since the Bronze Age. Curiously, the site has never been excavated even though William Borlase (1769, 
pp. 316-21) recorded important fi nds there in 1756. Finds were made in a shaft 36 feet deep, but only about 
30 inches in diameter, in the north-west corner of the enclosure. The face of the shaft had foot-holds cut 
into it. At a depth of 18 feet a tin dish or patera, was found, and at 24 feet a tin jug. The jug, now in the 
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford along with the other fi nds, is in perfect condition and of the same type as 
that which held the Caerhays hoard of coins from Porthluney Valley (186) deposited not much later than 
AD 282. No coins were found in the Bosence jug, but it must date from roughly the same period. 
The tin dish may also give a clue. It is 4½ inches in diameter at the top and has a fl at base inscribed 
on the inside. The inscription is now said to be illegible and several interpretations have been made of it. 
Borlase (1769, p. 316) recorded it as Livius modestus Driuli fi lius Deo Marti. Borlase was confused by 
the cursive script in which A looks like a Greek O or /, and S is similar to the old fashioned long S. The 
E written, in particular, resembles that in stilus-tabletsҝҝҝas a backward sloping II from the fi rst half of the 
second century (Collingwod, Wright and Frere 1991, p. 72), but this may not mean that the dish is that 
early. Indeed, its association with the tin jug suggests a late third century date.
The simpler reading by Haverfi eld (1924, Roman, p. 8) is accepted as the correct one: Aelius Modestus 
Deo Marti, ‘Aelius Modestus’ [dedicates this] to the God Mars. Haverfi eld, in a letter to the Revd W. Iago 
on 13 July 1889, wrote, “... About the Bossens cup ... I copied it with Mr Arthur Evans ... The emended 
text is clear enough” (Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall 1890, p. 248). A very similar script is 
on a leaden curse found in 1928 on the site of the National Provincial Bank, Princes Street, London, and 
now in the Museum of London (Collingwood and Wright 1995, item 6). In the centre of the dish is a large 
R, of unknown meaning, not mentioned by Borlase. The R is a curious one and might be taken as a badly 
inscribed P. If so, it may be the same name recorded at Housesteads (Vercovicium) on Hadrian’s Wall 
(Iago was also aware of this inscription). Among the dedications found there in or before 1727 is an altar 
(21 x 42 ins) with plain sides (Collingwood and Wright 1995, item 1580, p. 305).  It bears the following 
inscription:
   HERCVLI  
   COH(ors) I  TVNGROR(um)  
   MIL(liaria) 
   CVI  PRAEEST  P(ublius)  AEL(ius)  
   MODESTVS  PRAE(fectus)
‘To Hercules the First Cohort of Tungrians milliaria [one thousand strong], under the command of Publius 
Aelius Modestus, Prefect (set this up)’. The inscription was set up sometime during the third century 
(Scullard 1979, p. 156). Unless the name was a common one, it may be the same man who did a tour of 
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duty in Cornwall. The cohort consisted of auxiliary troops known as numeri raised from natives in the 
provinces where they were set up, in this case originally in the vicinity of modern Tongres in Belgium. 
Other fi nds from the shaft at Bosence were two handled stone weights (just over 14 lbs 10 oz and 4 
lbs 1 oz respectively), and below this, many bones, fragments of horns, half-burnt sticks, many pieces of 
leather, shreds of “worn-out shoes” and part of a large stone vessel. It is not possible to say from Borlase’s 
sketch what the vessel was, but it may well have been the type commonly made in late and post-Roman 
Cornwall of greisen, a fi ne-grained muscovite granite. The fi nds are consistent with a military presence 
for an unknown period. Such military supervision in mining areas is well known elsewhere, including, for 
example, an altar at Whitley Castle, Northumberland, set up to the god Apollo Gaius by the Second Cohort 
of Nervians who supervised the lead deposits of Alston Moor in the third century (Frere 1967, p. 285). 
Two possible Roman signal stations have recently been recognised from aerial photographs on the north 
Cornish coast; one at Oldwalls, Morwenstow (SS 199 142), the other at High Cliff, St Gennys (SX 12 94) 
(Herring 1994). It remains to be seen if these are contemporary with the north Devon fortlets at Old Burrow 
and Martinhoe, on the Exmoor coast, occupied around 50-68, or late Roman and contemporary with the 
so-called Roman milestones in Cornwall.
Even so, coin hoards and other Roman traces in Cornwall do not alter Hencken’s view that “offi cials 
were very few, and perhaps did no more than exercise some supervision over the industry and buy the tin 
from the native streamers” (Hencken 1932, p. 201).
The extent to which coinage circulated in Cornwall as currency is uncertain. An abundance of coins 
does not mean they were always used as currency: Horton and Blurton (1988, p. 20) draw attention to 
the widespread use of Chinese copper coins for metalworking around the shores of the Indian Ocean, 
including East Africa and south India, especially in the eleventh century. Similarly, Wheeler (1955, pp. 
181-2) referred to the “astonishing vogue of Roman coin-types over a large part of central India in the fi rst 
and second centuries”, including terracotta imitations, pierced or looped for suspension as ornaments (see 
also Turner 1989). Wheeler also noted (pp. 83-4) that in Free Germany, where coins were widespread both 
singly and in hoards, the extent to which they circulated as currency amongst the tribesmen “was doubtless 
relatively slight”.
Wiener’s (1991, p. 66) account of the way of life before the Clearances in the Scottish island of Mull 
in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, may not have been far removed from that which existed 
in Cornwall in the Roman period: “Living self-suffi cient in a remote, enclosed community, they seldom 
handled money - most of their rents they paid in kind, built their own houses and provided their own food 
and clothing. Practically their only contact with the outside world of commerce came through the cattle 
markets.” Substitute tin for cattle and she could have been describing Cornwall.
It may well be that Cornish coin hoards were more of value locally for their metal content than for their face 
value, and would explain, for example, why the Gare Hoard from Lamorran (92) contained so many very 
worn fi rst and early second century sestertii of good quality metal. “It is extremely doubtful that here, in the 
far end of Dumnonia, Roman coins had any circulation and currency as money. The hoards suggest payments 
by middle-men, or negotiatores, within an offi cially controlled monopoly” (Thomas 1994, p. 188).
The only Classical reference to money in the south-west is given by C. Iulius Solinus (fl . AD 260+) in 
his note on Scilly, then substantially one island, in his Collectanea Rerum Memorabilium:
‘A rough strait also separates the island of Silura from the shore which the British tribe 
of the Dumnonii occupy.  The inhabitants of this island preserve the ancient customs: they 
refuse money, give and accept things, obtain their necessities by exchange rather than by 
purchase ...’ 
There is nothing in the archaeological record to suggest that the inhabitants of Cornwall, or of Devon much 
west of the cantonal capital at Exeter, habitually used coins in preference to barter. It is more probable that 
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the coin hoards of south and west Cornwall indicate that some luxuries, rather than the necessities of life, 
were purchased from traders, while the paucity of coin fi nds in parts of the county, particularly in the north, 
only reinforces the argument that barter remained the order of the day. 
Charles Thomas suggested (1966, p. 86) that the name Cornovii, applied to tribes in Cheshire and 
Caithness, might equally apply in Cornwall to those emigrant Veneti from southern Brittany who, in the 
fi rst century BC, may have inhabited promontory forts or cliff-castles. (‘Corn’, meaning ‘horn’ in Welsh 
and Irish, referred to horn-like promontories as well as to the shape of Cornwall as a whole, and from it the 
county’s name ultimately derived.) Even if this supposition is correct, it does not imply that the Dumnonii 
would have been familiar with Celtic coins brought over by the Veneti because there is evidence that the 
Veneti did not mint coins themselves. Roth (1912, p. 14) wrote that “No coins have yet been attributed to 
the Veneti”. Coins that may have been attributable to them are, from their distribution, now known to have 
circulated along the lower Loire valley, further south-east than Venetian main territory, and were probably 
struck by the Namnetes, the tribe “which occupied this area when boundaries were formalised in the early 
Gallo-Roman period” (Jersey 1999).
What is often called ‘The British Empire’ was established by the usurper Carausius in 286 and continued 
by his chief minister, Allectus, who murdered Carausius in 293. Allectus was himself killed by the forces of 
Constantius I (Chlorus) in 296, who thus re-established Britain as part of the ‘Central Empire’. Carausius 
set up mints at Boulogne (re-taken by the empire in 293), London and probably Colchester, Allectus issuing 
coins only at the British towns. The coinage produced was vast, yet only a few belonging to this period 
have been found in Cornwall: a single coin of Allectus from the Pennance hoard (163) (a wax impression 
only survives), another from The Kelseys, Holywell (84), and fi ve of Carausius in a late-fourth century 
hoard from Trebursey (224). It is not unreasonable to assume that Cornwall was, from the point of view of 
coinage, largely isolated from the rest of Britain during the years of the British Empire, indicating that trade 
in tin within Britain primarily involved barter. The latest coins in the Caerhays hoard, Porthluney Valley
(186) are those of Probus (276-282), while those of later hoards, as from Trevelgue, are fourth century. 
This may mean that when the Central Empire was in control, coin hoards were largely of continental origin. 
It is signifi cant that at all periods, coins from British mints are uncommon in Cornwall. Coins may have 
been more convenient to traders from Gaul, and Cornish coin hoards are not associated with objects other 
than the pewter or pottery vessels (of British if not of local manufacture) which contained some of them. 
Nothing is known of other goods which may have been imported with the coins in the later empire.
Isolated coins are not uncommon and are found with increased regularity since the advent of metal-
detectors. Those which are worn and with a good patina can be assumed to be ancient losses, but others in 
good condition and lacking any patina must, in some cases, be modern losses, like the billon tetradrachms 
of Alexandria and a coin of Constantius II, FEL TEMP REPARATIO type, from the Siscia mint in perfect 
condition found wedged behind a door frame in a house in Padstow (155) in 1999.
Borlase (1769, p. 308) was well aware of the danger of reading too much into such fi nds: “These Coins 
are sometimes found single and dispersed, here and there one, or a few only together. In such case we 
may conclude them accidentally dropt, and lost; but whether by Britons, Traders, or Romans, will be 
uncertain, unless found near a Roman Way, Fort, or Habitation.” One should be just as circumspect now in 
interpreting the signifi cance of Roman coin fi nds.
Roman gold coins
No Roman gold coins have been found in any of the Cornish hoards, but a few isolated coins have. 
Unfortunately, only one is known to have survived. Careful drawings were made of two, while contemporary 
descriptions make it possible to ascertain the types of all but one of the others. All but two of the authenticated 
gold coins from Cornwall are late and in good condition. These may have reached Cornwall before the 
end of offi cial Roman rule in Britain under Honorius when troops were being withdrawn from Britain by 
Stilicho from 401 for the defence of Italy against Alaric. Times were troubled from the late fourth century, 
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the period of the adventus Saxonum which began in the late third century, and it is easy to speculate that 
some Romanised Celts sought refuge in the western fringes of the province away from the hard-pressed 
south-east, taking their gold coins and other wealth with them. The centre of the Land’s End peninsula was 
certainly isolated, while at St Agnes the Beacon was well defended. The sixth century British chronicler 
Gildas recorded an appeal sent to Aetius (fl . 433-454) “... thrice consul, the groans of the Britons ... the 
barbarians drive us to the sea, the sea drives us to the barbarians; between these two means of death we 
are either killed or drowned.” Gildas also attributed the migration of Britons (largely from Cornwall) to 
Brittany around the mid-fi fth century to Saxon pressure - but I shall speculate no further on a handful of 
coins.
Details of the gold coins are given in the Gazetteer under the following headings:
Carn Brea (29)
Lanyon Quarry (98)
Landulph (94)
Nanstallon Fort (141)
Poughill, Ashton Farm (196)
New Downs (143)
Roman coins found in tin streamworks
C. S. Gilbert (1817, Vol. I, p. 198) wrote that “Roman coins, also, have been found in and near ancient 
tin mines in this county, which must have been left there either by the Roman miners, or by the offi cers 
appointed by that people to superintend and guard the mines, when worked by the natives”. In fact, an 
abundance of objects dating from the Bronze Age onwards has been recovered from streamworks, coins 
included, which have been detailed by Penhallurick 1986.
Such fi nds are almost unique to Cornwall, few having been documented from European deposits. Some 
unspecifi ed Roman coins were dredged up from the Zezera valley near Belmonte, Portugal, in alluvial 
gravels sometime after 1913 by the American-Portuguese Tin Company (ibid., p. 99). Better evidence 
comes from Brittany, although in the extensive tin alluvials at St Renan in 1963 only a few Roman fi bulae 
and slag, but no coins, were found (ibid., pp. 91-2). In the 1950s, the base of an amphora containing 
cassiterite and seven coins from Augustus (c. 14 BC) to Maurice Tiberius (c. AD 585) confi rmed early 
tin exploitation about 5 km west of Abbaretz, Loire Atlantique. Two gold trientes minted in Vannes and 
Nantes c. AD 550-560 may have been accidentally incorporated into the excavated material (ibid., pp. 
89-90), and are suspiciously close to a radiocarbon date of AD 650+ 100 noted by Knight 1999 from the 
Abbaretz-Nozay deposits.
Roman coins from Cornish tin streamworks are detailed in the Gazetteer under the following headings:
Carnon Valley (33)
Marazion Marsh (122)
Nanstallon (140)
Reskadinnick (198)
St Buryan (17)
For coins confi rming contemporary tin working see:
Bodmin Moor? (8)
Porthluney Valley, Caerhays Hoard (186)
For coins that have or may have a mining connection see:
Roche (200)
Uncertain Location (269)
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Roman Provincial Coins
OCCASIONAL fi nds of these coins have been made in Cornwall as elsewhere in Britain. None has been found 
in Cornwall either in an archaeological context or as part of any Roman hoard. Egypt in imperial times 
was the personal possession of the emperor, so not part of the Roman Empire in the same sense as Gaul or 
Britain. Roman senators were not allowed to visit Egypt without the consent of the emperor himself and the 
huge output of the mint at Alexandria did not circulate outside the boundaries of Egypt “thereby preventing 
possible fl uctuations in value through external infl uence” (Curtis 1990, p. 3). While it is possible that odd 
coins circulated more widely as souvenirs, the above facts make it a near certainty that all tetradrachms 
found in Britain are recent losses of coins picked up by people who had made the ‘Grand Tour’ or after 
military service in Egypt in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Revd W. Iago’s collection of wax 
impressions of coins contained a note on two, one of Maximian and one illegible, found at Thebes in Egypt 
and given to Bodmin Museum in the nineteenth century by a Captain Kempthorne. Cornish fi nds are listed 
in the gazetteer out of interest.
Byzantine  Coins
TWO Byzantine coins have been found on Scilly, though neither were from an archaeological context 
and both were most probably modern losses (see George Boon’s comments under Greek Coins). Boon 
listed all the Byzantine coins known to him from Britain found between 1958 and 1988. Only three came 
from archaeological contexts: one from Hamwih (ancient Southampton), another from Winchester, and a 
third from a Saxon grave at Barfreston in Kent. Not a single coin from Scotland or Wales could claim to 
be a fully authenticated ancient loss. In the south-west, two from Ilchester, Somerset, and one (a deeply 
corroded copper 40 nummi piece of Tiberius II minted at Constantinople in 581-582) from Princetown, 
Devon, in 1885, might possibly be ancient losses. Like the billon tetradrachms of Alexandria, most were 
probably brought to this country in the nineteenth century or later by tourists or soldiers who had served in 
the countries where the coins circulated and are common fi nds to this day.
Anglo-Saxon and Contemporary Continental Coins
WHETHER Edward Gibbon believed it or not, the emperor Honorius (395-423) who ruled in Ravenna, is 
said to have been alarmed by the loss of Rome to the barbarians only until he realised that it was not the 
death of a favourite chicken called Roma, but only the loss of the empire’s western capital; “He viewed 
with supine indifference the calamities of Rome and Italy” (Gibbon 1787, Vol. III, p. 268). His edict 
to the cities of Britain in 410 to look to their own defences coincided with a recorded Saxon invasion. 
Roman Britain was in rapid but not immediate collapse. “After about 407, new coins were not going into 
circulation in Britain. Barter was increasingly used, and the hoarded coins therefore became worthless, and 
their recovery pointless” (Marsden, 1980, p. 180). Coinage probably fell out of use by c. AD 430 and did 
not reappear until the fi rst Anglo-Saxon coins were minted in south-east England from about 575.  
Such momentous events may have been of little immediate concern to the native Cornish whose 
predilection for barter has already been stated. There is no evidence to suggest that in post-Roman Cornwall 
coinage was used to any signifi cant extent until about the early fourteenth century. In Devon also, Saxon 
coins are very scarce and hoards unknown, in spite of the importance of Exeter in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries (Todd 1987, pp. 283-5) and the establishment of four Saxon mints in the county. Coins before 
Edward III (1327-1377) are uncommon in Cornwall. Unfortunately I have not kept an account of the few 
which have turned up from time to time.
Coinage seems to have come into general use in Cornwall with the establishment of market towns such 
as Marazion, already important in the eleventh century (Padel 1988, p. 115). Its name derives from the 
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Cornish Marghas Byghan (little market), while its alternative name of Market Jew is from Marghas Yow
(Thursday market), originally a separate place in close proximity. Many inhabitants of early medieval 
Cornwall lived in scattered dwellings so that even villages were relatively few. Many a church to this day 
stands in grand isolation, or did so until development in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Henderson 
made the point that in “the early Middle Ages ... the inhabitants of Cornish towns were mostly strangers 
... the country people found them useful, but do not seem to have been much attracted to live within 
them” (Henderson 1921, pp. 19-25). Ann Preston-Jones and Peter Rose 1986 noted that only three sites 
could be regarded as towns in 1066: St Stephen-by-Launceston, Bodmin and Helston, with “markets 
only” at Marazion, Liskeard and St Germans. By the mid-fourteenth century, however, 23 towns were 
scattered between Kilkhampton and Marazion. The authors speculated that coastal sites such as Crantock 
and Phillack “were established at existing trading centres, because they were already important centres of 
population”.
The scatter of Roman fi nds at these sites, particularly around Phillack, to which one can now add 
Padstow, supports this supposition. In September 1984, F. McCarthy of Hayle discovered three coins on 
The Towans, Phillack Towans (175), a Roman AE3, probably of Valens (364-378) and two short-cross 
silver pennies of Henry II (1154-1189) and John (1199-1216). How much more, one wonders, lies beneath 
the towans at Phillack and Perranporth? 
Markets operate well enough through barter, and the dearth of Saxon coinage in Cornwall proves this. 
The later medieval payment of rent in puffi ns may be of signifi cance here. Leaving aside the academic 
question of whether ‘puffi n’ signifi ed Fratercula arctica or the Manx Shearwarter (Puffi nus puffi nus) - 
either or both are possible - Margaret Midgley (1945, Vol. II, pp. 247-8) showed that on Scilly payment in 
1296-97 consisted of 300 ‘puffon’ annually, valued at 6s 8d. In 1336-37, John de Allet agreed to pay Sir 
Ralph Blanchminster 150 ‘puffones’ for his lands on Bryher and St Martin’s, in default of which payment 
was lawful at the rate of 1d for three birds (Henderson, MS). Such payment may well date back to 1141 
when Reginald de Dunstanville was created Earl of Cornwall and Scilly because an annual cull of birds 
may have long existed in the islands, in spite of a lack of archaeological evidence to prove it. Similar 
payments in gulls are recorded in Cornwall from the late sixteenth century to 1714 (Penhallurick 1969, p. 
162), although then it refl ected the Tudor predilection for gulls as well as puffi ns for the dinner table.
Trade in Cornish tin must have continued throughout the post-Roman period. Evidence for tin streaming 
is scarce but was discovered at workings in the Pentewan valley, on the moor near Lanivet, in the Porthluney 
valley on the south coast, and at Boscarne near Bodmin, while evidence from Chûn, Morvah, suggests 
smelting, and ingots from Prah Sands (only 4½ miles south-east of Marazion) probably date to c. AD 660. 
Saxon traders reached France in the seventh century with tin and lead, while in 796 Charlemagne and 
Offa gave protection to traders moving between the two countries. English tin is also said to have reached 
Russia in the ninth century. Pottery evidence also indicates extensive trade links which need not be detailed 
here (see further Penhallurick 1986, Ch. 27).
Saxon coins themselves also contained some tin. Generally this was less than one per cent, but 
occasionally it was over fi ve per cent, with a sceat from the Shakenoak hoard containing 8.5 per cent. Tin 
was apparently added to disguise the low silver content of such coins (Metcalf and Walker 1976). It has 
been suggested that high tin-lead alloys were produced from existing pewter rather than from imported tin 
metal. The truth of this matters little here since the tin ultimately came from Cornwall whatever its primary 
use.
The few Cornish hoards and single fi nds of Saxon coins are coastal. A similar picture emerges in Wales 
where the few Anglo-Saxon coins are all from or near the coast and are seen as the product of Viking 
contact along trade routes from Dublin to south-west and north-west England (Dykes 1976, pp. 27-31).
Apart from imported pottery from North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean, the principal contacts 
between post-Roman Cornwall and the outside world were western: inscribed stones (some with the Irish 
ogham alphabet as well as Latin), the arrival of the Celtic saints and predominance of similar place-names 
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in Welsh, Cornish and Breton, all demonstrate these ‘Atlantic province’ links between regions which were 
not coin-using (see, especially, Thomas 1994). A historical account, which, as Olson (1989, p. 33) says 
“would do credit to a saint’s Life”, is given in The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle for the year 891 concerning 
three Scots who sailed secretly from Ireland in a hide boat, “because they wished for the love of God to 
be in foreign lands, they cared not where ... And after seven days they came to land in Cornwall, and went 
immediately to king Alfred”. The degree of Saxon infl uence in Cornwall is uncertain, but attempts to 
control the area as far west as Padstow date back to 722 when the Saxons under King Ine were defeated by 
the Cornish (the west Welsh or west welisc) at Hehil (= heyl, estuary), now accepted as being the Camel 
and not the Hayle estuary in west Cornwall. When Ceolnoth was Archbishop of Canterbury (833-870), 
one of the bishops to profess ‘canonical obedience’ to him was Kenstec whose seat was at Dinuurrin, now 
equated with the site at Berry Tower, Bodmin (Olson 1989, pp. 52-6). Cornwall only gradually succumbed 
to the West Saxons. Ecgberht “harried Cornwall from east to west” in 815, after which the old Roman 
kingdom of Dumnonia ceased to exist; Dumnonia became Devon, while Cornwall was Cornubia (c.705)
or Corn-wealas (891) and retained independence until Ecgberht’s defeat of the combined Cornish and 
Danish army at Hingston Down in 838 (Hoskins 1960, p. 20). Even later, Cornwall had its own kings such 
as Dungarth who drowned in 875 according to the Annales Cambriae. King Alfred (871-899) claimed land 
in Trigg, Lesnewth and Stratton Hundreds which he left in his will to his heir Edward the Elder. However, 
Ellis (1993, pp. 202-202) makes the interesting point that until “the time of the Tudors, legal documents 
continued to refer to ‘Anglia et Cornubia’”.
Under Æthelstan the ‘British’ were expelled from Exeter in 931, the Tamar was fi xed as the boundary 
with Devon, and it was probably he who divided Cornwall into its six hundreds and appointed Conan as 
bishop of the new See of St Germans on 5 December 936. Even so, Saxon infl uence was largely confi ned 
to the eastern boundary, particularly north of Poundstock to the Devon border, and east of the River Lynher 
to the Tamar as the distribution of Saxon place-names shows (Svensson 1987).
The two or three Saxon hoards from Cornwall were probably deposited in troubled times, although the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle only notes events here in the tenth century: Padstow was sacked by the Vikings in 
981 and the Cornish coast was again ravaged in 997. In 865, the year of a ‘big heathen raid’ (micel hæðen 
here) in eastern England under Yngvvarr the Boneless and his brothers, the fi rst recorded English payment 
was promised to the Danes by the men of Kent. It became increasingly common thereafter to buy them off 
with tribute money, or danegeld as it was called following the Norman conquest. Throughout the reigns 
of Cnut (1016-1035) and his sons vast quantities of Anglo-Saxon coins were minted for payment of Royal 
tribute. After the accession of Cnut, Anglo-Saxon coins were used to pay his soldiers’ wages, in 1018 “the 
unparalleled total of 72,000 pounds over all England, plus a sum variously stated to be 10,000 or 11,000 
pounds from the citizens of London” (Jones 1975, p. 366). The tax was fi nally abolished by Henry II (1154-
89) in whose reign the last coins were minted at Launceston.
The total lack in Cornwall of coins from the Launceston mint and only one from the Lydford mint in 
west Devon (Mawgan Porth - 129) suggests little was circulated locally. It should be borne in mind, 
however, that Saxon coins were recalled after a few years and new coins issued. Ten old pennies handed 
in would be exchanged for eight or nine, perhaps less if clipped and under weight. The difference between 
what you gave and received was effectively a tax. Much English coinage ended up as tribute money to buy 
off the Vikings. More Anglo-Saxon coins of the period have been found in Scandinavian hoards than in 
England. As further examples, danegeld amounted to £36,000 in 1009 and £48,000 when the Danes left 
England in 1012.
An unidentifi ed mint named Gothabyri(g), Geotha, or Iotha, which issued coins under Æthelred II, Cnut, 
Harold I, and Harthacnut, has been assigned to Castle Gotha (SX 027 497) near St Austell, but there is no 
evidence to prove that this might be correct, or that the site might be somewhere else in Cornwall (Padel 
1982).
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Notwithstanding contacts between sixth century Cornwall and the eastern Mediterranean, amply proved 
by fi nds of pottery at Tintagel and less abundantly elsewhere (Thomas 1993, p. 85; map p. 97), no Byzantine 
coins have been found in Cornwall, while two from Scilly (q.v.) are most probably modern losses. A coin 
of Justinian I (527-565) in Launceston Museum is of unknown origin. All that has been found of coins 
from the near Continent are a few Carolingian coins, and those from the Trewhiddle Hoard, Tregorrick
(235) are now discredited, leaving one from Poldhu Cove (179), itself not found in a datable context.
The Launceston Mint
The fi rst coin to be identifi ed as a product of the Launceston mint was a silver penny sold as lot 770 from 
the collection of Hyman Montagu (1846-1895) by Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge on 23 November 1895. 
It was the Æthelred II now in the British Museum, the catalogue describing it as from “an unpublished 
mint, fi ne, unique”. It fetched the princely sum of £4 7s 6d. Montagu got it from the collection of Charles 
Warne (1801-1881), a Dorset antiquarian, though where the coin had originally been found is not known.
The Launceston coinage was fi rst discussed in depth by Major Philip William Poole Carlyon-Britton 
in the Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall 1907 for which he was awarded the triennial Henwood 
gold medal. His paper was read for him by Thurstan C. Peter the Redruth antiquarian at the spring meeting 
on 22 May 1906. Much the same paper appeared in The British Numismatic Journal 1906, a publication 
which Carlyon-Britton established for the study of purely British coinage. He was a noted collector and 
authority on early English coinage and the fi rst to prove that a number of coins formerly attributed to 
Stepney or other uncertain mints were struck at Launceston. Most of his Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins 
were sold at Sotheby’s on 17 November 1913, others being sold on 20 November 1916 and 11 November 
1918. The name Carlyon is Cornish, but Philip’s surname was originally just Britton, for he was born in 
1863 the son of Henry W. and Hannah E. W. Britton of Ashley Hill, Bristol. He married Agnes Cassandra 
Carlyon of Christchurch at Clifton, Bristol, on 8 September 1886 and assumed the name Carlyon by 
Royal Licence on 29 April 1897. His wife, born in 1864, was the daughter of Charles Alfred Carlyon of 
Egloshayle, Cornwall, then living at Redlands, Bristol. This matrimonial link may well account for the 
special interest taken in the Launceston mint by Philip and, to a lesser extent by his son Raymond. He lived 
for many years in London, but with failing health moved in 1918 to Fishbourne, near Chichester, where he 
died on 26 June 1938.
No coins from the Launceston mint have been found in Cornwall. They are noted here because they 
represent the fi rst to be minted in the county and the only ones proved to have been minted here prior to 
the rare issues of Charles I at Truro in 1641-1642 during the Civil War. The mint was in St Stephens-by-
Launceston, perhaps next to the church where the fi eld in front of the vicarage is said to be known locally 
as Mint Field (SX 326 857), though how far back that tradition goes is not known and it may be of recent 
origin.
The name of the town is abbreviated on the coins to Lanstef, its earliest name being Lann-Stefan (the 
church of St Stephan) with English tun (town) added. In the Domesday Book (1086), Launceston was held 
by the Canons of St Stephen (Canonici Sancti Stefani tenent Lanscavetone). A Charter of Reginald de 
Dunstanville, Earl of Cornwall (1140-1176) shows that ‘Lanstone’ had “all the liberties pertaining to a free 
borough” on payment of twenty shillings annually. ‘Liberties’ would have included the right to a moneyer 
since the Synod of Greatley, Huntingdonshire, in 928 which instituted a single type of coinage throughout 
the realm. Certain towns were allowed two or more moneyers, but most only one each. Coins known from 
the Launceston mint belong to the reigns of Aethelred II, Harold I, perhaps Edward the Confessor, William 
I, William II, Henry I and Henry II.
In the following coin legends, W appears as P and TH as Ð. Examples marked [E] are electrotype copies 
in the Royal Institution of Cornwall of examples in the British Museum.
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ÆTHELRED  II (978-1016)
Obv.  ÆÐELRED  REX  ANGLOX. Diademed b, r. within circle.
Rev.  BRVN  M-O  LANSTF•. Open hand of Providence extended downward from a 
segment of a double circle; either side A - W for alpha and omega. Bruna, moneyer 
(also known at Lydford and Exeter mints, Devon). This is Type ii, known from 
about 40 mints, issued between 29 September 981 and 29 September 982 [E].
A second coin of the same type was sold to a private buyer as lot 2658 at Spink on 14 July 2000 for £3,900 
in the sale of John Mayne’s Cornwall-related coins and tokens. Where this coin came from is uncertain, 
but is believed to have been from a hoard discovered by metal detectorists in the early 1990s somewhere 
in the east Midlands.
HAROLD  I (as sole king 1037-1040)
Obv.  HAROLD  RE[C?]X. King’s bust dd l. in armour; in front a shield and sceptre.
Rev.  GAP / INE / ON  L / AHE. (Letters A with bar above). The H is interpreted as a 
combined NZ, thus giving LANZTE which Carlyon-Britton reads as Gawine on 
Lanzte[fan], admitting that its attribution is suspect, though still accepted today. 
Parsons 1919-20 noted two varieties of this type. The obverse bust is Hildebrand 
(1881)’s type B as described by North [E].
EDWARD  THE  CONFESSOR (1042-1066)
Carlyon-Britton (1907, footnote p. 70) noted that since writing his paper on the coins of William I and II he 
had acquired a coin of Type IV of Edward the Confessor which he assigned to the Launceston mint.
Obv. Not described, presumably EDWERD  REX} B, l, dd (sceptre in front?).
Rev.  EODRIE  ON  L · / : N (the N reversed).
This coin, forming part of Lot 583 sold at Sotheby’s on 20 November 1913, was described as “an exceedingly 
rare unpublished mint, but the coin unfortunately cracked”. It was not illustrated in the catalogue. No 
subsequent author refers to this coin or to the moneyer. It may have been subsequently attributed to another 
moneyer and mint.
WILLIAM  I (1066-1087)
TWO STARS ISSUE (type V, 1077-1080)
Obv.  PILLEM  REX ANI.  King’s bust f. crowned and dd. between two stars. Pellet on 
one or each shoulder.
Rev.  SASGTI  STEFANII. Unusually in the genitive in Latin. A cross botonné over 
quadrilateral with incurved sides; annulet in centre. [E]
In early accounts SASGTI is assumed to be SASOTI. Several coins are known of this type, one illustrated 
by North (1963, Plate XIII, 1), with pellet on the king’s right shoulder. Raymond Carlyon-Britton (1916) 
illustrated a coin of the same variety found “in the war area” (probably northern France) in autumn 1914 
when a trench was dug near a churchyard wall “of considerable antiquity”. Of the 264 silver pennies, only 
this one was of the Launceston mint; he obtained it for his own collection.
A fi ne example of the two stars type from John Mayne’s collection (Spink 14 July 2000, lot 2660), was 
purchased by the Lawrence House Museum in Launceston. Another was also sold in the same sale (lot 
2661).
‘PAXS’ ISSUE (type VIII, Michaelmas 1086-10 September 1087)
Obv.  PILLELM  REX. King’s bust f., crowned and dd; sceptre to r.
Rev.  GODRIC  ON  STEFNI. Cross pattée; in each angle an annulet with one letter of 
the word PAXS. 
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Obv. As above.
Rev. As above, but reading GODRIC  ON  STEFANI.
Both the above types are in the British Museum [E].
The coin of this type that originally belonged to Carlyon-Britton (Sotheby’s 20 November 1916, lot 
1264) was purchased from the John Mayne sale (Spink 14 July 2000, lot 2662) by the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall.
Four coins of the fi rst type and two of the second variety were found in the Beauworth hoard, Hampshire, 
30 June 1833. The whole hoard contained 6,439 coins, demonstrating the rarity of Launceston coins. 
Beauworth, six miles south-east of Winchester, was originally spelled Beaworth and often appears as such 
in accounts of the hoard.
WILLIAM  II (1087-1100)
CROSS IN QUATREFOIL ISSUE (type II, 1090-1093)
Obv.  PILLELM  REX. Crowned b. f., hld sword.
Rev.  IEGLIER  ON  STEFN. Quatrefoil with pellet at each angle enclosing a cross 
pattée with annulet in centre. 
A single coin of this type and mint was found with an estimated 250 Saxon pennies at Shillington, 
Bedfordshire, on 9 April 1871.
HENRY  I (1100-1135)
Carlyon-Britton illustrates two coins (6 and 7) with worn obverses which he believed belonged to the 
Launceston mint, an attribution accepted by the British Museum.
Obv.  HE[NRICV]S  R•. King’s b. f., crowned and dd, hld sceptre l.
Rev.  EDMVND  ON  LAPA•. Quatrefoil, within circle, star in centre, pellets in 
limbs; four lis around. Taking the P as Roman W gives LAWA for Lawanston a 
close phonetic rendering of ‘Lanson’, the usual pronunciation since at least 1478. 
Edmund may be the man of that name who, with two others, is noted in the Pipe 
Roll of 1129-1130 as men of William Fitz-Richard who held Cornwall for the king 
[E, two coins].
Obv. As above but RE.
Rev. As above but EDPARD : [ON : LAP]A.
Three coins (one of the moneyer EDPARD) were acquired by Carlyon-Britton in April 1902 from A. H. 
Baldwin who was “reasonably sure” that they had been found in 1901 at Canterbury “during some work 
done at or near the Palace of the Archbishop” (Carlyon-Britton 1927-28).
STEPHEN (1135-1154)
Obv. STIEFNE  REX. King’s bust r., crowned and dd, hld sceptre in r. hand. 
Rev.  PILLEM  ON  [L]ANSA. Cross moline (i.e. the ends curving outwards) with a 
fl eur in each angle (British Museum type I).
A single coin of the above type was found at South Kyme, Lincolnshire, before 1922, and three in the 
Watford hoard, Hertfordshire, in 1818.
Obv. As above.
Rev.  PILLEM : ON : [L]ANPA.
Obv. As above.
Rev.  P ..... [ON]  STEFANI. Carlyon-Britton suggests the moneyer must be PILLEM 
(William), but does not illustrate the coin.
All these are regarded as irregular forms of the so-called Watford type. North 1963 queries the attribution 
of the last coin to Launceston, but  accepts the one above with the cross moline.
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Three coins of the cross moline type, all very fi ne, from the same dies, were sold in the Spink sale of the 
John Mayne collection on 14 July 2000. 
Lot 2663. Rev.  PILLEM : ON [: LAN]SA.
Lot 2664. Rev.  PI[LLEM : O]N : LANSA.
Lot 2665. Rev.  PILL[EM : O]N : LANSA.
Andrew 1920 described, but did not illustrate, a hitherto unknown coin of Stephen loaned to him by E. H. 
Wheeler.
Obv.  STI[FN]E
Rev.  ROGIER  ON  TRE. 
If the reading is correct, the moneyer is Roger Peck (Pechus) noted under Devonshire in the Pipe Roll 
of 4 Henry II (1157) as “the moneyer of Cornwall” (Carlyon-Britton 1906) who minted coins at Exeter. 
The coin is a ‘mule’ using Hawkins 1887 no. 276 for obverse and 273 for reverse which Andrew 1920 
dates to Stephen’s second type introduced in 1142. He believed this coin “was issued by Reginald, Earl of 
Cornwall, at Truro, then recently created a borough by him”. A Charter granted between 1175 and 1189 
by Henry II confi rmed to the “Burgesses of Richard de Lucy of Triureu all the liberties and free customs 
which Earl Reginald my uncle gave them” (Henderson 1929, p. 111). The attribution to Truro mint is 
highly unlikely. Perhaps signifi cantly, Carlyon-Britton who heard the paper read, made no comment on 
this coin and may have doubted its attribution. North (1963, p. 160, Coin No. 951) catalogues this coin as 
Uncertain and favours an East Anglian mint, perhaps Thetford. North’s reading of the coin is:
Obv. STEFN. Crowned bust, facing.
Rev. R ... LD (?)  ON  T . E. Cross voided over quatrefoil with annulet and pellet in each 
angle.
HENRY  II (1154-1189)
Obv. [HENRI  REX] ANG. Crowned b. f., wearing armour and mantle with sceptre in r. 
hand.
Rev.  ALF ...  [O]N : LAN[ST]. Cross potent with circle with small cross potent in each 
angle. North 1963 gives this type of obverse (bust A) as current about 1158-1161, but 
does not list a moneyer whose name begins ALF. Lawrence 1918 read the moneyer’s  
name as ALE ... .The coin is in the British Museum [E].
Obv. As above but ANGL.
Rev.  W[ILLEM] :  ON  LANST. As above [British Museum]. 
Some of this type were in the hoard of Henry II coins from Tealby, Lincolnshire, in 1807. The size of the 
hoard is not known, nor the number of Launceston coins.
Norman coins of any mint are rare in Cornwall. No record of fi nds has been kept. Enys 1895, p. 106, noted 
the following silver penny discovered on unspecifi ed date on the south side of St Michael’s Mount. The 
description was supplied by J. Rashleigh of Menabilly.
STEPHEN (1135-1154)
Obv.  STIEFNE. Full face, crowned with sceptre; bust to edge of coin.
Rev. [ALWI]NE : ON : LVN. Cross voided throughout, within a tressure fl eury, the 
fl eurs-de-lis pointing to angles of the cross. Mint of London; its style is the late 
coinage of Henry I, dating it to c.1135-36.
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Roman and Post-Roman Coins on the Isles of Scilly
THE HISTORIAN Pliny (AD 23-71) wrote in his Natural History of islands lying between Britain and Ireland, 
including one called Silimnus or Silumnus. It is likely that this refers to Scilly, rather than to Dalkey Island 
on the southern edge of Dublin (as is sometimes supposed), making it clear that the island was known, 
however sketchily, throughout the period of Roman rule in Britain. The last classical reference to Scilly is 
in the early fi fth century account by Sulpicius Severus in his Chronicles concerning the banishment there 
of heretical Christian bishops in AD 384: Instantius was in Sylinancim insulam, quae ultra Britannias sita 
est, depositatus ... and Tiberius was in Sylinancim insulam datus (Rivet and Smith 1979; Thomas 1985).
More pertinent to the discovery of coins on Scilly, especially those on Nornour (271), is the description 
given by the third century writer C. Iulius Solinus in his Collectanea Rerum Memorabilium: “A turbulent 
straight [turbidum fretum] also separates the island of Silura from the shore which the British tribe of the 
Dumnonii occupy. The inhabitants of this island preserve the ancient customs: they refuse money, give and 
accept things, obtain their necessities by exchange rather than by purchase, are zealous in their worship 
of the gods, and both men and women display a knowledge of the future” (Rivet and Smith 1979). In the 
fi rst centuries AD, Nornour was on the south side of an inlet which would have formed a safe anchorage 
in most weather conditions other than an easterly gale. The site yielded, among other things, small votive 
pots; pipe-clay fi gurines, some complete, depicting Venus-like fi gures; and a seated nursing-goddess (Dea
Nutrix) suckling one or two infants. These fi gurines are typical of those made in the Allier region of Roman 
Gaul in the middle of the second century and used as offerings at temples, domestic shrines and in graves 
(Butcher 1974). Who better to reassure sailors storm-tossed to a safe anchorage in the channel off Nornour 
than the locals “zealous in their worship of the gods” and capable of foretelling the future? Thomas (1979, 
Ch. 6) also discusses the possibility that ‘the gods’ included Sulis, better known as Sulis Minerva at Bath.
Not only do the Nornour fi nds suggest the existence of a religious site (now lost), but there is also 
the Roman granite altar in Tresco Abbey Gardens which is believed to have stood on St Mary’s near the 
Garrison Hill until 1870 (Ashbee 1974, pp. 218-19). To these can be added fi ve chamfered granite column-
lengths preserved in various parts of Hughtown, relics, perhaps, of a shrine on Mount Hollis (or Holles) 
just below the Garrison Walk above Hughtown (Ashbee 1986, p. 206).
The great many Roman brooches found on Nornour are so varied in character that it is unlikely they 
were made in a Scillonian workshop as initially supposed, and more likely that they were deposited as 
votive offerings by seamen in the hope of fair winds and a safe journey. This interpretation has been 
queried by Fulford 1989 who favours a shipwreck or two to explain the Nornour fi nds. The argument is that 
the fi nds are not varied enough to compare with the personal items offered at shrines and temples, but are 
more typical of a ship’s cargo. Moreover, the coins from the site are not typical of Romano-British hoards 
because:
1. Almost half (45 per cent) are late fi rst century to Commodus (177-192), issues “rare on 
rural sites, whether religious or secular”.
2. The scarcity of late third century radiate coins, the commonest on Romano-British sites 
including Cornwall.
3. A “substantial collection” (36 per cent) of the House of Constantine sandwiched between a 
small number of later third century and later fourth century coins.
Fulford sees these as deriving from perhaps two dispersed hoards; the fi rst ranging in date down to 
Commodus, the second comprising the remainder in which the handful of third century radiate coins would 
not be out of place. This sounds reasonable enough, but why should coins from two shipwrecks, separated 
by about 200 years, turn up on the same site? Why should the coins and other small fi nds have been left 
untouched if they were not votive offerings? Furthermore, would not shipwrecks have resulted in a greater 
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variety of fi nds, such as the ubiquitous amphorae, also having been recovered? On the assumption that 
human nature has not changed to any noticeable degree over the last two millennia, any wreckage capable 
of recovery would have been dispersed quickly amongst inhabitants grateful for any small mercy the sea 
cared to throw at them. The alacrity and excitement with which cargo was recovered from the wreck of the 
MV Cita in March 1997 adds weight to the supposed Scillonian addition to the liturgy:
We pray, O Lord, not that wrecks should happen,
But that, should they happen,
Thou wilt guide them into these islands
For the benefi t of the poor inhabitants.
That the Nornour site was a shrine of some sort and continued in use for several hundred years remains the 
best explanation, at least for the time being, The condition of the coins would suggest losses over a long 
period.
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Gazetteer of Ancient and Early Medieval Coins From Cornwall
 The Historian “has facts ready to hand, so he has no exercise of
 invention. Imagination is not required in any high degree....
 Some penetration, accuracy and colouring will fi t a man for such
 a task, who can give the application which is necessary”.
 Samuel Johnson to James Boswell, 6 July 1763
SOME of the coins in the Gazetteer are modern losses, notably those from Sandylands, Killibury (208),
and the supposed hoard from Maer Down (117). The fourth century coins from excavations at Newquay,
Trevelgue Head (153), do not comprise a defi nite hoard as a whole but may contain a scattered hoard 
loosely associated with some later fourth century coins and others of a much earlier period. Other fi nds 
may also be modern losses, but because it is not possible always to be certain, all coins that have come 
under my notice are listed.
The gazetteer is listed alphabetically by fi ndspot, usually consisting of two elements. The fi rst is a 
general location – the nearest village or town, while the second is specifi c – a farm or site-name. After this 
are given the Ordnance Survey co-ordinates, followed by the Ecclesiastical Parish name.
It has not always been possible to attribute coins to specifi c mints, or to describe obverse portrait details 
precisely before I had access to a good range of modern catalogues. Where this has been possible, especially 
for hoards in the Royal Institution of Cornwall collection, the following abbreviations have been used:
BMC Coins of the Roman Empire in the British Museum, 6 vols. The British Museum, 
London, revised 1962-1976
Crawford M. H. Crawford, Roman Republican Coinage 2 vols. Cambridge, 1974.
Cunetio E. Besly and R. Bland, The Cunetio Treasure: Roman Coinage of the Third Century AD.
The British Museum, 1983.
Elmer G. Elmer, ǥDie Münzprägung der gallischen Kaiser’, in Köln, Trier und Mailand, Bonner
Jahrbücher, Vol. 146, 1941, pp. 1-106.
Hildebrand B. E. Hildebrand, 1881. Anglo-Saxon Coins in the Royal Swedish Cabinet of Medals at 
Stockholm, all Found in Sweden, new augmented edition, Stockholm, 1881.
Hobbs R. Hobbs, British Iron Age Coins in the British Museum. British Museum Press, London, 
1996.
JRIC Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall (1864-to date).
LRBC R. Carson, P. Hill and J. Kent, Late Roman Bronze Coinage, AD 324-498 (two parts 
noted as I or II), Spink and Son, London, 1978.
Nby ‘Normanby, Lincolnshire’, R. Bland and Andrew Burnett, Coin Hoards from Roman 
Britain, Vol. 8, pp. 114-215 plus plates. The British Museum, 1988.
North J. J. North, English Hammered Coinage Volume I: Early Anglo-Saxon to Henry III 
c.600-1272, third ed., Spink, London, 1994
PAS Portable Antiquities Scheme.
RIC Roman Imperial Coinage, 10 vols., some revised, Spink and Son, London, 1926-1994.
RRIC Report of the Royal Institution of Cornwall (1818-1863); these pre-date JRIC.
van Arsdell R. D. van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of Britain, Spink, London, 1989
Where a coin cannot be matched exactly with a catalogue number, cf. is placed before the catalogue 
number of a typical mint such as Trier.
References to books and papers by local and other authors concerning fi nds, including Cornish
Archaeology and newspapers, are given in full in the accounts of each site.
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Each coin is usually described in full, except in hoards where several of the same type occur and it is 
not necessary to show missing letters for every one. The missing parts of the legends are reconstructed in 
square brackets. 
Descriptions of coins have been abbreviated and should be self-explanatory: e.g., l = left; r = right; hld = 
holding; std = standing; f = front or facing; sed = seated. Thus: lr, dr, cr, b. r. = laureate, draped, cuirassed, 
bust right. Pearl-dd, dr, b. r. = pearl-diademed, draped, bust right. Marks after a double slash (//) are in the 
exergue. 
Note that often in Greek or Roman provincial issues C = Ȉ and the letter E may have a curved (lunate) 
back.
1. ST AGNES BEACON (SW 710 502)
St Agnes
An illegible Roman bronze coin was found with a metal detector near the trig. point in August 1974 by 
John Scott of Radstock, Somerset.
2. ST AUSTELL, Carvarth (c.SX 021 523)
St Austell
In 1771, William Borlase recorded that a ‘medal’ of Trajan was found “in a little village call’d Carvarth 
... deep under the surface ... by a labouring man” (MS Parochial Memoranda, Brit. Mus. Egerton 2657, p. 
54; microfi lm in Royal Institution of Cornwall). At fi rst it was believed to be gold, but his Latin description 
and size is that of a sestertius minted in 103-111, as follows:
Trajan (98-117)
Obv. IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V P P / Lr, h. r.
Rev. S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI S C / Pax, dr., std l., hld branch out and downwards in r. 
hand, and cornucopia in l. hand; her r. foot treading down Dacian captive whose head 
and shoulders only are seen (Borlase assumed the Dacian was a verna (slave)).
RIC II 503; BMC 800.
3. ST AUSTELL, Uncertain (c.SX 02 52)
St Austell
Found “in a garden near St Austell” (wax impression made by the Revd W. Iago c.1890s).
Probus (276-282)
Obv. [$VPE/IVC] 352%2C  CEB.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. Eagle std r., h. looking back, wreath in beak. LE = AD 281.
Curtis 1857 or similar if wreath in background rev.
4. BABBINGTON FARM (c.SX 159 628)
Braddock
A sestertius loaned to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1985 by D. Paynter of St Columb, had been 
found at the farm by his grandfather when hedging in about 1970.
Hadrian (117-138)
Obv. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS [P P?] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. C[OS II]I S C / Roma, helmeted, dr, std l. on cuirass, hld Victory on ext r. hand 
and cornucopia in l; r. foot on helmet. Behind, round and oblong shields, bow and 
javelins.
 cf. RIC II 967, Pl. XV, 316; RIC II 636 similar without P P.
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5. BIN DOWN (SX 276 576)
Morval
Lake’s Parochial History of Cornwall (1870, Vol. III, p. 378) records that “Not many years since, about 
70 Roman coins were found in the rubbish of a quarry on this hill”. A disused quarry is marked at the 
grid reference given above. Details published at the time in the Royal Cornwall Gazette (28 October 
1859, p. 5, col. 2) make no mention of the quarry and suggest rather fewer coins: “A man working on 
roads at Bindown near Looe, discovered 24 Roman coins which are now in the possession of the Rev C. 
Edwards. The obverses principally display the heads of Constantine, some having the inscriptions in Greek 
characters. The reverses are chiefl y of three designs - viz., Victory; the she-wolf suckling Romulus and 
Remus; and two signiferi bearing the peculiar Roman standards.”
In some cases the obverse heads must have been of Roma (Urbs Roma type) and Constantinopolis, 
both of the AE3/4 commemorative issues of AD 330-335), while the “two signiferi” are the soldiers with 
standards on the GLORIA EXERCITVS coins prevalent at that period. That any of the coins had Greek 
legends is rather unlikely. See also Robertson 2000, 1715.
6. BLISLAND (c.SX 111 734)
Blisland
Loaned for identifi cation by R. M. Harper of Bodmin in February 1985, a billon tetradrachm “recently 
found” when digging a garden on modern housing development about 300 yards north of the church.
Diocletian (284-305)
Obv. $.*28$/>',2./+7,$1266(%@ / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. Alexandria std l. hld sceptre in l. hand and bust of Serapis in r. LE [= AD 288]
cf. Curtis 1956.
7. BLOWINGHOUSE (c.SW 687 418)
Illogan
Mr R. Heath dug up in his garden at Hilbre, Blowinghouse, in September 1983 the following:
Vespasian (69-79)
1. Dupondius (27 mm), good condition except for part of the reverse.
Obv. IMP CAE VESPASIAN AVG COS IIII / Rd, h. r.
Rev. FORTVNAE REDVCI S C / Fortune std, hld cornucopia and presumably a rudder 
resting on globe.
Probably mint of Lyons, 72-73.
Early in February 1985 two more coins in poor condition were dug up in the same garden and identifi ed 
at the British Museum.
House of Constantine
2. A contemporary imitation of a reduced follis (17 mm).
Rev. VIRTVS EXERCIT / A trophy fl anked by two captives, a common type at western 
mints c. 320.
House of Valentinian (364-378)
3. AE3 (18 mm).
Rev. SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE / Victory adv l.
Probably mint of Lyons, but issued by all mints in 364-378.
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8. BODMIN MOOR?
Uncertain parish
Richard Carew (1602, The Survey of Cornwall; F. E. Halliday’s 1953 ed. p. 89), in speaking of the early 
tin workings, noted that “Neither were the Romanes ignorant of this trade, as may appeare by a brasse of 
Coyne of Domitian’s [AD 81-96], found in one of those workes and fallen into my hands …”. Carew does 
not say from which working it was recovered, but the chances are that it was on Fowey Moor (Bodmin 
Moor), in Elizabethan days the most important tin streaming area of Cornwall. Indeed, the general dearth 
of fi nds during eighteenth and nineteenth century workings here was almost certainly the result of so much 
streaming throughout the medieval period in particular when such fi nds would have gone unrecorded.
9. BODMIN, Church (SX 073 670)
Bodmin
C. S. Gilbert (1817, An Historical Survey of the County of Cornwall, p. 211) stated that a coin of Julius 
Caesar and another of Vespasian were dug out of the old foundations during restoration work in 1816 
and were in the possession of the Revd W. Phillips. W. Iago (JRIC, Vol. X, Pt. 1., 1890, p. 214) thought 
this might be an error for fi nds at Nanstallon (140 or 141) “As Wallis [the Vicar] does not mention the 
discovery”, but it is diffi cult to imagine that Gilbert could have been that confused when writing at the time 
of the event. A coin of Julius Caesar is unlikely and a later emperor is more likely. Other fi nds supposedly 
of Julius Caesar have been made elsewhere in the County.
10. BODMIN, St Nicholas Street (c.SX 073 667)
Bodmin
Mrs C. Reynolds dug up in the garden at No. 70 in 1986 the following tetradrachm (19 mm).
Carus (282-283)
Obv. AK  MA  KAP-OC  CEB. Bd, lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. Eagle std r. hld wreath in its beak; palm branch in background. 
LA = AD 282. Curtis 1903.
11. BODMIN, Uncertain (c.SX 07 67)
Bodmin
In a “Back Lane”. The Revd W. Iago (MS, 1874, p. 18, at the R. I. C.) refers to a coin of Antoninus Pius 
(138-161), and made a wax impression of it, discovered in 1874 by Mr Vanderwolf when sewers were 
being constructed. This is the coin published by Iago in 1890 (JRIC, Vol. X, p. 214) as from Bodmin.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
1. Sestertius (30 mm).
Obv. ANTONINVS AVG [PIVS P P TR P COS III] / Lr, b. r.
Rev. p. illegible [BRITANNIA?] S C / If so, Britannia std l., her l. arm resting on 
shield.
Mint of Rome, 143-144.
W. Iago made a wax impression on 10 May 1894 of a billon tetradrachm (23 mm) he purchased from Mr 
Noy, Royal Hotel, Bodmin. 
Gallienus sole reign (260-268)
2. Obv. AYTOK  *$//,+12C CEB / Lr, dr,(cr?), b. r.
Rev. Eagle std l., h. turned back / Palm in fi eld to l.; to r. LI [= AD 263]
Curtis 1585.
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12. BOSCASTLE
Minster
Lysons’ record (1814, Magna Britannia, Vol. 3, Cornwall, p. ccxxiv) of coins from the “tenement of 
Boscastle” is a misreading for Higher Boscaswell (see 79 below).
13. BOSENCE (c.SW 575 325)
St Erth
Charles Henderson (MS, 1912-1916, Cornish Antiquities, Vol. I, pp. 141, 151) describes and illustrates an 
AE3 (19 mm) in “perfect preservation” picked up in a fi eld near Bosence.
Licinius I (308-324)
Obv. IMP LICI-NIVS AVG / Lr, h. r.
Rev. D N LICINI AVGVSTI / Laurel wreath surrounding VOT/XX.
Mint probably of Arles in 321.
14. BOTREA (c.SW 404 307 if near the hut circle)
Sancreed
About 1840, copper coins of Carausius (286-293) were found in this vicinity on Trannack Downs. Buller 
(1842, St Just, p. 80) gave the usual obverse on one as IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG and a description of 
the reverse which must be CONCORDIA AVGGG, two emperors, togate, standing face to face, clasping 
hands, an antoninianus, struck in London. No coins were found in the hut circle when it was explored by 
T. F. Barham in about 1826 (T.R.G.S.C., Vol. 3, 1828, p. 192).
15. BRANE, Goldherring (SW 4112 2821)
Sancreed
Two antoniniani, of Postumus and Tetricus II, from this site in W. Copeland Borlase’s collection were sold 
at Lareggan, Penzance, as Lot 98 for 4/- in October 1887. No coins were found during the excavations by 
A. Guthrie in 1968-71 (Cornish Archaeology, 1989, pp. 2-39), but it may be relevant that the site contained 
a blowing house for the smelting of tin (pp. 10-11) which contained pottery sherds of the third and fourth 
centuries with some medieval ones, and a pebble of cassiterite. A lump of smelted tin (date unknown) “was 
recently found” at Goldherring at the “Jews’ Smelting House” (Penzance Nat. Hist. and Antiquarian Soc.,
1885-6, p. 121).
16. BUDE, Binhamy (SS 219 058)
Stratton
“About half a mile from the town, and a furlong to the right of the causeway, is a square entrenchment of 
about an acre of ground, where the house of the Blanchminsters formerly stood. It was moated round, but 
whether it was a small fort, belonging to the way [the supposed Roman road through Stratton], or built 
by the owners, is uncertain. However, in this last place, several brass medals and silver coins, have been 
lately found” (C. S. Gilbert, 1817, An Historical Survey of the County of Cornwall, p. 201). In his addition 
to Camden’s Britannia, Gough (1806, Vol. I, p. 26) supposed that some copper coins found at Binhamy 
were Roman, but his authority, William Borlase (1769, p. 312) does not say that they were so, although 
unless the coins were relatively modern a Roman date is possible. Henry MacLaughlan drew the plan of 
the site, called Blanchminster’s Orchard (RRIC 1852, p. 20 and Pl. XXXII fi g. 1), about an acre in extent 
and similar in size to the Roman camp at Bosence. See Robertson 2000, 1889.
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17. ST BURYAN, Uncertain (c.SW 41 25)
St Buryan
Uncertain tin streamwork. Few archaeological discoveries have been made in streamworks in the Land’s 
End peninsula. The only recorded coin is one of Vespasian (AD 69-79) “in a stream work at Buryan”, in the 
possession of the Revd J. W. Murray, which was exhibited during a visit of The Cambrian Archaeological 
Association (Royal Cornwall Gazette, 29 August 1862, p. 2, col. 5). Tin was being streamed in the area 
at the time of the visit and earlier in the century. In 1823 a late medieval fi nger ring was recovered from 
workings, perhaps near Bojewan (c. SW 430 270) in Sancreed, the stream forming the parish boundary 
with St Buryan. The tin ground here varied between two and nine feet thick and seems to have been the 
most productive of the small workings in this area (Henwood, 1873, pp. 195-6). A specimen of wood tin 
in the Royal Institution of Cornwall’s collection in Truro was obtained from Bojewan about 1865. Small 
quantities of tin were also streamed in about the same period at Tregadgwith, a valley a mile south-west 
of Bojewan. 
18. CALVADNACK (c.SW 690 355)
Wendron
Probably at or near the settlement marked on the O.S. Map. Thomas Tonkin wrote a long letter dated 
4 August 1733 to Dr Edmund Gibson, the Bishop of London who had popularized the notion that the 
Romans “never passed the Tamar”. A copy of the letter is in an Appendix (pp. 223-224b) to Tonkin’s MSS 
Vol. B preserved at the Royal Institution of Cornwall.
Among the evidence against this myth given by Tonkin is that “In the Year 1700, Some Tinners opened 
a Barrow of Stones, Called Col-Badnock Barrow, lying in the Parish of Wendron, between Redruth & 
Helston, In which they found Several large Stones, rounded in the nature of a Vault, and in it one Urn 
plac’d on a fi ne Chequer’d Pavement, full of Ashes, with Severall Brass Coins lying round it; but in hopes 
of meeting with an hidden treasure, they brutishly broke the Urn, and tore the Pavement to pieces. - They 
brought Some of the Coins to me, viz. One of Marcus Antoninus Pius, One of Faustina Senr. his wife, & 
another (as I guess by the face, for there are only these two letters visible, CL) of Lucilla, the wife of Verus, 
with a Small instrument of brass set in Ivory, which I believe was used about women’s hair, & is since lost. 
These were all Medii AEris [probably dupondii or asses].- Since that I had three more brought me, which I 
believe came from the Same place (for there were a great many of them, which the foolish people fancying 
to be gold, would not sell under the price of the weight in that metal, & I Suppose melted Some of them, 
before they could be convinc’d). One of these was of Trajan, AEris magni [sestertius], One of Nerva, & 
One of M. Aur. Antoninus, both Med. AE. but all much defac’d.”
Borlase (1769, p. 307) quotes from a letter of Tonkin dated 1 March 1727 which states that the 
Faustina coin was of the DIVA FAVSTINA type with only S C visible on the reverse. The coin of MARC 
ANTONINVS PIVS, “in which ANTONIN. is plain”, is also described and has to be a coin of Marcus 
Aurelius or Caracalla, if M for Marcus was indeed legible (MARCVS ANTONINVS PIVS does not exist 
as an obverse legend); the reverse showed “a woman standing with the hasta in her left hand, the rest 
defaced, all but S. C.” This could be Providence holding a short baton and a long sceptre, rather than a 
hasta or spear.
The fi ne chequered pavement is hardly credible and “improved in the telling” as Haverfi eld commented 
(V.C.H. Roman, p. 42), but there is no reason to doubt the coins. See Robertson 2000, 298. See also under 
Illogan, Uncertain (85) for a fi nd which may have been confused with that from Calvadnack.
19. CALVADNACK, Carnmenellis (c.SW 695 364)
Wendron
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“About a furlong from Golvadnek, on the hill called Karnmenelez, stand two Barrows of the same kind; 
these have also been searched, to what purpose I cannot positively say; but the guide who carried me to 
them informed me, that in one of them had been found some Coins of Julius Cesar” (Borlase 1769, p. 308). 
Borlase rightly doubted that they were of this date but belonged to some of the later ‘Cesars’.
20. CAMBORNE, Carn Entral (SW 664 398)
Camborne
“At Carn Entral, some years ago, was found the oldest Roman coin that I have seen from the district. 
During the removal of what was thought to be an ordinary pile of stones, but which proved to be an ancient 
barrow, an urn was discovered which contained ashes and a bronze coin, which was struck to a Vestal 
Virgin, and her image is on each side of it” (F. J. Thomas, Cornish Notes and Queries, Vol. I, 1906, p. 24). 
The barrow was opened in 1876 (A. C. Thomas, 1950, Folk-Lore of the Camborne District). What the coin 
was, and how far F. J. Thomas can be relied upon, is not certain. Some of his claims must be embroidered 
hearsay, such as the ‘Roman celt’ from Penponds “a portion of its shaft inlaid with rubies”!
21. CAMBORNE, East Charles Street (SW 650 399)
Camborne
F. J. Thomas wrote “I have seen a little coin found in a garden ... The inscription says it was struck in the 
twelfth year of the reign of Nero Caesar”, AD 66 (Cornish Notes & Queries, I, 1906, p. 24).
22. CAMBORNE, Rosewarne House (c.SW 64 41)
Camborne
This was the residence of William Harris (1739-1815) who cleared away an ancient mound in Rosewarne 
Park in which were found “an urn which contained some hundreds of Roman coins”, mostly of bronze, 
some believed to be of silver, of Constantine, “some in a very fair state of preservation, and some badly 
decayed” ( F. J. Thomas, Cornish Notes & Queries, I, 1906, p. 24). Thomas had two and saw “scores of 
them”. The coins were dispersed in Camborne, some said to be “in our museums”. See also Robertson 
2000, 1033.
23. CAMBORNE, Treswithian Road (SW 639 404)
Camborne
The western continuation of Church Street. Three coins were dug up in the garden of ‘Lamorna’, a 
bungalow, when newly built in 1934, and presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1992.
Claudius II (268-270)
1. Antoninianus (19 mm), good condition.
Obv. IMP C CLAVDIVS P F AVG / Rd, h. r. 
Rev. n [V]IRTV[S AVG] / Mars std l. hld branch and spear (shield at feet?).
Licinius I (308-324)
2. AE3 (19 mm), fair condition.
Obv. [IMP LICIN]IVS AVG / Lr, h. r.
Rev. n D N LICINI AVGVST[I] / VOT/XX in a laurel-wreath.
Constantius II (337-361)
3. AE4 (16 mm), pre-reform coinage 337-335, in good condition.
Obv. CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG / Dd, h. r.
Rev. p. GLORIA EXERCITVS / Two soldiers, each hld spear and fl anking a standard.
Mm. Illegible (perhaps mint of Arles).
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24. CAMBORNE, Tuckingmill  (SW 657 408)
Camborne
Michael Tangye reported (Cornwall Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 20, February 1976, p. 5) that 
Mr V. Acheson (who has since died) recovered a “Constantinian coin” from a depth of two feet when 
clearing a drain at the rear of his house at 60 Edward Street.
25. CAMBORNE, Uncertain
Camborne
Sir John Evans (Supplement, 1890, p. 488) noted that a gold stater “was found at Camborne, Cornwall, 
about 1865, and was communicated to me by the late Mr W. Webster”. The precise whereabouts of the fi nd 
and whether it exists now are not known.
1. Obv. Dobunnic emblem; a tree-like object with fi ve pairs of branches, often described 
as a ear of corn or even a fern-leaf or backbone of a skate; its meaning remains 
uncertain.
Rev. Celticized triple-tailed horse, right with six-spoked wheel below. Above CATTI, 
the ruler now placed late in the sequence of Dobunnic coins and after Eisu, two of 
whose silver coins have been found in Cornwall (see Lellizzick, below).
Hobbs 3057; Van Arsdell 1130. Late fi rst century BC/early fi rst century AD.
The territory of the Dobunni stretched from the west Midlands into north Somerset. The coin is later than 
the Carn Brea coins described below (Carn Brea Iron Age Hoard (30)), but it is not impossible that the 
Camborne coin came from Carn Brea, only a few miles away. How many coins were dispersed from the 
Carn Brea hoard is not known, but it could have included later types. Such hoards are known; that from 
Selsey beach, Sussex, in 1873 contained Gallo-Belgic gold types B (125-100 BC) down to silver coins of 
Verica (AD 10-40), king of the Atrebates.
Mr David Thomas of Camborne has had in his family’s possession since the 1890s a silver antoninianus
dug up in the vicinity of Camborne. The date of the discovery suggests the coin may have come from the 
hoard at Penponds (164) noted below.
Herennius Etruscus Caesar (under Trajan Decius, 250-251)
2. Obv. Q HER ETR MES DECIVS NOB C / Rd, dr, b, r. 
Rev. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS / Herennius, in military dress, std l., hld rod and spear.
RIC IV 146.
26. CAPE CORNWALL (c.SW 350 318)
St Just in Penwith
A denarius was found on the rifl e range sometime before 1904; details and a rubbing were given to 
Haverfi eld by W. Holman, Foundry House, St Just (V.C.H. Roman, 1924, p. 39). 
Titus Caesar (under Vespasian, 69-79)
Obv. [T CAES] IMP VESPASIAN / Lr, h. r.
Rev. PONTIF TR P COS III / Shows Titus sed r. hld sceptre and olive branch or a winged 
caduceus.
Mint of Rome, AD 74.
27. CARLEEN, Wheal Vor (c.SW 62 30)
Breage
At a meeting of the Penzance Natural History and Antiquarian Society on 14 January 1887 (Report & 
Transactions, 1886-87, p. 290), “The Revd Samuel Rundle showed a Roman coin of Maximin found at 
Huel Vor some years ago, and gave an account of that audacious upstart emperor”. Rundle probably meant 
Maximinus I (AD 235-238) who gained rapid promotion and whose rule was characterised by great cruelty.
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28. CARLOGGAS (SW 874 654)
St Mawgan in Pydar
The native settlement was excavated by Leslie Murray Threipland in 1948-49 (Archaeological Journal,
Vol. CXIII, 1956, p. 74). Two corroded coins were identifi ed by B. W. Pearce, one an unstratifi ed as or 
antoninianus, the other :
Nero (54-68)
Dupondius.
Rev. VICTORIA AVGVSTI S C / Victory fl ying or walking(?) l.
Found in fallen wall debris of Hut Z.
29. CARN BREA (c.SW 68 40)
Illogan
Hellenistic Coin
The fi rst Greek coin discovered in Cornwall was a bronze coin found on Carn Brea in about 1830 and 
presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro by Howard Fox (Enys 1895). It is the same type as 
that found at Mount Hawke (134) noted below.
Micipsa and his brothers (148-118 BC)
1. AE (26 mm), good.
Obv. King’s bearded lr, h. r. (Hole worn in cheek.)
Rev. n A prancing horse r.
Minted in Numidia, North Africa.
Roman Coins
Thomas Carte (1749, Vol. I, p. 103) in his description of “Garnbray”, noted that shortly before he visited 
Cornwall in 1714, tinners constructing an “Aqueduct ... upon drawing off some stones from it, a fi ne Roman
urn was discovered, with a cover to it very large; but ... having only ashes in it, and one coin the bigness 
of a crown piece, with an inscription on it very plain and legible, shewing it to be a medal of Augustus
Caesar’s”. A crown of his day was about 40 mm, but the coin found is likely to have been a sestertius of 
about 30 mm of the fi rst or second century rather than one of Caesar Augustus.
Borlase (1769, pp. 281, 299-300) recorded that many Roman coins had been found “at several times, 
in several parts of Karn-brê Hill. A few years before [1749], one Mr Stephens of the same town [Redruth] 
found about a quart of old coins of the same nation, in the same place”, that is the foot of Carn Brea. The 
Revd Collins of Redruth gave Borlase six found in 1744 on the eastern end of the hill near Carn Brea 
Village. See Robertson 2000, 1717. Two were illegible, the others are:
Antoninus Pius ? (138-161)
2. Obv. ...ANTONINVS AVG...
 A large coin “of the ancient lead (Coins of which Metal are very rare)”, with a “triumphal 
arch” on the reverse, but it is diffi cult to know now exactly what it was.
Faustina I (died 141) or II (died 175)
3. Coin defaced.
Severus Alexander (222-235)
4. Not described.
Divus Constantius I (died in 306)
5. Obv. DIVO CONSTANTIO PIO.
Rev. MEMORIA FELIX. / A lighted altar between two eagles with extended wings
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In July 1749, Mr Bevan of Redruth discovered “one pint of Roman copper coins” three feet below the 
surface at the foot of Carn Brea, at a spot marked ‘W’ by Borlase on his map, about 7·5 chains (165 yards) 
north-north-east of Carn Brea Castle. See also Robertson 2000, 1133. Only two coins were seen by Borlase 
who fi gured them on Plate VII (p. 117):
Tetricus I (271-274) 
6. Antoninianus (17 mm) worn.
Obv. [IMP C TET]RICVS P F AVG / Rd, cr, b. r. 
Rev. Probably [COME]-S AVG / Victory std l., hld wreath (illegible) in r. hand, and 
palm in l. over l. shoulder.
Urbs Roma (330-346)
7. Obv. VRBS ROMA / Helmeted head of Roma, l.
Rev. She-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus. 
Mm. //[S?]CONS (Arles).
Minted 330-335. 
During the excavations by Thurston Peter in 1895, a denarius was found on the fl oor of hut XX in the 
eastern enclosure of the hill. Along with all the fi nds from Peter’s excavation, it was given to the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall
Vespasian (69-79)
8. Obv. [IMP CAESAR VESP]ASIANVS AVG / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. COS ITER [TR POT] / Neptune std l. with r. foot on prow of vessel, hld a 
dolphin and a trident.
Probably mint of Lyons, AD 69-71. 
9. More Roman coins were discovered during the 1970-73 excavations directed by Roger J. Mercer (Cornish
Archaeology, No. 20, 1981, p. 80), but have not been found with the rest of the material in Truro Museum. 
The coins were found at Site F, inside and to the right of the south gateway, in Layer 2 just below the turf. 
Two (71/1806 and 1609) comprised an illegible fragment and a denarius of Augustus minted in Spain in 
19-18 BC. These were at the north edge of the excavation, while a group to the south of them contained a 
denarius of Tiberius (AD 14-37), another of Galba (AD 68-69) and a third of Vitellius (AD 69). Site B, just 
to the north of Site F, also revealed in the same layer a very eroded coin of Vespasian (AD 69-79) noted on 
p. 77. The lack of any later coins indicates activity on the site in the second half of the fi rst century, bearing 
in mind that such coins had a long life.
Late Roman Gold coin from Carn Brea (c.SW 691 411)
Carn Brea has proved to be one of the most interesting sites in Cornwall with occupation since the Neolithic. 
The anonymous contributor to The Olio (Vol. III, 1829, p. 105-106), writes of “the discovery of a most 
beautiful gold piece of the Emperor Valentinian, which was found about six months since [c. second half 
of 1828] in a small brook or stream by a labourer of the name of Read, at the base of that superb Druidical 
ruin Carnbrea Castle ... It is in most excellent and perfect preservation”. The coin was in the possession of 
Robert H. Broad of Falmouth, “which gentleman we understand has a very choice and valuable cabinet of 
coins, &c.” The coin is the same as Thomas Tonkin’s from St Agnes, but from a different mint.
Valentinian I (364-375)
10. Solidus (c. 23 mm, “about the size of our shilling”.)
Obv. D N VALENTINI-ANVS P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAE / Valentinian std f, h. r. hld labarum with Chi-rho 
in his r. h. and Victory on a globe in his l.
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Mm. //SMTES.
Mint of Thessalonica, struck between 25 February 364 and 24 August 367.
The gold solidus of Valentinian was a common type and “the most stable element in the coinage, its weight 
and purity being jealously maintained” (RIC IX, 1972 ed., p. xxvi).
30. CARN BREA, Iron Age Hoard (c.SW 681 405)
Illogan
William Borlase (1754, pp. 258-63) described the fi rst Celtic coins to have been found in Cornwall: “In 
the month of June 1749, in the middle of the ridge of Karn-brê-hill, were found such a number of Coins of 
pure Gold, as, being sold for weight, brought the fi nder about 16 pounds, sterling. Near the same quantity 
was found by another person, near the same spot, a few days after; all which were soon sold and dispersed: 
some were much worn and smoothed, and not by age, or by lying in the Earth, but by use, they having no 
allay to harden, and secure them from wearing.” Borlase illustrated seventeen of the coins on his Plate XIX 
together with another eight (XVIII to XXV) from collections up-country. Borlase saw “several others ... of 
the same sort” from Carn Brea which he did not then illustrate, but included them as Figs V to IX of Plate 
XXIX of his Natural History of Cornwall. Only fi ve of the coins now survive in the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford, Borlase having given all his antiquities to his university. By coincidence, Roger Mercer’s map of 
the 1970-73 excavations (Mercer, 1981, Fig. 2) is almost identical in scale to Borlase’s map (Plate VII, 
coins found at site marked D). This shows that the coins were found about 20º west of south, 300 yards 
west of the 1836 Basset monument.
Celtic coins remained in circulation for a long time (as late as the second century at Hengisbury Head, 
Hampshire) but the lack of Roman coins in the Carn Brea hoard indicates a deposition date late in the fi rst 
century BC.
For the following descriptive list I am indebted to Philip de Jersey and his colleague John Sills at the 
Institute of Archaeology, Oxford (letter, 24 June 2002). ‘CCI’ refers to the Celtic Coin Index number 
assigned to the coin at the Institute of Archaeology. The Roman numerals indicate Borlase’s fi gure numbers 
and the weight in curved brackets. Many of the Carn Brea coins do not show the full fl an because, as de 
Jersey points out (1996, p. 11), fl ans tended to be smaller than the designs on the dies.
A. Borlase’s Antiquities of Cornwall, 1769, Plate XXIII:
I & II. Gallo-Belgic quarter staters (1.49g)
Obv. Geometric pattern
Rev. Tree-like object
 Identifi ed by John Sills as an early British production based on the Gallo-Belgic D quarter 
stater of 65-50 BC. Van Arsdell 69. Present whereabouts unknown.
III. Gallo-Belgic quarter stater (1.52g); comments as above.
It is perhaps a coin now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, CCI 66.0304.
IV. Gallo-Belgic AA2 quarter stater (1.68g) 
Obv. Celticized head of Apollo right.
Rev. Celticized horse with naturalistic charioteer.
Ambiani, Somme region. 125-100 BC. Van Arsdell 15. Present whereabouts unknown.
V. Gallo-Belgic BB2 quarter stater (1.68g)
Obv. Die defaced with chisel-marks leaving no trace of head of Apollo.
Rev. Two celticized horses left.
 Attributed to the Caletes, Seine Inférieure region. 125-100 BC. Van Arsdell 37. CCI 
70.0058. Present whereabouts unknown.
VI. As above. Van Arsdell 37 (1.65g). CCI 70.0059. 125-100 BC. Present whereabouts unknown.
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VII. As IV above. Gallo-Belgic AA2 quarter stater (1.49g) Van Arsdell 15. CCI 95.3255.
 Probably a coin now in Chur Museum, Switzerland, published by A. Fürger-Gunti, 1982, 
Die keltischen Münzen der Sammlung R. Forrer / H. Herold im Ratischen Museum Chur,
coin number 5. 125-100 BC.
VIII. British A stater (6.42g)
Obv. Abstract head of Apollo right.
Rev. Disjointed horse left.
 Atrebates-Regni, south of the Thames, 75-60 BC. Hobbs 1; Van Arsdell 200. CCI 70.0074 
Present whereabouts unknown.
IX. As above. Hobbs 1; Van Arsdell 200. CCI 73.0598.
 Last noted in the Classical Numismatic Group sale, 17 March 1999, lot 2157, ex PMV, 
Daytona Beach, Christmas 1982 list No. 523; in the collection of Henry Mossop in 1973.
X. As above. (6.36g). Hobbs 1; Van Arsdell 200. CCI 66.0269. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 
ex Bassett.
XI. As above (6.66g). Hobbs 1; Van Arsdell 200. CCI 66.0268. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 
ex Bassett.
XII. As V & VI above. Gallo-Belgic BB2 quarter stater (1.75g). 
Van Arsdell 37. CCI 70.0060. 125-100 BC. Present whereabouts unknown.
XIII. As above (1.49g). Van Arsdell 37. CCI 70.0061. Present whereabouts unknown.
XIV. Gallo-Belgic AB2 quarter stater (1.63g)
Obv. Celticized head with naturalistic face, left.
Rev. Celticized horse left; stylized charioteer above, and complex fl ower below. 
 Ambiani, Somme region. 125-100 BC. Van Arsdell 20. CCI 66.0213. Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford, ex Bassett.
XV. As above (1.68g). Van Arsdell 20. CCI 70.0040. Sold at Glendining’s 6 June 1955, lot 91. 
Present whereabouts unknown.
XVI. Gallo-Belgic BB2 quarter stater (7.15g). Van Arsdell 12. CCI 66.0208.
Obv. and Rev. as XIV above.
Ambiani, Somme region. 125-100 BC. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, ex Bassett.
XVII. As V & VI above. Gallo-Belgic BB2 quarter stater (1.49g). 
Van Arsdell 37. CCI 70.0062, line drawing only. Attributed to the Caletes, Seine Inférieure 
region. 125-100 BC. Present whereabouts unknown.
B. Borlase’s Natural History of Cornwall, 1754, Plate XXIX.
John Sills has pointed out that Borlase’s weights are too low. Here they are given in inverted commas 
followed by the correct weight when known.
V. As I - III above. British A quarter stater (“1.30g”, 1.49g), CCI 66.0303. Based on Gallo-
Belgic D (Van Arsdell 69), but apparently produced in Britain, 65-50 BC. Perhaps a coin in 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, ex Bassett.
VI. British quarter stater? (“1.23g”), uncertain type. Perhaps British type A, c.75 BC. Present 
whereabouts unknown.
VII. As XIV & XV above. Gallo-Belgic AB2 quarter stater (“1.30g”). Van Arsdell 20. 125-100 
BC. Present whereabouts unknown.
VIII. As IV above. Gallo-Belgic AA2 quarter stater (“1.42g”, 1.57g). Van Arsdell 15. CCI 
69.0454. 125-100 BC. Now in the British Museum, Cat. No. EH p39 n27.
IX. As XIV above. Gallo-Belgic AB1 stater (“5.90g”). Van Arsdell 12. 125-100 BC. Present 
whereabouts unknown.
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31. CARN DOWNS (SW 4034 3567)
Morvah
Identifi ed by Vivien Russell, 1971, West Penwith Survey, p. 34, as a standing stone in a hedge at Trevowan, 
locally called Longstone Croft. The Revd Malachy Hitchins (Archaeologia XIV, 1803, pp. 226-7) wrote 
of an “urn discovered by one William Harry, in June, 1789, in the parish of Morva, about fi ve miles nearly 
north of Penzance, and within a few yards of the road between those two places. It was near the N.W. 
corner of a small enclosure, surrounded by a thick uncemented wall or hedge, which seems to have stood 
ever since the interment of the urn; for it was found at the foot of a very long and large stone inserted in 
the wall, which might serve as a memento, about a foot under the surface of the earth, and covered by a 
fl at stone of granite. The soil in this enclosure being rather deep, the farmer carried off the surface, even to 
the substratum of clay, to manure other lands, and justly thinking that potatoes would thrive well in clay, 
and that the dung in which they were tilled would fertilize the mold, and prepare it for a crop of corn, a 
method of agriculture very prevalent in Cornwall, in digging up this clay he threw his pickaxe into the 
urn, and broke it into many pieces. These coins, as well as those found at Godolphin, were almost all of 
them of copper, but a few were of the ancient lead, a coin much more rare than the former, a very perfect 
one of which fell into my hands. A Jew likewise got possession of those coins, and retailed them round 
the country for about a penny a piece, tho’ mostly in a high state of preservation.” Haverfi eld (V.C.H. 
Roman, p.12) dates the hoard to c.250-273. The ‘ancient lead’ suggest comparison with the ‘limes’ coins 
mentioned under the Hayle Causeway Hoard (74) below. See also Robertson 2000, 610.
The fi nd was within “three quarters of a mile” of Chûn Castle, though if accurate it fi ts better a location 
close to the standing stone south of Trevowhan (SW 409 351). The coins were like those found at Godolphin; 
“viz. some of Gallienus, Tetricus &c”. See also Crofto (48) below.
32. CARNANTON (c.SW 87 64)
St Mawgan in Pydar
The famous late Roman tin ingot (usually called the Carnanton ingot after the estate which owned 
Nanskeval) discovered here in 1819 was followed two years later with the discovery of silver coins in the 
same fi eld. Later speculation suggested these might also have been Roman, but the West Briton of 27 July 
1821 stated that the several hundred coins belonged to the reigns of Elizabeth, James I, Charles I, and a 
few of Charles II. F. W. L. Stockdale, 1824, Excursions in the County of Cornwall, p. 100, writing about 
Carnanton, adds “An earthen vessel was found near this house, about three years since, containing near 700 
silver English coins of different reigns, in tolerable preservation”. See also Robertson 2000, 1887.
33. CARNON VALLEY (SW 775 413 and downstream)
Perranarworthal, Kea and Feock
The Carnon Valley which divides the two parishes, was one of the richest alluvial tin deposits in Cornwall, 
noted also for its grains of gold. The workings began in about 1785 (Sherborne Mercury, 10 July 1786) 
and by 1801 were described as exceeding a mile in length and 300 yards in width (JRIC 1870, pp. xxii-
xxiii). Work probably began near Bissoe and proceeded downstream. C. S. Gilbert (1817, An Historical 
Survey of the County of Cornwall), in a brief account of objects “lately found” in the workings includes 
“several ancient coins, and other articles of remote date” some of which were in the hands of the agent 
of the streamworks Mr Sibley of St Neot, the particulars of which Gilbert was not able to ascertain. An 
account of them appeared in the West Briton (3 November 1815). Allowing for inaccurate reading at the 
time, the coins probably were :
Domitian (81-96)
1. Dupondius ? minted in Rome in 87.
Obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM COS XIII CENS PER P P / Lr, h. r.
Rev. FORTVNAE AVGVSTI S C / Fortune (wrongly described as Mercury) std l., hld 
a rudder and cornucopia.
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Commodus (177-192)
2. AE1 (poor condition)
Obv. Largely illegible [...] COMMODVS [...]
Rev. Illegible; a fi gure also described, probably wrongly, as Mercury.
The newspaper reported that the coins were found fi fteen feet below the surface, “and in the adjacent parts 
of the stream, the workmen have dug up pieces of pure gold, human bones, deers’ horns, a wooden shovel, 
made of heart of oak, and several articles, evidently very ancient.” These other items were found over an 
extended period; the deer horn (now at the Royal Institution of Cornwall), which formerly belonged to R. 
W. Fox, having been found in about 1790, and the famous Carnon nugget of gold, the largest recovered 
in Cornwall, in January 1808 and part of the Rashleigh collection of minerals in the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall at Truro. 
A hoard of now lost Roman coins from the Carnon streamworks was described by Richard Sainthill in 
a letter from Cork dated 23 December 1851 (Numismatic Chronicle 1852, pp. 12-14). He had been given 
60 “small Roman brass” by the late W. Williams of the 54th Regiment. Sainthill wrote that they “are 
extremely small; some only fi ve sixteenths of an inch [8 mm] in diameter, weighing four grains, and few 
are double that size. They appear to me to have been struck in comparatively large dies, and, consequently, 
have received the impression of only a small part of obverse or reverse; so that scarcely any inscription, 
or the subject, on either side of the coins, can be made out. Of those that can be appropriated, all belong 
to the Emperor Tetricus I [271-274], except one of his son P. Pivesus Tetricus [273-274]”; C PIV ESV 
TETRICVS CAES would have been the reading.
Williams’ note which accompanied the coins reads: “These small Roman coins were found in a copper 
mine, near Perranporth [sic] in Cornwall, which mine is situated in the centre of a small creek in the 
Falmouth harbour. When the tide was out, they succeeded in forming a small island; afterwards they bored 
down through it. At thirty fathoms below the bed of the river the coins were found - about two or three 
handfuls. I obtained them from a very respectable person, whose relation was present, and helped himself 
to a handful. I have made every enquiry as to the others, but was unable to learn anything of them.”
Williams was wrong on two points. In the fi rst place the mine was for tin. In the second place he 
confused the usual practice of giving the depth of underground workings in fathoms with the depth of 
alluvial workings given in feet. In the Carnon Valley a depth of 30 feet would have brought the tinners 
down to the general level of the tin ground. At 36 feet [again, fathoms in the text] “a piece of an elk’s horn 
[doubtless Red Deer], and of its skull, similar to those found in this country (Ireland), were also found, 
which I have in my possession at home, in Cornwall. — Fermoy, [Co. Cork] 1st Jan., 1846.” The coins 
were shown to members of the Numismatic Society who rightly concluded that they were native copies. 
Coins of 10 mm diameter or less are regarded as the unoffi cial, or semi-offi cial, minimi produced in the 
late third century, although the few “double that size” suggests some may have been regular issues of the 
Tetrici. See also Robertson 2000, 791.
H. O. Bullmore presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1844 (RRIC, p. 18) “Roman coins 
found in the Carnon Stream Works”. These may have been from the same hoard described by Sainthill, but 
they cannot now be identifi ed in the museum’s collection.
34. CARTHAMARTHA (SX 377 782)
Lezant
The native settlement site was excavated in 1937-38 by C. K. Croft Andrew. The defences were never 
completed and fi nds were few, giving the impression of impoverished inhabitants from the fi fth to the tenth 
century. No coins were recovered, but there is a local story that one of Croft Andrew’s volunteer workers 
“found Roman coins and sold them to a dealer in Plymouth” (G. F. Walford and N. Quinnell, ‘C. K. Croft 
Andrew’s Excavations in Tavistock Woodlands in 1937 and 1938’, Cornish Archaeology 36, 1997, pp. 
77-94, esp. 92).
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35. CARVOSSA (SW 931 483)
Probus
David Chapman of St Austell found with a metal detector at the end of May 1993 a fi ne condition denarius
(diam. 18 mm) with a particularly good obverse, in a fi eld next to the road leading to Barteliver farm and 
the Romano-British settlement (see 36 below), less than a mile away.
Trajan (98-117)
Obv. IMP  CAES  NERVA  TRAIAN  AVG  GERM.  Lr, h. r.
Rev. pP  M  TR  P  COS  IIII  P  P.  Hercules std f. on altar; club in his r. hand, 
lion’s skin in his l.
Minted in 101-102.
36. CARVOSSA (SW 918 483)
Probus
The Romano-British earthwork on the south side of the old turnpike road between Probus and Grampound 
was excavated by H. L. Douch and S. W. Beard in 1968-71. Due to the untimely death of Stuart Beard, full 
records of the excavation are not now available. “Finds from the Earthwork” were published by Miss P. M. 
Carlyon (Cornish Archaeology 1987, pp. 103-141). Pottery yielded an embarras de richesse, while fi fteen 
coins ranged in date from Nero to Tetricus II with a silver penny of Edward I (c.1280) from the topsoil. 
Apart from the barbarous imitation of Tetricus, the context of the other Roman coins is not recorded, but all 
are regarded as casual losses at various times. Iron-rich smelting slag, lead with signifi cant amounts of tin 
and traces of antimony, bronze and oxidised copper (cuprite) provided evidence for smelting. Gold-bearing 
alluvial tin streams are known at Ladock and at Golden in Probus, to note the nearest. Involvement in tin 
smelting at Carvossa was not proved, but it is at such industrial native settlements in Cornwall that coins 
have generally been found. All the fi nds are at the Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro.
Nero (54-68)
1. Denarius (17 mm), good.
Obv. NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS IMP / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. CONCORDIA [AVGVSTA] / Concordia, dr, sed l. hld patera in her r. hand and 
sceptre(?) in her l. hand.
Minted c.64-65.
Vespasian (69-79)
2. Denarius (17 mm), fair.
Obv. [IMP] CAESAR VESP[ASIANVS (AVG?)] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. Illegible.
Minted 69-79.
3. Dupondius (26 mm), worn.
Obv. [IMP CAES] VESPASI[AN AVG P M TR P P P COS III] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. FORTVNAE  [REDVCI] S C / Fortuna std l. hld branch and rudder set on a 
globe in her r. hand and cornucopia in her l. hand.
Minted in 71.
4. Dupondius (28 mm), worn.
Obv. [IMP CAES]AR VESPAS[IANVS (AVG?)] / Rd?, h. r.
Rev. Illegible.
5. As (22 mm), worn.
Obv. Illegible / Lr?, h. r.
Rev. Illegible.
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Domitian Caesar (79-81)
6. As (18 mm), worn, largely illegible.
Obv. [CAESAR AVG F DOMITIAN COS II] / Lr, b. r.
Rev. [PROVIDENT S C] (NT conjoined) / Altar.
Minted in 72 as Caesar under Vespasian.
Domitian (81-96)
7. Denarius (17 mm), good.
Obv. [IMP CAES] DOM[IT AVG] GERM P M TR P VIII / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. IMP [XIX] COS XIIII CENS P P P / Minerva
adv. r. brandishing javelin in her r. hand and hld shield in her l. hand.
Minted in 88-89.
8. Dupondius (26 mm), worn.
Obv. [IMP CAES D]OMIT AVG [GERM COS ... CENS PER P P] / h. r.
Rev. p. [FORTVNAE AVGVSTI] S C / Fortuna std l. hld rudder and cornucopia.
9. As (28 mm), fragment.
Obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG [GER COS ... CENS P(ER) P P] / Lr? b. r.
Rev. p. VIRTVTI [AVGVSTI] S C / Virtus std r. hld reversed spear in her r. hand and 
parazonium (dagger) in her l. hand.
Minted in 81-96.
10. As (24 mm), fragment, illegible.
Minted in 81-96.
Hadrian (117-138)
11. Dupondius (27 mm), fairly good.
Obv. [IMP] CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS [AVG P M TR P COS  III] / Rd, b. r., 
drapery on his l. shoulder.
Rev. p. [SALVS PVBLICA] S C / Salus std l. hld patera in her r. hand and rudder in her 
l. hand; r. foot on globe.
Minted in 119-121.
12. As (22 mm), illegible, believed to be Hadrian.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
13. Sestertius (28 mm), worn.
Obv. [M ANTON]INVS AVG [TR P XXV] / Lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. n [IMP VI COS III] S C / Victory std r. supporting shield, inscribed VIC/GER, on 
top of palm.
Minted in 171.
Tetricus  II (273-274)
14. Barbarous radiate of AE antoninianus (13 mm, fragment).
Rev. SPES prototype.
This was found on the roadway in the entrance on the east side.
37. CARWARTHEN (SW 849 375)
St Just in Roseland
The native settlement which was partially excvavated by Stanley A. Opie in September 1938 (Opie, June 
1939, Excavations in the Roseland Peninsula, Camborne, does not detail the coins) lies only a mile from 
the fi nd-spot of the Turnaware Point Hoard (261). Carwarthen was occupied throughout the Roman 
period; fi nds included two pieces of second century samian ware and two of fourth century New Forest 
ware. Five coins were found, all with the other fi nds presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall
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Lucius Verus (161-169)
1. Sestertius (30 mm), worn with good patina.
Obv. [L VERVS AVG] ARM [PARTH  MAX] / Lr, h, r.
Rev. nTR POT VI] IMP IIII [COS II] S C / Victory, half dr, std r., fi xing shield inscribed 
VIC/PAR over palm tree commemorating his victory over Vologeses III, King of 
Parthia.
Minted in summer to December 166.
Constantine I (307-337)
2. AE3 (19 mm.), good condition.
Obv. CONSTAN-TINVS AVG / Dr, cr, b. r. sceptre(?) over shoulder to right.
Rev. nBEATA TRAN-QVILLITAS / Globe, with three stars above, on altar inscribed 
VO/TIS/XX.
Mm. Illegible.
3. As 2 (18 mm), good condition.
Obv. [CONSTAN-]TINVS AVG / Helmeted, cr, b. r.
Rev. nas above.
Mm. xPTR and crescent. Trier mint in 323. 
4. AE3 (18 mm), very worn.
Obv. [CONSTANTINVS AVG] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. nSARMATIA DEVICTA] / Victory adv r., captive kneeling before her.
Mm. Illegible but probably Trier.
Minted after victory over Sarmatians in 322.
Constantine II Caesar (317-337)
5. AE3 (18.5 mm), fragmented but good.
Obv. [CONSTANTINVS] IVN N C / Rd, cr, b. l.
Rev. p BE]ATA T[RAN]-QVILLITAS / Three stars above globe on altar inscribed 
VOT/IS/ XX
Mm. Illegible, but probably C | R.
Possibly Lyons mint 322-323.
38. CASTLE DORE (SX 103 548)
St Sampson
The Iron Age earthwork was excavated by C. A. Ralegh Radford in 1936-37 (JRIC, NS Vol. I, Appendix 
1951). A denarius (14 mm) in good condition at the Royal Institution of Cornwall is said to be from Castle 
Dore, though none is mentioned in Radford’s report. The earthwork is pre-Roman, devoid of Roman 
pottery, with evidence of post-Roman occupation.
Septimius Severus (193-211)
Obv. SEVERVS PIVS AVG BRIT / Lr, b. r.
Rev. p. P M TR P XVIII COS III P P / Jupiter, std l. between two children, hld thunderbolt 
in his r. hand and a sceptre in l. hand.
 Minted in 210; the reference to BRIT(annia) records his punitive expeditions against 
Scottish tribes. He died at York on 4 February 211, exhausted by his campaigns. Currently 
in the Royal Cornwall Museum  (TRURI 2007.8).
39. CASTLE PENCAIRE (SW 603 300)
Breage
The Revd Samuel Rundle wrote in 1888 that coins, presumably meaning Roman, were found in or by the 
camp “about sixty years ago” (JRIC, Vol. IX, p. 362).
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This is evidently the same fi nd as that recorded in the Journal of Richard Tyacke transcribed for me by 
the late Norman Hall of Newquay. The Journal dates between 8 July 1826 and 30 June 1830 written in a 
copy of John Locke, 1783, A New Common Place Book. On 3 July 1829, Tyacke wrote: “Three or four 
years since, I’m not quite exact as to the precise time, on the extreme north-west top of Tregonning Hill, 
which immediately overlooks Godolphin, some workmen on removing stones that still bore the semblance 
of the foundation of a quondam [former] building & which from ages has carried with it the name of ‘The 
Roman Camp’, found beneath them an earthenware vessel of rough manufacture fi lled with Roman coins 
of various dates. I had one but t’other day gave it to Miss Anna Morshead for her collection, that had the 
name of the Emperor ‘Postumus’ in plain & legible characters on it. There were some hundreds of coins, 
all very old, & made of the same metals, in my judgment a mixture of brass and silver. The one I had was 
a little larger & somewhat thicker than a shilling of the present reign” [George IV (23mm)].
40. CHYGWIDDEN (SW 4154 3103)
Sancreed
W. Copeland Borlase reported that inside the “fortifi ed enclosure” on the south-west slope of the hill 
several third brass coins were found by an old man named Dennis immediately inside the rampart, together 
with pottery, ashes and grinding stones. The coins were described to Borlase as like “several little thick 
copper farthings with a fi gure of a man upon them. These, I have reason to suspect, were third brass Roman 
coins like those at [Higher] Bodinar” (1872, Naenia Cornubiae, pp. 173, 261; 1873, ‘Vestiges of Early 
Habitation in Cornwall’, Archaeological Journal, Vol. XXX, [325-348], p. 341).
41. CLOWANCE WOOD (SW 6265 3449)
Crowan
In March 1997, Mark Stretfi eld of Praze-an-Beeble found, using a metal detector, at a depth of 9 inches, 
a worn coin in a fi eld belonging to Clowance Barton farm. Much corroded, with a green patina it can be 
accepted as an ancient loss. The probable identifi cation was confi rmed at the British Museum.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
Sestertius (29 mm)
Obv. [IMP ANTO]NINVS [AVG TR P XXV] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. Illegible; perhaps [FIDES EXERCITVVM, S C.] / Fides std l. hld fi gure of 
Victory and legionary eagle.
Ex. COS III
Minted between December 170 and December 171.
42. CONDURROW (c.SW 778 257)
St Anthony in Meneage
A hoard of “24 gallons” of small copper coins (presumably AE3/4) of Constantine and his family, including 
CONSTANTINOPOLIS and VRBS ROMA types (AD 330-346) were found in the spring of 1735 south of 
the road “in a knapsack” in a fi eld about half a mile west of Little Dennis promontory fort (Borlase, 1769, 
p. 301). William Borlase had several coins and saw many more, “all which were of the age of Constantine 
and his family, and had either the heads of those Emperors, or were of the cities of Rome, or Constantinople 
...” The gallon probably meant 8 lbs Avoirdupois, so that 24 gallons totalled 192 lbs, a considerable weight 
of coins. Polwhele said they were found within the enclosure of a small garden, in a ditch, the hedge and 
ditch having since been levelled with the fi eld (1803, History of Cornwall, Vol. 1, pp. 122-3). In a footnote 
(ibid., p. 206), Polwhele wrote that “At Condurra, in St Anthony in Meneg, were found more Roman coins 
in the year 1790: They were of copper, and of the Lower empire”. There is no other report of a second fi nd 
here. See Robertson 2000, 1134.
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43. CONSTANTINE (c.SW 731 290)
Constantine
Three Roman coins found in Constantine church were presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall (not 
Bodmin Museum as stated in V.C.H. Roman, p. 35) by Mr Haycroft in 1852-53. No details were given and 
the coins cannot now be identifi ed, but they are unlikely to have been ancient losses.
Penaluna (1838, Vol. I,  p. 124) notes that “Near the church, where formerly stood a cross, a bag full of 
silver coins of Arthur [sic.] and Canute [1016-1035] was found, about the close of the seventeenth century”. 
Arthur must be an error, perhaps for Æthelred II (978-1016). I can fi nd no other early reference for this 
hoard. If true, its site near the Helford estuary is similar to that of the Tregorrick, Trewhiddle Hoard
(235) and Penhale Farm Hoard (161). Constantine was very probably the site known as Langustentyn
which held “the perpetual geld-free [tax-free] status of Cornish religious houses .... which was respected 
when the Anglo-Saxon geld was levied”, as it was at Launceston. (Olson 1989, pp. 92-3).
44. CONSTANTINE, Uncertain
Constantine
Mr Ian Elder of Falmouth brought for identifi cation an antonianus of Victorinus (AD 269-271), in good 
condition with a fi ne patina, found under the fl oorboards of a cottage in the parish early in 1978.
Obv. [IMP C] VICTORINVS AVG / Rd, b. r.
Rev. PROVIDENTIA AVG / Providence std l. with a globe at feet.
45. COOMBE, Duckpool (SS 2010 1164)
Morwenstow
This small site in Coombe Valley was found by Richard Heard in 1983 in the car park on the cliff edge 
and in danger from sea erosion. In 1992 the threatened site was excavated by the Cornwall Archaeological 
Unit and shown to be a late Roman site which yielded evidence of casting lead and pewter, and the more 
unusual activity of extracting purple dye from the dog whelk Nucella lapillus which is not an edible species 
(John Davies, Cornish Archaeology 34, 1995, pp. 81-171). Six Roman bronze coins were found, all in poor 
condition, two of them fused together, belonging to the period between the 340s and early 360s. They were 
identifi ed by John Davies (pp. 129-130); fuller descriptions are given below.
These are the fi rst recorded Roman coins from the parish and among the few from this northern part 
of the County. The discovery of the site, together with the ‘milestones’ from Tintagel and the increasing 
number of coins found in the vicinity of Padstow, add weight to the belief that a route of some importance 
followed the north coast. It has long been believed that Stratton (4 miles south-east of Duckpool) derived 
its name from the Saxon, and ultimately Latin strata, signifying ‘straight street’, but this is not the case. 
O. J. Padel (1985, Cornish Place-name Elements, English Place-name Society) has shown that the early 
form Strætneat is from the Old Cornish stras, ‘fl at or shallow valley’ plus neth, a river name of unknown 
meaning found also in south Wales in the River Nedd, anglicized as Neath. Nevertheless, the Duckpool 
evidence does support a north coast Roman route (rather than any metalled road) following post-Roman 
routes by land and sea logically postulated by Charles Thomas (1993).
The coins, now at the Royal Institution of Cornwall, all variously worn common types, are as follows:
Constantinopolis (330-346)
1. AE3, irregular follis (13 mm) from layer 30.
Obv. [CONSTA]NT[INOPOLIS] / Helmeted h. l.
Rev. p. Victory on a prow. 
Original type minted 330-335, with irregular issues common in 341-348.
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Urbs Roma (330-348)
2. AE3, irregular follis (13 mm) from layer 12 fused with 4.
Obv. [VRBS ROMA] / Helmeted b. l .
Rev. No legend; she-wolf suckling twins
Original type minted 330-335, irregular issues common 341-346.
Constans (337-350)
3. AE follis (16 mm) from layer 12.
Obv. CONSTAN-[S P F AVG]. Pearl and rosette dd, cr, b. r. wearing paludamentum
(military cloak).
Rev. nVICTORIAE DD [AVGGQ NN] / Two victories std f. each other, each hld a 
wreath.
Mm. M//[TRP]
Mint of Trier, 347-348. RIC VIII 182.
4. AE follis (15 mm) from layer 12 fused with the VRBS ROMA.
Obv. CONSTAN-S P F AVG / As above.
Rev. p. VICTORIAE DD AVGGQ NN / As above.
Mm. D//TRP
Mint of Trier, 347-348. RIC VIII.195.
5. AE follis (17 mm) from layer 12.
Obv. CONSTAN-S P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
Rev. n VICTORIAE DD AVGGQ NN. As above.
Mm. ȯ//TRP
Mint of Trier, 347-348. RIC.VIII 199.
House of Constantine (348-364)
6. AE3, irregular minim (11 mm).
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [FEL TEMP REPARATIO]. Fallen horseman.
Type issued 353-354, irregular issues common 354-364.
The irregular issues, copies or counterfeits, as pointed out by John Davies, were produced in quantity 
(some as small as 4 mm) at ‘irregular’ mints at a time when offi cial bronze coinage was in short supply in 
Britain. The Duckpool coins indicate activity at the site between the 340s and early 360s. 
46. COSWINSAWSIN (c.SW 627 389)
Gwinear
A native settlement or round called The Hood is the location of the hoard of coins found in a mound of earth 
in 1830: all were AE3. Penaluna (1838, Vol. I, pp. 239-40) described them as of Constantius Tyrannicus, 
Flavius Julius, and Faustina. Constantius should probably have been Constantine I or II. Faustina is most 
likely a mis-reading for Fausta, wife of Constantine I. Flavius Julius is Flavius Victor (387-388) whose 
coins are less common; probably an AE4 which is now lost. Twelve of Constantine and his contemporaries 
are in the Royal Institution of Cornwall presented by a Mr Hartley at an unrecorded date. All are small AE 
in poor condition, badly corroded with the edges of the fl ans worn away, but some of the surviving designs 
and letters are quite sharp on the reverses, indicating burial not long after they had been in circulation. The 
obverses are virtually illegible. See also Robertson 2000, 1110.
Constantine II Caesar (317-337)
1. AE (18 mm); half missing
Obv. [CONSTAN]TINVS IVN N C / Dd, lr, dr, (cr?), b. r.
Rev. n [BEATA] TRA-[NQVILLITAS / Globe on altar inscribed [VOT/IS/]XX.
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Mm. Missing. 
AD 322-323.
House of Constantine (317-337)
2. AE (18 mm); part missing
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. As above., legend illegible.VOT/IS/XX.
Mm. //PLON
Mint of London
3. AE (17 mm); very worn
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. As above, VOT/IS/XX.
Probably London mint.
4. AE (17.5 mm); worn but reverse sharp
Rev. [BEATA TRANQVILLITA]S VOT/IS/XX.
Mm. F | B//PLON
Mint of London
5. AE (16 mm); worn
Obv. Illegible. Helmeted h. r. 
Rev n As above, VOT/IS/XX.
Mm. Illegible
Perhaps Trier mint
6. AE (17 mm); part missing, reverse sharp.
Obv. Illegible. b. r.
Rev. n SARMATIA [DEVICTA] / Victory adv. r., spurning captive.
Minted in 323-324.
7. AE (18 mm); AD 320-321.
Obv. [IVL CRISPVS?] NOB C / Lr, h. r.
Rev. [CAESARVM] NOSTRORVM / Laurel-wreath around VOT/V.
Mm. Illegible.
Probably minted between 320-325.
8, 9. AE (18 mm); very worn.
Obv. Similar to 7 but different portraits.
Rev. Laurel-wreath around VOT/V.
10. AE (18 mm); worn, part missing.
Obv Illegible; Dd, cr, b. r. Constantine I?
Rev. p. [PROVIDENTIAE AVGG] type. Camp gate with two turrets, star above.
Minted c. 324-325.
11. AE (15 mm); very worn.
Obv. Illegible, b. r.
Rev. As above.
12. AE (15 mm); worn.
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. GLORIA EXERCITVS or VICTORIAE D D AVGGQ NN type. Probably two 
soldiers (or Victories?), each hld. spear in outer hand and resting inner hand on 
shield; standard between them?
Probably minted in 330-348.
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47. CRANTOCK, Uncertain (c.SW 790 603)
Crantock
A debased antoninianus (18 mm) of Gallienus (253-268), found c. 1891 “in a lane leading to Crantock”, 
was presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1930 by A. B. Pierce.
Obv. [GALLIENVS AVG] / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. [AEQVITAS AVG] / Aequitas std l. hld scales in her r. hand and cornucopia in 
her l hand.
48. CROFTO (SW 402 348)
Morvah
Hencken (1932, pp. 307-308) refers to the excavation of the site in 1922 by J. G. Marsden which produced 
a fragment of fi rst-second century “pillar-moulded glass” and a “battered Roman coin”, though no mention 
of the coin is made by Marsden in his published report (JRIC, Vol. XXI, Pt. 2, 1923, pp. 170-3). The site 
lies only 300 metres west of Carne Farm and may be the same site as Hitchins’ Carn Downs (31) site 
described above.
49. CRUGMEER (SW 902 767)
Padstow
Two coins found by Jonathan Clemes while metal-detecting in a stubble fi eld 200 metres north of Crugmeer 
Farm in February 2007 (PAS database).
Victorinus (269-271)
1. Antoninianus (16mm, 1.72g)
Obv. IMP C VICTORINVS PF AVG / Pd, cr, b. r.
Rev. INVICTVS / Sol walking left with right hand raised and holding whip in left 
hand.
Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 114; Cunetio 2545. PAS No. CORN-EE4FA3.
Valentinian II (375-392)
2. Nummus (13.3mm, 2.52g)
Obv. D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. SPES REI-PVBLICAE / Emperor facing, head r., holding labarum and globe and 
spurning captive.
Struck between 383 and 387. Rome Mint. LRBC II 775. PAS No. CORN-EE7231.
50. CUBERT (c.SW 784 577)
Cubert
Miss B. Farrell presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall an antoninianus dug up in her garden at 50 
Churchfi eld Road in early July 1980; the fi nd spot was a meadow until 1978.
Gallienus sole reign (260-268) 
1. Obv. GALLIENVS AVG / Rd, b. r.
Rev. VIRTVS AVG / Virtus std, l.
A second coin was dug up in the same road at No.16 in July 1981 by Mr T. Richards, an antoninianus
in excellent condition:
Claudius II (268-270)
2. Obv. IMP C CLAVDIVS AVG / Rd, b. r.
Rev. VIRTVS AVG / Mars std l. hld branch and spear, shield at feet.
It is possible that building work in 1978 had scattered a small hoard of coins and that others may yet be 
found in the vicinity. 
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Mr A. Smith dug up an antoninianus (17 mm) in his garden at 2 Lanlovie Meadow in early January 1982. 
The portrait was sharp, but the corroded edges and good patina suggested burial not long after it was 
minted. It is possible that the coin was found in top-soil which had been brought in from elsewhere.
Tetricus I (271-274)
3. Obv. [IMP C T]ETRI[CV]S P F [AVG] / Rd, cr, b. r.
Rev. [LA]ETI[TIA AVGG] / Laetitia std f. hld wreath and anchor.
51. ST DAY (c.SW 730 425)
Gwennap
Mr C. Ware of Heatherbank, United Road, St Day, dug up in his garden in September 1981 an AE3 in 
fairly good condition of Constantine II as Caesar (317-337).
Obv. CONSTANTINVS  IVN  N  C. Rd, (dr, or cr?), b. l.
Rev. [BEATA  TRANQVILLITAS], altar inscribed VOTIS / XX, surmounted by a 
globe and three stars. 
Ex.  P  LON (mint of London).
52. DAYMER BAY (c.SW 926 775)
St Minver
Alan Gill found on the beach (c.SW 925 775) “at very low tide” in the summer of 1998 a worn sestertius
(32 mm):
Hadrian (117-138)
1. Obv. HADRIANVS AV[GVSTVS] /  Lr,  h.  r.  (drapery over l .  shoulder?).
Rev. p. COS [III] S [C] / Virtus, helmeted, in military dress, std. l., r. foot on helmet, hld 
parazonium in his r. hand and vertical spear in his l.
Mint of Rome 125-128. RIC II 638; BMC 1307-1308.
Found in the middle of the beach (SW 927 775) after stormy weather at the end of December 2001 by Alan 
Gill using a metal-detector:
Titus Caesar (69-79)
2. As (28 mm) worn.
Obv. T CAES IMP AVG F TR P COS VI CENS[OR] / Lr, h. r.; globe below neck.
Rev. p. [FIDES PVBLICA] S C / Fides std l., hld patera in raised r. hand, and cornucopia 
in l.
RIC II Vespasian 783. Mint of Lyons, though this now queried; it could be Rome. AD 77-78.
53. DEVORAN (c.SW 798 389)
Feock
In May 1994, I was brought a bronze Greek coin found by Steve Jones in a spoil heap on one of the jetties 
at Devoran, though the spoil came from some other unknown locality, probably not many miles away. It 
was identifi ed at the British Museum.
Thessalian Confederacy (191-146 BC)
AE (20 mm) good.
Obv. Head of Apollo r. 
Rev. Athena Ithonia hld spear. Above the spear are  traces of a magistrate’s name and the 
vertical legend 4(66$/:1 in two lines.
Coins of this type did not circulate outside Greece.
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54. DOWNDERRY/EAST LOOE (SX 29 54)
St Germans or St Martin by Looe
An AE follis (29 mm) without any patina, presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall, was found 
somewhere on the beach between Downderry (SX 31 54) and East Looe (SX 26 53). The fi nd circumstances 
are not known, but the coin is most probably a modern loss.
Constantius I (as Caesar, 293-305)
Obv. CONSTANTIVS  NOB  CAES.  Lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. nGENIO POP-VLI  ROMANI.     | B  Genius, naked std l., chlamys over his 
shoulder, hld patera in his r. hand, and a cornucopia in his l.
Ex. Indistinct; perhaps SIS, mint of Siscia c.AD 299.
55. ENDELLION (SW 9950 7857)
Endellion
During a watching-brief on a water pipe-line by the Cornwall Archaeological Unit on 13 April 1995, a 
corroded sestertius (30 mm) of Antoninus Pius (138-161) was found south-west of the church. 
Obv. Illegible; lr, h. r.
Rev. Illegible apart from S C low in fi eld fl anking a standing female hld patera(?) in her 
r. hand.
56. ENGEW FARM (SW 585 410)
Gwithian
A coin found by Chris McLoughlin while metal-detecting in a ploughed fi eld just to the east of St. Ives 
Lane on the way into the southern edge of Gwithian village in the summer of 2003 (PAS database).
Hadrian (117-138)
Denarius (18.8mm, 2.78g), unworn.
Obv. IMP CAESAR TRAIAN HADRIANVS AVG / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. P M TR P COS III FEL P R  / Felicitas draped, seated left, holding a caduceus in 
her right hand and a cornucopia in her left hand.
Struck between 119 and 122. Rome mint. RIC II 120. PAS No. CORN-E6E8E2.
57. ST ENODOC, Brea Hill (c.SW 928 772)
St Minver
Thomas Kent of Padstow formed a collection of Roman brooches and similar artifacts in the dunes in the 
vicinity of Brea Hill and St Enodoc church in and after 1847, which are illustrated by the Revd Edward 
Trollop (‘Roman Remains in the Vicinity of Padstow’, Archaeological Journal, Vol. XVII, 1860, pp. 
311-316) and reproduced in V.C.H. Roman (p. 6). Coins were also found ‘occasionally’ in this area but 
not detailed beyond the fact that they included some small brass coins of Gallienus, Constantine I, and 
Arcadius, “none of any particular interest”. Sir John Maclean (1879, Trigg Minor, Vol. III, pp. 7-8) noted 
that two of the coins were of the Constantinopolis type (AD 330-340) and one of Gallienus (253-268). 
None of the fi nds is known to exist now. The area must have contained a Romano-British settlement and 
points to the importance of the mouth of the Camel, underlined by the discovery of coins on the Padstow 
side of the estuary in recent years.
58. ETHY WOOD (SX 131 568)
St Winnow
The hoard was found by Jonathan Clemes and Trevor Bird on 7 June 2000 using a metal-detector by the 
footpath above the creek on National Trust land. A total of 1092 third century radiates was found in a 
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locally-made vessel, or close to it, in fragile condition. Twenty-nine sherds represent most of the lower 
part of the vessel, but only 10 per cent of the rim of diameter 15-16 cm and a base of 13 cm diameter. The 
coins and vessel have been purchased by the Royal Institution of Cornwall (TRURI 2003.2). The coins 
are typical of many hoards deposited at the time of the fall of the ‘Gallic’ empire in AD 274. All coins are 
antoniniani.
Central Empire
Herennia Etruscilla (wife of Trajan Decius, AD 249-251)
Mint of Rome   1
Valerian I (253-260)
Mint of Rome   5
Gallienus and Salonina (253-268) Total 94
Mint of Rome 65
Including Gallienus sole reign (260-268)
Antoninianus (22 mm). 
Obv. GALLIENVS AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. VICTORIA AVG III / Victory wlk l, hld. wreath and palm.
Mm.  T |...
RIC V(i) 305.
Mint of Milan 21
Including Salonina sole reign (260-268)
Antoninianus (23 mm), good with silver wash. Found near pot.
Obv. SALONINA AVG / Dd, dr, b. r. on crescent.
Rev. p. VENVS VICTRIX / Venus, half-naked, hld palm in l. hand, resting elbow on 
column.
Mint of Milan.
Mint of Siscia   6
Mint of Gaul   1
Uncertain mint   1
Claudius II (268-270)  Total 83
Mint of Rome 70
Mint of Milan 10
Mint of Siscia   2
Mint of Gaul   1
Uncertain     1
Divus Claudius II (270)  Total  4
Quintillus (270)  Total 17
Mint of Rome 16
Uncertain     1
Including Antoninianus (20 mm).
Obv. [IMP C M AVR CL] QVINTILLVS AVG / Rd, dr, b.r.
Rev. p. FIDES  MILLITVM / Fides stg l. hld standard and spear.
Mm. ȯ |
RIC V(i) 18var.
Aurelian (270-275)  Total 1
Mint of Rome     1
Gallic Empire
Postumus (260-269)  Total 37
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Mint I    34
Mint of Cologne   3
Including Antoninianus (21 mm), good with silver wash. Found near pot.
Obv. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. VICTOR-IA  AVG. Victory adv. l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm in l.; captive 
at her feet to l.
RIC V(ii) 89.
Antoninianus (21 mm)
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. [P M TR P X]  COS  V / Victory(?) std r.
Antoninianus (20 mm)
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. MONETA AVG.
Antoninianus (20 mm)
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. PA-X AVG
Mm.  P |   
RIC V(ii) 318.
Marius (269)    Total 3
Mint II        3
Victorinus (269-271)   Total 395
Mint I    253
Mint II    127
Uncertain      15
Including Antoninianus (19 mm)
Obv. IMP C VICTORINVS P F AVG.
Rev. p. Uncertain female.
Antoninianus (20 mm)
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. PA-X AVG
Mm.  V |   
RIC V(ii) 116 (Cologne).
Antoninianus (20 mm)
Obv. IMP C M PIAVONIVS VICTORINVS P F AVG.
Rev. p. FIDES  MILITVM
RIC V(ii) 108 (Cologne).
Tetricus I and II (271-274)  Total 438
Mint I    286
Mint II    118
Uncertain      34
Including Antoninianus (20 mm)
Obv. Worn.
Rev. p. SPES PVBLICA.
Irregular Issues    Total 6
Illegible, Uncertain    Total 6
59. FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach (c.SW 810 317)
Falmouth
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A collection of coins from Falmouth must be a modern loss because of the wide range in dates and 
geographical origins. In October 1966 a visitor found fi fteen coins on the beach where the sea wall had 
collapsed near the Palm Beach Hotel, and the sand disturbed by a bulldozer. Eight of these, examined 
by Dr John Kent of the British Museum, were identifi ed as follows: Corinth, fourth century BC; Sicily, 
Syracuse, second century BC; Lydia, Nysa, second century BC; Palestine, Alexander Jannaeus, 176-103 
BC; Macedon, Antigonus Gonatus, 277-239 BC; Corinth, Domitian, AD 81-96; Athens, fi rst-second 
centuries AD (Brooks, 1973). What happened to the coins is not recorded.
Mr E. J. Barney of Kidderminster presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall an as (28 mm) found with 
a metal detector at the eastern end of the beach between the tide lines on 10 August 1980 (SW 817 319).
Trajan (98-117)
Obv. [IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V P P] / Lr, h. 
r.
Rev. SPQR OPTI[MO PRINCIPI] / Trajan galloping r. thrusting spear at fallen Dacian 
horseman.
Minted AD 103-111.
60. FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road (c.SW 792 331)
Falmouth
Coins dug up by Mr C. A. Thompson in June 2003 in his garden at 21 Trescobeas Road. They are in 
various states of wear, none showing any corrosion products, while the Roman provincial coin confi rms 
them to be a modern loss. They were in a perished container, possibly of leather.
Septimius Severus (193-211)
1. Roman provincial bronze, uncertain denomination (17 mm, worn)
Obv. $8.>/ C((37) C(V(52C@/ Lr. b. r.
Rev. 1,.232/,7>:1@P(") / Eight pointed star in crescent.
 Spelling of town suggests Nicopolis in Moesia Inferior; other towns with the same name 
begin NEI.. etc.
Divus Claudius II (270)
2. Antoninianus (17 mm, worn)
Obv [DIVO] CLAV[DIO] / Rd, h. r.
Rev. CONS[ECRATIO] / Eagle standing l., head turned r.
 cf. Cunetio 2314. Minted in Rome after his death by Quintillus or other emperor.
Constantine I (307-337)
3. AE3/4 (18 mm, good)
Obv. CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG / Rosette-dd, cr, b. r.
Rev. GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two soldiers standing front, looking -a-vis, each holding 
a spear in outer hand; inner hand on shield resting on ground. Two standards 
between them.
Mm. //[•?]CONSA• 
Mint of Constantinople, AD 330-335. LRBC I, 1010, or 1017 if •CONSA•.
Crispus Caesar (317-326)
4. AE3 (19 mm, good)
Obv IVL CRISPVS NOB CAES / Lr, b. l.; spear across r. shoulder, and shield at l. 
shoulder.
Rev. BEATA TRAN-QVILLITAS / Globe set on altar inscribed VO/TIS/XX. Above 
altar three stars.
Mm. //PTR•
Mint of Trier, AD 322. RIC VII 347
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Constantine II (337-361)
5. AE3/4 (16 mm, worn)
Obv. Indistinct; probably CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG / Lr-with end rosette(?), cr, b. 
r., in paludamentum.
Rev. GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS. As 3, but only one standard.
Mm. Probably //SMALA
Mint of Alexandria (Egypt), AD 335-341. cf. LRBC I 1447.
Constantius II (337-361)
6. AE3/4 (15 mm, fairly good)
Obv. D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG / Lr(?), cr, b. r. 
Rev. GLOR-[IA EXERC]-ITVS / As above.
Mm. //CONSZ ( Z uncertain; oddly shaped letter).
Mint of Constantinople. AD 335-341. cf. RIC VIII 42 if Obv. lr,; 43 if rosette-dd.
7. AE2 (21 mm, worn)
Obv. D N C]ONST[AN-TIVS] P F AVG/ Pearl-dd, dr, b. r. Letter behind head at neck is 
indistinct; looks like A, but should be B or '.
Rev. FEL TEMP RE-PARATIO / Helmeted soldier standing facing l., spearing with r. 
hand a falling horseman wearing pointed cap and clutching horse’s neck; shield on 
ground to r.
Mm. * |   //RwreathP (letters indistinct).
Mint of Rome, AD 352-354 cf. LRBC II 662 and 664.
8. AE3 (19 mm, fairly good)
Obv. [D N CON]STAN-[TIVS] P F AVG / Rosette-dd, cr, b. r.
Rev. [FEL T]EMP-REPARATIO. As above but falling horseman raises arm and looks 
at soldier.
Mm. Missing.
Uncertain mint. AD 352-354.
Valens (364-378)
9. AE3/4 (17 mm, fair)
Obv. D N VALEN-S P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. [GLORIA RO-]MANORVM / Emperor holding labarum in l. hand; with r. hand 
dragging captive from the l.
Mm.  Illegible. 
Uncertain mint. AD 364-375. cf. LRBC II 703 or 711 for Rome.
61. FALMOUTH, Uncertain
Falmouth
A small bronze coin of Constantinopolis type in good condition from ‘Falmouth’ is in the collection of 
Torquay Museum (N. Shiel, 1976-77, Trans. & Proc. Torquay Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. XVII, Pt. 3, p. 9). The 
reverse bears the mintmark SMTS, suggesting mint of Thessalonica for which the correct reading should 
be SMTSA, minted 330-341.
W. Iago’s collection of wax impressions contains an indistinct impression of a denarius (18 mm) bearing 
a young head r. which resembles Geta as Caesar (198-209) and uncertain reverse of a standing fi gure, “said 
to have been found near Falmouth” in the nineteenth century. From the impression the coin appears to have 
been pierced for attachment, so is probably a modern loss.
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62. GEAR SANDS (c.SW 76 55)
Perranzabuloe
The following AE3 coin (16 mm, good) was found at Easter 1940 by Mr A. D. Nicholls and presented to 
the Royal Institution of Cornwall. A similar coin found there by him “some years” before was lost.
Constantius II (337-361)
Obv. CONSTANTI-VS  P  F  AVG. Pearl-dd, b. r.
Rev. p. VICTORIAE  DD  AVGG  Q  NN. Two Victories std facing each other, each hld 
a wreath with inner hand and a palm branch in outer hand.
Ex. TRP. (leaf-like mark above).
Mint of Trier (347-348). RIC 183.
63. GOLDSITHNEY (SW 54 30)
Perranuthnoe
Found by Graham Dyer of Hayle in a fi eld on the outskirts of the village using a metal-detector. Exact spot 
not given.
Philip I (244- 249)
Antoninianus (22 mm) good.
Obv. IMP  M  IVL  PHILLIPVS  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev.p. [FELICITAS]  TEMP.  Felicitas std l., hld long vertical sceptre in her r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
RIC 31, Pl.5/14. Mint of Rome, 244-247.
64. GRAMBLA (SW 693 283)
Wendron
The Romano-British camp was excavated in 1972 (C. Saunders, 1972, Cornish Archaeology 11, pp. 50-2). 
Finds included the base of a mid-second century samian form 37 vessel and a “coin of Faustina II”, said 
to be c.149, though her coins are diffi cult to assign to a precise date. She married  Marcus Aurelius in 145 
and died in 175.
65. GUNWALLOE (SW 652 227)
Gunwalloe
Two coins said to have been found c.20 years ago (i.e. in the 1980s). Although there are no fi nder and 
location details they were presumably found on the beach by a metal-detectorist.
Domitian (81-96)
1. Denarius (20mm)
Obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P VII / Lr, b. r.
Rev. n. IMP [XIIII] CO[S XIIII CE]NS P P P / Minerva htd, dr, stg l. hld vertical spear 
in r. hand, l. hand on hip.
Struck in 88. Rome mint. RIC II 110; BMC 122.
Postumus (260-269)
2. Antoninianus, incomplete.
Obv. IMP C POST[VMVS P F AVG] / Rd, dr, cr?, b. r.
Rev. p. MONET-A [AVG] / Moneta stg l., hld scales in r.hand and cornucopia in l..
Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 315.
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66. GWENDRA, Pendower Beach (c.SW 900 381)
Veryan
Mr P. Stapleton of Tregony found a bronze sestertius (?), in reasonably good condition, at about low water 
mark in the middle of the beach on 7 July 1979.
Marcus Aurelius (as Caesar, 139-161)
Obv. AVRELIVS  CAESAR  [ANTONINI]  AVG   PII  FIL. Bh, b. r.
Rev. [TR  POT  II?]  COS  II.  In fi eld HO-NOS, S-C. Honos std r. hld shield and 
cornucopia.
Minted in 151-152.
67. GWINEAR, Uncertain (c.SW 600 401)
Gwinear
W. C. Borlase 1872 (Naenia Cornubiae, p. 172), after describing the discovery in 1753 of the Bronze Age 
urn found at Deveral (his Durval or Derwell) “in the keeping of Mr Nicholas Coke”, was shown by him 
an “Antoninus of the large size”, perhaps a sestertius of Antoninus Pius. The reverse showed “a soldier, 
helmeted, sitting on the globe: Cos III., brought to him from the same parish”. Similar is the sestertius
minted in 140-144 showing Jupiter (who does not wear a helmet) seated on a globe holding a Victory and 
a sceptre (RIC 599).
68. GWITHIAN BEACH (SW 583 417)
Gwithian
“A small worn bronze coin was picked up on an exposed surface on the S.W. side of Gwithian beach, 
approximately SW 583417, and reported to the Royal Institution of Cornwall, by the fi nder, G. Juleff, of 
13 Mitchell Hill, Truro. The reverse is entirely corroded, but the obverse is of Tetricus (senior).” (Thomas 
1968, p. 107).
69. GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm (c.SW 584 411)
Gwithian
Two coins found by Shaun Rogers while metal-detecting in a ploughed fi eld south-west of Churchtown 
Farm (SW 5842 4115) in 1998 (PAS database).
Victorinus (269-271)
1. Antoninianus (19mm, 1.42g), very worn.
Obv. [IMP VICTORINVS P F AVG?] illegible / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. [INVICTVS?] illegible / Sol running left with right hand raised and left hand 
holding whip, with star to left of fi gure in fi eld.
Mm. * -//-
Cologne mint. RIC V(ii) 126 (obv.) and 114 (rev.). PAS No. CORN-261D75.
2. Antoninianus (15mm, 0.62g), very worn, perforated.
Obv. IMP [VICTORINVS P F AVG] mostly illegible / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. [FIDES MILITVM?] illegible / Fides standing left holding two ensigns, one on 
either side of fi gure?
Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 109. PAS No. CORN-265B33.
A further 2 coins were found by Graham Dyer and Shaun Rogers west of the farm (SW 5815 4121) 
between 2004 and 2005 (PAS database).
Nero (54-68)
3. Denarius (18.3mm, 3.18g), worn and corroded.
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Obv. IMP NERO CAESAR AVG [PP] / Lr, b. r.
Rev. Legionary ‘aquila’ facing right between two ‘vexilla’ (standards).
 Struck between 67 and 68. Rome mint. RIC I 68; BMC 107. PAS No. CORN-476A57 
(Graham Dyer).
Julia Mamaea (222-235)
4. Denarius (19mm, 1.85g), worn and corroded.
Obv. IULIA MAMAEA AVG / Dr, b. r.
Rev. IVNO CONSERVATRIX / Juno veiled and standing facing left with peacock at her 
feet and holding sceptre in left hand and and patera in right hand.
Rome mint. RIC IV 343; BMC 343. PAS No. CORN-A79EB7 (Shaun Rogers).
70. GWITHIAN, Hosking’s Pit (SW 5853 4155)
Gwithian
On various dates between 8 January 1990 and 4 July 1991, Philip Steele of Truro found a dispersed group 
of fi ve barbarous radiate antoniniani now in his possession.
1. (13 mm), bust right, weakly struck on thick fl an.
Rev. Std fi gure r.
2. (12 mm), Tetricus I.
Obv. TETRICVS (S reversed),  bd, b. r.
Rev. D C, std fi gure.
3. (13.5 mm), Tetricus I.
Obv. TETRICV.  bd, b. r.
Rev. p. C, std fi gure.
4.  (13 mm), Tetricus II,  b. r. 
Rev. Design within a wreath, struck off centre.
5.  (14 mm), on thin fl an,  bd, b. r.
Rev. Std. fi gure.
71. HALSETOWN (SW 507 387)
St Ives
In about 1951 at 24 Halsetown, a child recovered from material between large ground stones of a granite 
wall a sestertius (c. 32 mm) in fi ne condition (A. Guthrie, Proc. West Cornwall Field Club, NS Vol. I. No. 
2, 1953-54, pp. 85-6). Allowing for inaccuracies in the original description the coin was as follows:
Faustina I (deifi ed, minted after her death in 141)
Obv. DIVA  FAVSTINA. Dr, b. r.
Rev. [CONSE]CRATIO,  S - C.  Vesta std l. sacrifi cing over an altar, hld a  patera in her 
r. hand and a long torch in her l. hand.
72. HARLYN (c.SW 872 751)
St Merryn
A card in a faded Victorian hand at the Royal Institution of Cornwall records a coin of Faustina, “from 
plough depth”, while “another Roman coin has occurred recently at same depth ... not from the Keltic 
Cemetery”. A letter to W. Iago from E. Michell of Constantine Cottage, St Merryn, dated 24 April 1894, 
states that a Roman coin had been found by Mr Hellyer of  Harlyn “a few weeks since” and sent to the 
British Museum. This is most probably the coin of Faustina II “found a few inches below the surface of the 
ground near the burials” (V. C. H. Roman, p. 6). No mention is made of the second coin.
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73. HAYLE (c.SW 550 367)
St Erth
In 1959, S. J. Andrews, then a boy of eleven, while digging for bait in the Hayle estuary near the Hayle 
end of the causeway, a locality known for its hoard of late Roman coins (see Hayle Causeway Hoard (74)
below) discovered a coin which he presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1990.
Zeugitana, North Africa
AE (16 mm), fair. 
Obv. Head of Tanit, the virgin goddess of the heavens and the moon.
Rev. Horse std r., forelegs raised.
Andrew Burnett of the British Museum (letter 11.12.1990) identifi ed the coin as a relatively common type 
minted by the Carthaginians during their occupation of Sicily in the late fourth to early third centuries BC. 
Coins of this type went out of circulation by about 200 BC.
74. HAYLE CAUSEWAY (SW 553 369)
St Erth
During the construction of the causeway across the River Hayle in 1825, a vessel of thin beaten copper 
was found at the Hayle end of the site “near Helstone Old Lane”. The workmen taking away the upper part 
of the eastern cliff and of the adjoining fi eld, in order to bring them to a level with the road over the sand, 
found the vessel which contained “probably some thousands” of coins (J. Carne, 1825, T.R.G.S.C., Vol. 
3, pp. 136-49). The damaged bowl (7 inches max. diam, 5 inches high) contained several thousand minimi
which were quickly dispersed. The bowl and 120 coins (71 surviving) were presented to the Penlee House 
Gallery and Museum, Penzance (PEZPH:1975.655 to 671, the bowl is PEZPH:1975.654), while 41 coins 
were presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall by three donors; 27 by J. G. Chilcott in 1842-43, 2 of 
which had “gone astray” by 1905; 10 by R. T. Treloar jun. in 1831-32, and 6 by Lieut. Hiatt RN before 
1829. Two others, offi cial issues of Victorinus, at Penzance Museum are also assumed to be from the Hayle 
hoard because of the similarity of their patina. The hoard was published in detail by C. H. V. Sutherland in 
Numismatic Chronicle (fi fth Series, Vol. XVI, 1936, pp. 202-209). No close copper parallel is known for 
the vessel which is assumed to have been of local manufacture. See also Robertson 2000, 790.
“Under the sandbank, very near where the coins were discovered, were two oval pits which had been 
sunk in the clay. They appeared to have been fi re-places, some stones were partially vitrifi ed” (Royal
Cornwall Gazette, 28 January 1871), though there is no evidence to show that these were contemporary 
with the coins.
Apart from the minimi, there were a few AE3 of Tetricus, Victorinus, Postumus etc, extremely barbarous 
in style though struck and not cast as Collingwood previously thought (V.C.H. Roman, 1924, p. 35). The 
designs are so imperfect and often in such poor condition that the emperors of the prototypes of such coins 
may be uncertain. Most barbarous radiates are based on the coins of Tetricus with the CONSECRATIO 
coins following the death of Claudius II Gothicus (270) being the next most numerous. 161 coins in the 
Hayle hoard had identifi able reverse types all of which are known as prototypes minted in the joint reign 
of Tetricus I and II (273-274):
INVICTVS  12
VIRTVS  to left 2
  to right 3
FORTVNA  REDVX  4
HILARITAS  4
LAETITIA  2
PAX   34
PIETAS  AVG 1
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SALVS 1
SPES   1
Uncertain standing fi gure 24
CONSECRATIO (altar) 6
PIETAS  AVGVSTOR 13
Dismembered types 2
Radiate obverse coins 2
Non-Roman coin 1
Uncertain and illegible 42
The non-Roman coin showed a fi gure facing right holding up in its left hand a circular object. Sutherland 
suggested it might have a Roman prototype but considered it to be of “native inspiration”. The inferior 
nature of the copies is described thus by Sutherland: “Many of the types have suffered a reversal; this is 
especially the case with Invictus and Pax. As might be expected, the types which show examples of the 
most advanced degradation are those which are most copied; here again Invictus, which is sometimes 
whittled down to an almost linear design, and Pax, frequently recognizable only by the bare presence of 
spear, dress, and arm, suffer chiefl y. Spes also is quickly debased, most noticeably into a fi ddle-shaped 
design derived from the fl owing curves of her tunic. The Altar of the commemorative ‘Consecratio’ type 
of Claudius Gothicus is a meagre square, chiefl y in single outline, though once a double outline, combined 
with much vigorous cross-hatching, produces a novel version of it. The Pietas Avgustor type of sacrifi cial 
implements is twice found with a mint-mark, an uncommon and curious feature ...  Two examples of Pax 
[from Mr Chilcott’s coins in Truro], both fresh and unworn, are from the same pair of dies; the type is much 
debased, and in a reversed position. There seems to be no other case of die-identity in the Hayle hoard ... 
Occasionally the remnants of a legend testify to the emperor who supplied the prototype; Victorinus and 
Tetricus alone are thus commemorated. For the most part the legends, when present at all, are barbarous ... 
Nearly 90 coins are innocent of any legend whatsoever, whether obverse or reverse.
An equally low standard of skill is evident in the character of the fl ans themselves. The great majority 
of them appear to have been produced by the process of clipping from thin sheet-metal; there are 112 
examples of these clipped fl ans, all irregular in shape, and many of them with edges still comparatively 
sharp ... In size, the Hayle minimi average about 11.5 mm.”
Minimi, or minimissimi for the smallest (some less than 3 mm)  is a modern term for late third to fourth 
century coins made from about AD 270 as unoffi cial small change. They may be compared to the white-
metal cast coins of denarii from the Severan period (c. early third century) found along the Empire’s 
eastern border and conventionally called “limes” (boundary or frontier line) and assumed to have been 
made for local trade with no intention to deceive.
It is also worth noting that copies of denarii found in a well at the Roman camp at Bar Hill, Dunbartonshire, 
were cast (not struck) in pure tin; one each of Antony, Vespasian, Domitian and Marcus Aurelius, and eight 
of Trajan, plus one of a copper-silver alloy of Hadrian. Sutherland (1937, Coinage and Currency in Roman 
Britain, pp. 22-3) suggested these may have been for ceremonial purposes comparable to the mock money 
offered to the dead in China. The lack of tin money in Cornwall, where Romano-British objects of tin are 
well known, may be taken as indicating the lack of interest in coinage by most of the native population.
75. HELIGAN (SW 9985 4651)
St Ewe
This coin was found by Kevin Redway as part of a clump of three coins in soil in a raised bed of fl owers, 
a couple of feet from the ground near a brick wall that had been restored recently beside a greenhouse 
- the ‘Citrus House’ - in the western corner of the ‘Flower Garden’, Heligan Gardens in May 2005 (PAS 
database). The other coins were too fragmentary to be identifi ed.
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Probus (276-282)
Antoninianus (22mm, 3.47g), worn and corroded
Obv. IMP C PROBVS P F AVG  / Rd, cr, b. r.
Rev. [FIDES] MI[LITVM] / Fides, facing left and holding two ensigns, left and right.
Mm. //[III]
Rome mint. RIC V(ii) 80. PAS No. CORN-5A7855.
76. HELSTON, Godolphin Road (c.SW 665 278)
Helston
Paul Ashley dug up in the garden of 10 Godolphin Road, in about 1972, an AE3 of Helena (fi rst wife of 
Constantius I and mother of Constantine I). 
Obv. F  L  HELENA  AVGVSTA. Dd, dr, b. r.
Rev. SECVRITAS  REIPVBLICAE.  Helena std l. hld a branch. 
Ex. SMAL. Mint of Alexandria, Egypt. Marks in fi eld not recorded, but should be 
  wreath | I .
cf. LRBC i, 1422. AD 326-330.
77. HELSTONE, Uncertain (SW 667 280)
Lanteglos by Camelford?
In 1956 the Royal Institution of Cornwall was presented with a coin, “Found in Helstone” by a Dr Harvey. 
The label in a nineteenth century hand might suggest Helstone in Trigg Hundred rather than Helston in 
Kerrier. In any event, the type must be a modern loss.
Trajan (98-117)
AE billon tetradrachm (20 mm), good.
Obv. $87.5$>.$,1(575$,1266(%@*(50'$.. / Lr, b. r.
Rev. n S - C with BI below, within wreath.
 Mint of Antioch ad Orontem (Seleucis and Pieria), Syria. This was the standard Rev. type 
in imperial times; cf. Plant, 2618.
A “Roman coin” found in Helston was presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall by Reading Museum 
in 1956 but cannot now be identifi ed in the collection (JRIC, NS II, Pt. 4, p. 140).
78. HELSTONE (SX 084 813)
Lanteglos by Camelford
A coin found by Chris Osborne while metal-detecting in a ploughed fi eld west of Helston in spring 2005 
(PAS database).
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
Sestertius (30mm, 13.12g), very worn.
Obv. [ANTO]NINVS AVG [PIVS P P…]   / Lr, b. r.
Rev. Illegible apart from S C in fi eld / Female fi gure draped, standing left holding patera? 
in outstretched right hand and spear? in raised right arm.
 Rome mint. Possibly Salus at altar feeding snake as RIC III 635. PAS No. CORN-
75A2B8.
79. HIGHER BOSCASWELL (c.SW 38 34)
St Just in Penwith
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Borlase (1769, p. 300n) wrote “I have not seen any Roman Coins found here; but I have been informed by 
Mr Borlase of Pendeen, that as some workmen were removing a bank in a Field belonging to the adjacent 
Tenement of Boscadzhil, they found near a hundred Copper Coins, which were all brought to him, and the 
greatest part of them by him disposed of as a present to William Harris of Hayne in Devonshire, Esq; the 
few which he retained in his own keeping are now lost, but ANTONINVS PIVS was very plainly to be 
read on some of them, as he well remembered. December 17, 1737.” The obverse legends of this Emperor 
normally read ANTONINVS AVG PIVS, while that of Caracalla may read ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. See 
also Robertson 2000, 220.
80. HIGHER GWEEK FARM (SW 705 271)
Constantine
A coin found by a Harry Manson while metal-detecting in a pasture fi eld north of Gweek in early 2006 
(PAS database).
Lucilla (164-169)
Sestertius (29mm, 14.16g), worn.
Obv. [LUCILLAE AVG ANTONINI AVG F] / Dr, b. r.
Rev. [PIETAS, S C left and right in fi eld] / Pietas veiled, draped, standing front, head 
left, extending right hand over altar and holding box of perfumes in left hand.
Rome mint. RIC III 1756; BMC 1164. PAS No. CORN-BBB815.
81. HIGHLANES (c.SW 907 723)
Little Petherick
An as (19 mm) of Gaius Caligula (AD 37-41) was dug up in the garden of a council house when a 
sewage pipe was laid through the garden of Mr and Mrs R. Weeks. The fl an was worn, otherwise in good 
condition.
Obv. GERMANICVS  CAESAR  TI  AVGVST  F  DIVI  AVG  N. Bh of Germanicus in 
high relief l.
Rev. p C  CAESAR  AVG  GERMANICVS  PON  M  TR  POT. Legend surrounding 
large S C.
Issued in 37-38 by the obnoxious Caligula as professed veneration for his father Germanicus who died in 
AD 19.
82. HILLHEAD (SX 1022 6089)
Lostwithiel
Just south of a Romano-British settlement site on the O.S. map. Found with a metal detector, November 
2003, by Jonathan Clemes.
Vespasian (69-79)
As (26.1mm, 6.75g), corroded, legends illegible. The reverse is so worn that the exact type 
remains uncertain; perhaps:—
Obv. [IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG COS III] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. [S]-C / Altar, horned; in front a panelled door fl anked either side by seated fgure 
on garlanded base. [PROVIDENT] in exergue.
 Struck between 71 and 79. Rome mint. RIC II, no. 313ff for general type. Similar types 
were minted in Rome and Lugdunum up to AD 79, some under Titus and some with the NT 
of Provident conjoined. PAS No. CORN-4D42C3.
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83. HILLHEAD, Barngate Farm (c.SX 099 609)
Lostwithiel
These coins were found during metal-detecting in fi elds south and southwest of Barngate Farm in August 
and September 2004 (PAS database). The fi nder and co-ordinates of the fi ndspots are given with each coin 
after the PAS number.
L Iulius Bursio (85 BC) 
1. Denarius (18mm, 3.43g), very worn.
Obv. Illegible / Bust of Apollo with 4-5 curls falling from beneath laurel-wreath.
Rev. Illegible / Quadriga of four horses facing right?
 Rome Mint. Crawford 352. PAS No. CORN-7EA410 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 103 609). 
Currently in the British Museum.
Octavian (41-27 BC) 
2. Denarius (20.6mm, 3.36g), very worn.
Obv. [ ]MP[ ]
Rev. Traces of sacrifi cial implements(?).
 Struck in 37 BC. Uncertain mint. Crawford 537/1. Found adhered to the above coin and 
possibly burnt so that surface altered and fused to it. PAS No. CORN-7E8363 (Jonathan 
Clemes – SX 102 607). Currently in the Royal Cornwall Museum (TRURI 2007.22.1).
Mark Antony (41-31 BC) 
3. Denarius (18.4mm, 2.74g), very worn.
Obv. Illegible as surface of metal altered. 
Rev. Illegible, but apparent traces of X (i.e. part of the legionary number) / Wingtips 
of eagle visible and one of the shafts of a standard with attached crescent and 
phalarae.
 Struck between 32 and 31 BC. Eastern mint. Crawford 544. Possibly Legio XX. Found 
adhered to the following coin and possibly burnt so that surface altered and fused to it. PAS 
No. CORN-7E10F8 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 102 607). Currently in the Royal Cornwall 
Museum (TRURI 2007.22.2).
Uncertain Republican (300-27 BC) 
4. Denarius (18.7mm, 3.26g), very worn and corroded.
Obv. Largely corroded over - traces of bust? (This is the side where the corrosion does 
give the appearance of a horse’s head).
Rev. Illegible.
 Illegible Roman Republican silver denarius, third-fi rst century BC. It has been suggested 
that this is a pre-denarius silver issue, of the third century BC, with the head of Mars on the 
obverse and a horse’s head on the reverse. The side with the possible horse’s head is the 
convex side, or obverse.  This makes the attribution less likely. See Crawford 13 for this 
type. Possibly burnt, altering the surface. PAS No. CORN-7F0291 (Philip Lewis – SX 103 
608). Currently in the British Museum.
Claudius I (41-54) 
5. As (Copy) (27.7mm, 7g), very worn.
Obv. [TI CLAVDIVS CAES]AR [AVG P M TR P IMP] / Bh, r. 
Rev. S C in fi eld left and right / Minerva helmeted, draped, advancing right, brandishing 
javelin in right hand and holding round shield on left arm.
 Probably struck between 54 and 64. Irregular mint. As RIC I 100; BMC 207. Minerva type 
C copy. PAS No. CORN-CB2601 (Steve Fitzgibbons – SX 104 608).
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Nero (54-68) 
6. Sestertius (33.1mm, 16.65g), very worn.
Obv. [NERO CLA]VD C[AESAR AVG GER(M) P M TR P...]   / Lr, b. r.
Rev. S C left and right of fi gure in fi eld, ROMA in exergue / Roma helmeted, seated 
left on cuirass, holding Victory in extended right hand and resting left arm on 
parazonium.
Mm. Globe on end of obverse neck.
 Struck between 64 and 66. Lyon mint. RIC I 442; BMC 324. Type G. PAS No. CORN-
CB8535 (Steve Fitzgibbons – SX 103 608).
7. Dupondius (33.1mm, 16.65g), very worn.
Obv. NERO [CLAVD] CAESAR AVG […] / Rd, b. r.
Rev. [VICTORIA] AVGVSTI with S C left and right of fi gure in fi eld / Victory, draped, 
striding left, right leg advanced, right hand holding wreath, left hand holding 
palm?
 Struck between 64 and 68. Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-69A144 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 
097 610).
Vespasian (69-79)
8. Dupondius 2 5.4mm, 6.81g), very worn.
Obv. [IMP CAES VESP]ASIA[N AVG COS…]  / Rd, b. r.
Rev. [S] C in fi eld / Figure draped, standing left.
PAS No. CORN-FDB6E8 (Philip Lewis – SX 097 610).
9.  (25mm, 7.61g), worn.
Obv. [Illegible but should read [IMP CAES VESP(ASIAN) AVG COS III] / Lr, b. r.
Rev. [AEQUIT]AS AVGVSTI with S C in fi eld / Aequitas standing left holding scales 
in right hand and palm in left hand.
 Struck in 71. Rome mint. RIC II 483. PAS No. CORN-6A3B21 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 
097 608).
10. As (26.6mm, 6.08g), worn.
Obv. [[IMP CAES VESPA]SIAN AVG COS III  / Lr, b. r.
Rev. [AEQUIT]AS [AVGVSTI with S C in fi eld]  / Aequitas standing left holding scales 
in right hand and vertical rod in left hand.
 Struck in 71. Rome mint. RIC II 482. PAS No. CORN-6A60E5 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 097 
613).
Domitian (81-96)
11. Dupondius (29mm, 6.52g), worn.
Obv. [IMP CAES DOMIT AVG] GERM COS [XII] CENS P[ER P P] / Rd, b. r.
Rev. FO[RTVNAE] AVGVSTI with S C left and right of fi gure in fi eld / Fortuna 
standing left holding cornucopia in left arm and rudder in right hand.
 Struck in 86. Rome mint. RIC II 326a. PAS No. CORN-69ED82 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 
097 610).
Trajan (98-117)
12. As (26.6mm, 7.74g), worn.
Obv. [IMP CAES NERVA T[RAIAN AVG GERM…] / Lr, b. r.
Rev. TR POT COS[…] S C left and right of fi gure in fi eld and S P/Q R on shield / 
Victory draped advancing left holding spear and shield inscribed SPQR.
 Struck between 98 and 102. Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-6A08A2 (Jonathan Clemes – SX 
097 610).
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Trajan?
13. Dupondius/As (25.4mm, 6.81g),very worn.
Obv. Illegible  / b. r.
Rev. Illegible / Figure standing right?  
PAS No. CORN-FDF690 (Philip Lewis – SX 097 610).
Uncertain second Century
14. Denarius (18mm, 3.16g), very worn.
Obv. Illegible   / b. r.
Rev. Too worn to make out.
 Either Marcus Aurelius or Commodus – 161-192. PAS No. CORN-CC58D2 (Steve 
Fitzgibbons – SX 103 609).
84. HOLYWELL, The Kelseys (SW 76 59)
Cubert
In February and March 1993, Philip Steele of Truro found with a metal detector the following twelve coins, 
now in his possession. The grid reference is given for each fi nd after the denomination. They may well 
represent a dispersed hoard of which only the coin of Domitian is out of character, though not impossible. 
Pottery and metalwork, some of it Romano-British, were found at the same time.
Domitian (86-91)
1. As (SW 7682 6002).
Obv. [IMP]  CAES  DOMIT  AVG  GERM  CO[S ...  CENS  PER  P P].  Lr, b. r.
Rev. pFORTVNAE  AVGVSTI], S - C. Fortune std l. hld rudder and cornucopia.
Victorinus (268-270)
2. Antoninianus (SW 7686 6009).
Obv. [IMP  C]  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr(?), b. r.
Rev. nPR[O]VID[ENTIA]  AV[G]. Providence std l.
Tetricus I (270-273)
3. Antoninianus (SW 7686 5996).
Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. nSALVS  [AV]GG. Salus std l.
Tetricus II (270-273)
4. Antoninianus (17 mm; SW 7681 6000).
Obv. [C  PIV  ESV  TETRICVS  CAES].  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. nPIETAS  A]VG[VSTOR]. Sacrifi cial instruments.
Allectus (293-296)
5. Quinarius (19 mm; SW 7681 6003).
Obv. IMP  C  ALLECTVS  P  [F]  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
Rev. pVIRTVS  AVG. Galley moving l.
Ex. Q C. Mint of Colchester.
Galerius (as Caesar, 305-311)
6. Antoninianus (SW 7683  6003).
Obv. GAL  VAL  MAXIMIANVS  NOB  C.  Rd, b. r.
Rev. pIOVI  PROPVGNAT. Jupiter adv l. with trident.
Ex. XXIT. Mint of Ticinum, Italy.
7.  AE follis (SW 7682 6005)
Obv. MAXIMIANVS  NOBIL  CAES.  Lr, b. r.
Rev. nGENIO  POPVLI  ROMAN[I],  B |   Genius std l. hld patera and cornucopia.
(Mint of Trier).
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Constantine I (as Augustus, 308-337)
8.  AE follis (19 mm; SW 7684 6008).
Obv. CONSTANTIN[V]S  AG.  Lr, h. r.
Rev. pSARMATIA  DEVICTA. Victory  std r, hld trophy and palm; foot on captive.
Ex. [P]  LON followed by a crescent (mint of London, 320-324).
Commemorative Issue (330-348)
9.  AE (15 mm; probably contemporary imitation; SW 7688 6001).
Obv. CONSTANTINOPOLIS. Helmeted h. of Constantinople l.
Rev. pNo legend. Victory std l., r. foot on prow, hld sceptre and leaning on shield.
Ex. illegible.
Crispus (Caesar, 317-326)
10.  AE3 (19 mm; SW 7683 6007).
Obv. [I]VL  CRIS[PVS  NOB]  C.  Lr, h. r.
Rev. p[CAESAR]VM  NOSTRORVM. Laurel-wreath around VOT  X.
Ex. STR followed by a crescent. Mint of Trier.
Constans (as Augustus, 347-348)
11.  AE4 (16 mm; SW 7687 6009).
Obv. CONSTAN[S  P  F  AVG].  Dd, b. r.
Rev. n[VIC]TORIAE  DD  AVGG  Q  NN. Two Victories std f. each other, each hld 
wreath and palm.
Ex. Illegible, but probably mint of Trier.
House of Constantine (330-335)
12.  AE4 (14 mm; SW 7687 6001).
Obv. Illegible; lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p. [GLORIA  EX]ERCITV[S]. Two helmeted soldiers std f. each other, each hld 
reversed spear; a standard between them.
85. ILLOGAN, Uncertain
Illogan
Thomas Carte (1749, Volume I, p. 104) wrote that less than ten years before his visit in 1714, tinners dug up 
in a barrow “in the fi elds of Luggan” a quantity of Roman coins, which by their bright colour were assumed 
to be of gold. Carte was shown “a great number of these ... by the late Mr Walter Quarme [Quaram], rector 
of Falmouth, Mr Thomas Tonkin of Trevawnance, then member of parliament for Helston, and by others, 
who were curious enough to preserve them; particularly many of the coins of Claudius, Nerva, Hadrian,
Antoninus Pius, Lucius Verus, Lucilla, and Faustina.”
Haverfi eld (V.C.H. Roman) thought these may have been the coins discovered by tinners at Calvadnack 
(18), in 1700 and described by Tonkin. Unless Carte was hopelessly confused, which seems unlikely since he 
was shown coins by Tonkin, the ‘Luggan’ fi nd should be a separate one, in spite of the fact that the story of 
the tinners believing them to be gold is the same in both accounts. It was not unusual for ‘brass’ to be mistaken 
for gold, just as tin ingots were mistaken for silver. Borlase (1769, p. 307) assumed the hoards were different. 
Vivien Russell (1971, West Penwith Survey, p. 102) suggests the fi nd could have been in Ludgvan parish, a 
distinct possibility considering its local pronunciation as ‘Lujan’, and more appropriate than confusion with 
Calvadnack.
Lysons (Magna Britannia, Vol. 3, Cornwall, 1814, pp. ccxxiv-v) assumed the fi nd was in Ludgvan 
parish, “accidentally in a barrow”, whereupon “the miners opened a great number of barrows in that 
neighbourhood, in hopes of fi nding treasure: but to their disappointment, found in most of them nothing 
more than a little cell, inclosing one or more urns, in some of which were a few coins ...” and listed those 
mentioned by Thomas Carte. Barrows occur on Illogan Downs (c. SW 66 43), while in Ludgvan parish in 
the vicinity of Ludgvan Leaze (c. SW 51 32), former barrows are known from fi eld-names.
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86. ST JUST IN ROSELAND, Church (SW 848 357)
St Just in Roseland
When work was being carried out on the church early in the twentieth century, an AE3/4 commemorative 
coin was found beneath the fl oor boards.
Obv. VRBS ROMA.  Roma helmeted, cr, dr, b. l.
Rev. Romulus and Remus suckled by a she-wolf std l; star either side of a branch 
above.
Ex.  SCONST.  Mint of Arles (Arelate) after the name was changed to Constantina in 
328 in honour of Constantine II; minted 330-340. (After his death in 340 the name 
reverted to Arelate.)
The coin had a hole in the top for suspension and is surely a modern loss. It is illustrated in a recent church 
guide, but since lost. According to the Revd E. Robert Andrew it was kept in the church safe during the 
time Peter Dunnford was Rector (1970-1982). For other coins from churches, see also Bodmin, Church
(9) and Constantine (43).
87. KEA, Killiow (c. SW 804 424)
Kea
A nineteenth century label at the Royal Institution of Cornwall refers to a Roman coin found here. Which 
coin is uncertain, perhaps an illegible AE3 Constantinian coin of GLORIA EXERCITVS type.
88. KENNACK SANDS (SW 7385 1655)
Grade
Found on 15 April 2002 by David Walden of Porthleven using a metal detector on the beach.
Hadrian (117-138)
Sestertius (29 mm), worn and corroded.
Obv.  [HAD]RIANVS [A]VG COS III P P. Bare-h (or lr?), r.
Rev. p. S - C (large and close to edge of fl an) / Nemesis (Victory) adv.r., r. hand hld fold 
of dress in front of mouth; l. hand hld branch pointing downwards.
 Mint of Rome, AD 134-138. RIC 779a; BMC 1548 (1549 if Obv. head lr.). Coin may date 
to AD 136 following Hadrian’s suppression of the Jewish uprising of 134, his heavy handed 
treatment of the Jews in 135 and his own return to Rome. PAS No. CORN-D1FA21.
89. KERRIS (SW 445 271)
Paul
“Near the Mansion-house at Kerris, in the Parish of Paul, some workmen removing an old hedge in the 
year 1723, discovered a vault about eight feet long, and six high, the fl oor paved with stone, and the roof 
arched over with the same materials; within it was a plain fair Urn, of the fi nest red clay, full of earth (Pl. 
XVIII. Fig. III.). By the largeness and strength of this vault, the smallness of the Urn, and the earth without 
any bones; this Urn must have contained the ashes of some considerable person. But farther; by the delicate 
shape of this Urn, and the fi ne clay it is made of ... and some Coins found with it (but not preserved, 
because of Brass); this may be justly ranked among the Roman Urns” (Borlase 1769, p. 307). Borlase goes 
on to compare the  coins, urn and vault with those found at ‘Goldvadnek’ [Calvadnack], Wendron, but the 
true nature of the Kerris fi nds cannot now be ascertained. The urn is illustrated and the fi nd reported by W. 
C. Borlase, 1872, Naenia Cornubiae, pp. 175-6. See also Robertson 2000, 1888.
90. KILKHAMPTON (SS 2525 1135)
Kilkhampton
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Alison Pritchard (MS, 1983) refers to a sestertius of Severus Alexander (222-235), evidently the coin noted 
in Cornish Archaeology (1975, p. 101) when in the possession of Mrs W. Shaddick of Ivy Cottages. It now 
belongs to Raymond Shaddick of Bude but is currently mislaid, “possibly given to a museum” (Bude?).
91. LAMBOURNE (c.SW 76 51)
Perranzabuloe
Polwhele (1803, The History of Cornwall, Vol. I, p. 137), quoting from a manuscript of William Hals (died 
in 1739), noted that “In some of the barrows, on the same downs, have been found pieces of iron and brass 
money”.
92. LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard (SW 884 433)
Lamorran
The name Gare, comparable to Welsh caer, signifi es a native settlement that existed in the vicinity but 
which has not been located. When William H. G. Chapman was harrowing a fi eld close to the farmhouse 
overlooking the River Fal above Sett Bridge in late March 1967, a tine uncovered a hoard of Roman coins. 
His attention was arrested by a group of eight coins stuck together, which looked like a torch battery until 
he picked them up. After tea he dug a small area to a depth of about nine inches and found about 700 more 
resting on a fl at stone which covered the whole of the bottom of his pit. They may have been in a container, 
long since turned to dust, which held them in a compact mass. Other coins must have been scattered during 
harrowing because a careful search over the next few weeks recovered many more giving a total of 1037 
bronze coins and 47 silver. A few other bronze coins have been recovered over the years since then.
The silver coins were declared to be Treasure Trove and deposited at the Royal Institution of Cornwall 
Museum in Truro. The bronze coins were found on the property of Viscount Falmouth who presented most 
to the Royal Institution of Cornwall, keeping 32 divided between himself and Mr R. Tupper the tenant 
farmer. No record was kept of the types and it has not been possible to check them. All aes, they belonged 
to the following: Trajan, 1; Hadrian, 5; Faustina I, 1; Faustina II, 4; Lucius Verus, 1; Lucilla, 1; Antoninus 
Pius, 6; Marcus Aurelius, 6; Commodus 4.
The total weight of the hoard is about 56 lbs, allowing a nominal 2 lbs for the coins not at the 
Museum.
The hoard was published by R. A. G. Carson (1971, Numismatic Chronicle, seventh Ser., Vol. XI, pp. 
181-8). Most of the coins were in a corroded state. From the date of the hoard’s deposition, about AD 
270 or not much afterwards, it is surprising that coins of the fi rst and early second centuries that had been 
in circulation for so long could be identifi ed with great accuracy. It is remarkable that Carson and his 
colleagues were able to determine the rulers on as many as they did. Nevertheless, with further cleaning 
and greater time spent dealing with them, a number of generally minor inaccuracies have been found and 
these have been amended in the list below, though I cannot guarantee that no errors remain where worn 
coins are concerned. See also Robertson 2000, 530.
The Forgery
The most intriguing piece in the hoard is a forgery of a sestertius of Severus Alexander with the sun-god 
Sol on the reverse. It consists of a lead core covered in sheet copper alloy which had been made in two 
parts; one forming the obverse and sides, the other the reverse, the whole being about 30 mm in diameter 
and between 3 and 4 mm thick. The reverse had partly lifted revealing its true nature. It was analysed by Mr 
H. Baker of the British Museum research laboratory. The core contained 76.8% lead, 6.9% tin and less than 
0.32% of copper, iron and silver. The copper alloy is typical of genuine coins of this type: 81.2% copper, 
13.5% zinc, and less than 1% of each of tin, lead, iron and silver. Why anyone should have spent so much 
effort forging such a low denomination coin remains unexplained, unless it was merely to demonstrate 
personal skill.
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The Silver Coins
These are dealt with separately following Carson’s method. The numbers in square brackets are the number 
of coins found if more than one. I have added Cunetio type numbers where relevant. More than one 
Cunetio number indicates minor type varieties. Numbers in square brackets indicate the number of coins 
identifi ed for each type.
Caracalla (198-217)
The original coin, unfortunately missing when the hoard was returned from the British Museum, has been 
replaced by the following fi ne example of the same type from the B.M.’s collection.
1. Denarius (19 mm).
Obv. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG BRIT / Lr, h. r.
Rev. n P M TR P XV COS III P P / Annona sed. l. hld in her r. hand corn-ears over a 
modius, and a cornucopia in her l. hand.
RIC IV 195. Mint of Rome, AD 212-213.
Elagabalus (218-222)
2. Denarius (19 mm) good.
Obv. IMP ANTONINVS PIVS AVG / Lr. horned, dr, b. r.
Rev. n SACERD DEI SO-LIS ELAGAB      |9 / Elagabalus std r.,  sacrifi cing over 
lighted altar, hld patera in r. hand and vertical club  in l. hand.
RIC IV 131b. Mint of Rome, undated.
3. Denarius (19 mm) good.
Obv. As above, lr. horned, dr, b. r.
Rev. n SVMMVS SACERDOS  AVG   9 |     / Elagabalus std l.  sacrifi cing over tripod, 
hld patera in r. hand and branch in his l.
RIC IV 146. Mint of Rome.
4. Denarius (19 mm) good.
Obv. As above, but lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. n VICTORIA  AVG     | 9   / Victory fl ying l., hld diadem in both  hands; on each 
side a small shield.
RIC IV 161. Mint of Rome.
Severus Alexander (222-235)
5. Denarius (19 mm) good.
Obv. IMP C M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG / Lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. n P M TR P II COS P P / Jupiter std l., cloak over r. arm and  behind, hld thunderbolt 
in l. hand and sceptre in r.
RIC IV 19. Mint of Rome.
6. Denarius (19 mm) good.
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. AEQVI-TAS AVG. Aequitas std l. hld scales in her r. hand and  cornucopia in l.
RIC IV 127. Mint of Rome.
Julia Mamaea (222-235)
7. Denarius (18 mm) good.
Obv. IVLIA MAMAEA AVG / Dr, b. r.
Rev. p. IVNO  CONSERVATRIX/ Juno, dd, veiled, std l., hld patera in  r. hand and 
sceptre in l.; peacock at her feet below l.
RIC IV 343. Mint of Rome.
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Valerian I (253-260)
8. Denarius (23 mm) good.
Obv. IMP VALERIANVS AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. n ORIE-NS AVGG / Sol wlk. l., r. hand raised, l. hand hld whip.
RIC V(i) 11. Mint of Cologne.
9. Denarius (22 mm) good.
Obv. VALERIANVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. n ORIEN-S AVGG. As above.
RIC V(i) 12. Mint of Cologne.
10. Antoninianus (22 mm) good silver wash.
Obv.  IMP C P LIC VALERIANVS AVG / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p. APOLINI P-ROPVG / Apollo std r. drawing bow.
RIC V(i) 74. Mint of Rome.
11.  Antoninianus (21 mm) good silver wash.
Obv. IMP C P VALERIANVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. FELICITAS AVGG / Felicitas std l. hld long vertical caduceus  in her r. hand and 
cornucopia in l.
RIC V(i) 87. Mint of Rome.
Gallienus joint reign (253-260)
12. Antoninianus (22 mm) good silver wash.
Obv. GALLIENVS P F AVG / Rd, cr, b. r. (RIC give b. l.)
Rev. p. VICT GE-RM-ANICA / Victory std l. on globe between two  small captives sed 
back to back.
RIC V(i) 49. Mint of Cologne.
13. Antoninianus (25 mm) good silver wash.
Obv. IMP GALLIENVS P AVG / Rd, (cr?), b. r.
Rev. n PAX AVGG / Pax std l. hld olive-branch in her raised r. hand  and transverse 
sceptre l.
RIC V(i) 391. Mint of Milan.
Salonina joint reign (253-260)
14. Antoninianus (23 mm) good silver wash.
Obv. SALONINA AVG / Dd., dr, b. r. on crescent.
Rev. n FELICI-TAS  PVBLICA / Felicitas sed. l., hld caduceus in her  r. hand and 
cornucopia in l. hand.
RIC V(i) 6. Mint of Cologne.
Saloninus (259)
15. Antoninianus (20 mm) good silver wash.
Obv. SALON [V]AL[ERIANV]S CAES / Rd, dr, b.r.
Rev. n PIETAS AVG. Sacrifi cial implements.
RIC V(i) 9. Mint of Cologne.
Gallienus sole reign (260-268)
16. Antoninianus (19 mm) very worn, no silver wash.
Obv. GALLIENVS AVG / Rd, h. r.
Rev. n [AEQVIT(AS) AVG] / Aequitas std l. hld scales in r. hand and  cornucopia in l.
Mm. ' in fi eld below
RIC V(i) 159. Mint of Rome.
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17. Antoninianus (19 mm) very worn, no silver wash.
Obv. As above / Rd. (dr, cr.?), b. r.
Rev. p. [AETERNITAS  AVG]/ Sol std l., hld globe.
Mm. * |
RIC V(i) 160. Mint of Rome.
Postumus (260-269)
Mint of Cologne.
Antoniniani with silver wash.
18. (23 mm) good. 
Obv. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p. VICT-OR-IA  AVG / Victory running l., r. arm raised, hld palm- branch in her l. 
hand; captive sed at feet to l.
Elmer 125; Cunetio 2375. Mid AD 260.
19, 20. (22 mm) good. [2] 
Obv. As above.
Rev. n P M TR P CO-S II P P / Emperor in military dress std l., hld  globe in r. hand and 
long vertical spear in l. 
 Elmer 129; Cunetio 2387. Late AD 260.
21, 22. (22 mm) good. [2]
Obv. As above / Rd, dr (or cr.?), b. r.
Rev. n HERC PACIFICO / Hercules, naked, std l., hld olive-branch in  r. hand, club and 
lion‘s skin in l. hand.
 Elmer 299, not 259 as published; Cunetio 2395. First half AD 261.
23. (23 mm) good. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. MINE-R [FA]VTR / Minerva, helmeted, adv l., hld branch in r.  hand, and long 
transverse sceptre and shield in l.
 Elmer 313; Cunetio 2396. Second half AD 261.
24. (21 mm) good.
Obv. As above.
Rev. FELICI-T-A-S AVG / Felicitas std f., head l., hld long-handled  almost vertical 
caduceus in her r. hand and cornucopia in l.
 Elmer 335; Cunetio 2411.
25. (25 mm) good.
Obv. As above / rd and cr?
Rev. FELICI-TAS AVG.
 Up to c. mid AD 263.
26. (21 mm) good. 
Obv. As above / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p. M-ONET-A AVG / Moneta std l., hld scales in her r. hand and  cornucopia in l.
 Elmer 336; Cunetio 2404. Up to c. mid AD 263.
27. (20 mm) good. 
Obv. As above / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. SERAPI CO-MITI AVG. Serapis std l., r. arm raised, hld long  transverse sceptre 
in his l. hand (no prow of ship).
 Elmer 383; Cunetio 2437. Second half AD 263. Ploughed up in spring  1973.
28. (21 mm) obv. good, rev. very worn. 
Obv. As above / Rd, dr, b. r.
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Rev. p. VBERTAS AVG / Ubertas std l., hld purse in r. hand and  cornucopia in l.
 Elmer 394a, not 301 Salus as published; Cunetio 2440. Late 263 - early 264.
29. (23 mm) good. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. MERCVRI-O FELICI / Mercury, naked except for cloak, std l.,  head r., hld 
purse in his r. hand and short-handled caduceus in his  l.
 Elmer 413; Cunetio 2419. AD 265.
30. (21 mm) good. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. n SALVS AVG / Aesculapius std r., head l., with r. hand leaning  on staff entwined 
with a snake; globe at feet to r.
 Elmer 415 (rather than 416); Cunetio 2435. AD 265.
31. (21 mm) good. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. n PA-X AVG / Pax std l., hld olive-branch in her raised r. hand,  and long transverse 
sceptre in l.
 Elmer 567 (not in Cunetio). AD 267.
32. (20 mm) good, 
Obv. As above with silver wash.
Rev. n ORI-ENS AVG / Sol wlk l., r. hand raised, hld whip in  his l.  hand; cloak fl ies 
out behind.
Mm.  P |   
 Elmer 568; Cunetio 2454. AD 267.
33. (19 mm) good, no silver wash. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. IOVI V-ICTORI / Jupiter std l., head r., hld horizontal  thunderbolt in his r. hand 
and long transverse sceptre in l. over l.  shoulder.
Mm.  C | A 
 Elmer 570; Cunetio 2467. AD 267.
34. (20 mm) good. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. n COS IIII / Nemesis, half-naked, std f., head r., r. hand raised to  head, hld long 
vertical palm-branch in l. hand.
 Elmer 586; Cunetio 2455. AD 267.
35-37. (22 mm) good. [3]
Obv. As above.
Rev. n SAECVLI F-ELICITAS / Postumus in military dress, std l., hld globe in l. hand 
with end of cloak draped over l. arm, and long vertical sceptre in r.
 Elmer 593; Cunetio 2444. third coin (21 mm). January to mid AD 268.
Victorinus (269-271)
Debased antoniniani, no silver wash. Mint of Cologne.
38. (19 mm) worn.
Obv. IMP C VICTORINVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p. PA-X AVG / Pax std l., hld olive-branch in extended r. hand and  long transverse 
sceptre in l. hand.
Mm.  V | 
 Elmer 682; Cunetio 2530.
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39, 40. (19 mm) good. [2] 
Obv. As above / Rd, dr, b, r.
Rev. n INV-I-CTVS / Sol advancing l., r. hand raised, and hld whip in  l. hand; cloak 
fl ies out behind.
Mm.  |
 Elmer 683; Cunetio 2534.
Debased antoniniani, no silver wash. Mint of Trier.
41, 42. (19 mm) good. [2] 
Obv. IMP C PI VICTORINVS AVG / Bust of Marius, rd, cr, r.
Rev. p. AEQVITAS AVG / Aequitas std l., hld scales in her r. hand, and  cornucopia in l. 
hand.
 Elmer both 701 rather than 702; Cunetio 2561.
43, 44. (20 mm) good. [2] 
Obv. IMP C VICTORINVS P F AVG / Rd, cr, b. r. with corner of  chlamys on 
shoulder.
Rev. p. SALVS AVG / Salus std r., feeding snake held in r. hand from  patera held in l. 
second coin more worn.
 Elmer 732; Cunetio 2567.
45, 46. (19 mm) fairly good. [2] 
Obv. As above / Rd, cr, b. r.
Rev. n PIETA-S AVG. Pietas, veiled, std l., r. hand sacrifi cing over  small altar on ground 
to l., and hld box in l. hand.
 Elmer 741 (not 697); Cunetio 2572.
47. (20 mm) very worn.
Obv. As above.
Rev. n PROVIDENTIA AVG]. Providentia std. l. hld baton in her r.  hand and cornucopia 
in l.; globe at feet to l.
 Elmer 743; Cunetio 2577. End AD 269 to beginning of 270.
Claudius II (268-270)
48. Antoninianus.
Obv. IMP C CLAVDIVS AVG / Rd, h. r. 
Rev. FELICITAS AVG / Felicitas std l., hld caduceus in r. hand, and  cornucopia in l.
Mm.    | B  
 RIC V(i) 32. Mint of Rome.
The Bronze Coins
For convenience the RIC numbers given to the coins by Carson are given fi rst, in the order in which they 
were published. Figures in square brackets indicate the number of each type found when more than one. It 
has not been practical to measure the diameter of the coins, nor to indicate the extent to which the legends 
are legible except in a few cases. Totals for each ruler are those now in the Royal Institution of Cornwall 
Museum and include some found since the original discovery of the hoard. As a result of further cleaning 
and comparison with plates in BMC, some identifi cations differ from those published by Carson. Coins 
given to Lord Falmouth and Mr Tupper are included in the unidentifi ed totals because it has not been 
possible to examine them.
Uncertain Coins     TOTAL 19
49-67. Uncertain sestertii, 17; uncertain asses, 1; one forgery noted above.
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Titus (79-81)      TOTAL 5
68-72. Uncertain sestertii 5.
Domitian (81-96)      TOTAL 17
73-89. Identifi ed sestertii, 16 (2 others are Nerva). Unidentifi ed dupondius, 1. 
Sestertii include:
73. RIC II 403; BMC. 466, Pl.80/5. AD 92-94.
Obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM COS XVI [CENS PER P P] / Lr. h. r.
Rev. p. S C / Domitian, in military dress, std l., hld thunderbolt in r. hand, spear in l., 
crowned by Victory std l., hld palm in l.
Nerva (96-98)     TOTAL 3
90-92. Identifi ed sestertii, 2; uncertain sestertii, 1.
 Including:
90. RIC II 93, Sestertius. AD 97.
Obv. IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P II COS III P P / Lr. h. r.
Rev. VEHICVLATIONE ITALIAE REMISSA S C / Two over-lapping  mules grazing, 
one l., one r; shafts and harness behind.
91. RIC II 100; BMC. 112 , Pl.5/8. AD 97 (originally ident. as Domitian).
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. [LIBERTAS PVBLICA S C] Libertas std l. hld pileus in r. hand,  and transverse 
spear in l.
Trajan (98-117)     TOTAL 64
92-155. Identifi ed sestertii, 15. Unidentifi ed sestertii 46. Unidentifi ed asses, 3
 Sestertii, all mint of Rome.
92. RIC II 463. AD 103-111.
Obv. IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P  COS V P P / Lr. b. 
r., dr. over l. shoulder.
Rev. p. S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI S C AQ[VA TRAIANA] / River  god reclining 
l. under arched grotto supported by two columns; l.  arm rests on urn; reed in r. 
hand.
93. RIC II 485; BMC. 772, Pl.28/1. [1, not 2 in RIC.] AD 103-111.
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. S P Q R.OPTIMO PRINCIPI S C / Roma, helmeted in military  dress, standing l. 
holding Victory in extended r. hand, and  reversed spear in l.; small Dacian kneeling 
r., hld up hands to  Roma.
94. RIC II 519; BMC. 810, Pl.29/7. [Not in published list]. AD 103-111.
Obv. As above. 
Rev. p. As above / Spes adv. l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt  with l.
95, 96. RIC II 534. [2]. AD 103-111. 
Obv. As above.
Rev. p. As above / Trajan riding r. thrusting spear at Dacian in front of  his horse. One 
perhaps with Dacian beneath horse (cf. BMC.  Pl.33/2, 3, 5 for variants).
97. RIC II 556; BMC 793, Pl. 28/8. AD 103-111.
Obv. As above / lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. As above / Danuvius (the Danube; RIC says Tiber), his cloak  arched over his 
head, kneeling l., pressing r. knee on fi gure of  Dacia, dr., sed on ground facing him. 
With r. hand, Danuvius grips  Dacia’s throat, and hld small reed in l. hand. Dacia 
rests her r.  hand on ground, l. hand gripping wrist of Danuvius.
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98. RIC II 560: BMC 787-8. AD 103-111.
Obv. As above / lr. b. r. with aegis.
Rev. p. As above / Dacian in peaked cap sed l. on round shield and  arms; r. knee drawn 
up and resting head on r. hand, mourning; in  front, to l., trophy of helmet, cuirass, 
round and oblong shield, and  two curved swords.
99. RIC II 598; BMC. 970, PL.38/2 [not in published list]. AD 112-114.
Obv. IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M COS VI  P P / Lr, b. r., dr 
on l. shoulder.
Rev. p. As above / Statue of Trajan on horseback, l., hld spear in r.  hand, and Victory 
in l.
100, 101. RIC II 610; BMC. 978, PL.38/7. [2, not in published list]. AD 112- 114.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI ARAB ADQ SC / Arabia std f., head l.; camel std. 
to l., half hidden behind Arabia.
 2nd coin possibly ADQVIS = BMC. 878, Pl. 38/4, with COS  V on Obv. (AD 104-111).
102. RIC II 636; BMC 986, Pl. 39/1. AD 114-117.
 Obv. IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS VI P P / Lr, 
b. r., dr. over l. shoulder.
 Rev. p. S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI VIA TRAIANA S C / A woman, dr., reclining l., 
head turned back, resting l. elbow on rock, r. hand on wheel set on r. knee, and hld 
branch in l. hand.
 Records construction of road from Beneventum to Brindisium at Trajan’s expense.
103. RIC II 642, AD 114-117.
 Obv. [IMP CAES NER TRAIAN OPTI]MO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS VI P P / 
Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [ARMENIA ET MESOPOTAMIA IN POTESTATEM P R REDACTAE] S 
C in fi eld / Trajan standing f, head r., hld spear and parazonium (short-sword);
Armenia, Euphrates and Tigris reclining on ground.
104. RIC II 663; BMC 1041-42, Pl.43/1. [Not RIC 485 as originally ident.] AD 114-117.
 Obv. [IMP CAES NER TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG GER DAC PARTHICO P M TR P 
COS VI P P] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [PROVIDENTIA AVGVSTI S P Q R] S C / Providentia, dr., std l., resting l. 
elbow on column, hld sceptre in l. hand; r. hand pointing down to large globe at 
feet to l.  S of S - C almost touching globe.
105, 106. RIC II 667; BMC 1046, Pl.43/1. [2] AD 114-117.
 Obv. As above / lr, dr, b. r. 
 Rev. p. [REX PARTHIS] DA[TVS] S C / Trajan seated l. on platform on r. with prefect 
behind him. Trajan presents Parthamaspates to kneeling Parthia.
Hadrian (117-138)     TOTAL 154
156-309. Identifi ed sestertii, 39. Unidentifi ed sestertii, 112 (one ploughed up in spring 1973).
 Identifi ed asses, 1. Unidentifed, 2.
 Sestertii, all mint of Rome.
156. RIC II 541a. BMC 1109, Pl.76/3 [1, not 2 as published] AD 117.
 Obv. IMP CAES DIVI TRA PARTH F DIVI NER NEP TRAIANO HADRIANO AVG 
/ Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. PONT MAX TR POT COS S C FORT RED / Fortuna sed l. hld rudder in r. 
hand, and cornucopia in l.
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157. RIC II 585a; BMC 1193, Pl.78/13. AD 119-121.
 Obv. IMP CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG P M TRP COS III / Lr. b. r.
 Rev. p. LOCVPLETATORI ORBIS TERRARVM S C / Hadrian sed l. on platform 
extending r. hand; in front of him stands Liberalitas l. emptying cornucopia; two 
citizens stand in front of platform hld out folds of toga.
158. RIC II 587; BMC. 1198ff. AD 119-121.
 Obv. As above but TRAIAN / Lr. b. r.
 Rev. p. PIETAS AVGVSTI S C / Pietas, veilded. std l., raising r. hand, and hld box of 
incense in l. over lighted altar at her feet.
159. RIC II 594b; BMC 1211, but different Obv. break. AD 119-121. 
 Obv. As above but TRIANVS HADR-IANVS / Lr. b. r. with drapery over l. shoulder.
 Rev. p. [RESTITVTORI OR-BIS TERRARVM] S C / Hadrian std l. hld roll in l. hand, 
extending r. hand to raise towered woman kneeling l. and hld globe.
160. RIC II 612b; BMC 1258, Pl. 80/5. AD 121-122.
 Obv. IMP CAESAR TRAIAN(VS?) HADRIANVS AVG / Lr, dr on l. shoulder, b. r.
 Rev. p. P M TR P COS III S C / Spes advancing l. holding fl ower in r. hand, and raising 
skirt with l.
161. RIC II 614; BMC 1264. AD 121-122.
 Obv. As above, but TRAIAN  HA-[DRIANVS AVG] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. p. P M TR P COS III S C VIRT AVG / Virtus std l. hld spear in r. hand and 
parazonium (short-sword) in l.
162, 163. RIC II 634; BMC 1290, Pl. 81/5 [2, not in published list]. AD 125-128.
 Obv. [HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS] / Lr, b. r., dr on l. shoulder.
 Rev. p. [COS III S C] / Neptune, naked except for cloak over r. thigh, std l., r. knee 
bent, r. foot on prow, and hld dolphin in r. hand, and vertical trident in l.
164. RIC II 706d; cf. BMC Pl. 85/6. [not 703d as published]. AD 132-134.
 Obv.  As above / Lr, dr. (or cr.), b. r.
 Rev. n FELICITATI AVG P P COS III S C / Galley moving l., with  steersman and fi ve 
(or six?) oarsmen.
165. RIC II 706k [not 703k as published],
 Obv. As above, but lr, b. l.
 Rev. As above, with six (?) oarsmen.
166. RIC II 706 type; BMC Pl. 85.
 Obv. As above / lr, b. r.
 Rev. As above with fi ve or six oarsmen.
167. RIC II 710; BMC. 1121ff. Pl.85/9. [Not 541 as published].
 Obv. As above / bare-h, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [IVSTITIA AVG COS III P P] S C / Justitia, dr, sed l. on high-backed throne, 
hld patera in extended r. hand, and vertical sceptre in l.
168, 169. RIC II 743d; BMC 1482, Pl. 87/2 [2, but only 1 in RIC]. AD 134-138.
 Obv. HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P / Lr. b. r.
 Rev. p. AEQVITAS AVG S C / Aequitas standing l. hld scales in r. hand, and vertical 
rod (pertica) in l.
170, 171. RIC II 750; BMC 1497, Pl.87/5. [2, not in published list]. AD 134-138.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. F[ELICITAS AVG] S C / Felicitas std l., hld branch in l. hand, and long caduceus 
in r.
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172. RIC II 758; BMC 1503ff, Pl. 87/8 [not in published list].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. [FIDES  PVBLICA] S C in fi eld / Fides std l., hld corn-ears (and poppies?) 
downwards in r. hand, and basket of fruit up in l. hand.
173-175. RIC II 759d; BMC 1507ff, Pl. 87/9. [3, not 2, now ident.] AD 134-138. 
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. [FORTVNA AVG]. S C / Fortune standing l. hld rudder in r. hand on globe, and 
cornucopia in l.
176. RIC II 759 var.?
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above, but rudder on globe vertical, close to Fortuna.
177. RIC II 762 var.; BMC 1520 and footnote. [not in published list]. AD 119-138.
 Obv. As above / lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev p. [FORTV-NAE RED-VCI] S C / Hadrian, togate, std l., hld roll in l. hand, and 
clasping r. hand of Fortuna sed l., on low chair, hld cornucopia in l. hand.
178. RIC II 777; BMC 1545, Pl. 89/4 [not in published list]. AD 119-138.
 Obv. As above, but lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. S C / Diana, dr., std l., hld arrow in extended r. hand, and bow vertically in 
lowered l. hand.
179-181. RIC II 790d; BMC 1560ff. Pl.89/8 [3, not 2 identifi ed]. AD 134-138.
 Obv. As above, but lr. b. r; dr. on l. shoulder(?).
 Rev. p. SPES P R S C / Spes adv l. holding fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l.
182. RIC II 791c; BMC 1566, Pl. 89/8. AD 134-138.
 Obv. As above, but bare-h, bust r.
 Rev. p. TELLVS STABIL S C / A woman (Tellus) reclining l., resting r. hand on globe, 
l. arm on basket; vine branch in l. hand.
183, 184. RIC II 791d [2]
 Obv. As above, but lr. b. r.
 Rev. n As above.
185. RIC II 838j; BMC 1692ff. AD 134-138.
 Obv. HADRIANVS AVG COS III [P P] / Bare-head, dr, b. l.
 Rev. p. [AEGYPTOS] S C / Egypt reclining l. holding sistrum (rattle), resting l. elbow 
on basket of produce; in front an ibis on column.
186. RIC II 849e; BMC 1735ff, Pl. 94/12. AD 134-138. 
 Obv. As above, but lr. b. r. with drapery on l. shoulder.
 Rev. n DACIA S C / Dacia sed l. on rock holding vexillum (standard)  in r. hand, and 
curved sword in l.
187, 188. RIC II 872ff; BMC 1628, Pl. 98/8. [2] 
 Obv. One as above, lr. dr. b. r; one bare-headed, b. l.
 Rev. p. ADVENTVI AVG AFRICAE S C / Africa wearing elephant-trunk head-dress, 
hld standard in l. hand; victim by altar.
189. RIC II 912ff; BMC Pl. 93 [not in published list]. AD 134-138.
 Obv. As above, but bare-h, dr(?), b. r.
 Rev. p. Illegible EXERC(ITVS) type / Hadrian on horseback r.;  r. hand raised addressing 
three soldiers std l., each hld a military standard. Name of country illegible.
190. RIC II 938ff; BMC 1780ff, Pl.96 & 97 [not in published list]. AD 134-138.
 Obv. As above, lr, dr, b. r.
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 Rev. p. [RESTITVTORI ....] S C / Hadrian, togate, std r. on l., hld roll in l. hand, and 
with r. hand raising kneeling female, dr., before him. Name of province illegible.
191-193. RIC II 967; BMC 1363 and footnote, Pl. 83/11 [3, not in published list]. AD 119-138.
 Obv. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS P P / Lr, b. r. dr (on l. shoulder?).
 Rev. p. [COS III] S C / Roma, dr. and helmeted, sed l. on cuirass, hld Victory on 
extended r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; behind, cuirass, round and oblong shields, 
bow and javelins.
194, 195. RIC II 970b; BMC 1370ff, Pl. 83/13. [2].  AD 125-128.
 Obv. As above, but lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. HILARITAS P R S C COS III / Hilaritas std l., hld long palm in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.; on l. a small boy, std r., lays hand on palm; small girl std l. of 
Hilaritas.
196. RIC II 938ff; BMC. cf. Pl. 96, 97 [not in published list]. AD 134-138.
 Obv. HADRIANVS [AVG COS III P P] / Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [RESTITVTORI ..... ] S C / Hadrian, togate, on r. std l., raising kneeling woman, 
dr, before him. Country personifi ed illegible.
197-199. RIC II 967, Pl.XV/316; BMC 1363, Pl. 83/11. [3, not in published list]. AD 119-138.
 Obv. [HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS P P] / Lr, h. r. 
 Rev. p. [COS III] S C / Roma, helmeted, dr., sed on cuirass, hld Victory in extended r. 
hand, and cornucopia in l.; cuirass, round and oblong shields, bow and javelins 
behind.
 As, mint of Rome.
200. RIC II 616; BMC 1268, Pl. 80/7 [not in published list]. AD 119-138.
 Obv. HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P] / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. P M [TR P COS] III S C / Pax, dr, std l., hld branch downwards in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
Sabina (117-137, wife of Hadrian)    TOTAL 7
310-316. Identifi ed sestertii, 7.
 Sestertii minted in Rome under Hadrian.
310. RIC II 1025; BMC 1268, Pl. 80/7.
 Obv. SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG P P / Dr, dd, b. r.; hair in long plait at 
back; stephane above diadem on top.
 Rev. CONCORDIA AVG S C / Concordia sed l. holding patera in r. hand, and resting 
l. elbow on statue of Spes set on a base; under chair a cornucopia.
311.  RIC II 1026; BMC 1864, Pl. 98/14. 
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above, but Concordia standing l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and double 
cornucopia in l.; l. elbow resting on column.
312-315. RIC II 1029a. [4] 
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. [PIE-TAS AVG] S C / Pietas, veiled, sed l. on throne, hld patera in r. hand, and 
long sceptre inclined to r. in l. 
316. RIC II 1029b; BMC 1871, Pl. 98/15.
 As above, but Obv. b. l.
Aelius Caesar (136-138, adopted as heir by Hadrian)    TOTAL 3
317-319. Identifi ed sestertii, 3.
 Sestertius minted in Rome in AD 137.
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317, 318. RIC II 1055a; BMC 1914, Pl. 100/2 [2, not 1 as published] 
 Obv. L AELIVS [CAESAR] / Bare-head, r.
 Rev. p. [TR POT COS II] S C / Spes adv. l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with 
l
319. RIC II 1057a; BMC 1918 [not L. Verus as published]. AD 137.
 Obv. [L AELI]VS [CAESAR] / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. p. TR [POT COS II] S C CONCORD/ Concordia, dr, sed l. on throne, hld patera 
in r. hand, and resting l. arm on cornucopia.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)     TOTAL 170
320-489. Sestertii identifi ed 106, unidentifi ed 64.
 Sestertii minted in Rome.
320. RIC III 547; BMC 1148, Pl.25/7. AD 139.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. TR POT COS II S C / Pax, dr, std l. hld branch in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
321. RIC III 580; BMC 1185 or 1186, Pl.26/10 or 11. AD 139. 
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. CAPPADOCIA S C COS II / Cappadocia, towered, std l., hld crown and 
vexillum; Mons Argaeus, Turkey (not visible), at feet to l. or r.
322, 323. RIC III 597; BMC 1226ff, Pl.28/1. [2, not 1 as published]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P COS III / Lr, h. r. (one lr, dr, b. r.).
 Rev. n ANNONA AVG S C / Annona, dr, std r. hld corn-ears in r. hand and cornucopia, 
with tip pointing away from body, in l.; modius and corn-ears l.; prow of ship to r. 
pointing r.
324-326. RIC III 598; BMC 1229, 1231, Pl.28/2 [3, not 2]. AD 140-144. 
 Obv. As above with PI-VS; two, lr. h. r., one lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. nAPOLLINI  AVGVSTO S C / Apollo std f., head l., hld patera in  l. hand, and 
lyre in r. hand up to shoulder.
 Rev. 1 = BMC 1231; Obv. lr, dr, b. r.
327, 328. RIC III 600; BMC 1233, Pl.28/7 [2, not 1 as published]. AD 140-144. 
 Obv. As above with PI-VS, lr. h. r.
 Rev. n CONCORDIA  EXERCITVVM S C / Concordia dr, std l. hld Victory in r. hand, 
and legionary eagle in l. One with CONCORDI-A.
329, 330. RIC III 605a; BMC 1243, Pl.28/10 [2, not 1 as published]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n GENIO SENATVS S C / The Genius of the Senate, togate, std f, head l., hld 
branch in r. hand, and nearly vertical sceptre in l [One BMC. 1241; Obv. break 
after AVG, and Rev. S-ENATVS]
331, 332. RIC III 612; BMC 1261, 1262, Pl.29/4. [2, not 1]. AD 140-144. 
 Obv. As above, one with PI-VS, one with break after AVG / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n OPI AVG S C / Ops (wife of Saturnus) sed l., hld long inclined sceptre in r. 
hand, and l. hand drawing back drapery; fl ower under throne.
333. RIC III 622a; BMC 1280 or 1281. AD 140-144. 
 Obv. As above with break after AVG / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n ROMAE AETERNAE S C / Decastyle temple with statues on roof and in 
pediment (details uncertain).
334. RIC III 637 var. (not 635 as published); BMC 1309. AD 140-144.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P COS III / Lr, h. r.
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 Rev. p. [COS IIII] S C / Salus sed l. feeding snake, from patera in r. hand, coiled round 
altar, and resting l. elbow on rudder on globe.
335. RIC III 642a; BMC 1314, Pl.31/1 [not in publish list]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. As above with PI-VS.
 Rev. n [TIBERIS] S C / The Tiber (personifi ed), crowned with reeds, reclining l., 
resting his l. elbow on tipped-over urn from which water fl ows, and placing r. 
hand on forepart of boat to l.; hld reed in l. hand.
336. RIC III 655; BMC 1392, Pl.31/11 [not in published list]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. As above, but without break / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [VICTORIA AVGVSTI S C] / Victory, towered, dr, soaring l., hld open wreath 
in both hands. 
337. RIC III 717 (not 715 as published); BMC 1610, Pl.38/13). AD 143-144.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n IMPERA-[TOR II] S C / Victory fl ying r. hld trophy in both hands.
338. RIC III 716a; BMC 1608 (var.), Pl.38/11 [not in published list]. AD 143-144.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [IMPE]RA-T-OR II S C / Fides, dr, std r., hld two corn-ears downwards in r. 
hand, and dish of fruit on raised l.
339, 340. RIC III 746a; BMC 1643, Pl.39/11. [2, not 1]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P COS III / Lr h. r.
 Rev. nITALIA S C / Italia, towered, sed l. on starry globe hld sceptre in r. hand, and 
sloping cornucopia in l.
[RIC III 759 probably = 780]
341. RIC III 762; BMC 1660, Pl.40/6 [not in published list]. AD 145-161.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [CO-]S IIII S C / Salus std l., feeding, from patera in r. hand, a snake arising 
from altar, and hld rudder on globe inl.
342. RIC III 767a; BMC 1673, Pl.40/10 [not in published list]. AD 145-161.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n COS IIII S C / Antoninus, dr, std in quadriga pacing l., extending r. hand, and 
hld. eagle-tipped sceptre in l.
343-345. RIC III 770; BMC 1678, Pl.40/13. [3, not 1] AD 145-161. 
 Obv. As above, 2 with PI-VS.
 Rev. n FELICITAS AVG S C / Felicitas std l. hld capricorn in r. hand, and long vertical 
caduceus in l. One with FELICI-TAS; one with uncertain break.
346. RIC III 772; BMC 1683, Pl.40/2 [not in published list]. AD 145-161.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P / Lr, h.r.
 Rev. p. HONO[RI AVG COS IIII] S C / Honos std f., head l., hld branch in extended r. 
hand, and cornucopia with tip turned from body in l.
347. RIC III 776; BMC 1695/6, Pl.41/2. AD 145-161. 
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P COS IIII / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n LIBERA-LI-TAS AVG V S C / Liberalitas std l. hld account-board in r. hand, 
and cornucopia in her l.
348-350. RIC III 777; BMC 1698ff., 1700 [3, not 2] AD 145-161. 
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n PAX AVG COS  IIII S C / Pax std l. setting fi re to pile of arms, and hld cornucopia 
in her l. hand. BMC 1700, as above with break after ANTONINVS.
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351-353. RIC III 778; BMC 1705, Pl.41/5 [3] AD 145-161. 
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P COS IIII / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n S C / Mars, helmeted, naked except for cloak hanging behind him, adv r. hld 
spear in r. hand, and trophy over l. shoulder.
354. RIC III 779; BMC 1707, Pl.41/6 [not in published list]. AD 145-161.
 Obv. As above / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n S C / Minerva, helmeted, dr., adv. r., brandishing javelin in r. hand, and hld 
round shield in l.
355, 356. RIC III 780; BMC 1709, Pl.41/7. [2, not 1 as published]. AD 145-161.
 Obv. As above / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. nS C / Roma, helmeted, dr, sed l., hld Victory on extended r. hand, and resting 
l. elbow on shield set on prow pointing l.; transverse spear in crook of l. elbow.
357. RIC III 784 (not 635 as published); BMC 1715, Pl.41/1. AD 145-161.
 Obv. As above / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n SA-LVS A-VG S C / Salus std l., feeding out of patera in r. hand, a snake arising 
from altar, and hld rudder on globe in l.
358. RIC III 792; BMC 1723, Pl.41/13. AD 145-161. 
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n VOTA SOL DEC II S C COS IIII / Antoninus std l. sacrifi cing with patera over 
tripod-altar; l. hand at side; prostrate bull by altar.
359, 360. RIC III 855; BMC 1825, Pl.44/11. [2, not 1] AD 148-149.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XII / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n COS  IIII S C / Aequitas, dr, std l., hld scales in extended r. hand, and cornucopia 
in l.
361, 362. RIC III 857; BMC 1827, Pl.44/13 [2, not 1 as published]. AD 148-149.
 Obv. As above, but PI-VS.
 Rev. p TEMPORVM FELICITAS S C COS IIII / Crossed cornucopiae, each 
surmounted by bust of infant set between corn-ears; probably commemorating the 
birth of twins to M. Aurelius (Caesar) and Faustina junior in AD 149, one of them 
the future Empress Lucilla.
363, 364. RIC III 866; BMC 1862, Pl. 45/14. [2, not 1 as published]. AD 150-151.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P XIIII / Lr, h. r. [1 with break after AVG].
 Rev. nCOS IIII S C / Aequitas, dr, std l. hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
365, 366. RIC III 871a; BMC 1866, Pl.45/16. [2] AD 150-151.
 Obv. IMP CAES T AEL HADR AN-TONINVS AVG PIVS P P / Lr. h. r. One with 
break after HADR.
 Rev. p. TR POT XIIII COS IIII S C ANNONA AVG/ Annona, dr., sed l. hld corn-ears 
in extended r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; modius to l.
367. RIC III 885; BMC 1900, Pl.46/6.  AD 151-152.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XV / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. COS IIII S C / Fortuna, dr., std r., hld rudder on globe in her r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
 [RIC III 886 = 906].
368. RIC III 891; BMC 1891, Pl.46/9 [not in published list]. AD 151-152.
 Obv. [IMP CAES] T AEL HADR ANT-ONINVS [AVG PIVS P P] / Lr, h, r.
 Rev. p. [TR POT XV COS IIII] S C ANNONA AVG / Annona, sed l., hld two corn-ears 
in extended r. hand over modius with corn-ears to l., and cornucopia in l.
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369-372. RIC III 904; BMC 1920ff, Pl.46/18. [4] AD 152-153.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XVI / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n 2, INDVLGENTIA AVG COS IIII S C / Indulgentia sed l., extending r. hand, 
and hld sceptre against l. shoulder. 2 with INDVLGENTI-A.
373. RIC III 906 (not 886 as published); BMC 1925, Pl.47/2.
 Obv. As above / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. SA-[LVS AVG COS IIII] S C / Salus std l. feeding, from patera in r. hand, a 
snake arising from altar to l, and hld sceptre in l.
374, 375. RIC III 914; BMC 1940, 1942, Pl.47/6. [2] AD 153-154.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XVII / Lr, h. r. One with PI-VS.
 Rev. n INDVLGENTIA AVG COS IIII S C / As above.
376. RIC III 915; BMC 2037, Pl.49/9 [not in published list]. AD 153-154.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [LIBERAL]I-TAS V[II] S C COS IIII / Antoninus, togate, sed l. on curule chair 
on platform on r., extending r. hand. Liberalitas std l. before him, hld abacus in r. 
hand, and cornucopia in l; at foot of platform a citizen std l., hld up folds of toga 
in both hands.
377-379. RIC III 916a; BMC 1944, Pl.47/7. [3, not 2 as published]. AD 153-154. 
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. nLIBER-TAS COS III S C / Libertas, dr, std f., head r., hld pileus in raised r. 
hand, and extending l. One with LIBE-RT-AS.
380. RIC III 917; BMC 1947, Pl.47/8. AD 153-154.
 Obv. As above with PI-VS / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. LIBERTAS COS IIII S C / Libertas, dr, std l., hld pileus in her l. hand, and long 
sceptre in r.
381, 382. RIC III 928; BMC 1962, Pl.48/1. [2, not 3 as published] AD 154-155.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P XVIII / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. nLIBERTAS COS IIII S C / Libertas std r. hld pileus in r. hand, and extending 
l. hand.
383, 384. RIC III 929: BMC 1964, Pl.48/2. [2, not 1 as published]. AD 154-155. 
 Obv. As above, but one lr, dr, b. r. (BMC 1963)
 Rev. p. As above but Libertas std l. hld pileus in l. hand, and long sceptre in r.
385-388. RIC III 939; BMC 1995, Pl.48/7. [4] AD 155-156.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P XIX / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. nFIDES EXERC COS IIII S C / Fides std l. hld standard in each hand. [other is 
probably = BMC 1996.]
 [RIC III 940 probably  = RIC III 929 with lr, dr, b. r.]
389. RIC III 945; BMC 1999, Pl.48/8. AD 155-156.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P IMP II / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n TR POT XIX COS IIII / S C / Pax std l. hld branch in r. hand, and cornucopia in 
l.
390. RIC III 963: BMC 2012. AD 156-157. 
 Obv. As above / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n TR POT XX COS IIII S C / Roma sed l. on cuirass hld globe in r. hand, and 
spear in l.; arms on ground to r.
391-393. RIC III 964. [3] AD 156-157.
 Obv. As above, but 1, Rev. PI-VS / Lr. h. r.
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 Rev. nAs above, but Annona std r., l. foot on prow, hld rudder in her r. hand, and 
modius on raised l. knee. [1 = BMC. 2014, with rudder on globe; 6 coins are either 
RIC III 964 or 980.]
394. RIC III 966; BMC 2015, Pl.48/12. AD 156-157. 
 Obv. As above, but break after AVG / Lr. h. r.
 Rev. n As above, but Providentia std l., pointing with r. hand at large globe at her feet, 
and hld long sceptre in l hand.
395-399. RIC III 967; BMC 2016, Pl.48/13. [5, not 4] AD 156-157. 
 Obv. As above / Lr. h. r.
 Rev. nAs above, but Securitas (or Justitia?), dr., sed l. hld sceptre in raised r. hand, 
and resting l. elbow on cornucopia forming arm of chair.
 [RIC III 977? perhaps = RIC III 1022 or 1031. TR P illegible; see 1031 for description 
of general type.]
400. RIC III 980; BMC 2037, Pl.48/9. AD 157-158.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. nTR POT XXI [COS IIII] S C / Annona, dr, std r., hld vertical rudder on globe 
in l. hand, and modius with corn-ears on raised l. knee; l. foot on prow. AD 157-
158.
 [6 are either RIC III 964 or 980.]
401-407. RIC III 981; BMC 2038 [7, not 2 as published] AD 157-158. 
 Obv. As above, PIVS or PI-VS, 2 with uncertain break, lr. h. r.; one, Rev p with Obv. 
bare-h. r.
 Rev. nTR POT XXI COS IIII S C / Annona std l., hld corn-ears in her r. hand over 
modius, and rudder on prow in her l.
408. RIC III 1002, Pl.VI/116; BMC 2061 [not in published list]. AD 158-159.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS [P P TR P XXII] / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [PIET]A[TI] AVG [COS IIII] S C / Pietas, dr, std f., head l., hld globe on 
extended r. hand, and child in l. arm; to l. and r., a small girl std l., each raising r. 
hand.
409. RIC III 1008; BMC 2067, Pl.50/3. AD 158-159.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XXII / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n VOTA SOL DEC II COS IIII S C / Antoninus std l., sacrifi cing with patera in r. 
hand over tripod; l. arm at side; bull reclining by altar.
410-413. RIC III 1031, Pl.VI/116; BMC 2089, Pl.50/14. [4, not 2]. AD 159-160.
 Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XXIII / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n PIETATI AVG COS IIII S C / Pietas, dr, std f., head l., hld globe in extended r. 
hand, and child in l. arm; to l. and r., a small girl std, each raising r. arm.
Divus Antoninus Pius (161)      TOTAL 4
490-493. Sestertii minted under Marcus Aurelius - memorial coins of Antoninus Pius who died 7 
March 161.
490. RIC III 1266; BMC 878. Pl.71/8.
 Obv. DIVVS ANTONINVS / Bare-h. of Antoninus r.
 Rev. n CONSECRATIO S C / Pyre of four tiers decorated with hangings and garlands, 
surmounted by quadriga.
491-493. RIC III 1269; BMC 880ff. Pl.71/9. [3] 
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n DIVO PIO S C / Column, set on base within fence, surmounted by Corinthian 
capital and statue of Antoninus std l., hld eagle on r. hand, and vertical sceptre in l.
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Faustina I (138-141, wife of Antoninus Pius, died in 141)    TOTAL 64
494-557. Sestertii identifi ed 43; unidentifi ed 21.
 Sestertii minted in Rome.
494. RIC III 1076 [not 1075 as published]; BMC 1115, Pl.24/6. AD 138-141.
 Obv  FAVSTINA AVG AN-TONINI AVG PII P  P / Dr, b. r., hair waved in loops and 
drawn up in coil on top.
 Rev. p. CONCOR-DIA AVG S C / Concordia, dr, std l. hld patera in extended r. hand, 
and double cornucopiae in l.
Diva Faustina I (141-161, minted after her death)     TOTAL 43
495. RIC III 1102a; BMC 1480, Pl.35/12 [not RIC III 1124 as published].
 Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA, as above.
 Rev. n AETE-R-NITAS S C / Juno(?), veiled, dr, std f., head l., raising r. hand, and hld 
long transverse sceptre in l.
496-504. RIC III 1103Aa; BMC.1482, (3)1484 [9].
 Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA (3, FAV-STINA) / As above.
 Rev. nAETER-NITAS S C / Aeternitas, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld phoenix (nimbate 
r.) on globe on r. hand, and transverse sceptre in l.
505-507. RIC III 1103B; BMC 1415A, Pl.34/6. [3, not 4 as published]. 
 Obv. DIVA AVG FAVSTINA / As above.
 Rev. nAs above.
508-513. RIC III 1105a; BMC 1490ff, Pl.35/13. [6, not 7 as published].
 Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA / As above.
 Rev. nAs above, but Aeternitas std l. hld phoenix on globe in r. hand, and hld out fold 
of skirt skirt in l.
514. RIC III 1116; BMC 1509ff. [1, not 2 as published]. 
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. AVGVSTA S C / Ceres, dr, std l. hld two corn-ears downwards in r. hand, and 
long vertical torch in l.
515. RIC III 1118; BMC 1514, Pl.36/5. 
 Obv As above.
 Rev. p. As above, but Ceres veiled, dr, std f., head l., hld two corn-ears downwards in 
l. hand, and short torch up in her r.
516-519. RIC III 1124; BMC 1519, Pl.36/7 [4] 
 Obv. As above, but 1 FAV-STINA.
 Rev. nAVG-V-STA, 2 uncertain break. As above, but Vesta std l. hld palladium 
(image of Pallas Athene) on extended r. hand, and transverse sceptre in l., lower 
tip away from body. 
 [RIC III 1125 is probably 1151]
520-525. RIC III 1127; BMC 1524, 1525, Pl.36/10 and 11 [6]. 
 Obv. As above, but 2 FAV-STINA.
 Rev. nAVGV-STA S C / Pietas, veiled, dr, std l. hld patera in r. hand over altar, and 
hld box of incense in l.
526-529. RIC III 1128a; BMC 1527, Pl.36/14. [4, not in published list (2, formerly identifi ed as 
RIC III 1116 & 1143)].
 Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA / As above.
 Rev. nCE-RES S C / Ceres, veiled, dr, std l., hld corn-ears downwards in r. hand, and 
long vertical torch in l.
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530. RIC III 1135a; BMC 1429, Pl.34/10.
 Obv. DIVA AVGVSTA FAVSTINA / As above.
 Rev. n CONSE-CRATIO S C / Mausoleum of three stories set on base. On top, 
Faustina(?) l., mantle fl oating above, in biga, r.
531-533. RIC III 1143; BMC 1532, 1531, Pl.36/12 [3, not 5 as published; 1 originally identifed as 
RIC III 1105.]
 Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA, one (1531) FAV-STINA / As above.
 Rev. n IVNO S C / Juno, dd, veiled, dr, std l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and 
sceptre in l.
534. RIC III 1145b; BMC 1436, Pl.34/4.
 Obv. DIVA AVGVSTA FAVSTINA / Veiled, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n MATRI DEVM SALVTARI S C (break uncertain) / Cybele, towered, dr, sed r. 
on throne between two lions, hld drum in l. hand on l. knee; r. arm on throne.
 Ex. S - C.
535, 536. RIC III 1146Aa; BMC 1444, Pl.34/5 [2]. 
 Obv. As above, but 1 AVGVS-TA. Dr, b. r.
 Rev. n PIETA-S AV-G S C / Pietas, veiled, dr, std l. dropping incense on candelabrum-
altar with r. hand, and hld box of perfumes in l.
537. RIC III 1151; BMC 1537, Pl.36/15 [probably not RIC III 1125 as published].
 Obv. DIVA  FAVSTINA, as above.
 Rev. n S C / Vesta, dr, std l., hld long torch in r. hand, and palladium at shoulder in l.
Marcus Aurelius Caesar (139-161, under Antoninus Pius)    TOTAL 197
558-754. Identifi ed sestertii as Caesar and Augustus, 132. Unidentifi ed sestertii, 65.
 Sestertii, all mint of Rome.
558. RIC III 1232a; BMC 1397, Pl.33/11. [1, not 2 as published]  AD 140-144.
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAE-SAR AVG PII F COS / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n IVVEN-TAS S C / Juventas, in military dr, std l., throwing grain of incence on 
candelabrum-altar with r, hand and hld patera downwards in extended l. hand. 
559-561. RIC III 1233a; BMC 1403, Pl.33/12 [3]. AD 140-144. 
 Obv. As above, but one CAE-SAR bare-h, dr, b. l.
 Rev. n As above with Juventas in military dress, std l. hld branch downwards; trophy 
to r.; but one IVVEN-T-AS.
562, 563. RIC III 1234a; BMC 1405, Pl.33/14 [2]. AD 140-144. 
 Obv. As above, but CAE-SAR.
 Rev. nPIETAS AVG S C / Priestly emblems; l. to r., knife, sprinkler, jug, lituus and 
simplum.
564. RIC III 1242a; BMC 1774, Pl.43/5 [not in pubished list]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAES-AR AVG PII F COS II / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n [HILARITAS] S C in fi eld / Hilaritas, dr, std l., hld long palm, nearly vertical, 
in r. hand, and cornucopia in l. [BMC only gives CAE-SAR for bare-h. r.]
565. RIC III 1243a; BMC 1776, Pl.43/6 [not in published list]. AD 140-144.
 Obv. As above [BMC. gives only CAES-AR for bare-h. r.].
 Rev. n S C / Minerva, helmeted, dr, adv. r., brandishing javelin in r. hand, and hld 
round shield in l.
566, 567. RIC III 1246; BMC 1781, Pl.43/7 [2]. AD 145. 
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAE-SAR AVG PII F COS II / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. nS C / M. Aurelius in slow quadriga pacing r. hld eagle-tipped sceptre in l.
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568, 569. RIC III 1248; BMC 1804, Pl.44/3 [2, not RIC III 1244 as published]. AD 145 (BMC
gives AD 147).
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAE-SAR AVG PII F / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n TR POT COS II S C / Minerva, helmeted, dr., std r. hld vertical spear in r. hand, 
and resting l. on shield. 
 [RIC III 1249 = 1304A.]
570. RIC III 1252; BMC 1785, Pl.43/3. AD 145-160. 
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAES AVG PII F / Bare-h., r., dr l. shoulder.
 Rev. n VIRTVS COS II S C / Virtus, helmeted, in military dress, std r., hld  vertical 
spear in r. hand, and parazonium in l.; l. knee bent with foot on helmet. 
571, 572. RIC III 1304A; BMC 1917, Pl.46/17  [2, one not RIC III 1249 as published] AD 151-152.
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAESAR AN-TONINI AVG PII FIL / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. p. TR POT VI COS II VIR-TVS S C / Virtus, helmeted, in military dress, std l., r. 
foot on helmet, hld parazonium in r. hand, and vertical spear in l.
573. RIC III 1338a; BMC 2031. AD 156-157.
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAES AN-TON AVG PII F / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. p. TR POT XI COS II S C / Fortuna, dr., std l., hld rudder on ground in r hand, and 
hld out fold of skirt with l.
574. RIC III 1345; BMC 2050 [not RIC III 1232a as published] AD 157-158.
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAES ANTON AVG PII F / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n TR POT XII COS II S C / Felicitas, dr, std l., hld up short caduceus in r. hand, 
and long vertical sceptre in l.; l. elbow resting on column. 
575. RIC III 1346; BMC.*= Cohen 732 [not RIC III 1348A as published]. AD 157-158.
 Obv. As above / Bare-h. r. 
 Rev p. As above / Spes adv. l. hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l.
 [RIC III 1348B = Lucius Aelius RIC II 1055 (Hadrian)]
576. RIC III 1349?; BMC 2083, Pl.50/5 [not in published list].
 Obv. [AVRELIVS CAES(AR) AVG PII F] / Bare-h. r. [RIC gives CAESAR, BMC
gives CAES.]
 Rev. p. [TR POT] XIII [COS II] S C / Virtus, helmeted, in military dress, std r., hld 
vertical spear in r. hand, and parazonium in l.; l. knee bent with foot set on 
helmet.
577. RIC III 1352Ba; BMC 2121, Pl.51/3 [not in published list]. AD early 161.
 Obv. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG PII F / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n TR POT XV COS III S C / Mars, helmeted, naked except for cloak fl oating 
behind him, adv. r., hld  transverse spear in r. hand, and trophy in l. over l. 
shoulder.
578. RIC III 1360a; BMC 2124, Pl. 51/4 [not in published list]. AD early 161.
 Obv. As above, but bare-h, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n TR POT XV S C COS III / M. Aurelius, dr, std in quadriga pacing r., extending 
r. hand, and hld transverse eagle-tipped sceptre in l.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)      TOTAL 111
755-865.
755. RIC III 823; BMC 1007, Pl.71/1. Dec. 161-Dec. 162.
 Obv. IMP CAES M AVREL ANTONINVS AVG P M / Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n CONCORD AVGVSTOR TR P XVI S C COS III / M. Aurelius and L. Verus, 
both togate, std l. and r., clasping r. hands; Marcus hld scroll in l.
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756. RIC III 835 or 844; BMC 1015 or 1042, Pl. 74/13. Dec. 161 - Dec. 162, or Dec. 162-
Autumn 163.
 Obv. As above, but lr, b. r., dr on l. shoulder.
 Rev. n SALVTI AVGVSTOR TR P X[VI(I)] S C COS III / Salus, dr., std f., head l., 
feeding, from patera in r. hand, a snake arising from altar.
757. RIC III 840; BMC 1013, Pl.74/13 [not in published list]. Dec. 161 - Dec. 162. 
 Obv. As above without break, but lr, b. r. 
 Rev. n As above. 
 [RIC III 841= 843]
758-762. RIC III 843; BMC 1010 [5]. Dec. 162-Autumn 163. 
 Obv. As above with break after AVREL / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n SALVTI AVGVSTOR TR P XVII S C COS III / As above.
763-765. RIC III 861; BMC 1088, 1089 [3, not 2]. Dec. 163-Dec. 164.
 Obv. M AVREL ANTONINVS AVG ARMENIACVS P M / Lr, h. r. (2 with break 
after AVG, BMC 1089).
 Rev. n TR P XVIII IMP II COS III S – C / Mars, helmeted, in military dress, std r. hld 
vertical spear reversed in r. hand, and resting l. on shield.
766. RIC III 898; BMC 1229, Pl.78/10 [1, not 5]. Dec. 164-Dec. 165. 
 Obv. As above, but break after AVG. Lr, b. r.
 Rev. n TR POT XIX - IMP II COS III S – C / Mars, as above.
767. RIC III 899; BMC 1232, Pl.78/10 [not RIC III 898]. Dec.164-Dec. 165.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. r. 
 Rev. As above.
768. RIC III 902; BMC 1236, Pl.78/8. Dec. 164-Aug. 165. 
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above, but Felicitas, dr, std f., head l. hld up winged caduceus in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.; r. foot on globe.
769. RIC III 905; BMC 1237, Pl.78/9. Dec. 164-Aug. 165.
 Obv. M AVREL ANTONINVS AVG - ARMENIACVS P M / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [TR POT XIX IMP III] S – C / Providentia, dr., std f, head l., hld wand 
downwards over globe at feet, and hld long vertical sceptre in r. 
770-773. RIC III 908; BMC 1239ff, Pl.78/13 [4, not 3]. Dec. 164-Aug. 165.
 Obv. As above with break after ANTONINVS / Lr, cr, b. r. (two probably lr, dr, cr, b. 
r, = RIC III 910).
 Rev. n As above, but M. Aurelius in military dress std l. between two standards on 
each side, hld vertical spear in l. hand; r. hand raised to standard.
774. RIC III 911; BMC 1251, Pl.78/9 [not RIC. 923]. Aug.-Dec. 165.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [TR POT XIX] - IMP [III COS III] S - C in fi eld / Providentia, dr, std f., head 
l., hld wand in r. hand over globe on ground l., and vertical sceptre in l.
 [RIC III 916 = 957 or 962]
775, 776. RIC. 923; BMC. 1280, Pl.79/4 [2]. Dec. 165- Summer 166.
 Obv. As above, but lr, h. r.
 Rev. n TR  POT  XX  IMP  III. S - C in fi eld. Providentia, dr, std f., head l., hld wand 
over globe at feet, and vertical sceptre in l.
777. RIC. 941 or 942; BMC. 1294(?), cf. Pl.79/5 [not unident. Ant. Pius]. Summer-Dec. 166.
 Obv. [M  AVREL  ANTO]NINVS  AVG - [ARMENIACVS  P  M  or (RIC. 942) ARM  
PARTH  MAX]. Lr, h. r.
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 Rev. p. [VICT  AVG  TR  POT]  XX - IMP  IIII  CO[S  III]. S - C low in fi eld. Victory, 
winged, towered, soaring l., hld open garland in both hands. 
778-784. RIC. 948; BMC. 1318, Pl.80/6 [7, not 8; 1 is L. Verus]. Dec. 166-Dec. 167).
 Obv. M  AVREL  ANTONINVS  AVG - ARM  PARTH  MAX. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n. TR  POT  XXI • IMP  IIII  COS  III.  S - C in fi eld. Victory std l. hld wreath 
in r. hand, and palm in l.
785. RIC. 952; BMC.* = Cohen 818 [1, not 2 found]. Dec. 167-Feb. 168.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG - ARM  PARTH  MAX. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. [TR  POT  X]XII  IM[P  IIII  COS  III]. S - C in fi eld. Victory as above.
786, 787. RIC. 957 or 962; BMC. 1335 or 1347 [2, not 1 ]. Feb.-Dec. 168, or Dec. 168-Dec. 169.
 Obv. As above, but one with break after ANTONINVS. Lr, h, r.
 Rev. p. [TR  POT  XXII(I)] - IMP  V  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Fortuna, dr, sed l. 
hld rudder set on ground in r. hand, and cornucopia in l. [RIC. 957 gives rudder 
on wheel, BMC. 1335 does not except in footnote — Cohen 211 “description 
confused”.]
 Ex.  FORT  RED.
788, 789. RIC. 964; BMC. 1351, Pl.80/9 [2, not 4]. Dec. 168-Dec. 169.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXIII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. SALVTI - AVG  COS  III.  S - C low in fi eld. Salus, dr, std f., head l. feeding 
from patera in r. hand, a snake, arising from altar, and hld sceptre in l. [S of S - C 
to l. of altar.]
790, 791. RIC. 964 or 979 [2], as above or below.
 Rev. n 1. S of S - C to l. of altar.
792-799. RIC. 979; BMC.1376ff, Pl.81/12. [8, not 3]. Dec. 169-Dec. 170.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG  TR  P  XXIIII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n 1. As above. S - C in fi eld, but 6 with S of S - C between snake and Salus.
800. RIC. 980; BMC. 1379 [not RIC. 1132 as originally identifi ed]. Dec. 169-Dec. 170.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above. S of S - C between snake and Salus.
801. RIC. 992; BMC. 1385, Pl.82/1. Dec. 170-Dec. 171).
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXV. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n COS  III. S - C low in fi eld. Mars, helmeted, naked except for cloak, adv r. hld 
transverse spear in r. hand, and trophy in l. sloping over l. shoulder.
802. RIC. 997; BMC. 1397, Pl.82/3. Dec. 170-Dec. 171.
 Obv. IMP  M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXV. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n FIDES  EXER-CITVVM. S - C in fi eld. Fides, dr, std f., head l., hld Victory on 
extended r. hand, and vertical standard in l.
 Ex. COS  III.
803. RIC. 998; BMC. 1396(?). Dec. 170-Dec. 171.
 Obv. As above, but lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. As above, but break(s) in EXERCITVVM uncertain.
 Ex. COS  III.
 [RIC. 1001 = 1456 (L. Verus)]
804. RIC. 1001 or 1029; BMC. 1388, Pl.82/2, or 1423. Dec. 170-Dec. 171, Dec.171-Dec. 
172.
 Obv. [M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXV(I)]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n IMP  VI  COS  III. S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, naked to waist, std f., 
head r., l. hand resting on round shield inscribed VIC / GER.
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805, 806. RIC. 1003; BMC.* = Cohen 495 [2, not 1]. Dec. 170-Dec. 171.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1. PRIMI / DECEN-/NALES / COS  III / S  C within an oak-wreath.
807. RIC 1006; BMC.1399, Pl.82/4 [not in published list]. Dec. 170-Dec. 171.
 Obv. IMP  M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXV.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n As above.
808. RIC. 1009; BMC.‡ cf. Pl.81/12 = Cohen 550 [2, not 1 as published]. Dec. 170-Dec. 
171.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXV.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n SALVTI - AVG  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Salus, dr, std f., head l., feeding from 
patera in r. hand, a snake arising from altar, and hld sceptre in l. S of S - C between 
snake and Salus.
809. RIC. 1017; BMC.1402, Pl.82/6. Dec. 170-Dec. 171.
 Obv. IMP  M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXV. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n VOTA  S[VSCEP  DECENN  II]. S - C in fi eld. M. Aurelius, veiled, dr, std f., 
head l., sacrifi cing over tripod-altar with r. hand, and hld scroll at side in l. 
 Ex. COS  III.
810, 811. RIC. 1029 [2, not 4 as published] Dec. 171-Dec. 172.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXVI. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n 1. IMP  VI  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Victory, naked to waist, std f., head r., 
placing on a palm-tree a shield inscribed VIC / GER.
812-814. RIC. 1033; BMC.1416, Pl.82/7 [3, not1]. Dec.-171-Dec. 172.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n 2. As above, but Roma, helmeted, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld Victory in r. hand, 
and vertical spear in l.; behind her a shield on which is (unrecognisable) Medusa 
or she-wolf and twins.
815. RIC. 1034; BMC. 1419 [not in published list]. Dec-171-Dec-172.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev  p. As above.
816, 817. RIC. 1037 [2].
 Obv. As above, but lr, h. r.
 Rev. n 1. As above, but Roma sed l., on cuirass, hld sceptre in r. hand; her l. elbow 
resting on a round shield set on oval shields, one side-on.
818. RIC. 1038 or 1039; BMC.1422 [1, not 2]. Dec. 171-Dec. 172.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, (cr?) b. r.
 Rev. p. As above.
819, 820. RIC. 1061; BMC. 1436, Pl.83/4 [2, not 1054 as published]. Dec. 172-Dec. 173.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXVII. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n 1. [GERMANICO  AVG  IMP  VI  COS  III]. German woman sed l. on shields, 
head propped on r. hand, with back to trophy; to r., German man std r. with hands 
tied behind him.
 Ex. S - C.
 [RIC. 1064, see also below 1096]
821, 822. RIC. 1064; BMC.1437, Pl.83/1 [2; 1 not RIC. 916]. Dec. 172-Dec. 173.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXVII.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [IMP  VI  COS  III]. Jupiter, naked to waist, sed l. on throne, hld Victory on 
extended r. hand, and sceptre in l.
 Ex. S  C.
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823. RIC. 1066; BMC. 1440, Pl.83/6 [not RIC. 1038]. Dec.172-Dec. 173.
 Obv. As above, but lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. Roma, helmeted, dr, sed l. on cuirass, hld transverse spear in l. hand, r. elbow 
resting on round shield above oval shields, one side-on.
 Ex. S C.
824, 825. RIC. 1074; BMC. 1448, Pl. 83/7 [2]. Dec. 172-Dec. 173.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. nIMP  VI  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Mercury std l., on pedestal, hld caduceus and 
purse, within a tetrastyle temple set on four steps. On tympanum, a tortoise, cock, 
ram, petasus (broad-brimmed hat), caduceus, winged helmet and purse.
 Ex. RELIG  AVG.
826, 827. RIC. 1705; BMC. 1441ff. [2, not in published list].
 Obv. As above, but lr, h.r.
 Rev. n 1. As above, but pediment details obscure.
828, 829. RIC. 1077; BMC. 1449, Pl.83/2 [2]. Dec. 172-Dec. 173.
 Obv. As above; lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. RESTITVTORI  ITALIAE  IMP  VI  COS  III. M. Aurelius, in military dress, 
std l., hld vertical spear in l. hand, and raising with r. hand Italia hld a globe in l.
 Ex. S - C.
830. RIC 1079; BMC. 1451, Pl.83/2 [not RIC. 1081]
 Obv. as above, but lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n as above.
 [RIC. 1090; not found, unless mis-identifi ed 1003 of which there are two, not in published 
list]
831, 832. RIC. 1096; BMC. 1470  [2]. Dec. 173-June 174.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXVIII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n IMP  VI  COS  III. Jupiter, naked to waist, sed l. on throne, hld Victory on 
extended r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Ex. S  C.
833. RIC. 1064 or 1096.
 Obv. [TR  P  XXVII(I)], lr. h. r.
 Rev. n Jupiter, as above.
834, 835. RIC. 1098; BMC. 1472 [2]. Dec. 173-June 174.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  XXVIII. Lr, dr, cr. b. r.
 Rev. p. As above.
836, 837. RIC. 1063 or 1098 [2; 1 not Ant. Pius unidentifi ed]
 Obv. As above, [TR  P  XXVII(I)], lr. h. r.
 Rev. n Jupiter, as above.  
838. RIC. 1105; BMC.+ = Cohen 278. Dec. 173-June 174. 
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  [TR  P  XXVIII]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n As above, but Victory, winged, dr, sed. l. on low seat, hld patera in extended r. 
hand, and palm in l. sloped over l. shoulder.
 [RIC. 1120 mis-ident. = RIC 1034]
 [RIC. 1132 mis-ident. = RIC 1009 or similar] 
839. RIC. 1137; BMC. 1491, Pl.84/5. Dec. 174-Dec. 175.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - AVG  TR  P  [XXIX]. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. IMP  VII  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Fides, dr, std f., head l., hld caduceus in raised 
r. hand, and vertical standard in l.
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840. RIC. 1140; BMC.* = Cohen 346 [not in published list].
 Obv. As above. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above, but Roma, helmeted, in military dress, std l.,hld Victory on extended 
r. hand, and spear in l.
841, 842. RIC. 1147; BMC. 1507 [2, not 1 as published]. Dec.174-Autumn 175.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG - GERM  TR  P  XXIX. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. 1,. LIBERALITAS  AVG  VI  IMP  VII  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Liberalitas, dr, 
std f., head l. hld abacus in raised r. hand, and cornucopia  in l.
843, 844. RIC. 1169; BMC.*= Cohen 930 [2]. Dec. 175-Dec. 176.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG - GERM  SARMATICVS. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n 1. TR  P  XXX  IMP  VIII  COS  III. S - C in fi eld. Pietas, dr, std l. dropping 
incense with r. hand on lighted altar, and hld perfume box in l.
845, 846. RIC. 1171; BMC. 1539, Pl.85/4 [2, not 3]. Dec. 175-Dec. 176.
 Obv. As above, but lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. As above, but Aequitas, dr, std f., head l., hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
847. RIC. 1172; BMC. 1541 [not RIC. 1171]. Dec. 175-Dec. 176.
 Obv. As above, but lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. As above.
848. RIC. 1184 or 1190; BMC. 1596 or 1601 [not RIC. 1185]. Dec. 176-Autumn 177.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG - GERM  SARM  TR  P  XXXI. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n IMP  VIII  COS  III  P  P.  S - C low in fi eld. Pile of arms.
 Ex. [DE  GERMANIS (1184) or DE  SARMATIS (1190)].
849. [RIC. 1214 = 1227]
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n FELICITAS  AVG  IMP  VIIII  COS  III  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Felicitas std l. hld 
caduceus in r. hand, and sceptre in l.
850. RIC. 1218; BMC.* = Cohen 374 [not in published list]. Autumn-Dec. 177.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG  GE[RM  SAR]M  T[R  P  XXXI]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [IMP  VIIII  COS  III  P  P]. S - C in fi eld. Annona, dr, std l., hld corn-ears in r. 
hand over modius at feet, and cornucopia in  l.; prow to r.
851. RIC. 1222; BMC. 1611, Pl.87/9 [not in published list]. Autumn-Dec. 177.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS  AVG  G-ERM  SARM  [TR  P  XX]IX. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [LIBERALITAS  AVG  VII  IMP  VIIII  COS  III  P  P]. S - C small and low in 
fi eld. Liberalitas, dr, std f., head l., hld abacus in raised r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
852. RIC. 1226; BMC. 1639, Pl.88/5 [not in published list]. Autumn-Dec. 177.
 Obv. As above, break after GERM. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [VOTA  PVBLICA  IMP  VIII  COS  III  P  P]. S - C in fi eld. M. Aurelius, 
veiled, std f., head l., sacrifi cing over tripod-altar, and hld scroll at side in l.
853-855. RIC. 1227; BMC.1676, Pl.89/2 [3, not 2]. Dec. 177-Dec. 178.
 Obv. M  AVREL  ANTON-INVS  AVG  TR  P  XXXII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n 2,. FELICITAS  AVG - IMP  VIIII  COS  III  P  P.  S - C low in fi eld. Felicitas, 
dr, std f., head l., hld winged caduceus up in r. hand, and vertical sceptre in l.
856. RIC. 1237; BMC.+ = Cohen 185. Dec. 178-Spring 179.
 Obv. M  AVREL  ANTON-INVS  AVG  TR  P  XXXIII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n As above.
857. RIC. 1237 or 1239; BMC.+= Cohen 982, or 1695, Pl.89/12. Dec. 178-Dec. 179.
 Obv. [M  AVREL  ANTONINVS] - AVG  TR  P  XXXIII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [FELICITAS  AVG  IMP  (VIIII or X)  COS  III  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Felicitas 
as above.
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858. RIC. 1249; BMC. 1711, Pl.90/2 [1, not 2]. Dec. 179-17 March 180.
 Obv. M  AVREL  ANTONINVS  AVG  TR P  XXXIIII. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. 1. VIRTVS  AVG - IMP  X  COS  III  P  P, S - C in fi eld. Virtus, helmeted, dr, sed 
r. on low seat, hld vertical reversed spear in r. hand, and inclined parazonium in l.
859. RIC. 1250; BMC. 1713 [not RIC. 1249]. Dec. 179-17 March 180.
 Obv. As above, but break in ANTONIN-VS, and lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. pAs above.
Commemorative Sestertii (minted under Commodus)
860. RIC. 654; BMC. 386, Pl. 101/7. AD 180.
 Obv. DIVVS  M  AN-TONINVS  PIVS. Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n CONSECRATIO.  S - C low in fi eld. Eagle std r., head l., on globe.
861. RIC. 659; BMC. 394 var. = Cohen 93 [1, not 4].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above, but breaks illegible. Eagle, wings spread, bearing aloft M. Aurelius, 
dr, reclining l., raising r. hand, and hld long transverse sceptre in l.
862, 863. RIC. 660; BMC. 394, Pl.101/6 [2, not RIC. 659].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1 p1. CON-SECR-ATIO. As above, but eagle hld thunderbolt in its talons.
864, 865. RIC. 662; BMC. 399 and 400 [2, not 1].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1 p1. S - C. Pyre in four storeys, ornamented with statues, garlands etc.; on 
top, M. Aurelius f., in quadriga. RIC. (p.364) describes it as an elaborate and 
extravagant funeral pyre, the quadriga drawn by elephants. 
Faustina II (wife of Marcus Aurelius, died in 175)
866-970. Several unidentifi ed coins proved, on close examination, to be of her daughter Lucilla 
— others may have been wrongly assigned.
 Identifi ed sestertii (both reigns) 91.
 Unidentifi ed sestertii (both reigns) 14.       TOTAL 105.
Sestertii minted under Antoninus Pius
866. RIC 1368; BMC. 2198, Pl.53/1 [not in published list]. AD 157-161.
 Obv. FAVSTINA - AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r. hair waved and coiled on back of head.
 Rev. n1. AVGVSTI - PII  FIL. S - C in fi eld. Concordia, dr, std l., hld patera in r. hand, 
and cornucopia in l.
867, 868. RIC. 1371; BMC. 2201, Pl.53/5 [2, not 1]. AD 157-161.
 Obv. As above. 
 Rev. n As above, but Spes std l. hld fl ower in r. hand, and gathering up fold of skirt 
with l.
869. RIC. 1379; BMC. 2179, Pl.52/9. [not RIC. 1386a.]
 Obv. FAVSTINA  AVG - PII  AVG  [FIL]. As above.
 Rev. p [PIET]AS.  S - C in fi eld. Pietas, dr, std f., head l., hld up fl ower in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.; small fi gure std to l.
870-872. RIC 1383; BMC. 2183, Pl.53/2 [3, not in published list]. AD 154-156.
 Obv. FAVSTINA  -  AVG  PII  AVG  FIL. As above.
 Rev. n1. As above. S - C in fi eld. Diana, std f., head l., hld arrow in extended r. hand, 
and resting l. on bow set on ground. One with no break in Obv. legend.
873. RIC. 1383?; BMC. 2194? [ident. at B.M. as RIC. 1388]
 Obv. FAVSTINA  AVGVS-TA  [AVG  PII  F(IL)].
 Rev. n As above? Very worn, details uncertain.
 [RIC. 1386a = 1379]
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874, 875. RIC. 1386b; BMC. 2145, Pl.52/5 [2].
 Obv. FAVSTINAE  AVG - PII  AVG  FIL. As above with stephane.
 Rev. n VENERI - G-ENETRICI. S - C in fi eld. Venus, dr, std f, head l., hld apple in 
extended r. hand,  and child in swaddling clothes in l.
876. RIC. 1387; BMC. 2186, Pl.52/5. AD 154-156.
 Obv. FAVSTINA  AVG - PII  AVG  FIL, without stephane. 
 Rev. p VENVS.  S - C low in fi eld. Venus, dr, std f, head l., hld apple in r. hand, and 
long sceptre in l.
877. RIC. 1388a [1, not 6 as published]. (AD 154-156?)
 Obv. As above, but FAVSTINAE. AD 148-152.
 Rev. p As above. S - C in fi eld. Venus, dr, std f, head l., hld apple in r. hand, and rudder 
in l. around which is coiled a dolphin.
878. RIC. 1388a?; BMC.+ = Strack 1324? Worn; ident. as such at the B.M.
 Obv. As above, but FAVSTINA.
 Rev. n As above, if correct, but this is far from certain.
Sestertii minted under Marcus Aurelius
 All are mint of Rome, AD 161-175. details of head-dress, such as a circlet of pearls, are 
rarely visible and are here ignored.
879. RIC. 1628; BMC. 897, Pl.73/6 [not in published list].
 Obv. FAVSTINA - AVGVSTA. Dr. b. r., hair in bun at back of head.
 Rev. n DIANA  LV[CIF]. S - C in fi eld. Diana, dr, std f, head l. hld transverse lighted 
torch upwards to l. with both hands. with both hands.
880, 881. RIC 1630. [2, not in published list].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n DIANA  LVCIFERA. S - C in fi eld. Diana as above, but std. l.
882-891. RIC. 1638; BMC. 905ff, Pl.73/2 [10, not 9].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n4. FECVNDITAS [break(s) uncertain. S - C in fi eld. Fecunditas, dr, std f, head r., 
hld long, nearly vertical sceptre in r. hand, and infant in l. stretching its hands to 
Fecunditas.
892, 893. RIC. 1638; BMC. 910, Pl.73/2 [2, not 1].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above, but [FE]C-V-N-[DITAS].
894-899. RIC. 1642; BMC. 912, Pl.73/7 [6, not in published list].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n3. HILARITAS. S - C in fi eld. Hilaritas, dr, std f, head l., hld long palm set on 
ground in r. hand, and cornucopia in l. S of S - C to l. of palm, except one to r. of 
palm.
900. RIC. 1645; BMC. 915, Pl.73/4 [see also below RIC. 1651.]
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. IVNO. S - C in fi eld. Juno, veiled, dr, std l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and 
long vertical sceptre in l.; peacock at feet to l, std l. (looking l.?).
901. RIC. 1646; BMC. 917, Pl.73/8 [not in published list].
 Obv. As above, but dr, b. r. with stephane.
 Rev. n As above. Peacock std l. (head turned r?).
902-907. RIC. 1651; BMC. 919, Pl.73/4 [6, not 1].
 Obv. As above, but without stephane.
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 Rev. n5. IVNONI - REGINAE. S - C in fi eld. Juno as above.
908. RIC. 1651; BMC. 922.
 Obv. As above, but dr, b. r. with stephane.
 Rev. n As above, but without stephane.
909. RIC. 1645 or 1651.
 Rev. n2.
910. RIC. 1654; BMC. 926, Pl.73/9 for general type.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p LAE-TI-TIA. S - C in fi eld. Laetitia, dr, std f, head l., hld wreath in slightly 
raised r. hand, and long inclined sceptre in l.
911, 912. RIC. 1663; BMC. 932, Pl.73/11 [2, not in published list; one found in same fi eld in 1970].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [MATRI - MAGNAE]. Cybele, towered(?), dr, sed r. on throne hld drum with 
l. hand on l. knee; r. arm bent at side. A lion to l. and r. of throne.
913-918. RIC. 1665; BMC. 936ff, Pl.73/5. [6].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n SAECVLI - FELICIT.  S - C in fi eld. Pulvinar (cushioned seat), dr. and 
ornamented viewed from f., on which are std facing one another the infants 
Commodus and Antoninus, a star above each head.
 BMC. 937, as above but no stars on Rev.
 BMC. 939, Obv. as above but with stephane; Rev. with stars.
919-921. RIC. 1667; BMC. 942. [3, not 2].
 Obv. As above, with stephane.
 Rev. n2. SALVTI  AVGVSTAE (no break). Salus, dr, sed l. on low seat, feeding, from 
patera in r. hand, a snake arising from altar; l. arm resting on chair-back.
 Ex.   S  C. 
922, 923. RIC. 1668; BMC. 945 [2, not 4 as published].
 Obv. As above, without stephane.
 Rev. n As above.
 Ex.   S  C.
924. RIC. 1674; BMC. 952, Pl.73/12.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n TEMPOR - FELIC. S - C. in fi eld. Faustina (or Felicitas or Fecunditas), dr, std 
f, head l., hld infant in each arm; two small children to l. and r. looking up at her.
925. RIC 1678 (originally ident as 1681)
 Obv. As above, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n VENERI  GENETRICI. S - C in fi eld. Venus std l., hld Victory in r. hand, and 
resting l. on shield set on helmet.
926. RIC. 1681; BMC. 956 [1, not 3; identifi ed as such at B.M., but could be RIC. 1668; 2 are 
1866].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p VENERI - VICTRICI. S - C low in fi eld. Venus, dr, std f, head l. hld Victory 
in r. hand, and leaning on a shield on which are portrayed (illegible) the Dioscuri 
(Castor and Polux).
927. RIC. 1681 variety not noted in RIC. or BMC.
 Obv. As above, but dr, b. left.
 Rev. n as above.
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928-930. RIC. 1688; BMC. 960 [3, not 1 as published].
 Obv. As above, but dr, b. r.
 Rev. p VENVS - VICTRIX. S - C in fi eld. As above, but l. hand resting on shield set 
on helmet; design on shield uncertain.
Commemorative (struck after her death)
931, 932. RIC. 1691; BMC. 1561, Pl.86/2 [2, not RIC. 1692].
 Obv. DIVA  FAV-STINA  PIA. Veiled, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [AETER-NITAS]. S - C low in fi eld. Aeternitas (or Ceres?), std f., head l., r. 
hand raising veil, and hld inclined torch in l.
933. RIC. 1692; BMC. 1558.
 Obv. As above, but not veiled.
 Rev. p As above, but torch vertical.
934. RIC. 1693; BMC. 1563, Pl.86/3 [not in published list].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p [AETE-R-NITAS]. S - C in fi eld. Aeternitas, veiled, dr, std f., head l., hld 
phoenix on globe on r. hand, and resting l. arm on column. 
935, 936. RIC. 1696; BMC. 1566, pl.86/6 [2, not in published list].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1, p1. AETERNITAS (breaks uncertain). Aeternitas, veiled, sed l. on low seat, 
hld phoenix on globe on extended r. hand, and long inclined sceptre in l.
937. RIC 1698; BMC. 1569, Pl.86/8 [not in published list].
 Obv. As above, but veiled.
 Rev. n AETERNITAS (above). Faustina, dr, hld. sceptre, sed l. in canopied biga drawn 
by two elephants wlk l., each ridden by a mahout.
 Ex.    S  C.
938. RIC 1702; BMC. 1570 [not in published list].
 Obv. As above, but not veiled.
 Rev. p CONSECRATIO. S - C in fi eld. Faustina, dr, with veil fl oating in semicircle 
behind head, hld nearly vertical sceptre in r. hand, reclining l. on back of peacock, 
wings spread, soaring r.
939, 940. RIC. 1703; BMC. 1574, Pl.86/10. [2].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1, p1. As above. S - C in fi eld. Peacock, tail fanned, std f., head and body inclined 
to l.
941. RIC. 1704; BMC. 1577, Pl.86/11.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above. S - C in fi eld. Throne, viewed from f., ornamented and dr, with 
sceptre on seat leaning transversely up to r.; in f., a peacock, tail fanned, head r. 
(back of throne is more rectangular than shown in the BMC plate).
942, 943. RIC. 1706; BMC. 1579, 1580, Pl.87/2. [2].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1, p1. CON-SECR-ATIO. S - C in fi eld. A lighted altar (set on steps?), nearly 
square, with central door with four panels, and panels to l. and r.
944-951. RIC. 1715; BMC. 1584ff, Pl.87/3 [8, not 7].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n3, p5. [ SIDERIBVS  RECEPTA]. S - C low in fi eld. Faustina (as Diana), dr, 
wearing crescent on shoulders behind neck, std f., head r., hld transverse lighted 
torch in both hands.
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952. RIC. 1716.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p above, but Diana std f., head l.
Lucius Verus (161-169, co-emperor under M. Aurelius)
971-990. Identifi ed sestertii 19
 Unidentifi ed sestertii 1        TOTAL  20
 [RIC. 1317 = 1483; one is Aelius Caesar]
 [RIC. 1366 (dupondius) is an error = 1410]
 [RIC. 1379 = 1420]
971. RIC. 1384; BMC. 1115 [not M. Aurelius 898 as published]. Dec. 163-Dec. 164.
 Obv. L  AVREL  VERVS - AVG  ARMENIACVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p TR  P  IIII - IMP  II  COS  II. S - C in fi eld. Mars, helmeted, in military dress, 
std r., hld vertical spear, reversed, in r. hand, and resting l. on shield.
972. RIC. 1385; BMC. 1115 var. Dec.163-Dec. 164.
 Obv. As above, but break after AVG; lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above.
973. RIC. 1397; BMC. 1116. Dec. 163-Dec. 164.
 Obv. As above, but break after VERVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. pAs above. S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, naked to waist, std r. fi xing to a 
palm-tree, with four long fronds, a shield inscribed (illegible) VIC / AVG; r. arm 
at side, bent at elbow.
974, 975. RIC. 1410; BMC. 1120, Pl.75/12 [2; not RIC. 1366 as published]. Dec. 163-Dec. 164.
 Obv. As above Lr, h. r.; one appears to be lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n VICT  AVG  TR  P  IIII  IMP  II  COS  II.  S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, 
dr, std f., head r., hld trophy upwards to r. in both hands; in front, captive Armenia 
sed on ground mourning, head propped on l. hand, r. hand on ground, round shield 
on his l. side.
976. RIC. 1420; BMC. 1255, Pl.79/1 [not RIC.1379 as published]. Dec. 164-August 165.
 Obv. As above, but break after AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p1. TR  POT  V - IMP  II  COS  II. S - C low in fi eld. Mars. helmeted, naked 
except for cloak fl oating behind him, adv. r.,  hld transverse spear upwards to r. in 
r. hand, and trophy in l. sloped over l. shoulder.
977. RIC. 1454; BMC. 1303, Pl.80/3. Dec. 165-Summer 166.
 Obv. L  VERVS  AVG  ARM - PARTH  MAX. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n VICT  AVG  TR  POT  VI  IMP  III  COS  II.  S - C low in fi eld. Victory, 
winged and towered, soaring l., hld open garland in both hands.
978. RIC. 1451 or 1454; cf. BMC. Pl.80/3 [not M. Aurelius as published]
 Obv. Illegible, lr. h. r.
 Rev. As above with TR  P  or  TR  POT.
979-982. RIC. 1456; BMC. 1308 [4, not 5; 1 not Ant. Pius 1001]. Summer-Dec. 166.
 Obv. As above. Lr. h. r.
 Rev. n3, p1. TR  POT  VI - IMP  IIII  COS  II.  S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, 
naked to waist, std f., h. r., hld palm in r. hand, and setting l. on round shield, 
inscribed VIC / PAR on trunk of palm tree. Shield lying fl at at foot of palm on 
one.
983, 984. RIC. 1456; BMC. 1312. [2, not 4 as published]
 Obv. As above, but break after AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p1. As above.
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985. RIC. 1460; BMC. 1314 [not RIC. 1461]. Summer-Dec. 166.
 Obv. As above, but break after ARM.
 Rev. n TR  POT  VI - IMP  IIII  COS  III.  S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, dr, adv 
l., hld in extended r. hand, and palm in l. sloped at l. shoulder.
986. RIC. 1460, 1461, 1466 or 1478.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p Illegible; TR POT VI, VII, or VIII. As above.
987. RIC. 1476; BMC. 1343 [not unident. M. Aurelius]. Feb.-Dec. 168.
 Obv. As above with break after AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [TR  POT  VIII - IMP  V  COS  III. S - C in fi eld]. Fortuna, dr, sed l. on low 
seat, hld rudder set on ground in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Ex. FORT  RED.
988. RIC. 1483; BMC. 1356 [not RIC. 1317 as published]. Dec. 168-Jan. 169.
 Obv. As above, but break after ARM. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p Fortuna, as above.
 Ex. FORT  RED.
Lucilla (wife of Lucius Verus, died in 183)
991-1035. Identifi ed sestertii 36
 Uncertain sestertii 9          TOTAL 45
991. RIC 1732; BMC. 1140, Pl.76/13.
 Obv. LVCILLAE  AVG - ANTONINI  AVG  F. Dr, b. r., hair elaborately waved and 
fastened in chignon low at back of head.
 Rev. p [CONCO]R[DIA]. Concordia, dr, sed l. on low sear, hld patera in extended r. 
hand, and double-cornucopiae in l.
 Ex.    S  C.
992-997. RIC 1736; BMC. 1197ff, Pl.77/10 [6, not 5 as published].
 Obv. LVCILLA - AVGVSTA. As above.
 Rev. n1, p5. [FECVNDITAS]. Fecunditas (or Lucilla), dr, sed r. on low seat with child 
at breast on knee; before and behind her a child std l. and r., each raising r. hand.
 Ex.    S  C.
998. RIC 1737; BMC. 1202, Pl.77/14 [not unidentifi ed Faustina II].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above, but Fecunditas (or Lucilla) sed l. etc. as above.
 Ex. S  C.
999-1001. RIC 1742; BMC. 1147ff, Pl.76/10 [3, not 2 as published].
 Obv. LVCILLAE  AVG - ANTONINI  AVG  F. As above.
 Rev. n2, p1. HIL-A-R-ITAS [breaks visible only on 1]. S - C in fi eld. Hilaritas, dr, 
std l. hld long vertical palm in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
1002, 1003. RIC 1746; BMC. 1204, Pl.77/15 [2].
 Obv. LVCILLA - AVGVSTA. As above.
 Rev. p IVNO. S - C in fi eld. Juno, veiled, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld patera in extended 
r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
1004-1006. RIC 1747; BMC. 1155, 1156 [3, not in published list].
 Obv. LVCILLAE  AVG - ANTONINI  AVG  F. As above.
 Rev. n1, p2. IVNONI - LVCINAE. Juno, dr, sed l. on throne, hld fl ower in r. hand, 
and infant in swaddling clothes in l.
 Ex. S  C.
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1007, 1008. RIC 1751; BMC. 1208 [2, not 1]
 Obv. LVCILLA - AVGVSTA. As above.
 Rev. n1, p1. [IVNO - REGINA]. S - C small in fi eld (S to r. of peacock). Juno, 
veiled, dr, std f., head l., hld patera in r. hand over peacock to l. with its head 
turned back r., and nearly vertical sceptre in l.
1009, 1010. RIC 1755; BMC. 1209, Pl.77/11 [2].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [PIETAS]. S - C low in fi eld. Pietas, veiled, dr, std f, head l., sacrifi cing out 
of patera in r. hand over lighted altar to l,, and hld a perfume-box in l.
1011-1014. RIC 1756; BMC. 1165, Pl.76/11 [4, not 5 as published].
 Obv. LVCILLAE  AVG  ANTONINI  AVG  F (no break). As above.
 Rev. n As above.
1015. RIC. 1756; BMC. 1161, Pl.76/11.
 Obv. As above, but break after AVG.
 Rev. n As above.
1016-1020. RIC 1763. [ 5, not 1; 1 not RIC. 1779; 2 not Faustina II unident.].
 Obv. As above  with break after AVG.
 Rev. n3. VE-NVS.  S - C in fi eld. Venus, dr, std f., head l., hld up apple in r. hand, 
and sceptre in l.
1021. RIC 1767 [not in RIC collection; perhaps the coin given to Lord Falmouth].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above, but Venus std l. hld apple in r. hand and drawing robe over her l. 
shoulder.
1022. RIC 1778; BMC. 1212, Pl.77/12.
 Obv. LVCILLA - AVGVSTA. As above.
 Rev. p VENVS - [GENETRIX]. S - C low in fi eld. Venus, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld 
apple in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.; Cupid, winged, std r. at her 
feet, raising r. hand; his l. leg bent at knee.
1023-1027. RIC 1779; BMC. 1778, Pl.77/3. [5].
 Obv. LVCILLAE  AVG - ANTONINI  AVG  F (1 with break after LVCILLAE). As 
above.
 Rev. n2, p3. VESTA. S - C in fi eld. Vesta, veiled, dr, std f., head l., sacrifi cing out 
of simpulum in r. hand over lighted garlanded altar to l., and hld palladium in l. 
sloped at l. shoulder.
Commodus  (as Caesar under M. Aurelius, 175-177)
1036-1149. Identifi ed sestertii, as Caesar and Augustus, 77.
 Unidentifi ed sestertii, 37.                               TOTAL  114.
1036. RIC. 1518 (or 1527); BMC. 1518 (or 1527), Pl.85/1. AD 172-173 (with SARM, AD 
175-176).
 Obv. [L  AVREL  COMMODO  CAES  AVG  FIL  GERM (SARM)]. Bare-h, dr, 
b. r. 
 Rev. p. [PRINC - IVVENT]. S - C low in fi eld. Commodus, in military dress, std f., 
head l., hld branch in r. hand, and vertical spear in l.; trophy with arms at foot 
to r.
 [RIC. 1530 = Caracalla as Caesar, RIC. 401] 
1037. RIC. 1557, Pl. XIII/257; BMC. 1648, Pl.88/6. AD 177.
 Obv. [IMP  CAES  L]  AVREL  CO-MMO[DVS  GERM  SARM]. Lr, dr, (cr?), h. r.
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 Rev. p [TR  P  II  COS.  S - C in fi eld]. Trophy, at foot of which two Saematian 
captives sed back-to-back; woman to r. mourning, propping head on l. hand; 
man to l. with hands tied behind back.
 Ex. [DE  S]AR[M].
1038, 1039. RIC. 1588; BMC. 1684, Pl.89/10 [2, not 3]. AD 178.
 Obv. L  AVREL  COMMO-[DVS  AVG  TR  P  III] (one with break COMMODV-
S). Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [LIBERTAS  AVG  IMP  II  COS  P  P]. S - C low in fi eld. Libertas std f., 
head l., hld pileus in r. hand, and vertical sceptre in l.
1040. RIC. 1599; BMC. 1701, Pl.90/1. AD 179.
 Obv. L  AVREL  COMMO-DVS  AVG  TR  P  IIII. Lr, h. r., dr on l. shoulder.
 Rev. pIMP  II  COS  II  P  P]. S - C low in fi eld. Minerva, helmeted, dr, std f., head 
l., dropping incense with r. hand on lighted candelabrum-altar, and resting l. 
hand on shield set on ground; spear rests against her l. arm.
1041-1043. RIC. 1599 or 1607; BMC. 1700 ff [3]. AD 179. 
 Obv. As above, but TR P  [III(I)]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n2, p1. [IMP  II(I)  COS  II  P  P]. As above. inclination of spear varies. from 
vertical to transverse.
1044. RIC. 1602; BMC. 1699 var. [not RIC. 1599/1607]. AD 179.
 Obv. L  AVREL  COMM-ODVS  AVG  TR  P  IIII.  Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n IMP  II  COS  II  P  P]. S - C in fi eld. Minerva, as above, spear slightly 
inclined to r.
Commodus (as Augustus, 177-192)
1045, 1046. RIC. 307a; BMC. 442 var., Pl.103/3 [2, not 3]. AD 181.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS - ANTONINVS  AVG. Lr, h. r., lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n1, p1. ANN  AVG  TR  P  VI  IMP  IIII  [COS  III  P  P].  S - C low in fi eld. 
Annona, dr, std f., head l., hld corn-ears in r. hand over modius with corn-ears, 
and cornucopia in l.
1047. RIC. 308c; BMC. 448, Pl.103/5. AD 181.
 Obv. As above, lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [IV]PP[ITER  CONSERVATOR] TR  [P  VI  IMP  IIII]. S - C low in 
fi eld. Jupiter, naked to waist, std f., head l., hld thunder-bolt in r. hand over 
Commodus, and sceptre in l.; Commodus, to l, togate, std l., hld branch in r. 
hand and transverse sceptre in l.
 Ex. [COS  III  P  P].
1048, 1049. RIC. 310; BMC. 453, Pl.103/1 [2, not 1 as published]. AD 181.
 Obv. As above, but one (BMC. 456) lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p TR  P  VI  IMP  IIII  COS  III  P  P. S - C low in fi eld. Commodus, togate, 
sed l. on curule chair set on platform, extending r. hand to Liberalitas, and hld 
roll at side in l.; offi cer in military dress std behind chair, f. l., hld rod in l. hand. 
Liberalitas, dr, std f., head l., hld up abacus in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; 
below, togate citizen std r., mounting six steps to platform, and hld up fold of 
toga in both hands.
 Ex. LIB • AVG • IIII.
1050. RIC. 311; BMC. 457, Pl.103/2. AD 181.
 Obv. As above, lr. h. r.
 Rev. p. [LIBERTAS  AVG  TR  P  VI  IMP]  IIII  [COS  III  P  P].  S - C low in fi eld. 
Libertas, dr, std f., head l., hld pileus in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
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1051. RIC. 312a; BMC. 459, Pl.103/6. AD 181.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n PROV • DEOR • TR  P  VI - IMP  IIII  COS  III  P  P. S - C low in fi eld. 
Providentia, dr, std f., head l., hld rod downwards in r. hand over globe at feet, 
and long vertical sceptre in l.
1052. RIC. 323b; BMC. 476 var., Pl.103/12 [not M. Aurelius unidentifi ed]. Dec.181-Dec. 
182.
 Obv. M  ANTONINVS - COMMODVS  AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [TR  P  VII  IMP  IIII]  COS  III  P  P.  S - C low in fi eld. Mars, naked except 
for cloak fl oating behind him, adv. r., hld transverse spear in r. hand, and trophy 
in l. over l. shoulder.
1053, 1054. RIC. 324; BMC. 477, Pl.103/13 [2, not 3 as published]. Dec.-181-Dec. 182.
 Obv. As above. 
 Rev. n1, p1. As above.  S - C in fi eld. Roma, helmeted, in military dress, std f., head 
l., hld Victory on r. hand, and reversed vertical spear in l. 
1055. RIC. 325a, PL.XVI/323; BMC. 479 var., Pl.103/14 [1, not 2 as published]. Dec. 181-
Dec. 182.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS - ANTONINVS  AVG. Lr, h. r. (one with break in AN-
TONINVS).
 Rev. p As above.  Annona, dr, std f., head l. hld statuette (of Concordia?) over 
modius with fi ve corn-ears, and hld cornucopia in l.; to l.; to r. a ship with two 
fi gures, and Victory depicted on the hull. 
 Ex. [S  C].
1056. RIC. 330a. Not found in Royal Institution of Cornwall collection.
 Obv. As above? Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. PROV  DEOR  TR  P  VII  IMP  IIII  COS  III  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Providentia 
std l. hld wand, over globe, and sceptre.]
1057. RIC. 348; BMC. 508, Pl.104/6. AD 183.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS  ANT-ONINVS  AVG  PIVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [TR  P  V]III  [IMP  V  COS  IIII  P  P].  S - C in fi eld. Jupiter, naked except 
for cloak on l. arm, std f., head l., hld Victory on globe in r. hand, and vertical 
sceptre in l.; eagle at feet to l.
1058. RIC. 364; BMC. 523, Pl.105/3 [not RIC. 325a]. Dec.183-Dec. 184.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS  AN-TONINVS  AVG  [PIVS]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p ANN  AVG  TR  P  VIIII  IMP  VI  COS]  IIII  P  P. S - C in fi eld. Annona, 
dr, std f., head l., hld in r. hand a statuette (of Concordia?) over modius with 
corn-ears; to r. a ship with two fi gures, and Victory depicted on the hull.
1059. RIC. 365; BMC. 505, Pl.104/5 [not in published list]. AD 183.
 Obv. As above, but break ANTO-NINVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [TR  P  VIII  IMP  VI  COS  IIII].  S - C in fi eld. Hercules, naked, std f., head 
r.; r. hand against hip and resting on club set on ground; l. hand hld bow, lion‘s 
skin dr. over l. arm.
1060. RIC. 374; BMC. 516, Pl.104/8. AD 183.
 Obv. As above, but break AN-TONINVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [TR]  P  VIII  [IMP  VI  COS  IIII  P  P].  S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, 
dr, adv. r. hld transverse trophy in both hands. 
 [RIC. 378 = 497 or 514].
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1061. RIC. 398; BMC. 524 var., Pl.105/1. Dec. 183-Dec. 184.
 Obv. As above, but break uncertain. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [P  M  TR  P  VIIII  IMP  VI  COS  IIII  P  P].  S - C in fi eld. Apollo, in long 
robe, std f., h. l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and lyre in l.
1062. RIC. 400; BMC. 527, Pl.105/4. Dec. 183-Dec. 184.
 Obv. As above, but indistinct and perhaps irregular with ANTON.
 Rev. p As above. S - C low in fi eld. Minerva, helmeted, dr, adv. r. brandishing 
javelin in r. hand, and hld round shield in l. 
1063. RIC. 402; BMC. 528, Pl.105/2. Dec. 183-Dec. 184.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS  AN-TONINVS  AVG  PIVS.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p As above. Felicitas, dr, std f., head l., hld caduceus up in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
1064, 1065. RIC. 414; BMC.* = Cohen 938 [2, not 1]. Dec. 183-Dec. 184.
 Obv. As above, but break in ANT-ONINVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, n1. [TR  P  VIIII  IMP  COS  IIII  P  P].  S - C low in fi eld. Fortuna, dr, std 
l., hld rudder on globe in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 [RIC. 438 probably = 447]
 [RIC. 440 probably = 452]
1066-1070. RIC. 441; BMC. 552 var., Pl.105/9 [5, not 4]. AD 183-184.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS  AN-TON  AVG  PIVS  BRIT. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p4. [VOTA  SVSCEP  DECEN  TR  P  IMP  VII].  S - C low in fi eld. 
Commodus, veiled, togate, std l. sacrifi cing over lighted tripod-altar to l., and 
hld roll in l. hand at side.
 Ex. COS  IIII  P  P [perhaps RIC. 454 (TR  P  X), S - C higher in fi eld. AD 184-
185].
1071. RIC. 447; BMC. 554, Pl.106/2 [probably not RIC. 438].  AD 184-185.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [P  M  TR  P  X  IMP  VII  COS  IIII  P  P].  S - C low in fi eld (suggesting 
RIC. 447). Italia, towered, dr, sed l. on globe, hld cornucopia in r. hand, and 
transverse sceptre in l.
 Ex. ITALIA.
1072. RIC. 450; BMC. 556, Pl.106/1. AD 184-185. [possibly RIC. 439, Pl. XVI/328 (TR  P  
VIIII, AD 183-184). Not in published list.] 
 Obv. As above (break uncertain). Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p P  M  TR  [P  X  IMP  VII  COS  IIII  P  P]. S - C low in fi eld. Salus, dr, 
sed l. on seat, feeding our of r. hand a snake coiling up from ground; l. hand 
on support for seat depicting statuette of Spes; base of seat depicting a griffi n 
crouched l.; behind snake a column with statue in front of over-arching tree. On 
base ground at base of column a quiver.
Ex. [SA]LV[S].
1073. RIC. 452, BMC. 560, Pl.106/3 [probably not. RIC. 440]. AD 184-185.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n As above. S - C low in fi eld (fi ts BMC. 560 better). Victory, winged, naked 
to waist, sed r., on shields and arms, with stylus in r. hand preparing to inscribe 
oval shield set on l. knee.
 Ex. VICT  B[RIT].
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1074. RIC. 461; BMC.*= Cohen. 503 [not RIC. 324]. AD 186.
 Obv. M  COMMODVS  ANT - P  [FELIX  AVG  BRIT]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [P]  M  TR  P  [XI  IMP  VII  COS  V  P  P]. S - C low in fi eld. Roma, 
helmeted, in military dress, std l., hld Victory on extended r. hand, and vertical 
spear in l.
1075, 1076. RIC. 463; BMC. 573 [2, not in published list]. AD 186.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p1. [P  M  TR  P  XI  IMP]  VII  COS  [V  P  P]. S - C in fi eld. Commodus, 
togate, sed l. on curule chair, hld globe in r. hand, and roll in l. at side; Victory, 
above to r., fl ying l., crowing him.
1077. RIC. 464; BMC. 574, PL.106/6 [not 465 as published]. AD 186.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n P  M  TR  P  XI  IMP  VII above and to r. Commodus, dr, std in triumphal 
quadriga pacing r., hld eagle-tipped sceptre in r. hand, and reins in l.; Victory 
depicted on side of car.
 Ex. COS  V  P  P / S  C.
1078. RIC. 467 or 495; BMC. 567 or 592, Pl.107/1.  AD 186 or Dec.186-Dec. 187.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [FEL]  PVBLICA  [P  M  TR  P  XI(I)  IMP  VII(I)  COS  V  P  P].  S - C low 
in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std f., head l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and vertical 
sceptre in l.
1079, 1080. RIC. 471a; BMC. 582, Pl.106/10 [2, not 3 in RIC]. AD 186.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p1.   P  M  TR  P  XI  IMP  VII  COS  V  P  P.  S - C low in fi eld. Commodus, 
togate, sed l. on curule chair to r. on platform, extending r. hand to Liberalitas, 
dr, std f, head l., hld up abacus in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.;below, togate 
citizen std r., mounting steps to platform and hld up folds of toga in both hands; 
behind Commodus, military offi cer std f. l., hld spear.
 Ex. LIBERAL / AVG  VI.
1081. RIC. 483; BMC. 586, Pl.106/3 [not RIC. 548]. AD 186.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [IOVI  EXSVPER  P  M  TR  P  XI  IMP  VIII].  S - C in fi eld. Jupiter, naked 
to waist, sed l. on low seat, hld up branch in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in 
l.
 Ex. [COS]  V  P  P.
 [RIC. 491; 1 = 503; 1 = uncertain M. Aurelius]
 [RIC. 495; see RIC. 467 or 495] 
1082. RIC. 497 or 514; BMC. 593 var. [not RIC. 378]. AD 186-7 or 187-188.
 Obv. As above with break after ANT. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n 1. HILARIT  AVG  [P  M  TR  P  XII(I)  IMP  VIII  COS  V  P  P.  S - C low in 
fi eld.  Hilaritas, dr, std f., head l., hld branch up in r. hand, and long vertical palm 
in l.
1083. RIC. 497 or 498 or 514 [ident. at B.M. as 497].
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [HILARIT(AS)  AVG  P  M  TR  P  XII(I)  COS  V  P  P. As above, but palm 
curves up to r.
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1084-1086. RIC. 497 or 498 or 514 [3, two ident. at B.M. as 497; one mis-ident. M. Aurelius].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1, p2. As above, [HILARIT(AS) .... etc.], with palm vertical.
1087, 1088. RIC. 501; BMC. 594, Pl.107/2. [2, one mis-ident. M. Aurelius]. Dec. 186-Dec. 187.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p NOBILITAS  AVG  P  M  TR  P  XII  IMP  VIII  COS  V  P  P.  S - C low 
in fi eld. Nobilitas, dr, std f., head r. hld vertical sceptre in r. hand,  and helmeted 
fi gure hld. palm and sceptre  in l.
1089, 1090. RIC. 503; BMC. 602 [2, one not RIC. 491, one previously unident.] Dec. 186-Dec. 
187.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p PV[BLICA  FEL  P  M  TR  P  XII  IMP  VIII]  COS  V  P  P. Felicitas, dr, 
std f., head l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l. 
1091. RIC. 512; BMC. 617, Pl.108/1 [not .RIC, 515 as published]. Dec. 187-Dec. 188.
 Obv. As above, but break after ANT  P.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p P  M  [TR  P  XIII  IMP  V  COS  V  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Salus, dr, sed l. on 
low seat, feeding, from patera in r. hand, a snake arising from altar; l. arm bent 
on side of seat.
1092-1095. RIC. 513; BMC. 618 var., Pl. 108/2 [4, not 3]. Dec. 187-Dec. 188.
 Obv. As above, but break after ANT. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n3, p1. [P  M  TR  P  XIII  IMP]  VIII  [COS  V  P  P]. S - C low in fi eld. Fortuna, 
dr, sed l. on low seat, hld rudder on globe in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Ex. FOR  RED.
 [RIC. 515 = 512].
1096, 1097. RIC. 524; BMC. 622, Pl. 108/3 [2, not 1]. Dec. 188-Dec. 189.
 Obv. As above, but break after ANT  P.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. FORT • FELI • P  M  TR  P  [XIIII   IMP  VIII  COS  V]  P  P. S - C in 
fi eld. Fortuna Felix, dr, std l., r. foot on prow, hld caduceus up in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
 [RIC. 528 = 544]
1098. RIC. 529; BMC. 630, Pl. 108/7 [not unident. M. Aurelius]. Dec. 188-Dec. 189.
 Obv. As above, but break uncertain. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. [SECVRIT  ORB  P  M  TR  P  XIIII  IMP  VIII]. S - C in fi eld. Securitas, dr, 
sed l. on throne, hld globe in r. hand; l. hand at side.
 Ex. COS  V  [P  P].
1099. RIC. 530; BMC. 633, Pl. 108/8. Dec. 188-Dec. 189.
 Obv. As above. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [VICT  FELI   P  M  TR  P  XIIII  IMP  VIII]. Victory, winged, towered, dr, 
fl ying l., hld open wreath in both hands over two shields set on a base. [COS  V  
P  P] on base; [S  C] on shields.
1100.  RIC. 541; BMC.* = Cohen 161 [not in published list]. AD 189.
 Obv. As above (break uncertain). lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [FORT  FELI  P  M  TR  P  XIIII  IMP  VIII]  DES  VI. S - C in fi eld. Fortuna 
Felix, dr, std l., r. foot on prow, hld caduceus in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
1101.  RIC. 544; BMC. 637 [not RIC. 528 as published]. AD 189.
 Obv. [M  COMM(OD)  ANT  P  FELIX  AVG   BRIT  P  P] (break uncertain).  Lr, 
h. r.
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 Rev. n [MINER  VICT  P  M  TR  P  XIIII  IMP  VIII  COS  V]  DES  VI. S - C 
low in fi eld. Minverva, helmeted, dr, std f., head l., hld Victory on r. hand, and 
reversed vertical spear in l; shield propped against r. leg; l., trophy to r.
1102.  RIC. 545; BMC. 640, PL. 108/11 [not unident. M. Aurelius]. AD 189.
 Obv. [M  COMM]OD  ANT  P  F-[ELIX  AVG  BRIT  P  P], (unusual  break not 
noted in BMC. for this coin, but suggesting a later  date than RIC. 529 above).
Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [SECVRIT  ORB  P  M  TR  P  XIIII  IMP  COS  V]. S - C in fi eld. Securitas, 
dr, sed l. on throne, hld globe in r. hand; l. hand raised.
 Ex. [DES  VI].
 [RIC. 548 = 483].
1103.  RIC. 549; BMC. 607. AD 186-189.
 Obv. [M  COMMODVS ANT  P  FELIX  AVG  BRIT].  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [PIETATI  SENATVS]  S - C in fi eld. Commodus, togate, std on r., facing l. 
and hld roll at side, clasping r. hands with Genius of the Senate std before him 
and hld short sceptre.
 Ex. COS  V  P  P.
1104.  RIC. 561; BMC. 645, Pl. 109/1. AD 190.
 Obv. [M  COMMOD  ANT  P  FELIX  AVG  BRIT  P  P]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [GEN  AVG  FELIC  P  M  TR  P  XV  IMP  VIII  COS  VI].  S - C low in 
fi eld. Genius, half-naked, std f., head l., sacrifi cing from patera in r. hand over 
lighted altar to l., and hld cornucopia in l. 
1105, 1106. RIC. 563; BMC. 650, Pl. 109/3 [2, not 1 as published]. AD 190.
 Obv. As above (break after ANT  P; BMC. gives break F-ELIX). Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n LIBERAL  AVG  VII  P  M - [TR  P  XV]  IMP  VIII  COS  VI.  S - C low 
in fi eld. Liberalitas, dr, std f., head l., hld abacus up in r. hand, and cornucopia 
in l.
1107-1109. RIC. 566; BMC. 655, Pl. 109/4 [3, not 2].  AD 190.
 Obv. As above, break uncertain. Lr, h. r. 
 Rev. n1. [TEMP  FELIC  P  M  TR  P  XV  IMP]  VIII  COS  [VI].  S - C low in fi eld. 
Winged caduceus between two cornucopia crossed at base.
1110.  RIC. 580; BMC+= Cohen 128 [not RIC. 307a]. Dec. 190-Dec. 191.
 Obv. As above, break uncertain. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p FIDEI  COH  P  M  [TR  P  XVI  COS  VI]. S - C in fi eld. Fides, dr, std f., 
head l., hld corn-ears in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
1111.  RIC. 583; BMC. 673, Pl. 109/13 [not RIC. 445]. Dec. 190-Dec. 191.
 Obv. [M  COMM]OD  ANT  P • F-[ELIX  AVG  BRIT  P  P].  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [ROM  FEL  TR  P  XVI  IMP  VII  COS  VI].  S - C in fi eld. Roma, helmeted, 
dr, sed l. on low seat, hld Victory on extended r. hand, and vertical spear in l.; 
at side, round shield on which is depicted (illegible) head of Medusa.
1112.  RIC. 611; BMC. 701, Pl. 110/9. AD 192.
 Obv. L • AEL • AVREL  CO-[MM • AVG  P  FEL]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [P  M  TR  P  XVII  IMP  VIII  COS  VII  P  P]. Pietas, dr, sed l. on throne, 
extending r. hand to child, std, r., before her, and hld in l. hand a sceptre sloped 
over l. shoulder; before her; fl ower(?) on rung beneath seat; star (illegible) in 
fi eld to l. [fl ower not noted in RIC or BMC]
 Ex. S  C.
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1113.  RIC. 612; BMC. 703, Pl. 110/10 (similar). AD 192.
 Obv. As above, without dots. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n P  M  TR  P  XVII - IM-P  V-[IIII  COS  VII  P  P].  S - C low in fi eld. 
Victory, winged, dr, adv l. hld wreath in extended r. hand, and transverse palm 
in l.; star (illegible) in fi eld to l.
Crispina (wife of Commodus, died in 183)
1150-1160. Sestertii, all mint of Rome, AD 180-182.       TOTAL  11.
1150, 1151. RIC. 665; BMC. 407, Pl. 102/3 (similar) [2].
 Obv. CRISPINA - AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r.; hair waved, rolled in front, tied in bun at 
back.
 Rev. n [CONCORDIA]. S - C in fi eld. Concordia, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld patera 
in extended r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
1152.  RIC. 668; BMC. 412, pl. 102/1.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [HILARITAS]. S- C in fi eld. Hilaritas, dr, std f, head l.; hld long palm, 
nearly vertical, in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
1153-1155. RIC. 669 [3, not 2 as published; one not Faustina II].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n2, p1. [LAETITIA]. S - C in fi eld. Laetitia, dr, std f., head l., hld wreath in r. 
hand, and  rudder on globe in l.
1156.  RIC 670; BMC. 419, Pl. 102/6 [mis-identifi ed Faustina I].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [PVDI-]C[ITIA].  S - C in fi eld. Pudicitia, veiled, dr, sed l. on low seat; her 
r. hand on breast, l. hand at side.
1157, 1158.  RIC. 672a; BMC. 420; Sear (Millennium ed.) fi g. 6010 [2, not 1].
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p [SALVS]. Salus, dr, sed l. on low seat, feeding from patera in r. hand, a 
snake arising from altar; l. arm resting on side of chair.
 Ex. S - C.
1159, 1160.  RIC. 673; BMC. 424 or 425, Pl. 102/2. [2]
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n1, p1. [VENVS - FELIX].  S - C in fi eld. Venus, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld 
Victory on extended r. hand, and sceptre in l. Victory, std r., hld fi llet (ribbon) in 
both hands.
Clodius Albinus (195-197)
1161-1165. Sestertii, all mint of Rome.          TOTAL  5.
1161.  RIC. 52a; BMC. 529ff, Pl.23/1. AD 194-195.
 Obv. D  CLOD  SEPT - ALBIN  CAES. Bare-h. r. bearded.
 Rev. p [FELICITAS  COS  II].  S - C in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std f, head l., hld caduceus  
up in r. hand, and long sceptre, nearly vertical, in l.
1162.  RIC. 53a; BMC. 533, Pl.23/3 [not in published list]. AD 194-195.
 Obv. D  CL  SEPT • AL-B[IN  CAES]. As above.
 Rev. n [FORT  REDVCI  COS  II]. Fortuna, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld rudder on 
globe in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; wheel under seat.
 Ex. S  C.
1163.  RIC. 56c; BMC. 542, Pl. 23/2 {not Sept. Severus as published]. AD 194-195.
 Obv. [D  CL  SE]PT  AL-BIN  [CAES]. Lr, dr, cr, b. r. bearded.
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 Rev. n [SAECVLO  F]R-V[GIFERO  COS  II]. S - C in fi eld. Saeculum Frugifero, 
rd, naked to waist, std f., head l., hld winged caduceus up in r. hand, and trident 
sloped upwards to r. in l.
1164, 1165. RIC. 62; BMC. 483ff, Pl.20/11 [2, not 1 as published). AD 193-194.
 Obv. As above. Bare-h. r. bearded.
 Rev. n1, p1.[ CONCO-RDIA].  S - C in fi eld. Concordia, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld 
patera in extended r. hand, and double cornucopia in l.
Septimius Severus (193-211)
1166-1182.  Identifi ed sestertii, all mint of Rome, 15
 Unidentifi ed sestertii, 2.        TOTAL  17.
1166.  RIC. 656; BMC. 476, Pl.20/2 [not RIC. 725]. AD 193.
 Obv. [IMP]  CAES • L • SEPT - SEV  P[ERT  AVG]. Lr. h. r. bearded.
 Rev. p [VICT  AVG  TR  P  COS]. S - C in fi eld. Victory, winged, dr, adv l. hld 
wreath in extended r. hand, and palm in l.
1167-1169.  RIC. 657; BMC. 478. Pl.20/6 [3, not 2; one not M. Aurelius unidentifi ed]. AD 193.
 Obv. IMP  CAES • L  SEPT  SEV  PERT  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n1, p2. [VIRT  AVG  TR  P  COS].  S - C in fi eld. Virtus, helmeted, in military 
dress, std f., head l. hld Victory on extended r. hand, and vertical reversed spear 
in l.
1170.  RIC 673a; BMC. 511, Pl.22/5 [not RIC. 657]. AD 194.
 Obv. [L • SEP]T • SEV  PE-RT • AVG  IMP  III.  As above.
 Rev. n [VIRT  AVG  TR  P  II  COS  II  P  P].  S - C in fi eld. Virtus as above.
1171.  RIC. 673c; BMC. 512 [not in published list]. AD 194.
 Obv. [L  SEPT  SEV  PE-]RT  A[VG  IMP  III]. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above. Virtus, as above. 
1172.  RIC. 690b; BMC. 556f, Pl.22/11. AD 195.
 Obv. [L  SEPT  SEV  PERT  AVG  IMP  V]. Lr, cr, b. r. bearded.
 Rev. n [PART  ARAB  PART  ADIAB]. S - C in fi eld. Two captives sed back 
to back on shields, hands tied behind back; a trophy of military equipment 
between them.
 Ex. COS  II  P  P.
1173.  RIC. 692; BMC. 561, Pl.24.3 [not Ant. Pius unident.]. AD 195.
 Obv. [L  SEPT]  SEV  PERT - A[VG  IMP  V]. Lr, h. r. bearded.
 Rev. n [SAEC]VLI - [FELICITAS]. S - C in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std f., head l., r. foot 
on prow, hld caduceus up in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
1174.  RIC. 701, Pl.X/1; BMC. 570, Pl.24/7 [not in published list]. AD 195.
 Obv. [L  SEPT  SEV]  PERT - AVG  IMP  VII. Lr, b. r., dr on l. shoulder.
 Rev. p DIVI  M  PII  F  P  M  TR  P  III]  COS  II  P  P. S - C in fi eld. Felicitas as 
above.
1175.  RIC. 719; BMC. 595ff; Sear (millennium ed.) 6403 for Rev. AD 196.
 Obv. [L  SEPT  SEV  P]ERT - [AVG  IMP  VIII]. Lr, h. r. bearded.
 Rev. n [ADVENTVI  AVG  FELICISSIMO]. Severus, in military dress, cloak 
fl owing behind, on horse pacing r., r. hand raised; before him, helmeted soldier 
in military dress, adv r., leading horse by reign in r. hand, and hld spear in l.
 Ex. [S  C].
1176.  RIC. 720; BMC. 600, Pl.25/7 [not in published list]. AD 196-197.
 Obv. As above. Lr, cr, b. r. [IMP  VIII assumed; VII considered to be doubtful issue; 
BMC. note p. 143].
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 Rev. n [FO]RTVN[AE - REDVCI]. Fortuna, dr, sed l. on low seat, hld rudder on 
globe in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; wheel beneath seat.
 Ex. S  C.
1177, 1178. RIC. 729a; BMC. 604 var., Pl.25/8 [2, not 1]. AD 196-197.
 Obv. As above, but 1 lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p [SECVRITAS - P]VBLI[CA].  S - C in fi eld. Securitas, dr, sed l. on throne, 
hld globe on extended r. hand; l. hand on side of throne with fold of drapery 
falling over seat. [BMC only gives S C in exergue.]
1179.  RIC. 729d; BMC. 604, Pl.28/8.
 Obv. As above, but lr, dr, cr, b. l.
 Rev. n As above, but SECVRITAS - P-VBLICA.
 Ex. S  C.
1180. Irregular sestertius?
 Obv. [.............AV]G  IMP  (II?). Lr, b. r. bearded. [AD 193-194?]
 Rev. n S[AL(VS)...........]. Salus, dr, sed l. on low seat, feeding from patera in r. 
hand, serpent arising from centre of top of altar (of fl ower pot shape) partly 
hidden by l. foot of Salus. [The type resembles issues of Macrinus. BMC. p. 127 
notes an as, not illustrated, of Sept. Severus of this type.]
 Ex. [S  C].
Julia Domna (wife of Septimius Severus died in 217)
1183-1187. Identifi ed sestertii, 4,
 Identifi ed dupondius, (not unident. as), 1.        TOTAL  5.
 Sestertii, all mint of Rome.
1183.  RIC. 840 or 856; BMC. 487, Pl.21/1, or 767, Pl.46/18. [not in published list].
 Obv. [IVLIA  DOMNA  AVG or IVLIA  AVGVSTA]. Dr, b. r. with stephane; hair 
waved and coiled at back
 Rev. n1, p1. [IVNO  REGINA or IVNO  LVCINAE].  S - C in fi eld. Juno, dr, std f., 
head l., hld patera in extended r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; peacock at feet. [S 
of S - C to l. of peacock suggests BMC. 487, AD 193-196; S between peacock 
and Juno suggests BMC. 769, LVCINAE, AD 196-209.]
1184.  RIC. 842, Pl.11/1; BMC. 488, Pl.21/2. AD 193-196.
 Obv. IVLIA  DO-MNA  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n [VENERI  VICTR].  S - C in fi eld. Venus, naked to hips, viewed from back, 
std with head turned r., hld apple up in extended r. hand, and palm in l. over l. 
shoulder; l. arm resting on short column from which falls fold of her drapery.
1185.  RIC. 859; BMC. 722, Pl.47/4. AD 196-211.
 Obv. IVLIA  AVGVSTA. As above.
 Rev. p [MATER  DEVM]. Cybele, towered, dr, sed l. on throne, hld branch 
horizontally in extended r. hand, and resting l. arm on drum set on throne; lion 
sed l. each side of throne, the one on l. only half seen.
1186.  Dupondius, mint of Rome (orichalcum, so not an as). AD 195.
 Obv. [I]VLIA [•] DO-MNA • AVG. As above.
 Rev. n IV[NO - REGINA]. S - [C] low in fi eld. Corroded. Juno, as above.
Caracalla (198-217)
1188, 1189. Identifi ed sestertii, 2, mint of Rome.         TOTAL  2.
1188.  RIC. 401; BMC. 613, Pl.26/7 {not Commodus RIC. 1530]. AD 196-197.
 Obv. [M  AVR]  ANTONI-NVS  CAES. Bare-h, dr, cr, b. r.
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 Rev. p [SPEI  PERPETVAE]. S - C in fi eld. Spes, dr, adv. l., hld fl ower up in r. 
hand, and gathering fold of skirt in l.
1189.  RIC. 524a; BMC. 261, Pl.75/13. AD 214.
 Obv. M  AVREL  ANTONINVS  PIVS  AVG  GERM. Lr, dr, cr, b. r. bearded.
 Rev. p P  M  TR  P  XVII  IMP  III  COS  IIII  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Mars, helmeted, 
in military dress, std f., head l., hld Victory on extended r. hand, and resting l. 
on oval shield set on ground; spear against l. side; a captive sed to l., his back 
to Mars, and his hands tied behind his back
Severus Alexander (222-235)
1190-1200. Identifi ed sestertii, all mint of Rome, 11.       TOTAL  11.
 Note also the forgery noted at the beginning.
1190.  RIC. 424; BMC. 250, Pl.9/250 (similar). AD 225.
 Obv. As above. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n P  M  TR  P  IIII  COS  P  P.  S - C low in fi eld. Mars, helmeted, naked save 
for cloak fl oating out to l. and r., wlk r. hld transverse spear pointing up to r. in 
r. hand, and trophy (almost horizontal) over l. shoulder in l.
1191-1193. RIC. 500; BMC. 625, Pl.21/625 [3]. AD 230.
 Obv. IMP  SEV  ALE-XANDER  AVG. Lr, b. r., dr on l. shoulder.
 Rev. n2. P  M  TR  P  VII-II  [COS  III  P  P].  S - C in fi eld.. Sol, rd, naked save for 
cloak over shoulders, std f., head l., r. hand raised, and hld whip in l. [BMC. only 
gives this break for dupondius.]. One with break V-IIII; one, break uncertain.
1194.  RIC. 538; BMC. 953, Pl.31/953. AD 234.
 Obv. IMP  ALEXANDER  PIVS  AVG. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n P  M  TR  P - XIII  COS  III  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Sol, as above.
1195.  RIC. 549c; BMC. 678, Pl.23/678. AD 231.
 Obv. IMP  SEV  ALE-XANDER  AVG.  Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n ANNONA  AVGVSTI.  S - C low in fi eld. Annona, dr, std f., head l., hld in 
r. hand corn-ears, over modius with corn-ears to l., and anchor in l. hand.
1196.  RIC. 560; BMC. 240, Pl.8/240. AD 225.
 Obv. IMP  CAES  M  AVR  SEV  ALEXANDER  AVG. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n IOVI  VLT-ORI. Jupiter, naked to waist, sed l. on throne, hld Victory on 
extended r. hand, and vertical spear in l.
 Ex. S  C.
1197, 1198.  RIC. 563; BMC. 613, Pl.21/613 [2]. AD 230.
 Obv. IMP  SEV  ALE-XANDER  AVG.  Lr, b. r., dr on l. shoulder.
 Rev. n IVSTITIA  AVGVSTI. Justitia, dr, sed l. on throne, hld patera in r. hand, and 
long vertical sceptre in l.
 Ex. S  C. 
1199.  RIC. 616; BMC. 644, Pl.22/644. AD 230.
 Obv. As above. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n VICTORIA  AVGVSTI.  S - C low in fi eld. Victory, winged, dr, std r, l. foot 
on helmet, inscribing VOT / X on shield set on palm-tree.
1200. RIC. 648; BMC. 906, Pl.30/908 (similar). AD 232.
 Obv. IMP  ALEXAN-DER  PIVS  AVG. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n SPES - P-VBLICA.  S - C in fi eld. Spes, dr, wlk l., hld fl ower up in r. hand, 
and raising hem of skirt with l. 
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Julia Mamaea (mother of Severus Alexander, died in 235)
1201-1204. Sestertii, all mint of Rome, 4.         TOTAL  4.
1201. RIC. 676; BMC. 490, Pl.17/487 (similar). AD 228.
 Obv. IVLIA  MAMA-EA  AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r. with stephane.
 Rev. p FELICIT-AS  PVBLICA.  S - C in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std f., head l., legs 
crossed, hld caduceus up in r. hand, and leaning l. arm on short column. 
1202. RIC. 676; BMC. 492, Pl.17/487 (similar).
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above, but FELICITA-S.
1203. RIC. 705; BMC. 720, PL.24/720. AD 231.
 Obv. As above, but break after MAMAEA.
 Rev. n VENVS  VICTRIX. S - C in fi eld. Venus, dr, std f., head l., hld helmet in r. 
extended hand, and long sceptre in l.; round shield at her feet to l.
1204. RIC. 708, Pl.IX/12; BMC. 391, Pl.13/391.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n [VEST]A.  S - C in fi eld. Vesta, veiled, dr, std f., head l., hld palladium in 
extended r. hand, and long sceptre in l.; fold of drapery over l. arm.
Maximinus I (235-238)
1205-1207. Identifi ed sestertii, 3, all mint of Rome.         TOTAL  3.
1205. RIC. 40, Pl.II/2; BMC. 222, Pl.40/221 [not RIC. 30 as published]. AD 238.
 Obv. [MAXIM]INVS  PIVS  AVG  GERM. Lr, dr, cr, b. r. bearded.
 Rev. n [P  M  TR]  P  IIII  COS  [P  P]. S - C in fi eld. Maximinus, in military dress, std 
f., head l., raising r. arm and hld. long vertical spear in l.; two standards to l., one 
to r.
1206. RIC. 67; BMC. 108, Pl.36/108. AD 236.
 Obv. IMP  MAXIMINVS  PIVS  AVG.  As above.
 Rev. n[VI]CTO-RI-A  AVG.  S - C in fi eld. Victory, winged, dr, adv r. hld wreath 
in r. hand, and palm in l. sloped over l. shoulder.
1207. RIC. 85; BMC. 176, Pl.39/176. Late AD 236-237.
 Obv. MAXIMINVS  PIVS  AVG  GERM. As above.
 Rev. n SALVS - [AV]GVSTI. Salus, dr, sed l. on low seat, feeding, from patera in r. 
hand, a serpent arising from altar, and resting l. elbow on back of seat. 
 Ex. S  C.
Gordian III (238-244)
1208, 1209. Identifi ed sestertii, 2, mint of Rome.       TOTAL  2.
Coinage from AD 238 is not published in BMC.
1208. RIC. 294a [not RIC. 301 as published]. August-December 240.
 Obv. IMP  GORDIANVS  PIVS  FEL  AVG. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. nP  M  TR  P  III  COS  P  P.  Gordian, rd, dr, sed l. on curule chair, hld globe 
on r. hand, and short transverse sceptre in l. pointing downwards to r.
 Ex. S  C.
Otacilia Severa (wife of Philip I, died after 249)
1210. Identifi ed sestertii, 1, mint of Rome.         TOTAL  1.
1210. RIC. 198a. Undated.
 Obv. MARCIA  OTACIL  SEVERA  AVG. Dr, b. r. with stephane.
 Rev. n PIETA-S  A[VGG].  S - C in fi eld. Pietas, dr, std l., sacrifi cing with r. hand 
over lighted altar, and hld box of perfume in l.
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Postumus (259-268)
1211-1215. Identifi ed sestertii, 5, all mint of Lyons.         TOTAL  5.
1211-1213. RIC. 107 [3, not 2 as published]. AD 260-266.
 Obv. IMP  C  POS-TVMVS  P  F  AVG.  Lr, dr, cr, b. r. (one, worn, with b. l., perhaps 
with raised hand).
 Rev. p P  M  TR  P  COS  II  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Postumus, in military dress, std f., 
head l., hld globe on extended r. hand, and vertical spear in l.
1214. RIC. 144D. Undated.
 Obv. As above, without break in legend. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p LAETITIA  AVG. Galley moving l.; four rowers with steersman to r.
 Ex. S  C.
1215. RIC. 167, Pl.XV/5. Undated.
 Obv. IMP  C  POSTV-MVS  P  F  AVG. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p VICTO[RI  VICTORIA] or VICTO[RIAE  AVG]. Two Victories, winged, 
dr, stg facing one another, attaching oval shield to palm-tree; at base of tree, 
two captives sed. back-to-back, their hands tied behind their backs.
 Ex. [S  C].
93. LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge (SW 887 423)
Lamorran
Mr J. Burridge of Penryn found in late September 1981 two AE3 coins (both 19 mm) of Constantine I 
(307-337) and Valens (364-378) not far from the bridge where the salt marsh meets the steep wooded 
hillside. The fi nds are within a mile of the Lamorran, Gare Hoard (92).
1. Obv. CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG.
Rev. BEATA  TRAN-QVILLITAS  Globe on altar inscribed VO/TIS / XX.  Three stars 
above.
Ex. PLON (London).
2. Obv. D  N  VALENS  P  F  AVG.
Rev. SECVRITAS  REIPVBLICAE, Victory adv l.  O F | III(?)
Ex. CON (Arles).
In 1982, Miss J. Taylor of Probus purchased an antoninianus (21 mm) from Philip Goodwin, a dealer in 
Southsea. Mr Goodwin wrote to say he had found it one evening in September 1981 at approximately SW 
883 426, about 1000 yards from the Lamorran, Gare Hoard (92).
Probus (276-282)
3. Obv. IMP  C  M  AVR  PROBVS  AVG.  Rd, b. r.
Rev. RESTITVT  OR-BIS. Female std r, presenting Probus with a wreath; hld globe in 
r. hand, and spear in l.
Ex. S above XXI.  Mint of Siscia (cf. RIC 731, but Obv. Legend is different).
94. LANDULPH, Uncertain (c.SX 43 61)
Landulph
Gold coin. Thomas Kent (8 May 1858, ‘Antiquities in the Neighbourhood of Padstow’, Report of the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall, pp. 22-5.) noted that he had “discovered some Roman remains in this 
neighbourhood [Padstow]; among other things are medals [coins] in bronze of the fi rst, second, third, and 
fourth centuries ... I have no medals in silver found here in Cornwall, and only one in gold, found in the 
eastern part of the county; it is a consular medal, no family name; on the obverse is the head and legend of 
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Bonus Eventus, and on the reverse a Roman soldier having the standard with the Eagle on it in one hand, 
and on the other a fi gure of Victory standing on a globe and holding a crown towards the soldier; the legend 
is ‘Romae renascentis’; it is in fi ne preservation, and perhaps the best Roman relic known in the county.”
J. D. Enys (letter to George Penrose, 13 October 1910) wrote that “By a lucky accident I have found 
out that the Gold Roman Coin described by Mr Kent ... was found in the parish of Landulph on the  Tamar 
above Saltash,” but gave no further details.  The coin is not a consular one of the Roman Republic, but an 
aureus minted in Spain during the Civil Wars in June-October AD 68 after the death of Nero and before 
the accession of Galba. There are several variations of this coin, much as follows:
Obv. BON  EVENT reading downwards to the right. Bh of young female r, fi llet around 
forehead.
Rev. ROM[A] reading downwards right, RENASC[ENS] upwards l. Helmeted Roma in 
military dress adv r., hld Victory in r. h., and eagle-surmounted spear slanting over 
l. shoulder.
Anything that turned out well was ascribed to Bonus eventus, while Roma renasces means Rome reborn, 
everyone’s wish during a civil war. The condition of the Landulph coin indicates that it was not long in 
circulation, so may well have reached Cornwall before the end of the fi rst century, if it is not a modern loss. 
The only other gold coin of similar age is from Nanstallon Fort (141).
95. LANHYDROCK (c.SX 08 63)
Lanhydrock
In 1893, the Revd. F.A. Allen of Fareham, Hampshire, presented the Royal Institution of Cornwall with 
eight third century brass coins found “I believe some 50 or 60 years ago near Lanhydroc (sic), Cornwall, 
where my father lived then” (JRIC, Vol. XI, May 1893, p. 241, and a note dated 8/3/93). No details were 
published at the time and the coins cannot now be identifi ed with certainty (see also Robertson 2000, 
1694). The following may be from this batch:
Gallienus (253-268), 1. VIRTVS AVG and 2. IOVI CONS AVG. 
Salonina (wife of Gallienus), 3. VESTA. 
Victorinus (268-270), 4. SALVS AVG and 5. PAX AVG. 
Tetricus II (270-273), 6. SPES PVBLICA. 
Aurelian (270-275), 7. FORTVNA REDVX. 
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270), 8. AE antoninianus in good condition is most probably from this 
hoard.
Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG.  Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. nLAETITIA]  AVG. Laetitia std l. hld patera in her l. hand, and a rudder over a 
globe in her r.
96. LANNER, Bell Lane (SW 71699 39684)
Gwennap
A coin found by A. D. Grain while gardening at 38 Bell Lane in spring 2004 (PAS database). 
Antoninus Pius? (138-161)
Sestertius (30.8mm, 22.1g), very worn.
Obv. ?(illegible)...[CO]S II[I(I)]/ Lr, b., r.
Rev. Illegible / Seated fi gure facing left.
Possibly Antoninus Pius. PAS No. CORN-EC02E6.
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97. LANTEGLOS
Lanteglos by Camelford
Thomas Tonkin (in Gilbert 1838, Vol. III, p. 403), quoting from William Harrison’s Description of England
(1577, second revised ed., 1586-87) notes that “not long since (and in the remembrance of men) a brass pot 
full of Roman coins was found there, as I have often heard”. See also Robertson 2000, 1716. This supposed 
fi nd actually refers to ‘Trerine’, St Levan (see Treen (226)).
98. LANYON QUARRY (SW 429 332)
Madron
Gold coins. The quarry lay in rough ground, now enclosed, south-west of Boswarva Carn in the vicinity 
of several hut circles which one can assume were occupied in Romano-British times. Two gold coins were 
discovered in about mid-December 1849 and reported in the Royal Cornwall Gazette (11 January 1850, p. 
5, col. 3). “About three weeks since, three quarrymen while at their labor at Lanyon quarry, discovered a 
couple of gold coins, almost as perfect as when they were issued from the mint. A gentleman of Penzance, 
to whom they were taken, has furnished the following description of the coins.” Correcting the journalistic 
inaccuracies, they are both solidi.
Theodosius I (379-395)
1. Obv. D N  THEODO-SIVS  P  F  AVG.  Dd,  h. r.
Rev. VICTOR-IA AVGG. Theodosius and Arcadius enthroned facing, hld a globe 
between them; in the background, winged Victory std. f. 
Ex. COM, probably mint of Milan, issued  AD 378-383.
Arcadius (395-408, eldest son of Theodosius I)
2. Obv. D  N  ARCADI-VS P  F AVG.  Dd, dr, cr, b. r. 
Rev. VICTORI-A  AVGGG (probably AVGG).  Arcadius std f., h. r. hld a standard in 
his r. h., Victory in his l. h.; his l. foot on a kneeling bd captive.
Ex. COMOB (probably should have M - D in the fi eld above), mint of Sirmium in 
Serbia, issued in 395-397. The mint mark of Constantinople, which the report 
assumed, was CONOB and did not include this reverse type.
See also Robertson 2000, 1501A.
99. LAUNCESTON (SX 33 84)
St Mary Magdalene
Borlase (1769, p. 360), discussing the ancient nature of Launceston, refers to two coins of Vespasian (69-
79) and Domitian (81-96) “found in the Walls of an old house, and a third in digging a vault in the church 
[St Mary Magdalene] with the letters IVLI, plainly to be seen upon it”. IVLI most probably refers to a 
coin of Julia Domna (died 217) or Julia Mamaea (died 235). During church restoration in January 1852 “a 
token found under the fl ooring within the building at the eastern end” probably refers to a modern piece 
(Itinerary of Launceston, 1865, p. 74, per Arthur Wills, letter 14 September 1998). 
A. F. Robbins (1884, Launceston, Past and Present, p. 6) added that “when the Eastern Road was being 
made another coin bearing the image and superscription of Caesar was found, and further specimens of 
Roman money have been discovered in the neighbourhood”. The ‘Eastern Road’ (formerly Horse Lane) 
was constructed to ease traffi c in 1834, in a former moat, on the east side of the Castle (SX 331 846) and 
leading to the North Gate demolished two years before.
Arthur B. Venning (1976, The Book of Launceston, p. 14) refers without detail to a Roman coin found 
“quite recently” on Castle Green. A coin of Domitian in Lawrence House Museum is of unknown origin.
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100. LAWHIPPET FARM (SX 147 538)
Lanteglos by Fowey
Mr A. Toms found an as or dupondius (22 mm) in the garden before April 1978.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
Obv. ANTONINVS  AVG  PIVS  P  P.  Lr, h. r.
Rev. LIBERTAS  [COS III or IIII],  S - C.  Liberty std l. 
101. LELLIZZICK (SW 9108 7717)
Padstow
The fi eld on the south side of Hawker’s Cove has yielded a good scatter of Celtic, Roman and medieval 
coins fi rst discovered by M. J. Caddy of Padstow in July 1990. Methodical use of metal detectors by him 
and P. Steele of Truro between July and September 1990, with more in 1997 and 1998, produced two 
Celtic, 26 Roman imperial and three medieval coins - most found near the lower end of the stubble fi eld 
close to the coastal footpath.
The Celtic coins are the only silver ones known from Cornwall - both found by Michael Caddy, the fi rst 
in September 1990 and now in the Royal Institution of Cornwall with the kind permission of the Prideaux-
Brune Estate. It is a silver unit (13 mm) in fair condition, of well-known type issued by the Dobunni of the 
Gloucestershire region (Hobbs 3043; Van Arsdell 1110-1). CCI 02.0501.
1.  Obv. Crude head right.
Rev. EI above a triple-tailed horse and SV below it.
A second Dobunnic unit (18 mm, 0.92 g) of almost the same type and in good condition was found on 18 
March 1998 in the same fi eld nearer the Cornwall Coast Footpath. CCI 02.0502. 
2.  Obv. Similar to Hobbs 2976; Van Arsdell 1074-1 with two pellet-in-ring motifs to left of 
the nose.
Rev. Hobbs 3043; Van Arsdell 1110-1 (the EI above the horse missing because it was 
struck off centre).
Coins of Eisu were minted between AD 15 and 30.
It is possible that the Lellizzick coins were deposited after the Claudian invasion of AD 43, but this is only 
conjecture. They need not have had any connection with the Roman Imperial coins from the same fi eld that 
were so scattered that they cannot be proved to be from a single hoard. The remains of a late Bronze Age 
socketed axe and a T-shaped bronze fi bula with fan-tail also came from the same fi eld on 18 March 1998. 
Coins from the immediate vicinity of Padstow range in date from Celtic to Saxon and probably indicate 
casual losses at a port which must have been as important for trade in antiquity as in recent history.
The following coins are the Roman Imperial coins found in the fi eld, possibly indicating a hoard 
dispersed during ploughing over the years. 
Titus (as Caesar under Vespasian, 69-79)
3. As (25 mm).
Obv. Illegible; b. r.
Rev. pFemale, dr, hld cornucopia. Perhaps Felicitas, minted after 1 July 73.
Hadrian (117-138)
4. Sestertius (33 mm), illegible, probably of this emperor.
Sabina (died in 137)
5. Sestertius (30 mm), type issued 128-137.
Obv. SABINA  AVGVSTA  HADRIANI  AVG  P  P.  Dr, b. r.; hair in plait down back, 
waved and raised on top over stephane (head-dress) above diadem.
Rev. pVES-TA.  Vesta std l., hld palladium (the image of Pallas) and sceptre.  S  C  in ex.
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Faustina I (died in 141)
6. Sestertius (31 mm), issued after her death.
Obv. DIVA  FAVSTINA.  Dr, b. r.
Rev. pillegible; std female.
7.  AEI (27 mm), probably an as.
Obv. Illegible; b. r., type probably issued 139-141.
Rev. illegible.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
8. Sestertius (30 mm).
Obv. Illegible; h. r.
Rev. pIllegible apart from S - C. Fortune std l., hld in r. hand a rudder set on ground, 
and cornucopia in l. hand; space for FORT  RED below chair; issued 167-168.
9. Sestertius (30 mm).
Obv. Illegible; lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. Illegible apart from S - C. Winged Victory, dr, adv l., hld wreath in extended r. 
hand; palm in l. hand over shoulder.
Minted in 166-167.
10. Sestertius (30 mm).
Obv. [M  ANT]ONINVS  AVG  TR  P  [XXV or XXVI]. Lr, dr, b. r.
Rev. n Illegible apart from S - C. Victory std r., attaching to palm tree a shield inscribed 
VIC/GER.
Minted in 170-172.
11. Sestertius (29 mm).
Obv. Illegible; h. r.
Rev. nIllegible; female (Liberty or Felicity?) std f., hld vertical staff in l. hand. If so, 
then issued in 174-175.
12. Sestertius (31 mm).
Obv.  [M  AN]TONINVS  AVG  [TR  P  XXIII or XXIIII].
Rev. n[SALVT]I  AV[G  COS  III],  S - C. Salus std l., hld sceptre in l. hand; serpent 
arising from altar to l.
Minted in 168-170.
Faustina II (died in 175)
13. Sestertius (28 mm).
Obv. FAVSTINA  [AVGVSTA].  Dr, b. r.
Rev. p. HILARITAS, S - C. Hilaritas std l., hld palm and cornucopia.
Lucilla (died in 182)
14. Sestertius (31 mm), issued in or after 164.
Obv. LVCILLA  AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r.; hair elaborately waved and fastened in chignon 
low at back of head.
Rev. C-ERE-S,  S - C. Probably Ceres, dr, std r. on cista mystica (secret casket) from 
which issues a snake. She holds two corn-ears in extended r. hand and long torch in 
her l.
Commodus (177-192)
15. Dupondius (26 mm), worn, probably issued in 190.
Obv. Probably M  COMMOD  ANT  P  FELIX  AVG  BRIT  P  P. Head r.
Rev. nProbably P  M  TR  P  XV  IMP  VIII  COS  VI, S - C low in fi eld. Commodus, 
togate, sed l. on curule chair hld branch in extended r. hand and sceptre in l. hand.
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16. Sestertius (29 mm) minted under Marcus Aurelius c.177-178.
Obv. L  AVREL  COMMODVS  AVG  TR P  III. Head of Commodus r.
Rev. nLIBERTAS  AVG  IMP  II  COS  P  P,  S - C low in fi eld. Liberty std f., h. l., hld 
pileus (felt cap) in r. hand and sceptre in l. hand.
Crispina (died in 183)
17. As or dupondius (23 mm).
Obv. [CRISPINA  AVGVSTA].  b. r.
Rev. pIllegible apart from S - C. Juno std l. hld patera and sceptre; peacock at her feet 
to l.
Minted in 180-183.
Julia Domna (died in 217)
18. Denarius (18 mm), worn but good portrait bust of type minted in 198-209.
Obv. IVLIA  [AVGVSTA].  Dr, b-h, r., with elaborately waved hair in large chignon at 
back.
Rev. p>PIETAS]  PVBLICA.  Pietas, veiled, dr, std f, head l, raising hands in prayer; 
lighted and garlanded altar in fi eld to l. 
Marius (269)
19. Antoninianus (19 mm). Found within 50 m of shell midden.
Obv. IMP  C M[ARIVS  P  F]  AVG.  Rd, b. r.
Rev. n[SAEC  F[ELICITAS]. Felicity std l., hld caduceus and cornucopia.
Victorinus (269-271)
20. Antoninanus (21 mm). Found within 50 m of shell midden.
Obv. IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, b. r.
Rev. p[P]A[X  A]V[G].  V |   Pax std l., hld olive branch in raised r. hand, sceptre in 
left. Mint of Trier?
21. Antoninianus (20 mm).
Obv. [IMP]  C  VICTORINVS  [P  F  AVG].
Rev. n[P]IETAS  A[VG].  Piety std l., altar to r.
Mint of Cologne.
Tetricus I (271-274)
22. Antoninianus (20 mm).
Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, b. r.
Rev. pPAX  AVG. Pax std l.
23-26. Another antoninianus (19 mm) with illegible reverse is of Tetricus or perhaps Victorinus, 
while two other illegible radiate coins of similar size are of the same period. Also a 
contemporary imitation radiate coin (16 mm) c.270-285.
Constantine I (307-337)
27. AE follis (23 mm).
Obv. CONSTANTINVS  P  F  AVG.  Helmeted h. l.
Rev. pCOMITI-[AVGG  NN]. Sol std l., hld globe and whip.     |6
Ex. PLN (London mint).
28. AE3 (20 mm).
Obv. [IMP  CONSTANTIVS  P  F  AVG].
Rev. [SOLI  INVICTO  COMITI]. Sol std l., hld globe.
Ex. PLN (London mint), issued c.315.
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Constantius II (as Caesar, 324-337)
29. AE3 (18 mm).
Obv. [FL  IVL]  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  C.  Dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. pPROVIDEN-TIAE  CAESS. Camp gate surmounted by two turrets and a central 
star.
Ex.  PTRE (Trier mint).
Commemorative
30. A very worn and heavily patinated coin (14 mm), the malachite being removed before it 
could be identifi ed.
Obv. [VRBS  ROMA].
Rev. She-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus; two stars above.
Probably mint of Trier before April 340.
Constans (337-350)
31. AE centenionalis (24 mm), fi ne.
Obv. D  N  CONSTA•-NS  P  F  AVG.  Dd, dr, b. r. A behind head.
Rev. n FEL  TEMP - REPARATIO. Constans in military dress std l. on galley, hld 
Victory on a globe; Victory sed in rear of galley steering.   A |   
Ex. SARL. Mint of Arles, 348-350.
 This coin was found on 18 March 1998 a few inches away from a fi ne T-shaped brooch 
with fan-tail and traces of inlay. A very worn sestertius (28 mm) of copper, fi rst or second 
century, with lr. b. r. and illegible reverse was found near by.
Valentinian II (375-392) or Theodosius I (379-395)
32. AE2? (20 mm); illegible.
33-44. Finds also included three illegible sestertii (28, 29 and 30 mm) c. second century. Other 
illegible coins are four asses or dupondii (22 to 24 mm) of fi rst or second century; a 
late imperial AE3 (15 mm), and an irregularly shaped coin (22 mm) of uncertain type. 
In a nearby fi eld belonging to the neighbouring farm were found two illegible presumed
sestertii of the second century, one having a reverse of a four-tiered funeral pyre, perhaps 
that issued under Marcus Aurelius in AD 161.
The two following coins were found in sand amongst rocks, and about three metres out from the edge of 
the cove (SW 9110 7702) by Chris McLoughlin while metal-detecting in early 2005 (PAS database). 
Constantinopolis (330-335)
45. Nummus (16.5mm, 1.2g), slightly worn.
Obv. CONSTANTINOPOLIS / Htd, b. l.
Rev. Victory on prow of ship with sceptre in right hand and shield in left hand.
Mm. //R wreath ȯ
Rome mint. RIC VII 355. PAS No CORN-579185.
Constantius II (337-361)
46. Nummus Copy (16.9mm, 1.52g), slightly worn.
Obv. D N CONSTANTIVS P F AVG  / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. FEL TEMP REPARATIO / Soldier, spear in right hand and shield in left, advancing 
left attacking fallen horseman; horse advancing left but fi gure looking right towards 
soldier.
Mm. -/-//RMP?(can only see tops of letters)
Struck probably between 353 and 360. Irregular mint. PAS No CORN-57B4E6.
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The following coins were found by Brian Parker and Jonathon Clemes while metal-detecting in fi elds 
south and east of Lellizzick Farm in early 2005 (PAS database). The fi nder and the co-ordinates of the fi nd 
are given after the PAS number.
Uncertain Roman (211 BC – c. 240)
47. Denarius (18mm, 2.44g), very worn and corroded.
Obv. Too worn to make out.
Rev. Too worn to make out.
PAS No. CORN-4346C4 (Brian Parker - SW 911 772).
Mark Antony (41-31 BC)
48. Denarius (18.4mm, 3.2g), very worn and corroded.
Obv. Illegible / Legionary eagle between two standards.
Rev. Illegible / Off-centre struck galley moving right.
 Struck between 32 and 31 BC. Eastern mint. Crawford 544. PAS No. CORN-D2FF80 
(Jonathan Clemes - SW 911 772).
Titus (79-81)
49. Dupondius/As (26.4mm, 5.35g), very worn and corroded.
Obv. Illegible / Lr, b. r.
Rev. Illegible / Standing fi gure facing left?
PAS No. CORN-FD1221 (Jonathan Clemes - SW 910 771).
Hadrian? (117-138)
50. Sestertius (30.8mm, 24.55g), very worn and corroded.
Obv. Illegible  / Lr, b. r.
Rev. Too worn to make out.
PAS No. CORN-43DB65 (Brian Parker - SW 909 772).
Faustina I (138-141)
51. Sestertius (33mm, 20.51g), worn and corroded.
Obv. FAVSTINA AVG? [ANTONINI AVG…] but worn and illegible  / dr, b. r.
Rev. Illegible apart from part of S of S C to left of fi gure / Female fi gure standing facing 
left but leaning to right with drapery behind holding out right hand and holding 
spear? in left hand (as Ceres on RIC 1117).
Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-AAD746 (Brian Parker - SW 904 768).
52. Sestertius (30mm, 17.74g), very worn.
Obv. [FAVSTINA AVG ANTONINI AVG...] but illegible / b. r.
Rev. [IVNONI REGINAE] S C in fi eld / Draped, standing fi gure of Juno facing left 
holding vertical sceptre in left hand and patera in extended right hand.
 Rome mint. RIC III 1090; BMC 1116 . PAS No. CORN-FC9934 (Jonathan Clemes - SW 
909 772).
Commodus (177-192)
53. Sestertius (29mm, 19.08g), very worn.
Obv. [M COMMODVS ANT P FELIX AVG BRIT] illegible / b. r.
Rev. [R]OMA[E AETERNAE COS V P P] S-C in fi eld / Figure of Roma, helmeted, 
draped, seated left holding Victory in right and inverted spear in left and shield 
resting at right side.
 Struck between 186 and 189. Rome mint. RIC III 550; BMC 609. PAS No. CORN-FCC5D2 
(Jonathan Clemes - SW 911 773).
Uncertain fi rst/second century
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54. Dupondius/As (22.6mm, 6.29g), very worn and corroded.
Obv. Illegible / b.  r.
Rev. Illegible / Standing fi gure?
PAS No. CORN-FD30E1 (Jonathan Clemes - SW 910 772).
Victorinus (269-271)
55. Antoninianus (18.2mm, 1.87g), worn and corroded.
Obv. [IMP C VICTORIN]V[S P F AVG] most of legend missing / Rd,  b. r.
Rev. [PAX AVG] / Female fi gure of Pax? standing left with branch and transverse 
sceptre.
Mm. V *//-
Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 118. PAS No. CORN-E8CCA3 (Jonathan Clemes - SW 911 771).
Constantine I (307-337)
56. Nummus (26.6mm, 6.29g), worn and corroded.
Obv. [IMP] CONSTANTINVS [AVG]  / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. [GENIO] POPVLI ROMANI / Genius standing facing left, modius on head, loins 
draped, holding cornucopia in left hand and patera in right hand, altar to left.
Mm. - N//[P]LC
 Struck in 307. Lyon mint. RIC VI 210b. PAS No. CORN-436A14 (Brian Parker - SW 910 
772).
102. LELLIZZICK, Hawker’s Cove (c.SW 914 774)
Padstow
Alan Gill of St Mabyn, using a metal detector, found a very worn coin with green patina on the beach in 
1998. The site is next to the extensive fi nds from Lellizzick noted below. The notorious Doom Bar lies off 
Hawker’s Cove, but this coin and those from Lellizzick (101) could indicate a landing place at the head of 
The Narrows where the old lifeboat station was situated.
Vespasian (69-79)
AE as (27 mm).
Obv. [IMP  CAES  VESP]ASIAN  [AVG ....]. Lr, h. r.
Rev. Worn smooth.
103. LERRYN, Foreshore Hoard (c.SX 141 571)
St Veep
In late November or early December 1982, Mr S. M. Pelling of Crawley, Sussex, was trying out a new 
metal detector on the foreshore between the car park and Lerryn Bridge when he discovered a hoard of 103 
coins ranging in date from Gordian III (238-244) to Tetricus II (273-274). The silver issues of Gordian III 
and Valerian II are in good condition; most of the other debased antoniniani are poor to very poor, eight 
being uncertain fragments. There is also one barbarous radiate copy of Tetricus I. The hoard was purchased 
by the Royal Institution of Cornwall.
The coins were assigned to emperors at the British Museum (A. M. Burnett and R. F. Bland, 1986, Coin
Hoards from Roman Britain, Vol. VI, Occasional Paper No. 58), while full details were supplied to me by 
Dr Anne Robertson of the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow (see also Robertson 2000, 559).
Gordian III (238-244)
1. Antoninanus (22 mm), fairly worn.
Obv. IMP  GORDIANVS  PIVS  FEL  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. PROVI-D  AVG.  providentia, dr, std l. hld wand over globe, and sceptre.
Mint of Rome.
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2. Antoninianus (23 mm), fairly worn.
Obv. As 1.
Rev. p. ROMAE  AETERNAE.  Roma, helmeted, sed l. hld Victory in his r. hand and 
spear in his l.; shield at l. side.
Mint of Rome.
Valerian II (255-c.257)
3. Antoninianus (22 mm), fairly worn.
Obv. P  LIC  COR  VALERIANVS  CAES.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. VICTORIA  PART.  Winged Victory, dr, adv. r.; palm over l. shoulder, presenting 
wreath to Emperor, lr in military dress std l. hld spear in l. hand.
Probably mint of Antioch.
4. Antoninianus (21 mm), fairly worn.
Obv. DIVO  VALERIANO  CAES.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. CONSECRATIO.  Eagle with h. r. std l. on bar.
Perhaps mint of Cologne in 257 or later.
All the remaining coins are debased antoniniani in varying states of wear, corroded to as little as 15 mm 
diameter but normally around 18 mm and occasionally 20 mm. Obverse titles are standard, many totally 
illegible, so it is only considered necessary to state here what the complete legend should read.
Gallienus (260-268)
GALLIENVS  AVG.  Rd, h, r.
5. Rev. p. [APOLLINI  CONS  AVG].  Centaur adv r. drawing bow.
Ex. Z.  Mint of Rome, late in reign.
6. As 5.
7. Rev. IOV[IS  STATOR].  Jupiter, naked, std f., h. r., hld sceptre and thunderbolt.    | S?
 Mint of Rome, late in reign.
8. Obv. Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. [LAETIT]-IA  AVG.  Laetitia dr, std l. hld wreath and anchor.
Mint of Rome.
9. Obv. Rd, h. r.
Rev. p. FIDES  MILIT.  Fides dr, std l, hld standard in r. hand and transverse sceptre in 
her l. hand.
Ex. MP. Mint of Milan, late in reign.
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG.  Rd, h. r.
10. Rev. [PROVID(ENT?)]  AVG.  Providentia dr, std l. hld wand over globe, and cornucopia; 
l. arm resting on column.
Mint of Rome.
11. Rev. [PROVID]ENT  AVG.  As 1. but rough work.
12. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. FEL[IC]  TEMP.  Felicitas dr, std. l. hld caduceus and sceptre.
Ex. T?  Mint of Milan?
13. Obv. IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. AEQVITAS  AVG.  Aequitas dr, std. l. hld scales and cornucopia.
Mint of Rome.
14. Obv. Probably as 13 but rd, cr, b. r.
Rev. [ANNONA]  AVG.  Annona dr, std l., l. foot on prow, hld corn-ears downwards and 
cornucopia.
Mint of Rome.
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15. Obv. Probably as 13.
Rev. p. [GENI-VS  AVG].  Genius, naked except for cloak hanging from shoulders, std 
l. hld patera over lighted altar, and cornucopia.
Mint of Rome.
16. Obv. [DIVO  CLAVDIO].  Rd, h. r.
Rev. p. [CONSEC]RATIO.  Eagle std f. on bar; h. r.
Mint of Rome in 270 or later; Claudius II deifi ed.
Postumus (259-268)
IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Unless otherwise stated, all are silver-washed (AR billon) and all are mint of Cologne.
17. Rev. [MONET]-A  AVG.  Moneta dr, std l. hld scales and cornucopia.
18. Rev. SAECVLI  FELICITAS.  Emperor, bh, in military dress, std r. hld transverse spear 
in r. hand and globe in his l. hand.
19. Rev. p. SALVS  AVG.  Aesculapius dr, but r. shoulder bare, std f., h. l., hld serpent-
wreathed staff.  Globe at feet to r.
20. Rev. p. HERC  [DEVSO]NIENSIS.  Hercules, naked, std r., resting his r. hand on club, 
and hld bow; lion skin over l. arm.
21. AE (no silver wash).
Rev. p. [COS  IIII].  Winged Victory, dr, std r. hld wreath in his r. hand and palm in his 
l. hand.
Minted in 267.
22. Rev. LAETITIA (above) AVG (below).  Galley moving l. over waves.
23. As 22 but Revp.
24. Rev. p. P  M  TR  P  COS  II  P  P.  Emperor helmeted in military dress, std l. hld globe 
in his r. hand and spear in his l.
COS  II. Minted in 260.
25. Rev. As 24 but COS II or III, 260 or 261.
26. Rev. [FELICITAS  AVG]. Probably Felicitas dr, std l. hld long caduceus (?) and 
cornucopia.
27. Rev. p. [PAX  AVG].  Pax dr, std l. hld branch in his r. hand and transverse sceptre in his 
l.  Vi X(?) at base.
Victorinus (268-270)
All AE, rd, dr, b. r.; cr. not dr. where stated.
IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG.
28. Rev. PAX  AVG.  Pax dr, std l, hld branch and transverse sceptre. V | 
 Mint of Cologne?
29. As 28 p
30-33. As 28.
34. Rev. IN-VI-CT-VS.  Sol, rd, naked except for cloak over shoulders, adv l., raising r. hand 
and hld whip.  |
 Mint of Cologne?
35. As 34 p
36, 37. As 34.
38. Rev. [VIRT-VS  AVG].  Mars, helmeted, naked except for cloak hanging from shoulders, 
std r. hld spear and resting l. hand on shield.
 Mint of Trier?
39. As 38.
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40. Rev. p. [IN-VICTVS].  Sol as 34.
 Mint of Cologne.
41. Rev. SALVS  AVG.  Salus, dr, std l. hld patera in r. hand feeding snake coiled round altar, 
and hld sceptre in l. hand.
 Mint of Cologne?
42-44. As 41.
45. Rev. p. [VIRTVS  AVG]. Mars, as 38 and 39.
 Mint of Cologne?
46. Rev. o SALVS  AVG.  As 41 but Salus hld patera and cornucopia.
47. Rev. p. as 46.
48. Obv. cr. not dr.
 Rev. p. [PIETAS]  AVG.  Pietas dr, std l. dropping insense on altar to l., and hld box.
 Mint of Trier?
49. Rev. p. SALVS  AVG.  Salus dr, std r., patera in l. hand feeding snake held in r. hand.
 Mint of Trier?
50. As 49.
51. Rev. PROVID-ENTIA  AVG.  Providentia dr, std l. hld wand over globe, and 
cornucopia.
 Mint of Trier?
52. As 51 p
Tetricus I (270-274)
 All AE, rd, cr, b. r.; dr. not cr. where stated.
 IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.
 IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG where stated.
53. Rev. HILRITAS  AVGG.  Hilaritas dr. std l. hld long palm and cornucopia.
 Mint of Trier?
54. Obv. b. rather like that of Tetricus II.
 Rev. LAETITIA  AVGG.  Laetitia dr. std l. hld wreath and anchor.
 Mint of Trier?
55. As 54.
56. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. p. SPES  AVGG.  Spes dr. adv l. hld fl ower and raising skirt.
 Mint of Cologne?
57, 58. As 56.
59. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. p. VICTORIA  AVG.  Winged Victory dr. adv l. hld wreath and palm.
 Mint of Cologne?
60. As 59.
61. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. COMES  AVG. Winged Victory dr. std l. hld wreath and palm.
 Mint of Cologne?
62. Rev. LAETITIA  AVG.  Laetitia dr. std l. hld wreath and anchor.
 Mint of Trier?
63. As 62 p
64. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. SALVS  AVGG. Salus dr. std l. hld patera in r. hand feeding snake coiled round 
altar; l. hand hld anchor.
 Mint of Cologne?
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65. As 64 p
66. As 64.
67, 68. As 64 p
69. As 64.
70. As 64 p
71. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. COMES  AVG.  Winged Victory dr. std l. hld wreath in r. hand and palm in l.
 Mint of Cologne?
72. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. p. PAX  AVG.  Pax dr. std l. hld branch in r. hand and sceptre in l.
 Mint of Cologne?
73. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. p. VIRTVS  AVGG.  Virtus helmeted in military dress, std l. hld spear in l.hand and 
resting r. hand on shield.
 Mint of Cologne?
74. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. p. COMES  AVG.  Winged Victory dr. std l. hld wreath in r. hand and palm in l.
 Mint of Cologne?
75. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. SALVS  AVGG.  Salus dr. std l. with patera in r. hand feeding snake coiled round 
altar, resting l. hand on anchor.
 Mint of Cologne?
76. Rev. [HILARITAS  AVGG]?  Probably Hilaritas dr. std l. hld long palm and 
cornucopia.
 Mint of Trier?
77. Obv. IMP [C?], cr?
 Rev. p. [LAETITIA?]  AVGG.  Probably Laetitia dr. std l. hld wreath and anchor.
 Mint of Trier?
78. (fragment).
 Obv. IMP  TETRICVS etc.
 Rev. p. probably as 25.
 Mint of Trier?
79. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. PAX  AVG.  Pax dr. std l. hld branch in r. hand and sceptre in l. hand.
 Mint of Cologne?
80. As 79 p
81, 82. As 79.
83. As 79 p
84. Obv. IMP  C etc., dr.
 Rev. COM-E-S  AVG.  Winged Victory dr. std l. hld wreath in r. hand and palm in l. 
hand.
 Mint of Cologne?
85. Rev. LAETITIA  AVGG.  Laetitia dr. std l. hld wreath in r. hand and anchor in l. hand.
 Mint of Trier?
86. Barbarous radiate (19 mm).
 Obv. I  IIII  P  TE[....] for IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. H[ILARITAS  AVGG].
 Copy of 53 above.
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Illegible, probably Tetricus I
87, 88. Probably COMES  AVG as 61 above.
89. Probably PAX  AVG as 72 above.
90. Probably VICTORIA  AVG as 59 above.
91, 92. (92 two fragments). Probably LAETITIA  AVGG as 62 above.
Illegible, Victorinus or Tetricus I
93. Rev. Uncertain; female fi gure std l.
94. Fragment, probably burned.
Tetricus II (273-274)
 All AE, rd, dr, b. r.
 C  PIV ESV  TETRICVS  CAES.
95. Rev. p. PIETAS  AVGVSTORVM. Sacrifi cial instruments.
 Mint of Cologne?
96. Rev. p. [PRINC  IVVENT]. Tetricus II in military dress std l. hld branch in r. hand and 
spear or sceptre in l. hand.
 Mint of Cologne?
97. Rev. SPES  AVGG.  Spes dr. adv l. hld fl ower and raising skirt.
 Mint of Trier?
98. As 96;
99. As 98.
100. Rev. p. [SPES  (PVBLICA?)]. Spes as 100.
 Mint of Cologne?
101. As 100.
102.  As 8 n
This is not the only hoard from this area. The Additions to Borlase’s Natural History of Cornwall (JRIC,
Supplement, 1866, p. 62) records that on 23 July 1758, Borlase received four coins from Mr Howel, 
Rector of Lanreath, found at Carlean, “near the northern extremity of the Giant’s-hedge, not far from Ethy, 
at Leryn creek, on the Eastern banks of the River Fawy”. The wording could be taken to mean that the 
coins were found on the river bank, thus in the vicinity of the hoard found in 1982. Carlean may be a mis-
reading for Collon, or one of its early variants, a farm north of Lerryn with land extending down to Lerryn 
bridge. The most northerly point on the Giant’s Hedge is just east of Lerryn school (SX 143 571); Ethy is 
on the other side of the river in St Winnow. The emperors are all represented in the 1982 hoard and it is a 
reasonable assumption that the coins noted by Borlase were all antoniniani:
Postumus (259-268)
103. Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG.
 Rev. Defaced.
Tetricus I (270-273)
104. Obv.  IMP  C  TET[RICVS]  P  F  AVG.
 Rev. Illegible.
Claudius Gothicus (268-270)
105. IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG.
 Rev. FELICITAS  [AVG].  Felicity hld Victory in her r. hand and a cornucopia in her l.
106. DIVO  CLAVD[IO]. Minted after his death.
 Rev. CONS[ECRATIO] surrounding a lighted altar.
Borlase concluded that the Romans were probably responsible for the construction of the Giant’s Hedge, 
a feature which is most probably early medieval. Dating hedges by counting the number of woody species 
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in a given length does not work in Cornwall, as I found when I attempted it at several points along the 
Giant’s Hedge.
104. LERRYN, Manely Wood (c.SX 130 565)
St Veep
Two coins found with a metal detector in November 2003 by Jonathan Clemes:
Victorinus (269-271)
1. Antoninianus (18.6mm, 1.91g), worn.
 Obv.  [IMP C VICT]ORINVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. PA-X  AVG / Pax std l., hld branch in r. hand and long transverse spear in l.
 Mm. V | 
 Principal mint. Cunetio 2530. PAS No. CORN-4FC9D1 (SX 1284 5611).
Uncertain late third Century
2. Antoninianus copy (15.2mm, 1.71g), slightly worn and struck well off centre.
 Obv. ...VTS... (garbled letters) / Rd, cr?, b. r.
 Rev. p. No legend / Part of fi gure std l.
 Probably struck between 274 and 286. Irregular mint. Perhaps based on Fides militum type 
(Fides std l. hld standard in each hand), a common issue of Victorinus and the Tetrici. cf.
Normanby 1990/2 for similar-style irregular issue of Tetricus II. PAS No. CORN-799E45 
(SX 1290 5628).
105. LESTOW FARM (SX 1715 6779)
St Neot
This coin was found by Jonathan Clemes while metal-detecting 60m south of a possible Romano-British 
settlement to the east of Lestow Farm in summer 2000 (PAS database).
Antoninus Pius (138-161) 
 Sestertius (29.2mm, 10.48g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [ANTONI]NVS AVG [PIVS PP TRP...] / Lr, b. r. 
 Rev. Illegible / Stg fi gure l.
 Possibly Britannia – if so perhaps RIC III 742; BMC 1637. PAS No. CORN-96CAD2.
106. LISKEARD, Uncertain (c.SX 258 643)
Liskeard
P. V. Hill published in Numismatic Chronicle (1952, p. 96) a small hoard, or part of a hoard, of 20 barbarous 
radiates from ‘east Cornwall’, believed to have been obtained in the vicinity of Liskeard. Of the 20 fl ans, 
eight had been cut with a shears from hammered metal sheets, and four had been  produced by hammering 
out brass coins of the early Empire. Only four were over half an inch in diameter, the others being smaller 
and classifi ed as minimi. Many were in excellent condition with three obverse and reverse die identities.
VICTORINUS (268-270) 3
TETRICUS  I (270-273)  1
TETRICUS  II (270-273) 5
Uncertain radiates  11
Undated letters in the Royal Institution of Cornwall fi les, but evidently about 1951, from Mr J. Knight of 
Torquay, say that the coins were “unearthed on the west coast of Cornwall over three generations ago”, so 
probably not later than about the 1870s. The coins came from “the direct ancestor of my friend who gave 
them to me (and is now deceased) were called Gillard and originated from Liscord [sic] area, and mostly 
lived by farming land towards the coast.”
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In a letter to Lady Aileen Fox (17 October 1951), Hill wrote that the coins “form an interesting though 
baffl ing collection. Although most of them exhibit methods of fl an-manufacture which betoken a late (? post 
Roman) date, the style in general conforms to that of the earlier ‘contemporary’ imitations – particularly in 
the words, but often legible and intelligible attempts at the emperors’ name. It is possible that the methods 
of fl an-manufacture which are normally associated with late copies – e.g. clipping with shears from sheet-
metal and cutting up orichalcum coins of the early Empire – were employed here at a much earlier date 
because in such a remote district moneyers did not have the tools required for making fl ans properly. (In 
more Romanized districts, e.g. Verulamium and Colchester, we fi nd well-made fl ans for even the most 
illiterate productions.) The hoard then may be of an early date – probably late third or early fourth centuries 
– in spite of appearances to the contrary.” See also Robertson 2000, 792.
107. LIZARD (SW 703 126) 
Landewednack
A tetradrachm of Alexandria (23 mm), brought for identifi cation in 1982 by Mr S. C. Hill, had been found 
about ten years before at the south end of the car park.
Severus Alexander (222-235)
 Obv. Illegible.  Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Dikaiosyne (Aequitas) std l.  L'= AD 225. Curtis 1057.
(A modern copy of a sestertius of Commodus had been found in the Beacon Field about two years before 
the above fi nd.)
108. LOE VALLEY (c.SW65 26)
Helston
Howard Harris (The Western Antiquary, Vol. IV, 1885, p. 164) asked for help in identifying a Roman coin 
“obtained from a friend who believes it was discovered in the Loe Pool Valley”. Evidently diffi cult to 
read, he gave the legends as Obv. AVTFMAVDGE(?)VH..., and the Rev. AVTOVGT...HG.... Haverfi eld 
suggested (1924, p. 36) a Roman Provincial coin of Caracalla (198-217) minted in Augusta Traiana in 
Thrace, or Beroea in Macedonia, with a reverse of Demeter holding ears of corn in her right hand and 
leaning her left on a long torch, which is close enough to what Harris could make out. The Greek obverse 
should read: $87.0$85+/$17:1,1266(%
109. LOWER BODINNAR (c.SW 415 325)
Sancreed
W. Copeland Borlase (1872, Naenia Cornubiae, pp. 259, 261; 1873, ‘Vestiges of Early Habitation in 
Cornwall’, Archaeological Journal, Vol. XXX, [pp. 325-348] p. 329) noted that Roman coins had been 
found “on two occasions” at the location he called Bodinar Crellas. Borlase learned from an old inhabitant 
that when a beehive hut was removed, its foundations contained “The ashes of a fi re, and small copper 
coins”. In his MS Antiquarian Notes on Cornwall, 1872, p. 144 (at the Royal Institution of Cornwall) 
Borlase says that the coins were found by Nicky Pooly “in a stone saucer or bowl” when he pulled apart the 
remains of the hut walls on the eastern slope of the hill in the hope of fi nding some treasure in the ruins.
The second hoard was that reported in the West Briton (20 March 1829, p. 2, col. 5): “About a fortnight 
since, a man who was digging in a fi eld in the parish of Sancreed ... in clearing round a large stone, 
discovered about 200 ancient coins. They are Roman; on the one side is a head with a small crown, on the 
other, a fi gure, probably of Mercury, holding a sword and a staff, with the words Temporium Felicitas. 
The coins were not in an urn, nor were the remains of one found near them.” The ‘small crown’ suggests 
third century radiate antoniniani. Felicitas is depicted holding a cornucopia and a staff on an antoninianus
of Tacitus (275-276) with the legend TEMPORUM (not Temporium) FELICITAS. An issue under Probus 
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(276-282) bears the abbreviated legend TEMPOR FELICI. Borlase (1872, MS), underestimating the time 
since the fi nd was made, says that the fi nder was “Reuben Rodda, about 20 or 30 years since, in trenching 
the lane leading up to the Crellas found, in a pit under a fl at stone, a great number of third brass Roman 
coins, some broke to pieces but some were kept, and two were given me by his son John Nicholas of 
New Bridge. They are of Probus and Tetricus junr. Mr Humph. Pascoe had another of them.” Borlase 
secured three of the coins (V.C.H., 1906, p. 370) found “at or near the hut clusters”: debased antoniniani
of Victorinus, Tetricus II, and Probus. They were sold as Lot 99 for 6/- in the sale at Lariggan, Penzance, 
in October 1887. See also Robertson 2000, 765.
110. LUDGVAN (c.SW 506 329)
Ludgvan
These coins were found by Roy Powell while metal-detecting in fi elds to the south of Lugdvan church 
between 2004 and 2005 (PAS database). However, the uncertain second century sestertius of probably 
Antoninus Pius (PAS No. CORN-B0C504) had been found in January 1997.
Vespasian (69-79)
1. Sestertius (24mm, 7.84g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. Illegible / b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing female fi gure facing left.
 As BMC Plate 37 No 5. PAS No. CORN-2095E1.
Domitian (81-96)
2. Denarius plated copy (17.2mm, 1.83g), worn and corroded.
 Obv. IMP [CAES DOMITIAN]VS AVG GERMANIC / Rd, b. r. Wearing aegis.
 Rev. [PIETAS AV]GVST / Pietas, draped, seated left, laying hand on head of child, 
seated left before her, and holding sceptre in left hand (but only fi gure of child 
clear).
 Contemporary silver plated copy of a hybrid type of a denarius of Domitian (AD 81-96) 
and Domitia, with radiate crown. The silver plate covers the obverse, but the centre of the 
reverse has oxidised away to reveal the copper alloy core. It is therefore a contemporary copy 
and dates from circa AD 85-96.  BMC 247. Irregular mint. PAS No. CORN-5B07C3.
Trajan (98-117)
3. Dupondius (22mm, 5.44g), very worn.
 Obv. [IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V P] / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. [S . P . Q . R . OPTIMO PRIN]CIPI  S / C // [ALI]M [ITAL] / Annona, draped, 
standing front, head left, right knee slightly bent, holding out two corn ears in right 
hand over boy left, and holding cornucopia in left hand; the boy is togate, stands 
front, head turned right towards Annona, and holds roll in left hand, right hand by 
his side.
 Struck between 103 and 111. Rome mint. RIC II 460. PAS No. CORN-156687.
Hadrian (117-138)
4. Dupondius (24mm, 5.31g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. Illegible / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing female fi gure facing left, possibly Pax?
 As BMC 1265. PAS No. CORN-20D377.
Lucilla (164-169)
5. Sestertius (28.9mm, 14.72g), worn.
 Obv. [LVCILLAE AVG…] / dr, b. r.
 Rev. [SALVS S C] / Salus, draped, seated left feeding snake rising from altar.
 Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-B10D53.
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Uncertain second Century
6. Sestertius (28mm, 11g), worn.
 Obv. Illegible / Female bust, dr, r.
 Rev. Illegible.
 Female bust indicates it could be either Sabina (117-137) or Faustina I (138-141). Rome 
mint. PAS No. CORN-B14E75.
7. Sestertius (29.3mm, 15.27g), worn.
 Obv. …     [AVG PIVS??] / B. r.
 Rev. [S C]  / Securitas seated left, resting her head in her left hand, her left elbow bent and 
supported by the back of the throne, and her right holding a transverse sceptre.
 Probably Antoninus Pius (138-161). PAS No. CORN-B0C504.
8. Dupodius/As (22.9mm, 3.59g), very worn.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Illegible.
 PAS No. CORN-B16040.
Diocletian (284-305)
9. Nummus (26.5mm, 7.68g), worn.
 Obv. IMP C DIOCLETIANVS PF AVG / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. GENIO POPV-LI ROMANI / Genius standing left, modius on head, naked but 
for chalmys over left shoulder, holding patera in right hand and cornucopia in left 
hand.
 Struck between 297 and 300. London mint. RIC VI 6a. PAS No. CORN-165462.
Constantine I (307-337)
10. Nummus (23.6mm, 3.69g), slightly worn.
 Obv. IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. MARTI PAT-RI-PROPVG / Mars advancing right with spear in right hand and 
shield in left.
 Mm. //PLN
 Struck between 307 and 310. London mint. RIC VI 108. PAS No. CORN- 161098.
111. LUDGVAN LEAZE (c.SW 510 326)
Ludgvan
The following comprise a group of coins found by metal-detectorists in and around the Ludgvan Leaze 
Industrial Estate, Crowlas between 2003 and 2007 (PAS database). The fi nder and co-ordinates of the 
fi ndspots are given with each coin after the PAS number.
Western Gold of ANTED
1. AV Stater  (19mm, 5.23g), slightly worn.
 Obv.  Leaf.
 Rev. ANTED RIG / Stylised horse r. Below a six-spoked chariot wheel. 
 Hobbs 3023; Van Arsdell 1066/1069. Dobunnic Type D. Struck in the late fi rst century 
BC. PAS No. CORN-DE0E02 (David Edwards – SW 5095 3282). Currently in the Royal 
Cornwall Museum, Truro (TRURI 2005.10).
Uncertain Republican 
2. Denarius (Copy) (18.4mm, 3.63g), worn.
 Obv. Head of ROMA facing r. with ?X behind head. 
 Rev. Illegible [ROMA] / Too worn to make out / Horse and rider galloping l. holding 
spear and small Victory? with large Q behind the horseman.
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 Probably a contemporary Roman bronze copy of a silver Republican denarius. The size 
suggests a Roman Republican denarius as does what looks like a bust of Roma facing 
right on the obverse. The metal, however, suggests that it is a contemporary copy (possibly 
the core of a previously plated imitation). The rough and pitted surface and crude style 
of the horseman support this theory. There are several denarii that sport similar designs 
– Crawford 286/1 and 295/1 (116 or 115 and 113 or 112 BC respectively) - the latter even 
has a large Q behind the horseman that may be preserved here. PAS No. CORN-BC52B5 
(Graham Dyer - SW 5096 3298).
Augustus (27 BC - 14) 
3. Tetrobol? (20mm, 3.03g), worn.
 Obv.  Head of Artemis with horned crown facing r.
 Rev. Bull leaping r. 
 Greek bronze tetrobol? similar to an example of a copper alloy AE17 from Amphipolis in 
Macedonia, depicting the head of Artemis facing right on the obverse and a bull leaping to 
the right on the reverse, and dating to early imperial times (27 BC - AD 14) (see Plant 1979, 
p. 65, No. 985). PAS No. CORN-3AAB52 (Roy Powell - SW 5096 3294).
Nero (54-68) 
4. Dupondius (24mm, 2.96g) , very worn
 Obv.  Illegible / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out. 
 PAS No. CORN-251596 (David  - SW 5096 3298).
Vitellius (69) 
5. Denarius (17.75mm, 3.25g), slightly worn.
 Obv. A VITELLIVS [IMP GERMAN] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. VICTORIA AVGVSTI / Victory advancing l., holding in r. hand a shield inscribed 
in two lines SP / QR (not legible in this case).
 Lyon mint. RIC I 62; BMC 125, pl62/11. PAS No. CORN-BC7A02 (Ian Larkin - SW 5087 
3294). Currently in the Royal Cornwall Museum (TRURI 2005.6.1).
Titus (79-81) 
6. Sestertius (26.2mm, 3.15g) , very worn and incomplete.
 Obv.  ……COS…… / Lr, b,.r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 As RIC II 181; BMC 311. PAS No. CORN-26E098 (Roy Powell - SW 509 329).
Domitian (81-96) 
7. Dupondius/As (25.3mm, 7.86g), worn and corroded.
 Obv.  Illegible / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible.
 PAS No. CORN-606BE5 (Ken Burridge - SW 5094 3275).
8. As (24.5mm, 3.39g), worn, corroded and incomplete.
 Obv.  IMP CAES DOMIT AVG G[ERM COS...] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. [FORTVNAE AVGVSTI] / Standing fi gure facing l. with something in l. arm - 
possibly cornucopia of Fortuna.
 Rome mint. As RIC II 371; BMC 416. PAS No. CORN-677F02 (David Edwards - SW 
50928 32949).
Trajan (98-117) 
9. Denarius (20mm, 2.7g), worn.
 Obv.  IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P / Lr, dr, b. r.
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 Rev. COS V P P SPQR OPTIMO [PRINC] / Spes advancing l., holding fl ower in r. hand 
and raising skirt with l..
 Struck in 107. Rome mint. RIC II 127; BMC 319 pl 14/15. PAS No. CORN-956913 
(Graham Dyer - SW 5082 3279).
10. Dupondius (22mm, 4.35g), very worn.
 Obv.  Illegible / Rd, dr?, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing fi gure.
 PAS No. CORN-2FE883 (Roy Powell - SW 5095 3297).
Hadrian (117-138) 
11. Denarius (19mm, 2.54g), worn and corroded.
 Obv.  [HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. COS III / Victory draped, facing l., holding wreath in extended r. hand and palm in 
l.; globe in exergue.
 Minted between 125 and 128. Rome mint. RIC II 184; BMC 428. PAS No. CORN-472C13 
(Graham Dyer - SW 5091 3295).
12. Denarius (16.5mm, 1.43g), worn.
 Obv.  [HADRIANVS AVG COS III...] / Bh, b. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out / Standing fi gure facing r. over altar? Possibly Salus.
 Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-BDBA33 (Roy Powell - SW 5083 3296).
13. Sestertius (21mm, 4.04g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv.  Illegible / B. r..
 Rev. Illegible / Standing draped female fi gure facing l., S C in fi eld l. and r.
 Incomplete brass sestertius, the surface corroded, but part of the bust on the obverse and 
part of the standing, draped, female fi gure facing left between S / C on the reverse survive. 
The fi gure on the reverse looks like that of Clemency, a reverse of Hadrian (AD 117-138), 
illustrated in Sear 1970, p. 137, Plate 6, No. 1008, i.e. RIC II 701; BMC 1383. PAS No. 
CORN-8EE712 (Roy Powell - SW 509 329).
Sabina (117-137) 
14. Denarius (19mm, 2.85g), slightly worn.
 Obv.  SABINA AVGVSTA / Dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. CONCORDIA AVG / Concordia seated l. holding patera in r. hand and sceptre in l.
 Rome mint. RIC II 391; BMC 932. PAS No. CORN-2FFE83 (Roy Powell - SW 5094 
3295).
Marcus Aurelius Caesar (139-161) 
15. Sestertius (29mm, 10.8g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out. 
 Rev. [IVVENTAS.S-]C (C visible - rest illegible) / Juventas st, holding branch, trophy 
to the r.
 Minted between 140 and 144. Rome mint. RIC III (Antoninus Pius) 1233; BMC 1402. PAS 
No. CORN-CDDF13 (Ian Larkin - SW 5092 3290).
16. Sestertius (27.9mm, 11.34g), very worn.
 Obv. Uncertain / B. r.
 Rev. Uncertain.
 PAS No. CORN-BD89B6 (Roy Powell - SW 507 328)
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Lucius Verus (161-169) 
17. Sestertius (25mm, 9.98g), worn.
 Obv.  [IMP CAES L AVREL VERVS AVG] / Bh, b. r.
 Rev. [CONCORD AVGVSTOR TRP..] S/C//[COS…] / Marcus Aurelius and Lucius 
Verus standing l. and r., facing each other, both togate, clasping r. hands and holding rolls 
in l. hands.
 Minted between 161 and 162. Rome mint. RIC II 1280/1308; BMC 859. PAS No. CORN-
5BE4C7 (Steve Collins - SW 5092 3295).
Marcus Aurelius (161-180) 
18. Sestertius (29mm, 15.62g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [M ANTONINUS AVG...] / B. r.
 Rev. Uncertain.
 PAS No. CORN-C27D63 (Ian Larkin - SW 5091 3295).
19. Sestertius (28mm, 6.87g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [M ANTONINUS AVG...] / Uncertain
 Rev. Uncertain.
 Very worn. Uncertain mint. PAS No. CORN-CD4236 (Ian Larkin - SW 5109 3297).
20. Sestertius (27mm, 9.6g) , very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [M ANTONINVS AVG...] illegible / B. r. 
 Rev. [IMP VI COS III. S-C. VIC PAR or VIC GER] illegible / traces suggest wing of 
Victory in the bottom left area and a shield in the top right area, indicating type with 
Victory standing r., placing a round shield on a palm tree; the shield is inscribed 
with the letters VIC PAR or VIC GER.
 Minted between 170 and 172. Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-CDADE7 (Ian Larkin - SW 
5092 3295).
21. Sestertius (29mm, 10.1g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [M ANTONINVS AVG TR P...] illegible / B. r. 
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 Very worn. Uncertain mint. PAS No. CORN-CE4290 (Ian Larkin - SW 5096 3289).
22. Sestertius (27mm, 7.62g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [M ANTONINVS AVG TR P...] illegible / B. r.]
 Rev. [IMP VI COS III. S-C] illegible / Victory standing r., placing a round shield on a 
palm tree.
 Probably minted between 170 and 172. Rome mint. RIC III 1000/1001/1029/1030/. PAS 
No. CORN-CD8732 (Ian Larkin - SW 5107 3305).
23. Dupondius (20mm, 4.1g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. [M ANTONINVS AVG TR P XXV or XXVI] / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. [IMP VI COS III. S-]C in fi eld (the C is visible) / Victory standing r., placing on 
palm tree a round shield inscribed, in two lines, VIC GER.
 Minted between 170 and 172. Rome mint. RIC III 1002/1031. PAS No. CORN-CCEE70 
(Ian Larkin - SW 5082 3287).
Faustina II? (146-175) 
24. Dupondius (24.7mm, 10.01g), very worn.
 Obv.  Illegible and partly missing [FAUSTINA...] / B. r.
 Rev. Female fi gure standing l., holding vertical staff or spear in l. hand and object in r.; 
S-C in fi eld fl anking fi gure. 
 PAS No. CORN-BC88E7 (David Smith - SW 5096 3298).
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Commodus (177-192
25. Sestertius (29.4mm, 15.76g), worn.
 Obv.  M COMMODVS…..  / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible.
 Struck between 180 and 192. PAS No. CORN-41A985 (Roy Powell - SW 509 329).
26. Sestertius (26.5mm, 15.34g), very worn.
 Obv.  Too worn to make out / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. ‘Liberalitas type’ with emperor seated on ? chair or platform but military offi cer 
standing behind him is not visible; standing fi gure in front should then be Liberalitas 
with a citizen (not visible) mounting the platform to the left.
 Minted between 180 and 192. PAS No. CORN-A89236 (Ian Larkin - SW 5073 3287).
27. Dupondius (23.7mm, 7.59g), worn
 Obv.  Too worn to make out / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out / Female fi gure of Liberalitas standing l., holding cornucopia 
in l. hand and an abacus up in her r. hand.
 Struck in 180. Rome mint. RIC III 302. PAS No. CORN-BD9AC3 (Roy Powell - SW 5083 
3296).
Uncertain fi rst/second Century 
28. Sestertius (31.6mm, 16.02g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / stg fi gure.
 Brass sestertius with bust facing right with distinctive head shape that suggests probably 
Trajan (AD 98-117) on obverse and standing fi gure? on reverse. PAS No. CORN-8DFCA1 
(Roy Powell - SW 509 328).
29. Sestertius (30.4mm, 8.39g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EB3A95 (Roy Powell - SW 5090 3289).
30. Dupondius/As (26.6mm, 8.8g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EB5854 (Roy Powell - SW 5095 3297).
31. Dupondius/As (23.6mm, 7.44g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv.  Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Seated fi gure.
 PAS No. CORN-EB6677 (Roy Powell - SW 5095 3297).
Uncertain second Century 
32. Denarius (18.9mm, 3.26g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv.  Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 Possibly Antoninus Pius? (138-161). PAS No. CORN-B56721 (Ian Larkin - SW 5107 
3296).
33. Sestertius (25mm, 7.08g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev. Illegible.
 Uncertain mint. PAS No. CORN-8EBF82 (Roy Powell - SW 509 328).
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34. Sestertius (28mm, 10.63g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out. 
 Rev. Too worn to make out / Traces of a trophy.
 PAS No. CORN-CE27D3 (Ian Larkin - SW 5081 3294).
35. Sestertius (26.8mm, 10.62g), very worn.
 Obv.  Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Uncertain seated fi gure, perhaps Roma, seated l. on throne or chair with high back 
holding vertical spear in l. hand and Victory in extended r. hand; shield against side 
of throne. 
 Either Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius or Commodus - 138-192. PAS No. CORN-A868C3 
(Ian Larkin - SW 5090 3292).
36. Sestertius (26.6mm, 12.17g), very worn.
 Obv.  Too worn to make out / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 Either Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus or Commodus – 139-192. PAS No. CORN-BD5532 
(Roy Powell - SW 5083 3296).
37. Sestertius (29.2mm, 11.88g), very worn.
 Obv.  Too worn to make out / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out / stg fi gure.
 PAS No. CORN-2555C8 (David Smith - SW 5087 3290).
38. Sestertius/Dupondius (27mm, 8.6g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out. 
 Rev. Too worn to make out / Traces of a fi gure standing l. holding something in r. hand 
and a spear or long staff in l.
 PAS No. CORN-CE0992 (Ian Larkin - SW 5077 3290).
39. Dupondius (22mm, 4.59g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-CE7A24 (Ian Larkin - SW 5104 3296).
40. As (20mm, 2.2g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv.  Too worn to make out / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out. 
 PAS No. CORN-CE8EA0 (Ian Larkin - SW 5083 3281).
41. Dupondius/As (21.5mm, 3.43g), very worn.
 Obv. Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-254201 (David Smith - SW 5096 3298).
42. Dupondius/As (20mm, 4.17g)
 Obv. Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-3A7BD5 (Roy Powell - SW 5090 3289).
Tetricus I (271-274) 
43. Antoninianus (16.5mm, 1.73g), worn.
 Obv.  [IMP C TETRIC]VS  PF AVG / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. [VIC]TOR[IA AVG] / Victoria walking l. with wreath and palm. 
 Slightly silvered. Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 141. PAS No. CORN-E00F27 (David Fletcher - 
SW 5080 3289).
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Tacitus (275-276) 
44. Antoninianus (21.4mm, 2.83g), slightly worn.
 Obv.  IMP C L TACITVS AVG / Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. TEMPORVM FELICITAS / Felicitas draped, standing l. holding caduceus in r. 
hand and cornucopia in l.
 Mm. A A//-
 Gallic mint. RIC V(i) 65. PAS No. CORN-2FC0D1 (Roy Powell - SW 5093 3290).
House of Constantine (348-352)
45. Nummus (17.5mm, 1.42g), very worn.
 Obv.  Illegible / Pd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. [FEL TEMP REPARATIO] / Emperor in a galley with a standard and holding a 
phoenix or Victory, with fi gure to the right and below sitting on galley and holding 
tiller in right hand.
 PAS No. CORN-DDBD24 (David Edwards - SW 5096 3289).
112. LUDGVAN, Castle Road (SW 5037 3321)
Ludgvan
This coin was found by Roy Powell while metal-detecting north of Lugdvan village in May 2004 (PAS 
database).
Domitian (81-96) 
 Denarius (18.1mm, 3.12g), worn.
 Obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM [P M TR P XIIII] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. [I]MP XXII COS – XVII CENS [P P P]  / Minerva advancing r., brandishing javelin 
in raised r. hand and holding round shield in l.; she is also standing on the prow of 
a ship.
 Struck in 95. Rome mint. RIC II 187; BMC 223 Pl 66/12. PAS No. CORN-3E2821.
113. LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm (c.SW 502 328)
Ludgvan
These coins were found during metal-detecting in fi elds to the north of Eglos Farm between 2004 and 
2006 (PAS database). Three coins (marked *) had been found earlier in December 1996. The fi nders and 
co-ordinates of the fi ndspots are listed after the PAS number.
Commodus (177-192)
1. Sestertius (30.3mm, 15.9g), worn.
 Obv. [...]AVREL [C]OM[...]   / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / ?Jupiter seated left with sceptre and Victory.
 Struck between 179 and 180. Rome mint. RIC III 291; BMC 1719. PAS No. CORN-886865 
(Ian Larkin - SW 5065 3295).
Uncertain fi rst/second century
2. Sestertius (28mm, 12.8g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EA7C85 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
3. Sestertius (32mm, 15.06g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EA9306 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
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4. Sestertius (30.7mm, 11.25g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / B, r.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Possibly Domitian (81-96). PAS No. CORN-EB1D12 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
5. Dupondius/As (26.2mm, 7.7g), very worn, corroded and incomplete.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EA87A2 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
6. Dupondius/As (22.7mm, 4.3g), very worn, corroded and incomplete.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EAA767 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
7. Dupondius/As (25.3mm, 4.39g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EAC262 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
8. Dupondius/As (25mm, 3.91g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EACFB0 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
9. *Dupondius/As (25mm, 5.45g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / B, r.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EB02B1 (Roy Powell - SW 5068 3295).
10. *Dupondius/As (26.3mm, 8.1g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EB1145 (Roy Powell - SW 5068 3295).
11. Dupondius/As (25.3mm, 3.74g), very worn and incomplete.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-EB2871 (Roy Powell - SW 5068 3295).
12. Dupondius/As (24.4mm, 3.9g), very worn, corroded and incomplete.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-A25954 (Roy Powell - SW 506 329).
13. Dupondius/As (22.6mm, 5.13g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-A2B177 (Roy Powell - SW 506 328).
14. Dupondius/As (22.7mm, 2.65g), very worn, corroded and incomplete.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-A2D816 (Roy Powell - SW 506 328).
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Uncertain second century
15. Sestertius (28.4mm, 12.13g), very worn, corroded and incomplete.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing fi gure.
 Profi le looks like Hadrian – 117-138. PAS No. CORN-EA2FA6 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 
3287).
16. Sestertius (30mm, 17.57g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r. (Possibly bearded).
 Rev. Illegible / Standing fi gure.
 Squared off. PAS No. CORN-EADAB3 (Roy Powell - SW 5062 3287).
17. *Sestertius (30mm, 12.54g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Squared off. PAS No. CORN-EAED73 (Roy Powell - SW 5068 3295).
18. Dupondius/As (23mm, 4.88g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Draped female fi gure facing right?
 Either Trajan (98-117) or Hadrian (117-138). PAS No. CORN-8821A6 (Ian Larkin - SW 
5065 3295).
Uncertain Roman Provincial
19. Uncertain Denomination (16.5mm, 2.45g), very worn.
 Obv. Illegible / Too worn to make out.
 Rev. Illegible / Three radiating lines.
 Copper alloy Roman provincial coin, countermarked on reverse with bunch of grapes. 
Obverse too worn to make out original coin. Probably fi rst-second century AD. PAS No. 
CORN-96B004 (David Edwards - SW 5060 3290).
Magnentius (350-353)
20. Nummus (19mm, 1.79g), very worn and incomplete.
 Obv. [D N MAGNENTIVS P F AVG]    / Bh, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. VICTO[RIAE D D N N AVG ET CAE] / Two Victories facing each other, holding 
a wreath between them inscribed with VOT / V / MVLT / X .
 Mm. S P/[RPLG] or [LPLG]
 Lyon mint. RIC VIII 145/147; LRBC II 231/229. PAS No. CORN-5D9FE5 (David Edwards 
- SW 5062 3288).
114. MADRON (c.SW 453 315)
Madron
A coin found by David Edwards while metal-detecting west of Heamoor (SW 45361 31725) in early 2006 
(PAS database).
Hadrian (117-138)
1. Denarius (17.7mm, 1.92g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. [HADRIANVS] AVG COS III P P / Bh, r.
 Rev. Illegible / Helmeted fi gure facing l., possibly Roma, seated on curule chair and 
holding palladium, branch or fi gure of Victory in r. hand.
 Struck between 134 and 138. Rome mint. Possibly BMC 703/704/707. PAS No. CORN-
81D1C6.
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The following coin was found by David Edwards while metal-detecting south of Heamoor church (SW 
45359 31686), again in early 2006 (PAS database).
Maximian (286-305)
2. Tetradrachm (18.5mm, 7.01g), slightly worn
 Obv. AKMAOVA MAXIMIANOC CEB/ Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. L - B (year 2) / Elpis (as Roman Spes) l., holding fl ower and hem of skirt.
 Struck between 286 and 287. Alexandria mint. SNG Copenhagen 1023. PAS No. CORN-
C460B1.
115. MAEN CASTLE (SW 347 257)
Sennen
The contributor ‘Old Celt’ (William Bottrell) to One and All, February 1869, wrote that “About four score 
years ago, some labourers, employed by the writer’s grandfather, in removing an old gurgo [hedge], near 
Castle Maen, found three stones, placed on edge and capped by a fl at stone” beneath which “about two 
quarts of greenish-looking coins were found, in a mass, on the surface of a fl at rock on which the stones 
were placed. The coins were of various sizes, (many small, and but few larger, than a shilling [23 mm]). 
All were very rough and cracked round the edges. The designs with which they were impressed differed 
very much in character. Little regard was then paid to this interesting discovery, and little value placed on 
the coins, when it was found that they were mostly of bronze ... Five or six years since, one of the pieces 
of money, (about the size of a shilling and much defaced,) found near Castle Maen, was examined by a 
gentleman connected with the British Museum, and by him pronounced to be Roman, of the Latter [sic]
Empire.”
This is probably the 1807 hoard of 300 “small copper and plated Roman coins”, evidently debased 
antoniniani, some silver washed, which “were found between two fl at stones, under a large projecting rock, 
in a fi eld very near the Land’s End; they were chiefl y of Gallienus, Postumus, Victorinus, and Tetricus” 
according to information from the Revd J. Rogers (Lysons, 1814, Magna Britannia, Vol. 3 Cornwall,
p. ccxxv). Later accounts give the number of coins as 300 to 400. The same hoard was reported by W. 
Penaluna (1819, The Circle, p. 230) as about 1806 found by Dionysius Williams (1771-1829 of Mayon 
House, Sennen) “in a fi eld near the church, some of which he now has in his possession”. C. S. Gilbert 
(1817, p. 193) with the wrong date: “About sixteen years ago, a cave was discovered near the Land’s End, 
in which was an urn containing ashes, bones, and brass coins. Four of them are in the possession of the 
editor; the others are in that of Dionysius Williams esq.”
The anonymous contributor to The Olio (1829, Vol. III, p. 106) wrote that “A few twelvemonths ago, 
some silver (or more properly speaking composition) coins of Julius Caesar and of Nero, were found on 
the surface at the Land’s End”. Coins of later emperors, such as third century antoniniani, are more likely 
and if so may be those from Maen Castle.  See also Robertson 2000, 611.
116. MAENPORTH, Penrose (SW 7892 2996)
Budock
The Royal Cornwall Gazette 21 December 1822 (p. 3, col. 1) reported that “last week some men who were 
working in a quarry at Penrose in the parish of Budock discovered about two feet under the surface an 
earthen vessel containing 250 pieces of ancient Coin; the greater part of them were copper, of the size of a 
farthing [21 mm], but in what reigns it is diffi cult to make out, as they have no date. Unfortunately the jar 
they were in was destroyed, one of the men having thrown the pick into it.”
The description suggests most were late third century antoniniani, some of which probably retained 
their silver wash. The site is less than a mile from the fi ndspot of the Pennance Hoard (163).
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117. MAER DOWN (SS 202 078)
Poughill
Spencer Howlett of Bude told me in about 1975 that workers at this site, nicknamed ‘Earthquake’ after a 
landslip, had found in about 1890 the remains of a cist which contained a burial and Roman coins, some 
said to be of Vespasian. This is the ‘Interesting discovery near Bude’ reported in the Western Morning 
News (21 September 1893); and reprinted in Cornish Archaeology, No. 3, 1964, p. 104). No coins are 
mentioned here, but in the Cornwall Archaeological Society’s Newsletter (No. 34, October 1980, p. 4), R. 
M. Heard of Kilkhampton wrote that the fi nd was made in Mr Ross Heard’s ‘quarry’ on the cliff edge. The 
fi nd was not, as reported, a burial, but a hoard of 130 Roman coins; “The workmen were careful to clear 
out all coins before local gossip prompted a newspaper-reporter to appear.” The coins remain in private 
hands. After the death of Jim Beer, the original owner, they passed to his niece Mrs Poulton and on her 
death to her son and daughter, half remaining in Stratton with Mrs Rosanne Farmer and half in Exeter with 
Mr Poulton “with the charge to take good care of them” (R. M. Heard, letter 27 xi 2001).
Unfortunately the Roman coins do not make sense as a genuine hoard. Richard Abdy of the British 
Museum (letter 9 December 2002) writes that “if there is a known hoard in there, then the evidence has 
become totally garbled and I would not know how to be certain about its extraction”. Most of the coins 
belong to the period AD 313-353 and are in mainly good condition. They should not be accompanied by 
a scatter of later coins. A hoard belonging to the period of Arcadius, the latest in the collection, should 
consist of 80 per cent or more of AD 388-402 with a small number of debased radiates and earlier small 
module coins of the fourth century. Although I have been unable to see the other half of the fi nd, it is 
unlikely that they would alter its composition signifi cantly. The following lists 88 Roman coins, and I am 
grateful to Richard Abdy for identifying four which defeated me, including those of Helena and Theodora, 
and for pointing out more barbarous copies than I had anticipated. If a genuine hoard had been uncovered 
in 1893, it is regrettable that it was not made known at the time, or at least kept separate from intrusive 
coins of unknown origin.
Octavian (before he became Augustus in 27 BC)
1. Modern copy of a Sestertius or dupondius (29 mm) of 38 BC. 
Obv. CAESAR DIVI F / Bare-head of Octavian r.
Rev. n. DIVOS IVLIVS. Wreathed head of deifi ed Julius Caesar r.
Gaulish mint type. RIC I Republic, 106.
Vespasian (69-79) or possibly Titus (79-81)
2. Copper as. (25 mm), worn.
Obv. ......VESP  AVG..... / Bust, l.
Rev. p. Illegible; std female. S C in fi eld.
Hadrian (117-138)
3. Sestertius. (29 mm), worn.
Obv. HAD[RIANVS AVG COS III] / Bare-headed, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. [PIETAS AVG] S C / Pietas std f., head l.; lighted altar to l., a stork to r.
AD 134-138. RIC II 771c.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
4. Dupondius, (26 mm) worn; holed at some time to form a pendant. 
Obv. [ANTONIN]VS AVG [PIVS P P TR P XVII] / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. n. LIB[ERTAS COS IIII], S C / Libertas standing l. 
Minted AD 153-154. RIC III 920.
5. Dupondius, (24 mm) worn; perhaps -
Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P [TR P XXI] / Rd, h. r.
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Rev. n[AED DIVI AVG REST] S C / Temple façade with eight columns within which 
are seated fi gures of Divus Augustus and Livia.
Ex. [COS  IIII]
AD 157-158. RIC III 988; BMC. 1729.
Diva Faustina I (141-161)
6. Sestertius (31 mm), worn.
Obv. DIVA  FAVSTINA. Dr, b. r.
Rev. p. Uncertain, perhaps Ceres std. l.
cf. RIC III Ant. Pius 1009.
Marcus Aurelius Caesar (139-161)
7. As, (25 mm) worn.
 Obv. [AVRELIVS CAES AVG PII F] / Bare-headed r.
 Rev. n [TR POT XIIII CO]S II S C / Mars adv. r. 
 AD 159-160. BMC 2105; RIC III 1354.
Faustina II (146-175)
8. As, (22 mm), worn.
 Obv. FAV[STINA AVGVSTA] / Dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [IVNO] S C / Juno std l.; peacock at her feet.
Uncertain Flavian (69-96)
9. As, (25 mm) worn. Flavian, late fi rst century. 
 Obv. Bust of emperor r.
 Rev. Worn fl at.
Gallienus sole-reign (260-268)
10. (20 mm) worn.
 Obv. [GALLIENVS AVG] / Rd, (dr?), b. r.
 Rev. n [FORTVNA R]ED / Fortuna std l., hld rudder and cornucopia. 
 Mint of Siscia. RIC V(i) 572.
Claudius II (268-270)
11. (20 mm) worn.
 Obv. [IMP CLAVDIVS P F AVG] / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [FELIC TEMPO] / Felicitas std l., hld caduceus in r. hand, and long sceptre in l.
 Mm. //T
 Mint of Milan. RIC V(i) 145.
Divus Claudius II (270).
12. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. DIV[O CLA]VDIO / Rd, h. r.
 Rev. p. [CONSECRA]TIO / Altar.
13. (14 mm) worn.
 Obv. [DIVO  CLAVDIO] / Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n [CONS]ECRAT[IO] / Eagle std l., head turned back.
 cf. Cunetio 2314.
Victorinus (269-271)
14. (17 mm) worn.
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev. p. [INVICTVS] / Sol adv. l.
 Mm.    *|     
 cf. Cunetio 2523, Sol type 3c.
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15. (18 mm) worn.
 Obv. IMP C VICTORINVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, (cr?), b. r.
 Rev. n [SALVS AVG] / Salus std l., feeding snake arising from altar. 
 Southern mint. RIC V(ii) 71.
Tetricus I (271-274)
16. (19 mm) worn.
 Obv. IMP [..... TET]RICVS AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [PA-]X AVG / Pax std. l.
 cf. RIC V(ii) 100.
17. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. IMP C TE[TRICVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. Probably [PAX  AVG] as above.
 cf. RIC V(ii) 100/ Elmer Pl.11/7.
18. (15 mm) worn.
 Obv. IMP C [TETRICVS P F AVG] / Rd, (dr?), b. r.
 Rev. n [SPES PVB]LICA / Spes walking l.
 cf. Cunetio 1610/2611.
19. (17 mm).
 Obv. [IMP C TETRICVS P F AVG] / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [SPES AVG(G)]. Spes as above.
 cf. RIC V(ii) 130.
20. (18 mm) worn.
 Obv. IMP TETRICVS [P F AVG] / Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. ..........AVG(G). Perhaps CONCORDIA AVG.
 cf. Elmer 766, Pl. 11/3.
Tetricus  II Caesar (273-274)
21. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. C P E TETR[ICVS CAES] / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [PIE]TAS AVG / Sacrifi cal implements.
 Cunetio 2588, type 1b jug; plain with handle on r.
Carausius (286-293)
22. (23 mm), worn.
 Obv. IMP CARAV[SIVS (P F AVG?)] / Rd, (dr?), cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [LAE]T[I]-T AVG / Laetitia std l., hld wreath and anchor.
 Mm. Missing; 
 London or Colchester mint.
Allectus (293-296)
23. (25 mm) worn.
 Obv. [IM]P C ALLECTVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. PAX AVG Pax hld globe and spear.
 Mm.  S | P //C
 Mint of Colchester. RIC V(ii) 86.
24. (21 mm) good.
 Obv. IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG / Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. PROVIDEN-TIA AVG / Providentia std. l. hld globe and cornucopia.
 Mm.  S | P //C
 Mint of Colchester. RIC V(ii) 108.
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Constantine I (307-337)
25. Follis (23 mm) good.
 Obv. IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. SOLI INVI-CTO COMITI / Sol std l., r. hand raised, hld globe in l. hand.
 Mm.  F | T //PLG
 Mint of Lyons. AD 314-315. RIC VII 15.
26. Follis (21 mm) ggod.
 Obv. IMP CONSTANTINVS AVG / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. SOLI INVIC-TO COMITI / Sol, as above.
 Mm.  S | F //MLL
 Mint of London. AD 314-315. RIC VII 28.
27. Follis (21 mm) worn.
 Obv.  (Indistinct) IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG / Lr, (cr?), b. r.
 Rev. n (Indistinct) SOLI INVI-CTO COMITI / Sol, as above.
 Mm. Uncertain.
 AD 313-318.
28. Follis (20 mm) good.
 Obv. CONSTA[N]-TINVS AVG / Helmeted head, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. BEATA TRAN-QVILLITAS / Altar inscribed VO/TIS/XX, three stars above 
globe on altar.
 Mm. // •STR •
 Mint of Trier, AD 322-323. RIC VII 368.
29. AE3. (19 mm) good.
 Obv. CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG / Rosette-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers, two standards between them.
 Mm. //TRS •
 Mint of Trier. AD 332-333. LRBC I, 53a; RIC VII 526.
30. AE3. (18 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. Too worn and corroded to make out.
 Mm. // •ASIS •  
 Mint of Siscia AD 334-335. LRBC I, 747; RIC VII 235.
31. AE3. (18 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. As above.
 Mm. branch//PCONST
 Mint of Arles. AD 332-333. LRBC I, 373. RIC VII 370.
32. AE3. (17 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n as above, but mintmark illegible. 
Constantine II Caesar (317-337)
33. AE3. (17 mm) worn.
 Obv. [CONS]TANTI[NVS IVN] N C / Rd, dr, cr, b. l.
 Rev. p. [VIRTVS EXER]CIT / Standard inscribed VOT/XX between two captives std 
back to back.
 Mm. //STR
 Mint of Trier. AD 320. RIC VII 276.
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34. AE3 (19 mm) good.
 Obv. [FL CL CONST]AN-TINVS IVN N C / Rd, dr, cr, b. l.
 Rev. p. [VICTO]RIAE LAETAE PRINC PERP / Two Victories placing shield inscribed 
VOT/PR on altar.
 Mm. star in wreath//PLN
 Mint of London. AD 320-321. RIC VII 181.
35. AE3. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n (Indistinct) GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two soldiers, two standards between 
them.
 Mm. Illegible
 AD 330-335.
36. AE3 (20 mm) good.
 Obv. CONSTANTI-NVS IVN N C / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above.
 Mm. Uncertain
 AD 330-335.
37. AE4 (13 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. As above, but a barbarous copy.
 Mm. Uncertain
 AD 330-348.
38. AE3. (15 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. [CONSTANTI-NV]S IVN NOB C / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS] / Two soldiers, one standard between them.
 Mm. //branchS[LG]
 Mint of Lyons. AD 335-337. LRBC I, 232. RIC VII 286.
39. AE3. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. [CON]STANTI-NVS IV[N N C] / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev .n As above.
 Mm. Illegible
 AD 335-337.
40. AE3. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. [CONSTANTI-NVS IVN] N C / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n As above.
 Ex. //RwreathS
 Mint of Rome. AD 336. LRBC I 559. RIC VII 382.
41. AE3. (15 mm) worn.
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C.
 Rev. p. Illegible, possibly Gloria exercitus type.
Helena (mother of Constantine I and fi rst wife of Constantius I - died in 328 or 329)
42. AE4. (14 mm), worn.
 Obv. [FL IVL HE-LENAE AVG] / Dd, dr, b. r. 
 Rev. n [PAX PVBLICA] / Pax std l., hld branch and transverse sceptre. 
 Mm. Illegible; 
 Struck after her death, 337-341. cf. RIC. 42 for Trier.
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Theodora (second  wife of Constantius I; died in 337) 
43. AE4. (14 mm), worn.
 Obv. [FL MAX THEO-DORAE AVG] / Dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [PIETAS ROMANA] / Pietas std r., hld infant at breast.
 Mm. Illegible
 Struck after her death, 337-340. cf. RIC. 43 for Trier.
Constantius II Caesar (323-337)
44. AE3/4. (14 mm) good.
 Obv. [FL IVL CO]NSTANTIVS NOB C / Lr, cr, (dr?), b. r.
 Rev. p. [GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS] / Two soldiers, one standard between them.
 Mm. //[R]*S
 Mint of Rome. AD 335-336. LRBC I 568; RIC VII 366.
House of Constantine (330-363)
45. AE3. (15 mm fragment) worn.
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev p. [GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS] / Two soldiers, one standard between them.
 Mm. M//TR[…..]
 Mint of Trier. AD 337-341. cf. LRBC I 132-133.
46. AE4. (12 mm). Barbarous copy
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev. n possibly Gloria Exercitus type
47. AE3. (20 mm), worn.
 Obv. [......] AVG / Dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n? Illegible, possibly Fel Temp Reparatio type.
Constantinopolis (330-335)
48. AE3. (17 mm) good.
 Obv. CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS / Helmeted head of Constantinopolis l.; sceptre over l. 
shoulder.
 Rev. n Victory on prow, hld spear and leaning l. hand on shield.
 Mm. //TRP
 Mint of Trier. AD 330-331. cf. LRBC I 52. RIC VII 523.
49. AE3. (17 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. As above.
 Mm. //TR •P
 Mint of Trier. AD 332-333. LRBC I 66; RIC VII 548.
50. AE3. (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. // • in crescent PLG
 Mint of Lyons. AD 332. LRBC I 201; RIC VII 256.
51. AE3. (17 mm) worn.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above.
 Mm. Missing.
 Style suggests Lyons. AD 330-335.
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Urbs Roma (330-335)
52. AE3 (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. [VRBS ROMA] / Helmeted head of Roma, l., wearing imperial mantle.
 Rev. n She-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus. Wreath between two stars above.
 Mm. Missing
 AD 330-335. cf. LRBC I 76 for Trier.
53. AE3 (15 mm) worn.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. Missing
 AD 330-335. cf. LRBC I 76 for Trier.
Divus Constantine I (337-340)
54. AE4 (14 mm) worn.
 Obv. [DIV C]ONSTANTI-NVS [P T AVGG] / Veiled head of Constantine I, r.
 Rev. n Constantine in quadriga ascending to r.; hand of God above.
 Mm. (indistinct) (•?)TRS
 Mint of Trier. LRBC I 114. RIC VIII 44/68.
55. AE4. (15 mm) worn.
 Obv. DIV[(O) CONSTANTI]NO AVG / As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. (Indistinct) //branch SL[G]
 Mint of Lyons. RIC VIII 17.
56. AE3/4 (17 mm) worn.
 Obv. (Illegible).
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. Uncertain.
 LRBC I 114 for Trier.
Constans (337-350)
57. AE4. (14 mm) good. 
 Obv. CONSTAN-S P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n VICTORIAE DD AVGGQ NN. Two Victories, each hld a wreath.
 Mm. D//[TRP]
 Mint of Trier. AD 341-348. LRBC I 149/150. RIC VIII 196.
58. AE4. (16 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 LRBC I 149/150. RIC VIII 196.
59. AE4. (15 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 LRBC I 149/150. RIC VIII 196
60. AE4. (15 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. As above.
 Mm. leaf//[TRP]
 Mint of Trier. AD 341-346. LRBC I 140. RIC VIII 186
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61. AE4. (17 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 LRBC I 140. RIC VIII 186.
62. AE4. (15 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 LRBC I 140. RIC VIII 186
63. AE4. (16 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. star//[TRP]
 Mint of Trier. AD 341-346. LRBC I 142. RIC VIII 188.
64. AE4. (17 mm) good. 
 Obv. D N CONSTA-NS P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n FEL • TEMP • REPARATIO / Phoenix, rd, standing on pyre.
 Mm. TRP •
 Mint of Trier. AD 348-350. cf. LRBC II 33, 36. RIC VIII 228/230
65. AE4 (16 mm). Barbarous, overstrike on both sides.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. Fel Temp Reparatio type
 AD 348-364.
Constantius II (337-361)
66. AE centenionalis (22 mm) worn.
 Obv. Probably [D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG] / Bust r.
 Rev p. [FEL TEMP REPARATIO] / Emperor std in galley, hld phoenix and labarum; 
Victory sed to r, f. l., steering.
 Mm. //[P]LG
 Mint of Lyons. . AD 348-350. cf. LRBC ii, 197. RIC VIII 80.
67. AE3/4. (17 mm) good.
 Obv. D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG / Rosette-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n FEL TEMP REPARATIO / Soldier std l., spearing fallen-horseman who raises l. 
arm to soldier.
 Mm. //GSLG
 Mint of Lyons. AD 355-360. LRBC II 254/257. RIC VIII 190.
68. AE3/4 (17 mm) fair. Barbarous copy.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. Illegible, as above.
 Mm. //TRS
 Copy of mint of TrierAD 353-364.
69. AE3/4. (18 mm) good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mintmark illegible.
70. AE3/4. (13 mm) worn. Barbarous copy.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
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 71. AE3/4. (14 mm). Barbarous copy.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 72. AE3/4. (11 mm) worn. Barbarous copy.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 73. AE3/4. (13 mm). Barbarous copy.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 74. AE3/4. (17 mm). Barbarous copy.
 Obv. As above. 
 Rev. n As above. Legend appears to read FEL? VLT R?-EPARATIO.
Magnentius (350-353)
75.  AE ½ centenionalis  (21 mm) worn.
 Obv. D N MAGNE[NTIV]S P F AVG / Bare-headed, dr, (cr?), b. r.
 Rev. p. FELICITAS  REIPVBLIC[E]. Emperor std l., hld Victory in r. hand,and labarum 
in l.
 Mm. Missing.
 Mint of Arles, Lyons or Trier.
76. AE3/4. (16 mm) good. Barbarous copy.
 Obv. D N MAGEN-TIVS P F AVG. (Note missing N) / Bare-headed, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. (Indistinct) Apparently VICTOR DD NN AVG CAE (or AV T CA(E?) / Two 
Victories supporting shield inscribed MVLT.
 Mm. //[PTR?] 
 Copy of mint of Trier. AD 350-353.
Valentinian I (364-375)
77. AE3 (16 mm) worn.
 Obv. D N VALENTIN[IANVS P F AVG] / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [GLORIA RO-MANORVM] / Emperor adv. r., looking l., dragging from l. a 
captive, and hld labarum, inscribed with chi-rho, in l. hand..
 Mm. O | FII//[…..]
 Mint of Lyons. AD 364-375.
78.  AE3
 Obv. As above. 
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. OF | II//[…..]
 Mint of Arles. AD 364-375.
Valens (364-378)
79. AE3. (18 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. D N VALEN-S P F AVG/ Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n SECVRITA-S REIPVBLICAE / Victory adv l., hld wreath in r. hand, and long 
palm in l.
 Mm. OF | I //[…..]
 Mint of Arles or Lyons. AD 364-375.
80. AE3. (17 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. p. As above.
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 Mm. A / k | F //ASISCȯ
 Mint of Siscia. AD 367-375. cf. LRBC II 1395.
81. AE3 (17 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. n As above.
 Mm. • |   //PC[ON]
 Mint of Arles. AD 367-375. LRBC II 502.
82. AE3 (17 mm) good.
 Obv. D N VALEN-S P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLORIA RO-MANORVM / Emperor adv. r., looking l., dragging from l. a 
captive, and hld labarum, inscribed with chi-rho, in l. hand.
 Mm. Missing
 AD 364-375.
83. AE3. (18 mm) worn.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. Illegible
 AD 364-375.
Gratian (367-383)
84. AE3. (18 mm) good.
 Obv. D N GRATIANVS AVGG AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLORIA NO-VI SAECVLI / Emperor std f, head l., hld labarum in r. hand, and 
resting l. hand on shield.
 Mm. //TCO[N]
 Mint of Arles. AD 367-375. cf. LRBC II 529.
85. AE3. (18 mm) worn.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm. (Indistinct) OF | II //[S?]CON.
 Mint of Arles. AD 367-375. LRBC II 523a.
86. AE4. (15 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. As above.
 Rev. VOT/XV/MVLT/XX in wreath.
 Mm. Missing
 AD 378-383. cf. LRBC II 144 forTrier.
Valentinian II (375-392)
87. AE4. (13 mm) good.
 Obv. D N VALENTINI-ANVS P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n VICTOR-IA AVGGG / Victory std l., hld wreath in raised r. hand, and palm in l.
 Mm. //PCON
 Mint of Arles. AD 388-392. LRBC II 562.
Arcadius (383-408)
88. AE4. (13 mm) fairly good.
 Obv. D N ARCADIVS P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n VICTOR-IA AVGG. As above.
 Mm  Missing
 AD 395. cf. LRBC ii, 173 for Trier
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118. MAGOR FARM (SW 637 423)
Illogan
A site at Magor farm was excavated in 1931 after fragments of tessellated pavement had been ploughed up 
by the farmer in February in what was known as Chapel Field. The name Magor, from Old Cornish magoer 
(wall, or probably ruins or remains) was already suspected as being signifi cant, comparable to the Welsh 
magwyr (enclosure, wall, or building) and ultimately derived from the Latin maceria of similar meaning, 
but more specifi cally a wall enclosing a garden or vineyard. The excavation directed by B. H. St. J. O’Neil 
revealed the only villa found west of Exeter. A full account, including details of the coins, was published in 
JRIC (1934-35) as a Supplement to Vol. XXIV, Parts 1 and 2. The villa was a small structure with hardly 
a right-angle in it; a primitive affair by the best Roman standards, and assumed to have been built by a 
local who had become acquainted with Roman ways up country. Twelve silver denarii were found in a 
specially constructed wall recess in Room 4. Another of Elagabulus was found on the fl oor of Room 6 (a 
continuation of the corridor) suggesting that it had been dropped by someone who was either plundering 
or retrieving valuables from the abandoned dwelling. Their good state of preservation, as with all 22 from 
the site, points to Magor’s abandonment c. AD 230-40 (see also Robertson 2000, 417).
The site may have been rifl ed by squatters who reoccupied part of the building and left behind some of 
their own coins (14-22 below). As these are also in good condition, the squatters probably occupied the site 
for only a decade c. AD 270-280.
Faustina I (died 141)
1. Denarius, worn (18 mm).
 Obv. [FAVSTINAE  AV]G  ANTONINI AVG  P  P.  Dr, b. l.
 Rev. p. CONCORDIA AVG. Concordia sed l, hld patera in ext r. hand; fi gure of Spes 
below her elbow.
Lucius Verus (161-169)
2. Denarius, good (18 mm).
 Obv. IMP  L  AVREL  VERVS  AVG.  Bh, r.
 Rev. p. PROV  DEOR  TR  P  II  COS  II. Providentia std l, hld globe and cornucopia.
 Minted in 162.
Septimius Severus (193-211)
3. Denarius, worn (18 mm).
 Obv. [L  S]EPT  SEV  PERT  AVG  IMP  X.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. VICT  AVG  COS  II  P  P. Victory adv l. hld wreath and palm.
 Minted 197-198.
Julia Domna (193-217)
4. Denarius, worn (18 mm).
 Obv. IVLIA  AVGVSTA.  Dr, b. r.
 Rev. n DIANA  LVCIFERA. Diana std l. hld long torch in both hands.
 Minted 196-202.
5. Obv. ditto. Fine (19 mm).
 Rev. p. SAECVLI  FELICITAS. Isis wearing peaked head-dress std r. with foot on prow 
of vessel; infant Horus at her breast. Rudder resting against altar to l.
 Minted 196-202.
Caracalla (198-217)
6. Denarius, fi ne (19.5 mm).
 Obv. ANTONINVS  PIVS  AVG.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n PONTIF  TR  P  X  COS  II. Securitas sed r., on curule chair with two cornucopias, 
raising r. hand to head, hld sceptre in l.
 Minted in 207.
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Elagabalus (218-222)
7. Denarius, worn (18 mm). Found on original fl oor in north-west corner of Room 6.
 Obv. IMP  ANTONINVS  PIVS  AVG. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. INVICTVS  SACERDOS  AVG. Elagabalus std l. sacrifi cing over altar, 7 in fi eld 
above l., and hld club upwards in r. hand. 
8. Obv. ditto, fi ne (18.5 mm).
 Rev.  INVICTVS SACERDOS AVG. Elagabalus std l. sacrifi cing over lighted altar, hld 
patera in r. hand with 9above, and hld branch in l. hand.
 Minted in 220.
Severus Alexander (222-235)
9. Denarius, fi ne (20 mm).
 Obv. IMP  SEV  ALEXAND  AVG.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n ABVNDAN-TIA  AVG. Abundantia std r. emptying cornucopia with both 
hands.
 Minted 228-231.
10. Denarius, worn (21 mm).
 Obv. IMP  C  M  AVR  SEV  ALEXAND  AVG. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. P  M  TR  P  III  COS   P  P.  Mars std l. hld olive branch and reversed spear.
 Minted in 224.
11, 12. Obv. as 10; good but 12 better (both 19 mm). Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n P  M  TR  P  VI  COS  II  P  P. Annona std l. hld ears of corn in her r. hand, and 
cornucopia in her l.; modius at her feet l.
 Minted in 227 from different dies.
Julia Mamaea (222-235)
13. Denarius, fi ne (19 mm).
 Obv.  IVLIA  MA-MAEA  AVG.  Dd, dr, b, r.
 Rev. p. VESTA.  Vesta, veiled, std l. with palladium (image of Pallas) in her r. hand and 
upright sceptre in her l.
The remaining coins belong to the squatters’ period of habitation. The fi nd-spots are given after each 
coin.
Gallienus (253-268)
14. Antoninianus, worn (21mm).
 Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, b. r.
 Rev. p. VBERITAS  AVG. Uberitas (Abundance) std l. hld  purse and cornucopia. Mint 
mark in fi eld, lower right, like an "m" rotated sideways anti-clockwise. An unusual 
Rome mint-mark recorded previously only from Caerwent.
 Minted 260-268. Found in debris layer of Room 4.
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
15. Antoninianus, worn (24 mm).
 Obv. IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG.  Rd, h. r.
 Rev. p. [ANNON]A  AVG. Annona std l. hld ears of corn and cornucopia; r. foot on prow 
of vessel.
 Minted in Rome. Found in Room 3 below the top-soil.
16. Obv. ditto, very worn (17 mm), but  rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. SA[LVS  AVG].  Salus std l. hld sceptre and patera and feeding a snake rising 
from an altar.
 Found in Room 8 in the fl oor debris.
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17. Obv. as 16, worn (19 mm).
 Rev. p. VICT-[ORIA  AV]G. Winged Victory wlk l. hld wreath and palm branch.
 Minted in Rome. Found in Room 3 below the top-soil.
Quintillus (270)
18. Antoninianus, worn (21 mm).
 Obv. [IM]P  C  M AVR  CL  QVINT[ILLVS  AVG].  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. LAETITIA  AVG. Laetitia std f. looking l. hld wreath and anchor on a globe. 
Low in fi eld, [X?] II |      = Rome?
 Found in Room 3 in the fl oor debris.
Postumus (259-268)
19. Antoninianus  silver washed, worn (21 mm), perhaps burnt.
 Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  [P  F  AVG]. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [NEPT]VN-O  [REDVCI]. Neptune std l. hld dolphin in ext r. hand, and trident 
in his l.
 Found in Room 3 in the fl oor debris.
Victorinus (269-271)
20. Antonianus, very worn (20 mm).
 Obv. IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [INVICTVS]. Sol std l. raising r. hand and hld whip.  |   .
 Found in Room 3 in the fl oor debris.
21. Obv. ditto, very worn (19 mm).
 Rev. n [VIRT-]VS  AVG. Virtue std r. hld spear and resting on a shield.
 Found in Room 4 in the debris layer.
22. Obv. as 21.
 Rev. SALVS  AVG. Salus std l. hld cornucopia, sacrifi cing over altar.
Tetricus I (270-274)
23. Antoninianus, very worn (19 mm).
 Obv. [IMP  TET]RICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. FI[DES  MILI]TVM. Fides std l. hld military standard in each hand.
 Found in Room 4 on the fl oor. Two coins found in the villa fi eld after the excavation 
remained in private hands.
Tetricus I (270-273)
24. Obv. as 23.
 Rev. LAE[TITI]A  AVG. Laetitia std l. hld wreath and anchor.
119. MALPAS PASSAGE (SW 850 429)
St Michael Penkevil
Borlase (1769, p. 302) recorded that “in the month of October 1747, about two miles below the sea-port 
of Truro, on a branch of Falmouth Harbour, in a ditch near Mopus [Malpas] Passage, in the parish of St 
Michael Penkevil, were found twenty pounds weight of Roman Brass Coin. The Rev Mr Ley, Rector of 
Lamoran [Lamorran], who bought them all of the fi nder, writ me that he never met with more than one 
of Severus Alexander, and one of Valerian. I have examined about 3000 of this parcel, and fi nd them all 
from Gallienus, who began his reign, A.D. 259, to Carinus, who with Carus and Numerian reigned about 
two years (viz. from 282 to 284).” All are likely to have been debased antoniniani. The hoard was thus 
deposited in, or soon after, the reign of Carinus as Caesar (282-283), otherwise coins of Diocletian (284-
305), which are not uncommon, would probably have been included.
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Research by Miss Angela Broome of the Royal Institution of Cornwall revealed the following story of 
the fi nd circumstances. The coins were found in a tenement no more than a quarter of a mile to the east of 
Malpas Passage by George Huddy “in the Northern Ditch” when breaking up a ditch (presumably clearing 
it out) “for dressing the fi eld, which is on the right hand of the high road contiguous to it, and reaches from 
the road (declining) down to the water” (Borlase, The Parochial Memoranda of Cornwall, c.1740-73, p. 
60). The ferry landing was at the same spot as it is now, so the fi nd spot was on the north side of the fi eld 
next to the mouth of the Tresillian River, the fi eld being on the right hand side of the road as you look 
towards the ferry landing. The fi eld was part of the manor of Fentongollen.
Huddy took the coins to the Revd Samuel Ley and news of the discovery soon spread. In a letter of 13 
November 1747 to Benjamin Prideaux of London, Francis Gregor of Trewarthenick (his cousin) told him 
that all the coins seemed to be of copper but that some had been “a little defaced with Sand, which Mr 
Ley applied thro’ ignorance of a better Abstersive or Menstrum” to clean them (MSS letters in Borlase 
Correspondence, Gregor to Prideaux, 13/11/1747 and 16/11/1747). Nor, according to Gregor, was there 
any evidence that the coins had been “buried in any earthen vessel, chest or pot”. Ley claimed in a letter in 
the Gentleman’s Magazine (1749, p. 312) to have the single coins of Severus Alexander and Valerian, but 
when Borlase requested further details of these, Ley’s letter of reply (14 October) stated that he “could not 
recollect what was done with them”.
Ley died in the early 1750s and the fate of the hoard is not known. One can only assume the coins were 
sold or dispersed. Borlase purchased 500 from Ley for one guinea on 28 December 1749 (MS, Account
Book at Truro).
Borlase saw 3,000 coins and in a footnote in his Antiquities, Borlase listed 72 out of 102 sent to him by 
Gregor as follows:
Gallienus, 26; Salonina his wife, 2; Postumus, 9; Victorinus, 10; Tetricus I, 14; Tetricus II, 8; Marius, 2; 
Claudius II Gothicus, 22; Quintillus, 4; Aurelian, 1; Tacitus, 1; Probus, 2; Carinus, 1.
Borlase listed all these coins in his MS Collectanea Physica et Palaeographica, describing the reverses 
only in Latin only where necessary in his numerical order given below. It is not possible always to be 
certain of a modern catalogue number because no obverse portrait details are given. Considering the period 
when Borlase wrote, his descriptions are usually good and as accurate as he could make them. He invariably 
spelled Postumus as Posthumus which never appears on coins, and reverse fi gures may be described as 
hastata (with a spear) when modern descriptions would indicate a sceptre. He also gave a complete word, 
such as Providentia, when only an abbreviated form applies. Likewise it is not always possible to be 
certain of the mint because few mintmarks are given. See also Robertson 2000, 823.
Gallienus (253-268)
1. Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG.
 Rev. IOVIS  STATOR. S (= 9 in fi eld). Jupiter hld sceptre in his r. hand, and thunderbolt 
in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1225-27.
2. Rev. AETERNO [sic]  CONS  AVG. Most likely APOLLINI etc., as Borlase gives a 
Centaur.
 Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 164.
3. Rev. AETERNITAS  AVG. Sol std l., r. hand raised, hld globe in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1169 ff.
4. Obv. IMP  GALLIENVS  AVG 
 Rev. SALVS  AVG. M P. Aesculapius std l., hld serpent on staff. 
 Mint of Milan. cf. Cunetio 1727-29.
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5. Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG
 Rev. PROVID  AVG. Providentia std l., hld globe in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre 
in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1017.
6. Rev. AEQVITAS  AVG. Aequitas std l., hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1085.
7. Rev. ......rtendo [sic] This makes no sense. His description Dextra hastatus Sinistram in 
columnam bene reclinat.
Uncertain type, but cf. No.14 below.
8. Rev. FIDES  MILITVM. Fides std l., hld standard in l. hand, and spear in r.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1261-66.
9. Rev. Proli Avg.= PROVI AVG.  Mulier dextra virgam, sinistra sarculum tenet. “Sent 
to Ball[iol]: Col: Oxfd.” Borlase was clearly uncertain. Providentia hld baton in r. 
hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Siscia.Cunetio 1823-24.
10. Rev. FORTVNA  REDVX. Fortuna std l., hld rudder in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1217 ff.
11. Rev. LAETITIA  AVG. Laetitia std l., hld purse in r. hand, and anchor in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1071 ff.
12. Rev. Quasi Pax Avg: duobus manibus extensis (like Pax Avg: with two hands 
extended).
 Uncertain type.
13. Rev. ORIENS  AVG. Sol, radiate, running l., r. hand raised, l. hand hld whip.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1230 ff.
14. Rev. SECVRIT  PERPET.  H .   Securitas std. f., head l., hld sceptre in r. hand, and 
leaning l. elbow on column.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1246 ff.
15. Rev. ABVNDANTIA  AVG. Abundantia std r., emptying cornucopia with both hands.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1159 ff.
16. Obv. GALLIENVS  P  F  AVG 
 Rev. VIRTVS  AVG. Dextra virgatus, sinistra sublata Jaculum amplectens... galeatus,
suggests Emperor std r., hld transverse spear and ensign. 
 Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 324.
17. Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG 
 Rev. IOVI  CONS  AVG.  9in fi eld. Borlase queried He-goat or stag.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1368 ff. for goat.
18. Rev. IOVI  PROPVGNATORI.  XI  in fi eld. Jupiter wlk l., hld thunderbolt in r. hand; 
cloak fl ying out behind.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2289-90.
19. Rev. INDVLG  AVG. Indulgentia wlk l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l. 
Queried by Borlase and sent to “Ball[iol]: Coll”, Oxford.
 Mint of Milan. Cunetio 1657-59.
20. Rev. SOLI  CONS  AVG. “Pegasus” (winged horse) fl ying r.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1337. 
21. Obv. GALLIENVS  P  F [sic]  AVG. Perhaps PIVS  AVG.
 Rev. VICTORIA  GERMANICA. Victory std on globe between two captives.
 Mint of Lyons. cf. RIC Joint reign 50.
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22. Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG
 Rev. APOLLINI  CONS  AVG. Centaurus pharetra armatus ad sinistram spectans
(Centaur armed with quiver, looking l.), but actually hld globe in r. hand, and rudder 
over l. shoulder. “num: argent. optim.” = good silver content.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 1386-88. 
23. Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax std l., hld olive-branch and transverse sceptre.
 Mint of Rome. Many varieties; cf. Cunetio 963 ff.
24. Rev. “..e..i..a..s Aug. Capite rad: Dextra ‘elevata’, sin: palmam  tenet ... querie.” (Radiate 
head: right hand raised, left holds palm). Borlase suggested GENIVS, but ORIENS 
AVG is more likely, Sol’s whip being mistaken for a palm.
 Mint of Rome or Milan. cf. Cunetio 1230 ff. and 1616 ff.  
25. Rev. VICTORIA  AET. Victoria std l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1238 ff.
26. Rev. APOLLINI  CONS  AVG. Centaurus ad dextram conversus arcum tendens (Centaur 
turned to right holding bow).
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1378 ff.
 [See also supposed Claudius II Gothicus, No. 89 below.]
Salonina (wife of Gallienus)
27. Obv. SALONINA  AVG
 Rev. IVNO  REGINA. Juno std l. hld patera in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l. 
“num. argentat.” (silvered coin).
 Mint of Siscia. Cunetio 1844.
28. Rev. As above. Borlase’s ex ære subalbido (rather white from the copper) perhaps 
indicating remains of a silver wash.
Postumus (259-268)
29. Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax std l., hld branch in her l. hand and transverse sceptre in her r.
 Principal mint. Cunetio 2450.
30. Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS [(P  F)  AVG]
 Rev. CONCORD  [AEQVIT.] Concordia std l., hld patera in r. hand, and rudder in l.; 
prow of ship at feet to l.
 Mint of Milan. Cunetio 2492-94.
31. Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. MONETA  AVG. Moneta std l., hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Principal mint. cf. Cunetio 2404, 2413 etc.
32. Rev. P  M  TR  P [IIII] COS  III [P  P]. Borlase thought COS V. Probably Mars wlk r., 
hld spear in r. hand, and trophy or long transverse spear in l.
 Principal mint. cf. Cunetio 2046-47.
33. Rev. SAECVLI  FELICITAS.  Emperor std r., hld long transverse spear in r. hand, and 
globe in l. “argentat” suggests silver wash.
 Principal mint. Cunetio 2444.
34. Rev. SALVS  POSTVMI  AVG. Salus std r., feeding serpent in r. hand from patera in l. 
“num: argenteus optim:” = good silver content.
 Principal mint. Cunetio 2423.
35. Rev.  IOVI  VICT[ORI]. Jupiter std l., looking r., hld thunderbolt in r. hand and long 
transverse sceptre, instead of Borlase’s Figura Herculeana pugnans (fi ghting fi gure 
like Hercules).
 Mint of Cologne. Cunetio 2467-68.
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36. Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  AVG
 Rev. PACATOR  ORBIS. Sol, radiate, dr, b. r. seen from rear. Borlase’s Caput
diadamentum, juvenale, quasi muliebre (diademed young head, almost feminine.)
 Principal mint. Cunetio 2465.
37. Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG.
 Rev. MONETA  AVG. As 31 above. “argentatus numm:” (silvered coin).
Marius (268)
38. Obv. IMP  C  M  AVR  MARIVS  [P  F  AVG]
 Rev. INVICTVS  AVG. Borlase’s “as Victorinus No. 7”. Sol wlk l., r. hand raised, 
l. hld whip. No coin of Marius has this description or legend in RIC or Cunetio
and Normanby hoards. Perhaps some were minted just prior to his assassination. 
Borlase’s comment that Marius reigned for just three days is probably a myth as too 
many coins were minted for such a short reign, brief though it certainly was.
39. Obv. IMP  C  MARIVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. CONCORD  MILIT.  Two right hands clasped.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2503.
Victorinus (268-270)
40. Obv. IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. PIETAS  AVG. Pietas std l., sacrifi cing with r. hand over lighted altar, and hld box 
in l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2571-72.
41. Rev. SALVS  AVG. Salus std r. feeding serpent in r. hand from patera in l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2567-68.
42. Rev. As above. Salus std l., feeding, from patera in r. hand, serpent arising from altar, 
and hld long vertical sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2552-54.
43. Rev. PROVIDENTIA  AVG. Providentia std l, hld baton in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; 
globe at feet to l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2577.
44. Rev. VIRTVS  AVG. Virtus std r., hld vertical spear in r. hand, and shield, resting on 
ground, in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2553-55.
45. Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax wlk l., hld branch in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2529-33, 2538 etc.
46. Rev. INVICTVS. Sol wlk l., r. hand raised, hld whip in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2534-37, 2539 etc.
47. Obv. IMP  C  PIAV  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax wlk l., hld branch in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2517-18.
48. Obv. IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG   
 Rev. LAETITIA  AVG.  M [sic] = N. Laetitia std l., hld purse in r. hand and anchor in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2551, but punctuation • P • F • AVG.
49. Obv. IMP  C  PIAV  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. FIDES MILITVM. Fides std l., hld vertical standard in each hand.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2522.
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Tetricus I (270-274)
50. Obv. IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. LAETITIA  AVG  N. Laetitia std l., hld wreath in r. hand, and anchor in l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2639.
51. Rev. LAETITIA  AVGG. As above.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2641.
52. Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. SALVS  AVGG. Salus std l, feeding, from patera in r. hand, serpent arising from 
altar, and hld anchor in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2617.
53. Obv. IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. FIDES  MILITVM. Fides std l., hld standard in each hand.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2638.
54. Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. VICTORIA  AVG. Victory runnning l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm against l. 
shoulder in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2584, 2585 if punctuated • P • F • AVG. 
55. Rev. VIRTVS  AVGG. Virtus std l., hld shield, resting on ground, in r. hand, and vertical 
spear in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2618.
56. Obv. IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG (partly double-struck)
 Rev. HILARITAS  AVGG. Hilaritas std l., hld long vertical palm in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2648.
57. Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. SPES  PVBLICA. Spes wlk l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2583, 2585 if punctuated •P • F • AVG.
58. Rev. COMES  AVG. Victory std l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm against l. shoulder in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2602.
59. Obv. IMP  C  P  ESV  TETRICVS  AVG
 Rev. FIDES  MILITVM. Fides std l., hld standard in each hand.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2634.
60. Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. HILARITAS  AVGG. As No. 56.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2649.
61. Obv. IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. SALVS  AVGG. As No. 52.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2653.
62. Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax std l., hld branch in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2603.
63. Obv. IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. PAX  AVG.  As No. 62.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2607.
Tetricus  II (273-274)
64. Obv. C  PIV  ESV  TETRICVS  CAES
 Rev. SPES  AVGG. Spes wlk l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2647.
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65. Rev. SPES  PVBLICA. Spes as above.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2608-09.
66. Rev.  PIETAS  AVGVSTOR. Sacrifi cial instruments. Borlase’s Simpulum (ladle) 
striatum probably refers to the fl uted jug.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2597.
67. Obv. C  P  E  TETRICVS  CAES.
 Rev. PIETAS  AVGVSTOR. As above. Borlase’s simpulum planum probably refers to 
the plain jug.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2590, or 2593 if punctuated • C • P • E •.
68. Obv. C  PIV  ESV  TETRICVS  CAES
 Rev. COMES  AVG. Victory std l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm against l. shoulder in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2612.
69. Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax std l., hld branch in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2613.
70.  Rev. PRINCEPS [sic]  IVVENT. Probably PRINC. Prince std l., hld branch in r. hand, 
and long vertical sceptre in l. hand.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2619.
71. Obv. [C  PIV  ESV]  TETRICVS  CAES
 Rev. [SALVS  AVGG]. Borlase’s Salus sacrifans. Salus std l. feeding, from patera in r. 
hand, serpent arising from altar, and hld anchor in l.
 Mint II. cf. Cunetio 2657.
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
72. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. PROVIDENTIA [sic]  AVG. Probably PROVIDENT. Providentia std l., hld baton 
in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; l. elbow resting on column; globe at feet to l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2179 ff.
73. Obv. IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. FIDES  EXERCIT [sic]. Probably EXERCI. Fides std l., hld vertical standard in r. 
hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2006 ff.
74. Rev. VICTORIA  AVG. Victory std l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm sloped against l. 
shoulder in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1943 ff.
75. Obv. IMP  C [sic]  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. Census Aug, which does not exist, but CERES AVG fi ts if no C in obv. legend. 
Borlase’s Dextra insuper altari porrecta, Sin: Cornucop: tenet = Ceres std l. hld 
ears of corn in r. hand over modius (not altar), and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 24. 
76. Obv. [IMP]  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. IOVI  VICTORI. Jupiter std l. hld thunderbolt in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre 
in l. Borlase’s quasi vitrum horarium (like an hour glass) is the thunderbolt.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1977 ff.
77. Rev. VIRTVS  AVG.  Virtus std l., hld branch in r. hand, and vertical spear in l.; shield 
on ground resting against his legs.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1968 ff.
78. Rev. FELICITAS  AVG. Felicitas std l., hld long caduceus in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1950 ff.
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79. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. Pietas Cos P P does not exist. Probably P  M  TR  P  II  COS  P  P. Borlase’s 
Paludatus dextra hastam praetendens transversum, sin: globum = Emperor std r., 
hld long transverse sceptre in r. hand, and globe in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2199 ff.
80. Obv. DIVO  CLAVDIO
 Rev. CONSECRATIO. Aquila demissis pennis, Eagle with wings hanging down.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2314-15.
81. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. VIRTVS  AVG.  As No. 77.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2135 ff.
82. Obv. IMP  C CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. VICTORIA  AVG. As No. 74.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1943 ff.
83. Rev. VIRTVS  AVG. As No. 77.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1968.
84. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. VICTORIA  AVG. As No. 74.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2115 ff.
85. Obv. IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. AEQVITAS  AVG. Aequitas  std l., hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1975 ff.
86. Rev. MARS VLTOR. Mars wlk r., hld transverse spear (pointing forward) in r. hand, 
and trophy over l. shoulder in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1988 ff.
87. Rev. PROVIDENTIA[sic]  AVG. See comments for No. 72.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2179 ff.
88. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  P  F  AVG
 Rev. SPES  PVBLICA. Spes wlk l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l. Mint 
of Milan. Cunetio 2240-43.
89. Obv. ....dius Aug.
 Rev. Marti... perhaps = MARTI  [PROPVGNAT(ORI)]. Borlase’s Galeatus dextra 
ramum praetendit, sin: altera parti extensa jaculo ad tog[at]u fi gura ingrediens 
quasi in Hostem dextrum pedem producit caudissima suggests Mars walking r. 
with spear in r. hand, and shield in l., spearing enemy, not recorded for Claudius; 
cf. RIC Gallienus 238, 493.
90. Obv. ...us Aug. IMP  (C)  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. IOVI  VICTORI. As No. 76.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2075 ff. 
91. Obv. ...s Aug. IMP  (C) CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. IOVI  VICTORI. As No. 76.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 2075 ff. 
92. Obv. Imp C....dius Aug. IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. PAX  AVG. Pax std l., hld branch in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.
 Mint of Rome. Cunetio 1932.
93. Obv. IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG
 Rev. APOLLINI  CONS  AVG [sic]. Borlase’s Aug is not recorded. Apollo hld branch 
in r. hand, and lyre, set on rock, in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 2218-19. 
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Quintillus (270)
94. Obv. IMP  C  M  AVR  CL  QVINTILLVS  AVG
 Rev. LAETITIA  AVG. Laetitia std l., hld wreath in r. hand, and anchor on globe in l. 
“Sent to Mr Drake 1752”, as No. 96.
 Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 64.
95. Rev. PROVIDENTIA [sic]  AVG. Should be PROVID(ENT). Providentia std l., hld 
baton in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 27 or 28.
96. Rev. APOLLINI  CONS. Apollo std l., hld branch in r. hand, and lyre, set on rock, in l. 
“Sent to the Revd Mr Drake 1752”, perhaps the antiquarian William Drake (1723-
1801).
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 2346.
97. Obv. IMP  C[sic]  QVINTILLVS  AVG. Should be C  L or C  M. 
 Rev. Salus Aug: Quer: Dextra transversam corpori tenet, acumine paulatum elevato tenens, 
fi gura recte ad dextram incedit. This suggests MARS  VLTOR. Mars wlk r., hld spear 
“with point raised a little” in r. hand, and  shield (not noted by Borlase) in l.
 Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 70 with C  M in Obv.
Aurelian (270-275)
98. Obv. AVRELIANVS  AVG
 Rev. ORIENS  AVG. Sol std l., r. hand raised, hld globe in l.; captive sed at foot to l. 
Borlase’s captive subter dextram sedet probably means below Oriens’ r. foot.
 Mint of Milan. cf. RIC 135. 
Tacitus (275-276)
99. Obv. IMP  C  M  CL  TACITVS  AVG
 Rev. SALVS AVG. Borlase’s description is insuffi cient, but his sacrifans suggests 
serpent arising from altar, in which case Salus is sed l. hld patera in r. hand.
 Mint of Rome.  cf. RIC 56.
Probus (276-282)
100. Obv. IMP  C  M  AVR  PROBVS  AVG
 Rev. RESTITVT  SAEC. Emperor std l., hld globe and sceptre, crowned by Victory hld 
palm.
 Mint of Ticinum. RIC 401.
101. Obv. IMP  C  PROBVS  P  F  AVG. Facie ad sinistram (quod rarissimum evenit) 
conversa...et in sceptram dextra erectum.. “facing l. (a very rare occurrence)...and 
a regal sceptre in r.”
 Rev. CONCORD  MILIT. Concord std l. hld standard in each hand. There are several 
varieties of this type, none of which in RIC fi ts exactly with this Obv. legend.
 Mint of Ticinum. cf. RIC 330 with different bust r.All types have mintmarks.
Carinus (282-283, as Caesar under Carus)
102. Obv. M  AVR  CARINVS  NOB  CAES. Rd, cr (loricatus), b. r. 
 Rev.  PRINCIPI  IVVENT. Prince std l., hld baton downwards in r. hand, and spear in l.
     |7/ T 
 Ex. XXI. Mint of Siscia.  RIC 197. 
120. MARAZION (c.SW 526 309)
St Hilary
This coin was found by Chris McLoughlin while metal-detecting east of Virgin Hill just to the east of 
Marazion (SW 520 312) in May 2003 (PAS database).
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Hadrian (117-138)
1. Sestertius (30.5mm, 10.4g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv.  Illegible / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-F4C168.
The following coin was found by Roy Powell while metal-detecting in a fi eld to the east of the village (SW 
531 306) in January 2006 (PAS database).
L Cassius Longinus
2. Denarius (19.4mm, 3.24g), worn.
 Obv.  Vesta, veiled and diademed, facing left with cup with two upright handles (kylix) 
behind head, before her chin...possibly letter A, but partially missing.
 Rev. LONGIN IIIV / Male togate citizen standing left and dropping a tablet into cista left 
with name of moneyer behind to right.
 Rome mint. BMCR 3929. PAS No. CORN-1BF797.
121. MARAZION BEACH (c.SW 50 31)
Ludgvan
Roman coins have been found here with metal detectors from time to time. About twenty are said to have 
been recovered in 1997 where the dunes back the beach west of the river at c.SW 511 312. It is possible 
that a hoard of late imperial coins has been dispersed on the beach by the action of the sea, and others may 
well have been found and not reported by metal detectorists who regularly work this stretch of coast. The 
following have been brought to my notice.
An AE3/4 (17 mm.) commemorative issue was found on the beach near the old Marazion railway station 
(SW 509 312), about a foot below the surface, by Graham Dyer of Hayle on 16 February 1989:
1. Obv. CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS. Helmeted b. l.
 Rev. n Victory std l., r. foot on prow, hld sceptre, leaning on shield. In exergue, TR[P].
 Mint of Trier. AD 330-335. LRBC i, 52 etc.
In the same vicinity as the above, Mr J. McGarry of St Erth found at the same time an AE3/4 (15 mm.) of 
Constantius II (AD 337-361):
2. Obv. CONST[ANTI-VS  P  F  AVG]. Lr, cr, b. r. in paludamentum.
 Rev. pVICTORIAE  DD  AVGG  Q  NN.  S / T . Two Victories std f. one another, each 
hld wreath and palm. LRBC i, 263.
 Ex. PLG. Mint of Lyons, AD 347-348.
About the winter of 1996-97, Richard Searle of Pool found an AE3/4 (15 mm) of Constantine II (337-
340).
3. Obv. CONSTAN[TINVS  IVN  N]O[B]  C. Lr, cr, b. r. 
 Rev. GLOR-IA  EXERCITVS, two soldiers fl anking one standard.
 Ex. Missing. cf. LRBC i, 226 for mint of Lyons which fi ts the Obv.
122. MARAZION MARSH (c.SW 507 313)
Ludgvan
Proof of tin working close to Ictis (unquestionably St Michael’s Mount in spite of quaint attempts to prove 
otherwise) at Marazion Marsh dates back to the Bronze Age. The earliest recorded archaeological fi nd in 
Cornwall was reported by John Leland who visited the County in about 1540; “There were found of late 
Yeres syns Spere Heddes, Axis for Ware, and Swords of Coper, wrapped up in lynid scant perishid, nere 
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the Mount in S. Hilaries paroch in Tynne Works” (Chope, Early  Tours in Devon and Cornwall, 1918, p. 
27). The Ponsandean stream, or Red River on modern OS maps, which drains Marazion Marsh has been 
streamed up to its source at Tregilliowe (SW 540 329) on the border of Ludgvan and St Hilary parishes.
In 1793, Dr Richard Moyle successfully drained for agricultural use about 63 statute acres, of which 36 
were tidal marsh between the croft and the sandy embankment thrown up by the sea. The fi rst drainage 
pipe to the sea was laid in May. In June, open trenches were cut across the marsh, “and in making these 
drains a pot of copper coins, containing about one thousand, was discovered at a depth of three feet from 
the surface, which on examination, appeared to belong to the Emperor Victorinus ... these coins were much 
injured by the corrosion of the marine acid, but several were still perfect enough to trace the outlines of 
the Emperor” (Richard Moyle, 16 October 1795, Transactions of The Society of Arts, Manufactures and 
Commerce, Vol. XIV, 1796, pp. 154-73). W. Penaluna (1819, The Circle, p. 173) adds that the fi nd was 
made about three feet below the surface and 100 yards from the seashore, near the present ‘Long Bridge’, 
presumably the older of two bridges at the east end of the marsh on the border between Ludgvan and St 
Hilary parishes.  Malachy Hitchins (Archaeologia, Vol. XIV, p. 229) saw none of the coins, “but was 
informed that, like those found in the two other urns from near Godolphin in April 1779, and at Morvah in 
June 1789, they were chiefl y of Gallienus, Victorinus, Tetricus senior &c”. Polwhele (1803, The History 
of Cornwall, Vol. III, Bk. 2, Ch. 3, footnote p. 5) dated the coins between AD 260 and 360 (that is up to 
Constantius II) which would be an unlikely time-span for a single hoard (but see Haverfi eld’s comment 
below). Five coins at the Royal Institution of Cornwall, believed to be from this hoard, are of the three late 
third century emperors; all are antoniniani with radiate head or bust facing right. If so, they are the remains 
of nine presented by Mr Rogers of Penrose, Helston, in 1871 (JRIC, April 1872, p. xcii):
Gallienus (253-268)
1. (20 mm.)
 Obv. IMP  GALLIENVS  AVG
 Rev. p. ABVNDANTIA
Victorinus (268-270)
2. (18 mm.)
 Obv. [IMP] C  VICTORINVS  P  [F  AVG]
 Rev. nABVNDAN]TIA
3. (20 mm.)
 Rev. nINVICTVS]?
4. (19 mm.)
 Rev. p. SALVS  [AVG]
Tetricus  I (270-274)
5. (16 mm.)
 Obv. IMP  [TETRICVS  P  F] AVG
 Rev. nLAETITI]A  AVG
One coin from this hoard is in the Penlee House Gallery and Museum, Penzance, donated in 1905, but its 
condition prevents proper identifi cation (PEZPH:1975.650).
Haverfi eld (ed. Collingwood, 1924, V.C.H. Romano-British Cornwall, p. 37) adds that a coin “in Truro 
Museum seems to belong to the fourth century”, but this is not identifi able now. Haverfi eld also states that 
“A few coins are at Penzance”. It is, of course, possible that later coins from the same location became 
mixed up with those of the 1793 hoard, as fourth century coins have been recovered from the adjoining 
Marazion Beach (121) discussed above. See also Robertson 2000, 608.
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123. MARAZION, Beacon Field (c.SW 51 31)
St Hilary
Found by Graham Dyer of Hayle in Beacon Field using a metal-detector. The proximity to St Michael’s 
Mount (Ictis) and the good patina suggest this could be an ancient loss rather than a modern one.
Agathocles (317-289 BC)
 AE (21 mm) good, with good green patina.
 Obv. [6:7(,5$], reading up and outwards to r. of bare head of Artemis r.
 Rev. [$]*$4[2.]/(2[6]  [%$6,/(26] fl anking a winged thunder-bolt.
 Mint of Syracuse, Sicily, third coinage 316-289 BC. Plant, 1979, No. 2361 illustrates an 
almost exact parallel.
The site is only four miles from Halamanning (c.SW 560 308) in the same parish from where R. J. Noall 
reported the discovery of four fi fth century BC Greek lekythoi sometime in the early twentieth century 
(H. O’Neill Hencken, 1932, The Archaeology of Cornwall and Scilly, pp. 167, 177, 298). Noall’s sense 
of humour, the oddity of the fi nd and the unknown circumstances of discovery which involved an antique 
dealer, have rightly discredited it. The pottery is now in the Royal Cornwall Museum in Truro.
124. MARAZION, Gwallon Lane (SW 5260 3103)
St Hilary
Philip Steele of Truro found with a metal detector a very worn and illegible AE as (diam. 22 mm), perhaps 
Vespasian, in a fi eld between Gwallon Lane and the Marazion by-pass. Rev. p an unidentifi able standing 
fi gure in centre, fl anked by S  C low in fi eld.
125. MARAZION, Trevenner (c.SW 527 310)
St Hilary
Coin found in the Trevenner area by R. Powell of Ludgvan about 40 to 50 years ago; now owned by W. J. 
Davis of Newlyn. Brought to Royal Institution of Cornwall for identifi cation in 2002. 
Identifi ed at the British Museum as most probably a 12 nummi piece (dodecanummium) of Maurice (wt 
4.19 grams).
Maurice Tiberius (582-602)
 Obv.  [N  D  MAVRIC  P  P  A]. Dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  I  B fl anking a Christian cross.
 Ex.  $/(;. Mint of Alexandria, Egypt.
 Currently in the Royal Cornwall Museum, Truro (TRURI 2003.10)
126. MARAZION, Uncertain (c.SW 51 31)
St Hilary
Haverfi eld (V.C.H. Roman, p. 37) was shown by J. B. Cornish three copper coins bought by Mr S. S. Wren 
“long ago from working men in Marazion and said by the sellers to have been found somewhere in the 
west of Marazion”. One was a Republican as of about 100 BC - typical of this period showing the laureate 
head of Janus on the obverse, and the prow of a galley on the reverse; the others were a second brass of 
Claudius, and a second brass of Crispina (wife of Commodus), but “the evidence as to the circumstances 
of fi nding is too weak for much stress to be laid on the fi nd”. Haverfi eld rightly dismissed the coins as of 
little historical importance; “the as, in particular, is much more likely to have been brought to England in 
modern times” Haverfi eld also notes that “Truro Museum has, or had, a second Brass of Nero, found near 
Marazion Church”, but no such coin is now identifi able in the museum’s collection.
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127. MARAZION, Venton Hall Farm (SW 529 311)
St Hilary
This coin was found by Roy Powell while metal-detecting south of the farm in February 2005 (PAS 
database).
Gallienus (sole reign – 260-268)
 Antoninianus (21.8mm, 2.41g), worn.
 Obv.  GALLIE[NV]S AVG / Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. SECVR[IT] ORBIS / Securitas seated left holding sceptre in right hand and raising 
left hand to head.
 Still silvered. Rome mint. RIC V(i) 278; Cunetio 1136-9. PAS No. CORN-CA3E80.
128. ST MAWES, Tavern Beach (SW 845 329)
St Just in Roseland
A coin found some years before was brought to me for identifi cation in 1995.
Maximian (fi rst reign – 286-305)
 AE follis (23 mm) in good condition.
 Obv. IMP  C  M  A  MAXIMIANVS  P  F AVG.  Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. CONCORDIA  M-ILITVM.  K | E   Maximianus std r., receiving Victory on a 
globe from Jupiter std l.
 Probably mint of Cyzicus, in 295-296, and a modern loss.
129. MAWGAN  PORTH (SW 852 673)
St Mawgan in Pydar
The Dark Age settlement on the north side of the stream, close to the beach, was excavated by the late R. L. 
S. Bruce-Mitford in 1949 (Bruce-Mitford 1956; Bruce-Mitford 1997). The only coin from the site turned 
up during the fi rst investigation on a hot Sunday in July which exposed masonry faces of a well-preserved 
building; “... among the collapsed material from one of the walls Mr [G. F.] Willmot’s vigilance spotted 
a small pale disc which turned out to be a silver penny of Æthelred II, minted at Lydford in Devonshire 
between AD 990 and 995”. Work on the site continued for the next four years. Finds are housed at the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro, the coin is not among them, but was illustrated by Bruce-Mitford 
1997 on plate XXXVI b).
 Obv. +ÆÐ[ELRÆ]D  REX  ANGLOX (NG ligatured).  B. l. with sceptre.
 Rev. GODA  M¯O  LYDA. Short cross with X (crux) in angles (North 770).
The reverse die (possibly also the obverse die) is the same as that on a coin in the Helsinki collection 
(Blackburn and Bonser, p. 66 and Plate 2, 46).
130. MAWNAN, Uncertain (c.SW 78 27)
Mawnan
Ten antoniniani “found in Mawnan parish” were presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall by Master 
Rogers and Master Williams in 1831-32 (Report Royal Institution of Cornwall). A note of fi nds from the 
parish (Cornish Archaeology No. 4, 1965, p. 80) says they were found near the church (SW 788 272), but 
I can fi nd no contemporary record of this. The Mawnan coins are worn, some with pieces missing, but 
what survives is generally sharp, except for the worn coin of Gallienus. Haverfi eld (V.C.H. Roman, p. 
37) listed them as Victorinus, 5; Tetricus, 4; Illegible, 1. See also Robertson 2000, 609. All are debased 
antoniniani.
Gallienus (253-268) 
1. (22 mm.)
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 Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG.  Rd, h. r. 
 Rev. n APOLLINI  CONS  AVG. Centaur wlk r. drawing bow.
 Ex. Z.  Mint of Rome, sole reign. (RIC 163).
Postumus (259-268)
2. (22 mm.)
 Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r. 
 Rev. nCO-S  V. Victory std r. hld wreath in l. hand and palm in r. hand.
 Mint of Cologne in 268. (RIC 288).
Victorinus (268-270)
 Obv. IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
3. (22 mm.)
 Rev. pINV-I-CTVS.  Sol adv. l. hld whip in his l. hand, r. hand raised.   |
 Mint of Cologne. (RIC 112).
4. (19 mm.)
 Rev. n PA-X  AVG.  Pax std l. hld olive-branch in her r. hand, transverse sceptre in her 
l.  V |  
 Mint of Cologne. (RIC 118).
5. (18 mm.)
 Rev. nSALVS  AVG.  Salus std l. feeding serpent rising from altar.
 Southern mint. (RIC 71).
6. (22 mm.)
 Rev. p. SALVS  AVG, as No.7. (RIC 71).
7. (17 mm.)
 Rev. n [VIRT]VS  AVG. Soldier std. r. hld spear in his r. hand and leaning on shield in 
his l.
 Southern mint. (RIC 78).
Tetricus  I (270-274)
8. (17 mm.)
 Obv. [IMP  C  TETRI]CVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, [dr?], b. r.
 Rev. n PA-X  [AVG].  Pax std l. hld olive-branch in her l. hand, and vertical spear in her 
r. hand.
 Mint of Gaul. (RIC 100).
9. (19 mm.)
 Obv. [IMP  C  TETRICV]S  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r. 
 Rev. n [VBERTAS  AVG?]. Ubertas std l. hld wreath and palm?
 Mint of Gaul. ( RIC 138, or 100 if PAX  AVG as above).
Tetricus  II (273-274)
10. (19 mm.)
 Obv. [C  P  E]  TETRICVS  CAES.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. PIETAS  [AV]GVS[TOR].  Sacrifi cial instruments.
 Mint of Gaul. (RIC 258).
131. METHLEIGH (SW 6262 2625)
Breage
Coin found by Ken Hambridge in early 2006 while metal-detecting south-east of the farm (PAS 
database).
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Charles the Bald (840-875)
 Denier (20.3mm, 1.52g), slightly worn.
 Obv. Central cross pattée within circle of pellets within legend.
 Rev. +METVLLO // K R L S / KAROLVS monogram (K R L S) joined by chevron in 
the centre within circle of pellets within legend.
 Struck between 840 and 855. Melle mint. Grierson and Blackburn 927. PAS No. CORN-
E96645.
132. ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT (SW 516 301)
St Hilary
A debased antoninianus (18 mm) of Tetricus I (270-273) found on the slipway of the Mount after a storm 
in 1905 was presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1970 by P. B. Matthews.
1. Obv. IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [HIL]ARITAS  [AVGG].  Hilaritas std l. hld long palm in her r. hand and 
sceptre(?) in her l. hand.
Enys (1895) described a silver penny of Stephen (1135-1154), “in a good state of preservation” so probably 
not too long in circulation, found on the south side of St Michael’s Mount : 
2. Obv.  STIFNE. Full-face, crowned, with sceptre.
 Rev. [ALWI]NE : ON : L[VN]. Voided cross within a tressure fl eury, the fl eur-de-lis 
pointing to angles of cross. London mint; type of late coinage of Henry I, c. 1135-
1136. Most of these coins were badly struck, hence the uncertain reading of the 
reverse.
133. MITHIAN (c. SW 744 506)
St Agnes
Mr A. Campbell dug up in his garden, The Willow Tree, Mithian, before March 1978, the following 
coin:
Gratian (367-383)
 AE3. (17 mm).
 Obv.  D  N  GRATIANVS  P  F  AVG. Dd, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  GLORIA  ROMANORVM. Gratian adv r, dragging captive with r. hand, and hld a 
labarum in l.
 Uncertain mint, AD 367-375.
134. MOUNT HAWKE (SW 710 473)
St Agnes
A bronze coin presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in July 1984 by Mr and Mrs I. Battersby 
was found during back-fi lling of soil of an excavated sump at Lower Croft Prince, Mount Hawke in 
1981: hence it could have come from any depth down to about 10 feet. This is the same type at the coin 
from Carn Brea (29).
Micipsa and his brothers (148-118 BC)
 AE1 (26 mm), good.
 Obv. The king’s bearded lr, h. r.
 Rev. nA prancing horse r. Numidia, north Africa.
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135. MOUSEHOLE, Halwyn (SW 4599 2611)
Paul
Two coins found within a 10m² area by David Edwards while metal-detecting in rough ploughed soil 
near to a ‘round’ or potential settlement about 250 metres west southwest of the farm in early 2007 (PAS 
database).
Hadrian (117-138)
1. Sestertius (30.4mm, 15.73g)
 Obv. [HADRIANVS AVG COS III..] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. S C / Nemesis, winged, draped, advancing right with right hand drawing out fold of 
dress in front of mouth and holding branch pointing downwards in left hand.
 Minted between 134 and 138, Rome mint. RIC II 779; BMC 1549. PAS No. CORN-
AC5F05.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
2. Sestertius (31mm, 15.76g)
 Obv. M ANTONINVS AVG TRP XXVI / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. [IMP VI COS III] S-C in fi eld / Roma helmeted, draped, seated left on cuirass 
and shields holding transverse spear in right hand and resting left elbow in round 
shield.
 Minted between 171 and 172. Rome mint. RIC III 1029; BMC 1440. PAS No. CORN-
ACC363.
136. MULLION (c.SW 679 188)
Mullion
Mrs S. Bray presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall a sestertius (30 mm) found in August 1989 in 
a fi eld close to the school (SW 678 188).
Postumus (260-269)
1. Obv. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG / Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n[LAETI]TIA AVG S C / Galley travelling l.
Mrs D. E. Tutton dug up in her garden at 56 Tregellas Road (c. SW 681 189) the following coin in about 
1992.
Constans (337-350)
2. Obv. D N CONSTA[NS P F AVG] / Dd, b. r.
 Rev. pFEL TEMP REPARATIO / Phoenix std r. on globe.
 Mm. //TRP
 Mint of Trier. Post reform coinage of 348-350, probably an AE half-centenionalis (17 mm, 
smaller than it would have been when minted).
137. MULLION COVE (c.SW 671 179)
Mullion
The late Miss G. M. Smith of Mullion found an antoninianus in the car park then being prepared at Mullion. 
However, Mr B. T. Newton who developed the site, wrote to me in 1996 to say that many hundreds of tons 
of hard core had been brought over from underneath the topsoil at Dean Quarry, St Keverne (SW 80 20), 
so the coin possibly came from here.
Gordian III (238-244)
 Obv. IMP  CAES  M  ANT  GORDIANVS  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. FIDES  MILITVM. Fides std f., head l., hld vertical standard in r. hand, and 
transverse sceptre in l. RIC 1.
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138. MULLION, Uncertain
Mullion
H. L. Douch, former curator at the Royal Institution of Cornwall, noted in 1958 a group of Roman coins in 
the window of Messrs Webb and Curnow, antique dealers in Truro. These had been purchased in Tintagel 
but were said to have been “dug up in Mullion”. There had been about 30 bronze coins “of the same reign”. 
All but one had been sold for 2/6d each. See Robertson 2000, 1163. The last remaining coin, probably an 
AE3, was of Constantine I (330-335):
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS  MAX  AVG.
 Rev. GLORIA  EXERCITVS.  Two soldiers. two standards type.
cf. LRBC i, 48ff. for Trier.
This is probably the “‘third or fourth brass’ of Constantine I found at Mullion” in the Royal Cornwall 
Museum (TRURI 2007.3).
139. NANPEAN (c.SW 962 565)
St Stephen in Brannel
Mrs Kendall of Sundown, Currian Road, brought to the Museum for identifi cation the following coin dug 
up in the garden by her late father “years ago” and kept in a pot. There is no evidence that it had been 
cleaned, so the fi nd circumstances may be suspect.
Victorinus (269-271)
 AE antoninianus (20 mm), good condition, but no sign of a patina.
 Obv. [IMP  C  VI]CTORINVS • P • F • AVG. Rd, cr, b. r., viewed from front.
 Rev. n. INV-I-C[TVS].   |   . Sol, rd., running l., r. hand raised, hld whip in l.; cloak 
fl ying out behind (Sol. type 3c).
 Mint I. Cunetio 2548.
140. NANSTALLON (c.SX 03 67)
Bodmin
A number of nineteenth century Roman fi nds came from both the Roman camp at Nanstallon Fort (141)
noted below and from the Boscarne streamworks in the valley just north of the camp. It is likely that the 
coins noted below in Bodmin Museum were from the streamworks, that of Trajan being considerably 
later in date than the occupation of Nanstallon camp, and the other probably one of the coins referred to 
by ‘Stannator’ in The Cornish Magazine, 1828 (pp. 96-8): “I have now only to add that several coins of 
Vespasian have been found in the streamwork.”  More information is given in The Gentleman’s Magazine,
April 1822: “A few days since [c. 10 April] ... were taken up several Roman coins, of the reigns of 
Vespatian [sic], and some of the later emperors etc. The whole are in the possession of Richard Flamank 
Esq. of Bodmin, the land owner.”
The coins in Bodmin Museum include an as (24 mm) of Vespasian (AD 69-79):
 Obv. [IMP CAE]SAR VESPASIAN AVG COS [III ?]
 Rev. Illegible, apart from S C in the fi eld and a fi gure, perhaps Concordia hld corn-ears 
and cornucopia with altar at her feet.
The Revd William Iago (1890, ‘On some recent archaeological discoveries in Cornwall’, JRIC, Vol. 10, 
pp. 185-262, esp. 214-22.) attempted to sort out which coins in Bodmin Museum came from the Roman 
camp and which from Boscarne streamworks. He noted that a coin of Trajan (98-117) was found on the 
Boscarne side of the river before the bridge was constructed there in 1830, while Sir John Maclean (1868, 
Parochial and Family History of the Deanery of Trigg Minor, Vol. 1, pp. 114-15) also referred to a “brass 
ounce of Trajan” (a sestertius) in excellent condition as well as coins of Vespasian. The Revd John Wallis 
(1847, The Cornwall Register, p. 19), who owned some of the fi nds from Nanstallon and Boscarne, stated 
that the coins of Vespasian came from Nanstallon, but this does not mean that no coin of that emperor came 
from the streamworks.
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Other fi nds from the streamworks surviving in Bodmin Museum are two pieces of samian ware of 
Flavian date and south Gaulish manufacture, one of them a fragment of a Dragendorff type 19 bowl, 
contemporary with the Roman occupation of Nanstallon camp which ceased by about AD 80.
141. NANSTALLON FORT (SX 034 670)
Bodmin
Iago (ibid., p. 214) lists the following coins from Tregear, Boscarne and Bodmin: Trajan, 1 large brass (i.e. 
sestertius), “across the ford” (i.e. Boscarne). “Others (whether of earlier or later reigns not stated) - In and 
near the camp”. Antoninus Pius, 1 fi rst bronze (i.e. sestertius), “In Bodmin, 2 miles East of the camp” [the 
coin noted above]. The camp was discovered about 1825 when the camp ditch was cleared out for manure 
and revealed “urns of common clay, and some fi ne red pottery [samian] ornamented with leaves ... as also 
some coins of the Emperors” noted from the streamworks. J. Maclean (1870, The Parish and Borough 
of Bodmin, pp. 14-15) noted that “Two copper coins of Vespasian and a brass ounce coin of Trajan, the 
latter in excellent condition, had previously been found in a stream-work near the spot” (i.e. near Tregear 
Camp).
Only one coin from Nanstallon camp now survives in Bodmin Museum, that illustrated by Iago (obverse 
only) in JRIC Vol. X, Pt. 2 (1891) Plate R. 
Vespasian (69-79)
1. As (26 mm) worn.
 Obv. [IMP  CA]ES  VESPASIAN  [AVG  COS  III]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. Façade of temple-enclosure.  S - C in fi eld.
 Ex. [PR]OV[IDENT].
 Rev.  Indistinct; perhaps mint of Lyons, AD 71 (Sear 2000, Vol. 1, p. 445, No. 2360; RIC
494, BMC 611, Pl.23/12 for mint of Rome).
Nanstallon was excavated by Lady Aileen Fox and William Ravenhill in 1965-69 (Britannia, Vol. III, 
1972, pp. 56-111) and shown to be a military camp for an auxiliary unit, a cohors equitata quingenaria of 
380 infantry and 120 cavalry. It was constructed between about AD 55-65 and deliberately and peacefully 
dismantled in about AD 75-80 – none of the coins dated later than 80. This abandonment corresponds to 
the period when the governor of Britain, Sextus Iulius Frontinus (AD 74-78), moved the Second Legion 
from their  Exeter headquarters to the new fortress at Caerleon to campaign in Wales. All the Nanstallon 
fi nds are now at the Royal Institution of Cornwall. The coins (summarised on pp. 91-2), identifi ed by R. 
A. G. Carson at the British Museum, are as follows:
Republican
Caius Cassius Longinus and Publius Cornelius Lentulus Spinther
2. Denarius (17 mm), fair.
 Obv. [CASSI  IMP] to l., [LIBERTAS] reading upwards to r. Libertas, dd, h. r.
 Rev. p. LENT[VLVS]  SPIN[T] in two lines below jug and lituus.
 Minted in 42 BC. Crawford 500/3.
Mark Antony
3. Denarius (16 mm), worn.
 Obv. [ANT  AVG] above and IIIVIR  R  P  C  below praetorian galley moving r.
 Rev. p. Legionary eagle between two standards (legion numberillegible).
 Minted in 32-31 BC. Crawford 544.
Both were found in a drain on the Via principalis, opposite a latrine together with a denarius of 
Augustus.
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Imperial
Augustus (27 BC - AD 14)
4. Denarius (18 mm), fair.
 Obv. No legend. Head of Augustus oak-wreathed r. Impressed C in front of his nose 
not noted in RIC. It most probably signifi es the mint as Caesaraugusta (Zaragoza, 
Spain).
 Rev. p. CAESAR above and  AVGVSTVS below two laurel branches.
 Minted in 19-16 BC. cf. RIC I 33a.
 Found with the Republican coins above.
Tiberius (AD 14-37)
5. Denarius (20 mm), good. Legends r. to l.
 Obv. TI  CAESAR  D[IVI]  AVG  F (up r.)  AVGVSTVS (down l.). Portrait corroded 
revealing copper.
 Rev. PONTIF  MAXIM. Female sed r. hld long vertical sceptre behind her chair in r. 
hand, and branch in her l. hand on lap. Chair with ornamental legs.
 Mint of Rome. RIC I 30.
 Found on the fl oor of Barrack I in the offi cers’ quarters.
Nero (54-68)
6. Sestertius (35 mm), poor.
 Obv. IMP  NERO  CAES[AR  AVG  PONT  MAX  TR  POT (P  P?]. Lr, b. r.
 Rev. pDECVRSIO,  S - C (a military manoeuvre).  Nero on horse-back prancing r.; 
probably a soldier behind him. Various types exist, some with additional soldier in 
front.
 Obv. legend, if correct suggests minted in 66-68 (published report says 64-66).
 Found in Barrack III, Room 10, at edge of a post-hole in the east gable wall; perhaps 
deposited at the time of construction.
7. As (27 mm), worn.
 Obv. [NERO  CLAVD  CAESAR  AVG  GER  P  M  TR  P  IMP  P  P].  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [GENIO  AVGVSTI,  S - C].  Genius, his waist dr. std half-l., sacrifi cing from 
patera over lighted altar at feet; hld cornucopia in his r. hand.
 Minted in 64-66.
 Found at bottom of latrine pit in the Compound (the space between Commander’s house, 
rampart road and Barrack II).
8. As (30 mm) corroded and worn.
 Obv. Illegible, probably as 2 or similar.
 Rev.  pVictory fl ying l. hld shield inscribed [S P Q R.  S | C 
 Minted in 64-66.
 Found under the fl oor of the fabrica or smith’s workshop.
Otho (69)
9. Denarius (19 mm), worn.
 Obv. [IMP  M  OTHO  CAESAR  AVG  TR  P].  Bare-head, r.
 Rev. p. SEC[VR-I-]TAS  P  R.  Securitas std l. hld wreath and sceptre.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 8. 
 Found on the fl oor of Barrack I in the offi cers’ quarters.
Uncertain
10. Dupondius (21 mm), badly corroded and totally illegible; perhaps of Vespasian (69-79) 
according to the published report.
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 Found on the fl oor of Barrack I in the men’s quarters.
The following coin was found by Jonathan Clemes in 2003 using a metal-detector in a fi eld adjoining 
Berry Road on the east side of Nanstallon Roman camp (c.SX 0339 6682).
Caius Valerius Caii Filius Flaccus (136-120 BC)
11.  Denarius (17 mm), surviving lettering indistinct.
 Obv. X[VI] behind Head of Roma r., wearing winged helmet and earring probably of a 
single spiral.
 Rev. . [FLAC] above horses, C •W •C •F below (the "W" = monogram VAL) / Victory, 
naked to hips, in biga with horses galloping r., hld whip with thong in outstretched 
r. hand, and reins in l. 
 Ex. [ROMA]
 Dated c. 140 BC.
Another coin was found by Jonathan Clemes about 20 August 2003 using a metal-detector in the same fi eld 
as the above coin at a depth of about 9 inches (SX 03269 66841). 
Nero (54-68)
12. Aureus, good condition (18 mm).
 Obv. IMP NERO CAESAR AVG P P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. IVPPITER CVSTOS / Jupiter, naked to waist, std l., on throne, hld thunderbolt 
in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Minted in Rome AD 65-66, probably following Nero’s deliverance from the conspiracy of 
C. Calpurnius Piso in AD 65.
 BMC 67; RIC I 52 (these give different legend on obv.); Sear 2000, Vol. 1, No. 1930. PAS 
No. CORN-DE6541. Currently at the Royal Cornwall Museum (TRURI:2003.11)
The aureus equalled 25 denarii, a considerable amount - until the time of Domitian, the annual pay of a 
legionary was 225 denarii paid in three instalments. As Webster (1969, p. 258) points out, stoppages and 
reductions for corn, clothes and some arms make it diffi cult to assess the value of a soldier’s pay, and such 
reductions remained a source of grievance in the early Empire.
A plated copy of a coin of Tiberius was found by Philip Steele in a fi eld southwest of Tregear Farm (SX 
0332 6691) in January 2005 (PAS database).
Tiberius (14-37)
13. Denarius, plated copy (17mm, 1.93g), worn and corroded.
 Obv. TI CAESAR [DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS] / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. [PONTIF] M[AXIM] / Livia seated right holding sceptre in right hand and branch 
in left hand.
 Irregular mint. As RIC I 30. This type of denarius is commonly referred to as the ‘Tribute 
Penny’ of the Bible (Matthew 22, 17-21). This coin has an irregular die axis (3 o’clock) 
and another denarius of Tiberius, also with an irregular die axis, was recovered from the 
fl oor of the offi cers’ quarters in one of the barracks within the fort during its excavation 
(No. 5 above). The fl an has recent rim damage below the Emperor’s portrait on the obverse 
and the deliberate defacement of Livia on the head of the fi gure on the reverse. PAS No. 
CORN-19D792. Currently in the Royal Cornwall Museum (TRURI 2005.24).
A billon tetradrachm (22 mm) in good condition, in Bodmin Museum, said to be from the camp, is either 
a modern loss or, more likely, from some other locality, perhaps not even Cornwall:
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Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
14. Obv. [AVT]  C/AV-['IO  CEB]. Lr, dr, b. r. (First C may be an ill-formed K.)
 Rev n Eagle std r., h. looking back hld wreath in bill. L-*in fi eld.
 Mint of Alexandria. AD 270. Curtis 1695.
142. NANTRISACK (SW 638 298)
Sithney
Mrs E. J. Martin of West Penhalurick, Stithians, reported in 1973 that a bronze coin had been found some 
time previously during digging of foundations at Nantrisack. Almost illegible due to over-cleaning, it was 
perhaps a sestertius of Antoninus Pius.
143. NEW DOWNS (c.SW 70 51)
St Agnes
Gold coins.
1. Valentinian I (AD 364-375)
Thomas Tonkin (1678-1742) of Trevaunance (MSS, Royal Institution of Cornwall: Tonkin Vol. A, p.175) 
described the great bank and ditch which skirts the southern part of the headland from Chapel Porth to St 
Agnes churchtown, supposing it the work of Romans because of the gold coin found within the thousand 
acres it bounded: “for about the Year 1684. As a Servant of my Father’s was ploughing a large fi eld to the 
North of the Hill [St Agnes Beacon], called The New Downs, pcell [parcel] of Goonvrey ... He turn’d up 
with the Shear a very fair Gold Coin of the Emperor Valentinian the fi rst. (now in my Custody) having on 
the one Side. D. N. VALENTINIANVS. P. F. AVG. Caput Imperatoris Cum Diademate. On the Reverse 
RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAE. ANT.A. Imperator Paludatus stans, dextra Labrum Cum Monogrammate 
Christi, Sinistra Globum Cum Victoriola. And had the fellow been so carefull as to mark the Place, whre 
he turn’d it up, perhaps more might have been found; but that not being done, it was in vain to Seek for 
any more in so large a piece of Ground.” The fi eld was about 60 acres (Tonkin MS, Vol. B, Appendix p. 
224a).
Coins of Valentinian I (364-375) and Valentinian II (375-392) bear the same obverse  inscription, but 
only Valentinian I issued this gold solidus. ANT.A. is ANTA in exergue, mint of Antioch on the Orontes. 
The design shows the Emperor standing facing with his head turned to the right holding a labarum (standard
with a cross) and Victory on a globe. 
Tonkin was prophetic in assuming that more gold coins might be found. New Downs is the area 
immediately inland from St Agnes Head and Newdowns Head, and in about April 1910 a gold coin “in 
almost perfect condition was turned up when harrowing” at  Carn Gowla (SW 699 512). The lucky fi nder 
was W. Tonkin. A letter dated 8 June 1910 from the Revd Alfred Rudall of St Agnes identifi ed the coin 
as of Julian II, sometimes referred to as ‘the Apostate’ because of his preference for the old pagan religion 
rather than Christianity which he was forced to adopt. W. Tonkin was probably the son of Mrs Mary 
Tonkin of Carngullow, at whose home the coin was available for inspection “any day”. Needless to say, 
the coin no longer survives, but Rudall’s reading is suffi cient to identify the solidus.
Julian (360-363)
2. Obv. CL  IVLIA-NVS P  P  AVG.  Bd, h. r.
 Rev. VIRTVS  EX-ERC  GALL.  Helmeted soldier std r., h. l. hld a trophy over his l. 
shoulder, and placing his r. h. on h. of captive kneeling on one knee to r.
 Ex. LVQ, a misreading for LVG, mint of Lyons.
144. NEW MILL, Higher Gear (SW 46150 33255)
Gulval
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This coin was found by David Coles while raking in the garden in March 2006  (PAS database).
Postumus (260-269)
 Antoninianus (21mm, 2.7g)
 Obv. [IMP] C POSTVMVS•P•F•AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. SALVS PROVINC[IARVM] / River god seated left, right hand on knee, left 
holding pitcher and reed; [behind, forepart of boat].
 Silvered. Principal mint. RIC V(ii) 87; Cunetio 2371. PAS No. CORN-09B9B7. Currently 
in the Penlee House Gallery and Museum, Penzance (PEZPH:2007.27).
145. NEW MILL, Higher Gear (SW 4597 3498)
Gulval
During the excavation in 1958, some horse bones and an antoninianus (20 mm) with silver wash were 
found in later disturbance on the west side of the menhir, “recalling the fi nd from Carne, Morvah”, noted 
below. (Vivien Russell and P. A. S. Pool, Cornish Archaeology, 1964, pp. 15, 24).  The fi nds are now in 
the Royal Institution of Cornwall .
Gallienus (Sole reign, 260-268)
 Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, b. r.
 Rev. n PA-X  AVG.    T |     Pax std l. hld olive-branch in her l. hand, and transverse 
sceptre in r.
Mint of Rome. RIC 256; Cunetio 1039.
146. NEWLYN, Tolcarne Beach (c.SW 466 292)
Madron
W. Jory Henwood (JRIC, 1872, p. lxxxvii) relates the intriguing story that after a tremendous gale in 
about 1835 the submarine forest was well exposed. Among the large trees thrown up “an ancient canoe 
was driven ashore ... some eight or ten feet long, and quite black, just like bog oak. It was hollowed out 
of a single tree, and he had the impression that there were the remains of a broken paddle in it. There was 
a thwart, and above it a small fragment of a broken mast, and when that was taken out, a coin was found 
under it, which was believed to be Roman. The canoe would hold three or four persons.” What became of 
it and the coin is not known. 
Peter Marsden (1980, Roman London, pp. 127-9) reported the similar discovery of a worn bronze coin of 
Domitian (minted in 88-89) in the socket cut in a rib to hold the main mast of a late second century Roman 
ship found at Blackfriars, London, in 1962. The coin was “clearly placed there, as still happens in some 
shipbuilding yards, to purchase luck”. The reverse side was placed upwards to show the fi gure of Fortuna 
who was invariably shown with a ship’s rudder. Similar fi nds have since been made in the Mediterranean, 
“but not a single one in Scandinavian or Celtic ships in northern Europe, so it was presumably a Roman 
tradition to buy luck in this way.”
Henwood’s account (and there is no need to question such a reliable authority) is not the same as that 
reported in The Gentleman’s Magazine (N.S. Vol. XIII, January-June, 1840, p. 79): a vessel’s hull, about 
50 tons, clinker-built of oak, 30 feet long with ribs only four inches apart. “Two ancient coins were found 
on board, one of which bears the inscription ‘Ave Maria’, but without date, and resembles the coins or 
counters of the fourteenth century.”
147. NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road (SW 803 616)
St Columb Minor
A watching brief by the Cornwall Archaeological Unit in November 1998 during pipe laying led to the 
discovery of a number of Roman artifacts including two fi bulae and a scatter of eight coins. The fi nds were 
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all made on sand, part of the dunes backing Fistral Beach. All the coins are in good to very good condition 
except one of Constantine II with a poor patina.
Gallienus sole reign (260-268)
1. Antoninianus (23 mm).
 Obv.  GALLIENVS AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n MARTI PACIFERO / Mars std l. hld olive-branch in his r. hand and spear and 
shield in his l. hand.
 Mm. H |   
 Mint of Rome. RIC V(i) Sole reign 236.
Tetricus I (271-274)
2. Antoninianus (18 mm).
 Obv. [IMP C C P ESV TETRI]CVS AVG./.Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n VICTO-R-I-A [AVG] / Victory adv. l. hld wreath in her r. hand and palm in her 
l. hand.
 Mint of Rome. RIC V(ii) 140.
Constantine I (307-337)
3. AE (18 mm).
 Obv. CONSTANT-INVS MAX AVG / Rosette-dd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two soldiers std. f., heads facing each other, each hld 
spear in outer hand, inner hand resting on shield; two standards between them.
 Mm. //TRP7
 Mint of Trier, 332-333. RIC VII 544.
Constantine II Caesar (317-337)
4.  AE (19 mm).
 Obv. CONSTANTI-NVS IVN N C / Helmeted, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. BEAT TRA-NQLITAS / Three stars above globe on altar inscribed VOT/IS/
XX.
 Mm. //PLON
 Mint of London, 320-324. RIC VII 286.
5.  AE (17 mm).
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS IVN [NOB C] / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two soldiers and two standards, as Constantine I 
above.
 Mm. //TR•S
 Mint of Trier, 332-333. RIC VII 539.
6.  AE (14 mm, poor patina).
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS I[VN NOB C] / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GLOR-[IA EXERC-ITVS] / As above.
 Mm. //PLG
 Mint of Lyons, 330-331. RIC VII 238.
Constantius II Caesar (324-337)
7. AE (18 mm).
 Obv. FL IVL CONSTAN[TIVS NOB C] / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two soldiers and two standards, as above.
 Mm. //•SLG
 Mint of Lyons, 330-331. RIC VII 240.
Gratian (367-383)
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8. AE (18mm).
 Obv. D N GRATIANVS AVGG AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GLORIA NO-VI SAECVLI / Emperor std f., head l., hld labarum (with chi-rho) 
in his r. hand, resting l. hand on shield.
 Mm. N/-//TCON
 Mint of Arles, 367-375. LRBC II 511.
148. NEWQUAY, Gannel Bypass (c.SW 81 60)
St Columb Minor
During construction work for the new by-pass in about 1990, a metal detectorist is said to have found on 
the line of the proposed road seven Roman coins. The details are not available (information from Paul Frost 
of Hayle in 1997).
149. NEWQUAY, Great Western Beach (c.SW 814 618)
St Columb Minor
Mr A. G. Crosswood of Newquay found on 14 November 1981 the following debased silver antoninianus
near rocks after the beach had been lowered by about six feet after storms:
Trajan Decius (249-251)
 Obv. IMP  C  M  Q  TRIANV[S  DECIVS]  AVG.  Rd, b. r.
 Rev. p. ABVNDANTIA. Abundance std r., emptying a cornucopia.
150. NEWQUAY, Hilgrove Road (c.SW 820 620)
St Columb Minor
Mr R. A. Lowe dug up in his garden at No.15 on 20 July 1997 an AE3 (17 mm) lacking any patina, 
suggesting a modern loss. 
Valens (364-378)
 Obv. D  N  VALEN-S  P  F  AVG.  Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. SECVRITAS  REIPVBLICAE.  Victory adv l. hld in r hand a wreath and a palm 
branch in her l. hand. R/R | F
 Ex.  ASISCP.
 Mint of Siscia, 24 August 367—17 November 375.
151. NEWQUAY, Mayfi eld Road (c.SW 812 613)
St Columb Minor
In May 1985, Mrs A. Beer dug up two coins at separate spots in her garden at No. 33 from a depth of about 
four feet.
Tiberius (AD 14-37)
1. A worn as minted in Carthago Nova, south-east Spain.
 Obv. TI  CAESAR  DIVI  AVG  [F  AVG  P] M.  Head l.
 Rev. C  CAESAR  TI  N  Q  I [VINK].
 Identifi ed at the British Museum as No. 502 in the Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum,
Copenhagen.
Hadrian (AD 117-138)
2. A very worn sestertius (32 mm) issued between 119 and 138.
 Obv. [HADRIANVS  AVG  COS  III  P  P].  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. pProbably [LIBERALITAS  AVG  VI], S - C low in fi eld. Liberalitas, dr, std l., 
hld up a counting-board in her r. hand, and cornucopia in her l. hand.
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152. NEWQUAY, Porth Beach (c.SW 825 628)
St Columb Minor
E. C. Hendry of St Eval found on 16 June 1984, nearly a foot below the beach, using a metal detector, 
under the cliff below Trevelgue cliff castle, a sestertius (33 mm.) of Faustina I minted in 139-141. Coin 
returned to owner.
1. Obv. FAVSTINA  AVG  AN-TONINI  AVG  [P  II  PP].  Dr, b. r.
 Rev. [VENERI  AVGVSTAE,  S - C]. Venus, dr, std r. with r. hand gathering drapery on 
shoulder, and  hld up an apple in l. hand.
Mr V. Crosswood of Newquay found in the stream on Porth beach on 3 April 1995 a worn follis of 
Constantius I as Caesar (293-305). Coins of this type are usually found in worn condition.
2. Obv. CONST[ANT]IVS  NOB  C.  Lr, cr(?), b. l.
 Rev. pGENIO  POPV[-LI  RO]MANI. Genius std l;. modius on h, wearing chlamys 
which drapes below cornucopia to r.; r. hand hld patera over altar.     |  II (or A?)
 Ex. Illegible.
153. NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head (SW 825 631) 
St Columb Minor
This promontory fort has the most complex defensive system of all Cornish cliff castles with seven ramparts 
enclosing 13 acres, but because of coastal erosion probably nearer 18 acres during its occupation in the Iron 
Age and Romano-British period. It was excavated in the summer of 1939 by C. K. Croft Andrew but never 
published by him. The excavation report is currently being prepared for publication by J. A. Nowakowski 
and H. Quinnell (Nowakowski and Quinnell forthcoming) with a report on the coins by Richard Reece.
The site yielded considerable amounts of iron-rich slag, crucible fragments and over 20 scraps of bronze 
metal and a “substantial lump of wrought bronze” of Iron Age date. Also of Middle Iron Age date was a 
large circular structure, House 1, which was re-used in the later Roman period. Trevelgue lies only two 
miles downstream of the shallow gold-bearing tin stream deposit at Treloy where workings in about 1828 
recovered a tin bowl (diam. 35.5 cm) and cover (perhaps a plate) bearing the Roman numerals XX. Nearby 
was a disc-brooch (diam. 30 mm) with enamel inlay dated to about the third or fourth century. The bowl 
closely resembles the distinctive Cornish stone ‘greisen’ bowls (mortars) of third to sixth century date.
Eighty-eight coins, some fragmentary and most in poor condition were recovered. All the coins were 
found in or around House 1. The single coins of Vespasian and Trajan represent some activity in the early 
Roman period. The remaining coins all relate to fourth and fi fth century activity in House 1. All are worn, 
usually with corroded edges, yet edges of surviving fragments are generally sharp showing that they had 
not been broken before deposition. All identifi able mintmarks are Gaulish. The two coins of Theodosius, 
80 and 84 together with 83, were deposited in a posthole, probably when the post was removed.  The 
remaining coins were found at various depths in the infi ll of House 1, those from the lowest levels generally 
being later than those from higher infi ll. This surprising sequence is to some extent replicated by the 
ceramics. House 1 is tentatively interpreted as re-used in the fourth century, possibly as a cult or communal 
centre; its infi ll is deliberate and appears to consist of deposits accumulated during its fourth century use 
and placed within the House in reverse chronological order. It is quite clear that this substantial group of 
coins does not represent a hoard. 
The coin numbers given in brackets (1-87 and 61A) for each are those assigned to them by C. K. Croft 
Andrew. As is usual with late Roman bronze coinage, the fourth century coins are identifi ed by the reverse 
types; portraits mean little at this period apart from those of Magnentius and Decentius.
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Vespasian (69-79)
1. Dupondius (26 mm), worn edges. (23).
 Obv. IMP  CAES  VESPASIAN  AVG  COS  III / Rd, h. r. (globe below neck?).
 Rev. p. [SECVR]I[TAS]  AVG[VSTI],  S – C / Securitas sed r. resting  h. on her r. hand, 
hld sceptre in l. hand in front of altar.
 RIC II 500. Lyon mint? Struck in 71. 
Trajan (98-117)
2. Dupondius (28 mm), worn on edges. (43).
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERVAE]  TRAIANO  AVG  GER  DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  P  
P / Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [S  P  Q  R]  OPTIMO  PRINCIPI,  S – C / Legionary eagle between two 
standards.
 RIC II 588. Rome mint. Struck between 103 and 111.
Divus Claudius II (270)
3. Radiate copy, 13 mm fragment. (83).
 Obv. Illegible / Rd, b. r.
 Rev.  [C]ONSECR[ATIO] / Eagle with half-extended wings, h. r., std on altar.
 As RIC V(i) 266. Irregular mint. Probably struck between 275 and 286.
Tetricus I (271-4)
4. Radiate copy (18 mm). (52).
 Obv. Illegible, rd, cr or dr, b. r.
 Rev. SPES AVG.Spes stg l.hlg fl ower and raising robe.
 As RIC V(ii) 130. Irregular mint. Probably struck between 275 and 286.
Constantine I (307-337)
5. Nummus (16 mm, fragmented) fair. (44).
 Obv. [IMP CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG] / Helmeted h., cr, r.
 Rev. n [VIC]TORIAE  LAE[TAE  PRINC  PERP] / Two Victories std f. each other, 
together hld up a shield inscribed VOT/PR above altar.
 Mm. //STR.
 RIC VII 209.Mint of Trier, struck in 321.
6. Nummus (18 mm fragment) fairly good. (34).
 Obv. CONSTAN-[TINVS  AVG] / Helmeted, dr(?) b. r.  L in front of face.
 Rev. n [BEATA  TRAN]QVILLITAS / Three stars above globe on altar inscribed VO/
TIS/XX.
 Struck between 320 and 324.
7. Nummus (19 mm fragment) worn. (27).
 Obv. Legend uncertain / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [D  N  CONSTANTINI  MAX  AVG] or similar surrounding VOT/XX in 
wreath.
 Minted perhaps at Arles between 321-323.
Licinius I? (308-324)
8. Nummus, corroded. (7).
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev. IOVI CONSERVATORI / Jupiter l. leaning on an eagle-topped sceptre, holding a 
victory on globe. To the l. is an eagle holding a wreath, to the r. a captive on the 
ground.
 Mm. - X/- II *//[…..]
 Struck between 321 and 324. Eastern mint.
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Crispus Caesar (317-26)
9. Nummus (20 mm) good. (16).
 Obv. CRISPVS NOB CAES / Lr, cr, b. r
 Rev. n BEATA TRANQVILLITAS / Two stars above globe on altar inscribed VO/TIS/
XX.
 Mm. C R//PLG
 RIC VII 133. Mint of Lyons, 321.
Constantine II Caesar (317-337)
10. Nummus (18 mm) corroded. (11).
 Obv. CO[NSTANTINVS  IVN]  NOB  C / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLOR-IA  EXER-CITVS / Two soldiers std f. looking at each other, each hld 
spear in outer hand and resting inner hand on shield; two standards between them.
 Minted 330-335.
Constantius II Caesar (323-337)
11.  Nummus (17 mm fragment) good. (71).
 Obv. [FL  IV]L  CONSTANTIVS  [NOB  C] / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [GLOR-IA]  EXERC-I[TVS] / Two soldiers std f. looking at each other, each hld 
spear in outer hand and resting inner hand on shield; two standards between them.
 Ex. branch//TR[..]
 RIC VII 559. Trier mint, struck between 330 and 335.
12. Nummus copy (15 mm fragment) good. (42).
 Obv. FL  IVL  C[ONSTANTIVS  NOB  C] / Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [GLOR-IA  EXERC-I]TVS / Two soldiers std f. looking at each other, each hld 
spear in outer hand and resting inner hand on shield; two standards between them.
 Irregular mint. Probably struck betweem 330 and 348.
House of Constantine (307-330)
13. Nummus (16 mm) worn. (24).
 Obv. CO[...............] / Lr, b. l.
 Rev. n [PROVIDENTIAE CAESS] / Camp gate with doorway.
 Perhaps Constantine II Caesar. Struck between 320 and 324.
Constantinopolis (330-341)
14. Nummus (16 mm) corroded. (4).
 Obv.  [CONSTAN-T]INOPOLIS / Helmeted b. of Constantinopolis wearing imperial 
mantle l.; mappa over his l. shoulder.
 Rev. p. No legend / Victory std l. on prow resting her l. hand on shield, spear in her r. 
hand.
 Perhaps mint of Trier, 330-335.
15. Nummus (16 mm), fairly good. (8).
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS.  As above.
 Rev.  As above.
 Mm. TRP•
 RIC VII 530. Trier mint, 330-335.
16. Nummus (17 mm) good. (18).
 Obv. CONSTAN-[TINOPOLIS] / As above.
 Rev. n As above.
 Mm.  wreath//TRP
 RIC VII 554. Mint of Trier, 330-335.
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17. Nummus copy (14 mm fragment). (19).
 Obv. [CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS] / As above.
 Rev. n As above.
 Mm.  //TRP
 Irregular mint, probably struck between 330 and 348.
18. Nummus. (17).
 Obv. [CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS] / As above.
 Rev. As above.
19. Nummus (17 mm) good. (28).
 Obv. [CONSTAN-]TINOPOLIS / As above.
 Rev. p. As above.
 Mm. //wreath PLG.
 RIC VII 259. Mint of Lyons, struck between 330-335.
20. Nummus (13 mm fragment) good. (72).
 Obv. [CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS].  As above.
 Rev. p. As above.
 Probably mint of Trier, struck between 330 and 335.
Urbs Roma (330-335)
21. Nummus (17 mm), broken and repaired. (73).
 Obv. VRBS  ROMA / Helmeted b. of Roma l., wearing imperial mantle.
 Rev. p. No legend / Two stars above she-wolf std l. suckling Romulus and Remus.
 Mm.  //TR •S
 RIC VII 542. Mint of Trier, 330-335.
22. Nummus (17 mm) good. (76).
 Obv. VRBS  ROMA / As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Mm.  //TR[..] •
 RIC VII 529. Mint of Trier 330-335.
House of Constantine (330-348)
23. Nummus (13 mm fragment) poor. (82).
 Obv. CON?[........] / Dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. Illegible / Two soldiers std f. looking at each other, each hld spear in outer hand 
and resting inner hand on shield; one standard between them.  Struck between 335 
and 341.
24. Nummus (15 mm fragment) broken. (87).
 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, b. r.
 Rev. p. Illegible / As above.
25. Nummus copy (12 mm fragment) worn. (6).
 Obv. Illegible / Dd, b. r.
 Rev. p. [GLOR-IA  EXERC-]IT[VS] / As above.
 Irregular mint. Probably struck between 335-348.
Constans (337-350)
26. Nummus (14 mm fragment) fair. (86).
 Obv. [CONSTAN-S] P F AVG / Pearl-dd, b. r.
 Rev. [GLOR-IA EX]ERC-ITVS. Two soldiers std f. looking at each other, each hld 
spear in outer hand and resting inner hand on shield; one standard between them.
 Mm. G//TRP
 RIC VIII 117. Trier mint, struck between 337 and 341.
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27. Nummus (14 mm, fragmented) good. (40).
 Obv. CONSTAN-S P F AVG / Pearl-dd with rosettes, b. r. (in paludamentum?).
 Rev. p[VICTORIAE  DD  NN  AVGGQ  NN] / Two Victories std f. each other; each 
hld wreath towards centre.
 Mm. D//TR[..]
 RIC VIII 195. Trier mint, struck between 346 and 348.
Constantius II (337-361)
28. Nummus (21 mm) good. (1).
 Obv. D [N CON]STAN-TIVS P F AVG / Dd, dr, b. l., hld globe in hand.
 Rev. n FEL TEMP REPAR-ATIO / Virtus, head turned back l., hld spear in l. hand, 
leading r. barbarian from hut beneath tree to l. Point of soldier’s spear between the 
two fi gures.
 Mm. //TR[..]
 RIC VIII 222. Mint of Trier, 348-350.
29. Nummus (18 mm) worn. (14).
 Obv. D  N  CON[STAN-TIVS  P  F  AVG] / As above.
 Rev. Illegible / As above but spear point between legs of Virtus.
 Struck between 348 and 350.
30. Nummus (21 mm) good with corroded edges. (62).
 Obv. D N CON[STAN-]TIVS P F AVG / As above.
 Rev. n FEL TEMP REPAR-ATIO / As above.
 Mm.  //TRP
 RIC VIII 220. Trier mint, struck between 348 and 350.
31. Nummus (16 mm fragment) good. (45).
 Obv. [D N CONSTAN-TIVS P] F AVG / Dr, b. r.
 Rev. [FEL TEMP] REPARAT[IO] / Virtus std l., shield on l. arm, spearing falling 
horseman and raising his l. arm behind him.
 Struck between 350 and 355.
32. Nummus (19 mm) good. (26).
 Obv. [D N] CONSTAN-[TIVS P F AVG] / Lr, b. r. looking upwards. A in fi eld to l.
 Rev. n [FEL TEMP] RE-PARATIO / As above.
 Struck between 350 and 355.
33. Nummus copy (21 mm) fairly good. (85).
 Obv. D  N  CONSTAN-[TIVS  P  F  AVG / Dd with rosettes, b. r. Narrow portrait.
 Rev. n [FEL  TEMP  RE-PARATIO / Virtus std l., shield on l. arm, spearing falling 
horseman and raising his l. arm behind him.
 Irregular mint, struck perhaps between 353 and 360.
House of Constantine (348-364)
34. Nummus (16 mm) worn. (9).
 Obv.  Illegible.  Dd, b. r.
 Rev. n [FEL  TEMP  REPARATIO] / Virtus std l., shield on l. arm, spearing falling 
horseman and raising his l. arm behind him.
 Probably mint of Trier, 353-354.
35. Nummus (13 mm fragment) worn. (50).
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. p. [FEL TEMP REPARATIO] / As above.
 Struck between 353 and 360
36. Nummus (14 mm fragment) corroded. (59).
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 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr(?), b. r.
 Rev. p[FEL TEMP REPAR-]ATIO / As above.
 Struck between 353 and 360.
37. Nummus copy (18 mm fragment) corroded. (38).
 Obv.  Illegible.
 Rev.  [FEL  TEMP  RE-PARATI]O / As above.
 Mm.   //TRP
 Irregular mint. Probably struck between 353 and 364.
38. Nummus copy (15 mm) corroded. (63).
Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. [FEL TEMP REPAR-]ATIO / As above.
 Irregular mint. Probably struck between 353 and 364.
39. Nummus (29 mm) worn. (2).
 Obv. Illegible / Dr, b. r.  
 Rev. Illegible / Hut type.
 Perhaps Constans (348-350).
Magnentius (350-353)
40. Nummus (25 mm) worn. (32).
 Obv.  D N MAGNEN-TIVS P F AVG / Bh, dr, b. r. N is reversed.
 Rev. p. FELICITAS  REIbVBLICE /  C is reversed letter. Emperor std l. hld Victory on 
a globe in his r. hand, and standard marked with chi-rho in his l.
 Mm. - A//RPLG. Mint of Lyons, 350-351.
 RIC VIII 114. Lyon mint, struck between 350 and 351.
41. Nummus (23 mm) good. (61).
 Obv. D N MAGNEN-TIVS [P F AVG] / Rosette dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. FELICITAS  [REIPVB]LICE / As above.
 Mm. //RPLG
 RIC VIII 112. Lyon mint, struck between 350 and 351.
42. Nummus copy (17 mm fragment) corroded. (54).
 Obv. IM  CA[E  MAGN-ENTIVS  AVG] / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [FELI[CITAS  [REIPVBLICE] / As above.
 Irregular mint, probably struck between 350 and 360.
43. Nummus (16 mm fragment) good. (47).
 Obv. Illegible / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. [VICTORIAE DD NN AVG ET CAE] / Two Victories std f. each other supporting 
on a column a wreath inscribed VOT/V/MVLT/[X]
 Struck between 351 and 353.
44. Nummus (21 mm) corroded edges. (53).
 Obv.  [D  N MAGNENT-]IVS  P  F  AVG / As above.
 Rev. p. Illegible / As above but CAES, no column; chi-rho above wreath.
 Mm. //TR[..]
 RIC VIII 274. Trier mint, struck between 351 and 353.
45. Nummus copy (18 mm) corroded edges. (10).
 Obv. [D  N  MAGNEN-TIVS  P  F  AVG] / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. o [VICTORIAE]  DD  N[N  AVG  ET  C[AE] / Two Victories std f. each other 
supporting on a column a wreath inscribed VOT/V/MVLT/[X].
 Mm. //T[RP].  
 Irregular mint, perhaps struck between 351 and 360.
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46. Nummus copy (18 mm) worn. (48).
 Obv. Illegible / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [VICTORIAE  DD  NN]  AVG  ET  CA[E] / As above.
 Irregular mint. Perhaps struck between 351 and 360.
47. Nummus (30 mm) lettering indistinct. (35).
 Obv. D  N  MAGNEN-TIVS  P  F  AVG / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. nSALVS  DD  NN  AVG  ET  CAES / A - W fl anking large chi-rho.
 Mm. //TRP
 RIC VIII 275. Mint of Trier, 351-353.
48. Nummus (25 mm) worn edges. (57).
 Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n SALVS  DD  [NN  AVG]  ET  CAES / As above.
 Mm. //AMB
 RIC VIII 34. Mint of Amiens, 351-353.
49. Nummus (24 mm) worn edges. (67).
 Obv. As above.
 Rev p. SAL]VS  DD  NN  AVG  ET  CAES / As above.
 Struck between 351-353.
Decentius (351-353)
50. Nummus (22 mm) good. (20).
 Obv. D  N  DECENTIVS  NOB  CAES.  Bh, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. VICTORIAE  DD  NN  AVG  ET  CAE / Two Victories std f. each other supporting 
a wreath inscribed VOT/V/MVLT/[X] on a column.
 Mm.  //AMB
 RIC VIII 6. Mint of Amiens, struck between 351-353.
51. Nummus (21 mm) worn. (69).
 Obv. D  N  DECENT[IVS  NOB  CAES] / As above.
 Rev. n Illegible / As above.
 Probably struck at Amiens between 351 and 353.
House of Constantine (330-360)
52. Nummus. (58).
 Obv. Uncertain.
 Rev. Uncertain.
Valentinian I (364-375)
53. Nummus (14 mm fragment) corroded. (56).
 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [GLORIA  RO-MANORVM] / Emperor advancing left holding labarum and 
dragging captive; in fi eld to r., probably
 Mm. OF II/- S//LVGSA
 LRBC II 324. Lyon mint, struck between 367 and 375.
54. Nummus (18 mm) corroded edges. (78).
 Obv. D  N VALEN[TINI-A]NVS  P  F  AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. SECVRITAS  REIPVBLICAE / Victory adv l. hld wreath in r. hand and palm in l.
 Mm - •//[..]CON
 LRBC II 501. Mint of Arles, 367-375.
55. Nummus (20 mm) fair. (79).
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 Obv. D N VALEN[TINI-A]NVS P F AVG / As above.
 Rev. n SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE / As above.
 Ex. OF I//CON
 LRBC II 514. Arles mint, struck between 367 and 375.
56. Nummus (17 mm) corroded edges. (68).
 Obv. [D  N  VALENTINI-]ANVS  P  F  AVG / As above.
 Rev. p. SE[CVRITAS]  REIPVBLICAE / As above. 
 Ex. B -//SMAQ[..]
 LRBC II 971. Aquileia mint struck between 364 and 367.
Valens (364-378)
57. Nummus (19 mm) fair. (81).
 Obv. D  N  VALEN-[S  P  F  AV]G / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [GLORIA]  RO-[MAN]O[RVM] / Emperor advancing left holding labarum and 
dragging captive.
58. Nummus (18 mm) worn. (74).
 Obv. [D  N  VALEN-]S  P  F  AV[G] / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLORIA  R[O-MANORVM] / As above.
59. Nummus (19 mm) worn. (25).
 Obv. [D  N  VA]LEN-S  [P  F  AVG] / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [GLORIA  RO-]MANORVM / As above.
 Mm. [P]CON.  
 LRBC II 526/530. Mint of Arles, struck between 367-378.
60. Nummus (19 mm) good. (33).
 Obv. D N VALEN-S P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n GLORIA RO-MANORVM / As above.
 Mm. OF I//[CON]ST
 LRBC II 480. Arles mint, struck between 364 and 367.
61. Nummus (17 mm) good, corroded edges. (64).
 Obv. D N VAL[ENTINI-ANVS] P F AVG / Pearl-dd, b. r.
 Rev. n GLORI[A  RO-MANORVM] / As above.; in fi eld, O-F-III.
 Mm. OF III//CON
 LRBC II 513. Arles mint, struck between 367 and 375.
62. Nummus (17 mm) worn edges. (12).
 Obv. D  N  VALEN-S  P  F  AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev n [SECVRITAS  RE-I]PVBLICAE / Victory adv l. hld wreath in r. hand and palm 
in l.
63. Nummus  (17 mm fragment) corroded. (36).
 Obv. Illegible / As above.
 Rev. p. [SECVRITAS]  REIPVBLICA[E] / As above.
 Mm. E C//[..]CO[N]
 LRBC II 537. Mint of Arles, struck between 375-378.
64. Nummus (17 mm) corroded. (29).
 Obv. D  N  VALEN-S P F AVG / As above.
 Rev. p. [SECVRITAS  RE-]IPVBLICAE / As above.
65. Nummus (18 mm) worn. (49).
 Obv. [D N VALENS P F AVG] / As above.
 Rev p. [SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE] / As above.
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Gratian (367-383)
66. Nummus (14 mm fragment) corroded. (13).
 Obv. [D N GRATIANVS AVGG AVG] / Pearl-dd, b. r.
 Rev. p. [G]LOR[IA  NOVI SAECVLI] / Emperor std f., h. l., hld labarum in his r. hand, 
resting l. on shield.
 Struck at Arles between 367 and 375.
67. Nummus (15 mm) worn. (3).
 Obv. Illegible / As above.
 Rev. p. [GLORIA  NOVI SAECVLI] / As above.
 Mm. OF | I CON  
 Mint of Arles, 367-375. LRBC I 517.
68. Nummus (17 mm) corroded edges. (75).
 Obv. D  N  GRAT[IANVS  AVGG  AVG] / As above.
 Rev. p. [GLORI[A  NO-VI  SAECVLI] / As above.
 Mm. - N//[..]CON  
 LRBC II 511. Mint of Arles, 367-375.
69. Nummus (18 mm) worn. (30).
 Obv. [D  N  GRATIAN]VS  AVGG  [AVG] / As above.
 Rev. n[GLORIA  NO-VI  SAECVLI] / As above.
 Mm. OF I//CON
 LRBC II 517. Arles mint struck between 367 and 375.
70. Nummus (17 mm) fair. (31).
 Obv. D  N  GRATIA[NVS  AVGG  AVG / As above.
 Rev. n GLORIA  [NO-VI  SAECVLI] / As above.
 Ex. //TC[ON]
 LRBC II 529. Mint of Arles, struck between 367-375.
71. Nummus (17 mm) corroded edges. (65).
 Obv. D N GRAT[IAN]VS [AVGG AVG] / As above.
 Rev. p. GLORIA NO]-VI SAECVLI / As above.
 Mm. OF I[..]//CON
 LRBC II 517. Arles mint, struck between 367 and 375.
72. Nummus (17 mm) corroded edges. (66).
 Obv. [D  N  G]RATIAN-VS  AVGG  [AVG] / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GLORIA  [RO-M]ANORVM / Emperor advancing left holding labarum and 
dragging captive.
 Mm. O FII//LVG[S •]
 Bastien 101. Mint of Lyons, struck between 367 and 375.
House of Valentinian (364-378)
73. Nummus (15 mm fragment) corroded. (15).
 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [GLORIA  RO-MANORVM] / Emperor advancing left holding labarum and 
dragging captive.
 Mm. O FII//[…..]
 Mint of Lyons, 364-375.
74. Nummus (16 mm) worn. (51).
 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [GLORIA RO-]MANO[RVM] / As above.
 Mm. OF II//[…..]
75. Nummus (17 mm fragment) worn. (39).
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 Obv. D  N  VALE[.....] / B. r.
 Rev. n [SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE] / Victory adv l. hld wreath in r. hand and palm 
in l.
 Mm. OF I//[?]CON[?]
 Mint of Arles. Struck between 364 and 375.
76. Nummus (16 mm) fair. (22).
 Obv. Uncertain / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n [SECVRITAS RE-]IPVBLICAE / As above.
77. Nummus (16 mm) very worn. (21).
 Obv. Illegible / As above.
 Rev. Illegible / As above.
78. Nummus (14 mm fragments) corroded. (55).
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev. [SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE] / As above
House of Theodosius (388-402)
79. Nummus (13 mm) worn. (80).
 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev nVICTORIA  AVGGG / Victory adv l. hld wreath and palm.
 Struck between 388 and 395.
80. Nummus. (84).
 Obv. Illegible / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev nVICTORIA  AVGGG / Victory adv l. hld wreath and palm.
 Struck between 388 and 395.
Uncertain third/fourth Century
81-87. All Uncertain AE. (5), (37), (41), (46), (60), (61A) and (70).
 Obv. Too corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too corroded to make out.
Uncertain fourth Century
88. Uncertain AE. (77).
 Obv. Too corroded to make out.
 Rev. Too corroded to make out.
154. NORTH TAMERTON, Tamerton Town (c.SX 31 96)
North Tamerton
Thomas Tonkin (in Borlase MS, Vol. A, p. 23/213) wrote in about 1730 that he was given by the Revd Mr 
Cary “a very fair silver coin” of Domitian. “He told me that it was found some years before in this County, 
on the Banks of Tamar, probably near unto Tamerton.” Tonkin left a space to draw it, but failed to do so, 
noting that nothing on the coin gave any indication of its year of minting.
155. PADSTOW
Padstow
The Revd W. Iago made a wax impression of a coin shown to him on 3 August 1892. It had been found by 
J. Courtenay during alterations of the old National School (c.SW 913 749). If found in the foundations, it 
could well be an ancient loss.
Constantius II Caesar (324-337)
1. AE3 (17 mm), good condition.
 Obv. FL IVL CONSTANTIVS NOB C / Lr, cr, b, wearing military cloak, r. 
 Rev. n GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two soldiers std f., each hld in outer hand a spear, and 
in inner hand a shield; between them two standards.
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 Mm. TR•P
 Mint of Trier (330-335).
Certainly a modern loss is the following coin found at the end of July 1999 by Mr Nicholas O’Hagan 
wedged behind a door frame in a house not far from the old railway station (c.SW 920 752).
Constantius II (337-361)
2. AE3 (18 mm), perfect condition.
 Obv. D N CONSTANTIVS P F AVG / Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n FEL TEMP REPARATIO / Helmeted soldier to l, shield on l. arm, spearing 
fallen horseman, bare-h, turning face to soldier and extending l. arm.
 Mm. //ASISZ
 Mint of Siscia (355-361). RIC VIII 361.
156. PADSTOW, Prideaux Place (SW 917 759)
Padstow
Coin found by Brian Parker while metal-detecting near Prideaux Place in spring 2006 (PAS database).
Valens (364-378)
 Nummus (17.7mm, 2.28g), slightly worn.
 Obv. D N VALENS P F AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE / Victory advancing left holding wreath in right 
hand.
 Mm. //PCON
 Struck between 367 and 378. Arles Mint. RIC IX 17b/19a. LRBC II 528/532. PAS No. 
CORN-737D16.
157. PADSTOW, St Saviour’s Point (c.SW 921 761)
Padstow
Lionel A. McCarthy found with a metal-detector in December 1984 a long-cross penny in good condition, 
a few inches deep on the edge of the footpath through a ploughed fi eld leading towards St Saviour’s 
Point, a site from which the ferry sometimes runs across the Camel to Rock, and not far from the site of St 
Saviour’s Chapel. Unfortunately Mr McCarthy no longer has the coin and its present owner is not known, 
but a strap-end dated to the tenth century, found near the same footpath (c. 918 761), is now in the British 
Museum. An early loss is certainly plausible here.
Æthelred II (978-1016)
 Obv. ÆÐELRÆD  REX  ANGLOX.  Bare-headed b. l.
 Rev. n  ÆÐ/ESTA/N M’O/ CISE. Voided long-cross with each limb terminating in 
three crescents.
 Mint of Chichester, moneyer Æthestan (North 774; this coin described and fi gured by 
Blackburn and Bonser 1985, p. 68 and Plate 2, 53).
158. PAUL, Uncertain
Penzance
One of the most interesting hoards to have been found in Britain is the Paul hoard of 43 silver imitations of 
silver tetrobols of the Greek colony of Massalia (Massilia in Latin, modern Marseille). The imitations were 
struck by the Celtic tribes of the Milan and Ticino River region of northern Italy, where most of them have 
been found. The earliest were struck shortly before 200 BC and circulated in several varieties for about 200 
years. Those from Paul are unique and the earliest hoard in Britain (Allen 1961b, p. 197). Unfortunately, 
the fi nd-circumstances are mysterious.
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The Paul hoard was purchased in 1909 by a Mr Dixon of Bristol from Thomas Rossiter, one of two 
brothers who ran a jeweller’s shop in Alverton Street, Penzance.  In a letter dated 9 November 1909, 
Rossiter explained to George Penrose, Curator at Truro Museum, that the ‘Roman coins’ had been obtained 
more than two years before from a woman whose name he could not remember. “All I know is that she told 
me they were found in a fi eld in Predannack near Paul while ploughing.” Predannack is in Mullion parish 
on the Lizard peninsula. Assuming that the parish is correct, the coins were probably found at a farm with 
a similar name, the most likely spot being at Tresvennack (SW 444 281) only a mile and a half north-west 
of Paul churchtown. The hoard was purchased by J. D. Enys who later presented them to Truro Museum.
Four varieties are represented in the Paul hoard. Class a is the most worn and evidently the oldest, while 
Class d is the least worn. All depict the head of Artemis on the obverse and a lion on the reverse sometimes 
with the legend ///66//, a poor imitation of 0$66$, Massalia.  The four types are identifi able as 
follows:
a (20 coins) lion with only one hind leg.
b (7 coins) lion with two hind legs.
c (9 coins) Artemis with large pendant earrings; a bear-like lion.
d (7 coins) Artemis with cork-screw curls in hair.
Full details were published by D. F. Allen (1961a).
It must be questioned whether or not the Paul hoard was an ancient deposit - probably not. What is 
curious is that the coins are not from Massalia itself to which Cornish tin was sent, but of tribes to the 
north-east in the Alpine region with whom there is no evidence of direct trade. Until other coins of this 
type turn up in an archaeological context, the Paul hoard has to be regarded as highly suspect because of 
the dubious circumstance of its discovery. All the coins are in good condition, itself suspicious. The hoard 
does not add to what is already known about the prehistoric Cornish tin trade, either from Classical written 
sources or from archaeological evidence. Had similar coins been found across Gaul, thus marking out the 
route between Cornwall and Marseilles, greater credence could be given to the signifi cance of the Paul 
hoard.
159. PENCORSE (SW 875 560)
St Enoder
Early in March 1954 a bronze coin was dug up in the garden of Dr C. M. Wilson by his gardener W. J. 
Tinney and presented to the Museum by his daughter Mrs Ruth Henwood in March 1995.
 AE (23 mm) good.  
 Obv. Dd, h. r.
 Rev. n Mounted horseman, with legend BAC,/(>:C@. Here C stands for 6
It was identifi ed at the British Museum as a Kushan coin of an unknown king, c. fi rst century AD, generally 
referred to as megas soter or ‘great king’. These coins are common enough in the area where they were 
minted, roughly northern Afghanistan, and probably reached this country in the pocket of someone who 
had served in the Indian Army.
160. PENDEEN (c.SW 385 344)
St Just in Penwith
Mr J. Oates dug up in his garden at 17 St John’s Terrace, in about 1950, a sestertius of Maximus in good 
condition.
Maximus (Caesar, 235-238)
 Obv. MAXIMVS  CAES  GERM.  Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. PRINCIPI  IVVENTVTIS, S - C. Maximus std l. hld rod and spear; two standards 
to r.
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161. PENHALE FARM (SX 1025 5270)
Fowey
When a gas main was being dug along the A3028 between Par and Fowey in early November 1953, a hoard 
of 17 silver pennies was found in the trench right opposite the entrance to Penhale Farm lane. The collection 
was declared to be Treasure Trove. Most of the coins are now at the Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro; 
four are electrotypes of originals retained by the British Museum ([BM] in the list below).
The hoard was deposited probably not later than 930. Only two of the coins are believed to have been 
minted in the former Mercia (central England), all the others being of Wessex type, the region extending 
from Kent westwards (Dolley 1995). The obverses and reverses are all similar; moneyers’ names are in 
two lines separated by three crosses with various dots above and below the legends. Minor differences, 
such as the size of the cross pattée, or the die axis which differs even for the same moneyer, are ignored 
here. All are in good condition and the same size (22 mm). Obverse legends take the same form for each 
monarch. MO when it has a bar above to signify an abbreviation for MONETA (moneyer) is indicated 
below as MÕ.
Edward the Elder (899-924) 
 Obv. EADVVEARD  REX. Small cross pattée.
1. Rev. SNEL / MONN. Snel.
 Minted at Chester. Ns backwards. Transitional Mercian style. [BM]
2. Rev. EADE / ÕM ML (bottom line reading right to left). Eadelm.
 Unknown mint, believed to be late Mercian in style. [BM]
3. Rev. ÆÐELS / IGE  MO. Æthelsige.
 Minted at Canterbury. [BM]
4. Rev. AÐEL / VLF  MÕ. Athelulf.
 Minted at Winchester.
5. Rev. BVRHt / ELM  MO. Burhtelm.
 Minted at Langport.
6. Rev. CIOLV / LF  MO. Ciolulf.
 Perhaps minted at Canterbury.
7. Rev. GARE / ARD  MÕ. Gareard.
 Minted at London.
8, 9. Rev. RÆGEN / VLF  MÕ. Rægenulf.
 Minted at Winchester.
10-12. Rev. TILA  M / ONETA. Tila.
 Minted at London.
13. Rev. TORHT / ELM  MÕ. Torhtelm.
 Minted at Canterbury.
14. Rev. VVLFE / ARD  MÕ. Wulfeard.
 Minted at Winchester.
Athelstan (924-939)
 Obv. ÆÐELSTAN  REX. Small cross pattée. 
15. Rev. ELLAF / MONE. Ellaf.
 Minted at London.
16. Rev. RÆGN / ALD  MO. Rægnald (or Rægenold).
 Minted at Exeter. [BM]
17. Rev. RÆGEN / VLF  MÕ. Rægenulf.
 Minted at Winchester. 
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162. PENHALE SANDS, St Piran’s Old Church (SW 772 564)
Perranzabuloe
The Revd W. Haslam presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall between 7 November 1849 and 6 
November 1850, a “Roman Coin found in the Cemetery of St Piran old church”, evidently meaning the 
second abandoned church in the dunes. Haslam’s original label which accompanied the coin, suggesting 
it was of Nero, survives, but the coin cannot now be identifi ed. Haverfi eld, who must have seen the coin, 
suggests “(or Vespasian)” (V.C.H. Roman, p. 38).
163. PENNANCE (SW 801 306)
Budock
About 400 yards from Pennance Point in fi eld No. 734a backing Sunny Cove on the Tithe map of 1841, 
near a small farm called ‘Bone’s Cottage’ [James Bone was the tenant farmer]. Two labourers named Tripp 
and Tallack found “a number of coins” in February 1865 (Thomas Hodgkin, Royal Cornwall Polytechnic 
Society, 1867, pp. 71-3) totalling “nearly 1000 coins” in a mass surrounded by “black matter, suggestive 
of a sack or bag, which crumbled away as soon as uncovered, and rested on a rude fl oor of stone, 2 feet 
below the surface”. According to the Royal Cornwall Gazette (21 April 1865), the fi nd was made by one 
labourer when removing some earth “On Tuesday last” (18 April). The two reports suggest the coins were 
found on two occasions; a few when the land was brought into cultivation in February, and later “on further 
search”, as J. J. Rogers noted (Archaeological Journal, 1865, Vol. XXII, pp. 332-4), “about 950 pieces at a 
depth of about 12 to 18 inches, coated with clay that adhered closely, and only a portion had been cleaned 
when Mr Fox made known the fi nd to Mr Rogers. It was stated that a black substance like decayed skin or 
leather was noticed near the coins; the laborer by whom they were brought to light observed also that they 
seem to have been placed in rows, side by side, four rows in breadth, sloping upwards on the hill-side; they 
had possibly been deposited in a leather case or wooden box, the crumbling remains of which were lost 
amongst the surrounding earth. All the pieces seemed new, as if they had not been in circulation, and the 
notion has been suggested that the deposit may have been that of a military chest concealed near the shore.” 
A footnote records a similar deposit of rows of coins (‘in rouleaux’) of similar date near Storrington, 
Sussex, in 1855.
Robert Were Fox purchased 631 of these which were exhibited at the Polytechnic in Falmouth in 1867. 
They were examined by Dr Thomas Hodgkin who concluded that the coins were hidden between August 
and December 306 because of the lack of coins of Licinius who was declared Emperor in November 
307, and Maxentius who was Emperor from 28 October 306, only three months after Constantine’s 
proclamation at York. The coins range in date from Gallienus (253-268) to Constantine I (as Caesar 306-
307). Unfortunately, Hodgkin did not make a full descriptive list, only noting the number of coins assigned 
to each emperor.  F. W. Madden did the same for a lesser number of coins  (Numismatic Chronicle 1865, 
pp. 318-19).
The coins were fi rst taken into custody by the police, probably as supposed treasure trove, and forwarded 
to the Duchy of Cornwall Offi ce, but eventually returned to the Fox family, the land belonging to the 
grandson of R. W. Fox of Penjerrick, Falmouth. Many, however, were dispersed. Twelve coins in fi ne 
condition were presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1894 by J. D. Mitchell of the [Duchy] 
Manor Offi ce, Falmouth. A few other coins were obtained by John Burton of the Old Curiosity Shop, 21 
Market Street, Falmouth. A coin given by him to Falmouth library  (presented to the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall in 1973) as coming from this hoard, must be an error. Burton was not known for his reliability; 
the coin is a dupondius of Nero, minted in AD 64, and totally out of character with the hoard. 
A follis of Constantine I was added to the Royal Institution of Cornwall collection by Enys in 1940. 
A coin of Maximian was Lot 97 in W.C. Borlase’s sale catalogue (1882) and sold for 2/-; a second brass 
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of Diocletian is, or was, in Penzance Museum.  Two more coins were “lately unearthed” by a labourer at 
the site in 1902; one of Maximianus and one of Constantine I, both in “splendid condition” but were not 
described (Antiquary 1902, p. 324).
The coins listed by Hodgkin (1867, pp. 71 ff.) are as follows with, in square brackets, the numbers 
recorded by F. W. Madden (1865, pp. 318-19):
 Gallienus (253-268) 5  [5]
 Postumus (259-268) 1
 Laelianus (268) 1
 Claudius II (268-270) 4
 Victorinus (268-270) 1 [2]
 Aurelian (270-275) 1 [2]
 Tetricus I or II (270-274) 1
 Tacitus (275-276) 4 [2]
 Probus (276-282) 9 [4]
 Diocletian (284-305) 152 [80]
 Maximian (286-310 with breaks) 129 [93]
 Constantius I (305-306) 110 [75]
 Galerius (305-311) 132 [80]
 Severus II (306-307) 16 [10]
 Maximinus II ‘Daza’ (309-311) 20 [10]
 Constantine I (as Caesar? 306-307) 39 [29]
 Undecipherable 5
 Total 631 [391]
(also see Robertson 2000, 997)
The paucity of coins issued by the British usurpers, none for Carausius (287-293) and only one for Allectus 
(293-296), is typical of Cornish hoards. The Pennance coin of Allectus survives as a wax impression 
(coin 12 below); the original was either not seen or was wrongly identifi ed by Hodgkin who wrote that 
neither of these emperors were in the hoard. All the coins of Probus and earlier are antoniniani; about 
50 of Diocletian and all of later emperors are folles, a new denomination introduced by Diocletian in 
294. The Royal Cornwall Gazette  and Madden reported that there were about 20 different types of the 
reigns of Constantine, Diocletian and Maximianus, of which the GENIO POPVLI  ROMANI types of 
Diocletian and Maximianus are “greatly in excess”, while among those of Constantine I were noticed the 
follis of PRINCIPI  IVVENTVTIS, and one with PLN (London mint) in exergue. The two antoniniani of 
Aurelian (270-275) bore the reverse legend PACATOR ORBIS; Hodgkin identifi ed them as originating in 
Gaul where Aurelian reigned for only a few months after his defeat of Tetricus in 273. He restored Gaul 
and Spain to the main Empire; hence the coins’ bombastic legend, “pacifi er of the world”. Rogers (1865, 
above) also refers to a “coin of Probus, or possibly Gallienus, in a very perfect state; reverse a centaur”; 
clearly a coin of Gallienus who issued several types with animals (none with a centaur was issued under 
Probus).
Although R. W. Fox exhibited coins at the Polytechnic in Falmouth and hoped that some would be 
preserved there, none exists there now. An antoninianus of Victorinus (268-270) is in Plymouth City 
Museum and Art Gallery. The 14 coins surviving in the Royal Institution of Cornwall are listed below, 
with one prefi xed [E] from Enys in 1940; in addition are listed fi ve sets of wax impressions prefi xed [M] 
presented in 1868 by Mr Mitchell, and one set prefi xed [F] made by Iago of a coin belonging to the Revd 
R. W. A. Fenwick of Bodmin, originally found at Pennance by a Mr Skewes:
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Gallienus (253-268)
1. Antoninianus (21 mm), slightly worn.
 Obv. GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n [AE]QVITAS  AVG. Aequitas std l. hld scales and cornucopia; |VI. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 159.
Postumus (259-268)
2. Antoninianus (24 mm), reverse worn.
 Obv. IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n HER[C  PACI]FERO. Hercules std l. hld olive branch and club.
 Mint of Lyons. RIC 67.
Tacitus (275-276)
3. Antoninianus (21 mm), fi ne.
 Obv. IMP CL  TACITVS  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. MARS VICTOR.  Mars advancing r. hld spear and trophy.
 B | A. Mint of Gaul (Lyons or Arles). RIC 30.
Probus (276-282)
4. Antoninianus (24 mm), fi ne.
 Obv. IMP  C  M  AVR  PROBVS  AVG.  Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n AEQVITAS  AVG.  Aequitas std l. hld scales and cornucopia.
   | *
 Ex.  XXI. Mint of Rome. RIC 150.
5.  [M] Antoninianus (22 mm).
 Obv. IMP  C  PROBVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. ABVNDANTIA  AVG. Abundantia std r. emptying  cornucopia.
 Ex.  Missing.
 Probably mint of Lyons. RIC 17 or 60.
Diocletian (284-305)
6.  AE follis (29 mm), worn edges.
 Obv. IMP  C  DIOCLETIANVS  P  F)  AVG.  Lr, cr, b. r. with long thin neck.
 Rev. p. GENIO POPV-LI  ROMANI. Genius wearing modius, naked but for chlamys 
over l. shoulder, std l. hld patera and cornucopia.
  T | R  Mint of Trier, probably c.295. Not listed in RIC where TR only occurs in exergue.
7.  AE follis (29 mm), fi ne.
 Obv.  IMP  DIOCLETIANVS  P  F  AVG.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n FORTVNAE  REDVCI  CAESS  NN.  Fortuna std l. hld rudder by a wheel, and 
cornucopia.  B | 7
 Ex.  TR. Mint of  Trier, c.300-301. Similar to RIC 400.
8.  [M] AE follis (26 mm). AD 300-303.
 Obv.  IMP  C  DIOCLETIANVS  P  F  AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  SACRA  MONET  AVGG  ET  CAESS  NOSTR. Moneta std l. hld scales and 
cornucopia.
 Ex.   ST •. Mint of Ticinum (Pavia). RIC, p. 288 note 1.
Maximian (286-310)
9.  AE follis (28 mm), fi ne.
Obv.  D  N  MAXIMIANO  FELICISSIMO  SEN AVG. Lr, b. r. wearing imperial mantle 
and hld olive-branch and (?) sceptre.
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Rev. n PROVIDENTIA  DEORVM  QVIES  AVGG.  To r. Providentia std l., leaning 
on long sceptre and extending her r. hand to Quies, facing r., and hld up a branch.  
T | F 
Ex. PLG. Mint of Lyons, c.305-307. Similar to RIC 200.
10.  [F] AE follis (27 mm).
 Obv.  MAXIMINIANVS  NOB  CAES.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. GENIO  POPV-LI  ROMANI.  Genius std l., head towered, naked but for chlamys 
over l. shoulder, hld patera in r. hand and cornucopia in his l. hand.   S | F 
Ex. ITR. Mint of Trier, c.302-303. RIC 535.
11.  [M] AE follis (29 mm), c. 301-303.
Obv.  MAXIMIANVS  NOB  C. Lr, cr, b. l.
Rev.  GENIO  POP-VLI  ROMANI. Genius std l., modius on head, naked except for 
chlamys over l. shoulder, hld patera in r. hand and cornucopia in l.  Altar | B 
Ex.  PLG. Mint of Lyons, c.301-303. RIC 164.
Allectus (293-296)
12.  [M] Antoninianus (21 mm).
Obv.  IMP  C  ALLECTVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, cr, b. r.
Rev.  LAETITIA  AVG.  Laetitia std l. hld wreath and anchor or baton.  S | A 
Ex. ML.  mint of London. RIC V(ii) 22. 
Maximinus II (as Caesar 305-308)
13.  AE follis (27 mm), good; minted after 25 July 306.
Obv. GAL  VAL  MAXIMINVS  N  C. Lr, dr, cr(?), b. r.
Rev. pGENIO  POP-VLI  ROMANI. Genius, wearing modius, std l. hld patera in his r. 
hand over altar, and cornucopia in his l.    | N 
Ex. PLG. Mint of Lyons, c.spring 307. Probably RIC 214.
Constantius I (as Caesar 293-305)
14.  AE follis (27 mm), good.
Obv.  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  CAES.  Lr, h. r.
Rev. n SACRA  MONET  AVGG  ET  CAESS  NOSTR. Moneta std l. hld scales and 
cornucopia.    | V
Ex. AQ*. Mint of Aquileia, c. 301. RIC 32.
15.  AE follis (25 mm), good but worn reverse. Struck after his death under Constantine I.
Obv. DIVO  CONSTANTIO  PIO.  Lr, veiled, dr, b. r.
Rev. p MEMORIA  FELIX.  Altar lighted and garlanded fl anked by eagle each side.
Ex. PTR. Mint of Trier, autumn 307 to end of 308. RIC 789.
16.  [M] AE follis (25 mm).
 Obv.  As above. 
 Rev. As above.
 Ex. PLN.  Mint of London, c. autumn 307- early 310. RIC VI 110. 
Galerius (as Caesar 295-305)
17.  AE follis (30 mm), fi ne but inferior work; as Caesar 293-305.
 Obv.  MAXIMIANVS  NOB  C.  Lr, cr, b. l.
 Rev. n GENIO  POP-VLI  ROMANI. Genius wearing modius std l, hld patera in his r. 
hand over altar, and cornucopia in his l. hand. | B
Ex. PLG. Mint of Lyons, c. 301-303. RIC 166.
Severus II (Caesar 305-306, Augustus 306-307)
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18.  AE follis (29 mm), fi ne.
 Obv.  FL VAL  SEVERVS  NOB  C.  Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n GENIO  POP-VLI  ROMANI. As above but    | 9
 Ex. PLG. Mint of Lyons, 1 May 305-early 307. RIC 193.
Constantine I (307-337)
19.  (from Enys, 1940) AE follis (28 mm), fi ne; as Caesar 306-307.
 Obv.  FL  VAL  CONSTANTINVS  NOB  C.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p GENIO   POP  ROM. Genius head towered, loins draped, std l. hld patera in his 
r. hand and cornucopia in his l.
Ex. PLN. Mint of London, c. summer of 307. RIC VI 88b.
20.  AE follis (27 mm), good. 
 Obv. IMP  CONSTANTINVS  P  F  AVG.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p PRINCIP[I  I]VVENTVTIS. (No apparent break in legend.) Constantine in 
military dress std f., head l., hld standard in each hand.
Ex. PLN. Mint of London, c. 307-early 310. RIC VI 111.
164. PENPONDS (SW 633 392)
Camborne
A number of coins of Postumus (AD 259-268) were found here in about 1890 and dispersed locally 
(Cornish Archaeology, I, 1962, p. 37). F. J. Thomas (Cornish Notes and Queries, Vol. I., 1906, p. 24) 
referring to the same hoard relates that “Great numbers of coins have been found in Penponds Valley of 
several of the Roman Emperors. I have a specimen ... a coin of the Constantines, and it is in a good state 
of preservation”.
165. PENPONDS, Gear Farm (SW 642 388)
Camborne
A base-silver antoninianus (22 mm) found on the farm in about 1966-67 by Mr S. Rowe was brought for 
identifi cation in 1982.
Gallienus (joint reign, 253-260)
 Obv.  IMP  GALLIENVS  P  (F?)  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  GERMANICVS MAX  V.  Two captives sed at foot of trophy.
cf. RIC 17. Minted 258-259.
166. PENRYN (c.SW 785 345)
St Gluvias or Budock
Alison Pritchard (MS c.1983) refers to a denarius of Hadrian from ‘Penryn’, perhaps the coin supposedly 
from the Turnaware Point Hoard (261).
167. PENRYN, River (SW 787 345)
St Gluvias
Mr L. Churcher of Penryn, digging for worms in about 1970, found an antoninianus in fi ne condition. 
Probus (282)
1.  Obv.  IMP  PROBVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, b. l.
 Rev.  ROMAE  AETER. Roma sed f. in a hexastyle temple.
Commemorative
2.  A second coin “with a helmeted head” (Constantinopolis type?) was also reported to have 
been found.
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168. PENTEWAN (c.SX 020 470)
St Austell
A coin of Tetricus (AD 270-274) “discovered on the foreshore of Pentewan beach, has been described by 
our President [John Tremayne] in a letter, which now lies before us” (JRIC, Spring Meeting 1888, Vol. 
IX, p. 377).
169. PENTIRE (c.SW 79 61)
Crantock
The Revd W. Iago’s collection of wax impressions includes a sestertius (29 mm) found in about June 
1890 in a fi eld at East Pentire “some way in, probably, from the extreme point of the Headland”, by a man 
who gave it to the son of John Reynolds the Newquay watchmaker (JRIC, Vol. X, Pt. II, 1891, p. 450). 
Identifi cation was confi rmed at the British Museum.
Severus Alexander (222-235)
 Obv. IMP ALEXANDER PIVS AVG / Bh, r.
 Rev. n PROVIDENTIA AVG S C / Annona std f., h. l., hld  corn-ears in her l. hand, and 
cornucopia in her r. hand.
170. PENVENTINNIE (c.SW 796 457)
Kenwyn
Mrs B. Beards told me in September 1999 that in about 1954 she was told by the farmer, Mr Mitchell, that 
he had from time to time ploughed up Roman coins in one of the fi elds near the end of Penventinnie farm 
and to the west side of Penventinney Lane, just inside the hedge boundary of the Lane. When asked why 
he had not informed the curator of  the museum in Truro, he replied that he did not want anybody digging 
holes in his fi eld. He kept the coins in a box, but Mrs Beards did not see them. The farmhouse has since 
been sold as a separate dwelling and the fi elds let out for grazing by another owner. Roman coins would 
not be out of place in this vicinity, only 500 yards south-east of Governs camp. Permission could not be 
obtained for a new search.
171. PENZANCE, Cemetery (SW 466 310)
Madron
In August 1899, “two second brass” coins of Vespasian (AD 69-79), corroded and nearly illegible (29 and 
28mm), were dug up from a depth of eight feet (grave 15 J5) together with some cow bones, lying in an 
ancient trench and shown to Haverfi eld by J. B. Cornish (V.C.H., 1906, p. 362; V.C.H. Roman, p. 38). The 
coins are currently in the Penlee House Gallery and Museum, Penzance (PEZPH:1975.652 and 653).
172. PENZANCE, Uncertain (c.SW 46 30)
Madron
1-6.  Six coins were said by Sir John Evans to have been found in the vicinity of Penzance in 1888 or soon 
after, though this seems to be very unlikely. There is no reference to them in the local literature at a time 
when the Penzance Natural History and Antiquarian Society was in full fl ower and such a fi nd should not 
have escaped the notice of its many active members. D. F. Allen (1961) was of the opinion they may have 
come from Wallingford in Berkshire c.1890. Mack (1975, p. 178) also doubted their origin and listed them 
under “Other Hoards of Uncertain Date”. The coins, all of gold, are in the British Museum where they 
arrived as two lots in different years. One is an imported Belgic coin with triple-tailed horse on the reverse, 
a type which fi rst appeared in Britain in about 60 BC (Van Arsdell, p. 6), and fi ve are British of Atrebatic 
type B struck in 55-44 BC. These have an abstract head of Apollo on the obverse, and on the reverse a 
triple-tailed horse above a spoked wheel (Hobbs 489; Van Arsdell 222-1).
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7.  A coin in the Penlee House Gallery and Museum, Penzance, described as a “coin of the reign of 
Constantine the Great” was found in the Alverton area in 1934 (PEZPH:1975.651).
8.  Mr B. P. Bennet of Penzance presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1989 a sestertius (30 mm) 
found about ten years before by a plumber working on a building site in or close to Penzance.
Severus Alexander (AD 221-235)
 Obv.  IMP  A[LEX]AN-DER  PIVS  AVG.
 Rev.  nSPES  PVBLICA,  S - C.  Spes adv l.
173. PERRANPORTH BEACH (c.SW 756 551)
Perranzabuloe
1. In 1991 I was shown an Alexandrian tetradrachm (24mm) picked up “in the surf” (c.SW 75 55) by Roger 
Hayter in about 1957.
Titus (79-81)
 Obv. TITOV  KAI6  O  VE63$6,>$12V 6(%@ Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  n 6$5$-3,6.  H. of Serapis r., wearing himation, with modius. L* = AD 81. 
Curtis 281. 
2. Mr C. M. Knight of Perranporth found with a metal detector in February 1984 a worn follis (26 mm) on 
the beach in the vicinity of the river mouth (c.SW 755 545). Only CONSTANT is legible on the obverse: 
Constantius I or II.
3. The following coin was found by Mr C. M. Knight while metal-detecting in dry sand which had been 
moved to create a trench, by some rocks just north and below the town and to the south of the river coming 
out of the town and entering the sea (SW 756 545) in September 2005 (PAS database).
Maximinus I (235-238)
 Denarius (17.4mm, 1.1g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. MA[XIMINVS PIVS AVG GERM] / Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. PROVIDENTIA AVG / Providentia, draped, standing front, head left, holding 
wand in right hand over globe and cornucopia in left arm.
 Struck between 236 and 238. Rome mint. RIC IV 20; BMC 170. PAS No. CORN-960542.
174. PHILLACK (SW 5709 3845)
Phillack
In spring 2005 Graham Dyer found a cut halfpenny of Edward the Confessor while metal-detecting to the 
east of the village (PAS database).
Edward the Confessor (1042-1066)
 Half penny – cut  (19.8mm, 0.57g), worn and cut in half.
 Obv. [ED]PERD [...]   / Htd, dr, b. r. Holding sceptre.
 Rev. +[...]SCEFTE: / Large Voided short cross, each limb terminating inthree crescents, 
central annulet not visible.
 Struck between 1053 and 1056. Shaftesbury mint. North I 825. Moneyer missing. 
Pointed helmet type. PAS No. CORN-635F45. Corpus of Early Medieval Coinage, www-
cm.fi tzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/em, 2006.0125.
175. PHILLACK TOWANS (c.SW 568 388)
Phillack
Mr F. McCarthy of Hayle found three coins with a metal detector in the dunes near the old sand quarry in 
September 1984:
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Valens ? (364-378)
1. Nummus (18mm)
 Obv.  [D  N  VALENS  P  F  AVG].
 Rev.  SECVRITAS  [REIPVBLICAE].  Victory adv l.
Henry II (1154-1189)
2. Shortcross penny minted in Winchester, Moneyer GOCELM. Struck between 1180 and 
1189.
John (1199-1216)
3. Shortcross penny minted in London, Moneyer STIVENE.
Mr McCarthy found three more in the same area in April-May and December 1989:
Constantine I (307-337)
4.  AE3/4 (14 mm).
 Obv.  CONSTANTI[NVS  MAX  AVG].
 Rev.  n [GLORI]A  EXERCITVS.  Two soldiers fl anking a labarum bearing chi-rho 
monogram.
Commemorative (330-347), found in December.
5.  Obv.  CONSTANTINOPOLIS.  Helmeted h. l., with sceptre.
 Rev. p No legend. Victory std l., foot on prow, hand on shield.
 Ex. TRP9 (mint of Trier).
Magnentius  (350-353)
6. Identifi ed at the British Museum as a contemporary forgery of an AE centenionalis (20 
mm).
Obv.  [D  N  MAGNEN-TIVS  P  F  AVG].  Bh, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. p VICTORIAE  DD  NN  AVG  ET  CAE.  Two Victories supporting shield 
inscribed VOT/V/MVLT/X.
Ex. RPLG (mint of Lyons, issued 350-353).
The following coins were found by Shaun Rogers in the sand dunes north of Phillack (SW 5705 3912) in 
summer 1998 (PAS database):
Severus Alexander (222-235)
7. Denarius (19mm, 2.13g), slightly worn.
 Obv. IMP C M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG / Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev.  P M TR P V COS II P P / Emperor standing left and sacrifi cing over tripod with his 
right hand and holding scroll in his left hand.
 Struck in 226. Rome mint. RIC IV 55. PAS No. CORN-4658A2.
Tetricus I  (271-274)
8. Antoninianus (16mm, 1.57g), worn.
 Obv. [IMP TETRICVS PF AVG] / Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  [FORTVNA REDVX] / Fortuna seated left on wheel.
 Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 74. PAS No. CORN-4697B1.
9. Antoninianus (15.4mm, 1.46g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev.  Illegible / Standing female fi gure left.
 Gallic mint. PAS No. CORN-2610E4.
10. Antoninianus (17mm, 1.62g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. IMP C[...TETR]ICVS AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
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 Rev.  [PAX AVG?] illegible / Possibly Pax standing left holding olive branch and 
sceptre?.
 Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 72 (obv.) and 118 (rev.). PAS No. CORN-2590F2.
Constantine I  (307-337)
11. Nummus (20.4mm, 2.04g), slightly worn.
 Obv. CONSTAN-TINVS AVG / Htd, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  BEATA TRAN-QVILLITAS / Globe set on altar inscribed with VO/TIS/XX; 
above are three stars.
 Mm. //PTR
 Struck in 321. Trier mint. RIC VII 316. PAS No. CORN-46BC15.
Licinius I  (308-324)
12. Nummus (20mm, 3.2g), slightly worn.
 Obv. IMP C VAL LICIN LICINIVS P F AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  IOVI CONS-ERVATORI / Jupiter standing left, chlamys across left shoulder, 
leaning on sceptre with eagle, fi gure of Victory on globe in right hand; eagle 
holding wreath to left of Jupiter and captive on ground to right of Jupiter.
 Mm. - X/- II *//SMN…
 Struck between 321 and 324. Nicomedia mint. RIC VII 44. PAS No. CORN-B6C623.
Urbs Roma  (330-335)
13. Nummus (17.4mm, 2.13g), slightly worn.
 Obv. VRBS ROMA / Htd, b. l.
 Rev.  She-wolf standing left suckling Romulus and Remus with two stars above.
 Mm. //TRP
 Trier mint. RIC VII 255. PAS No. CORN-472293.
Constantius II  (337-361)
14. Nummus (15.7mm, 1.66g), worn and corroded.
 Obv. CONSTAN-TIVS AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS / Two helmeted soldiers facing, heads turned towards 
each other, each holds an inverted spear and rests on a shield, and between them is 
a standard.
 Mm. //SMALA
 Struck between 337 and 341. Alexandria mint. RIC VIII 19. PAS No. CORN-6D9753.
Constans  (337-350)
15. Nummus (16mm, 1.57g), slightly worn and incomplete.
 Obv. CONSTAN-S PF AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  VICTORIAE DD AVGG[Q NN] / Two Victories standing facing one another, each 
holding a wreath and palm.
 Mm. D//TRP
 Struck between 346 and 348. Trier mint. RIC VIII 196. PAS No. CORN-D1B0C2.
16. Nummus (22mm, 4.6g), slightly worn.
 Obv. D N CONS[TA]-NS P F AVG / Pd, dr, b. r.
 Rev.  FEL TEMP - REPARATIO / Constans in military dress standing left on galley 
holding fi gure of Victory in his right hand and a labarum (or chi-rho monogram) in 
his left hand; Victory seated in stern steering.
 Mm. //TRP
 Struck between 348 and 350. Trier mint. RIC VIII 213. PAS No. CORN-475D72.
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Julian Caesar  (355-361)
17. Nummus (16mm, 2.65g), slightly worn.
 Obv. D N IVLIA - NVS NOB C / Bh, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  SPES REI - PVBLICE / / Emperor, helmeted and in military dress, standing left, 
holding globe in right hand and spear in left hand.
 Mm. reverse S barred • // ASIRM
 Sirmium mint. RIC VIII 85. PAS No. CORN-6E4CB1.
Valens  (364-378)
18. Nummus (18.7mm, 2g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. D N VALEN-S P F AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  GLORIA RO-MANORVM / Emperor advancing right dragging captive with right 
hand and holding labarum in left hand.
 Mm. - *//[S]MAQS
 Struck between 367 and 375. Aquileia mint. LRBC II 1033. PAS No. CORN-B73C16.
19. Nummus (17mm, 2.63g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. D N VALEN-S P F AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  GLORIA RO-MANORVM / Emperor advancing right dragging captive with right 
hand and holding labarum in left hand.
 Mm. //SCON
 Struck between 367 and 375. Arles mint. LRBC II 526/530. PAS No. CORN-B72518.
20. Nummus (17mm, 1.83g), slightly worn and incomplete.
 Obv. [D N V]ALEN-S P F AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  [GLORIA] RO-MANORVM / Emperor with right hand dragging captive and left 
hand holding ‘labarum’ or chi-rho monogram.
 Mm. [O]F II//[C]ON
 Struck between 367 and 378. Arles mint. LRBC II 513. PAS No. CORN-46FB61.
Gratian  (367-383)
21. Nummus (17.6mm, 2.55g), worn.
 Obv. D N GRATIANVS AVG G AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  GLORIA NO-VI SAECVLI / Emperor standing facing with head left, holding a 
labarum in right hand and resting left hand on shield.
 Mm. • -//TCON
 Struck between 367 and 375. Arles mint. LRBC II 503. PAS No. CORN-B70A63.
176. PHILLACK, Churchtown Road (c.SW 563 383)
Phillack
1.  In a fi eld at SW 561 383, Paul Frost of Hayle found with a metal detector in October 1997 a worn 
contemporary counterfeit coin (11 mm) with green patina. The prototype is a Constantinian coin of 
GLORIA EXERCITVS type, with two soldiers fl anking one standard, issued 330-335. Another AE3? (20 
mm) House of Constantine coin was found by David Fletcher of Redruth about the same time 25 yards 
away from the above counterfeit.
 Obv.  Illegible; dd, cr or dr, b. r.
 Rev.  Illegible.
2.  In August 1997, Philip Steele found in a neighbouring fi eld (SW 562 383) a worn AE sestertius (29 
mm), perhaps of Commodus under Marcus Aurelius (177-180) with on the reverse afemale std. fi gure, 
possibly Liberalitas or similar.
3-5.  Philip Steele has three AE coins from this site, including one of Faustina II (details to follow).
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6.  On 7 April 1998, Paul Frost found in the same fi eld (SW 562 384) a fi ne denarius (18 mm) of 
Hadrian:
 Obv.  [IMP]  CAESAR  TRAIAN  HADRIANVS  AVG. Lr, head r.
 Rev. p P  M  TR  P  COS  III.  Roma, helmeted, sed l. on cuirass, hld Victory in her r. 
hand and spear in her l. hand; shield behind.
 Minted in 119-122.
The same fi eld also produced a simple T-shaped fi bula not far from the coin of Hadrian in October 1997.
7.  An illegible fourth century AE3/4 (15 mm) was found at SW 5675 3840 by Paul Frost in August 
1998.
The following six coins from sites around Phillack Churchtown were lent to me in August 2000 by Paul 
Frost.
First-second century
 (SW 5690 3925, June 1998).
8.  Worn and illegible dupondius or as (I removed the copper carbonate).
 Obv.  Bust r., clean-shaven?, possibly Trajan (98-117).
Gallienus (253-268)
 (SW 5640 3825, September or October 1999). 
9. Antoninianus, 22mm good.
 Obv.  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p SOLI  CONS  AVG. Pegasus springing r.
 Ex. N or possibly H. Mint of Rome. RIC 283.
Salonina (died 268; sole reign of Gallienus)
 (SW 5690 3925, July 1999).
10. Antoninianus, 18 mm good.
 Obv.  SALONINA  AVG. Dd? dr, b. r. on crescent.
 Rev. n FECVNDITAS  AVG. Fecunditas std l., hld infant in l. arm; small child at feet to 
l.     |'
 Mint of Rome. RIC 5.
Postumus? (259-268)
 (SW 5632 3838, 7 January 2000).
11.  Illegible antoninianus, rd, (cr?), b. r., 19 mm.
 Rev. p Female fi gure, perhaps PAX  AVG.
Constantius  II (as Caesar, 324-337)
 (SW 5632 3838, 7 January 2000).
12.  AE3/4, worn with green patina, 14 mm.
 Obv.  [FL  I]VL  CONST[ANTIVS  NOB  C]. (Dd?), cr, b. r.
 Rev. p [GLORIA  EXERC-ITVS]. Two soldiers std facing each other, each hld a spear 
in outer hand and resting other hand on shield; two standards between them.
 Ex. [R]BS. Mint of Rome, 330-335. LRBC 544.
House of Constantine
 (SW 5690 3925, July 1999).
13.  Illegible worn fragment, 15 mm.
 Obv.  Dd, b. r.
 Rev. nStanding fi gure.
The following coin was found just off Churchtown Road, east of the church (SW 567 384) by Chris 
McLoughlin while metal-detecting between 2003 and 2004.
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Gallienus  (sole reign 260-268)
14. Antoninianus (19.4mm, 2.01g), worn.
 Obv. [(IMP) GALLIENV]S AVG / Rd, b. r.
 Rev.  Illegible / Figure standing left.
 PAS No. CORN-113526.
177. PHILLACK, Riviere Farm (c.SW 563 381)
Phillack
These coins were found during metal-detecting around Riviere Farm between 2003 and 2006 (PAS 
database). The fi nder and co-ordinates of the fi ndspot are given after the PAS number.
Hadrian (117-138)
1. Sestertius (32.7mm, 20.13g), worn.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing draped female fi gure facing left, possibly Providentia holding 
wand in right hand over globe and vertical sceptre in left hand and resting left arm 
on column (but could also be Fortuna holding rudder on globe and cornucopia or 
Moneta holding scales).
cf. BMC 1536. PAS No. CORN-4F77C1 (Steve Collins - SW 5636 3827)
Julia Domna (193-211)
2. Denarius (18mm, 2.86g), slightly worn.
 Obv. IVLIA AVGVSTA / Dr, b. r.
 Rev. SAECVLI FELICITAS / Isis wearing peaked head-dress and standing right with left 
foot on prow nursing infant Horus; to her left is an altar on which rests a rudder.
 Struck between 196 and 211. Rome Mint. RIC IV 577; BMC 75. PAS No. CORN-3629A5 
(Ken Burridge - SW 5640 3825)
Gallienus (sole reign 260-268)
3. Antoninianus (20.4mm, 2.03g), worn.
 Obv. IMP GALLIENVS AVG / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. APOLLINI CONS AVG  / Gryphon walking left.
 Rome mint. RIC V(i) 165. PAS No. CORN-612A92 (David Edwards - SW 5638 3827)
4. Antoninianus (20mm), corroded.
 Obv. [IMP GALLIEN]VS AVG / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible  / Figure stg l.
 (Chris McCloughlin – SW 567 384)
Victorinus (269-271)
5. Antoninianus (18mm, 2.1g), slightly worn.
 Obv. [IMP C] VICTORINVS • P • F • AVG / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. [SALVS] AVG / Salus standing left, holding patera in right hand from which feeds 
a snake rising from altar, and holding vertical sceptre in left hand.
 Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 67/122. PAS No. CORN-1176C3 (Chris McLoughlin - SW 559 
385)
Tetricus I (271-274)
6. Antoninianus (15mm, 1.13g), worn.
 Obv. [IMP] C T[ETRIC]VS PF A[VG]  / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. [VIRTVS] AVG[G]  / soldier standing left with spear in left hand and leaning on 
shield with right hand.
 Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 148. PAS No. CORN-512C91 (David Edwards - SW 56409 38258)
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Tetricus II (273-274)
7. Antoninianus (16.2mm, 1.31g), worn and pierced below the head.
 Obv. [C P E TETRICVS CAES]  / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. [PIETAS AVGVSTOR] (if jug) / Jug with other sacrifi cial implements? (too worn 
to be sure).
 Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 255. PAS No. CORN-11BDD4 (Chris McLoughlin - SW 562 384)
Uncertain Radiate (260-274)
8. Antoninianus (17mm), corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. Too corroded to make out.
 (Chris McCloughlin – SW 567 384)
Tetrarchic
9. Nummus (20mm, 1.43g), worn.
 Obv. Illegible  / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. VOT XX  / Within a wreath.
 Struck between 297 and 298. Rome mint. RIC VI 74ff. PAS No. CORN-421430 (David 
Smith - SW 561 381)
Constantine I (307-337)
10. Nummus (21.7mm, 4g), slightly worn.
 Obv. IMP CONSTANTINVS P AVG   / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. SOLI INVIC-TO COMITI / Sol with radiate crown standing facing left, holding 
up right hand and globe in left hand; Sol naked except for chlamys thrown over left 
shoulder.
 Mm. T F//PLN
 Struck between 316 and 317. London mint. RIC VII 88. PAS No. CORN-07EC86 (Chris 
McLoughlin - SW 561 381)
11. Nummus (18mm, 2.63g), slightly worn.
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS AVG  / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG / Laurel wreath around VOT / XX in two lines.
 Mm. //ASIS branch
 Struck between 321 and 324. Siscia mint. RIC VII 174. PAS No. CORN-648B74 (Graham 
Dyer - SW 5624 3838)
12. Nummus (17.7mm, 1.48g), slightly worn.
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG  / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. GLORIA EXERCITVS / Two soldiers helmeted standing front, looking at each 
other, each holds spear and rests hand on shield; between them are two standards.
 Mm. *//PCONST
 Struck between 330 and 335. Arles mint. RIC VII 345. PAS No. CORN-51A117 (David 
Edwards - SW 56422 38295).
13. Nummus (17.8mm, 2.06g), slightly worn and corroded.
 Obv. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG  / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. GLORIA EXERCITVS / Two soldiers helmeted, standing looking at one another, 
holding spear and resting hand on shield set on ground; between them two 
standards.
 Mm. // •SMHA  
 Struck between 330 and 335. Heraclea mint. RIC VII 116. PAS No. CORN-367F46 (Ken 
Burridge - SW 5640 3825)
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Constans (337-350)
14. Nummus (16.9mm, 1.26g), slightly worn and incomplete.
 Obv. CONSTANS P F AVG  / Rd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. VICTORIAE D D AVGGQ NN / Two Victories facing standing facing one another, 
each holding wreath and palm.
 Mm. N//ASIS
 Struck between 346 and 348. Siscia mint. RIC VIII 189. PAS No. CORN-366875 (Ken 
Burridge - SW 5640 3825)
Gratian (367-383)
15. Nummus (17mm, 1.96g), worn.
 Obv. DN [GRATIANVS] PF AVG  / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. [GLORIA ROMANORVM]  / Victory advancing left holding wreath in right hand 
and palm in left hand.
 Mm. //TRP
 Struck between 367 and 375. Trier mint. LRBC II 95. PAS No. CORN-5EC292 (David 
Edwards - SW 56426 38306)
House of Valentinian
16. Nummus (16.9mm, 2.08g), worn.
 Obv. [D N VALENTINI-AN]VS [P F AVG] (if Valentinian) / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. [GLORIA ROMANORVM] / Emperor dragging with right hand a captive from the 
left, and holding a labarum in his left hand.
 Struck between 364 and 378. PAS No. CORN-079BF6 (Chris McLoughlin - SW 559 
381)
House of Theodosius
17. Nummus (17.5mm, 2.11g), very worn.
 Obv. Illegible / B. r.
 Rev. [GLORIA ROMANORVM] / Emperor on horseback facing right.
 Struck between 393 and 395. Eastern mint. PAS No. CORN-085407 (Chris McLoughlin 
- SW 559 381)
Edward the Confessor (1042-1066)
18. Halfed penny (18.6mm, 0.55g), slightly worn and cut in half.
 Obv. [EADW]AR-RD [REX]  / B. r. With sceptre.
 Rev. [..L]IOEPI:ON[...] / Voided short cross with each limb terminating in an incurved 
segment of a circle.
 Struck between 1059 and 1062. North 828. Hammer Cross type (Hildebrand G; BMC xi),
c.1059-1062, moneyer probably Leofwine but mint name missing and could be Canterbury, 
Derby, Exeter, Huntingdon, London, Norwich, Rochester or Stamford. Corpus of Early 
Medieval Coinage, www-cm.fi tzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/em, 2006.0015. PAS No. CORN-
F06E11 (David Edwards - SW 5631 3818)
178. PLACE (c.SX 124 518)
Fowey
John Wallis (1847, The Cornwall Register, p. 435), noted that “A Roman coin of Trajan’s, and a British 
urn, have been of late years discovered near Place”. The Bronze Age urn was found in 1840 when “opening 
the ground for a new road into the town of Fowey” (J. T. Treffry, RRIC, 1840, pp. 63-7) and is now in the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall. No coin is mentioned by Treffry and no more is known of it. 
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179. POLDHU COVE (SW 665 199)
Mullion
Apart from the Carolingian coins supposedly from the Tregorrick, Trewhiddle Hoard (235) the only 
other from Cornwall was found in 1992 (and presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall, accession no. 
1992/88) by D. H. Walden using a metal detector on the beach. It is a silver denier (20 mm), somewhat bent, 
but in fair condition. A loss from a contemporary shipwreck is not impossible, but hammered continental 
coins circulated widely in Britain.
Louis the Pious (814-840)
 Obv.  H  LVDOVVICVS  IMP surrounding a cross in central circle.
 Rev.  BITV / RIGES. Bourges in northern Aquitaine.
This belongs to Grierson and Blackburn 1986 nos 766-7, Class 2 (AD 819-822), in which the name of the 
mint is struck across the fi eld. These coins are relatively common on the Continent with over a thousand 
in the hoards from Veuillin (Cher) and Belvézet (Gard). Note that the Emperor’s name in prefi xed by H, 
as are those of his son Lothar I. Carolingian coins are uncommon in Britain, although the Cuerdale hoard, 
Lancashire, found in 1840, did contain 7000 coins of which about 1000 are Carolingian.
180. POLGLAZE (c.SX 158 544)
St Veep
Haverfi eld was sent a rubbing of a small copper coin of Constantius II as Caesar (AD 324-337) “minted in 
Antioch (SMANT)”, found at Polglaze (V.C.H. Roman, p.40).
181. POLPERRO, Landaviddy (SX 202 510)
Lansallos
Jonathan Couch of Polperro’s own copy of J. Young Akerman, 1840, A Numismatic Manual (now in the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall collection) contains a pencil sketch by Couch of an AE follis found during 
the digging of foundations of a new farmhouse built there in 1864 (Couch’s MS notes begun November 
1856; no page numbers).
Licinius I (308-324)
Obv.  IMP  LICINIVS  P  F  AVG. Lr, cr, b. r. (not PIVS alone after Licinius as Couch 
supposed).
Rev.  GENIO - POP  ROM.    |   . Genius, dr, towered, std l., hld  patera in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
Ex.  PLN. Mint of London, mid-310-late 312. RIC VI 209c.
182. POLPERRO, Talland Hill (c.SX 210 510)
Talland
A hoard of six antoniniani of Gordian III (238-244) was dug up in a garden in Talland Hill, on the east side 
of Polperro in 1955. All were minted in Rome, but no  further details were obtained (note by H. L. Douch 
at Royal Institution of Cornwall). Sheila de Burlet (1977, Portrait of Polperro, p. 4), a former resident of 
Polperro, noted that the fi nder was Ralph Pender, describing the coins as double denarii (i.e. antoniniani)
minted in Rome c. AD 237. See also Robertson 2000, 436.
183. PORTEATH, West Winds (SW 967 789)
St Minver
A house standing at the road junction where, in 1988, Mr E. G. Jeal dug up a billon tetradrachm of 
Alexandria, with a good patina, which he presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall.
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Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
 Obv.  $V*../$V-',2CC(%.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev.  Eagle std l., h. turned back. Dated L-B = AD 270. cf. Curtis 1686 if palm in 
background.
184. PORTH GODREVY (SW 582 428)
Gwithian
A small Romano-British cliff-top settlement was excavated between 1956 and 1962 (P. J. Fowler, Cornish
Archaeology No. 1, 1962 pp. 17-60; coins on p. 50). About a dozen fragmentary coins examined by Dr J. 
P. C. Kent at the British Museum were probably barbarous radiates of the late third century, but were “too 
far corroded to be certain of anything but that they are late imperial”.
185. PORTHLEVEN, Penrose Hill (c.SW 64 25) 
Sithney
The fi rst reference to a Republican coin in Cornwall is of one found near Penrose Hill and mentioned by 
William Borlase (1769, p.300), found together with a denarius of Trajan. The republican coin is a bigatus,
a type of denarius of about 120 BC, so-called because the reverse shows a biga or chariot drawn by two 
horses. The obverse probably bore the head of Roma. The denarius of Trajan (98-117) was described as 
“Reverse, a female fi gure sitting: Exergue, PMO.” The identifi cation of this coin remains uncertain. Both 
were taken to Borlase on 26 July 1749 having been found “about ten years since” (Borlase, MS, Parochical 
Memoranda, p. 59, British Museum, Egerton 2657, microfi lm at Royal Institution of Cornwall, Truro).
186. PORTHLUNEY VALLEY, Caerhays Hoard (SW 9695 4267)
St Michael Caerhays
The Porthluney valley, which reaches the sea just south of Caerhays Castle at Porthluney Cove, was 
streamed for tin during the Romano-British period. Finds include a fi nger ring dating to about the second 
century AD in a shallow working at Polmassick, St Ewe (SW 973 460). The hoard detailed below was not 
found in a tin streamwork, but its discovery in a tin jug is testimony enough to a fl ourishing tin industry. 
The West Briton on 25 November 1869 recorded that on the eighteenth of the month two labourers, 
Thomas Dalley of Gorran and James Tucker of St Michael Caerhays, while digging a drainage ditch on 
the edge of Beechtree Wood (now Old Park Wood) skirting the Porthluney valley, cut through about three 
feet of soil to a deposit of sea sand. Set in the sand between three stones was a pewter jug of 98 per cent tin 
closed with a wooden bung. The fi nders battered off the neck, handle and decayed wooden plug to reveal a 
hoard estimated to contain about 2,500 debased antoniniani, some of them with a silver wash. Some were 
quickly dispersed, but 2,099 were described (F. Haverfi eld, 1900, Numismatic Chronicle, Third Ser., Vol. 
20, pp. 209-217).
The hoard covers the period AD 253-282 with most of the coins belonging to the reigns of Victorinus, 
Tetricus I and Tetricus II. Sixty-eight formerly at the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, were presented 
to the Royal Institution of Cornwall on 20 February 1991. Haverfi eld only knew of 45 there, but 120 had 
been purchased in 1878 by the Cardiff Museum, “selected from 600 Roman coins found in that town” 
(Rev. W. E. Winks, 1879, ‘Notes on the Coins in the Cardiff Museum’, Cardiff Naturalists’ Society, Vol. 
XI, pp. 42-4). This suggests that they came from Mr Dunn noted below; some are of varieties otherwise 
scarce in the hoard.  J. Michael Williams of Caerhays Castle secured the jug and 1,500 coins of which 
30 were presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1870: Gallienus, 6; Claudius II Gothicus, 6; 
Victorinus, 6; Tetricus I, 6; Tetricus II, 6. The Revd W. Willimott of St Michael Caerhays listed 1499 of 
Mr Williams’ coins in the Archaeological Journal (Vol.XXVII, 1870, pp. 142, 208). 
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About 800 coins were obtained by Mr (Matthias?) Dunn of Mevagissey from one of the fi nders, Mr 
Dalley, according to W. Iago’s MS notes at the Royal Institution of Cornwall. In June 1915, Dunn’s son 
Howard sold them to The Duchy of Cornwall. The following month The Duchy agreed these should be 
deposited at the Royal Institution of Cornwall, but they did not arrive at the Museum until 16 October 
1929. An unpublished list of these (792) was made by W. Percy Hedley of Corbridge-on-Tyne, an amateur 
authority on third century coins. See also Robertson 2000, 742.
A few coins had been presented to Penzance Museum; 100 were said by Haverfi eld to have been at 
Wisbech Museum, but no record exists of them. According to Iago’s note, they had been given to a Mr 
Smith of Wisbech. The jug and about 1500 coins remained at Caerhays Castle, some of which were 
subsequently given away. W. Copeland Borlase sold for 4/- 28 coins at the Lareggan Sale (Lot 96) in 
October 1887. What happened to these coins is not known. W. Iago, at the end of his 1898 MS list of the 
coins, appends an 1892 list of 25 in the collection of J. D. Enys who presumably had been given them by 
J. M. Williams. Haverfi eld reckoned about 100 had been given to private individuals.
Haverfi eld’s list (V.C.H. Roman, p.33), including 45 then identifi ed at  Cardiff, gave a total of 2,356:
Valerian, 3; Gallienus, 202; Salonina, 17; Postumus, 47; Laelius, 2; Victorinus, 512; Marius, 10; Tetricus 
I, 886; Tetricus II, 397; Claudius II Gothicus, 195; Quintillus, 22; Aurelian, 7; Tacitus, 6; Florianus, 2; 
Probus, 27; illegible 22.
This is the largest hoard of Roman coins from Cornwall to survive largely intact. The following list 
includes all those now at the Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro. 
 E = coins formerly in the Enys collection and added by Iago to his MS list in August 1892. 
They are not known to exist now and are not included in the total of those in the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall collection.
 UN = W. Hedley Percy’s unpublished list.
 W = J. M. Williams’ coins
Coins in {} brackets at the end of each emperor and followed by Cohen numbers are those identifi ed by 
Haverfi eld in 1900 of which there are no examples in the Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro. Others 
that may be the same types but different varieties to those in Truro are ignored.
The number of coins (when more than one) of each type follows the catalogue references to RIC and 
Cunetio etc.
Valerian (253-260)
 Obv. IMP  VALERIANVS  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
1. Rev. n ORIENS  AVG. Sol, rd, std f., head l., r. hand raised, hld globe in l.
 Mint of Rome, AD 257. RIC 107; Cunetio 521.
2. Rev. FELICITAS  AVGG.
Cohen 53.
3. Rev.  RESTITVTOR  ORBIS. Cohen 183.
Gallienus (253-260)
 Obv.  GALLIENVS  AVG.  Rd, h. r.
4-6.  Rev.  npABVNDANTIA  AVG.  B |    Abundantia std r. emptying cornucopia with 
both hands.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 157; Cunetio 1159. 3.
7.  Rev. n AEQVITAS  AVG.  Aequitas std l. hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 159; Cunetio 1085.
8.  Rev. p AETERN  AVG. Sol std r, head l., r. hand raised, and hld globe in l.
 Ex.  MT.  Mint of Milan. RIC 465a; Cunetio1779.
9-13.  Rev. p AETERNITAS  AVG. (2 AETER-NITAS AVG). * |     Sol, as above.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 160; Cunetio 1169. 5 (2 W, 1 E).
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14.  Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r., viewed from front.
 Rev. n without * in fi eld. RIC 160; Cunetio 1175.
15.  Obv.  As above, but rd, h. r. 
 Rev. p. APOLLINI  CONS  AVG.  Centaur wlk r. drawing bow and arrow with both 
hands.
 Ex.  Z. Mint of Rome. RIC 163; Cunetio 1378.
16, 17.  Rev.  n pAs above but centaur wlk l. hld globe in r. hand, and trophy over shoulder 
in l.
 Ex.  H. Mint of Rome. RIC 164; Cunetio 1386. 2. 
18.  Obv.  IMP  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n Griffi n wlk l.
 Ex.  '. Mint of Rome. RIC 165; Cunetio 1348.
19.  Obv.  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n Griffi n std r. Blundered legend; irregular issue.
20.  Obv.  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev.  pDIANAE  CONS  AVG. Antelope wlk l.
 Ex.  *. Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 181; Cunetio 1344.
21-23.  Rev.  nAs above, but gazelle wlk l.
 Ex.  XII. RIC 181; Cunetio 1408. 3, but one uncertain 
24, 25.  Rev. n As above, but gazelle wlk r.
 Ex.  XI. RIC 181; Cunetio 1401. 2.
26.  Rev. p As above, but doe wlk r., looking l.
 Ex.  [ȯ]?  If so, RIC 177; Cunetio 1361.
27.  Rev. p As above, but stag wlk r.
 Ex.  X. RIC 179; Cunetio 1400.
28.  Rev. p As above, but stag wlk l. 
 Ex.  X. RIC 179; Cunetio 1397. 
29, 30.  Rev. p. DIA-NA-E  CONS  AVG. Stag wlk l.
 Ex.  X. cf. RIC 179 and Cunetio 1397. 2, one drilled with hole for suspension (also 1 E 
probably this type).
31.  Rev. n FECVNDITAS  AVG. Fecunditas std l. hld cornucopia in l.hand, and extending 
r. hand to child. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 184; Cunetio 1311. 
32  Rev. n FELICIT  PVBL. Felicitas std l. hld caduceus in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Ex.  T. Mint of Rome. RIC 192; Cunetio 1311.
33.  Rev. n 2. FIDES  MILITVM.     | N  Fides std l. hld vertical standard in l. hand, and 
sceptre in r. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 192a; Cunetio 1261.
34.  Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p As above. RIC 192a; Cunetio 1262
35-39.  Obv.  As above, but rd, h. r.
 Rev. n1, p4, FORTVNA  REDVX.    | 9   Fortuna std l. hld rudder in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 193; Cunetio 1215. 5 
40.  As above, pwithout 9 in fi eld. RIC 193; Cunetio 1222.
41.  Rev. p HERCVLI  CONS  AVG. Wild boar running r.
 Ex.  ȯ. Mint of Rome. RIC 202.
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42.  Rev. n1, p1, IOVI  CONS  AVG. Goat wlk l.
 Ex.  9. Mint of Rome. RIC 207; Cunetio 1368. 
43.  Rev. p As above, but goat wlk. r. 
 Ex.  9. RIC 207; Cunetio 1375. (1 unspecifi ed type E).
44.  Rev. p IOVI  CONSERVAT.    | N   Jupiter std l. hld thunderbolt in r. hand, and sceptre 
in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 210; Cunetio 1269.
45.  Rev. p as above, but CO-NS-ERVAT. Var. of Cunetio 1269? 
46.  Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n IOVI  VLTORI.    S |     Jupiter std l., head r., hld thunderbolt in r. hand; cloak 
fl ies out behind. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 221; Cunetio 938.
47.  Obv.  As above, but rd, h. r.
 Rev. n LIBE-RAL  AVG. Liberalitas std l. hld tessera in r. hand, and cornucopia in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 227; Cunetio 1029.
48.  Rev. n. MARTI  PACIFERO. A |    (or H?) Mars std l. hld olive-branch in r. hand, and 
spear (pointing up) and shield resting on ground in l. RIC 236; Cunetio 1149 if  A|   
49.  Rev. n As above, but MART-I. Var. of Cunetio 1149?
50.  Rev. p ORIE-N-S  AVG.  Z |   Sol wlk l.; r. hand raised, hld whip in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 249; Cunetio 1230.
51.  As above, but ORIE-N  AVG.   Z |    S perhaps worn away, but other letters are very distinct 
in high relief. 
52.  Rev. p. PA-X  AVG.  S | I   Pax std l. hld olive-branch in r. hand, and long transverse 
sceptre in l.
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 575; Cunetio 1826. (an unspecifi ed Pax in E).
53.  Rev. n PAX  AETERNA  AVG. ' |     Pax as above.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 253; Cunetio 1187. 
54.  Rev. n PIETAS  AVG.  P |   Pietas std l. with both hands raised; altar at feet to l.
 Mint of Milan. RIC 507; Cunetio 1654.
55.  Rev. n PROVI  AVG.   | II ? Providentia std l. hld baton in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 580; Cunetio 1833.
56.  Rev. n As above, but P-ROVI. No mintmark.
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 580; Cunetio 1823
57.  Rev. p. PROVID  AVG.  As above hld globe in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.
 Ex.  Missing. Perhaps mint of Rome. cf. RIC 270; Cunetio 1017.
58.  Rev. p. As above. 
 Ex.  MP. Mint of Milan. RIC 508a; Cunetio 1770
59.  Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n PROVIDEN  AVG. Providentia std l., hld baton in r. hand, and cornucopia in l; 
globe at feet to l.
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 580; Cunetio 1806.
60.  Obv.  As above, but rd, h. r.
 Rev. p. SALVS  AVG. Salus std r., hld in r. hand a serpent feeding from patera in l. 
hand.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 274a; Cunetio 1054. 
61.  Rev. p. As above, but Salus std l. hld long transverse sceptre in l. hand, and with r. hand 
feeding snake rising from altar to l.
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 581; Cunetio 1841.
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62, 63.  Obv.  IMP  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.; traces of drapery to front and rear.
 Rev. p. SALVS  AVG. Aesculapius std f., head l., hld in l. hand a serpent entwined on a 
staff.
 Ex. •M •P •. Mint of Milan. cf. RIC 511; Cunetio 1727. (UN and 1 E).
64-66.  Obv.  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n SECVRIT  PERPET.    | H  Securitas std f., head l, hld long vertical sceptre in r. 
hand, and leaning l. elbow on column.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 280; Cunetio 1246. 3.
67.  Rev. n SOLI  CONS  AVG. Winged horse springing r.
 In ex. [A (or N?)]. Mint of Rome. RIC 283; Cunetio 1337.
68.  Rev. n VBERITAS AVG. Uberitas std l. hld purse in r. hand, and cornucopia in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 287 var.; Cunetio 1208.
69, 70.  As above, n1, p1. As above, but  ȯ_
  Mint of Rome. RIC 287; Cunetio 1200. 2 
71.  Rev. n VICTORIA  AET.   Z |     Victory std l. hld wreath in raised r. hand, and palm in 
l. against l. shoulder.
  Mint of Rome. RIC 297; Cunetio 1238.
72.  Rev. n VICTORIA  AVG.   T |     As above, but Victory wlk l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 523; Cunetio 942. 
73, 74.  Rev. p. VIRTVS  AVG.    | P   Mars, std f., head l., hld globe in r. hand, and spear in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 317; Cunetio 921.  2.
75, 76.  {AEQVITAS  AVG.  VI  and  ȯ. Cohen 24. 2}
77.  {BON  EVEN  EVG. Ex. MT. Cohen 98.}
78.  {CONCOR  AVG. Cohen 116}
79.  {CONCORDIA (AVG?). Cohen —}
80.  {CONSECRATIO. Cohen —}
81.  {FELICITAS  PVBL in Dunn’s collection is probably the FELICIT  PVBL now in the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall}
82-84.  {FIDES  MIL. 3 in Dunn’s collection probably include the 2 FIDES  MILITVM now in the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall; Haverfi eld did not give this legend.}
85-87.  {IOVI  PROPVGNAT.   XI  Cohen 380. 3}
88.  {IOVIS  STATOR.   Cohen 388}
89-92.  {LAETITIA  AVG. Cohen —. 4}
93-96.  {NEPTVNO  CONS  AVG. Cohen 667, 670. 4}
97.  {PAX  PVBLICA. Cohen —}
98.  {RELIGIO  AVG. Obv. IMP  GALLIENVS  AVG. Cohen, cf. Valerian 177/178.}
99.  {SALVS  AVG.  * | P  . Cohen —}
100.  {SOLI  CONS  AVG. Ex. N. Cohen 979.}
101.  {VBERTAS. Cohen —}
102.  {VIRTVS  AVGVSTI. Cohen 1321/1322. VIRTVS  AVG only in Dunn’s two specimens 
now in the Royal Institution of Cornwall}
Salonina (wife of Gallienus, died in 268)
103, 104. Obv. SALONINA  AVG. Dd, dr, b. r.; crescent behind.
 Rev. n1, p1. IVNO  AVG. Juno std l. on throne, hld fl ower(?) in r. hand, and infant in 
swaddling clothes(?) in l.
 Ex.  MS. Mint of Milan. RIC 62; Cunetio, 1785.  2.
105.  Rev. p. IVNO  REGINA. Juno std l. hld patera in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 29; Cunetio 651. 
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106.  Rev. p. PIETAS  AVG. Pietas, dd, std l. sacrifi cing with r. hand over altar to l., and hld 
box in l. hand.
 Mint of Siscia? cf. RIC 79; cf. Cunetio 1825. Cunetio only gives Pietas veiled. 
107-109. {AVG  IN  PACE. Ex. MS. Cohen 17. 3}
110.  {FECVNDITAS  AVG.  '. Obv. CORNEL • SALONINA • AVG. Cohen —}
111.  {IVNO  CONSERVAT.  N . Cohen 56.}
112.  {IVNONI  CONS  AVG. Ex. '. Cohen 69.}
113.  {IVNO  REGINA.  P  (Q?). Cohen 67. One in the Royal Institution of Cornwall without 
letter in fi eld came from the National Museum of Wales, but is not listed  as having been 
in Dunn’s collection.}
114-116. {PIETAS  AVG and AVGG. Cohen, 77, 79, 84. 3. One in the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall  with AVG came from the National Museum of Wales, but is not listed in 
Dunn’s collection.}
117, 118. {VENVS  VICT. and VICTRIX. Cohen 126, 129. 2}
119.  {VESTA  FELIX.  S . Cohen 147.} 
Postumus (259-268)
120.  Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. CONCORD  EQVIT. Fortuna std l, hld patera in r. hand, and rudder in l.; prow 
to l. 
 Ex.  S. Mint of Milan. Elmer 613; Cunetio 2493. 
121.  Obv.  IMP  POSTVMVS  AVG, As above. 
 Rev. n As above.
 Ex.  S. Elmer 613; Cunetio 2483. 
122. Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. COS  IIII. Nemesis, half naked, std f., head r., r. hand raised, hld long vertical 
palm in l.
 Principal mint. AD 267. Elmer 586; Cunetio 2455
123.  Rev. n HERC  PACIFERO. Hercules std l. hld branch in r. hand, and club and lion’s 
skin in l. 
 Principal mint. Elmer 299: Cunetio 2395 on style. 
124.  Rev. n IMP • X • COS • V •. Nemesis, half naked, std f., head r.; r. hand raised to head, 
hld long vertical palm in l.
 Principal mint in 268. Elmer 597; Cunetio 2463.
125-127. Rev. n2, p1. IOVI  VICTORI. Jupiter std l., head r., hld thunderbolt in r. hand, and long 
transverse sceptre in l.
 Mint of Cologne. Elmer 571; Cunetio 2468. 3 
128-131. Rev. n4, p2. PA-X  AVG.   P |  . Pax std l. hld branch in r.  and, and long transverse 
sceptre in l.
 Principal mint. Elmer 566; Cunetio 2453. 5 
132.  Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS • P • F • AVG. As above. 
 Rev. p. P  M  TR  P  COS  II  P  P. Postumus in military dress std f., head l., hld globe 
in r. hand, and spear pointing up in l. 
 Principal mint in 260. Elmer 129 on style; Cunetio 2387.
133.  Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. SAEC  F-E-LICITAS. Felicitas std l. hld short caduceus in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l. Not in RIC, Elmer or Cunetio; similar type minted under Marius 
(see below).
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134.  Rev. p. SALVS  AVG. Aesculpius std r., head l., hld serpent-wreathed staff in r.
 Ex.   P.  Mint of Milan. Elmer 618; Cunetio 2496.
135.  Rev.  nSALVS  AVG. Salus std l., feeding from patera in r. hand a snake arising from 
altar; globe by r. foot.
 Principal mint. RIC 382. 
136.  Obv.  IMP  POSTVMVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. VIRTV[S  EQ]VIT. Virtus wlk r., hld long transverse spear (pointing forward) 
in r. hand, and small round shield in l.
 Ex.  T. Mint of Milan. Elmer 614; on style Cunetio 2486. 
137.  Rev. n [VIRTVS • EQ]VIT. As above.
 Ex.   T. Mint of Milan. Elmer 614; on style Cunetio 2485. 
138.  {COS  V. Cohen 32.}
139.  {FIDES  EQVIT. Ex. P. Cohen 39.}
140.  {ORIENS  AVG.  P . Cohen 213.}
141.  {PAX  EQVITVM. Ex. T. Cohen 228.}
142.  {VIRTVS  EQVITVM. Ex. T. Cohen 441, 443.}
Laelianus (268)
143, 144. {VICTORIA. Cohen 4. 2} 
Marius (268)
145.  Obv.  IMP  C  MARIVS P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n CONCORDIA  MILITVM. Two hands clasped.
 Mint I. Elmer 632; Cunetio 2504.
146, 147. Rev. n SAEC  F-ELICITAS. Felicitas std l. hld short caduceus in r. hand, and cornucopia 
in l. 
 Mint 1. Elmer 634; Cunetio 2505. 2 
148.  Obv.  IMP  C  M  AVR  MARIVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. VICT-OR-I-A  AVG. Victory wlk l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm in l. 
 Mint II. Elmer 637; Cunetio 2508.
149.  {VIRTVS  AVG. Cohen 22.}
Victorinus (268-270)
150.  Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. AEQVITAS AVG. Aequitas std l. hld scales in r. hand. and cornucopia in l.
 Mint II. Elmer 702; Cunetio 2562. 
151.  Obv.  IMP  C  PIAV  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n1, n1. FIDES  MILITVM. Fides std l. hld military standard in each hand.
 Mint I. Elmer 654; Cunetio 2522. (W).
 In the following Invictus types, all varieties of Elmer 683.
152.  Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n INV-I-CTVS. Sol running l., r. hand raised, hld whip in l.; cloak b.
153-172. Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front. 
Rev. n INV-I-CTVS.  7 |  . Sol as above; cloak c.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2545. 20 
173-180. Rev. n2, p6. As above, but cloak b. Cunetio 2534. 8 
181-183. Rev. n1, p2. As above, but cloak type uncertain. Cunetio 2541. 3.
184, 185. Rev. n1, p1. As above without star; cloak b. Cunetio 2535. 2.
186-188. Obv. IMP  C  VICTORINVS • P • F • AVG. As above.
 Rev. n INV-I-CTVS.   |   As above; cloak c. Cunetio 2548. 3 (W).
189, 190. Rev. p2. As above, but cloak type uncertain. Cunetio 2539/2548.
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 Obv.  As above, but presence of punctuation uncertain.
191.  Rev. n As above, cloak c. Cunetio 2545/2548.
192.  Rev. p2. As above, cloak b. Cunetio 2534/2539.
193.  Rev. n As above, but cloak type uncertain. 
194.  Obv.  IMP  C  M  PIAVVONIVS  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. PA-X  AVG. Pax std l. hld branch in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Elmer 646 var.; Cunetio 2513.
195.  Obv.  IMP  C  PIAV  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. PA-X  AVG. Pax as above.
 Mint I. Elmer 649; Cunetio 2517. 
196, 197. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n V |   As above.  
Elmer 651; Cunetio 2518. (1, plus 1 E)
198, 199.  Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n 1, p1.  V |   . As above. 
Elmer 682 var.; Cunetio 2531. 2.
200-219.  Rev. n8, p12,   V |    As above. 
Elmer 682; Cunetio 2530. 20.
220-237.  Rev. n9, p9.  V | branch   As above.
Elmer 682 var.; Cunetio 2543. 18.
238.  Rev. n V | \   As above.
Elmer cf. 682; Cunetio 2544.
239-243.  Rev. n1, p4.  V | \ or branch  Cunetio 2543/2544. 5.
244.  Obv.  IMP  C  VICT[.......] rest garbled. As above.
 Rev. n PAS  AVG (sic). Pax as above. Irregular issue. 
 A similar example with a fi gure of Laetitia is known from the Normanby hoard, 
Lincolnshire.
245-251.  Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS • P • F • AVG. As above.
 Rev. n2, p5.  V | branch   As above. 7.
 Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r., viewed from front.
252-257.  Rev. n2, p4. PIETAS  AVG. Pietas, veiled, std l. sacrifi cing with r. hand over altar to l., 
and hld box of perfumes in l.
  Mint II. Elmer 741; Cunetio 2571. 6.
258-285.  Rev. n10, p16. As above, but Pietas diademed.
Elmer 741; Cunetio 2572. 28.
286-324.  Rev. n19, p20. PROVIDENTIA  AVG. Providentia std l. hld baton in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.; globe at feet to l. 
 Mint II. Elmer 743; Cunetio 2577. 39.
325, 326.  Rev. n2. As above, but PROV-IDENTIA and PROVID-ENTIA.
327.  1 Rev. brockage; presumed Victorinus. 
328, 329.  2 E, unspecifi ed details of reverse.
 Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
330-337.  Rev. n5, p3. SALVS  AVG. Salus std l., hld patera in r. hand feeding snake arising from 
altar to l., and hld long vertical sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Elmer 697; Cunetio 2552. 8.
338-342.  Rev. n3, p2. As above, but SALV-S. Elmer 697; Cunetio 2552. 5.
 Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS • P • F • AVG. As above.
343-347.  Rev. n2, p6. SALVS  AVG, as above. Elmer cf.697; Cunetio 2554. 8.
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348-350.  Rev. n2, p1. SALVS  AVG. Cunetio 2552 or 2554. 3.
351-356.  Rev. n2, p4. SALV-S  AVG. Cunetio 2552 or 2554. 6.
357-380.  Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n14, p10. SALVS  AVG. Salus std r. feeding snake in l. arm from patera held in l. 
hand.
    Mint II. Elmer 732; Cunetio 2567. Unspecifi ed Salus type; 24. 1 E.
381, 382.  Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS • P • F • AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n1, p1.VICTORIA  AVG. Victory running l., hld wreath in r. hand, and palm 
against l. shoulder in l.
 Mint I. Elmer 698; Cunetio 2549. 2.
383, 384.  Obv.   IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n1, p1. As above but Victory wlk l.
 Mint II. Elmer 744; Cunetio 2575 but says running l. 2.
 (nW; pUN; (Unspecifi ed Victory type, E 1.)
 Obv.  As above, but rd, dr, cr, b. r.
385-402.  Rev. n9, p9. VIRT-VS  AVG (break inferred in some). Virtus std r. hld long vertical 
sceptre in r. hand, and resting l. on shield set on ground.
Elmer 699; Cunetio 2553. 18.
403.  Rev. p. As above, but break VIRTV-S. 
 Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS • P • F • AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
404-406.  Rev. n1, p2. As above. Elmer cf. 699; Cunetio 2555. 3.
407-416.  Rev. n3, p7. Cunetio 2553 or 2555. 10.
 Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG.
417, 418.  Rev.  Illegible; 2. One rd, cr, b. r; one rd, dr, cr, b. r.
419.  {COMES  AVG. Cohen 18.}
Divus Victorinus
420.  Obv.  [DIVO  VICTO]RINO  PO (sic. for PIO), struck off centre.
 Rev. n PRO[VIDENTIA  AVG]. Providence std l. hld baton in r. hand, and cornucopia 
in l.; globe at feet to l. 
 Mint II?  cf. RIC 88.
Tetricus I (270-274)
421-447.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICUS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n15, p12. COM-E-S  AVG. Victory std l. hld wreath in r. hand, and palm against 
l. shoulder in l.
 Mint I. Elmer 774; Cunetio 2602. 27.
 Obv.  IMP  TETRICVS P  F  AVG. As above.
448-450.  Rev. n1, p2. As above. Cunetio 2606. 3.
451-454.  Rev. n2, p2. As above. Cunetio 2602 or 2606. 4.
 Obv.  IMP   C  P  ESV  TETRICVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
455-457.  Rev. n2, p1. FIDES  MILITVM. Fides std l. hld standard in each hand. Mint II. Elmer
782; Cunetio 2634. 3.
458-467.  Obv.  IMP  TETRICVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n7, p3. As above. Elmer 783; Cunetio 2635. 10.
468-481.  Obv.  IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev.  n5, p9. As above. Elmer 784; Cunetio 2638. 14.
482-514.  Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n16, p17, HILARITAS  AVGG. Hilaritas std l. hld long vertical branch in r. hand, 
and cornucopia in l. Of these, 7 are HILARIT-AS and 9 HILARI-TAS.
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 Mint II. Elmer 789; Cunetio 2648. 33.
515.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. LAETITIA  AVGG. Laetitia std l. hld purse in r. hand, and anchor in l.
 Mint II. Cunetio 2646.
516.  Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. As above but AVGG or AVG  N. Cunetio 2642.
 Obv.  IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
517-551.  Rev. n19, p16. LAETITIA  AVGG. As above. Of these, 2 are LAETITI-A, 4 LAETIT-
IA.
  Elmer 787; Cunetio 2645. 35.
552-579.  Rev. n16, p12. LAETITIA  AVG  N. As above.
Elmer 786; Cunetio 2639. 28.
580-606.  Rev. n19, p8, LAETITIA  AVGG or AVG  N. Cunetio 2641. 27.
607-624. As above, n12, p6, LAETI-TIA or LAETIT-IA  AVGG. Position of break uncertain in 
some; 18. (1W, LAETI-TIA  AVG[G?] probably RIC 90).
625.  Obv.  [IMP (C) TETRICVS]  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. LAETITIA  AV[G...] Cunetio 2639 ff. (W).
626.  Obv.  IMP  T[ETRICVS  P  F  AVG]. As above.
 Rev. p. LAE[TITIA....]. As above. Cunetio 2639 ff. 
627.  Obv.  IMP  TETRICVS • P • F • AVG. As above.
 Rev. n LAETITIA  AVG[G or N]. cf. Cunetio 2641. No punctuation given for this type 
in Cunetio.
 Obv.  Illegible.
628.  Rev. p. [LAET]ITIA  [AVG...]
629.  Rev.  brockage. LAETITIA  A[VG(G or N)]. Cunetio 2643. 
630.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. MARS  VICTOR. Mars wlk r. hld spear pointing forward in r. hand, and trophy 
over l. shoulder in l. Elmer 794.
631-734.  Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n57,p47. PA-X  AVG. Pax std l. hld branch in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l. 
Of these, 30 have incomplete obv. legends which could include IMP  TETRICVS, 
but this type is rare. 
 Mint I. Elmer 775; Cunetio 2603. 104 (1 E).
 Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F AVG. As above.
735.  Rev. n As above.  I |   Elmer 775 var.; Cunetio 2604.
736, 737.  Rev. n PRINC  IVVENT. Prince std l. hld branch down in r. hand, and long vertical 
sceptre in l. 
 Mint I. Cunetio 2620. 2.
738-742.  Rev. p. SALVS  AVGG. Salus std l., hld patera in r. hand feeding serpent rising from 
altar, and hld anchor in l.
Elmer 779; Cunetio 2617. 5.
743-745.  Rev. n1, p2. As above, but SALV-S  AVGG. 
Elmer 779; Cunetio 2617. 3.
 Obv.  IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
746-749.  Rev. n3, p1. SALVS  AVGG. As above. 
 Mint II. Elmer 788; Cunetio 2653. 4.
750-758.  Rev. n4, p5. As above, but SALV-S  AVGG. 
Elmer 788; Cunetio 2653. 9.
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759.  Rev. p. SALV-S  AVG. As above, but Salus hld sceptre in l. hand.
 Mint II. cf. Elmer 772 for rev. only.
760-782.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n11, p12. SPES  P-VBLICA. Spes wlk l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising robe 
with l. 
 Spes 1b. One leg visible through skirt.
 Spes 1c. Both legs visible through skirt.
 Mint I. Elmer 764; Cunetio 2610. 
 Spes 1b or 1c. Elmer 764; Cunetio 2601. 23.
783.  Obv.  IMP  C  G  P  ESV  TETRICVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n VICTOR-I-A  AVG. Victory running l. hld wreath in r. hand palm against l. 
shoulder in l.
 Mint I. Elmer 762; Cunetio 2582.
784-795.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. As above. 
 Rev. n5, p7. As above. Elmer 765; Cunetio 2584. 12.
796.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS • P • F • AVG. As above.
 Rev. n As above. Elmer 768; Cunetio 2586.
797.  Obv. IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. VIRTVS  AVGG. Virtus std l. hld shield, resting on ground, in r. hand, and 
vertical spear in l.
 Mint I. RIC 146. (not in Cunetio hoard)
798-823.  Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG. As above.
 Rev.  n10, p14. As above. Elmer 780; Cunetio 2618. 24.
824.  Obv.  [..............]ICVS  P  F  AVG.
 Rev.  Incuse impression of obverse. Cunetio 2626.
825.  Obv.  IMP  T[ETRICVS  P  F  AVG].
 Rev. n [...........]AVGG. Uncetain type.
826.  Obv. [IMP  (C)  TETRI]CVS  P  F  AVG.
 Rev. p. [..........A]VGG. Uncertain type.
827.  Obv. [IMP  (C) TET]RICVS  P  F  A[VG].
 Rev.  Illegible with scored lined. 
828.  {AEQVITAS  AVG. Cohen —}
829.  {CONCORDIA  AVG. Cohen 22/23.}
830.  {INVICTVS. Cohen 60. 1 listed by Haverfi eld in Dunn’s collection.}
831.  {SPES  AVGG. Cohen —.}
Tetricus  II (273-274)
 Obv.  C  PIV  ESV  TETRICVS  CAES. Rd, dr, b. r. viewed from rear.
832-841.  Rev. n8, p2. COM-E-S  AVG. Victory std l. hld wreath in r. hand, and palm against l. 
shoulder in l. 
 Mint I. Cunetio 2612. 10.
842-845.  Rev. n1, p3. PA-X  AVG. Pax std l. hld branch in r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Mint I. Cunetio 2613. 4.
846.  Obv.  C  PIV  E(SV?)  T[ETRICV]S  CAES. As above.
 Rev. n with blundered legend; irregular issue. cf. Cunetio 3031.
847-850. Obv.  C  P  E  TETRICVS  CAES. As above.
 Rev. n1, p3. PIETAS  AVGVSTOR. Sacrifi cial implements, l. t. r., sprinkler, simplum, 
jug, litus; plain jug, handle to r. 
Elmer 777; Cunetio 2590. 4.
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851-856.  Obv.  • C • P • E • TETRICVS  CAES. As above.
 Rev.  n5, p1. As above. Elmer 777; Cunetio 2593. 6.
857-860.  Obv.  As above, but presence of punctuation uncertain.
 Rev. n2, p2. As above. Elmer 773 or 777. 4.
861-866.  Obv.  C  PIV ESV  TETRICVS  CAES. As above.
 Rev. n3, p3. As above, but fl uted jug, handle to r.
Elmer 778; Cunetio 2597. 6.
867. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. As above, but jug type uncertain. Cunetio 2595.
868-872. Obv.  C  P  E  TETRICVS  CAES. As above.
 Rev. n4, p1. PIETAS  AVGG. As above, but plain jug, handle to l.
Cunetio 2588. 5.
 Obv. As above.
873-878. Rev. n2, p4. As above, but plain jug, handle to r. Cunetio 2588. 6.
879, 880. Rev. p. As above, but jug type uncertain. Cunetio 2588.
 Obv.  C  PIV  ESV  TETRICVS  CAES. As above. 2.
881-883. Rev. n1, p2. PR-INC  IV-VENT. Prince std l., hld branch downwards in r. hand, and 
long vertical spear in l.
 Mint I. Elmer 781; Cunetio 2619. 3.
884, 885. Rev. n As above but no break in PRINC. Cunetio 2619. 2.
886-888. Obv.  As above, but rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. SPES  AVGG. Spes wlk l., hld fl ower in r. hand, and raising skirt with l.; both 
legs visible through skirt.
 Mint II. cf. Elmer 791; cf. Cunetio 2654. 3.
889-929. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n19, p22. As above, but only one leg visible.
Elmer 796; Cunetio 2654. 41.
930. Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r. viewed from rear.
 Rev. p. SPES  [AVGG?]. As above, but Spes wlk r.; only one leg visible. Irregular 
issue. cf. Cunetio 3034. 
931-980. Obv.  As above, but rd, dr, b. r. viewed from rear.
 Rev. n32, p28. SPES  P-VBLICA. Spes as above; both legs visible.
Elmer 769; Cunetio 2608. 50.
981. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  Uncertain. cf. Cunetio 2661.
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
982. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n AEQVITAS  AVG. Aequitas std l. hld scales in r. hand, and cornucopia in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 14; Cunetio 1976. 
983. Obv.  IMP [(C) CLAV]DIVS  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from rear.
 Rev.  Ditto, p. As above. RIC 14; cf. Cunetio 1978.
984. Obv.  Probably [IMP]  CLAVDIVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev.  As above. cf. RIC 15; cf. Cunetio 2142.
985. Obv.  [IMP (C) CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, b. r., uncertain type.  
 Rev. p. ANNONA  AVG.     | '   Annona std l., hld ears of corn downwards in r. hand, 
and cornucopia in l.
  Mint of Rome. RIC 18 or 19; Cunetio 2049.
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986. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n As above without 'in fi eld. RIC 18; Cunetio 1962. 
987, 988. Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n. FELI-CITAS  AVG. Felicitas std l. hld long vertical sceptre in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 32; Cunetio 1951. 2.
989. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n As above. RIC 33; Cunetio 2034.
990. Obv.  As above, but rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n As above. RIC 33; Cunetio 2035.
991. Obv.  As above, but rd, b. r. of uncertain type.
 Rev. p. As above. RIC 33; Cunetio 2036.
992. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. As above.  B |     RIC 33; Cunetio 2039
993. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n1,p1. FIDES  EXERCI. Fides std l. hld vertical standard in r. hand, and transverse 
standard in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 36; Cunetio 2006. 
994. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. FIDE-S  EXERCI.     | XI     As above,but Fides std r. 
RIC 36; Cunetio 2009. 
995. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n As above.    | XI   Fides, uncertain stance.
RIC 34 or 36; cf. Cunetio 2170.
996. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. FIDE-S  M-ILIT. Fides std l. hld vertical standard in each hand.
 Ex.  S ? Mint of Milan. RIC 149; cf. Cunetio 2259. 
997. Obv.  Legend garbled. Rd. h. r.
 Rev. n [FID]ES  MILITVM.    | ȯ   Fides std l., hld vertical standard in l. hand, and 
long vertical sceptre in r.
 Irregular issue. Cunetio 2861.
998. Obv.  As above. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from rear(?).
 Rev. p. FORTVN-AE  RED. Fortuna std l. hld rudder in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
 Ex.  S. Mint of Milan. RIC 151; cf. Cunetio 2267. (1 E).
999. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. GENIVS  AVG.     | *   Genius std l., hld patera in r. hand over small altar to l., 
and hld cornucopia in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 45; Cunetio 1960.
1000. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, b. r., uncertain type.
 Rev. n GENIV-S  AVG.    | *   As above. 
RIC 46; Cunetio 2129 or 2130.
1001-1004. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n2, p2, GENIVS  EXERCI. Genius, as above, but no altar.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 48; Cunetio 1983. 4.
1005-1007. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n1, p2. IOVI  ST-ATORI. Jupiter std l., head r., hld long vertical sceptre in r. 
hand, and  and thunderbolt at side in l. (1, Jupiter with head l.?)
 Mint of Rome. RIC 52;Cunetio 1927. 3 (1 E).
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1008. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, dr?, b. r.
 Rev. n IOVI  VICTORI. Jupiter std l. hld thunderbolt in r. hand, and vertical spear in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 55; Cunetio 2075 or 2076. 
1009. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. LAETITIA  AVG.  XII |     Laetitia std l. hld purse in r. hand, and anchor in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 56 var.; Cunetio2234.
1010. Obv.  [IMP  (C)  CLA]VDIVS  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n MARS  VLTOR. Mars wlk r. hld transverse spear (pointing forward) in r. 
hand, and trophy over l. shoulder in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 66 or 67; Cunetio 2068.
1011.  Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. As above, but    | H   RIC 66 or 67; Cunetio 2073.
1012. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from rear.
 Rev. n ORIE-NS  AVG. Sol std r., head l., r. hand raised, and hld globe in l. 
 Ex.   P.  Mint of Milan. RIC 153; Cunetio 2257. (1 E).
1013. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. PA-X  A-VG. Pax running l., hld branch in r. hand, and long transverse 
sceptre in l. 
 Ex.   T. Mint of Milan. RIC 157; Cunetio 2263. (1 E uncertain type.
1014. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. PROVIDEN  AVG. Providentia std l., hld baton downwards in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.; globe at feet to l. 
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 187. 
1015. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. p. PROVIDENT  AVG. Providentia std l, legs crossed, as above, hld leaning on 
column to l; globe at feet to l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 91; Cunetio 2020.
 Obv.  As above, but rd, h. r.
1016. Rev. n As above. RIC 91; Cunetio 2019.
1017. Rev. p. As above, but AV-G.    | XII   RIC 91; Cunetio 2025.
1018. Obv.  As above, but rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from rear.
 Rev. n S-ALV-S  AVG. Salus std l.. hld patera in r. hand feeding serpent rising from 
altar; and hld long vertical sceptre in l. 
 Mint of Rome. RIC 98; Cunetio 1936.
1019-1021. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r. viewed from rear.
 Rev. n 1, p2. VICTO-RI-A  AVG. (break uncertain in one. Victory std l. hld wreath 
in raised r. hand, and palm in l. 
 Ex.    S. Mint of Milan. RIC 171; Cunetio 22243. 3.
1022. Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n [VICTOR]I-A  AVG. As above, but   A |      
 Mint of Rome. cf. RIC 104; Cunetio 1949.
1023. Obv.  [IMP (C)] CLAVDIVS   AVG. As above.
 Rev. n 1. VICTO-RI-A  AVG. Victory as above.
 Ex.   S. Mint of Rome. RIC 104 or 105; Cunetio 2030.
1024. Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n VIR-TVS  AVG.    | B  Virtus std l. hld in r. hand a shield resting on ground, 
and hld vertical spear in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 111; Cunetio 2192.
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1025. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. n VIR-TVS  AVG.   | ȯ  As above. RIC 110; Cunetio 2138.
1026, 1027. {AETERNIT  AVG. Cohen 19. 2}
1028-1032. {ANNONA  AVG. Cohen 21/22. 5. 2 in Royal Institution of Cornwall but none listed 
in Dunn’s collection.}
1033. {FELIC  TEMPO. Cohen 77.}
1034, 1035. {FIDES  EXERCI. Cohen 86. 2. 4 in Royal Institution of Cornwall but none listed in 
Dunn’s collection.}
1036-1039. {FIDES  MILITVM. Cohen 88/92. 4}
1040-1043. {FORTVNA(E) RED and REDVX. Cohen 104/108. 4}
1044, 1045. {LIBERALITAS  AVG. Cohen 144. 2}
1046-1051. {LIBERT. and LIBERTAS  AVG. Cohen 150/151/152. 6}
1052. {ORIENS  AVG. Cohen 185 (186?) 1 in Royal Institution of Cornwall but none listed 
in Dunn’s collection.}
1053-1055. {P  M  TR  P  II  COS  P  P. Cohen 214. 3}
1056. {PROVID  AVG. Cohen 226. 1+}
1057. {SECVRIT  AVG. Cohen 268.}
1058. {SPES  AVG. Cohen 276.}
1059-1062. {SPES  PVBLICA. Cohen 281. 4}
1063-1069. {VICTORIA  AVG. Cohen 293/294/295. 7. 5 in Royal Institution of Cornwall but 
none listed in Dunn’s collection.}
1070, 1071. {VIRTVS  AVG. Cohen 313/314. 2. 2 in Royal Institution of Cornwall but none listed 
in Dunn’s collection.}
Divus Claudius II, all mint of Rome.
 Obv.  DIVO  CLAVDIO. Rd, h. r.
1072. Rev. n CONSECRATIO. Altar with fl ames above; broad altar with four panels and 
• in each. RIC 259; Cunetio 2313. 
1073, 1074. Rev. n1, p1. As above, with tall altar; panels indistinct.
RIC 266; cf. Cunetio 2313. 2.
1075. Obv.  As above but mis-struck.
 Rev. n As above, but squarish altar, panels indistinct.
RIC 259; cf. Cunetio 2313.
1076, 1077. Obv.  As above (not mis-struck).
 Rev. n. As above, but eagle std l., head turned r., wings half-expanded. RIC 266; 
Cunetio 2314. 2.
 Obv.  As above.
1078, 1079. Rev. n1, m1. PROVID-ENT  AVG. ( without break). Providentia std hld baton 
downwards in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.; l. elbow resting on column.
 Irregular issue, cf. Cunetio 2883 Provid Avg. 2.
1080. Rev. As above, PROVID-ENT  AVG. Providentia std l, leaning on column, hld baton 
and cornucopia; globe at feet. RIC 287
Quintillus (270)
1081. Obv.  IMP  C  M  [AVR  CL  QVIN]TILLVS  AVG. Rd, dr, cr, b. r., viewed from 
front.
 Rev. p. PROVIDENT  AVG.    | 9 Providentia std l. hld baton downwards in r. hand, 
and long vertical sceptre in l.; globe at feet to l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 28; Cunetio 2339.
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1082. Obv.  As above, but rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n PROV[IDEN  A]VG.   | T  Providentia as above.
 Mint of Siscia. RIC 71.
1083. Obv.  As above, but bust style uncertain.
 Rev. n VIRTV-S  AVG.    | B   Virtus std l., hld shield resting on ground in r. hand, 
and vertical spear in l.
 Mint of Rome. RIC 35; cf. Cunetio 2321.
1084. {APOLLINI.  H . Cohen 5.}
1085-1087. {CONCORDIA  AVG. Cohen 8, 17. 3}
1088, 1089. {FIDES  MILITUM. ȯ . Cohen 28. 2}
1090, 1091. {FORTVNA  REDVX.  Z . Cohen 32. 2}
1092. {LAETITIA  AVG. Ex. XII. Cohen 39.}
1093, 1094. {MARTI  PACI. Ex. P. Cohen 47. 2}
1095. {PAX  AVGVSTI. Cohen 52.}
1096, 1097. {PROVIDENT  AVG. Ex. 9. Cohen 59. 2}
1098. {SECVRIT  AVG.  XI . Cohen 63.}
1099. {VICTORIA  AVG.  F . Cohen 70.}
Aurelian (270-275)
1100.  Obv.  IMP  C  AVRELIANVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. n PACATOR  ORBIS. Sol wlk l, r. hand raised, hld whip in l.
 Ex.   CL. Mint of Lyons. RIC 6. 
1101.  Obv.  IMP  AVRELIANVS  AVG. As above.
 Rev. n [ROMA]E  AETER-NA[E]. Emperor, togate, std r. before Roma sed l. and 
hld Victory on r. hand, and long vertical sceptre in l.
 Ex.   Q. Mint of Milan? cf. RIC 142 but Roma not hld Victory; cf. Normanby 1266.
1102, 1103.  {ORIENS  AVG.  II . Ex. XXI. Cohen, 143, 154. 2}
1104.  {PAX  AVGVSTI.  | T . Cohen 169.}
1105.  {PROVIDENT  DEORVM. Ex. TXX. Cohen 183.}
1106.  {SOLI  INVICTO. Ex. II. Cohen 230.}
Florian (276)
1107.  {AEQVITAS  AVG. Ex. XXII. Cohen 1.}
1108.  {PROVIDENTIA  AVG. Ex. XXIA. Cohen 77.}
Probus (276-282)
1109.  Obv.  IMP  C  PROBVS • P • F • AVG. Rd, cr, b. r. viewed from front.
 Rev. p. PAX  AVG.   D |    Pax std l. hld branch in r. hand, and long transverse sceptre 
in l. 
 Mint of Lyons. RIC 119; Normanby 1315.
1110.  Obv.  As above.
 Rev. p. TEMPO-R  FELICI. Felicitas std r. hld long vertical sceptre in r. hand, and 
cornucopia in l.
 Ex.    I.  Mint of Lyons. cf. RIC 104; Normanby 1306
1111.  {ABVNDANTIA  AVG. Cohen 1.}
1112.  {ADVENTVS  AVG. Ex.  RA. Cohen 37.}
1113, 1114.  {COMES  AVG. Cohen 105. 2}
1115.  {CONSERVAT  AVG. Ex. TXXX. Cohen 188.}
1116-1118.  {FIDES  MILIT and MILITVM. Cohen 248, 252. 3}
1119, 1120.  {LAETITIA  AVG. Ex. III. Cohen 329. 2}
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1121-1124.  {MARS  VICTOR. Ex. II and III. Cohen 334. 4}
1125.  {MARTI  PACIF. Ex. 'XXI. Cohen 350.}
1126, 1127.  {PAX  AVG.  D |  . Cohen 401. 2. 1 in Royal Institution of Cornwall not listed in 
Dunn’s collection.}
1128.  {PAX  AVG.  L . Cohen —. Listed in Dunn’s collection, but probably the  D |    in the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall}
1129.  {PIETAS  AVG.  C . Cohen 435.}
1130.  {PROVIDENTIA  AVG. Ex. III. Cohen 496.}
1131.  {SALVS  AVG.  B . Cohen 571.}
1132.  {SECVRITAS  ORBIS. Ex. I. Cohen 624.}
1133.  {SOLI  INVICTO. Cohen 647.}
1134.  {TEMPORVM  FELICITAS. Cohen 728.}
1135.  {VIRTVS  AVG. Ex. IIII. Cohen 816.}
Miscellaneous
 No obverses.
1136.  Rev. brockage. COM-E-S  AVG. Perhaps Tetricus II.
cf. Cunetio 2602 or 2612.
1137.  Rev.  brockage. LAETITIA.  XII |     Perhaps Claudius II,
 Mint of Rome. cf. Cunetio 2068.
The following antoniniani are in the Mevagissey museum:
Postumus (259-268)
1138.  Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG.
 Rev.  IMP  X  COS  V.
Victorinus (268-270)
 Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  P  F  AVG.
1139.  Rev.  PROVIDENTIA  AVG.  [3].
1140.  Rev.  Probably INVICTVS.
1141.  Rev.  FIDES  MILITVM.
Dr James Whetter of Gorran has an antoninianus of Tetricus I (270-273) given to him by a worker at 
Caerhays, and his daughter has one of Quintillus (270) given to her by Julian Williams, both in good 
condition.
1142.  Obv.  IMP  C   TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd. dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  nVIRTVS  [AVGG]. Virtus std l, hld shield set on ground in r. hand, and hld a 
spear in l. Elmer 780; Cunetio 2618.
1143.  Obv.  IMP  C  M  AVR  CL  QVINT[ILLVS  AVG].  Rd. (dr), (cr), b. r.
 Rev. n PROVIDENT  AVG.    | 9  Providence std hld baton downwards in r. hand, 
and long vertical sceptre in l. 
RIC 28; cf. Cunetio 2339.
In April 1998, Mr D. Hoskin of Redruth brought to the Royal Institution of Cornwall for identifi cation two 
coins he had recently purchased at an antique shop in Portscatho, only 9 miles west of Caerhays. There is 
no indication of where they came from, but their state of preservation and lack of patina closely resemble 
those from Caerhays, and their types are known to have been in the hoard:
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
 Obv.  IMP  CLAVDIVS  AVG (1. 22 mm; 2. 21 mm).
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1144.  Rev.  n[PR]OVIDEN  AVG.  Providence std l. hld. cornucopia in her l. hand and 
baton in her r. hand pointing down to a globe.
1145.  Rev.  n VICT-ORI-A  AVG.  Victory std. l. hld. wreath in raised r. hand and palm in 
her l.  H |
187. PORTHMEOR (SW 4387 3696)
Zennor
A Romano-British courtyard house partially excavated in 1933-35 by Lieut.-Col. F. C. Hirst (JRIC Vol. 
24, 1937, Appendix II). Only two coins were found, both in the ‘Round Room’, an oval structure off House 
1 at the north-west of the enclosure.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
1. Sestertius (30 mm). Worn but good patina.
 Obv.  M  ANTONINVS  AVG  GERM  TR  P  XXIX.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [IMP]  VII  [COS  III], S-C. Annona std l. hld two corn-ears and a poppy over 
modius at her feet; cornucopia in her l. arm.
 Minted December 174-Autumn 175.
2. Sestertius (30 mm). Very worn.
 Obv.  Illegible; probably [M  ANTONINVS]  AVG  [.... ].   Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  Illegible apart from S-C low in fi eld. Female std, perhaps hld cornucopia in her l. arm.
188. PORTH NAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK (SW 75 27)
Constantine
1-40. Borlase (1769, p. 301) recorded that forty Roman coins were found “upon one of the Creeks which 
run up into the parish of Constantine”, so probably either Polwheveral Creek (SW 74 28) or Porthnavas 
Creek (SW 75 27), probably in 1739 (see below for date). “Four of the largest size, by the favour of the 
Revd. Mr. Collins of St. Erth, I have by me”, one of them illegible. The others appear to be as follows:
Domitian (81-96)
1. As.
 Obv.   IMP  CAES  DOMIT  AVG  GERM  COS  XIII  CENS  P  P. Lr, h. r. (Borlase 
mistakenly gives P  F at end.)
 Rev.   FORTVNAE  AVGVSTI, S - C.  Fortune std l. hld rudder in r. hand, and cornucopia 
in l. (Borlase gives “Plenty, with her Cornucopia”.)
RIC 353. Mint of Rome, AD 87.
Trajan (98-117)
2. As (?). Borlase wrote “bright brass”, so perhaps dupondius.
 Obv.   IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO  AVG  GER  DA[C  P  M TR  P ....]
 Rev.   Described by Borlase as fi gura galeata sedens, S  C. (helmeted female sitting); 
uncertain type such as Roma.
Faustina I (died in 141) or Faustina II (died in 175) 
3. As (?)
 Obv.  “FAVSTINA  DIVA” according to Borlase.  The word order should be reversed 
and for Faustina II, to whom Borlase credited it, the legend is uncommon.
 Rev.  Borlase described it as fi gura vestita dextra serpentem, sinistra hastata, a clothed 
female with a serpent in her r. hand and a spear in her l. This suggests Salus (not 
found on coins of deifi ed Faustina II) who usually feeds the serpent from a patera, 
in which case the spear is a sceptre, but this does not fi t Faustina I either. Uncertain 
type.
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Borlase did not consider it worthwhile to detail the other coins, all of which were of the “lower Empire”, 
the most recent being that of Valens, and probably all AE3:
Valens (364-378) 
4. Obv.  “DN  VAL  N  P  AVG” (= D  N  VALENS  P  F  AVG).
 Rev.  “SECV REIPVBLICAE DAT”.  This is also a mis-reading for SECVRITAS  
REIPVBICAE. “DAT” makes no sense unless it is the Trier mint-mark of D over 
TRP. Victory std l, hld wreath in r. hand, and palm in l. If so, LRBC ii, 113. AD 367-
375.
Additional coins from the Helford River are noted in the Philosophical Transactions (1744, Vol. XLI, Pt. 
ii, pp. 480-1) in an article by Dr Stephen Williams, ‘An attempt to examine the Barrows in Cornwall’ (pp. 
465-84). The coins were included to prove the presence of the Romans in Cornwall (see also Tregonwell
(231)). Williams was born in St Ewe in 1690 and died in 1740. Assuming he contributed his paper in the 
year he died, the hoard of about forty or more turned up by “a labouring Man at Plough ... last year” cannot 
have been later than 1739 (N. Whitley, JRIC, 1875, p. 202, wrongly gave the date of discovery as 1765). 
“I have seen about Thirty of them, Six of which are Silver, and the others Copper.” The coins were in the 
collection of his friend Dr Russell of Truro.
In the following descriptions, those of Williams are in italics whether he used them or not. Additional parts 
of legends are inserted in square brackets. Coins are given in the order in which Williams published them.
Vespasian (69-79)
41. Denarius.
 Obv.  IMP  CAES[AR] VESP  AVG.  [Lr, h. r.]
 Rev.  PONTIF  MAXIM.  Vespasian sed r. hld branch and sceptre.
RIC 83. Mint of Rome AD 74.
Hadrian (117-138)
42. Denarius.
 Obv.  HADRIANVS  AVG[VSTVS  (P  P)].
 Rev.  COS  III.  Many reverse types. Minted AD 125-138.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
43. Denarius.
 Obv.  DIVVS  ANTONINVS.  [Bare-h. r. of deifi ed Ant. Pius.]
 Rev.  DIVO  PIO.  Several types.
Trajan (98-117)
44. Denarius.
 Obv.  IMP  CAES  NERVA  TRAIAN  AVG  [GERM].
 Rev.  P  M  TR  P  COS  III  P  P.  Various reverse types.
 Mint of Rome AD 100 if legends are complete.
Faustina I (died in 141)
45. Denarius.
 Obv.  DIVA  FAVSTINA.
 Rev.  ...ugus...other Letters defaced.  Probably AVGVSTA, S - C.
 Various types minted after her death.
Philip I (244-249)
46. Antoninianus.
 Obv.  IMP  M  IVL  PHILIPPVS  AVG. [Rd, dr, b. r.]
 Rev.  ANNONA  AVG[G].  Annona std l., hld corn-ears in r. hand over modius (or prow), 
and cornucopia in l.
RIC 28 or 29. Minted in AD 244-247. 
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The remaining coins described by Williams are all copper which he divides according to the size of coins 
of his day.
“Six in Number, the Size larger than a Halfpenny [29 mm], and near the 
Weight of the Roman as of half an Ounce, scarce legible.”
Domitian (81-96)
 Probably dupondius or as.
47. Obv.  IMP  CAESAR  DOMIT  AVG  GERM  COS  XIII  [CENS  PER  P  P]. Should read 
CAES.
 Rev.  ... Augusti ...  Several types ending AVGVSTI, S - C.
 Mint of Rome, AD 87.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
48. Obv.  ANTONINVS  AVG  [PIVS  P  P].
 Rev.  Illegible.
Trajan (98-117)
49. As.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES]  NERVA  TRAIAN  AVG  [GERM  P  M].
 Rev.  “The Reverse not legible, except one word Augusti.”  Probably FORTVNA(E)  
AVGVSTI, S- C. Fortuna std. l., hld rudder in r. hand, and cornucopia in l.
RIC 440 or 441. AD 101-103.
50-52. “Three more coins of the same Size, intirely defaced.”
 “Five in Number, about the Bigness of a Farthing” [23-24 mm].
Constantius Gallus (Caesar 351-354)
53. Obv.  [D  N]  CONSTANTIVS  IVN  NOB  [CAES]. Only this caesar fi ts if legend is 
correct.
 Rev.   FEL  TEMP  [REPARATIO].  [Fallen horseman type].
54. Obv.  Constantius ... [House of Constantine]
55. Obv.  “Seems to be a Head of Constantine.”
 Rev.  “Chi-rho [sketched] the Labarum, I take, of Constantine. [Perhaps a centenionalis,
the chi-rho fl anked with A - Ȧ
, and the legend SALVS  AVG  NOSTRI of Constantius II. Mint of Trier, AD 353. Less likely is 
SALVS  DD  NN  AVG  ET  CAES of Magnentius and Decentius (350-353), as 
their portraits are so distinctive.]
56, 57. “The other Two defaced”.
 “Twelve in Number, less in Size than a Farthing [23-24 mm], or Triens or Quadrans of the 
Roman As, of which” :—
58-61. Four.  Obv.  Constantinus.
  Rev.  GLORIA  EXERCITVS. [AD 330-341].
62, 63. Two.  Obv.  CONSTANTINVS  AVG. 
  Rev.  Votis X. [Uncertain type. Perhaps VOTIS  XX on altar, legend BEATA  
TRANQVILLITAS, minted in 317-323.]
64. One.  Obv.  Constantinus.
  Rev.  Roma. [Perhaps ROMAE  AETERNAE. Roma seated r., inscribing XV on 
shield.
  Minted in 318-320.
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65. One.  Obv.  Constantinus Jun. Nob. [CONSTANTINVS  IVN  NOB  C]. Constantine II 
as Caesar (317-337).
  Rev.  Providentia Caes. [Probably PROVIDENTIA(E) CAES(S). Camp gate 
with two turrets, star above.
  Minted in 324-325.]
66. One.  Obv.  ... Aug ...
  Rev.  Oriens Aug[G].  [Sol std l, naked except for chlamys over shoulder, hld 
whip. Third century radiate of Gallienus et al.]
67-69.  “Three others not intelligible.”
The hoard covers a great span of time, though other hoards have similar archaic profi les e.g. Trevassack
(249) and Lamorran, Gare Hoard (92). See also Robertson 2000, 451.
189. PORTHTOWAN (c.SW 691 484)
St Agnes
D. P. Goldsworthy of Porthtowan found the following worn sestertius (33 mm) on the cliff top on the north 
side of the Porth on 27 February 1990.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
1. Obv.  [M  AVREL]  ANTONINVS  AVG  AR[MENIACVS  P  M]. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  nTR  POT  [XIX (or XX)  IMP  II(I)  COS]  III,  S - C. Providence std l. hld wand 
in r. hand, and sceptre in l.; globe at feet to l.
 RIC 905/923. Mint of Rome, Dec. 163-summer 166.
Mr A. Morgan of Hayle, using a metal detector, found on the beach at Porthtowan in about March 1996, 
the following (17.5 mm): 
2.  Obv.  VRBS  ROMA. Helmeted b. l.
 Rev.  nRomulus and Remus suckled by she-wolf.
 Ex,  CONS[T]. Mint of Arles, 330-335. cf. LRBC i, 355 ff.
190. PORTLOE (c.SW 935 394)
Veryan
Mrs H. A. Wheeler brought me for identifi cation a bronze coin (22 mm) in good condition, believed to 
have been dug up in her garden in Puckey Hill by her mother. The lack of patina alone indicated a modern 
loss.
 Obv. Head of Athena, r., wearing crested Corinthian helmet.
 Rev. [A]4+1>$,:1@Athena stg l., hld in r. hand a fi gure of Nike, resting her l. arm 
on an aegis (shield) and a spear. Athens, 2nd century AD; cf. BMC (Greek) Attica, 
Megaris and Aegina (1888), p. 95, 691.
191. PORTMELLON (SX 0125 4385)
Gorran
Four coins found in 1999 by Richard Lee metal-detecting in marshy ground by the Portmellon River about 
300 metres west of Portmellon cove and 400 metres north of the manor house (PAS database).
Divus Claudius II (270)
1. Antoninianus (14.6mm, 1.08g), worn.
 Obv. [DIVO CLAVDIO] / Rd, b. r.
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 Rev. [CONSECR]ATIO / A square lighted altar with four panels each containing a 
pellet.
 RIC V(i) 261. PAS No. CORN-91C6D5.
Tetricus I (271-274)
2. Antoninianus (20mm, 3.02g) , worn.
 Obv. IMP C TETRICVS PF AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. PA-X AVG / Pax standing left; branch in right hand, vertical sceptre in left.
 Gallic Mint (I). Cunetio 2603. PAS No. CORN-89DC83.
Constantine I (307-337)
3. Nummus (23.6mm, 3.45g) , worn.
 Obv. IMP C [FL VAL] CONSTANTI[N]VS [P F] AVG / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. IOV[I CONS]ERVATORI / Jupiter standing left; Victory on globe in his right hand; 
long sceptre in left; chlamys over left shoulder; eagle at feet to left holding wreath 
in beak.
 Mm. -/ī//SNK [Interestingly the mintmark should read ‘SMK’ rather than ‘SNK’ 
in exergue, although examples in the British Museum collection also show this 
alternative.]
 Struck between 313 and 315. Cyzicus mint. RIC VII 3. PAS No. CORN-92AAA6.
4. Nummus (19.3mm, 2.47g) , slightly worn.
 Obv. CONSTAN[TIN]VS AVG / Hm, cr, b. r.
 Rev. BEATA TRANQVILLTAS / Globe set on altar inscribed VO/TIS /XX. [Usually 
the reverse reads BEATA TRANQVILLITAS].
 Mm. //PTR
 Struck in 321. Trier mint. RIC VII 341. PAS No. CORN-93E7F1.
192. POUGHILL (c.SS 223 076)
Poughill
In March 1982, Miss H. Colwill sent for identifi cation a very worn AE3 (15.5 mm) dug up in her garden.
Valentinian I (364-375)
 Obv. D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG / Dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. GLORIA ROMANORVM / Emperor adv. r. dragging a captive with his r. h. and 
hld a labarum in his l. hand.
 Mm.    | II//LVG[S?]
 Mint of Lyons, 365-367.
193. POUGHILL, Ashton Farm (c.SS 223 081)
Poughill
Asolidus of Honorius (393-423) is listed by Alison Pritchard (1983, MS at the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 
Truro - Roman coins from Cornwall) as from here, but no details are given. Assuming the identifi cation 
is correct, it may be the same as a supposed gold coin of Trajan “found in Poughill” and noted by Richard 
Heard (‘News from the Area Correspondents’, Newsletter No. 34, October 1980, Cornwall Archaeological 
Society, p. 4.), again without details. An aureus of Trajan is a less likely fi nd in Cornwall than a solidus of 
a late emperor. Ashton Farm belongs to Mr E. T. Sloman of Poughill. According to his wife (pers. comm. 
29/11/2001) a coin was found on the footpath between Ashton and Mount Pleasant, but what it was and its 
present whereabouts are not known.
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194. RAGINNIS (SW 4623 2567)
Paul
Coin found by David Edwards in December 2005 while metal-detecting south-east of the farm (PAS 
database).
Trajan (98-117)
Sestertius (30mm, 11.73g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Illegible / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. [S.P.Q.R. OPTIMO] PR[INCIPI] / Helmeted? fi gure of Roma (holding spear) 
or female fi gure with defi ned legs such as Abundantia (holding ears of corn and 
cornucopia) or male fi gure of Silvanus (holding sickle and branch) standing left 
with object to the left at feet, possibly an altar. 
 Struck between 103 and 111.Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-493333.
195. RECEVEN (c.SW 418 321)
Sancreed
W. C. Borlase (1872, MS, Antiquarian Notes on Cornwall, p. 146) records that “A small brass coin like the 
others [Reuben Rodda’s from Bodinar Crellas noted above] was found in a fi eld at Receven, the adjoining 
farm”. The coin was thus a radiate antonininus of about AD 270-280.
196. REDRUTH, North Country (c.SW 695 437)
Redruth
Two coins were dug up by Mrs V. Penolver in her garden at 6 Trenoweth Estate in 1980. The site was a 
meadow until about 1968.
Julia Mamaea (died 235)
1. Sestertius (29 mm). 
 Obv.  IVLIA  MAMAEA  AVGVSTA. Dd, dr, b. r.
 Rev.  FELICITAS  PVBLICA, S - C.  Felicity std f., head l., hld caduceus and leaning on 
column.
Constantius  II ? (337-361)
2. AE3. (19 mm), largely illegible.
 Rev.  FEL  TEMP  REPARATIO type.  Emperor spearing fallen horseman, c.AD 355.
197. REDRUTH, Uncertain
Redruth
A dupondius of Domitian in poor condition minted in AD 90-91, brought to the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall in 1996 for identifi cation by Basil Sims of Truro, had been found “some years ago”.
Obv.  IMP CAES  DOMIT  AVG  GERM  COS  XV  CENS  PER  P  P.   Rd, h. r.
Rev.  FORTVNAE  AVGVSTI,  S - C.  Fortune std l. hld rudder and cornucopia. 
198. RESKADINNICK (c.SW 637 428)
Camborne
Miss Betty Rule presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1984 a worn silver denarius of Julia 
Domna said to have been found “in a tin stream at Reskadinnick by Capt. Vivian of Reskadinnick House 
who gave it to Miss Mabel Williams in about 1910 when she was about 14 years old”. Penhallurick (1986, 
p. 138) dismissed this as having no connection with Romano-British tin streaming because of the lack of 
early working in the Red River valley. However, recent research has shown that alluvials were worked in 
the Redruth-Camborne area as early as 1352, while the Tehidy Manor Map of 1737 shows “stream works 
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along the entire central part of the Red River Valley”. A blowing house also existed at Trevenson in 1542 
(A. Buckley, 1999, ‘Historical Evidence of Alluvial Tin Streaming in the River Valleys of Camborne, 
Illogan & Redruth’, The Journal of the Trevithick Society, No. 26, pp. 87-99). It remains a possibility, 
but no more, that the coin of Julia Domna was lost in a third century working, though this cannot now be 
proved. Buckley concludes that a number of streamworks in the valleys fl owing into St Ives bay and to 
Portreath did recover appreciable quantities of tin which were not merely the refuse brought down from the 
dressing fl oor of recent lode mines. 
The coin of Julia Domna (only datable to 198-211) is as follows:
 Obv.  IVLIA  AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r.
 Rev.  n[IVNO  REGINA].  Juno, veiled, std l. hld patera and sceptre; a peacock at her 
feet.
199. RESTRONGUET BARTON (SW 813 363)
Mylor
A probable fi rst/second century corroded sestertius was found here by Matthew Dale while metal-detecting 
in 2002.
200. ROCHE (SW 98 59)
Roche
In 1835 two tinners working near the parsonage in Roche, “came down upon an enclosure of rude stones, 
wherein was found a block of tin of peculiar shape ... Nearby lay several ancient coins, a number of which 
were sent to London ‘to be inspected by the learned’.” Their discovery inspired them to open up a nearby 
Bronze Age barrow in which they unearthed “several pickaxes and spear-heads of brass” (Mining Journal,
7 November 1835). Whether the coins were Roman or not is unknown, nor is it certain that they were 
found in an old streamworking, but the wording suggests the tinners were searching for alluvial deposits. 
The parish is in the centre of the old stannary division of Blackmore with signs of early workings to within 
a mile or so of the church. To the west lies Tregoss Moor, in the 1830s still “industrially wrought, by 
speculative workmen” and exhibiting “an almost countless succession of low, stony, hillocks, and deep, 
weedy pools, the abandoned scenes of earlier operations” (Henwood 1873, ‘On the Detrital Tin-Ore of 
Cornwall’, JRIC April 1874, pp. 191-254, esp. pp. 216-17 for Tregoss).
201. ROCK (c.SW 941 757)
St Minver
Mr and Mrs A. M. Gregory dug up in their garden, in April 1979, a fi ne sestertius (diam. 34 mm) of Caracalla 
under Septimius Severus, minted in Pisidian Antioch, which they presented to the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall The house, Lowenva, was built in 1967 in what had been a fi eld. The same garden later produced 
a modern copy of an Athenian silver tetradrachm, suggesting that the sestertius is a modern loss.
 Obv.  IMP  CAES  M  AVR  ANTONINVS  AVG. Young, beardless, lr, h. r.
 Rev.  nCAE  ANTIOCH  COL. Colonist ploughing behind two oxen moving r. This 
symbolised the colony founded by Augustus.
 Ex.    S R (Senatus Romanus, instead of the usual S C)
 KrzyĪanowska 1970, p. 164 (AD 203-211)
202. ROCK, Jesus Well (SW 937 764)
St Minver
C. S. Gilbert (1817, p. 210) wrote of “Many ancient coins ... found here, intermixed with bones and ashes, 
some of which are in the possession of the Rev Mr Sandys”, but no indication is given of their age or even 
if Roman.
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203. ROSEMERGY, Watch Croft (SW 4188 3548)
Morvah
The Bronze Age barrow (No. 5 in Vivien Russell, 1971, West Penwith Survey, p. 21) was excavated by 
W. Copeland Borlase in 1863. A later insert must have been the  eight or nine Roman coins found near 
an urn “of prehistoric fabric” containing burnt bones (W. C. Borlase, 1867, Archaeologia Cambrensis,
Vol. XV, p. 33; 1872, Naenia Cornubiae, pp. 183, 284). Five of the coins were purchased for 8/- for the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall by the Revd W. Iago at the sale of Borlase’s collection at Laregan, Penzance 
(Lot No. 90), in October 1887, but they cannot now be identifi ed in the Museum’s collection. One was a 
Constantinian follis, one a coin of Crispus, and one of Constantius II (V.C.H. Roman, p. 38 says Constantine 
II), the others illegible but of similar date. See also Robertson 2000, 1111.
204. ROSKRUGE BEACON (SW 779 231)
St Anthony in Meneage or St Keverne
A very worn sestertius (32 mm) of the second half of the second century was picked up by Henry B. 
Towner of Manaccan in the summer of 1979. The obverse shows the emperor’s head, right, and the reverse 
perhaps a reclining or seated fi gure. The coin, originally wrongly identifi ed as of Faustina I  (Cornish
Archaeology, No. 19, 1980, p. 104), was given to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1999 by his widow 
Mrs D. Towner of Manaccan.
205. RUAN MINOR, Uncertain (c.SW 72 14)
Ruan Minor
A letter from John Moore of Helston, dated 2 October 1693, contains the following information on coins 
found about “23 years since” [c.1670] in Ruan Minor where were “digged up about an handful of Roman 
brass coynes about the bigness of an English tin farthing [c. 23 mm], in a fi eld nr the seaside by some 
husbandmen, & they were breaking ground to be tilled.”
Also, “I have by me a piece of brass money found in ye same parish which was buryed in a gt heap of 
earth, we call them burrows of earth, about half as big as a new half crown [halfcrown 33 mm], with a 
very faint resemblance of a Roman head on one side, but no letters visible or legible in it, it’s so eaten out, 
which might probably be the naulum the ancients used to bury with ashes of the dead burnt bodyes, to pay 
Charon ... & did not judge it worth yr L’ship’[s] sight & therefore sent it not, but you may at any time have 
it if you please.”
I am grateful to Joanna Mattingly for discovering this information in Oxford (Bodleian MS Eng. b.2042 
fo. 155; Bishop Edmund Gibson’s correspondence about his 1695 English edition of Camden’s Britannia).
However, since Moore’s letter refers to ‘y[ou]r L[ord]ship’ and was sent in 1693, a year before Gibson 
took holy orders, the recipient was most probably Jonathan Trelawny, then Bishop of Exeter, to whom 
fo. 155 is addressed. John Moore was probably the father of the John Moore who was appointed deputy 
recorder and town clerk of Helston in 1741.
206. RUTHERNBRIDGE (c.SX 01 66)
Bodmin
The Cornish Magazine, April 1828 (p. 90), refers to a coin of Vespasian from this locality. It may, however, 
be one of the coins from Nanstallon (140) streamworks or the one from Nanstallon Fort (141) described 
above.
207. SALTASH, Wearde Quay (SX 4185 5720)
St Stephen by Saltash
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A coin was found by David Fenwick using a metal detector on the foreshore a few yards below normal high 
tide at a depth of about three inches at Point Field, Wearde Quay, during Easter 1985. Now in the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall collection, it was identifi ed by Michael Crawford (letter 21 June 1985), as a worn 
silver denarius of a type which “remained in circulation down to the age of Augustus”. Because of its poor 
condition it could well have been lost during the early Romano-British period.
Caius Plutius (17 mm).
 Obv.  Head of Roma r.; X behind head.
 Rev. n C.  PLVTIVS, beneath two horsemen, the Dioscuri, Castor and Pollux.
 Mint of Rome, 121 BC. Crawford 278/1.
208. SANDYLANDS, Killibury (SX 017 736)
Egloshayle
Killibury, or Kelly Rounds, is an Iron Age camp. No coins have been found there, but on 17 August 1921, 
Mr A. L. Hoskin and two other youths, found coins in a trench about two feet deep dug by workmen at the 
back of a cattle-shed at Sandylands farm. The coins include a bronze coin of Carthage, Zeugitana, north 
Africa, Roman imperial coins and one billon tetradrachm of Alexandria, all of which were presented to the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1979. The strange association must comprise a modern loss. The coins 
are as follows:
1. AE (20 mm), good.
 Obv.  Bust of Tanit l., wearing corn-wreath and necklace. Tanit is  equivalent to the Greek 
Demeter.
 Rev. p. Horse’s head r. marked with the Punic letter O on the neck.
 Minted in the late third or early second century BC. 
Maximian I (286-305)
2. Billon tetradrachm of Alexandria (19 mm).
 Obv.  A  K  MA  OVA  MAZIMIANOC  CEB.  Lr, b. r. (Z = Ȅ)
 Rev.  n Elpis (Spes) std l., hld fl ower in her r. hand, and raising her skirt with her l.  L-B 
= AD 287. Curtis 2067.
Hadrian (117-138)
3. Sestertius (29 mm), fair.
 Obv.  HADRIANVS  AVG  COS III  P  P. Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. Illegible; perhaps [FORTV-NA  AV]G,  S - C.  Fortuna std l.,  hld cornucopia and 
patera.
 [RIC 759?]. Minted 134-138.
Valerian I (253-260)
4. Antoninianus (23 mm), good.
 Obv.  IMP  VALERIANVS  P  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. FIDES  MILITVM.  Fides std f., h. turned r., hld vertical ensign in r. hand and 
transverse legionary standard in her l. hand.
 Mint of Milan. [RIC 241.]
Constantius I (as Caesar, 293-305)
5. AE follis (30 mm).
 Obv.  [FL  VAL]  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  CAES.  Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GENIO  [POP-V-LI]  ROMANI.  Genius with modius on head, naked except for 
a chlamys over l. shoulder, std l., hld a patera in r. hand from which liquor fl ows, 
and a cornucopia in l. hand. Rounded E in fi eld to r.
 Ex.   T  S.  Mint of Thessalonika.
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209. SCARCEWATER (c.SW 91 54)
Ladock
Jason Williams of Fraddon found a coin in about 1973 in a lane near Scarcewater, and brought it to the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1991 for identifi cation.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
Sestertius (31 mm), worn.
 Obv.  [ANTONINV]S  AVG  PIVS  P  P  TR  [P  COS  III].  Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  [SALVS]  PVB[LICA],  S - C. Salus, draped, sed l. on throne; feeding out of patera 
in r. hand a serpent coiled around altar, and resting her l. arm on throne.
 Minted in 140-144.
210. SHARROW POINT HOARD (SX 393 521)
Antony
Seven coins were found in about 1980 by Mr P. J. Wood when digging for bait on the beach. Details were 
summarized by Roger Bland in Coin Hoards from Roman Britain, Vol. IX, 1992, p. 86. The present location 
of the coins is not known. All are worn antoniniani of the sole reign of Gallienus and Salonina, minted in 
Rome. The assemblage is unusual in lacking coins minted in the Gallic Empire. See also Robertson 2000, 
468A. The full description of the coins is here reconstructed from The Cunetio Treasure (E. Besly and R. 
Bland, 1983, British Museum).
Gallienus (253-268)
1. Obv.  GALLIENVS  AVG. Rd, h. r.
 Rev.  PROVID  AVG. Providentia (1) std l., hld globe in her r. hand and long transverse 
spear in l. hand.
 Series 3 (RIC, cf. 270; Cunetio 1017).
2. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  MARTI  PACIFERO.  A |    Mars (4) std l., hld branch in his r. hand, and long 
vertical spear (point up) and shield (resting on ground) in l. hand.
 Series 5 (RIC. 236; Cunetio 1149).
3. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  FORTVNA  REDVX.  ? |    Fortuna (2) std l., hld rudder in her r. hand and cornucopia 
in l. hand.
 Series 5 (RIC cf. 193; Cunetio 1221).
4. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  LIBERTAS  AVG. XI |    Libertas (1a) std l., hld pileus (felt cap)  in her r. hand and 
long transverse spear in l. hand.
 Series 5 (RIC 233; Cunetio 1292).
5. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  DIANAE  CONS  AVG.     | XI  Gazelle (a 2) std or wlk r.
 Series 6 (RIC 181; Cunetio 1401). 
Salonina (wife of Gallienus, died in 268)
6. Obv.  SALONINA  AVG.  Dd, b. r. viewed from front, on crescent.
 Rev.  PVDICITIA.    | VI   Pudicitia (1) std l., raising her r. hand to veil and hld long 
transverse spear in l. hand.
 Series 1 and 2 (RIC 25; Cunetio 990).
7. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  FECVNDITAS  AVG.  Fecunditas (1) std l., hld patera in her r. hand and cornucopia 
in l. hand; at feet to l., a small child std with arms raised.
 Series 5 (RIC cf. 5; Cunetio 1320).
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211. SHORTLANESEND (c.SW 80 47)
Kenwyn
Enys (1895) described a coin found “about 2 miles from Truro, towards Perranporth”, so somewhere in 
the vicinity of Shortlanesend. The coin does not now survive, but a wax impression of it does, made by W. 
Jago on 26 March 1896. It was identifi ed at the British Museum as a coin of a king of Cyprus, brother of 
Ptolemy XII of Egypt.
Ptolemy, King of Cyprus (81-58 BC)
AR (23 mm) tetradrachm.
Obv.  372/(0$,28%$6,/(:6 ([The coin] of Ptolemy the King). Head of Ptolemy r.
Rev.  Eagle with folded wings on a thunderbolt; in the fi eld * (third year of his reign) and 
3$ for 3$)26 (Paphos) a city on the south-west coast of Cyprus.
212. SOUTH HILL, Uncertain (c.SX 32 72)
South Hill
Two coins of Gordian III (238-244) are in Lawrence House Museum, Launceston, but without details of 
the fi nd circumstances (Arthur Wills, letter 14 September 1998).
213. ST STEPHEN (c.SW 94 53)
St Stephen in Brannel
Mr B. W. Martin of Perranporth brought for identifi cation in November 1978 an antoninianus in good 
condition, dug up “many years ago” in a garden at St Stephen.
Tetricus I (271-274)
Obv. IMP TETRICVS P F AVG / Rd, cr, b. r.
Rev. L[AETITIA] AVG[G] / Laetitia std l. hld wreath and anchor.
214. STEPPER POINT (c.SW 913 784)
Padstow
Mr L. A. McCarthy of Padstow found in February 1985 with a metal detector about an inch below the 
surface of the coastal footpath west of Stepper Point a rather worn sestertius which he presented to the 
Royal Institution of Cornwall.
Faustina II (wife of M. Aurelius, died in 175) 
Obv.  [FAVSTINA  AVGVSTA]. Dr, b. r., hair elaborately waved in nearly vertical lines 
and fastened in roll low at back.
Rev.  [HILA-RITAS], S - C. Hilaritas, dr, std f. looking l, hld palm-leaf in her r. hand and 
cornucopia in her l.
Mint of Rome, 161-173.
215. STITHIANS, Uncertain (c.SW 73 37)
Stithians
On 28 April 1910 a farm labourer found the following coins “in a fi eld at Stithians”. He gave them to 
another man who exchanged them for tobacco at a shop in Camborne. Not only does this sound suspicious, 
but all the coins are in good condition and cover a period of nearly 400 years, hardly typical of a genuine 
hoard,  and most probably a modern loss. See Robertson 2000, 1135. Eleven of the coins were presented to 
the Royal Institution of Cornwall by J. D. Enys, while in 1932 the Royal Institution of Cornwall purchased 
13 more, “found at the same place”, from E. W. Newton of Camborne.
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REPUBLICAN:
Quintus Titius
1. Obv.  Head of Bacchus r., wearing wreath.
 Rev. Q  TITI on tablet below Pegasus springing r.
 Minted in Rome, 90 BC. Crawford 341.
Mark Antony
2. Obv.  ANT  AVG above praetorian galley moving r.; below it [IIIVIR  R]  P  C (Triumvir 
Reipublicae Constituendae, Triumvir to reform the Republic).
 Rev.  LEG II (second legion) below legionary eagle between two standards.
 Minted in 32-31 BC.
3. Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  As above but LEG  VI (sixth legion).
 Minted in 32-31 BC. Crawford 544/19
IMPERIAL:
Vespasian, 4. 1 denarius; Trajan, 5. 1 denarius; Hadrian, 6. 1 as; Antoninus Pius, 7, 8. 2 denarii;
Marcus Aurelius, 9. 1 denarius, 10. 1 as, 11. 1 dupondius; Faustina I deifi ed, 12. 1 as; Lucilla, 13. 1 as;
Commodus, 14. 1 denarius, 15. 1 as; Septimius Severus, 16. 1 denarius; Geta, 17. 1 denarius; Caracalla,
18. 1 denarius; Valerian, 19. 1 antoninianus; Philip I, 20. 1 antoninianus; Postumus, 21. 1 antoninianus;
Constantius I as Caesar, 22. 1 follis; Constantine I, 23. 1 follis; Constantinopolis type, 24. 1 AE3/4. 
216. THE GANNEL (c.SW 80 60)
Crantock
A coin found somewhere on The Gannel in 1938 is now at the Royal Institution of Cornwall.
1. AE3 (19 mm).
 Obv.  Probably CONSTANTI-NVS MAX  AVG.  Rosette-dd, dr. b. r.
 Rev. n [GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers std f., looking at each other; each 
hld spear in outer hand and resting inner hand on shield. Two standards between 
them.
 Ex.   [PC?]O[NST?]. Probably mint of Arles, 330-335. 
Mr J. Downey of Crantock found with a metal detector a worn antoninianus of Victorinus in a rock crevice 
at the entrance to the estuary early in January 1984. Coin presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall.
2. Obv.  IMP  C  VICTORINVS  [P  F  AVG]. Dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  pP[AX AVG].  Pax std l.
217. THE TOWANS, Black Cliff (c.SW 554 389)
Phillack
In 1978, Mr and Mrs P. Oldfi eld of Camborne found a sestertius (diam. 33mm) of Nerva (96-98) on the 
beach below the cliff and presented it to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1980. It is an uncommon type 
issued in AD 97 and may be a modern loss.
Obv. [IMP NER]VA CAES AVG [P M TRP II COS III P P] / Lr, h. r.
Rev. p. PLEBEI VRBAN[AE FRVMENTO CONSTITVTO] S C / A three-legged modius 
(measure) containing a poppy and six corn-ears. This alludes to the common people 
of Rome (the plebs) receiving free handouts of corn. The poppy was also dedicated 
to Ceres, goddess of agriculture.
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218. TINTAGEL CASTLE  (SX 050 892)
Tintagel
The Castle, its history and mythical associations have been admirably detailed by Thomas 1993. Excavations 
by C. A. Ralegh Radford in 1933-38 suggested that Tintagel Island was the site of a Celtic monastery, a 
view now replaced by one describing it as a high-status defensive settlement of post-Roman Cornish rulers, 
deserted probably in the eighth century, and used again for an isolated chapel in about the eleventh century 
until chosen as a Castle by Richard Earl of Cornwall in about AD 1230.
Roman links with the area formerly rested largely on the location of two milestones, or more correctly 
road marker stones which did not give distances. One has been in Tintagel Church since 1889 when it was 
discovered by the Revd W. Iago being used in the lychgate at the south-east entrance to the churchyard. The 
text, diffi cult to read and variously interpreted, appears to be IMP(eratori) C(aesari) G(alerio) VAL(erio) 
LIC(iniano) LICIN(io); evidently Licinius I (308-324). The second and earlier stone, used as a gatepost, 
was cemented into the side of a nearby house in 1919 at Trethevey, only two miles to the east. It probably 
reads, again with diffi culty, IMP(eratoribus) C(aesaribus) DOMI(nis) N(ostris) GALLO ET VOLVS(iano), 
dating to 251-253 when Trebonianus Gallus was Augustus and his son Volusian was Caesar (251) and then 
Augustus with his father after the death of Hostilian.
Excavations on the island have yielded sherds of fourth century Roman wheel-made pottery, notably 
Oxford Red Colour-coated ware, as well as contemporary local pottery. Roman coins would thus not be out 
of place here. Unfortunately, the following coins did not come to light under ideal circumstances, although 
their dates are entirely acceptable. Radford undertook a further excavation of the Great Ditch below the 
Lower Ward’s outer bank (SX 0515 8895) on the mainland part of the Castle in 1955. Where exactly the 
coins were found is not recorded. Workmen found an object which they took to be the dried-up remains of 
some small animal “with a long thin tail” in a slab of slate about the size of a telephone directory. Because 
it was considered to be of no archaeological signifi cance, and possibly a fossil, it was given to James 
Goff who was watching proceedings and was interested in fossils for which the Delabole slate (Upper 
Devonian) is remarkable for some rare fi nds. Goff extracted “the crushed-looking, dried-up brown object” 
which was roughly pear-shaped with a ‘string’ or ‘cord’ around it. Because it was so hard, he sought advice 
from the local chemist who told him to mix up a solution of some sort and soak it. This he did, but forgot 
about it until it had turned into a slimy, smelly decomposed object in which he noticed a number of small 
round discs. These were identifi ed by Ronald Youlton and Miss Sheila Crawford at the Tintagel Castle 
Museum of Coins (since closed) as Roman coins of low denomination. The coins are still displayed in Mr 
Goff’s Mineral and Fossil Museum in Tintagel. The object which contained the coins must have been a 
leather draw-string purse, a remarkable survival from the late Roman period.
The ten coins, all in generally poor condition, were loaned to me for identifi cation which was confi rmed 
with amendments by Dr Anne S. Robertson of the Hunterian Museum in Glasgow.
Tetricus I (270-274)
1. Antonianus (17 mm), worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  C]  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr,b. r, seen from front.
 Rev. nSPES  PVB[LICA].  Spes adv l., hld fl ower and raising robe.
 Mint of Cologne?
2. Antoninianus (18 mm), worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  C  [PIV  ESV?]  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.  seen from front.
 Rev.  pVICTOR-IA  AVG.  Victory adv l., hld wreath and palm.
 Mint of Cologne?
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Tetricus  II (273-274)
3. Antonianus (15-17 mm), fairly worn rough work.
 Obv.  [C?]  PIV  ESV  TETRICVS  CAES.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev.  n[SALVS?]  AVG.  Salus std l., hld patera over snake coiling up from altar, and 
resting l. hand on anchor.
 Mint uncertain.
Aurelian (270-275)
4. Antoninianus (21 mm), fairly worn.
 Obv.  AVRELIANVS  AVG.  Rd, cr, b. r. seen from front.
 Rev.  nORI-E-NS  AVG.  Sol std l., raising r. hand and holding globe in l. hand; to l. 
captive sed l.
 Ex.   P, mint of Milan. 
Constantine I (307-337)
5. AE3 (19 mm), fairly worn.
 Obv.  Probably [CONST-]ANTINVS  AVG.  Helmeted, cr, b. r. seen from front.
 Rev.  nVIRTVS  EXERCIT.  Two captives sed r. and l. at foot of a trophy.
 Ex.   [P or S]TR, mint of Trier in 318.
Commemorative (330-335)
6. AE3/4 (17 mm), fairly worn.
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS.  Helmeted, lr, dr, b. of Constantinopolis l.; spear over 
shoulder.
 Rev.  No legend. Victory std l. on prow, hld spear; l. hand on shield.
 Ex.   TR[·P?] mint of Trier, 330-335).
7. As above (17 mm), worn. Perhaps mint of Trier.
8. As 2 (17 mm), fairly worn.
 Ex.   TRS· or TRS, mint of Trier.
Constantius II (as Caesar 324-337)
9. AE3/4 (15 mm), slightly worn.
 Obv.  [FL  IVL  C]ONSTANTIVS  NOB  C.  Lr, cr, b. r. seen from front.
 Rev.  pGLORIA  EXERCITVS.  Two soldiers std facing each other; one standard 
between them. 
 Ex.  Illegible, perhaps mint of Trier.
Constantius II (as Augustus 337-341)
10. AE3/4 (15 mm), slightly worn.
 Obv.  FL  IVL  CO[NSTANTIVS  AVG].  Lr, cr, b. , seen from front.
 Rev.  pVIRTVS  AVGG  NN.  Emperor std l., head r., hld inverted spear; l. hand on 
shield.
 Ex.  Illegible, but type only recorded for the mint of Trier.
Charles Thomas (op. cit. p.115) also refers to a bronze coin of Magnentius (350-353) said to have been 
found “in a wall near Tintagel Castle”. This he considers has “no credence” and must be discounted.
219. TINTAGEL, Churchyard (SX 0510 8835)
Tintagel
1. An extremely worn silver coin, believed to date from the ninth century (British Museum identifi cation), 
was discovered during excavations in the churchyard on 17 April 1991 and is now in the Royal Institution 
of Cornwall at Truro.
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2. A worn silver coin dating to the close of the reign of Alfred the Great (871-899), said to have been found 
south of the chapel at Tintagel Castle in the 1930s and now in the Royal Institution of Cornwall in Truro, 
was probably given a false provenance “to increase its commercial value” (Thomas 1993, p. 115 and 
pers. comm.). The type, without portrait, bears on the obverse AEL-FRE-DRE, and the reverse BEORH/
MÆR[MO], probably minted in London.
220. TOLCARNE CREEK (SW 841 382)
St Just in Roseland
Mr K. H. Langmaid using a metal detector found the following coin, which he presented to the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall, about six inches below the gravel at the head of the creek on 1 March 1983:
Trajan (98-117)
Sestertius (32 mm). Minted in 103-111.
Obv. IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO  AVG  GER  DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  (or 
VI)  P  P.  Lr, h. r.
Rev.  p. S  P  Q  R  OPTIMO  PRINCIPI. Triumphal arch at entrance to  Trajan’s forum, 
Rome, with IOM on frieze.
Ex.   S  C. 
221. TOWEDNACK, Uncertain (c.SW 48 38)
Towednack
In a letter to Gibson, Bishop of London (see below under Calvadnack, Wendron), dated 4 August 1733, 
Thomas Tonkin wrote that “In 1702, in the Parish of Tawednack, between St Ies [Ives] and the Land’s 
End, were found, under a prodigious Rock of Moore Stone [granite], called the Giant’s Rock, (which a 
fellow split in pieces to build a Barn with) having under it a large Flat Stone, Supported by four Pillars of 
the Same, An Urn full of Ashes, with a round ball of earth by the side of it, and in the said ball Fourscore 
Silver Coins, of the latter [later] Emperors, very fair, & well preserv’d. I could not have the sight of more 
than fi ve of them, of which I got three, a Valentinian I, Gratian, & Arcadius. For, the Duke of Bolton being 
Ld Paramount of the place, his Steward Seiz’d the rest in his Lord’s name, and they may perhaps be still 
in his Grace’s Custody.”
Thomas Carte (A General History of England, 1749, Vol. I, p. 104), who was in Cornwall in 1714, 
says that the fi nd was made about “eight years before I was there” (though Tonkin’s date is doubtless the 
correct one). Carte described the coins, which he presumably saw, as in the ball of earth, “several coins of 
Valentinian, Valens, Gratian, Honorius, and Arcadius, besides others of Maximus, and the like assumers of 
the purple in Britain”, thus spanning a period from 364 (Valentinian and Valens) to Honorius (393-423).
J. H. Matthews 1892 (A History of the Parishes of Saint Ives, Lelant, Towednack and Zennor, p. 22) 
quotes the story that “in Towednack one Paul Quick dug up a large stone which rested on another placed 
slopeways, and found thirty small silver Roman coins, two of which he gave to Mr Hicks [from whom the 
story originated]. They bore on the obverse a head with the legend Valentiniana Caesar Augustus; reverse, 
Fortune sitting on a wheel: Urbs Roma. This may or may not be the same fi nd as the Giant Rock fi nd.” The 
obverse legend is garbled and should read D  N  VALENTINIANVS  P  F  AVG on coins of Valentinian I 
and on some of Valentinian II. The VRBS  ROMA silver siliqua of Valentinian I does not show Fortune, 
but Roma seated left, holding Victory on a globe, and a sceptre or a spear which may be reversed in some 
of the issues, struck between 364 and 375 and having a shield (the supposed “wheel”) at her side.
The location of the fi nd in Towednack has been questioned by Haverfi eld and others, because a well-
known, massive Giant’s Rock or Giant’s Seat is situated close to Zennor church (SW 453 387). Since 
Tonkin states that the rock was split in pieces to build a barn, and Carte says the stone was “broken in 
pieces by the owner of the fi eld, in order to the carrying of it away, for the more convenient ploughing of 
the ground”, it cannot be the Zennor Giant Rock which remains intact. See also Robertson 2000, 1521.
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222. TREBARVETH, Potters (SW 7915 2020)
St Keverne
Among stones which suggested the site of a possible hut, a coin was found by a Mr Pengilly, probably in 
the early 1930s, and taken to London for identifi cation but never returned. The opinion of the late Mr B. 
O’Neil was that it was “probably Roman” (Edith M. Dowson, 1968, ‘Trebarveth’, The Lizard, Vol. III, 
No. 4, p. 19).
223. TREBETHERICK, Greenaway Beach (SW 9275 7825)
St Minver
Two coins found by Chris Osborne while metal-detecting in a gully amongst the rocks on the beach in early 
2007 (PAS database):
Nero (54-68)
1. As (24mm, 4.72g)
 Obv. Illegible / Bh. r.
 Rev. S and C left and right in fi eld; [ARA PACIS] in exergue / Front wall of a rectangular 
altar enclosure, but too worn to see if it has horns!
 Probably Lyon mint. RIC I 458; BMC 361. PAS No. CORN-71DE77.
Tetricus II (273-274)
2. Antoninianus (20mm, 1.4g)
 Obv. C PIV ESV TETRICVS CAES / Rd, b. r.
 Rev. SPES AVGG / Spes, holding up hem of dress in left hand and holding up fl ower in 
right hand, walking left.
 Gallic mint. RIC V(ii) 270. PAS No. CORN-71C664.
224. TREBURSYE (c.SX 309 834)
South Petherwin
In about 1908, A. C. James of Trebursye dug up in his garden fi ve Roman coins and the bowl of a spoon 
also believed to be Roman. The coins, dated at the British Museum, were listed by R. Barbary of Paignton 
(Western Morning News, 24 August 1964) as follows:
Valens (364-378), two coins.
Carausius (287-293). 
Gratian (367-383), two coins. 
A letter at the Royal Institution of Cornwall from Barbary, 4 September 1963, gives:
Carausius 5.
Valens 2. 
Gratian 2, found about 1906. The types are not noted, but if a genuine ancient hoard, 
debased AE3 are most likely.
225. TREDINNEY (SW 39 28)
St Buryan
For a possible hoard from here see Treen (226) below.
226. TREEN (c.SW 395 228)
St Levan
John Leland, who travelled throughout England between 1534 and 1543, recorded in his Itinerary (Vol. 
III) in a marginal note following a reference to a Vyvyan, Lord of Tredine Castle, and opposite a reference 
to “dns de Trewardreth” that “There was found in hominum memoria, digging for the fox, a Brasse [pot] 
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ful of Roman money”. The bottom of the page in the original MS in the Bodleian Library is missing, and 
the location of Tredine has always been a puzzle. Tonkin (in Borlase MS, Vol. A, p. 7) writing about 
1730 and Borlase (1769, Antiquities of Cornwall, p. 300) assumed this was Treryn in St Levan (Treryn 
Dinas fort, SW 397 222). However, Jenner thought that Leland meant Treryn or neighbouring Treen and 
was mistaken about the Vyvyans (V.C.H. Roman, p. 41), as did Lysons, 1814 (Magna Britannia, Vol. 3, 
Cornwall, p. ccxxiv). Polwhele (1803, The History of Cornwall, Vol. 1, p. 206) placed “Tredine Castelle 
at the south west point of Cornewal” quoting Leland. However, documents held at the Cornwall Record 
Offi ce (V/TT/11, SHM/378 and X78/3) clearly show that the Vyvyan family held Treen from at least the 
late sixteenth to the late eighteenth centuries.
W. Harrison, 1586 ed., Description of Britaine and Englande (p. 65) placed the site near Padstow, as 
also did Borlase (1769, p. 300), on the banks of the River Camel; Gough’s Camden (1789, Vol. I, p. 20) 
at Wadebridge, near Camelford; and Davies Gilbert (History of Cornwall, Vol. 2, p. 403) near Camelford, 
but there is no Tredine or similar name in that area. Borlase had assumed there were two separate fi nds, 
quoting Harrison for the “brass pot full of Romane coine” on the banks of the Camel, and following Leland 
for “a brass pot full of Roman Money” at “Tredine (alias Treryn)”. A west Cornwall site seems the more 
likely. See Robertson 2000, 1719. The hoard sounds like a late Roman one comparable to those from 
Porthluney Valley, Caerhays (186), Trescowe (242) and Hayle Causeway (74).
Hencken (1932, p. 115) refers to a denarius of about 100 BC “recently found at Treen, St Levan” (c.SW 
395 231). It belonged to Samuel Angove, shopkeeper in Treen, but Hencken gave no details.
227. TREEN, Treryn Dinas (SW 398 222)
St Levan
On a site visit to the cliff-castle in 1991, Adam Sharp of the Cornwall Archaeological Unit picked up off 
the surface, near some hut platforms on the eastern side, a fourth century coin with an active green patina. 
It was brought to me for identifi cation in March 1998.
Valentinian II (375-392)
AE4, worn (14 mm).
Obv.  D  N  VALENTINIANVS  P  F  AVG. Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p. SALVS  REI-PVBLICAE.    + |      Victory adv. l. carrying a trophy on her 
shoulder and dragging from r. with her l. hand a captive.
Ex.   ANTA(•). Mint of Antioch, 383-392. LRBC II, 2763 (2767).
228. TREGADILLETT, Kestle Ring (SX 290 846)
St Thomas by Launceston
An unidentifi ed Roman coin was found at or near the small quarry adjoining the hill-fort (Alison Pritchard, 
1983, MS Gazetteer of Roman Coins).
229. TREGIDDEN (c.SW 755 229)
St Keverne or Manaccan
When Mr D. Boxall of Helston was repairing a hedge at Tregidden, on the border of St Keverne and 
Manaccan, in 1964, he picked up on the surface in a fi eld on the east side of the stream a denarius (19 mm) 
in good condition of Severus Alexander (222-235). Brought for identifi cation in 1985.
Obv.  IMP  C  M  AVR  SEV  ALEXAND  AVG.  Lr, h, r. in high relief, as is common 
with this emperor.
Rev.  nFIDES  MILITVM. Fides std f, looking r, hld inclined vexillum and vertical 
standard.
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230. TREGIRLS (SW 911 763)
Padstow
These coins were found by Jonathan Clemes while metal-detecting around Tregirls Farm in spring 2006 
(PAS database). Co-ordinates are of the fi ndspots and are given after the PAS number.
Vespasian (69-79)
1. Denarius (19.9mm, 3.07g), worn.
 Obv. Illegible / Lr, b, r.
 Rev. Illegible / Eagle with wings spread at side, head right, standing front on cippus or 
garlanded base.
 Struck in 76. Rome mint. PAS No. CORN-FC1635 (SW 912 767).
Domitian Caesar (69-79)
2. Denarius, plated copy (18.3mm, 1.89g), slightly worn.
 Obv. CAES AVG F DOMIT COS II / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Domitian, togate, cloak fl ying out behind him, on horse prancing left, extending 
right hand and holding vertical sceptre in left hand.
 Irregular mint. RIC II Vespasian 232; BMC 122/129. PAS No. CORN-FB21E5 (SW 909 
769).
Constantinopolis/Gloria Exercitus mule (335-341)
3. Nummus (15.5mm, 1.45g), slightly worn.
 Obv. CONSTANTINOPOLIS / Htd, b. l.
 Rev. GLORIA EXERCITVS / Two soldiers helmeted standing front, looking at each 
other, each holds spear and rests hand on shield; between them one standard.
 Mm. //SMHA
 Struck between 335 and 337. Heraclea mint. RIC VII 157. PAS No. CORN-E743D6 (SW 
917 759).
Arcadius (383-408)
4. Nummus (13.7mm, 1.19g), slightly worn.
 Obv. DN ARCADIVS P F AVG / Pd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. VOT V / Within wreath.
 Mm. //A[SI]S •
 Struck between 383 and 387. Siscia mint. LRBC II 1565. PAS No. CORN-E78863 (SW 
917 759).
Justinian I (527-565)
5. Decanummus, copy (13.3mm, 2,45g), slightly worn and incomplete.
 Obv. Missing / Facing bust r.
 Rev. CLA / large I with cross surmounted above and three crosses to the right.
 Struck between 560 and 561. Irregular mint. As Grierson 1982, 131. PAS No. CORN-
72D1D7 (SW 917 759).
231. TREGONWELL (c.SW 757 246)
Manaccan
Penaluna (1838, Vol. II, p. 57) states that “Roman coins have frequently been found here”, perhaps having 
in mind the hoard from Condurrow (42), as well as the coins listed below.
No published source details the coins from Tregonwell, but the following may well be from this locality. 
Dr Stephen Williams (Philosophical Transactions, 1744, Vol. XLI, Pt. ii, pp. 479-80) describes three 
copper coins, belonging to a friend from Falmouth, which came from a larger, unspecifi ed number found 
in Manaccan Parish “near Helford River ... of a small Size, very fair and legible”. The fi nd must have been 
made in or before 1739, the year before his death. Williams’ description is here given fi rst in italics:
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Constantine II (as Caesar, 317-337) 
1. Constantinus jun. Nob. Reverse Corona Civica.  Probably AE3.
 Obv.  CONSTANTINVS  IVN  NOB  [C].
 Rev.  This cannot be the corona civica (also called the corona quercea,  i.e. of oak leaves) 
but probably a laurel wreath around VOT X, in which case the legend would be 
CAESARVM  NOSTRORVM.
Constantius II (as Caesar, 323-337)
2. Constantius. Reverse Provident Caes.  Probably AE3.
 Obv.  [FL  IVN]  CONSTANTIVS  [NOB  C].
 Rev.  PROVIDENT[IAE]  CAES[S].  Camp gate surmounted by two turrets.
3. Constantius Nob. Reverse Gloria Exercitus. Probably AE3/4.
 Obv.  [FL  IVL]  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  [C].
 Rev.  GLORIA EXERCITVS. Two soldiers std either side of two standards.
232. TREGONY (SW 931 452)
Cuby
On 13 April 1998, Philip Steele found with a metal-detector in a fi eld near the school a coin of Vespasian 
with legends reading outwards from right to left:
Vespasian (69-79)
1. Denarius (18 mm)
 Obv.  [IMP] CAES VESP AVG CEN[S] / Lr, head r.
 Rev. n PONTIF  MAXIM.  Vespasian sed r. hold branch and sceptre.
 Minted in the latter half of 73.
The next day he found in the same fi eld the following sestertius:
Marcus Aurelius Caesar (139-161)
2. Sestertius (28 mm), worn with green patina.
 Obv. [AVRELIVS  CAES(-)AR AVG  P II  F  COS II].  Bare head of Marcus Aurelius r.
 Rev p. VOTA  [PVBLICA].  Marcus Aurelius, togate, std l. and Faustina II std. r. 
clasping their r. hands; behind and between them Concordia std f, head r.
 In ex. [SC].  Minted in 145 under Antoninus Pius.
Found by Philip Steele in the same fi eld (at SW 9302 4520) on 17 October 1999:
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
3. Denarius, good.
 Obv. ANTONINVS  AVG  PIVS  PP  TR  P  [XVII]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev p. COS  IIII. Annona std l. hld two corn-ears and resting her l. hand on modius full 
of corn-ears and set on prow. 
 Minted in 153-154. RIC 231.
And, in the same fi eld in spring 2005 found within 3 inches of the surface:
Trajan (98-117)
4. Sestertius (30.8mm, 17.1g), worn and corroded.
 Obv. [IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V PP] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev [S.P.Q.R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI] / S C in fi eld / Victory naked to waist standing 
right, left foot set on helmet, left knee bent, holding stylus in right hand and resting 
left hand on shield set on palm and inscribed VIC DAC. 
 Minted between 104 and 111. Rome mint. RIC II 527; BMC 815. PAS No. CORN-
1AE8B5.
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233. TREGORRICK (c.SX 015 512)
St Austell
Alison Pritchard (MS, 1983) refers to a coin of Trajan of unknown type found here. No more details are 
known.
234. TREGORRICK, Moor Cottage (SX 011 514)
St Austell
A large estate in spite of its name. A small coin of Nero was found “some time since” on the premises of 
Edward Coode Esqr  (Gilbert 1817, p. 198). The early date of this coin, if it can be relied upon, suggests a 
possible modern loss.
235. TREGORRICK, Trewhiddle Hoard (c.SX 011 507)
St Austell
Philip Rashleigh (1729-1811) of Menabilly, Tywardreath, was a notable mineralogist and antiquarian who 
took a special interest in fi nds made in tin streamworks (Penhallurick 1986 and 1997). The Pentewan 
valley has been streamed since the Bronze Age with antiquarian discoveries made since shortly before 
1758 (Borlase, 1758, p. 163 and Plate XX) when tin ingots of uncertain date were discovered in what was 
then called St Austell Moor. In 1788, Rashleigh made known to The Society of Antiquaries (Rashleigh 
1789 and 1794) the discovery of what is recognised as one of the most important Saxon hoards in this 
country in the streamworks near Trewhiddle house which belonged to the Rashleigh family. The hoard has 
given its name to the Trewhiddle style of silver ornamentation with animal decoration inlaid with niello.
The hoard was discovered on 8 November 1774 in a heap of loose stones and covered with a piece of 
slate at a depth of around 17 feet. In that part of the valley, 17 feet would have been about the depth at 
which the tin ground lay, the depth becoming twice that nearer the sea. There can be little doubt that the 
hoard was hidden in a working streamwork. Even allowing for an increase in sedimentary cover since 
Saxon times, there is no other sensible explanation for objects recovered from such a depth.
The hoard contained a gold pendant, a small gold ingot and two silver fi nger-rings which were lost 
before 1866. Nevertheless, most of the important items remained at Menabilly. They comprised a silver 
chalice now known to have been originally coated internally with gold, a unique silver scourge, silver 
strips formerly believed to have been drinking-horn mounts but now regarded as strap-ends, and other 
smaller silver items including about 114 silver pennies “secured and collected from the workmen, who had 
a scramble for the treasures” (Rogers 1867, pp. 137-8). C. S. Gilbert (1817, Vol. II, p. 869) wrote that the 
items appeared to have been hidden in the cup of the chalice, though this was broken when recorded by 
Rashleigh. Philip had no children, and the hoard passed to Coleman Rashleigh of Penquite, Luxulyan, who 
gave the antiquities and fi ve of the coins to the Revd Canon John Rogers of Penrose, Helston, whose son, 
John Jope Rogers, presented them to the British Museum on 24 March 1880.
It is unfortunate that all the coins did not remain with the antiquities. Philip Rashleigh made scant 
mention of them and added them to his already existing cabinet of Saxon and other early coins without, so 
far as one knows, much documentation, an unfortunate lack of foresight by one whose mineral collection 
was catalogued in great detail. No study of the coins was made until those done in 1867 by J. J. Rogers 
and 1868 by Jonathan Rashleigh (Philip’s great-nephew) who would have had diffi culty in sorting out 
the Trewhiddle coins from others in the family collection. Rogers’ list of coins was supplied by Jonathan 
Rashleigh so that their descriptions of the coins are the same. Wilson and Blunt (1961, p. 110) note that a 
Rashleigh paper in the British Museum shows that Philip already had a collection by 1768 consisting of :
Eadred; Ceolnulf; Burged (2); Ethelred third son of Athelwulf; Alfred the Great; Beornwulf; Edward the 
Elder; Edelred; Athelstan the Great (2); Edmund fi fth son of Edward; Edgar son of Edmund (2); Athelred 
(5); Edmund Ironside; Cnut; Edward the Confessor (3); Peter Money York. 
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Philip is also known to have purchased more Saxon coins in 1802 from the Tyssen collection. Jonathan 
Rashleigh also added to the collection which he gave in 1900 to his son Evelyn William Rashleigh of 
Stoketon, Saltash, who auctioned them through Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge over nine days beginning 
on 21 June 1909. The catalogue was well illustrated, but only a few of the Trewhiddle coins were pictured 
and many from the hoard were not mentioned as being so in the text. Some of the coins are known to have 
gone abroad making it impossible for Wilson and Blunt to trace all those which Jonathan Rashleigh and J. 
J. Rogers assumed in good faith to have come from Trewhiddle. Had the entire collection existed today it 
should have been possible to identify all the Trewhiddle coins by their “markedly brown patina”.
Twelve coins were given to the Revd Richard Hennah (1733-1815), Vicar of St Austell and St Blazey. 
Hennah and Rashleigh had a common interest in minerals, Hennah being listed in Rashleigh’s MS Catalogue 
of Minerals as one of the people from whom he obtained specimens. Although Hennah’s collection was 
not in the same class, it contained choice specimens said “to be disposed of” after his death on 13 April 
(Gentleman’s Magazine, LXXXV, i, p. 477). It is likely that his coins were dispersed at the same time. 
At any rate, they are not known now. A few more coins formerly in the possession of Richard Hewett are 
noted below under Burgred.
A second hoard “from near St Austell” has also been assumed because 20 coins in the 1909 Sale are 
listed as such. They range in date from Ecgberht (802-839) to Eadgar (957-975), but there is no evidence to 
suggest there ever was a second hoard. The coins either came from Trewhiddle or were wrongly supposed 
by J. Rashleigh to have done so. The Trewhiddle hoard is now generally accepted to have been deposited 
around 868, i.e. excluding the later coins of Burgred, those of Alfred the Great and all later ones (see below 
under Burgred). 
The most one can say is that the Trewhiddle hoard was deposited in troubled times, as likely by the 
Danish ‘host’ as by Saxons. The objects must have come from southern or south-eastern England. If one 
accepts that the hoard dates to around 875, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle gives an indication of what was 
happening then in the south-west. In 875 “the host eluded the West Saxon levies and got into Wareham”, 
while in 876, “came the host to Exeter from Wareham, and the pirate host sailed west about, and they 
were caught in a great storm at sea, and there off Swanage one hundred and twenty ships were lost” 
(Garmonsway 1953, p. 75). The opinion of H. E. Pagan (1965) is that the hoard may well date to around 
865 and did not contain any late coinage of Burgred or of Alfred. The early ninth century coins are in good 
condition indicating that the hoard represented savings and not coins from general circulation. What was 
happening in Cornwall at this time is not known. Much ink and paper would have been spared over the 
years if Philip Rashleigh had been as attentive to cataloguing his coins as his mineral collection. It is easy 
to imagine that some event up-country prompted the ‘host’ to deposit ill-gotten gains in the tin workings 
of some Cornish sympathizers, but the true story remains a mystery.
The composition of the Trewhiddle hoard was deduced by Wilson and Blunt to be probably as follows, 
though certain of these coins are now considered unlikely to be part of it. Doubtful Trewhiddle coins are 
marked *:
Kings of Mercia
Offa  (759-796)  1
Coenwulf (796-821)  2
Coelwulf  I (821-823)  1 *
Beornwulf (823-826)  1 *
Berhtwulf (840-852)  10
Burgred  (852-874)    c.52
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Kings of Wessex
Ecgberht (802-839)  3
Æthelwulf (839-858)  11
Æthelred  I (865-871)  2
Alfred  (871-899)  2 *
Archbishops of Canterbury
Ceolnoth (833-870)  7
Uncertain Anglo-Saxon
Eanred    1
French
Louis the Pious (814-840)  1 *
Pippin ?   1 *
Dispersed without record   c. 20
TOTAL         c. 115 
The coin of Pippin is said in a MS note in the British Museum to have been in the possession of Richard 
Hennah, though it is not mentioned in the lists by Jonathan Rashleigh and J. J. Rogers. These lists of the 
coins at Menabilly and the notes by Wilson and Blunt form the basis of the list below. It has not been 
possible to reproduce the typefaces exactly, nor the arrangement of dots between or after some of the 
letters. [S] followed by a number is the 1909 sale catalogue number, and [N] J. J. North’s type number.
KINGS of MERCIA
Offa (757-796) 
1. Obv.   :· OFFA  REX. Dd, b. r. reaching edge of fl an.
 Rev.   IBBA, moneyer. One letter in each angle of a cross fl eury voided in centre which 
contains a cross with pellet in each angle, the whole enclosed by a quatrefoil. [S 34; 
N 301.]
 This coin is assumed to be from Trewhiddle; it was sold to America and its patina cannot 
be compared with coins certainly from the hoard.
Coenwulf (796-821) 
2. Obv.   COENVVLF REX  M [Rashleigh has Y] for Merciorum. H, r.
 Rev.   ]ERHEARDI  MONETA [Rashleigh has Y for M], Werheard moneyer. A double 
cross.
 This coin was not in the 1909 sale. Another in perfect condition was with Revd Hennah; 
both coins are now lost sight of. The provenance is questioned but that would mean that 
Hennah had a coin from Rashleigh which was not from Trewhiddle.
Ceolwulf  I (821-823)
3. Obv.   CIOLVVLF  REX  M [Rashleigh has Y].  Dd, b. r.
 Rev.   EANVVLF  MONE : T :  [Rashleigh has Y for M], Eanwulf moneyer. Large 
ornamented A (without cross bar)  in central pellet with lozenge on either side.
 Very fi ne and rare. [S 78 as ‘Ciolwulf  II (?)’, though possibly not from Trewhiddle to 
judge from its patina. N 381.]
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Beornwulf (823-825)
4. Obv.  BEORN]VLF  REX.  Crude dd, h. r.
 Rev. M ·.· ON ·.· N ·.· A ·.·  Cross-crosslet in centre within a circle.
 Very fi ne and extremely rare. [S 56. This coin is supposedly from Trewhiddle, though 
Rashleigh had one in 1768, and this  coin has a black patina unlike others from 
Trewhiddle.]
Berhtwulf (840-852)
5. Obv.  BERHTVVLF  REX.  H, r., bust to edge of fl an.
 Rev. EANBALD  MONE  TA. The TA in centre and divided by a long cross. [Rashleigh 
has Y for M]. 
 [S 59; engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxvii, 1; N 422; probably minted c.848-
851. The only coin known of this type, now disintegrated but a photograph in the British 
Museum collection.]
6. Obv.  BERHTYYLF  REX [HT ligatured]. As above.
 Rev.  BRID  MONETA.  Ornamented A in centre.
 [S 63; engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxvii, 2; N 416; probably minted c. 843-
848.]
7. Obv.  BERHTYLF  REX.  Dd, b. r., as 2.
 Rev.  BYRNVVALD [Rashleigh has YY for VV], Burnwald moneyer. A cross crosslet 
with annulet in centre and a wedge in each angle.
 [S 62; rare and very fi ne; N 407, probably minted c.843-848. British Museum collection.]
8. As 7, but Rev. crosslet without the wedges.
 [S 65, one of two; N 406.]
9. As 7, but Rev. has large ornamental A in centre = Alpha and omega.
 [S 65, one of two; engraved in Ruding 1817-19 App. pl. xxvii, 3; N probably 406.]
10. As 7, but Rev. cross with two limbs plain and two cross crosslet.
 [S 64. ?; N probably 406.]
11.  Obv.  As 7.
 Rev.  BYRNV[VALD] M [Rashleigh read this as BYRH...M], Burnwald moneyer. A 
cross moline in centre. Coin broken. 
 [S 65; engraved in Ruding 1917-19 App. pl. xxvii, 4; very rare, perhaps variety of N 407.]
12. Obv.  As 7.
 Rev.  DENEHEAH moneyer. In centre a cross with two limbs pattée  and two limbs 
moline.
 [S 60; very fi ne and rare; N probably variety of 408.]
13. Obv.  As 7.
 Rev.  DENEHEAH  M [Rashleigh left out M]. A cross-crosslet with annulet in centre 
enclosing pellet.
 [S 61, fi ne and very rare; probably variety of N 408.]
Burgred (852-874)
These formed the largest element in the hoard, but are “the least signifi cant coins” (Wilson and Blunt 1961, 
p. 112, who note that four more have been tentatively identifi ed in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge). 
None was identifi ed as from Trewhiddle in the 1909 sale catalogue in which the 41 listed were sold in nine 
lots of 4 and one of 5; none of them was illustrated. After the listing of 39 at Menabilly in J. J. Rogers’ and 
J. Rashleigh’s lists, a note adds: “The late Mr Hewitt [Richard Hewett, also a silversmith and ironmonger], 
Watchmaker, of Fowey, had a few (about four) from the same hoard; but the only difference from the 
above was in a coin like No. 37 which had the letter M after the King,s title on Obv.” Two more at Penrose 
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I have listed below as 40 and 41. The following brief descriptions are mostly as given by Rogers and 
amended from the 1909 catalogue. Rogers notes that all vary slightly in the obverse form of head or bust.
The letters G, M and A are frequently of types I cannot reproduce here; G and C are like a square 
C; M may have a rounded form, and A invariably has a top cross-bar. A few Saxon letters cannot be 
reproduced here either. The fi ve varieties in North’s catalogue, Nos. 423-427, are distinguished according 
to the form of the two lunettes which divide the moneyer’s name, but the Trewhiddle coins, in the absence 
of illustrations, cannot be attributed to them. 
14. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.  Head r., bust to edge of fl an; legend beginning over 
forehead.
 Rev.  DVDDA  MONETA.  In three lines. Dudda moneyer.
 [S 74 iv.]
15. Rev.  DVDA  MoNETA. As above. Cross lines radiating from o.
 [S 70 ii.]
16. Obv.  BVRGR  MED  REX. [Rashleigh gives BVRGRYED REX].
 Rev.  As 2.
 “A broad coin.” [S 73 iv.]
17. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX —
 Rev. DVD]INE  MONETA. Dudwine moneyer.
 [S 74 iv.]
18. As 17 but from different die; a piece is broken off.
 [S 77 iv.]
19. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX  —  reading r. to l. Rude head with triangular bust to r. 
 Rev.  DVDECIL  MONETA. Dudecil moneyer.
 [S 68 I; if so, DVDECI  L MONIETA in three lines divided by two curved broken 
lunettes.]
20. Obv.  BVRGR  ED  REX  A. “A broad coin. A small piece broken off”.
 Rev.  As 19.
 [S 77 i.]
21. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—X.
 Rev.  DIGA  MONETA. Diga moneyer.
 [S 74 ii.]
22. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  As 21.
 [S 73 iii.]
23. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—
 Rev.  LIAFMAN  MONETA. Liafman moneyer.
 [S 69 ii.]
24. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  OSMVND  MONETA. Osmund moneyer.
 [S 70 i.]
25. As 24; “The coin has a coppery appearance.” [S 71 iii.]
26. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—
 Rev.  OSMVNE  MONETA. Osmund moneyer.
 [S 71 ii.]
27. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX. As 14, but rose in king’s breast.
 Rev.  HVGERED  MONETA.
 [S 69 i.]
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28. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—
 Rev.  HVGERED  MoNETA·.·  Cross lines radiating from o.
 [S 71 iv.]
29. As 28 but from different die. Hugered moneyer. [S 75 iv.]
30. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX  M.
 Rev.  HVGERED  MONETA.
 [S 72 iv.]
31. Similar to 29. [S 72 iii.]
32. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  CENRED  MONETA. Cenred moneyer.
 [S 71 i.]
33. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—
 Rev.  VVINE MONETA. Wine moneyer.
 [S 70 iii or 68 iv.]
34. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX  M—
 Rev.  As 33.
 [S 70 iii or 68 iv.]
35. Obv. BVRGRED  REX—  “The coin is cracked.”
 Rev. MAMIAN MIONETA. NM joined. This moneyer not listed in North.
 [S 77 ii.]
36. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—
 Rev.  BEAGZTAN MONETA. Beagstan moneyer.
 [S 75 i.]
37. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX  M.
 Rev.  As 36.
 [S 74 i.]
38. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  BERHEAH  MONETA. “A small piece of the coin broken.” Berheah moneyer.
 [S 75 ii.]
39. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.  “The coin is cracked.”
 Rev.  BERHEAM  MONETA.
 [S 77 iii.]
40. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX  M.
 Rev.  HEAVVLF  MONETA. Heawulf moneyer.
 [S 76 iii.]
41. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—
 Rev.  As 27.
 [S 74 iv?]
42. Obv.  BVRGRED  RE  M.
 Rev.  BERHTHEL MONETA.  Berhtelm moneyer. Cross lines radiating from O.
 [S 76 ii.]
43. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—  “Head and bust peculiar.”
 Rev.  TATA  MONETA. Tata moneyer.
 [S 68 iii.]
44. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  HEREFERÐ  MONETA. Hereferth moneyer.
 [S 75 iii.]
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45. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX  M.
 Rev.  CVNEHEL  MONETA. Cunehelm moneyer.
 [S 73 i.]
46. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  CVNEHL  MONETA. Cunehelm moneyer.
 [S 73 ii.]
47. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX—  
 Rev.  CVNEHL  MONETA. Cunehelm moneyer.
 [S 76 i.]
48. Obv.  BVRGRED  RE  M. 
 Rev.  GVÐHERE  MONETA. Guthere moneyer.
 [S 72 i.]
49. Obv.  BVRG . .   . . .  “Half a coin.” 
 Rev.  GVÐHE[RE]  M[ON]ETA. Guthere moneyer.
 [S 77 v.] 
50. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  VVLFEARD  MONETA. Wulfeard moneyer.
 [S 69 iii.]
51. Obv.  BVRGRED  RE.
 Rev.  ]LFEARD  MONETA. Wulfeard moneyer.
 [S 69 iv.]
52. Obv.  BVRGRED  REX.
 Rev.  HYSSA  MONETA. Hussa moneyer.
 [S 77 ii.]
53. Obv.  BVRGRED  RE+
 Rev.  HYÐHERE  MONETA. Huthere moneyer.
 Coin at Penrose, now in British Museum.
54. Obv.  HEAVVL  F  MO : : ETA. Heawulf moneyer.
 Coin at Penrose, now in British museum.
KINGS of WESSEX
Ecgberht (Egbert 802-839)
55. Obv.  ECGBEORHT REX. Very rude h. r. within inner circle.
 Rev.  DVNVN  MONETA. Dunun moneyer. Cross botoné.
 A unique variety engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxvii, 1. [S 203.]
56. Obv.  ECGBEARHT  REX. No h.; plain cross within inner circle.
 Rev.  OBA  MONETA. Oba moneyer. Rude six-limbed cross.
 Engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxvii, 2. Only the second coin known of this type, the 
other from the Middle Temple hoard. Minted at Canterbury c. 825-830 [S 200; N 566.]
57. Another of this reign in Hennah’s possession but never published; perhaps that of the 
moneyer Diormod (Wilson and Blunt 1961, p. 112).
Æthelwulf (839-858)
58. Obv.  EÐELVVLF  REX.  Head r., b. to edge of fl an.
 Rev.  MANING  M. Eight-limbed cross.
 Engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl.xxvii, 1. [S 207.]
59. Obv.  EÐELVVLF  REX. Rude h. r. within inner circle.
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 Rev.  BEAGMVND. Cross potent.
 Engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxvii, 2. [S 206.]
60. Obv.  EÐELVVLF REX.  Bust to edge of fl an. 
 Rev.  EÐELHERE. Cross with two limbs moline and two patonce.
 Engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxviii, 3. [S 208.]
61. Obv.  EÐELVVLF  REX with DORB (Dorobernia, Canterbury) within inner circle.
 Rev.  VVILHEM  MONETA with CANT within inner circle.
 [S 204.]
62. Obv.  AEÐELVVLF  REX. Plain cross with wedge in each angle.
 Rev.  MANNA  MONETL with SAXONIORVM within inner circle, in three lines.
 [S 205.]
63. Obv.  AEÐELVVLF  REX.  Head r., b. to edge of fl an.
 Rev.  EÐELMOD  MONETA. The legend crossways.
 [S 209.]
64. Obv.  E . . . . W*F  REX (broken) with DORIBI in centre of coin.
 Rev.  VVEALI-I-I  (EARD) with CANT in monogram in centre.
 This coin at Penrose, now in fragments in British Museum.
Æthelred I (865-871)
65. Obv.  AEÐELRED  REX. Head r., b. to edge of fl an.
 Rev.  BIARNMOD  MONETA  ·.· A :·  Biarnmod moneyer. Legend in four lines.
 [S 213.]
66. Obv.  AEÐELRED  REX.  As above.
 Rev.  TORHTMVND  MONETA  ·.· A ·.·  Torhtmund moneyer. Legend in four lines.
 [S 214.]
Alfred the Great (871-899)
67. Obv.  AELBRED  REX. Head r. with bust to edge of fl an.
 Rev. SILESTEF  MONETA. Legend in three lines.
 [S 225.]
68. Obv.  ELFRED  RE   No head; a small cross.
 Rev.  FRAN/BALD.  In two lines divided by two pellets and a trefoil of pellets across 
coin.
 Engraved in Ruding 1817-19, App. pl. xxviii. [S 230.]
Only two coins of Alfred’s large output were assigned to the Trewhiddle hoard. It was formerly assumed 
that only early coins from his reign should form part of it. This cast doubt on the FRANBALD coin (the 
only coin with this moneyer’s name) because legends in two lines are of late date. It is likely, therefore, 
that this coin was the Alfred type in Rashleigh’s 1768 list. Where this coin is now is not known, so its 
patina cannot be examined. If the coin were to be included, it would date the hoard to c. 885-890; without 
it a date of c. 875 is more appropriate (Wilson and Blunt 1961, p. 113). Now, however, it is believed that 
neither coin of Alfred came from Trewhiddle (Grierson and Blackburn 1986, p. 587) and that the hoard 
was deposited around 865 as noted above.
ARCHBISHOPS  of  CANTERBURY
Ceolnoth (830-870)
The readings of these coins are taken from the 1909 Sale Catalogue which differ a little from those given 
by J. J. Rogers whose order is followed.
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69. Obv.  CIALNOÐ  ARCHIEPI.  Full-faced b., h. tonsured.
 Rev.  LIL  MONETA  DORVERN (Canterbury); within beaded circle in centre CI  VI  
T  AS in angles of cross.
 [S 97.]
70. Obv.  CEOLNOÐ  ARHIEP. Full-faced b., h. looking over l. shoulder.
 Rev.  CIMOINETA  DOROVERL with  CI  VI  T  AS  as above within plain circle.
 [S 99.]
71. Obv.  CIALNOÐ  ARC. Short, crude, full-faced b.
 Rev.  BIORNMOD  MONETA with DOROV  C as monogram within circle in centre.
 [S 98.]
72. Obv.  CIALNOÐ  ARCEPIS. Full-faced b., h. tonsured.
 Rev.  VVNERE  MONETA with chi-rho monogram within beaded circle in centre.
 [S 96.]
73. Obv.  CEOLNOÐ  ARCHIEP. Small, full-faced b., h. tonsured.
 Rev.  EÐELV  ALDMO within limbs of beaded and voided cross  extending to edge 
of fl an, and within cross angles N  E  T  A  (a type found under Æthelwulf of 
Wessex).
 [S 100.]
FRENCH
Louis the Pious (814-840)
74 Obv.  H  LVDOVICVS  IMP.  A cross with pellet in each angle.
 Rev.  PTIANA  RELIGIO (Christiana religio).  A tetrastyle temple.
 The 1909 sale [S 1167] contained two coins of this type, but there is no certainty that either 
was part of the Trewhiddle hoard.
UNCERTAIN  ANGLO-SAXON
This unique coin has been left until last because of the controversy surrounding its attribution, though there 
is no doubt that the coin did come from the Trewhiddle hoard:
Eanred
75. Obv.  EANRED  REX. King’s, b. dr, dd r. to edge of fl an. The head  resembles some of 
Æthelwulf.
 Rev.  Ð : ES  MONETA  Z (an uncertain sign like an omega). ÐES is also uncertain; 
perhaps genitive singular of Saxon se (that), thus meaning “the coin of that (king)” 
(Wilson and Blunt 1961, p. 116; also noted p. 19 and illustrated pl.VIII 26).
 [S 151; N 619.]
The coin was originally attributed to Eanred of Northumbria (808-841). If true, it would be the only 
example of a silver penny of his reign. All his other known coins are sceats of base silver. Closest parallels 
to the portrait bust are silver pennies in the latter half of the reign of Æthelwulf of Wessex (850-855), while 
the “rather large and widely spaced letters” are close to coins of Berhtwulf of Mercia (840-852). The style 
of coin is generally accepted as of southern type, so the only conclusion is that the Trewhiddle coin was 
issued by an otherwise unknown king in Wessex, probably in the early 850s.
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236. TREKILLICK (SX 05 65)
Lanivet
A silver denarius (18 mm) in fair condition was found by John Barron when ploughing on the farm in 1872 
(W. Iago, JRIC, Vol. VIII, p. 29 f.n.; Vol. X, Pt. I, p. 224 and Plate R in Pt. II after p. 452).
Vespasian (69-79)
Obv.  [IMP] CAESAR  VESPASIANVS  [AVG], reading outwards from r. to l. Bare-h, l.
Rev. [IM]P - X[IX] fl anking modius from which issue seven ears of  corn.
Mint of Rome, 77-78. RIC 110. 
237. TRELEAVEN (c.SX 008 453)
Mevagissey
The Revd W. Iago’s collection of wax impressions contains two of coins, sent to him for identifi cation by 
Matthias Dunn on 7 July 1892, found in a fi eld on the farm:
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
1. Sestertius (28 mm).
 Obv.  ANTONINVS  AVG  PIVS  P  P  TR  P  COS  III.  Lr, b. r.
 Rev. n [ABV]NDAN-TIA  AVG,  S - C.  Abundantia std r. hld corn-ears in her r. hand 
and cornucopia in her l.
 Minted in 140-143.
Faustina I (wife of Antoninus Pius, died in 141)
2. Sestertius (33 mm).
 Obv.  DIVA  FAVSTINA.  Dr, b. r.
 Rev. n Illegible, S - C. Female fi gure std l.
 Minted after 141.
238. TREMATON CASTLE (SX 411 580)
St Stephen by Saltash
Gilbert 1817, Vol. I, p. 211) refers to “several old coins and tokens” found in the Castle, but there is no 
evidence that any were Roman and more recent ones are likely.
239. TREMENHEERE (SW 6805 2905)
Wendron
Found with a metal detector on 9 October 1988 in the fi eld by David Walden, a very worn sestertius (29 
mm) of Marcus Aurelius with active patina which had to be removed.
Obv.  [M  ANTONINVS  AVG  GERM  SARM  TR  XXXI  P  P]. Lr, h. r.
Rev. [IMP  VIII  COS  III;  S - C]. Pile of military arms.
Ex. [DE  SARMATIS]. Mint of Rome, December 176-autumn 177. (RIC 1190). 
240. TRENGOVE (SW 6605 4305)
Illogan
A coin found by Neil Burke while metal-detecting in a ploughed fi eld south of Trengove Farm in summer 
2006 (PAS database).
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
Sestertius (27.8mm, 11.9g), very worn.
Obv. [IMP M ANTONINVS AVG TR [P XXV]   / Lr, b. r.
Rev. PRIMI  DECEN  NALES  COS III  SC  / In oak wreath.
 Struck between 170 and 171. Rome mint. RIC III 1006; BMC 1398. PAS No. CORN-
D7D3F2.
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241. TRERETHERN (c.SW 909 739)
Padstow
In 1997, Philip Steele commenced a survey, with the farmer’s permission, of the fi eld through which runs 
a footpath to Padstow (SW 909 739). A number of English coins of medieval and later date were found, as 
well as most of the following Roman coins on 7 February, 26 June and 10 September. Two more denarii
were  found in the same fi eld by Michael Caddy (marked ) in October 1998. Whereas the Lellizzick (101)
coins may be part of a dispersed hoard, the Trerethern coins appear to be casual losses because of their 
wide scatter over the fi eld.
Titus (79-81)
1.  Denarius (18 mm, worn).
 Obv.  [DIVV]S  AVGVSTVS  VE[SPASIANVS]. Lr, h. r., retrograde.
 Rev. p. [S C] on a shield supported by two capricorns back to back; a globe below.
 Commemorative issue of Vespasian minted in 80-81. RIC 63. 
Faustina II (wife of Marcus Aurelius, died in 175)
2. Denarius (18 mm) good.
 Obv.  FAVSTINA  AVGVSTA.  B. r. with bun at back.
 Rev. p. C-E-RES.  Ceres sed. l. on cista hld two corn-ears in extended  r. hand and torch 
in her l.
3. Denarius (19 mm), fragment broken off, but good.
 Obv.  FAV[STINA]  AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r.
 Rev.  FECVN-D[IT]AS. Fecunditas std f., head r., hld sceptre and infant.
 RIC 677. Found 19 August 1999 and presented to  the  Royal Institution of Cornwall by 
Philip Steele. 
Septimius Severus (193-211)
4. Denarius (19 mm) good.
 Obv.  [L  SE]PT [SEV  PE]RT  AVG  IMP  VIII.
 Rev. pCE-RERI  FRVGIF (to the fruit-bearing Ceres). Ceres std hld corn ears and 
torch.
 Mint of Laodicea (?), Turkey, in 196.
Julia Domna
5. Denarius (19 mm, half only) good.
 Obv.  [IV]LIA  AVG[VSTA].  B. r. 
 Rev.  pMA[TER  DEORV]M. Cybele sed l. on throne hld branch in extended r. hand 
and sceptre in l.; l. arm resting on drum. Throne fl anked by lion on each side.
 Minted in 196-211. 
6. Denarius (19 mm) good.
 Obv.  IVLIA  AVGVSTA.  B. r.
 Rev. n CERERI  FRVGIF.  Ceres, dr, sed l. hld two corn-ears in r. hand and a long torch 
in l.
 Minted in 196-211.
7. Denarius (19 mm) good.
 Obv. IVLI[A  AVGV]STA.
 Rev. p. [VEST]AE  SANCT[AE]. Vesta, veiled, dr, std f., h. l., hld patera in r. hand and 
sceptre in l.
Caracalla (198-217)
8. AR denarius (18 mm), fi ne.
 Obv.  ANTONINVS  PIVS  AVG  BRIT.  Lr, b. r.
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 Rev. n P  M  TR  P  XVI  COS  IIII.  Hercules, naked, std l. hld branch in r. hand and 
club with lion’s skin in l.
 Minted in 213.  Found on 9 January 1998.
9.  Denarius (18 mm) fi ne, but one third missing.
 Obv.  [ANTONINVS  P]IVS  AVG  BRIT. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [MONET]A  [AV]G. Moneta, draped, std f., h. l., hld scales in r. hand and 
cornucopia in l.
 Minted in 210-213. RIC 224. 
Chris McLoughlin found nine coins while metal-detecting west of Trerethern Farm (SW 910 739) between 
2004 and 2005 (PAS database).
Hadrian (117-138)
10. Denarius (13.4mm, 1.65g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. [HADR]IANVS [AVGVSTVS PP] / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. [COS] III / Female fi gure standing right?
 Minted in between 134 and 138. Rome mint. RIC II 330. PAS No. CORN-BFD9D4.
Diva Faustina II (175-180)
11.  Dupondius/As (23.6mm, 7.53g), worn.
 Obv. [DIVA FAV-STINA PIA/ Dr, b. r.
 Rev. AETER-NITAS S C / Aeternitas veiled, draped standing front, head l., hlding 
phoenix on globe on r. hand, and resting l. arm on a column
 Rome mint. RIC III 1693; BMC 1565 var. PAS No. CORN-DC7103.
Uncertain fi rst/second Century
12. Dupondius/As (20.6mm, 4.55g), very worn and corroded.
 Obv. Too worn to make out.
 Rev Too worn to make out.
 PAS No. CORN-C03496.
Septimius Severus (193-211)
13. Denarius (16.4mm, 1.72g), slightly worn.
 Obv. [L SEPT SEV PERT] AVG IMP VIIII / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. [PROFECTIO] AVG / Severus on horseback pacing r., holding spear point upwards 
in r. hand. 
 Minted in between 196 and 197. Rome mint. RIC IV 91. PAS No. CORN-FCAFF3.
Caracalla Caesar (196-198)
14. Denarius (16.7mm, 2.56g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. M AVR ANTON CAES PONTIF / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. [IMPERII FELICITAS / Felicitas standing left holding caduceus on r. arm and 
child on l. 
 Minted between 196 and 198. Rome mint. RIC IV 9; BMC 199. PAS No. CORN-DB8307. 
Currently in the Royal Cornwall Museum
15. Denarius (17.3mm, 1.95g), worn and incomplete.
 Obv. M AVR ANTONINVS CAES / Bh, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. SECURITAS [PERPETVA] / Minerva helmeted, draped, standing front, head l., 
resting r. hand on round shield set on ground and holding vertical spear, reversed, 
in l. hand. 
 Minted in 196. Rome mint. RIC IV 2; BMC 181. PAS No. CORN-DC0C70. Currently in 
the Royal Cornwall Museum
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Geta (196-198)
16. Denarius (18.6mm, 2.13g), slightly worn.
 Obv. P SEPTIMIVS GETA CAES / Bh, dr, b. r.
 Rev. PONTIF COS / Minerva helmeted, draped, standing front, head l., resting r. hand 
on round shield set on ground and holding vertical spear, reversed, in l. hand. 
 Minted between 203 and 208. Rome mint. RIC IV 34b; BMC 446. PAS No. CORN-
DC2C47. Currently in the Royal Cornwall Museum
Elagabalus (218-222)
17. Antoninianus (20.1mm, 1.61g), slightly worn.
 Obv. IMP CAES ANTONINVS AVG / lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. VICTOR ANTONINI AVG / Victory running r. holding wreath in r. hand and palm 
in l. 
 Rome mint. RIC IV 152. PAS No. CORN-DC5276. Currently in the Royal Cornwall 
Museum
Postumus (260-269)
18. Antoninianus (17.5mm, 1.34g), worn.
 Obv. […] M […] O […] / Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Possibly shield in bottom right section of coin so could be Mars or other 
fi gure resting on shield? (as in RIC 93). 
 Minted between 196 and 197. Rome mint. RIC V(ii) 93? PAS No. CORN-C01236.
242. TRESCOWE (c.SW 57 31)
Breage
Polwhele (The History of Cornwall, Vol. I, p. 206) wrote that an urn full of Roman coins, about 1,500, was 
found on the barton of Godolphin in April 1779. They were of the “Lower empire, almost all of copper, 
chiefl y very perfect, but by no means rare”. More details of the fi nd, but not of the coins, are given by the 
Revd Malachy Hitchens 25 February 1802 (Archaeologia 1803, Vol. XIV, pp. 224-30). The hoard was 
found “but little more than half a mile from the Roman fort at Bosence” in the parish of Breage, which 
suggests a fi nd in the vicinity of Trescowe Common. The urn was under a slab 4ft long, 2ft wide and a 
foot thick of blue elvan, popularly called ‘greenstone’. There are greenstone dykes about a mile from 
Bosence, but granite elvans are much closer. The urn was found in a fi eld boundary removed by Nicholas 
Pearce who sold 8 pounds of the coins to a Jew for 5/4d “before he had informed any gentleman of the 
circumstance,” for which he was so ridiculed “as to cause temporary derangement, and danger of suicide”. 
Pearce’s brother and some others discovered many more coins scattered by the blow which broke the urn, 
suggesting that the total weight of coins was about 10 pounds. Ten coins “weighed nearly an ounce, the 
whole number must have been about sixteen hundred”. The urn was described as “thick and curiously 
moulded, having many furrows and involutions” but Hitchins was unable to get a sight of it. The coins 
were chiefl y of the reigns “Gallienus, Victorinus and Tetricus Senior etc.”, doubtless antoniniani dating 
between c.250-273 (see also Robertson 2000, 607).
243. TRETHEWEY (SW 9104 4328)
Ruan Lanihorne
Found with a metal detector by Dennis Hutchings; brought to the Royal Institution of Cornwall for 
identifi cation by Jonathan Clemes, November 2003.
Honorius (393-423)
AE3 (17 mm, 2.34g), good; a little secondary copper.
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Obv.  D N HONORI-VS [P F AVG] / Pearl-dd, dr, b. r.
Rev. p.VIRTVS  EXERCITI. Honorius std f., head l., hld vertical spear in r. hand and 
resting l. on shield set on ground. To r.,Victory std l., crowning emperor with wreath 
in r. hand, and hld palm branch in l.
Mm. Illegible. Minted at all eastern mints except Thessalonica, 
 Slightly worn. Minted between 395-408; e.g. Antioch, LRBC II  2793. PAS No. CORN-
7A3E35.
244. TRETHIAS (SW 856 734)
St Merryn
Three native coastal settlements lie on the coast south of Treyarnon Bay, the largest being the cliff-castle 
between Pepper and Warren Coves near where the fi nd was made in a fi eld, part of the Trethias Farm 
holiday camp. The coin is corroded and can be accepted as an ancient loss near a site which may well have 
been occupied in the Romano-British period, though this has not been proved by excavation. The coin was 
found on 18 October 1997 by Ron Press of Doncaster; from photographs supplied to me it appears to be 
the following:
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
Sestertius (29 mm, worn).
Obv.  [M  ANTONINVS  AVG  GERM  SARM  TR  P  XXX  P  P.] Lr, dr?, b. r.
Rev. p. [IMP  VIII  COS  III  PAX], S - C in fi eld. Pax, dr, std f., head  l, hld torch in r. 
hand and setting fi re to a pile of arms to l., and hld cornucopia in l. hand.
Minted in Rome, December 175-December 176. (BMC 1549).
245. TRETHURGY (SX 0347 5563)
St Austell
The univallate earthwork or ‘round’ was found by Peter Sheppard in 1972 and completely excavated 
the following year by Henrietta Miles (now Quinnell), before it was covered with waste from china-clay 
working (Quinnell 2004). It contained fi ve house-sites. Coins are not regular fi nds in excavated rounds; 
their discovery here may be related to tin production because the site yielded a roughly oval plano-convex 
tin ingot in Structure U (probably not a house) in the NE part of the enclosure. Ten coins were found and 
examined by P. J. Casey (in Quinnell 2004, 3.1.1).
Nine sestertii came from Structure Y against the NNW enclosure bank and appear to comprise the 
whole or part of a scattered hoard. All are very worn second century coins, a common component of mid-
third century hoards in Cornwall as elsewhere. The possible reason for this is summarised thus by Casey. 
Base metal currency reaching Britain from the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180) declined in volume 
and virtually stopped from the reign of Commodus (177-192). The Gallic emperor Postumus (259-268) 
attempted to re-establish a base metal currency because of a rapid deterioration of the silver antoniniani
which were now largely silver-washed bronze. Trethurgy is not believed to have been occupied before the 
second half of the second century; it is believed to have remained in use until about the late sixth century.
All the Trethurgy sestertii are very or extremely worn.
Trajan (98-117)
1. Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO  AVG  GERM  DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  P  
P  S  C].  Lr, dr over l. shoulder, b. r.
 Rev.  [S  P  Q  R  OPTIMO  PRINCIPI,  S - C].  Spes walking l. hld fl ower.
 Minted 103-111. RIC 519.
2. Illegible. Minted 98-117.
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Hadrian (117-138)
3. Obv.  [IMP  CAESAR  TRAIANVS  HADRIANVS  AVG]. Lr, b. r. 
 Rev.  [PONT  MAX  TR  POT  COS  II   ADVENTVS  AVG. Roma, helmeted, sed r. on 
cuirass, hld spear in l. hand and clasping r. hand with Hadrian, togate, std l.
 Minted 118. RIC 547.
4. Obv.  [HADRIANVS  AVG  COS  III  P  P]. Lr?, dr, b. r.
 Rev.  Illegible. Hadrian std r., hld roll and clasping r. hands with Fortuna std l., hld 
cornucopia and resting rudder on globe.
 Minted 134-138. RIC 761 or, perhaps, 754 with Felicitas hld caduceus.
Faustina I (died in 141)
 All minted in 141-161.
5. Obv.  DIVA  FAVSTINA or DIVA  AVGVSTA  FAVSTINA. Dr, b. r. with hair waved 
and coiled on top.
 Rev.  [AETERNITAS, S - C]. Aeternitas sed l., hld phoenix on globe and sceptre.
 As RIC 1103A (1099-1107 have same Rev. legend with different personifi cations). 
6. Obv.  [DIVA  AVG]VSTA  [FAVSTINA]. Dr, b. r. as above.
 Rev.  Illegible but AETERNITAS type.
 As RIC 1108.
7. Obv.  [DIVA  FAVSTINA]. Dr, b. r. as above.
 Rev.  [AETERNITAS or AVGVSTA, S -C. type.]
Faustina II (died in 175)
8. Obv.  [FAVSTINA  AVGVSTA]. B. r. with circlet of pearls.
 Rev.  [IVNO,  S - C]. Juno std l., hld patera and sceptre; a peacock at her feet.
 Minted 161-176 under Marcus Aurelius. RIC 1645.
Commodus (177-192)
9. Obv.  [M  CO]MMO[DVS  ANTONINVS  AVG]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  [PROV  DEOR  TR  P  VI  IMP  IIII]  COS  III  [P  P], S - C. Providentia std l. hld 
wand over globe, and sceptre.
 Minted 181.  RIC 312a.
Tetricus I (270-274)
This coin, found in House A at the south end of the enclosure, is an irregular issue, in good condition, of 
an antoninianus, the only coin to date from the occupation of the site.
10. Obv.  [IMP  C  TETRICVS]  AVG.  Rd. dr, (cr?), b. r.
 Rev.  [PAX]  AVG.  Pax std l., hld olive-branch and sceptre.
 Copy of RIC 100.
246. TREVARNON (SW 587 401)
Gwithian
A coin found by Chris McLoughlin while metal-detecting in a ploughed fi eld just to the south of 
Trevarnon Round in early 2004 (PAS database).
Hadrian (117-138)
Dupondius (26.8mm, 11.82g), worn and corroded.
Obv. IMP CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG / Rd, dr, b. r.
Rev. [PONT MAX TR POT COS II].[S]-C in fi eld, in ex. [F]ORT RE[D] / Fortuna, 
draped, seated l. in a low seat, holding a rudder in r. hand and a cornucopia in l.
Struck in 118. Rome mint. RIC II 557. PAS No. CORN-E7CDD1.
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247. TREVARNON ROUND (SW 5836 4013)
Gwithian
S. J. Andrew of Hayle presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall coins found with a metal detector 
in 1991, at a depth of about 18 inches “on what appeared to be hard-core”, near the Round by a footpath 
across the fi eld on the east side of the camping and caravan park. All were much corroded and were cleaned 
at the British Museum before they could be identifi ed.
The fi nd spot is only 450 yards west of Trevarnon Round. A quantity of copper coins, of unknown date, 
is said to have been found here in about 1900 when parts of the bank were being demolished. According to 
local tradition, the site was associated with the Civil War, but it could well date back to the Romano-British 
period. (A. C. Thomas, Cornish Archaeology, 1964, p. 39). 
Commemorative (330-335)
1. AE4 (15 mm) CONSTANTINOPOLIS type.
 Rev.  Illegible.
Theodosius (House of, 388-408)
2. AE4 (12 mm), very worn.
 Rev.  SALVS  REIPVBLICAE type.
3. AE4 (12 mm), very worn.
 Rev.  VICTORIA  AVGGG type.
Also found were four coin fragments, illegible, of similar date.
248. TREVARRICK (SW 9825 4342)
Gorran
A coin found by Sylvia Amery while metal-detecting in summer 2005 about 3 inches down in ploughed 
soil and about 200 metres north of the Trevarrick Farm.
Lucilla (164-169)
Sestertius (33mm, 20.35g), worn and corroded.
Obv. [LVCILLAE] AVG ANTONINI AVG / Dr, b. r.
Rev. [VES-TA] / S C in fi eld / Vesta veiled and draped standing front, head l., sacrifi cing 
out of a patera in r. hand, over an altar, and holding a palladium in l. hand, sloped 
at l. shoulder.
Rome mint. RIC III (Marcus Aurelius) 1778; BMC 1178. PAS No. CORN-AD65D1.
249. TREVASSACK (c.SW 71 23)
St Mawgan in Meneage
Both locations are farms within 600 yards of each other. The West Briton, 15 March 1822, reported that 
“Last week as a man named Harry was ploughing a fi eld about a mile from Trelowarren, the seat of 
Richard Vyvyan Esq., the ploughshare struck against an earthen vessel or urn and scattered about a number 
of coins which on examination were found to be Roman, many of them of the fi rst Emperors. They are 
of various sizes and in general in good preservation. The number found is upwards of 1600, and the man 
who discovered them being ignorant of their value, sold them at a penny apiece to all who would purchase 
them. He has since become sensible of his folly but too late to retrieve it.  Many years ago a number of 
arrow and spear heads were found in the same fi eld.” The discovery of the coins is usually wrongly stated 
to have been in 1817, as in V.C.H. Roman, p. 37. A summary of the fi nd is in the New Monthly Magazine 
& Literary Journal, Vol. VI, 1 May 1822, p. 236.
Eight of the coins came into the possession of the Revd Alfred Hayman Cummings who stated that the 
urn was found under a fl at stone and that “many of the best” coins had been given to the late Dr Adam 
Clarke. Cummings left Cornwall about the end of 1875 and his collections, including 150 Roman coins, 
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were sold in Truro on 29 and 30 November that year (Royal Cornwall Gazette, 27 Nov. 1875, p. 1, col. 1). 
Hayman published details of his eight coins in 1875 (The Churches and Antiquities of Cury and Gunwalloe,
pp. 98-101). The following list expands the likely legends according to Roman Imperial Coinage. Hayman 
thought the hoard contained about 200 coins, but the newspaper report is probably correct. The latest 
recorded coin dates to the second quarter of the fourth century. See also Robertson 2000, 378.
Vespasian (69-79)
1. Obv. [IMP CAES VE]SPASIANVS AVG [P M TR P P P COS III?]
 Rev. LIBERTAS PVBLIC[A S C]
 Presumably a sestertius of AD 71.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
2. Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P COS III
 Rev. SALVS [AVG S C]
 Sestertius of AD 140-141.
Marcus Aurelius Caesar (under Antoninus Pius, 139-161)
3. Obv. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG P II F
 Rev.  Illegible, perhaps sestertius with Minerva, and legend TR POT COS II S C
 AD 145.
Crispina (wife of Commodus, 177-187)
4. Obv. CRISPINA AVGVSTA
 Rev. A std female; sestertius, dupondius or as.
Julia Domna? (wife of Septimius Severus, 193-217)
5. Illegible.
Herennius Etruscus Caesar (250-251)
6. Sestertius or dupondius.
 Obv. [Q HER] ETR [MES] DECIVS NOB CAES.
 Rev. PIETAS AVGG / Mercury std l. hld purse and caduceus, if the same as the 
antoninianus.
Marius (269)
7. Antoninianus.
 Obv. IMP C M AVR MARIVS [P F] AVG.
 Rev. Illegible.
Constantinopolis (330-335)
8. AE3/4.
 Obv. CONSTANTINOPOLIS
 Rev. Illegible.
250. TREVELVER (c.SW 9605 7489)
St Minver
A packet of silver coins in the Royal Institution of Cornwall contains a groat of Edward III, a groat of 
Henry VII, a half-groat of Henry VIII, a very worn silver coin, possibly of Louis XII of France, and a 
debased antoninianus of Gallienus (253-268) with uncertain reverse depicting a female fi gure. Also in the 
packet is a small ‘coral’ bead, in size and shape similar to those from Brea Hill with other Roman artifacts 
noted above. The fi nd circumstances are not known. An accompanying note in an early to mid-nineteenth 
century hand reads “Coins found in St Minver, at the Chapple Park in Penmean [Penmayne] or Trevelver”. 
The remains of the chapel are at Trevelver, the grid reference given above. One can only assume that the 
Gallienus coin came from the same locality.
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251. TREVEMEDAR (SW 852 716)
St Eval
Michael Bailey of Trevorrick, St Merryn, using a metal detector on 6 November 1999, found nine sestertii
in an area of about 50 square metres in a fi eld north-west of the farm. Their condition varied, some good 
and one illegible, but all probably second century. They may be part of a hoard dispersed during cultivation; 
more may be found when the opportunity arises. 
Hadrian (117-138)
1. (32 mm, worn).
 Obv.  [HADRIAN]VS  AVG[VSTVS  P  P]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. [HILARITA]S • P • R.  S - C. Hilaritas std l. hld long palm in r. hand and 
cornucopia in l.; to l. a small naked boy std r. touching palm; to r. a small dr. girl std 
l. touching dress of Hilaritas.
 Ex.   COS  III.   (BMC 1370-1373). Minted 119-138.
2. (30 mm, worn).
 Obv.  Illegible. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p. Illegible. Female (Clementia?) std l. S - C in fi eld.
3. Illegible
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
4. (31 mm, good).
 Obv.  ANTONINVS  AVG  PI-VS  [P  P  TR  P  COS  IIII]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n Securitas sed. l. on throne hld transverse sceptre in her r. hand; propping head on 
l. hand with elbow resting on top of throne. A fl ower on cross-bar under throne.
 BMC 1713, RIC 782. Minted 145-161.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
5. (30 mm, worn, but good patina).
 Obv.  [M  AVRE]L  ANTONI-NVS  AVG  [TR  P  XXXIII]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [FELICIT]AS  AVG  [IMP  X  COS  III  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std f., 
head l, hld up caduceus in her r. hand and vertical sceptre in her l.
 BMC 1695. Minted December 178-December 179.
Lucilla (wife of L. Verus, died in 183)
6. (30 mm worn, fair patina).
 Obv.  [LVCILLAE  AVG  ANTONINI  AVG  F]. Dr, b. r.; hair waved and fastened in 
chignon low on back of neck.
 Rev. p. [VESTA]  S - C in fi eld. Vesta, veiled, dr, std f, head l., sacrifi cing over lighted 
altar to l. and hld palladium sloped at l. shoulder in her l. hand.
 BMC 1179. Undated, minted in 164 or later.
Commodus (177-192)
7. (As co-emperor with Marcus Aurelius. 29 mm, worn but good patina).
 Obv.  [L  A]VREL  CO[M-MODVS  AVG  TR  P  II]. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [LIBERTAS  AVG  IMP  II  COS  P  P]  S - C. low in fi eld. Libertas dr, std f, head 
l., hld pileus in r. hand and vertical sceptre in l.
 BMC 1686, RIC 1590. Minted December 177-December 178. 
8. (As sole emperor. 28 mm, worn, cleaned by fi nder).
 Obv.  [M  COMMODVS  ANT  P  FELIX  AVG  BRIT]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [P  M  TR  P  XIII  IMP  COS  V  P  P.  S - C in fi eld. Fortuna sed l. on low seat 
hld rudder on globe in her r. hand and cornucopia in her l.
 Ex.    FOR  RED.  BMC 618. Minted December 186-December 187.
Illegible
9. (32 mm, corroded).
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252. TREVISSICK (SX 027 487)
St Austell
C. S. Gilbert 1820 (Historical Survey of Cornwall, Vol. II, p. 869) reported that Simon Slade “who had 
taken down a great part of the ancient buildings” had found “many ancient gold, silver and brass coins here 
at distinct periods”. There is no evidence that any were Roman.
253. TREVISSOME (SW 801 346)
Mylor
Mr A. G. Griffi ths of Penryn presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall a follis (22 mm) in good 
condition which he picked up in the stream just east of Trevissome House early in August 1980.
Licinius I (308-324)
Obv.  IMP  LICINIVS  P  F  AVG.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. n SOLI  IN-VI-CTO  COMITI. Sol std f., h. l., hld globe in r. hand. R(?) | F 
Mint of Rome AD 314-315. cf. RIC 23.
254. TREWEEN (SX 220 820)
Altarnun
Mr L. Surridge dug up in his garden at Rose Cottage, about July 1979, a dupondius (28 mm) of Antonia 
(died AD 38) issued by her son Claudius (AD 41-51), as were all her coins. The coin was sold at Wadebridge 
in December 1979. 
Obv.  ANTONIA  AVGVSTA. Dr, b. r. 
Rev.  TI  CLAVDIVS [CAESAR AVG  P  M  TR  P  IMP  P  P]. S -C in fi eld. Claudius, 
veiled, togate, std l., hld simpulum in r. hand. 
RIC 104. Mint of Rome, AD 42.
255. TREWRICKLE (SX 3518 5432)
Sheviock
A ring-barrow on The Beacon was removed by the local farmer in September 1982. Finds from much 
disturbed ground were recovered in a rescue operation and dated from the Bronze Age to medieval and 
later periods. Two illegible and highly corroded sestertii were brought to me for identifi cation. After 
cleaning, one (28 mm) showed the head of an emperor which was considered at the British Museum to be 
of Hadrian. The other (30 mm) could only be assigned to the fi rst or second centuries.
256. TRINK (c.SW 513 371)
Lelant
A silver penny of Æthelred II (978-1016) was found by the late Mr Trewhella senior “at Trink”; SWARTING 
ON  LVND, mint of London (Thomas 1956, p. 170). The name of the moneyer should read SWETINC, a 
known London moneyer. 
A silver penny of Henry III (1216-1272), NICOLE ON LVN, mint of London, also came from the 
same farm, together with a fi fteenth century Milanese testoon, Galiazzo Maria Sforza (1468-1476). The 
whereabouts of these coins is not now known and their patina is not recorded. If all of them came from the 
same area, they could be a modern loss.
257. TRUNGLE (c.SW 592 377)
Gwinear
A quantity of Roman copper and silver coins was found on the Trungle estate in about 1823 by someone 
digging for manure, but no details are given (Penaluna 1838, I, p. 239; Polsue [Lake] 1872, Parochial 
History of Cornwall, Vol. I, p. 151). See also Robertson 2000, 1714.
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258. TRURO, Highertown (SW 808 448)
Kenwyn
A corroded bronze coin (29.5 mm) of Ptolemy VI Philometor (180-145 BC) was presented to the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall in October 1989 by Mrs E. Carmichael; it had been dug up in the farm garden about 
1965.
Ptolemy VI Philometor (181-145 BC)  
Obv.  372/(0$,28%$6,/(:6+ead of Zeus Ammon r.
Rev.  Two eagles, perhaps with a thunderbolt in the fi eld to left, but the reverse is worn 
and indistinct.
Two eagles are sometimes thought to symbolise the joint rule of Ptolemy VI and his younger brother in 
170-164 BC. Ptolemaic coins of Egypt are among the few Greek types which are known to have reached 
Britain occasionally in antiquity; e.g. a coin of Ptolemy V (204-181 BC) was found with pottery of the 
second century BC in Winchester (Cunliffe 1964, p. 75).
259. TRURO, The Avenue (SW 828 452)
St Clement
A follis of Maximian (second reign, 306-308) was presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall in January 
1978 by Mr L. A. English who dug it up in his garden at 3 The Avenue. The coin was wrongly identifi ed 
as Maximinus II in Cornish Archaeology, 1980, p. 105).
Obv.  D  N  MAXIMIANO  P  F  S  AVG.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev.  GENIO  POP  ROM.  Genius std l. hld patera and cornucopia.
Ex.    PLN (mint of London).
260. TRURO, Uncertain
St Mary
The Royal Cornwall Gazette (30 April 1841, p. 2, col. 6) and The West Briton (7 May 1841) state that 
in the shop of E. E. Edwards, stationer and mineralogist, St Nicholas Street, Truro, is a fi ne sestertius of 
Vespasian. From the description it was minted in 71.
Obv.  IMP  CAES  VESPASIAN  AVG  P  M  TR  P  PP  COS  III. Lr, h. r.
Rev.  [ROMA] RESVRGE(N)S, S - C. Vespasian std. l., ext. r. hand to raise up Roma 
kneeling r. Minerva std r. in background.
No fi nd circumstances were recorded and it can only be assumed it was dug up locally.  
261. TURNAWARE POINT (SW 836 382)
St Just in Roseland
When building a concrete road for an embarkation point for the D-Day invasion of Normandy in June 
1944, American soldiers discovered a large hoard of Roman coins at Turnaware Point. The site was at the 
foot of a small rock scarp at the 50 ft level near the most westerly point (C. and S. Bousfi eld, JRIC, 1952, 
p. 148). Information given casually to H. L. Douch in December 1974 was that the wife of an American in 
Shaftesbury had a necklace of silver coins of Commodus (AD 177-192) from the hoard. Her husband had 
been present at the time of their discovery and described how they had been dug up “in a block” roughly 
27 x 18 x 12 ins, suggesting they had been buried in a wooden box. “Many” of them were reported to be of 
silver. The fi nd circumstances may well be correct, but silver coins of Commodus are quite out of character 
with the date and metal of coins recovered later from the site. Perhaps the emperor was wrongly identifi ed; 
a necklace of bronze coins of Constantine or his family is far more likely.
The hoard was quickly dispersed. In April 1973, nine coins were brought to the Royal Cornwall Museum 
(fi ve later presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall, including one not seen in April) by Messrs R. 
S. and J. K. Neale of Carclew. These had been given to their mother by soldiers she had entertained to 
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a meal. All are in excellent condition. Mrs T. Jones of Narberth, Dyfed (sister to the Neales), loaned for 
examination three further coins.
A denarius of Hadrian, placed on loan by S. C. Hutchings in 1984, had been given to the late Ernest 
Lamerton in about 1945 as a coin from the Turnaware hoard. The problem with this coin, like those of 
Commodus, is that it is far too early as well as in too good a condition to be part of this hoard. Nevertheless, 
a Cornish fi nd is possible:
Hadrian (117-138)
1. Denarius (18 mm).
 Obv.  IMP  CAESAR  TRIAN  HADRIANVS  AVG.  Lr, h. r., drapery over l. shoulder.
 Rev.  pP  M  TR  P  COS  II. Salus sed l.,  hld patera in r. hand and feeding snake rising 
from altar; l. elbow resting on chair. 
 Ex.    SALVS  AVG.  Mint of Rome, 118.
The Turnaware discovery did not become general knowledge until after the war (see also Robertson 2000, 
1360). C. K. Croft Andrew, who supervised rescue excavations in Cornwall during the war, visited the spot 
in October and November 1946 and recovered more coins. Plaster moulds of seven of them were sent to 
the Royal Institution of Cornwall. The originals were evidently in good condition. Positives were kindly 
made for me by Mr N. S. Coley, a Truro dentist, in October 1998. Coins prefi xed [N] are those from Messrs 
Neale, or [N*] were presented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall, and [TJ] those loaned by Mrs Jones. A 
list of coins recovered by Croft Andrew together with a Mr Clayton and his son was also sent to the Royal 
Institution of Cornwall and are noted without a prefi x. All the coins are AE folles.
Maximinus II (309-313)
2. [N*]  (21 mm).
 Obv.  IMP  C  GAL  VAL  MAXIMINVS  P  F  AVG. Lr, h. r. 
 Rev. p. GENIO  AVGVSTI. Genius, naked, except for a long chlamys over his l. shoulder, 
std l. hld a bust of Sol in extended r. hand and cornucopia in l.  7|  Z 
 Ex.    ANT. Mint of Antioch, 311-312. (RIC 164).
Licinius I (308-324)
3. AE3 [TJ] (20 mm) in excellent condition.
 Obv.  IMP  LIC  LICINIVS  P  F  AVG. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  IOVI  CON-SERVATORI.  Jupiter std l. hld staff in l. hand and small fi gure on 
globe in r. Eagle on ground.    | * .
 Ex.    SIS (mint of Siscia, 313-315). (RIC 9).
Constantine I (as Augustus, 308-337)
4. Obv.  CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG.  Lr, b. r.
 Rev.  BEATA  TRAN-QVILLITAS.   Globe on altar inscribed  VO / TIS / X[X],  three 
stars above.   C | [L?] 
 Ex.   PL[G]. Mint of Lyons, 321-323.
 C.K.C.A. read the letters as C - R in fi eld over PL which does not appear in 
RIC.
5. [N]
 Obv.  As above, but helmeted cr, b. r.
 Rev.  VO /  TIS / XX.
 Ex.    Probably STR (Trier).
6. As 4.
 Ex.    xSTRx. Mint of Trier.
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7. [TJ] (19 mm).
 Obv.  CONSTANTINVS  AVG. Helmeted, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  As above, VO /  TIS / XX.
 Ex.    STR (Mint of Trier, 321). RIC 303.
8. AE3 (20mm).
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  CAESARVM  NOSTRORVM.  VOT / X in wreath.
 Ex.     T8AR. Mint of Arles, 322-323. (RIC does not list this mintmark for this obverse).
9. (19 mm).
 Obv.  CONSTA[N]-TINVS AVG. Lr, h. r. 
 Rev.  D  N  CONSTANTINI  MAX  AVG.  VOT/•/ XX in wreath.
 Ex. […..] dot in crescent. Uncertain mint, 320-321.
10. [TJ]. (17.5 mm).
 Obv.  CONSTANTI-[NVS  MAX]  AVG. Rosette-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  [GLORIA EXER]C-ITVS. Two soldiers fl anking two standards, each holding a 
spear in his outer hand.
 Ex. Illegible. Minted 330-335.
11.  Obv.  CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG.  Lr, h. r. 
 Rev.  PROVIDEN-TIAE  AVGG. Camp gate with two turrets, a star between.
 Ex. STR[E?]. Mint of Trier.
12. (18 mm).
 Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  As above.
 Ex. STR crescent with dot. Mint of Trier, 326. RIC 475. 
13. Silver washed.
 Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  As above; camp gate surmounted by star between (?) two globes on tripods. L.R.B.C.
and RIC only note turrets.
 Ex. SMKA, mint of Cyzicus, 324-326.
14. [N*] (19 mm) Good.
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  nSARMATIA  DEVICTA. Victory adv. r., palm branch in l. hand, trophy in r., 
spurning captive at feet.
 Ex. P*AR. Mint of Arles, 322-323. RIC 257.
15. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Ex. STR. Mint of Trier, 323-324. RIC 429 or similar.
16. [N*] (22 mm) Fine.
 Obv.  IMP  C  FL VAL  CONSTANTINVS  P  F  AVG. Lr. h. r.
 Rev. n IOVI  CONSERVATORI  AVGG. Jupiter std l. hld Victory in r. hand; l. hand on 
long sceptre; eagle at his feet hld wreath in beak.    | ȯ
 Ex. SMHT. Mint of Heraclea, 313-314. RIC 5.
17. [N]
 Obv.   IMP  CONSTANTINVS  P  F  AVG. Lr, b. r.
 Rev.  SOLI  INVICTO  COMITI (breaks not recorded). Sol std. C - S in fi eld.
 Mint of Arles, 317-318.
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18. [N].
 Obv.  As above.
 Rev.  With P in fi eld, on which side not recorded.
 Mint of Arles, 318.
Commemorative
19. [N]. AE3.
 Obv.  VRBS  ROMA. Helmeted h. of Roma.
 Rev.  She-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus.
 Minted 330-340.
Helena (mother of Constantine I)
20.  (18 mm).
 Obv.  FL  HELENA - AVGVSTA. Dd, h. r.; plait turned up from nape over crown of h.
 Rev.  SECVRITAS  REIPVBLICE. Securitas, dr, std half-l. hld olive branch downwards 
in r. hand.
 Ex. STRE. Mint of Trier, 327-328. RIC 508.
21. As above.
Crispus (Caesar, 317-326)
22. (18 mm)
 Obv.  IVL  CRISPVS  NOB  CAES.  Lr, cr, b. l. with decorated shield on l. shoulder and 
hld horizontal spear, pointing back, over r. shoulder.
 Rev.  BEATA  TRAN-QVILLITAS. Globe on altar inscribed VO / TIS / XX; three stars 
above.
 Ex. STRx. Mint of Trier, 321. RIC 307?. 
23. Obv.  CRISPV-S  NOBIL  C.  Lr, cr, b. l.; studded shield below chin; spear-point before 
mouth.
 Rev.  BEAT  TRAN-QLITAS.  As 1 with  F | B 
 Ex.    PLON. Mint of London, 322-323. RIC 248-249.
24. (18 mm)
 Obv.  IVL  CRISP-VS  NOB  C.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  CAESARVM  NOSTRORVM.  VOT / •/ X in wreath.
 Ex.    PTR followed by crescent. Mint of Trier, 323-324. RIC 431. 
25. Obv.  CRISPVS  NOB  CAES.  Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  DOMINOR•NOSTROR•CAESS.  VOT / •/ V in wreath.
 Ex.    ST. Mint of Ticinum, 320-321. RIC 153. 
26. Obv.  As 24, but helmeted cr, b. r.
 Rev.  [VIRT]VS  EXERCIT. Two captives sed at foot of standard inscribed VOT / XX. 
Captive to l. in attitude of dejection; that to r, with hands bound behind back.
 Ex,  [P or S]TR. Mint of Trier, 320. RIC 261?.
Constantine II (as Caesar, 317-337)
27. Obv.  CONSTANTINVS  IVN  NOB  C.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  CAESARVM  NOSTRORVM.  VOT / X in wreath.
 Ex.    PTR. Mint of Trier, 323-324. RIC 433.
28. Obv.  As above.
 Rev. As above.
 Ex, PLO[N]. Mint of London, 323-324. RIC 292.
29. Obv.  As above but lr, dr, b. l.
 Rev.  PROVIDEN-TIAE CAESS. Camp gate with two turrets, star between them.
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 Ex. [P or S]TR. Mint of Trier, 324-325. RIC 455.
30. As above but ex. STR.
31. As 29. C.K.C.A. wrote “perhaps from the same die”.
Constantius II (as Caesar, 324-337)
32. [N*] (18 mm), good.
 Obv.  FL  IVL  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  C.  Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  pGLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers std f, facing each other, each hld spear 
in outer hand, leaning on shield with inner hand; two standards between them.
 Ex. SMANA. Mint of Antioch, 330-333 and 335. RIC 85.
33. Obv.  As 31 but b. l.
 Rev.  PROVIDEN-TIAE  CAESS. Camp gate with two turrets, a star between them.
 Ex.    STR[?]. Mint of Trier, 324-326.
34. (18 mm).
 Obv.  As above, but lr, cr, b. l. wearing paludamentum (a military cloak).
 Ex.   STRE. Mint of Trier, 324-330. LRBC 40.
Constantius II (as Augustus, 337-361)
35. [N]
 Obv.  CONSTANTIVS  AVG. Dd, h. r.
 Rev.  GLORIA  EXERCITVS.  Two soldiers fl anking one standard.
 Minted 337-346.
Constantius Gallus (Caesar, 351-354)
36. [N*] AE centenionalis (24 mm).
 Obv.  D  N  FL  CL  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  CAES.  Bh, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev.  pFEL  TEMP  R-EPARATIO. Soldier adv l, shield on his l. shoulder, spearing 
horseman fallen on horse’s neck, his shield to r. on fl oor.   | *•
 Ex. CONSB.  Mint of Constantinople, 351-354. RIC 107. 
262. TYWARDREATH, Uncertain (c.SX 08 54)
Tywardreath
Borlase (1769, p.302-303) noted that in this parish “were many Roman Coins found, and carefully 
preserved by the late worthy Philip Rashleigh of Menabilly, Esq; and now in the possession of his sister, 
Mrs Hawkins of Pencoit” [Penquite, St Sampson]. In a footnote he listed the following 53:
Valerian (253-260) 1
Gallienus (253-268) 3
Victorinus (268-270) 20
Claudius II Gothicus  (268-270) 9
Tetricus I (270-273) 15
Aurelian (270-275) 1
Maximinus [II ?] (309-313) 1
Constantine I (307-337) 1
Constantine II (337-340) 1
Urbs Roma (330-335) 1
C. S. Gilbert 1817, Vol. I., p. 197 adds that there were “many others, greatly defaced”. The Roman coins 
did not form part of Evelyn Rashleigh’s collection sold by Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge in June 1909. 
See also Robertson 2000, 1136.
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263. UPTON TOWANS (c.SW 574 394)
Gwithian
Over a few weeks in July 1998, S. C. Rogers of Redruth found with a metal detector six coins spread over 
a wide area in an old sand pit. All are in generally good condition with a stable patina, except for the worn 
radiate coin. Paul Frost found a further 17 coins in the same area in August 1998, some in good condition. 
All came from the old land surface below the extracted sand. These fi nds can only make one wonder what 
else is hidden here and elsewhere in Cornwall beneath such extensive dunes, a product of early medieval 
sand-blows which covered the Celtic chapels at Gwithian and Perranzabuloe. The coins belonging to Paul 
Frost are marked [F] and those of S. C. Rogers marked [R] in the following list.
Vespasian (69-79)
1. Denarius (18 mm), good [F].
 Obv.  IMP  CAESAR  VESPASIANVS  AVG (retrograde outwards). Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n PON  MAX  TR  P  COS  VI (reading l. to r. as normal). Pax sed. l, hld olive-
branch.
 Mint of Rome, 70 RIC 90
Septimius Severus (193-211)
2. Denarius (19 mm), good fragment [F].
 Obv.  SEVER[VS  PIVS  A]VG.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n P  [M TR  P  XVI  C]OS  III  P  P. Concordia sed. l. on throne, hld patera in 
extended r. hand; l. hand on top of throne hld sceptre.
 Mint of Rome, 208. RIC 218.
Elagabalus (218-222)
3. Denarius (17 mm), good fragment [F].
 Obv.  IMP  AN[TONINVS (PIVS?) AVG].  Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [P]  M  TR  P  IIII  [COS  III  P P].  Sol, radiate, half-draped, adv. l., raising r. 
hand and hld whip in l. 7 |
 Mint of Rome, 221 RIC 40.
Severus Alexander (222-235)
4. Denarius (19 mm), good [R].
 Obv.  IMP  C  M  AVR  SEV  ALEXAND  AVG. Lr, dr, h. r.
 Rev. n P  M  TR  P  V  COS  II  P  P. Emperor std l. sacrifi cing over tripod and hld scroll 
in his l. hand.
 Mint of Rome in 226.
Gallienus (253-268)
5. Antoninianus (18 mm), good fragment [F].
 Obv.  [GALLIENVS  AV]G. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n APO[LL]I[NI  CON(S)  AVG. Centaur galloping l. hld globe (and trophy?).
 Mint of Siscia. Probably RIC 558.
Victorinus (268-270)
6. Antoninianus (19 mm) worn [F].
 Obv.  [IMP  C  VICTORI]NVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [PAX  AVG]. Pax std l. hld olive-branch and sceptre. [V] | 
 Mint of Cologne RIC 116.
7. Antoninianus (19 mm) worn [F].
 Obv.  IMP  C  VIC[TORINVS]  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n Illegible. Perhaps PAX as above.
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Tetricus I (270-274)
8. Antoninianus (18 mm) [F].
 Obv.  IMP  C  TETRICVS  [P  F  AVG].  Rd, dr, (cr?), b. r.
 Rev. n [SAL]V-S  AVGG. Salus std l. feeding snake rising from altar, and hld anchor in 
her l. hand.
 (RIC 126).
9. Antoninianus (18 mm), worn [F].
 Obv.  Illegible, perhaps Tetricus I. Rd, h. or b. r.
 Rev. n Illegible. Female std l. hld vertical sceptre or similar; PAX?
Tetricus II (273-274)
10. Antoninianus (18 mm), fairly good [F].
 Obv.  C  PIV  [E(SV?)  TETRICVS  CAES].  Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p. [PRINC  IVVENT].  Caesar std l. hld patera in r. hand and sceptre in l. h.
RIC 260.
Constantine I (307-337)
11.  AE3 (20 mm), patina removed [R].
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG.  Helmeted, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n BEATA  TRAN-QVILLITAS. Globe set on altar inscribed VO/TIS/XX; above, 
three stars.
 Ex.    [?]PTR[?]. Mint of Trier, 321. RIC 316. 
Commemorative (330-335)
12. AE3/4 (18 mm), good [R].
 Obv.  VRBS ROMA. Helmeted bust of Roma l, wearing imperial mantle.
 Rev. p. She-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus; two stars above.
 Ex.   TRP. Mint of Trier 330-331.
13. AE3/4 (19 mm) [F]. As above.
 Ex.  SCONST. Mint of Arles (330-335).
Constans (337-350)
14. Centenionalis (22 mm), good [R].
 Obv.  D  N  CONS[TA-]NS  P  F  AVG. Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. FEL  TEMP - REPARATIO. Constans in military dress std l. on galley hld Victory 
in r. hand and labarum in l.; Victory sed in stern steering.
 Ex.   TRP. Mint of Trier 348-350.
House of Constantine (307-361)
15. AE3/4 (14 mm) worn [F].
 Obv.  Perhaps Constantius II.
 Rev. n [FEL  TEMP  REPARATIO]. Fallen horseman type 3 (raising his hand).
 Minted 353-354.
16. AE3/4 (15 mm) worn [F].
 Obv.  Constans or Constantius II.
 Rev.  G[LORIA EXERCITVS]. Two soldiers, one standard between.
 Ex.  [•TR]S(•?) Mint of Trier, 335-341.
17. AE3/4 (15 mm), worn [F].
 Obv.  Illegible, dd, b. r.
 Rev. n [VICTORIAE  DD  AVGG  Q  NN].  Two Victories std f. each other, each hld a 
wreath.
 Minted, 341-346.
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18. AE3/4 (17 mm) worn [F].
 Obv.  Illegible. Dd (with rosettes?), b. r.
 Rev. p. Illegible. Perhaps two Victories as above.
19. AE3/4 (13 mm), worn [F]
 Obv.  Illegible, dd, (dr?), b. r.
 Rev. p. Probably two Victories as above.
20. AE3/4 (14 mm, broken in two) [F].
 Obv. [I]MP CON[STANTINVS  (P  F) AVG]. Surviving letters very indistinct. Perhaps 
Constantine I (307-337).
 Rev.  Illegible.
Valens (364-378)
21. AE3 (18 mm), good [R].
 Obv.  [D  N  V]ALEN-S  P  F  AVG. Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p. GLO[RIA  RO-MANO]RVM. Emperor std r., head l, dragging kneeling captive; 
l. hand hld labarum.
 Ex.  SCON. Mint of Arles 367-375.
22. AE3 (17 mm), good fragment [R]. 
 Obv.  [D  N  V]ALEN-S  P  F  AVG.  As above.
 Rev. p. [GLORIA]  RO-MANORVM. As above with  [O]F | II 
 Ex.   [C]ON.  Mint of Arles 367-375.
264. VARFELL FARM (SW 5066 3265)
Ludgvan
These three coins were found by Steve Collins while metal-detecting north of Varfell Farm in May 2004 
(PAS database).
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
1. Sestertius (29.6mm, 12.51g), very worn.
 Obv. [ANTONINVS PIVS] A[VG PIVS P P ...]   / Lr, b. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing fi gure.
 PAS No. CORN-336A13.
Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
2. Sestertius (26.4mm, 8.42g), very worn.
 Obv. Illegible   / B. r.
 Rev. Illegible / Standing female fi gure facing left.
 PAS No. CORN-332520.
Uncertain second Century
3. Sestertius (30.5mm, 13.63g), very worn.
 Obv. Illegible.
 Rev. Illegible.
 Possibly Marcus Aurelius (161-180). PAS No. CORN-335893.
An Alexandrian tetradrachm had also been found in the adjacent fi eld (SW 5074 3265) by Graham Dyer 
while metal-detecting in April 2004 (PAS database).
Claudius II (268-270)
4. Tetradrachm (22mm, 10.76g), slightly worn.
Obv. AVT K KȁAVǻIOC CEB / Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
Rev. LB (year 2 of reign) in l. and r. fi eld / Eagle standing r., wreath in beak.
Struck between 268 and 269. Alexandria mint. PAS No. CORN-B5B026.
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265. WASHAWAY, Pencarrow Rounds (c.SX 040 700)
Egloshayle
“Some years since a woodranger, found near this entrenchment, an ancient Roman coin, of the reign of 
Trajan (98-117), which I still have in my possession.” The type is not stated (John F. Burton, 21 Market 
Street, Falmouth. Royal Cornwall Gazette, 6 August 1870, p. 4, col. 1).
266. WERRINGTON (c.SX 33 87)
Werrington (a parish west of the River Tamar, in Devon until 1966)
Two second or third century coins were shown to Lawrence Keen “by a local bellringer”, apparently found 
on the estate. Keen took rubbings but later mislaid them (letter from Alison Pritchard to Charles Thomas, 
20 February 1982).
267. ST WINNOW (c.SX 116 571)
St Winnow
From a fi eld near the church (c.SX 115 570). In May 2001, Jonathan Clemes of St Austell found the 
following coin in a fi eld last ploughed about ten years ago:
Charles the Great (Charlemagne, 800-814)
1. Silver denier, good condition, slightly bent across the middle.
 Obv.  + CARLVS  REX  FR surrounding a short central cross in circle. FR = 
Francorum.
 Rev.  + METVLLO surrounding monogram (in circle) KRLS around a chevron.
 Mint of Melle, 120 miles SE of Nantes and 120 SW of Tours, Aquitaine. Grierson and 
Blackburn 1986, No. 923.
Found by Jonathan Clemes while metal-detecting north-east of the village (SX 121 574) in early 2006 
(PAS database):
C. Antestius (146 BC)
2. Denarius (17.8mm, 3.12g), very worn.
 Obv. [C.AESTI] / Head of Roma facing r., wearing winged helmet, the visor being less 
peaked and the three pieces more separate than other examples made by this moneyer, 
the earring is of a single drop and there is an X under the chin;  overstamped with 
VI, upside down, on cheek
 Rev In exergue: ROMA / Dioscuri (Castor and Pollux) on horseback charging r. with 
dog running r. under forelegs of horses.
 Rome mint. Countermarked with upside down VI on the cheek, possibly referring to the 
sixth Roman legion (which later fought under Julius Caesar in Gaul). Crawford 219/1d-e.
PAS No. CORN-6A9432.
268. ZENNOR, Uncertain
Zennor?
A. Guthrie (Proc. West Cornwall Field Club, NS Vol. I, No. 2, 1953-54, p. 86) noted the unusual record 
of a coin, believed to be a bronze coin of Nero, passed in change on the Zennor bus at the latter end of the 
second world war!
269. UNCERTAIN  LOCATION
Uncertain parish
1. A document in the Royal Institution of Cornwall (HG/7/28) contains a full-size drawing of a silver-
washed antoninianus (21 mm.) of Postumus found “by a tinner in Cornwal” in 1723. No location is given, 
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nor is it certain that the coin was recovered from the tin ground. The chances are that it was lost in a 
streamworks having been “found under Ground”. Had it been dug up during cultivation of a cabbage patch, 
there would have been little point in mentioning its discovery by a tinner.
Postumus (259-268)
Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG.  Rd, dr, (cr?), b. r. The standard legend is incorrect 
on the original drawing.
Rev.  FELICI-TAS  AVG.  Felicity std, l., hld a sceptre and cornucopia. 
2. Mr Gibbs of Windmill Hill, Gravesend, exhibited at the British Archaeological Association on 23 May 
1855 (Journal B.A.A., Vol. XI, 1855, p. 261; Gentleman’s Magazine, 1855, p. 261) a silver penny of Cnut 
(1016-1035) which he had found two years before “in Cornwall”. Whether this was found in the fi eld or 
purchased in an antique shop is not stated.
Obv.   CNVT  RECX  AN.  Portrait l. wearing conical helmet; sceptre in front surmounted 
by three balls [presumably a trefoil].
Rev.  LEOFPINE  ON  LEIC. Within an inner circle a voided short cross with annulet in 
centre and one between each limb [presumably in each angle at centre].
 Mint of Leicester, though North (163, p. 119) does not list this moneyer here. The types 
with conical helmet were minted between 1016 and 1035.
The Rashleigh Collection of Coins
Philip Rashleigh of Menabilly started the family’s extensive coin collection in the eighteenth century 
and purchased many in 1802 from the Tyssen collection. Many more were bought by his great-nephew 
Jonathan Rashleigh from about 1860 onwards. The whole was passed to his son Evelyn William Rashleigh 
of Stoketon, Saltash, in 1900 and sold by Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge between 21 June and 1 July 
1909.
The provenance of most of the coins is unknown, other than many from the Trewhiddle hoard. It is 
probably mere coincidence that one was a gold stater of Catti, “fi ne and rare” of the type supposedly from 
Camborne. A further eight were uninscribed gold staters and quarter staters (Evans’ types A to E), all of 
which could have been purchased at London sale rooms.
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ST AGNES ISLAND
270. ST AGNES, Uncertain (c.SV 88 08)
St Agnes
The following coin was found by Joffy Hicks and presented to the museum on St Mary’s in 1987.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
 Sestertius (33 mm) good, some green patina.
 Obv. ANT[ON]INVS  AVG  PI-VS  P  P  TR  [P  COS  III]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n GEN[IO  SENATVS], S - C in fi eld. Genius (of the Senate), togate, std. f., h. l., 
hld branch in his r. hand and short  nearly vertical sceptre in l.
 RIC 605; BMC 1243, Pl. 28/10 for close rev. AD 140-143/4.
EASTERN ISLES
271. NORNOUR (SV 944 148)
St Martin’s
The site was excavated after a great storm on 7 March 1962 tore away much of the cover of grass and 
brambles to reveal huts just above the high tide line on the south side of this tiny island. Work continued 
until 1966 (Dudley 1968). Further work was undertaken by Sarnia Butcher between 1969 and 1973. R. A. 
G. Carson listed 69 coins from Miss Dudley‘s excavation, giving the number belonging to each emperor 
without further details. The coins found by Sarnia Butcher bring the total to 91. All of them came from the 
later sand and stone infi ll of the huts or from unstratifi ed beach material. The only clue, therefore, as to 
when they were deposited is the condition of the coins themselves. Coins from all periods may be good or 
poor, and it is impossible to know the degree of corrosion they suffered between the abandonment of the 
site and its rediscovery in 1962.
Coins may remain in circulation for a long time as hoards from Cornwall testify. The worn fi rst century 
coins from the Lamorran, Gare Hoard (92) were deposited in or soon after the reign of Postumus (259-
268). Similarly, in the Pennance Hoard (163) coins of Gallienus (253-268) and Postumus were deposited 
in the reign of Constantine I (307-331). A characteristic of Cornish hoards is the large number dating from 
the late third century, whereas only seven coins from Postumus to the Tetrici (270-274) have been found 
on Nornour and none elsewhere on Scilly. There is no unequivocal explanation for this, though it may be 
the case that earlier, larger coins of superior quality were preferred as votive offerings in place of the poor- 
quality debased coinage of the late third century that no longer resembled the old familiar issues. As Harl 
noted (1996, p. 132), “their shoddy appearance and light feel would have dismayed any who recalled the 
denominations of less than a generation earlier”.
The earliest coin of Vespasian (AD 71) and the even better sestertius of Trajan (CAT 1401) minted in 
AD 114-117 are in a far better state of preservation than those of Domitian (81-96), and it is tempting, if 
perhaps a little unwise, to assume they were deposited not long after minting. The coins of Constantine and 
his family are in variable states of wear, though one of Constantius II (CAT 1409) is in near mint condition 
and must have been deposited soon after it was struck in 330-335. Similarly, the latest coin, the only one of 
Gratian, suffered little wear after it was struck in 367-375, the surviving detail remaining sharp.    
In the following list, the initial numbers are either the excavator’s abbreviated date and fi nd number, or 
the catalogue (CAT) number of the Isles of Scilly Museum.
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Vespasian (69-79)
1.  CAT. 298. AE as (26 mm) good.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAE]S  VESPASIAN  AVG  CO[S  III]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. Ļ IVDAEA  [CAPTA]. Oblong shield behind palm tree; Judaea r. (as mourning 
captive), sed at base of tree to r., head propped on l. arm which rests on her knee. 
Celebrates the success of Vespasian and Titus in quelling the fi rst Jewish revolt 
when the temple in Jerusalem was destroyed in AD 70.
 Ex. S C.
 Variety of BMC 604 (605 has IVDEA). Mint of Rome AD 71.
2.  CAT. 1408. Dupondius (25 mm) worn.
 Obv.  IMP  [CAES  VE]SP  AVG  [P  M  T  P  COS  IIII  CENS]. Rd, h. l.
 Rev. Ļ [FELICITAS  PVBLICA]? Felicitas std l. hld cornucopia in her l. hand.  S - C low 
in fi eld.
 cf. BMC 661, Pl.26/8. If so, minted AD 73.
3. 69/42. Loose beach grit S of House I. A. Brooke 23 ix 1969. 
 Dupondius (26  mm) worn, patina stable. Illegible.
 Obv.  B. r. (Vespasian confi rmed at B.M.).
4. 70/7. Filling behind buttress of House I. Miss V. Russell 6 vi 1970.
 Dupondius (26 mm) worn, some active corrosion.
 Obv.  Illegible. Rd, b. r.
 Rev.  Illegible. Standing female fi gure.
5. CAT. 1400. Sestertius (29 mm) very worn. Illegible.
 Obv.  Lr, h. r. (Heavy brow suggests Vespasian.)
6. CAT. 1405. Dupondius, (27 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAE]S  VESPASIAN  AVG  CO[S  VIII  P  P]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p FIDES  PVBLI[CA], S - C in fi eld. Fortuna std. l., hld patera in her l. hand and 
cornucopia in her r. hand. 
 BMC 828, Pl. 40/2,. Mint of Lyons. AD 77-78.
7. CAT. 1404. As? Worn (27 mm). Illegible.
 Obv.  Lr, h. r. 
Vespasian or Titus as Caesar (69-79), confi rmed at B.M.
8.  CAT 1056. As (26 mm) worn.
 Obv.  Illegible. Lr, h. r. 
 Rev.  Illegible; possibly fi gure of Victory.
Domitian (81-96)
9. CAT. 1057. As, worn (28 mm).
 Obv. [IMP  C/ES  D]OM[IT  /VG  GERM  COS  XII  CENS  PER  P  P].  Lr, b. r.
 Rev. p [FORTVNAE  AVGVSTI], S - C in fi eld close to fi gure. Fortuna std l., hld 
cornucopia in her l. hand and anchor in r. hand.
 BMC 386, Pl. 76/2. AD 86.
10.  CAT. 1059. Dupondius (27 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  DOM]IT  [AVG  GERM ....]. Rd, h. r.
 After AD 83.
11.  CAT. 1388. Dupondius (28 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES]  DOMIT  AVG  GERM[.....]. Rd, h. r.
 After AD 83.
12.  CAT. 1410. As (23 mm) worn.
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 Obv.  Illegible. Lr, h. r. (Domitian confi rmed at B. M.).
c. Late fi rst century
13. CAT. 1391. Dupondius or as (16 mm), illegible. Perhaps Domitian.
14. CAT. 1392. As? (26 mm), illegible. Perhaps Domitian.
15. CAT. 1375. AE, as (26 mm), illegible.
Trajan (98-117)
16. 69/20. Beach grit on wall House III. J. Hicks 29 vi 1969.
 Dupondius (28 mm) good.
 Obv.  IMP  CAES  NERVA  TRAIAN  AVG  GER[M  P  M].  Rd, b. r.
 Rev. p TR  POT  [COS  II]. Justitia sed l. on throne with cornucopias as arms, hld 
vertical sceptre in her r. hand, l. hand resting on lap; fold of drapery falling over 
side of chair.
 Ex.  S C.  BMC 719, Plate 25.6. AD 98-9.
17. 62/1. Found amongst Mrs Minter’s effects by J. Hirst, January 1977.
 Dupondius (29 mm) worn.
 Obv.   IMP  CAES  NERVA  TRAIAN  AVG  GERM  P  M.  Rd, b. r.
 Rev. p TR  PO[T  -  COS]  IIII(?)  [P  P]. Justitia or Securitas (?).
 Ex.   S  C.   AD 101-102 if COS IIII.
18. 70/10. Filling of wall, exterior House I/II. Miss V. Russell 7 vi 1970.
 Sestertius (32 mm) worn, but stable patina.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERV(A)(E)  TRAIA]NO  AVG  GER  D[AC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  
P  P].   Lr, b. r.
 Rev. p Illegible [S  P  Q  R  OPTIMO  PRINCIPI].  S - C in fi eld close to fi gure. Perhaps 
Annona, dr, std l., hld two corn-ears in r. hand over modius containing corn-ears, 
and hld cornucopia in l. hand; prow of ship to r.
 BMC 781, Plate 28.5 is best fi t. AD 103-105.
19.  CAT. 299. As (27 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO  AVG  GER  DAC  P  M  TR  P]  COS  [V  P  
P]. Lr, h. r; dr. over l. shoulder.
 Rev. Ļ [S  P  Q  R  OPTIMO  PRINCIPI]. Single-span covered bridge with six vertical 
bars; tower at each end. A boat beneath. Said to symbolize the Danube bridge 
completed in 105.
 Ex.  [S C]  RIC 569. BMC 914, Pl.35/2.  AD 103-111.
20. CAT. 1373. Dupondius, 27 mm, worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO  AVG  GER  DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  P  
P]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [FELICITAS - AVGVST]. S - C in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std l., hld caduceus in r. 
hand and cornucopia in l.
 BMC ii 991, Pl., 39/3. After AD 103.
21. 69/16. Beach over ‘rab’, 3ft south of hearth of House III. P. Z. Mackenzie 25 vi 1969.
 Dupondius 28 mm, worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO  AVG  GER  DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  P  
P]. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p [S P Q R  OPTIMO  PRINCIPI]. Trajan, bare-headed, in military dress, his cloak 
fl oating behind him, on horse prancing r., his r. hand brandishing javelin at Dacian 
falling forward in front of horse and hld his hands and looking back at Trajan.
 Ex.  S C.  cf. BMC Plate 34.8; RIC 538-9. AD 103-111.
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22. 69/41. Loose beach grit. Miss S. A. Butcher 23 ix 1969.
 Dupondius (28 mm) some active corrosion.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES] NERVAE TRAIANO  AVG GER  [DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS  V  P  
P].  Rd, b. r. drapery on his l. shoulder.
 Rev. p [S  P  Q  R  OPTIM]O  PRINCIPI.  S - C in fi eld. Abundantia (or Annona) std l, 
hld two corn-ears in r. hand over modius at feet, and cornucopia in l. hand; prow of 
ship to r.
 RIC 494. AD 103-111; BMC 885, Plate 33.9.
23. CAT. 1379. As, 26 mm, worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  NERVAE  TRAIANO]O  AVG  GER  DAC  P  [M TR  P  COS  VI  
P  P]. Dr(?), b. r.
 Rev. p [DACIA  AVGVSTA]. Dacia sed l. on pile of arms; trophy to l.
 Ex. [PROVINCIA / S  C]. 
 BMC ii Pl. 37/10 for sestertius. AD 112-114.
24. 74. House I, unstratifi ed in wall fi lling. E. P. 9 vii 1974.
 Sestertius (32 mm) worn with good portrait.
 Obv.  [IMP  CAES  TRAIANO]  OPTIMO  AVG  GER  [DAC  P  M  TR  P  COS ... P 
P].  Lr, dr, b. r. Drapery suggests COS VI.
cf. BMC Plate 40.9. AD 114-115.
25. CAT. 1401. Sestertius (32 mm) good.
 Obv.  IMP  CAES  NER  TRAIANO  OPTIMO  AVG  GER  DAC  PARTHICO  P  M  
TR  P  COS  VI  P  P.  Lr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ [REX  PART]HIS  DATVS. Trajan, bare-h. in military dress, sed l. on chair set 
on platform to r., hld parazonium (symbol of valour) upright in l. hand, and with r. 
hand places diadem on h. of King Parthamaspates who std l. before him, his r. hand 
raised. To l., Parthia, dr, r., wearing pointed cap, kneels and holds out both hands. 
Offi cer std behind Trajan.
 Ex. S  C.  BMC 1046, Pl. 43/1. AD 114-117.
26. 69/45. S of House I. Mrs E. Minter.
 Dupondius (26 mm) illegible. Trajan confi rmed at B.M.
27. CAT. 1376. As ((27 mm) illegible.
28. CAT. 1387. Dupondius? 26 mm, illegible.
 Obv.  B. r., suggestion of rd. crown.
Trajan or Hadrian
29. 69/3. Room I, alcove I, on top of recent sand. S.A.B. 17 vi 1969.
 Dupondius 25 mm, illegible.
 Obv.  Rd, b. r.
Hadrian (117-138)
30. 69/25. From beach, 29 vi 1969.
 Sestertius (32 mm) illegible.
 Obv.  Illegible. Lr, b. r.
 Rev.  p "Standing female.
31. CAT 1058. Dupondius (28 mm) illegible.
 Obv.  Rd, h. r.  AD 119-128, confi rmed at B.M. 
32. CAT. 300. AE as (26 mm) worn, but good obverse.
 Obv.  [HADR]IANVS - AVGVSTVS. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p C[OS  III]. Perhaps Salus, dr, std r., feeding from patera in l. hand a snake in her 
r. hand. 
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 cf. BMC ii 1341, Pl. 82/13. After AD 119.
Antoninus Pius (138-161)
33. CAT. 301. AE sestertius (30 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [ANTONI]NVS  AVG  [PIVS  P  P  TR  P  XVII ]  Lr, h. r.
 Rev. Ĺ [LIB]E[RTAS  COS  IIII]  Libertas std f., h. l., hld pileus (cap of Liberty) in 
extended r. hand, and vertical sceptre in her l.
 BMC 1947, Pl.47/8. AD 153-154.
34. 69/33. Beach grit at mouth of House I. Miss S. A. Butcher 17 ix 1969.
 Dupondius (26 mm) worn.
 Obv.  Illegible. Rd, dr, b. r. Beard suggests Ant. Pius.
 Rev. p ANN(?)[ONA  -  AVG]. Annona std front, head r., hld corn-ears in her r. hand 
over modius, and cornucopia in her l.
 AD 145-61, cf. BMC 1730, Plate 39.16 for sestertius rev.
35. CAT. 1389. Dupondius (25 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [ANTONI]NVS  AVG  [PIVS .....    ]. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. Ĺ Illegible. Female fi gure std f., r. hand raised, l. hand hld transverse sceptre?
 Irregular issue, confi rmed at B.M. 
Faustina I (wife of Antoninus Pius, died 141)
36. 69/36. Top of midden S of House I. Miss S.A.Butcher 18 ix 1969.
 Dupondius 26 mm, fi ne.
 Obv.  DIVA  FAVSTINA  - AVGVSTA   B. r. hair elaborately waved  and piled in bun 
on top of head with band of pearls.
 Rev.  p AETER[NITAS]  S - C in fi eld. Aeternitas std l. hld globe in her r. hand and 
sceptre in her l. hand. Struck by Antoninus Pius after her death.
 BMC 1458 or 1460; RIC 1163a. 
37. CAT. 302. Probably as, 24 mm, good obverse.
 Obv.  DIVA  FAV-STIN[A]. Dr, b. r., hair coiled on top.
 Rev. n [AE]TER-[NITAS], S - C in fi eld. Aeternitas, dr, standing l., hld globe in l. hand 
(? in r. hand).
cf. BMC iv, Pl. 37.
38. 70/11. Exterior of House I/II. Miss V. Russell 7 vi 1970.
 As? 17 mm. Illegible.
 Obv.  Female dr, b. r.
Marcus Aurelius (as Caesar, 139-161)
39. CAT. 1395. Dupondius or as (26 mm).
 Obv.  [AVRELI]V[S]  CAE-SAR  AVG  [PII  F  COS]. Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n [IVVEN-TAS], S -C in fi eld. Juventas dr., std l. dropping incense from r. hand 
onto candelabrum to l., and hld patera downwards in l. hand. S of S - C to l. of 
candelabrum.
 BMC (Ant. Pius) 1407; Pl. 34/1 similar, but S of S - C above candelabrum. AD 140-144.
40. CAT. 1398. Dupondius or as (26 mm).
 Obv.  [AVR]ELIVS  CAE-SAR  A[VG  PII  F  COS  II]. Bare-h. r.
 Rev. n S - C in fi eld. Minerva, helmeted, dr, std r. hld shield in l. hand and brandishing 
spear in raised r. hand.
 BMC (Ant. Pius) 1800 (Pl. 43/6 for sestertius). AD 145-160.
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Marcus Aurelius (as Augustus, 161-180)
41. CAT.1384. Sestertius (30 mm) fair.
 Obv.  [M  ANTONINVS  AVG  ARM  PARTH  MAX]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. Ĺ [TR  POT  XXI  IMP  IIII  COS  III], S - C low in fi eld. Winged Victory adv. l., 
hld wreath in extended r. hand, and palm sloped over l. shoulder.
 BMC 1318; RIC 948. December 166-December 167.
42. CAT. 1378. Dupondius, 25 mm, worn.
 Obv.  [M  ANT]ONINVS  AVG  [TR  P  XXV]. Rd, h. r.
 Rev. n [SALVTI  AVG  COS  III], S - C in fi eld (S between snake and Salus). Salus, dr, 
std f., head l., feeding out of patera in r. hand a snake arising from altar to l.; vertical 
sceptre in l. hand.
 BMC iv, 1392, Pl. 82/11. AD 171-172.
43. CAT. 1377. Sestertius (29 mm) very worn.
 Obv.  [M  ANT]ONINVS  [AVG]  GERM  [TR  P  COS ....]. Lr, b. r.
 Rev. p VOTA  [PVBLICA  IMP  VIIII   COS  III  P  P]. S - C in fi eld. Emperor, veiled, 
dr, standing f., head l., sacrifi cing over lighted tripod-altar to l.; l. hand hld scroll at 
side.
 Ex.   Illegible. Var. of BMC iv 1639 (Pl. 88/6 for rev.) which has no lettering in Ex. 
December 176-December 177.
Faustina II (died 175)
44. CAT. 1381. Dupondius or as (24 mm) good.
 Obv.  FAVSTINA  AVG  PII  [AVG  FIL]. Dr, b. r., hair in bun at back.
 Rev. Ļ FEL[ICI]-TAS, S - C low in fi eld. Felicitas, dr, std f., head l., hld caduceus in 
raised r. hand, and l. hand at her side.
 BMC 2187; RIC 1395 Ant. Pius. Undated.
45. CAT. 1055. Dupondius or as (22 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [FAVSTINA  AVGVSTA]. Dr, b. r., hair in bun low at back.
 Rev. Ĺ [AVGVSTI  PII  FIL], S – C. Concordia, std. f., head l., hld patera in r. hand and 
cornucopia in l.
 BMC 2203 Pl. 50/10; RIC 1390. Ant. Pius. Undated.
Commodus (177-192)
46. CAT.1385. Sestertius (30 mm) fair.
 Obv.  [M COMM]ODVS  ANT  [P  FELIX  AVG  BRIT]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. Ļ [P  M  TR  P  XI  IMP  VII  COS  V  P  P]. Commodus in military dress, std on 
raised platform to l., r. hand raised addressing four soldiers.
 Ex. [FI]D  EXERCIT.  BMC 880; RIC 468b. AD 186.
Crispina (wife of Commodus, died 183)
47. CAT. 304. Dupondius or as, 26 mm, worn.
 Obv.  [CRISP]INA - [AVGVSTA]. Dr, b. r. hair in chignon at back.
 Rev. n [IVNO  LVC]INA, S - C in fi eld. Juno standing l., hld patera in r. hand and long 
sceptre in l. (no peacock).
 BMC iv 433, Pl. 102/14; RIC 680.
Lucilla (wife of Lucius Verus, died 183)
48. CAT. 303. Sestertius, 31 mm, worn.
 Obv.  [LVCIL]LAE  AVG  AN[TONINI  AVG  F]. Dr, b. r, hair in chignon low at 
back.
 Rev. n [VENVS], S - C in fi eld. Venus, dr, standing f., head l., hld apple in r. hand and 
vertical sceptre in l.
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 BMC iv 1167, Pl. 76/12; RIC 1763.
Julia Domna (wife of Septimius Severus, died 217)
49. 70/8. Filling behind buttress of House I. Miss V. Russell 6 v 1970.
 Sestertius (28 mm) worn, good patina.
 Obv.  [IVLIA] - AV[GVSTA]  Dr, b. r.
 Rev. p probably [HILARITAS]  [S - C] in fi eld. Hilaritas std between two children.
cf. RIC 855. AD 196-211.
Postumus (259-268)
50. CAT. 305. Antoninianus (21 mm) very good.
 Obv.  IMP  C  POSTVMVS  P  F  AVG. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ P  M  TR  P  IIII  COS  III  P  P.  Mars, helmeted, adv. r., hld spear pointed 
forwards in r. hand, and trophy over l. shoulder.
 Cunetio 2406; Elmer 332. Principal mint (Trier?), AD 263.
Claudius II Gothicus (268-270)
51. CAT. 306. Antoninianus (21 mm), good fragments repaired.
 Obv.  IMP  C  CLAVDIVS  A[VG]. Rd, cr?, b. r.
 Rev. p GENIV[S  EX]ERCI. Genius standing l. hld cornucopia in l. hand and patera in r.
RIC 48.
52. CAT. 307. Antoninianus (19 mm) good.
 Obv.  [I]MP  C  CLAVDIVS  AVG. Rd, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ [VI]CT[OR]I-A  AVG. Victory std. l. hld wreath in raised r. hand, and palm in l.
RIC 104.
Tetricus I (270-274)
53. CAT. 1393. Antoninianus (16 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [IMP  TETRICVS  P  F  AVG] or similar. Rd, cr, (dr?), b. r.
 Rev. p [SALVS  AVG]. Salus std. l. feeding from patera in r. hand a snake arising from 
altar (and hld anchor in r. hand?).
 RIC 121 &c, 123 if obv. legend as above.
Tetricus II (273-274)
54. CAT. 1390. Antoninianus (16 mm), very worn.
 Obv.  [C]  P[IV]  ESV  T[ETRICVS  CAES]. Rd, dr, b. l.
 Rev. p SPE[S  AVGG]. Spes adv. l. hld fl ower in r. hand and raising robe with l.
Cunetio 2655, Pl.32.
55. CAT. 309. Antoninianus (18 mm), worn.
 Obv.  [C  P  ES(V)  TETRICVS  CAES]. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. n S[PES - A[VG]G. Spes as above.
RIC 271.
56. CAT 308. Antoninianus (17 mm) good.
 Obv.  [C  P  E]  TET[R]ICVS  CAES. Rd, dr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ S[PES]  PVBLICA.  Spes as above but std.
 Var. of RIC 274; Cunetio Spes type 1.
57. CAT. 1399. Antoninianus (14 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [C  P(IV)  E(SV)  TETRICVS  CAES]. Rd, (dr?), b. r.
 Rev. n [VICTORIA  AVG]. Victory std (or adv.) l. hld wreath in r. hand and 
palm in l.
RIC 277 (Victory standing) or 278 (advancing).
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Constantine I (307-337)
58. CAT. 311. AE follis (21 mm) good.
 Obv.  IMP  CONSTANTINVS  P  AVG. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ SOLI  INV-IC-TO  COMITI.  Ȣ|      Sol, rd., std, r. hand raised, l. hand hld globe.
 Ex.  PLN. London, AD 309-313. RIC VI 281.
59. CAT. 1394. AE3 (19 mm) corroded, part missing.
 Obv.  [CONSTA-]NTINVS  AVG. Helmeted, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [VIRTVS  EX]ERCIT. Two captives, sed back to back; trophy between them.
 Ex.   [P or S]TR. Trier, AD 320-321. cf. RIC 249, Pl. 4/264.
60. CAT. 313. AE follis (19 mm), fi ne but broken in two.
 Obv.  CONSTAN - TINVS  AVG. Lr, b. r.
 Rev. n SARMATIA - DEVICTA. Victory adv r. hld olive-branch in l. hand and trophy in 
r.; captive sed to r. under her l. foot.
 Ex.  STR crescent. Trier, AD 323-324. RIC 427 or 435.
61. CAT. 314. AE follis (19 mm) good.
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINVS  AVG. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. Ļ PROVIDEN-TIAE AVGG. Camp gate with two towers; star above.
 Ex.  PTR dot in crescent. Trier, AD 324-330. LRBC i, 28.
62. CAT. 315. AE3 (18 mm) good.
 Obv.  CONSTANTI-NVS  MAX  AVG. Lr, with rosettes, dr, cr. r. Mis-struck; part of 
reverse on top of head.
 Rev. Ļ GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers std facing each other, each hld in outer 
hand a reversed spear and resting inner hand on shield; two standards between; •
between standards.
 Ex.  [TRP?] • Probably Trier, AD 330-335. LRBC i, 53.
63. CAT. 324. AE4 (15 mm), good.
 Obv.  CONSTANTI-NVS  MAX  AVG. Dd with rosettes, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n [GLOR-IA] EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers as above, but one  standard between 
inscibed with chi-rho.
 Ex. [P]CONST. Arles, 335-337. LRBC i 398.
64. CAT.316. AE3 (13 mm fragment).
 Obv. [CONSTANTI-NVS  MAX  AVG], as 315.
 Rev. Ĺ [GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS]. As 324, but standard inscribed X.
 Ex. Missing. Arles. AD 335-341. LRBC i, 405.
Commemorative (330-340)
65. 70/4. Wall, N side of House I.  J. S. 28 v 70.
 AE3/4 (17 mm), good.
 Obv.  CONSTAN-TINOPOLIS  Helmeted, cr, b. r.
 Rev. n Constantinopolis std l. on prow hld transverse spear in r. hand and resting l. hand 
on shield.
 Ex. TRS7. Trier, AD 330-335. LRBC i, 71.
66. CAT. 1386. AE 3/4 (15 mm), good.
 Obv. [C]ONSTAN-TI[NOPOLIS]. Helmeted b. of Constantinopolis l., wearing imperial 
mantle and hld sceptre over l. shoulder.
 Rev. n As above.
 Ex. [TR]P[?]. Trier. AD 330-335.  LRBC i, 71 with .
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67. CAT.1364. AE3/4 (16 mm) fairly good.
 Obv.  [VRBS  ROMA]  Roma, helmeted, dr. b. l.
 Rev. Ĺ She-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus. Two stars above.
 Ex. TRS. Trier. AD 330-335. LRBC i, 51.
68. CAT 1406. AE3/4 (17 mm), two fragments, fairly good.
 Obv.  VRBS - ROMA. As above.
 Rev. Ĺ As above.
 Ex.  S[...]. AD 330-335.
69. CAT. 1382. AE 3/4. Two tiny fragments, the larger probably showing hind-legs of she-
wolf; if so, as above. AD 330-335.
Crispus (Caesar, 317-326)
70. CAT. 317. AE/3 (19 mm) good.
 Obv.  IVL CRISPVS NOB [CAES]. Lr, cr, b. l., hld spear over l. shoulder, shield at r. 
shoulder.
 Rev. Ļ BEATA TRAN-QVILLITAS. Altar, surmounted by globe, inscribed VO/TIS/XX. 
Three stars above.
 Ex. PTR. Trier, AD 321.  RIC 308.
71. CAT. 1396. AE3 (19 mm) good (part missing).
 Obv.  IVL  CR[ISP]-VS  NOB  C. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. Ļ CAESARVM  NOSTRORVM. Wreath enclosing VOT/X.
 Ex. [PL]O[N crescent]. London, AD 323-324. RIC VII 291.
Constantine II (as Caesar, 317-337)
72. CAT. 312. AE3 (19 mm) fi ne.
 Obv.  CONSTANTI-NVS  IVN  N  C. Helmeted, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ BEAT  TRA-NQLITAS. Globe on altar inscribed VOT/IS/XX, three stars 
above.
 Ex.  PLON. London, 323-324. RIC VII 286.
73. CAT. 321. AE3/4 (15 mm) fi ne.
 Obv.  CONSTANTINVS  IVN  NOB  C. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. p [GLOR-IA  EX]ERC-ITVS. Two soldiers stg. facing one another, inner hand 
resting on shield, outer hld spear; one standard between.
 Ex.  Crescent PLG. Lyons,  AD 335-337. LRBC i 226.
74. CAT. 1415. AE3/4 (16 mm), good but part missing.
 Obv.  CONSTANTI-[NVS  IVN  C]. Lr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ GLOR-IA  EXE[R]C-ITVS. As above; standard inscribed O.
 Ex. [PCONST]. Arles, AD 335-337 Ҡ LRBC i 411, confi rmed at B.M.
Constantine II (as Augustus, 337-340)
75. CAT. 320. AE3/4 (15 mm) worn.
 Obv.  Indistinct, perhaps [IMP  CON]STA-NTINVS  [AVG]. Dd-rosettes, (dr?), cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ [GLOR]IA  EXERC-ITVS. As above; standard inscribed with a crescent.
 Ex. Missing. Arles. cf. LRBC i 419.
Constans (337-350)
76. CAT 322. AE3/4 (15 mm) fi ne.
 Obv.  CONSTAN-S  P  F  AVG. Rosette-dd, dr, cr. b. r.
 Rev. Ļ VICTORIAE  DD  AVGGQ  NN. Two Victories stg facing one another, each hld 
up a wreath. D between them.
 Ex. TRP.  Trier AD 347-348. LRBC i 148.
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77. CAT 323. AE3/4 (15 mm) fi ne.
 Obv.  CONCTAN-S  P  F  AVG. Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r. Straight-backed C instead of S after 
fi rst N.
 Rev. Ļ VICTORIAE  DD  AVGGQ  NN. Two Victories as above. D(?) between them. 
 Ex. TRS. Trier. AD 347-348. LRBC i 150. Irregularities a ‘die-clog’ according to the 
British Museum
78. CAT 318. AE3/4 (16 mm) worn.
 Obv.  [(D  N)  CONSTA]-NS  P  F  AVG]. Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ [VICTORIAE  DD  AVGGQ  NN]. Two Victories type with branch-like device 
between them.
 Ex. Illegible. AD 347-348.
79. NO NUMBER. AE3/4 (13 mm) worn.
 Obv.  Illegible, bust r. Probably Constans.
 Rev. Ĺ [VICTORIAE  DD  AVGGQ  NN]. As above.
 Ex.  Illegible. AD 347-348.
80. CAT 1407. AE centenionalis (22 mm) good.
 Obv.  D  N  CONSTA-NS  P  F  AVG. Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. l., hld globe in r. hand.
 Rev. Ĺ FEL  TEMP  REPA-RATIO. Virtus, helmeted, head turned back, hld spear in l. 
hand, adv. r., leading with his r. hand a small barbarian from hut beneath tree at l.; 
spear points down between soldier’s legs.
 Ex.  RȢS. Rome AD 348-350; LRBC II, 602.
Constans (337-350) or Constantius II (337-361)
81. CAT. 1403. AE 3/4 (11 mm) illegible.
 Rev.  [VICTORIAE  DD  AVGGQ  NN]. Two Victories stg facing one another, each hld 
a wreath up to centre.
 Ex. Illegible. AD 341-346. LRBC I, 137 &c. for Trier types.
Constantius II (as Caesar, 323-337)
82. CAT 1409. AE3 (19 mm) fi ne.
 Obv.  FL  IVL  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  C. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers stg facing one another, each resting inner 
hand on shield, and hld spear in outer hand; two standards between them.
 Ex.   RFT. Rome. AD 330-335. LRBC i, 534.
83. CAT 319. AE3/4 (17 mm) good.
 Obv.  FL  IVL  CONSTANTIVS  NOB  C. Lr, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ GLOR[IA]  EXERC-ITVS. Two soldiers as above; mark between standards a 
wreath with or without central dot.
 Ex. SCONS[T]. Arles. AD 330-335. LRBC i, 375 confi rmed at the British Museum
Constantius II (as Augustus, 337-361)
84. CAT. 1380. AE4 (16 mm) worn and broken. Legends indistinct.
 Obv.  Probably CONSTANTI-VS  P  F  AVG. Dd, cr, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p [VICTORIAE  DD  AVGGQ  NN]. Two Victories stg facing one another, each 
hld up a wreath to centre.
 Ex. Illegible, cf. LRBC I, 140 for Trier. AD 341-346.
House of Constantine (307-361)
85. CAT. 1402. AE3/4 (14 mm), very worn.
 Rev.  [GLOR-IA  EXERC-ITVS] Two soldiers, one standard between.
 AD 335-341.
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86. CAT 1372. AE3/4 (13 mm) worn.
 Obv.  Illegible, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ [GLORIA  EXERCITVS]. As above. AD 335-341.
87. CAT 1374. AE3/4 (16 mm) worn.
 Rev. Ĺ [GLOR-]IA  EXER[C-ITVS]. As above. AD 335-341.
Magnentius (350-353)
88. CAT. 326. AE centenionalis (20 mm) good. Irregular issue with obv. break in legend in 
wrong place.
 Obv.  [IM  CAE  MAG]NENTIV-[S  AVG]. Bare-headed, dr, b. r.
 Rev. p [FELICITAS - REIPV]BLI[CE].     | II  (= A). Magnentius standing f., head l., 
hld Victory in  r. hand and labarum inscribed with chi-rho in l.
 Ex. Illegible. Minted 350-351. LRBC II, 50-51 for Trier prototype. 
Decentius (350-353)
89. CAT. 325. AE centenionalis (21 mm) good but lacking outer fl an.
 Obv.  D  N  D[ECEN-TIVS  NOB C]AES. Bare-h, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ [SALVS  DD  N]N  AVG  E[T  CAES]. Large chi-rho fl anked by A - Ȧ (alpha-
omega).
 Ex. Missing. Lyons confi rmed on style at the British Museum.
 September 352-August 253. cf. LRBC II, 239 &c.
Valens (364-378)
90. CAT.327. AE/3 (17 mm) good with patina.
 Obv.  D  N  VALEN-S  [P  F  AVG]. Dd with rosette, dr, b. r.
 Rev. Ĺ SECVRITAS - REIPVBLICAE.  Victory std l., hld wreath in l. hand; palm-
branch sloped over r. shoulder.
 Ex. [Ȣ?]SMAQP. Aquileia AD 364-367. LRBC II, 995, 1106 with Ȣ.
Gratian (367-383)
91. CAT 310. AE3 (18 mm) good.
 Obv.  [D  N  GRATIA]NVS  AVGG AVG. Pearl-dd, dr, cr, b. r.
 Rev. Ļ GLORIA  NO-VI  SAECVLI. Emperor std f., head l., l. hand resting on shield, 
and r. hand hld labarum inscribed with chi-rho.  OF  |  I  
 Ex.   [CON]. Arles. AD 367-375. LRBC II, 517.
ST MARTIN’S ISLAND
272. HIGHER TOWN, North Farm (SV 9305 1563)
St Martin’s
The only Republican coin found on Scilly was ploughed up in the south-west part of a fi eld on the north 
side of the farm in the 1960s by Charles Collins (1893-1974), the great-uncle of Keith Lowe in whose 
collection it remains together with other coins from the same fi eld.
L Flaminius Cilo (c.109 BC)
1. Denarius (19 mm), good.
 Obv.  ROMA, head of Roma r., wearing winged helmet ornamented with a gryphon’s 
head; X in fi eld below chin.
 Rev.  p FLAMIN[I] / CILO, below winged Victory, naked to waist, hld wreath in r. hand 
and reins in l, in a biga with horses galloping r.
Trajan (AD 98-117)
2. Denarius (18.5 mm), good.
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 Obv.  IMP  CAES  NERVA  TRAI-AN  AVG  GERM.  Lr, h. r.
 Rev.  p PONT  MAX  TR  POT  COS  II.  Pax std l. hld olive-branch in  l. hand and 
cornucopia in r.
 Mint of Rome 98-99.
On 16 November 1998, Keith Lowe ploughed up the following imperial coin which I examined in May 
1999.
Magnentius (350-353)
3. AE Half centenionalis (25 mm), worn with greenish patina.
 Obv.  [D  N  MAGNEN-]TIVS  P  F  AVG. Bare-h., dr, b. r. Letter A behind head.
 Rev. p [VICTORIAE DD NN AVG ET CAE]. Two Victories std facing each other, hld 
between them a shield (no supporting column) inscribed VOT / V/ MVLT / X.
 Mint mark indistinct; most likely reading SV low in fi eld with RPLG in exergue. If so, mint 
of Lyons, September 351 to September 352. [LRBC 221, 223 or 225.]
The same fi eld also produced a Byzantine coin and a ‘rose’ farthing of Charles I:  
Constans II (641-668)
4. 40 nummi (25 mm), worn.
 Obv.  Barely legible; bearded fi gure f., wearing a crown and chlamys and holding a globe 
surmounted by a cross, a globus cruciger; date letters IN'  (indicitione, used to 
mean anno, in the year of) to l. and IA (11th) to right = AD 652-653.
 Rev. p A complex monogram to l. of a large M with cross above and SCL (largely 
illegible) below. Mint of Syracuse, Sicily.
 (cf. Grierson 1982, Pl. 29, fi g. 527.)
The whole assemblage looks suspiciously like a collection thrown out with household rubbish to manure 
a fi eld. According to Keith Lowe, all the fi nds came from within a radius of about 50 metres. It is not 
impossible that the imperial coins were found weathered out of the site on Nornour (271), but this would 
not explain the origin of the Byzantine and later coin. 
ST MARY’S ISLAND
273. PENINNIS HEAD (c.SV 910 100)
St Mary’s
A coin suspected to be a sceat (8 mm) was found in a recently ploughed fi eld somewhere on the headland 
in the summer of 1995 by Dr Richard Coleman-Smith of Yeovil. These small coins (c.12 mm) are of 
silver. The Scilly fi nd is of copper alloy with malachite coating cuprite, its somewhat ‘domed’ reverse with 
central hollow suggesting a stud or attachment for something like a safety chain for a brooch. Most sceatas
are good silver, but some are debased in later years with a high copper content.
274. PORTH HELLICK DOWNS (c.SV 924 113)
St Mary’s
A Byzantine small module follis (498-518) was found somewhere on the Porth Hellick Downs sometime 
before 2005 (information supplied by Amanda Martin, Isles of Scilly Museum). This may well be the same 
coin as the one from Porth Hellick Downs (275) described below.
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275. PORTH HELLICK DOWNS (SV 927 107)
St Mary’s
A small module bronze follis (40 nummi; 22 mm), much worn, was picked up on the surface inside the 
entrance to one of the chambered tombs on the east side of the cove on 15 August 1989 by Roger W. 
Phillips of Penryn in whose collection it remains. This is the large chambered tomb (H5:D8 in Ashbee 
1974, fi g. 12) into which Mr Phillips went to attend to his camera. He picked up what he thought was a 
button, discovering it to be a coin when he reached the light. It is hard to believe that a Byzantine coin 
could be recovered from an excavated Bronze Age tomb, and it must be a recent loss. Staff at the British 
Museum confi rmed that it is probably the following: 
Anastasius I (498-518)
Obv.  Much worn; a thin profi le head r.
Rev.  p a large M standing for 40 nummi, called a follis, a denomination introduced by 
Anastasius in  AD 498 together with its half and quarter value coins.
This may well be the same coin as the one from Porth Hellick Downs (274) mentioned above.
276. SUNNYSIDE FARM (SV 916 115)
St Mary’s
An antoninianus, probably of Gallienus (253-268), with a FORTVNA REDVX reverse was found in a 
bulb fi eld at Sunnyside Farm by Bill Smith in August 2006 (information supplied by Amanda Martin, Isles 
of Scilly Museum).
SAMSON ISLAND
277. SAMSON (SV 877 125)
Tresco
Dr Charles Barham on 18 November 1873 read to the Royal Institution of Cornwall a letter he had received 
that morning from W. Copeland Borlase, stating that Borlase “had recently received half-a-dozen silver 
Roman coins found in the island of Samson. They were of Constantius [some later reports say Constantine 
II], Julian, and Honorius, dating from AD 351 to 395.” No further details are given of the fi nd circumstances 
and the fate of the coins is not known. They were not listed in the sale of Borlase’s collection in 1882. 
These were the fi rst Roman coins reported from Scilly.
Charles Thomas (1985, p. 244) noted that Roman blue glass beads of the second century AD, from a 
house midden on the northern fl ank of South Hill, were probably collected in the vicinity, so that the coins 
may also have come from this same area “with the widespread disturbance ... accompanying and following 
the building and any subsequent repairs of Augustus Smith’s grazing enclosure”. It is possible that Borlase 
obtained the coins from Augustus Smith as a result of publishing an extract from Smith’s 1863 account of 
a barrow on Samson in his Naenia Cornubiae (1872). (See also Robertson 2000, 1522)
TEAN ISLAND
278. TEAN (c.SV 909 163)
Tresco
The museum on St Mary’s has three sestertii found in a midden layer on the southern shoreline of Tean in 
1956. Accompanying pottery indicated an occupation from the fi rst to the fourth centuries and included 
sherds of samian ware and a bronze brooch (Thomas 1985, p. 183).
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Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
1. CAT 613. Sestertius (30 mm) fairly good.
 Obv.  [M  AVREL  ANTONI]NVS  AVG  AR[M  PARTH  MAX]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. p [TR  POT  XX]  IMP  [IIII  COS  III], S - C small and low in fi eld. Victory on l., 
std r. attaching shield, inscribed VIC / PAR to palm-tree.
 RIC 922; BMC 1290, Pl. 79/6 for close fi t, but trunk of palm only. Several variations were 
minted around this period, AD 165-166.
2. CAT 614. Sestertius (30 mm), worn. Bronze attached to the bottom of the reverse indicates 
that it was turned into a brooch. The legends are those that fi t best what can be seen of the 
reverse design.
 Obv.  [M  ANTONINVS  AVG  TR  P  XXIII (IV or V)]. Lr, h. r.
 Rev. n [SALVTI  AVG  COS  III], S - [C] low in fi eld. Salus std l., hld patera in extended 
r. hand, from which she feeds a serpent arising from altar.
 RIC 964, 979, 1009; BMC 1351, 1376 or near types; cf. Pl. 80/9. AD 168-169, or 169-
170.
Septimius Severus (193-211)
3. CAT 615. Sestertius (31 mm) worn, illegible. The legends are those that fi t fairly well the 
suggested reverse design.
 Obv.  [L  SEPT  SEV  PERT  AVG  IMP  IIII]. Lr, bearded h. r.
 Rev. p [ANNONA  AVG  COS  II  P  P.  S - C small and low in fi eld]. Annona std f., h. 
l., hld corn-ears downwards in r. hand, modius below, and hld cornucopia in l. 
 BMC 518, Pl.22/7. AD 194-195.
TRESCO ISLAND
279. MERCHANT’S POINT (c.SV 892 158)
Tresco
Rumour has it that “a hoard of supposedly Roman coins” was found by a metal detectorist “some years 
ago” in this vicinity (per R. J. Hathway, March 1999).
280. TRESCO ABBEY GARDENS (SV 893 143). 
Tresco
Not long after he became a gardener at the Abbey in 1956, David Hopkins found a follis in good condition 
when forking over a raised fl ower bed in the Middle Walk which happened to be on the site of a midden 
full of limpet shells. The midden varied in depth from six to twelve feet (per Michael Tangye; photograph 
supplied by R. J. Hathway).
Constantine I (307-337)
AE Follis (26 mm), good. 
Obv.  CONSTANTINVS  P  F  AVG.  Lr, cr, b. r.
Rev. n SOLI  INVIC-TO  COMITI.  Sol, rd, std half-l., hld globe in l. hand, r. hand 
raised hld whip; nude, except for chlamys over l. shoulder.  T | F 
Ex. PTR (mint of Trier, AD 313-315).
281. TRESCO, Uncertain
Tresco
In 1960 a sestertius of Marcus Aurelius (161-180) was picked up somewhere on Tresco by Mr Gilbert 
Pender of St Mary’s and identifi ed at the British Museum (The Scillonian, No. 142, Summer 1960, p. 
81). More Roman coins found on Scilly are said to be in private hands (Sarnia Butcher, letter 13 February 
2002).
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Index 1: Alphabetical Index of Ancient and Early Medieval Coin Finds
 from Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
CORNWALL
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish Civil Parish
1 ST AGNES BEACON St Agnes St Agnes
2 ST AUSTELL, Carvarth St Austell St Austell
3 ST AUSTELL, Uncertain St Austell St Austell
4 BABBINGTON FARM Bradock Broadoak
5 BIN DOWN Morval Morval
6 BLISLAND Blisland Blisland
7 BLOWINGHOUSE Illogan Carn Brea
8 BODMIN MOOR? Uncertain parish Uncertain parish
9 BODMIN, Church Bodmin Bodmin
10 BODMIN, St Nicholas Street Bodmin Bodmin
11 BODMIN, Uncertain Bodmin Bodmin
12 BOSCASTLE Minster Forrabury and 
Minster
13 BOSENCE St Erth St Erth
14 BOTREA Sancreed Sancreed
15 BRANE, Goldherring Sancreed Sancreed
16 BUDE, Binhamy Stratton Bude-Stratton
17 ST BURYAN, Uncertain St Buryan St Buryan
18 CALVADNACK Wendron Wendron
19 CALVADNACK, Carnmenellis Wendron Wendron
20 CAMBORNE, Carn Entral Camborne Camborne
21 CAMBORNE, East Charles Street Camborne Camborne
22 CAMBORNE, Rosewarne House Camborne Camborne
23 CAMBORNE, Treswithian Road Camborne Camborne
24 CAMBORNE, Tuckingmill Camborne Camborne
25 CAMBORNE, Uncertain Camborne Camborne
26 CAPE CORNWALL St Just in Penwith St Just
27 CARLEEN, Wheal Vor Breage Breage
28 CARLOGGAS St Mawgan in Pydar Mawgan in Pydar
29 CARN BREA Illogan Carn Brea
30 CARN BREA, Iron Age Hoard Illogan Carn Brea
31 CARN DOWNS Morvah Morvah
32 CARNANTON St Mawgan in Pydar Mawgan in Pydar
33 CARNON VALLEY Perranarworthal, Kea and Feock Perranarworthal, 
Kea and Feock
34 CARTHAMARTHA Lezant Lezant
35 CARVOSSA Probus Grampound with 
Creed
36 CARVOSSA Probus Probus
37 CARWARTHEN St Just in Roseland St Just in 
Roseland
38 CASTLE DORE St Sampson St Sampson
39 CASTLE PENCAIRE Breage Breage
40 CHYGWIDDEN Sancreed Sancreed
41 CLOWANCE WOOD Crowan Crowan
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42 CONDURROW St Anthony in Meneage St Anthony in 
Meneage
43 CONSTANTINE Constantine Constantine
44 CONSTANTINE, Uncertain Constantine Constantine or 
Gweek
45 COOMBE, Duckpool Morwenstow Morwenstow
46 COSWINSAWSIN Gwinear Gwinear-
Gwithian
47 CRANTOCK, Uncertain Crantock Crantock
48 CROFTO Morvah Morvah
49 CRUGMEER Padstow Padstow
50 CUBERT Cubert Cubert
51 ST DAY Gwennap St Day
52 DAYMER BAY St Minver St Minver 
Lowlands
53 DEVORAN Feock Feock
54 DOWNDERRY/EAST LOOE St Germans or St Martin by Looe Deviock or St 
Martin by Looe
55 ENDELLION Endellion St Endellion
56 ENGEW FARM Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
57 ST ENODOC, Brea Hill St Minver St Minver 
Lowlands
58 ETHY WOOD St Winnow St Winnow
59 FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach Falmouth Falmouth
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road Falmouth Falmouth
61 FALMOUTH, Uncertain Falmouth Falmouth
62 GEAR SANDS Perranzabuloe Perranzabuloe
63 GOLDSITHNEY Perranuthnoe Perranuthnoe
64 GRAMBLA Wendron Gweek
65 GUNWALLOE Gunwalloe Gunwalloe
66 GWENDRA, Pendower Beach Veryan Veryan
67 GWINEAR, Uncertain Gwinear Gwinear-
Gwithian
68 GWITHIAN BEACH Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
69 GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
70 GWITHIAN, Hosking’s Pit Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
71 HALSETOWN St Ives St Ives
72 HARLYN St Merryn St Merryn
73 HAYLE St Erth Hayle
74 HAYLE CAUSEWAY St Erth Hayle
75 HELIGAN St Ewe St Ewe
76 HELSTON, Godolphin Road Helston Helston
77 HELSTONE, Uncertain Lanteglos by Camelford Camelford
78 HELSTONE Lanteglos by Camelford Camelford
79 HIGHER BOSCASWELL St Just in Penwith St Just
80 HIGHER GWEEK FARM Constantine Gweek
81 HIGHLANES Little Petherick St Issey
82 HILLHEAD Lostwithiel Lostwithiel
83 HILLHEAD, Barngate Farm Lostwithiel Lostwithiel
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84 HOLYWELL, The Kelseys Cubert Cubert
85 ILLOGAN, Uncertain Illogan Illogan or Carn 
Brea
86 ST JUST IN ROSELAND, Church St Just in Roseland St Just in 
Roseland
87 KEA, Killiow Kea Kea
88 KENNACK SANDS Grade Grade-Ruan
89 KERRIS Paul Paul
90 KILKHAMPTON Kilkhampton Kilkhampton
91 LAMBOURNE Perranzabuloe Perranzabuloe
92 LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard Lamorran St Michael 
Penkevil
93 LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge Lamorran St Michael 
Penkevil
94 LANDULPH, Uncertain Landulph Landulph
95 LANHYDROCK Lanhydrock Lanhydrock
96 LANNER, Bell Lane Gwennap Lanner
97 LANTEGLOS Lanteglos by Camelford Camelford
98 LANYON QUARRY Madron Madron
99 LAUNCESTON St Mary Magdalene Launceston
100 LAWHIPPET FARM Lanteglos by Fowey Lanteglos
101 LELLIZZICK Padstow Padstow
102 LELLIZZICK, Hawker’s Cove Padstow Padstow
103 LERRYN, Foreshore Hoard St Veep St Veep
104 LERRYN, Manely Wood St Veep St Veep
105 LESTOW FARM St Neot St Neot
106 LISKEARD, Uncertain Liskeard Liskeard
107 LIZARD Landewednack Landewednack
108 LOE VALLEY Helston Helston
109 LOWER BODINNAR Sancreed Sancreed
110 LUDGVAN Ludgvan Ludgvan
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE Ludgvan Ludgvan
112 LUDGVAN, Castle Road Ludgvan Ludgvan
113 LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm Ludgvan Ludgvan
114 MADRON Madron Madron
115 MAEN CASTLE Sennen Sennen
116 MAENPORTH, Penrose Budock Falmouth
117 MAER DOWN Poughill Bude-Stratton
118 MAGOR FARM Illogan Illogan
119 MALPAS PASSAGE St Michael Penkivel St Michael 
Penkevil
120 MARAZION St Hilary Marazion
121 MARAZION BEACH Ludgvan Ludgvan
122 MARAZION MARSH Ludgvan Ludgvan
123 MARAZION, Beacon Field St Hilary Marazion
124 MARAZION, Gwallon Lane St Hilary Marazion
125 MARAZION, Trevenner St Hilary Marazion
126 MARAZION, Uncertain St Hilary Marazion
127 MARAZION, Venton Hall Farm St Hilary Marazion
128 ST MAWES, Tavern Beach St Just in Roseland St Just in 
Roseland
129 MAWGAN  PORTH St Mawgan in Pydar Mawgan in Pydar
130 MAWNAN, Uncertain Mawnan Mawnan
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131 METHLEIGH Breage Porthleven
132 ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT St Hilary St Michael’s 
Mount
133 MITHIAN St Agnes St Agnes
134 MOUNT HAWKE St Agnes St Agnes
135 MOUSEHOLE, Halwyn Paul Penzance
136 MULLION Mullion Mullion
137 MULLION COVE Mullion Mullion
138 MULLION, Uncertain Mullion Mullion
139 NANPEAN St Stephen in Brannel St Stephen in 
Brannel
140 NANSTALLON Bodmin Lanivet
141 NANSTALLON FORT Bodmin Lanivet
142 NANTRISACK Sithney Sithney
143 NEW DOWNS St Agnes St Agnes
144 NEW MILL, Higher Gear Gulval Madron
145 NEW MILL, Higher Gear Gulval Madron
146 NEWLYN, Tolcarne Beach Madron Penzance
147 NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road St Columb Minor Newquay
148 NEWQUAY, Gannel Bypass St Columb Minor Newquay
149 NEWQUAY, Great Western Beach St Columb Minor Newquay
150 NEWQUAY, Hilgrove Road St Columb Minor Newquay
151 NEWQUAY, Mayfi eld Road St Columb Minor Newquay
152 NEWQUAY, Porth Beach St Columb Minor Newquay
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head St Columb Minor Newquay
154 NORTH TAMERTON, Tamerton 
Town
North Tamerton North Tamerton
155 PADSTOW Padstow Padstow
156 PADSTOW, Prideaux Place Padstow Padstow
157 PADSTOW, St Saviour’s Point Padstow Padstow
158 PAUL, Uncertain Paul Paul or Penzance
159 PENCORSE St Enoder St Enoder
160 PENDEEN St Just in Penwith St Just
161 PENHALE FARM Fowey Fowey
162 PENHALE SANDS, St Piran’s Old 
Church
Perranzabuloe Perranzabuloe
163 PENNANCE Budock Falmouth
164 PENPONDS Camborne Camborne
165 PENPONDS, Gear Farm Camborne Camborne
166 PENRYN St Gluvias or Budock Penryn
167 PENRYN, River St Gluvias Penryn
168 PENTEWAN St Austell St Austell
169 PENTIRE Crantock Newquay
170 PENVENTINNIE Kenwyn Kenwyn
171 PENZANCE, Cemetery Madron Penzance
172 PENZANCE, Uncertain Madron Penzance
173 PERRANPORTH BEACH Perranzabuloe Perranzabuloe
174 PHILLACK Phillack Hayle
175 PHILLACK TOWANS Phillack Hayle
176 PHILLACK, Churchtown Road Phillack Hayle
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm Phillack Hayle
178 PLACE Fowey Fowey
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179 POLDHU COVE Mullion Mullion
180 POLGLAZE St Veep St Veep
181 POLPERRO, Landaviddy Lansallos Lansallos
182 POLPERRO, Talland Hill Talland Lansallos
183 PORTEATH, West Winds St Minver St Minver 
Highlands
184 PORTH GODREVY Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
185 PORTHLEVEN, Penrose Hill Sithney Porthleven
186 PORTHLUNEY VALLEY, Caerhays 
Hoard
St Michael Caerhays St Michael 
Caerhays
187 PORTHMEOR Zennor Zennor
188 PORTHNAVAS or 
POLWHEVERAL CREEK
Constantine Constantine
189 PORTHTOWAN St Agnes St Agnes
190 PORTLOE Veryan Veryan
191 PORTMELLON Gorran Mevagissey
192 POUGHILL Poughill Bude-Stratton
193 POUGHILL, Ashton Farm Poughill Bude-Stratton
194 RAGINNIS Paul Penzance
195 RECEVEN Sancreed Sancreed
196 REDRUTH, North Country Redruth Redruth
197 REDRUTH, Uncertain Redruth Redruth
198 RESKADINNICK Camborne Camborne
199 RESTRONGUET BARTON Mylor Mylor
200 ROCHE Roche Roche
201 ROCK St Minver St Minver 
Lowlands
202 ROCK, Jesus Well St Minver St Minver 
Lowlands
203 ROSEMERGY, Watch Croft Morvah Morvah
204 ROSKRUGE BEACON St Anthony in Meneage or St Keverne St Anthony in 
Meneage or St 
Keverne
205 RUAN MINOR, Uncertain Ruan Minor Grade-Ruan
206 RUTHERNBRIDGE Bodmin Lanivet
207 SALTASH, Wearde Quay St Stephen by Saltash Saltash
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury Egloshayle Wadebridge
209 SCARCEWATER Ladock Ladock
210 SHARROW POINT HOARD Antony Antony
211 SHORTLANESEND Kenwyn Kenwyn
212 SOUTH HILL, Uncertain South Hill South Hill
213 ST STEPHEN St Stephen in Brannel St Stephen in 
Brannel
214 STEPPER POINT Padstow Padstow
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain Stithians Stithians
216 THE GANNEL Crantock Crantock or 
Newquay
217 THE TOWANS, Black Cliff Phillack Hayle
218 TINTAGEL CASTLE Tintagel Tintagel
219 TINTAGEL, Churchyard Tintagel Tintagel
220 TOLCARNE CREEK St Just in Roseland St Just in 
Roseland
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221 TOWEDNACK, Uncertain Towednack Towednack
222 TREBARVETH, Potters St Keverne St Keverne
223 TREBETHERICK, Greenaway 
Beach
St Minver St Minver 
Lowlands
224 TREBURSYE South Petherwin South Petherwin
225 TREDINNEY St Buryan St Buryan
226 TREEN St Levan St Levan
227 TREEN, Treyn Dinas St Levan St Levan
228 TREGADILLETT, Kestle Ring St Thomas by Launceston St Thomas the 
Apostle Rural
229 TREGIDDEN St Keverne or Manaccan St Keverne or 
Manaccan
230 TREGIRLS Padstow Padstow
231 TREGONWELL Manaccan Manaccan
232 TREGONY Cuby Cuby
233 TREGORRICK St Austell St Austell
234 TREGORRICK, Moor Cottage St Austell St Austell
235 TREGORRICK, Trewhiddle Hoard St Austell St Austell
236 TREKILLICK Lanivet Lanivet
237 TRELEAVEN Mevagissey Mevagissey
238 TREMATON CASTLE St Stephen by Saltash Saltash
239 TREMENHEERE Wendron Wendron
240 TRENGOVE Illogan Illogan
241 TRERETHERN Padstow Padstow
242 TRESCOWE Breage Breage
243 TRETHEWEY Ruan Lanihorne Ruanlanihorne
244 TRETHIAS St Merryn St Merryn
245 TRETHURGY St Austell Treverbyn
246 TREVARNON Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
247 TREVARNON ROUND Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
248 TREVARRICK Gorran St Goran
249 TREVASSACK St Mawgan in Meneage Mawgan in 
Meneage
250 TREVELVER St Minver St Minver 
Highlands
251 TREVEMEDAR St Eval St Eval
252 TREVISSICK St Austell St Austell
253 TREVISSOME Mylor Mylor
254 TREWEEN Altarnun Altarnun
255 TREWRICKLE Sheviock Sheviock
256 TRINK Lelant Ludgvan
257 TRUNGLE Gwinear Gwinear-
Gwithian
258 TRURO, Highertown Kenwyn Truro
259 TRURO, The Avenue St Clement Truro
260 TRURO, Uncertain St Mary Truro
261 TURNAWARE POINT St Just in Roseland St Just in 
Roseland
262 TYWARDREATH, Uncertain Tywardreath Tywardreath
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263 UPTON TOWANS Gwithian Gwinear-
Gwithian
264 VARFELL FARM Ludgvan Ludgvan
265 WASHAWAY, Pencarrow Rounds Egloshayle Egloshayle
266 WERRINGTON Werrington Werrington
267 ST WINNOW St Winnow St Winnow
268 ZENNOR, Uncertain Zennor Zennor
269 UNCERTAIN  LOCATION, 
Cornwall
Uncertain parish Uncertain parish
THE ISLES OF SCILLY
No Island Location Civil Parish
270 ST AGNES ST AGNES, Uncertain St Agnes
271 EASTERN ISLES NORNOUR St Martin’s
272 ST MARTIN’S HIGHER TOWN, North Farm St Martin’s
273 ST MARY’S PENINNIS HEAD St Mary’s
274 ST MARY’S PORTH HELLICK DOWNS St Mary’s
275 ST MARY’S PORTH HELLICK DOWNS St Mary’s
276 ST MARY’S SUNNYSIDE FARM St Mary’s
277 SAMSON SAMSON Tresco
278 TEAN TEAN Tresco
279 TRESCO MERCHANT’S POINT Tresco
280 TRESCO TRESCO ABBEY GARDENS Tresco
281 TRESCO TRESCO, Uncertain Tresco
Index 2: Index of Ancient and Early Medieval Coin Finds
from Cornwall by Parish
Where the precise location of a coin fi nd is unknown and it could have been found in more than one parish, 
the location is given under each parish. For the Isles of Scilly see Index 1.
Ecclesiastical Parish Find location No.
Altarnun TREWEEN 254
St Agnes ST AGNES BEACON 1
MITHIAN 133
MOUNT HAWKE 134
NEW DOWNS 143
PORTHTOWAN 189
St Anthony in Meneage or St Keverne ROSKRUGE BEACON 204
St Anthony in Meneage CONDURROW 42
St Antony SHARROW POINT HOARD 210
St Austell ST AUSTELL, Carvarth 2
ST AUSTELL, Uncertain 3
PENTEWAN 168
TREGORRICK 233
TREGORRICK, Moor Cottage 234
TREGORRICK, Trewhiddle Hoard 235
TRETHURGY 245
TREVISSICK 252
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Blisland BLISLAND 6
Bodmin BODMIN, Church 9
BODMIN, St Nicholas Street 10
BODMIN, Uncertain 11
NANSTALLON 140
NANSTALLON FORT 141
RUTHERNBRIDGE 206
Braddock BABBINGTON FARM 4
Breage CARLEEN, Wheal Vor 27
CASTLE PENCAIRE 39
METHLEIGH 131
TRESCOWE 242
Budock MAENPORTH, Penrose 116
PENNANCE 163
St Buryan ST BURYAN, Uncertain 17
TREDINNEY 225
Camborne CAMBORNE, Carn Entral 20
CAMBORNE, East Charles Street 21
CAMBORNE, Rosewarne House 22
CAMBORNE, Treswithian Road 23
CAMBORNE, Tuckingmill 24
CAMBORNE, Uncertain 25
PENPONDS 164
PENPONDS, Gear Farm 165
RESKADINNICK 198
St Clement TRURO, The Avenue 259
St Columb Minor NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road 147
NEWQUAY, Gannel Bypass 148
NEWQUAY, Great Western Beach 149
NEWQUAY, Hilgrove Road 150
NEWQUAY, Mayfi eld Road 151
NEWQUAY, Porth Beach 152
NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head 153
Constantine CONSTANTINE 43
CONSTANTINE, Uncertain 44
HIGHER GWEEK FARM 80
PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL 
CREEK
188
Crantock CRANTOCK, Uncertain 47
PENTIRE 169
THE GANNEL 216
Crowan CLOWANCE WOOD 41
Cubert CUBERT 50
HOLYWELL, The Kelseys 84
Cuby TREGONY 232
Egloshayle SANDYLANDS, Killibury 208
WASHAWAY, Pencarrow Rounds 265
Endellion ENDELLION 55
St Enoder PENCORSE 159
St Erth BOSENCE 13
HAYLE 73
HAYLE CAUSEWAY 74
St Eval TREVEMEDAR 251
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St Ewe HELIGAN 75
FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach 59
FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road 60
FALMOUTH, Uncertain 61
Feock DEVORAN 53
Fowey PENHALE FARM 161
PLACE 178
St Germans or St Martin by Looe DOWNDERRY/EAST LOOE 54
St Gluvias PENRYN, River 167
St Gluvias or Budock PENRYN 166
Gorran PORTMELLON 191
TREVARRICK 248
Grade KENNACK SANDS 88
Gulval NEW MILL, Higher Gear 144
NEW MILL, Higher Gear 145
Gunwalloe GUNWALLOE 65
Gwennap ST DAY 51
LANNER, Bell Lane 96
Gwinear COSWINSAWSIN 46
GWINEAR, Uncertain 67
TRUNGLE 257
Gwithian ENGEW FARM 56
GWITHIAN BEACH 68
GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm 69
GWITHIAN, Hosking’s Pit 70
PORTH GODREVY 184
TREVARNON 246
TREVARNON ROUND 247
UPTON TOWANS 263
Helston HELSTON, Godolphin Road 76
LOE VALLEY 108
St Hilary MARAZION 120
MARAZION, Beacon Field 123
MARAZION, Gwallon Lane 124
MARAZION, Trevenner 125
MARAZION, Uncertain 126
MARAZION, Venton Hall Farm 127
ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT 132
Illogan BLOWINGHOUSE 7
CARN BREA 29
CARN BREA, Iron Age Hoard 30
ILLOGAN, Uncertain 85
MAGOR FARM 118
TRENGOVE 240
St Ives HALSETOWN 71
St Just in Penwith CAPE CORNWALL 26
HIGHER BOSCASWELL 79
PENDEEN 160
St Just in Roseland ST JUST IN ROSELAND, Church 86
ST MAWES, Tavern Beach 128
TOLCARNE CREEK 220
TURNAWARE POINT 261
CARWARTHEN 37
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Kea KEA, Killiow 87
Kenwyn PENVENTINNIE 170
SHORTLANESEND 211
TRURO, Highertown 258
St Keverne TREBARVETH, Potters 222
St Keverne or Manaccan TREGIDDEN 229
Kilkhampton KILKHAMPTON 90
Ladock SCARCEWATER 209
Lamorran LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard 92
LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge 93
Landewednack LIZARD 107
Landulph LANDULPH, Uncertain 94
Lanhydrock LANHYDROCK 95
Lanivet TREKILLICK 236
Lansallos POLPERRO, Landaviddy 181
Lanteglos by Camelford HELSTONE, Uncertain 77
HELSTONE 78
LANTEGLOS 97
LAWHIPPET FARM 100
Lelant TRINK 256
St Levan TREEN 226
TREEN, Treyn Dinas 227
Lezant CARTHAMARTHA 34
Liskeard LISKEARD, Uncertain 106
Little Petherick HIGHLANES 81
Lostwithiel HILLHEAD 82
HILLHEAD, Barngate Farm 83
Ludgvan MARAZION BEACH 121
MARAZION MARSH 122
LUDGVAN 110
LUDGVAN LEAZE 111
LUDGVAN, Castle Road 112
LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm 113
VARFELL FARM 264
Madron LANYON QUARRY 98
MADRON 114
NEWLYN, Tolcarne Beach 146
PENZANCE, Cemetery 171
PENZANCE, Uncertain 172
Manaccan TREGONWELL 231
St Mary TRURO, Uncertain 260
St Mary Magdalene LAUNCESTON 99
St Mawgan in Meneage TREVASSACK 249
St Mawgan in Pydar CARLOGGAS 28
CARNANTON 32
MAWGAN  PORTH 129
Mawnan MAWNAN, Uncertain 130
St Merryn HARLYN 72
TRETHIAS 244
Mevagissey TRELEAVEN 237
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St Michael Caerhays PORTHLUNEY VALLEY, Caerhays 
Hoard
186
St Michael Penkivel MALPAS PASSAGE 119
Minster BOSCASTLE 12
St Minver DAYMER BAY 52
ST ENODOC, Brea Hill 57
PORTEATH, West Winds 183
ROCK 201
ROCK, Jesus Well 202
TREBETHERICK, Greenaway Beach 223
TREVELVER 250
Morvah CARN DOWNS 31
CROFTO 48
ROSEMERGY, Watch Croft 203
Morval BIN DOWN 5
Morwenstow COOMBE, Duckpool 45
Mullion MULLION 136
MULLION COVE 137
MULLION, Uncertain 138
POLDHU COVE 179
Mylor RESTRONGUET BARTON 199
TREVISSOME 253
St Neot LESTOW FARM 105
North Tamerton NORTH TAMERTON, Tamerton 
Town
154
Padstow CRUGMEER 49
LELLIZZICK 101
LELLIZZICK, Hawker’s Cove 102
PADSTOW 155
PADSTOW, Prideaux Place 156
PADSTOW, St Saviour’s Point 157
STEPPER POINT 214
TREGIRLS 230
TRERETHERN 241
Paul KERRIS 89
MOUSEHOLE, Halwyn 135
PAUL, Uncertain 158
RAGINNIS 194
Perranarworthal, Kea and Feock CARNON VALLEY 33
Perranuthnoe GOLDSITHNEY 63
Perranzabuloe GEAR SANDS 62
LAMBOURNE 91
PENHALE SANDS, St Piran’s Old 
Church
162
PERRANPORTH BEACH 173
Phillack PHILLACK 174
PHILLACK TOWANS 175
PHILLACK, Churchtown Road 176
PHILLACK, Riviere Farm 177
THE TOWANS, Black Cliff 217
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Poughill MAER DOWN 117
POUGHILL 192
POUGHILL, Ashton Farm 193
Probus CARVOSSA 35
CARVOSSA 36
Redruth REDRUTH, North Country 196
REDRUTH, Uncertain 197
Roche ROCHE 200
Ruan Lanihorne TRETHEWEY 243
Ruan Minor RUAN MINOR, Uncertain 205
St Sampson CASTLE DORE 38
Sancreed BOTREA 14
BRANE, Goldherring 15
CHYGWIDDEN 40
LOWER BODINNAR 109
RECEVEN 195
Sennen MAEN CASTLE 115
Sheviock TREWRICKLE 255
Sithney NANTRISACK 142
PORTHLEVEN, Penrose Hill 185
South Hill SOUTH HILL, Uncertain 212
South Petherwin TREBURSYE 224
St Stephen in Brannel NANPEAN 139
ST STEPHEN 213
St Stephen by Saltash SALTASH, Wearde Quay 207
TREMATON CASTLE 238
Stithians STITHIANS, Uncertain 215
Stratton BUDE, Binhamy 16
Talland POLPERRO, Talland Hill 182
St Thomas by Launceston TREGADILLETT, Kestle Ring 228
Tintagel TINTAGEL CASTLE 218
TINTAGEL, Churchyard 219
Towednack TOWEDNACK, Uncertain 221
Tywardreath TYWARDREATH, Uncertain 262
St Veep LERRYN, Foreshore Hoard 103
LERRYN, Manely Wood 104
POLGLAZE 180
Veryan GWENDRA, Pendower Beach 66
PORTLOE 190
Wendron CALVADNACK 18
CALVADNACK, Carnmenellis 19
GRAMBLA 64
TREMENHEERE 239
Werrington WERRINGTON 266
St Winnow ETHY WOOD 58
ST WINNOW 267
Zennor PORTHMEOR 187
ZENNOR, Uncertain 268
Uncertain parish BODMIN MOOR? 8
UNCERTAIN  LOCATION, Cornwall 269
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Index 3: Index of Ancient and Early Medieval Coin Finds 
from Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly by Find Type
Where more than one fi nd has been recovered from a location, that location is given under each fi nd type.
Assemblages from Archaeological Excavations (21)
CORNWALL
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
28 CARLOGGAS St Mawgan in Pydar
29 CARN BREA Illogan
34 CARTHAMARTHA Lezant
36 CARVOSSA Probus
37 CARWARTHEN St Just in Roseland
45 COOMBE, Duckpool Morwenstow
48 CROFTO Morvah
55 ENDELLION Endellion
64 GRAMBLA Wendron
118 MAGOR FARM Illogan
129 MAWGAN  PORTH St Mawgan in Pydar
141 NANSTALLON FORT Bodmin
147 NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road St Columb Minor
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head St Columb Minor
184 PORTH GODREVY Gwithian
187 PORTHMEOR Zennor
218 TINTAGEL CASTLE Tintagel
219 TINTAGEL, Churchyard Tintagel
245 TRETHURGY St Austell
255 TREWRICKLE Sheviock
ISLES OF SCILLY
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
271 NORNOUR St Martin’s
Hoards (52)
CORNWALL
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
5 BIN DOWN Morval
16 BUDE, Binhamy Stratton
18 CALVADNACK Wendron
22 CAMBORNE, Rosewarne House Camborne
29 CARN BREA Illogan
30 CARN BREA, Iron Age Hoard Illogan
31 CARN DOWNS Morvah
32 CARNANTON St Mawgan in Pydar
33 CARNON VALLEY Perranarworthal, Kea and Feock
39 CASTLE PENCAIRE Breage
42 CONDURROW St Anthony in Meneage
43 CONSTANTINE Constantine
46 COSWINSAWSIN Gwinear
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58 ETHY WOOD St Winnow
74 HAYLE CAUSEWAY St Erth
79 HIGHER BOSCASWELL St Just in Penwith
85 ILLOGAN, Uncertain Illogan
89 KERRIS Paul
92 LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard Lamorran
95 LANHYDROCK Lanhydrock
98 LANYON QUARRY Madron
103 LERRYN, Foreshore Hoard St Veep
106 LISKEARD, Uncertain Liskeard
109 LOWER BODINNAR Sancreed
115 MAEN CASTLE Sennen
116 MAENPORTH, Penrose Budock
117 MAER DOWN Poughill
118 MAGOR FARM Illogan
119 MALPAS PASSAGE St Michael Penkivel
122 MARAZION MARSH Ludgvan
130 MAWNAN, Uncertain Mawnan
138 MULLION, Uncertain Mullion
158 PAUL, Uncertain Paul
161 PENHALE FARM Fowey
163 PENNANCE Budock
164 PENPONDS Camborne
182 POLPERRO, Talland Hill Talland
186 PORTHLUNEY VALLEY, Caerhays Hoard St Michael Caerhays
188 PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK Constantine
203 ROSEMERGY, Watch Croft Morvah
210 SHARROW POINT HOARD Antony
221 TOWEDNACK, Uncertain Towednack
226 TREEN St Levan
235 TREGORRICK, Trewhiddle Hoard St Austell
242 TRESCOWE Breage
245 TRETHURGY St Austell
249 TREVASSACK Mawgan in Meneage
257 TRUNGLE Gwinear
261 TURNAWARE POINT St Just in Roseland
262 TYWARDREATH, Uncertain Tywardreath
ISLES OF SCILLY
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
277 SAMSON Tresco
279 MERCHANT’S POINT Tresco
Finds of More Than One Coin (85)
CORNWALL
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
7 BLOWINGHOUSE Illogan
9 BODMIN, Church Bodmin
14 BOTREA Sancreed
15 BRANE, Goldherring Sancreed
19 CALVADNACK, Carnmenellis Wendron
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23 CAMBORNE, Treswithian Road Camborne
25 CAMBORNE, Uncertain Camborne
29 CARN BREA Illogan
33 CARNON VALLEY Perranarworthal, Kea and Feock
40 CHYGWIDDEN Sancreed
43 CONSTANTINE Constantine
49 CRUGMEER Padstow
50 CUBERT Cubert
52 DAYMER BAY St Minver
57 ST ENODOC, Brea Hill St Minver
59 FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach Falmouth
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road Falmouth
61 FALMOUTH, Uncertain Falmouth
62 GEAR SANDS Perranzabuloe
65 GUNWALLOE Gunwalloe
69 GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm Gwithian
70 GWITHIAN, Hosking’s Pit Gwithian
72 HARLYN St Merryn
75 HELIGAN St Ewe
77 HELSTONE, Uncertain Lanteglos by Camelford
83 HILLHEAD, Barngate Farm Lostwithiel
84 HOLYWELL, The Kelseys Cubert
91 LAMBOURNE Perranzabuloe
93 LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge Lamorran
99 LAUNCESTON St Mary Magdalene
101 LELLIZZICK Padstow
104 LERRYN, Manely Wood St Veep
110 LUDGVAN Ludgvan
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE Ludgvan
113 LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm Ludgvan
114 MADRON Madron
120 MARAZION St Hilary
121 MARAZION BEACH Ludgvan
126 MARAZION, Uncertain St Hilary
132 ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT St Hilary
135 MOUSEHOLE, Halwyn Paul
136 MULLION Mullion
140 NANSTALLON Bodmin
141 NANSTALLON FORT Bodmin
143 NEW DOWNS St Agnes
148 NEWQUAY, Gannel Bypass St Columb Minor
151 NEWQUAY, Mayfi eld Road St Columb Minor
152 NEWQUAY, Porth Beach St Columb Minor
155 PADSTOW Padstow
170 PENVENTINNIE Kenwyn
171 PENZANCE, Cemetery Madron
172 PENZANCE, Uncertain Madron
173 PERRANPORTH BEACH Perranzabuloe
175 PHILLACK TOWANS Phillack
176 PHILLACK, Churchtown Road Phillack
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm Phillack
185 PORTHLEVEN, Penrose Hill Sithney
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189 PORTHTOWAN St Agnes
191 PORTMELLON Gorran
196 REDRUTH, North Country Redruth
200 ROCHE Roche
202 ROCK, Jesus Well St Minver
205 RUAN MINOR, Uncertain Ruan Minor
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury Egloshayle
212 SOUTH HILL, Uncertain South Hill
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain Stithians
216 THE GANNEL Crantock
223 TREBETHERICK, Greenaway Beach St Minver
224 TREBURSYE South Petherwin
230 TREGIRLS Padstow
231 TREGONWELL Manaccan
232 TREGONY Cuby
237 TRELEAVEN Mevagissey
238 TREMATON CASTLE St Stephen by Saltash
241 TRERETHERN Padstow
247 TREVARNON ROUND Gwithian
251 TREVEMEDAR St Eval
252 TREVISSICK St Austell
256 TRINK Lelant
263 UPTON TOWANS Gwithian
264 VARFELL FARM Ludgvan
266 WERRINGTON Werrington
267 ST WINNOW St Winnow
ISLES OF SCILLY
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
272 HIGHER TOWN, North Farm St Martin’s
278 TEAN Tresco
Single Finds (127)
CORNWALL
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
1 ST AGNES BEACON St Agnes
2 ST AUSTELL, Carvarth St Austell
3 ST AUSTELL, Uncertain St Austell
4 BABBINGTON FARM Bradock
6 BLISLAND Blisland
8 BODMIN MOOR? Uncertain parish
10 BODMIN, St Nicholas Street Bodmin
11 BODMIN, Uncertain Bodmin
13 BOSENCE St Erth
17 ST BURYAN, Uncertain St Buryan
20 CAMBORNE, Carn Entral Camborne
21 CAMBORNE, East Charles Street Camborne
24 CAMBORNE, Tuckingmill Camborne
26 CAPE CORNWALL St Just in Penwith
27 CARLEEN, Wheal Vor Breage
35 CARVOSSA Probus
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38 CASTLE DORE St Sampson
41 CLOWANCE WOOD Crowan
44 CONSTANTINE, Uncertain Constantine
47 CRANTOCK, Uncertain Crantock
51 ST DAY Gwennap
53 DEVORAN Feock
54 DOWNDERRY/EAST LOOE St Germans or St Martin by Looe
56 ENGEW FARM Gwithian
63 GOLDSITHNEY Perranuthnoe
66 GWENDRA, Pendower Beach Veryan
67 GWINEAR, Uncertain Gwinear
68 GWITHIAN BEACH Gwithian
71 HALSETOWN St Ives
73 HAYLE St Erth
76 HELSTON, Godolphin Road Helston
78 HELSTONE Lanteglos by Camelford
80 HIGHER GWEEK FARM Constantine
81 HIGHLANES Little Petherick
82 HILLHEAD Lostwithiel
86 ST JUST IN ROSELAND, Church St Just in Roseland
87 KEA, Killiow Kea
88 KENNACK SANDS Grade
90 KILKHAMPTON Kilkhampton
94 LANDULPH, Uncertain Landulph
96 LANNER, Bell Lane Gwennap
100 LAWHIPPET FARM Lanteglos by Fowey
102 LELLIZZICK, Hawker’s Cove Padstow
105 LESTOW FARM St Neot
107 LIZARD Landewednack
108 LOE VALLEY Helston
112 LUDGVAN, Castle Road Ludgvan
123 MARAZION, Beacon Field St Hilary
124 MARAZION, Gwallon Lane St Hilary
125 MARAZION, Trevenner St Hilary
127 MARAZION, Venton Hall Farm St Hilary
128 ST MAWES, Tavern Beach St Just in Roseland
131 METHLEIGH Breage
133 MITHIAN St Agnes
134 MOUNT HAWKE St Agnes
137 MULLION COVE Mullion
139 NANPEAN St Stephen-in-Brannel
142 NANTRISACK Sithney
144 NEW MILL, Higher Gear Gulval
145 NEW MILL, Higher Gear Gulval
146 NEWLYN, Tolcarne Beach Madron
149 NEWQUAY, Great Western Beach St Columb Minor
150 NEWQUAY, Hilgrove Road St Columb Minor
154 NORTH TAMERTON, Tamerton Town North Tamerton
156 PADSTOW, Prideaux Place Padstow
157 PADSTOW, St Saviour’s Point Padstow
159 PENCORSE St Enoder
160 PENDEEN St Just in Penwith
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162 PENHALE SANDS, St Piran’s Old Church Perranzabuloe
165 PENPONDS, Gear Farm Camborne
166 PENRYN St Gluvias or Budock
167 PENRYN, River St Gluvias
168 PENTEWAN St Austell
169 PENTIRE Crantock
174 PHILLACK Phillack
178 PLACE Fowey
179 POLDHU COVE Mullion
180 POLGLAZE St Veep
181 POLPERRO, Landaviddy Lansallos
183 PORTEATH, West Winds St Minver
190 PORTLOE Veryan
192 POUGHILL Poughill
193 POUGHILL, Ashton Farm Poughill
194 RAGINNIS Paul
195 RECEVEN Sancreed
197 REDRUTH, Uncertain Redruth
198 RESKADINNICK Camborne
199 RESTRONGUET BARTON Mylor
201 ROCK St Minver
204 ROSKRUGE BEACON
 St Anthony in Meneage or St     
 Keverne
206 RUTHERNBRIDGE Bodmin
207 SALTASH, Wearde Quay St Stephen by Saltash
209 SCARCEWATER Ladock
211 SHORTLANESEND Kenwyn
213 ST STEPHEN St Stephen-in-Brannel
214 STEPPER POINT Padstow
217 THE TOWANS, Black Cliff Phillack
220 TOLCARNE CREEK St Just in Roseland
222 TREBARVETH, Potters St Keverne
226 TREEN St Levan
227 TREEN, Treyn Dinas St Levan
228 TREGADILLETT, Kestle Ring St Thomas by Launceston
229 TREGIDDEN St Keverne or Manaccan
233 TREGORRICK St Austell
234 TREGORRICK, Moor Cottage St Austell
236 TREKILLICK Lanivet
239 TREMENHEERE Wendron
240 TRENGOVE Illogan
243 TRETHEWEY Ruan Lanihorne
244 TRETHIAS St Merryn
246 TREVARNON Gwithian
248 TREVARRICK Gorran
250 TREVELVER St Minver
253 TREVISSOME Mylor
254 TREWEEN Altarnun
258 TRURO, Highertown Kenwyn
259 TRURO, The Avenue St Clement
260 TRURO, Uncertain St Mary
295INDEXES
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
265 WASHAWAY, Pencarrow Rounds Egloshayle
268 ZENNOR, Uncertain Zennor
ISLES OF SCILLY
No Location Parish
271 ST AGNES, Uncertain St Agnes
273 PENINNIS HEAD St Mary’s
274 PORTH HELLICK DOWNS St Mary’s
275 PORTH HELLICK DOWNS St Mary’s
276 SUNNYSIDE FARM St Mary’s
280 TRESCO ABBEY GARDENS Tresco
281 TRESCO, Uncertain Tresco
Unclassifi ed
CORNWALL
No Location Ecclesiastical Parish
12 BOSCASTLE Minster
97 LANTEGLOS Lanteglos by Camelford
225 TREDINNEY St Buryan
269 UNCERTAIN  LOCATION, Cornwall Uncertain parish
Index 4: Chronological Index of Ancient and Early Medieval Coin Finds
 from Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
GREEK (Hellenistic)
Findspots (11)
Cornwall
No Location
29 CARN BREA
53 DEVORAN
59 FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach
73 HAYLE
123 MARAZION, Beacon Field
134 MOUNT HAWKE
159 PENCORSE
190 PORTLOE
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury
211 SHORTLANESEND
258 TRURO, Highertown
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards (1)
Cornwall
No Location
158 PAUL, Uncertain
None in the Isles of Scilly.
INDEXES296
IRON AGE
Findspots (4)
Cornwall
No Location
25 CAMBORNE, Uncertain
101 LELLIZZICK
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE
172 PENZANCE, Uncertain
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards (1)
Cornwall
No Location
30 CARN BREA, Iron Age Hoard
None in the Isles of Scilly.
ROMAN
Findspots to AD 69, including Republican (26)
Cornwall
No Location
9 BODMIN, Church
21 CAMBORNE, East Charles Street
28 CARLOGGAS
29 CARN BREA
36 CARVOSSA
69 GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm
81 HIGHLANES
83 HILLHEAD, Barngate Farm
94 LANDULPH, Uncertain
101 LELLIZZICK
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE
120 MARAZION
126 MARAZION, Uncertain
141 NANSTALLON FORT
151 NEWQUAY, Mayfi eld Road
162 PENHALE SANDS, St Piran’s Old Church
185 PORTHLEVEN, Penrose Hill
207 SALTASH, Wearde Quay
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain
223 TREBETHERICK, Greenaway Beach
226 TREEN
234 TREGORRICK, Moor Cottage
254 TREWEEN
267 ST WINNOW
268 ZENNOR, Uncertain
Isles of Scilly
No Location
272 HIGHER TOWN, North Farm
297INDEXES
No Hoards of this period.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-date
85 ILLOGAN, Uncertain 69-192
117 MAER DOWN 364 or later
Findspots, AD 69-192 (94)
Cornwall
No Location
2 ST AUSTELL, Carvarth
4 BABBINGTON FARM
7 BLOWINGHOUSE
8 BODMIN MOOR?
9 BODMIN, Church
11 BODMIN, Uncertain
17 ST BURYAN, Uncertain
26 CAPE CORNWALL
29 CARN BREA
33 CARNON VALLEY
35 CARVOSSA
36 CARVOSSA
37 CARWARTHEN
41 CLOWANCE WOOD
52 DAYMER BAY
55 ENDELLION
56 ENGEW FARM
59 FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach
64 GRAMBLA
65 GUNWALLOE
66 GWENDRA, Pendower Beach
67 GWINEAR, Uncertain
71 HALSETOWN
72 HARLYN
78 HELSTONE
80 HIGHER GWEEK FARM
82 HILLHEAD
83 HILLHEAD, Barngate Farm
84 HOLYWELL, The Kelseys
88 KENNACK SANDS
96 LANNER, Bell Lane
100 LAWHIPPET FARM
101 LELLIZZICK
102 LELLIZZICK, Hawker’s Cove
105 LESTOW FARM
110 LUDGVAN
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE
112 LUDGVAN, Castle Road
113 LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm
114 MADRON
120 MARAZION
124 MARAZION, Gwallon Lane
126 MARAZION, Uncertain
135 MOUSEHOLE, Halwyn
INDEXES298
No Location
140 NANSTALLON
141 NANSTALLON FORT
142 NANTRISACK
151 NEWQUAY, Mayfi eld Road
152 NEWQUAY, Porth Beach
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head
154 NORTH TAMERTON, Tamerton Town
166 PENRYN
171 PENZANCE, Cemetery
176 PHILLACK, Churchtown Road
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm
178 PLACE
185 PORTHLEVEN, Penrose Hill
187 PORTHMEOR
189 PORTHTOWAN
194 RAGINNIS
197 REDRUTH, Uncertain
199 RESTRONGUET BARTON
204 ROSKRUGE BEACON
206 RUTHERNBRIDGE
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury
209 SCARCEWATER
214 STEPPER POINT
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain
217 THE TOWANS, Black Cliff
220 TOLCARNE CREEK
230 TREGIRLS
232 TREGONY
233 TREGORRICK
236 TREKILLICK
237 TRELEAVEN
239 TREMENHEERE
240 TRENGOVE
241 TRERETHERN
244 TRETHIAS
246 TREVARNON
248 TREVARRICK
251 TREVEMEDAR
255 TREWRICKLE
260 TRURO, Uncertain
263 UPTON TOWANS
264 VARFELL FARM
265 WASHAWAY, Pencarrow Rounds
Isles of Scilly
No Location
270 ST AGNES, Uncertain
271 NORNOUR
272 HIGHER TOWN, North Farm
278 TEAN
281 TRESCO, Uncertain
299INDEXES
Hoards, AD 69-192 (3)
Cornwall
No Location
18 CALVADNACK
85 ILLOGAN, Uncertain
245 TRETHURGY
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-date
29 CARN BREA 296-348
92 LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard 260-296
117 MAER DOWN 364 or later
118 MAGOR FARM 193-238
188 PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK 364 or later
249 TREVASSACK 296-348
261 TURNAWARE POINT 348-364
Findspots, AD 193-238 (20)
Cornwall
No Location
38 CASTLE DORE
61 FALMOUTH, Uncertain
69 GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm
90 KILKHAMPTON
99 LAUNCESTON
101 LELLIZZICK
118 MAGOR FARM
160 PENDEEN
169 PENTIRE
172 PENZANCE, Uncertain
173 PERRANPORTH BEACH
175 PHILLACK TOWANS
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm
196 REDRUTH, North Country
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain
229 TREGIDDEN
241 TRERETHERN
263 UPTON TOWANS
Isles of Scilly
No Location
271 NORNOUR
278 TEAN
Hoards, AD 193-238 (2)
Cornwall
No Location
79 HIGHER BOSCASWELL
198 RESKADINNICK
INDEXES300
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-Date
29 CARN BREA 296-348
92 LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard 260-296
119 MALPAS PASSAGE 364 or later
249 TREVASSACK 296-348
Findspots, AD 238-260 (9)
Cornwall
No Location
25 CAMBORNE, Uncertain
27 CARLEEN, Wheal Vor
63 GOLDSITHNEY
137 MULLION COVE
149 NEWQUAY, Great Western Beach
165 PENPONDS, Gear Farm
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury
212 SOUTH HILL, Uncertain
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards, AD 238-260 (1)
Cornwall
No Location
182 POLPERRO, Talland Hill
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-Date
58 ETHY WOOD 260-296
92 LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard 260-296
103 LERRYN, Foreshore Hoard 260-296
119 MALPAS PASSAGE 364 or later
186 PORTHLUNEY VALLEY, Caerhays Hoard 260-296
188 PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK 364 or later
262 TYWARDREATH, Uncertain 296-348
Findspots, AD 260-296 (52)
Cornwall
No Location
14 BOTREA
15 BRANE, Goldherring
23 CAMBORNE, Treswithian Road
36 CARVOSSA
40 CHYGWIDDEN
44 CONSTANTINE, Uncertain
47 CRANTOCK, Uncertain
49 CRUGMEER
301INDEXES
No Location
50 CUBERT
57 ST ENODOC, Brea Hill
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road
65 GUNWALLOE
68 GWITHIAN BEACH
69 GWITHIAN, Churchtown Farm
70 GWITHIAN, Hosking’s Pit
75 HELIGAN
84 HOLYWELL, The Kelseys
93 LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge
101 LELLIZZICK
104 LERRYN, Manely Wood
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE
118 MAGOR FARM
127 MARAZION, Venton Hall Farm
128 ST MAWES, Tavern Beach
132 ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT
136 MULLION
139 NANPEAN
144 NEW MILL, Higher Gear
145 NEW MILL, Higher Gear
147 NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head
167 PENRYN, River
168 PENTEWAN
175 PHILLACK TOWANS
176 PHILLACK, Churchtown Road
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm
184 PORTH GODREVY
191 PORTMELLON
195 RECEVEN
213 ST STEPHEN
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain
216 THE GANNEL
218 TINTAGEL CASTLE
223 TREBETHERICK, Greenaway Beach
224 TREBURSYE
241 TRERETHERN
245 TRETHURGY
250 TREVELVER
263 UPTON TOWANS
269 UNCERTAIN  LOCATION, Cornwall
Isles of Scilly
271 NORNOUR
276 SUNNYSIDE FARM
Hoards, AD 260-296 (18)
Cornwall
No Location
31 CARN DOWNS
33 CARNON VALLEY
INDEXES302
39 CASTLE PENCAIRE
58 ETHY WOOD
74 HAYLE CAUSEWAY
92 LAMORRAN, Gare Hoard
95 LANHYDROCK
103 LERRYN, Foreshore Hoard
106 LISKEARD, Uncertain
109 LOWER BODINNAR
115 MAEN CASTLE
116 MAENPORTH, Penrose
119 MALPAS PASSAGE
122 MARAZION MARSH
130 MAWNAN, Uncertain
186 PORTHLUNEY VALLEY, Caerhays Hoard
210 SHARROW POINT HOARD
242 TRESCOWE
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-Date
29 CARN BREA 296-348
117 MAER DOWN 364 or later
163 PENNANCE 296-348
249 TREVASSACK 296-348
262 TYWARDREATH, Uncertain 296-348
Findspots, 296-348 (46)
Cornwall
No Location
7 BLOWINGHOUSE
13 BOSENCE
23 CAMBORNE, Treswithian Road
24 CAMBORNE, Tuckingmill
37 CARWARTHEN
45 COOMBE, Duckpool
51 ST DAY
54 DOWNDERRY/EAST LOOE
57 ST ENODOC, Brea Hill
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road
61 FALMOUTH, Uncertain
62 GEAR SANDS
76 HELSTON, Godolphin Road
84 HOLYWELL, The Kelseys
86 ST JUST IN ROSELAND, Church
87 KEA, Killiow
93 LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge
101 LELLIZZICK
110 LUDGVAN
121 MARAZION BEACH
147 NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road
152 NEWQUAY, Porth Beach
303INDEXES
No Location
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head
155 PADSTOW
167 PENRYN, River
172 PENZANCE, Uncertain
173 PERRANPORTH BEACH
175 PHILLACK TOWANS
176 PHILLACK, Churchtown Road
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm
180 POLGLAZE
181 POLPERRO, Landaviddy
189 PORTHTOWAN
191 PORTMELLON
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury
215 STITHIANS, Uncertain
216 THE GANNEL
218 TINTAGEL CASTLE
230 TREGIRLS
231 TREGONWELL
247 TREVARNON ROUND
253 TREVISSOME
259 TRURO, The Avenue
263 UPTON TOWANS
Isles of Scilly
271 NORNOUR
280 TRESCO ABBEY GARDENS
Hoards, AD 296-348 (10)
Cornwall
No Location
5 BIN DOWN
22 CAMBORNE, Rosewarne House
29 CARN BREA
42 CONDURROW
138 MULLION, Uncertain
163 PENNANCE
164 PENPONDS
203 ROSEMERGY, Watch Croft
249 TREVASSACK
262 TYWARDREATH, Uncertain
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-Date
46 COSWINSAWSIN 296-348
117 MAER DOWN 364 or later
188 PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK 364 or later
261 TURNAWARE POINT 348-364
INDEXES304
Findspots, AD 348-364 (14)
Cornwall
No Location
45 COOMBE, Duckpool
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road
101 LELLIZZICK
111 LUDGVAN LEAZE
113 LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm
136 MULLION
143 NEW DOWNS
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head
155 PADSTOW
175 PHILLACK TOWANS
196 REDRUTH, North Country
263 UPTON TOWANS
Isles of Scilly
No Location
271 NORNOUR
272 HIGHER TOWN, North Farm
Hoards, AD 348-364 (1)
Cornwall
No Location
261 TURNAWARE POINT
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards containing coins of this period, but whose latest coin and date of burial are later:
No Location End-Date
117 MAER DOWN 364 or later
188 PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK 364 or later
277 SAMSON 364 or later
Findspots, AD 364 or later (24)
Cornwall
No Location
7 BLOWINGHOUSE
29 CARN BREA
49 CRUGMEER
57 ST ENODOC, Brea Hill
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road
93 LAMORRAN, Sett Bridge
101 LELLIZZICK
133 MITHIAN
143 NEW DOWNS
147 NEWQUAY, Atlantic Road
150 NEWQUAY, Hilgrove Road
153 NEWQUAY, Trevelgue Head
156 PADSTOW, Prideaux Place
175 PHILLACK TOWANS
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm
305INDEXES
No Location
192 POUGHILL
193 POUGHILL, Ashton Farm
224 TREBURSYE
227 TREEN, Treyn Dinas
230 TREGIRLS
243 TRETHEWEY
247 TREVARNON ROUND
263 UPTON TOWANS
Isles of Scilly
No Location
271 NORNOUR
Hoards, AD 364 onwards (6)
Cornwall
No Location
46 COSWINSAWSIN
98 LANYON QUARRY
117 MAER DOWN
188 PORTHNAVAS or POLWHEVERAL CREEK
221 TOWEDNACK, Uncertain
Isles of Scilly
No Location
277 SAMSON
Findspots of Roman Provincial Coins and Alexandrian Tetradrachms (17)
Cornwall
No Location
3 ST AUSTELL, uncertain
6 BLISLAND
10 BODMIN, St Nicholas Street
11 BODMIN, Uncertain
59 FALMOUTH, Gyllingvase Beach
60 FALMOUTH, Trescobeas Road
77 HELSTONE, Uncertain
107 LIZARD
108 LOE VALLEY
113 LUDGVAN, Eglos Farm
114 MADRON
141 NANSTALLON FORT
173 PERRANPORTH BEACH
183 PORTEATH, West Winds
201 ROCK
208 SANDYLANDS, Killibury
264 VARFELL FARM
None in the Isles of Scilly.
No hoards contain these coins.
INDEXES306
Findspots of Roman Coins, Uncertain Date (15)
Cornwall
No Location
1 ST AGNES BEACON
19 CALVADNACK, Carnmenellis
20 CAMBORNE, Carn Entral
34 CARTHAMARTHA
43 CONSTANTINE
48 CROFTO
77 HELSTONE, Uncertain
91 LAMBOURNE
146 NEWLYN, Tolcarne Beach
148 NEWQUAY, Gannel Bypass
170 PENVENTINNIE
205 RUAN MINOR, Uncertain
222 TREBARVETH, Potters
228 TREGADILLETT, Kestle Ring
266 WERRINGTON 
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Roman Hoards, Uncertain Date (5)
Cornwall
No Location
16 BUDE, Binhamy
89 KERRIS
226 TREEN
257 TRUNGLE
Isles of Scilly
No Location
279 MERCHANT’S POINT
BYZANTINE
Findspots (5)
Cornwall
No Location
125 MARAZION, Trevenner
230 TREGIRLS
Isles of Scilly
No Location
272 HIGHER TOWN, North Farm
274 PORTH HELLICK DOWNS
275 PORTH HELLICK DOWNS
No hoards contain these coins.
307INDEXES
ANGLO-SAXON
Findspots (8)
Cornwall
No Location
129 MAWGAN  PORTH
157 PADSTOW, St Saviour’s Point
174 PHILLACK
177 PHILLACK, Riviere Farm
219 TINTAGEL, Churchyard
256 TRINK
269 UNCERTAIN  LOCATION, Cornwall
Isles of Scilly
No Location
273 PENINNIS HEAD
Hoards (3)
Cornwall
No Location
43 CONSTANTINE
161 PENHALE FARM
235 TREGORRICK, Trewhiddle Hoard
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Findspots of Early Medieval Continental Issues (4)
Cornwall
No Location
131 METHLEIGH
179 POLDHU COVE
235 TREGORRICK, Trewhiddle Hoard
267 ST WINNOW
None in the Isles of Scilly.
MEDIEVAL BRITISH
Findspots of Medieval Coins, 1066 onwards (3)
Cornwall
No Location
132 ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT
175 PHILLACK TOWANS
256 TRINK
None in the Isles of Scilly.
UNCERTAIN
INDEXES308
Findpots of Coins of Uncertain Date (4)
Cornwall
No Location
200 ROCHE
202 ROCK, Jesus Well
238 TREMATON CASTLE
252 TREVISSICK
None in the Isles of Scilly.
Hoards of Uncertain Date (1)
Cornwall
No Location
32 CARNANTON
None in the Isles of Scilly.
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